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Abstract: The Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management Council proposes an amendment to 
the Fishery Management Plan for the Shrimp Fishery of the Gulf of Mexico, U.S. 
Waters, to reduce unwanted bycatch of juvenile red snapper with ancillary 
benefits to other finfish species. The requirement of bycatch reduction devices 
in shrimp trawls is proposed to allow rebuilding of the overfished stock of red 
snapper. 
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SUMMARY 

The Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management Council (GMFMC) prepared a Fishery Management 
Plan for Shrimp in the Gulf of Mexico, U. S. Waters that was implemented in 1981. Its 
principal effect is to monitor for overfishing while enhancing yield by deferring harvest of small 
shrimp. In recent years, the exvessel value of annual Gulf shrimp landings has exceeded $400 
million (see Table R-1 ). 

During the 197Os, 198Os, and early 199Os studies of the bycatch of fish in shrimp trawls 
found substantial levels of mortality among both regulated and unregulated species of 
commercial and recreational value. In particular, the rebuilding program for the overfished 
stock of red snapper was being impeded by the high levels of juvenile mortality from bycatch 
of shrimp trawls. 

In 1990, the GMFMC considered measures to reduce shrimp trawl bycatch and committed to 
a 50 percent reduction of juvenile red snapper mortality in 1993. The Congressional 
reauthorization of the Magnuson Fishery Conservation and Manage.:9)J:!0t Act in 1990 
established a 3-year moratorium on implementation of bycatch reduction regulations and 
authorized a study program on bycatch reduction (NMFS, 1995). The moratorium was later 
extended for an additional year. The actions proposed herein are based on the results of this 
study program and the GMFMC's commitment to reduce bycatch mortality of red snapper. 
Alternatives considered include: status quo; requiring use of Bycatch Reduction Devices 
(BRDs) in specific areas; establishment of a bycatch reduction criterion and certification of 
vari.ous BRDs; seasonal closures; area closures; and a framework procedure for modifying the 
bycatch reduction criterion, establishing certification procedures, and certifying additional 
BRDs. 
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FISHERY IMPACT STATEMENT IFIS} 

This integrated document contains all elements of the Plan Amendment, Supplemental 
Environmental Impact Statement (SEIS), Regulatory Impact Review (RIR), and Social Impact 
Assessment (SIA). These sections also include the fishery impacts of the proposed 
management measures. This table of contents and summary are provided separately to aid 
the reader in reviewing fishery impacts by referencing corresponding sections of the 
amendment that are inclusive of the FIS. 

TABLE OF CONTENTS 

Summary (see below) 
Fishery Impacts on Participants and Communities of Alternatives 2.0 

A. Gear Requirements 2.0 
B. Areas Specified for BRO Use - 2.0 
C. Criteria for BRDs Including Certification of BRDs that HawBeen Tested and 
Determined to meet the Established Bycatch Reduction Criterion 2.0 
D. Seasonal Closures 2.0 
E. Framework Procedure for Modifying the Bycatch Reduction Criterion and 
Establishing a BRO Testing Protocol for Certifying Additional BROs 2.0 

Regulatory Impact Review (also see summary page XI) 4.0 
Social Impact Assessment (also see summary page XII) 5.0 

SUMMARY 

The FIS indicates that initially there may be a reduction in shrimp biomass as a result of the 
requirement of BROs; however, it is not known whether such a reduction (about 5.9 to 8.2 
percent) would reduce catch because there has been approximately a 12 percent variability 
in landings over the past five years. Additionally, one scenario evaluated by Martinez et al. 
(1996) indicates that there could be as much as a 4.7 percent increase in shrimp biomass as 
shrimp predators become larger and target larger prey. Consequently, any effect of changes 
in shrimp biomass or landings on participants or fishing communities is unknown. 

The RIR notes that requiring the use of either the Fisheye 30 mesh BRO or the Andrews TED 
could reduce the total surplus for the industry by about $116 million and $1 . 1 3 billion, 
respectively over a very long period when the fishery reaches equilibrium in terms of minimal 
changes in total surplus. Annual impacts would range from about $10 million to $40 million 
for the fisheye 30 BRO and from about $1 O to $100 million for Andrews TED. These 
estimates assume shrimp reductions of 3 and 16 percent, respectively for these gears. Other 
BRDs have demonstrated a zero percent shrimp loss, and it is possible that future development 
and refinement of BROs could eliminate shrimp loss and still meet bycatch reduction 
requirements. It is also likely that the requirement of BRDs will reduce culling, and thereby 
shrimping operations will be less labor-intensive and perhaps safer. 

The RIR also concludes that there will probably be a reduction in the shrimp fleet over time 
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with the implementation of the requirement for BRDs in trawls. The amendment also notes 
that there has already been a reduction in effort by about 10 percent, which may be due in 
part to a reduction in the number of vessels. This reduction has occurred prior to any 
requirement for the use of BRDs. 

The effects of requiring BRDs in shrimp trawls of the Gulf of Mexico EEZ on fishing 
participants and communities will depend on how the shrimping industry reacts. As noted in 
the SIA, participants currently believe that impacts will be negative; however, as indicated by 
economic and biological data, there is t~e potential for positive benefits not only to finfish 
stocks (and fisheries for these stocks) but also to the shrimp industry if shrimp loss can be 
minimized. To the extent that bycatch reduction is achieved for migratory stocks of fish, e.g., 
mackerels and cobia, there should be positive effects to recruitment of these stocks in 
portions of the South Atlantic and possibly the Mid-Atlantic Councils' areas of jurisdiction. 
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SUPPLEMENTAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT 

This integrated document contains all elements of the Plan Amendment, Supplemental 
Environmental Impact Statement (SEIS), Regulatory Impact Review (RIR), and Social Impact 
Assessment (SIA). The table of contents for the SEIS is provided separately to aid the 
reviewer in referencing corresponding sections of the amendment. 

( ) Draft (X) Final 

TABLE OF CONTENTS SECTION fAG.E 
Summary (see below) 
Purpose and Need for Action . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . • . • . 1.0 . . . . . . . • . . . . . 2 
Alternatives Including Proposed Action . . • . • . • • • . . . . • . . . 2.0 •......•.•. , 1 2 

A. Gear Requirements . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 2 
B. Areas Specified for BRD Use .•..........•......... ! .• • • • • • • 22 
C. Criteria for BRDs, Including Certification of BRDs That Ha'lfe=Been Tested and 

Determined to Meet the Established Bycatch Reduction Criterion . . . . . . 26 
D. Seasonal Closures . . . . . . . . . • . • • • . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 
E. Framework Procedures for Modifying the Bycatch Reduction Criterion, Establishing 

and Modifying BRD Certification Criteria, and Establishing a BRD Testing Protocol 
for Certifying Additional BROS . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31 

Affected Environment • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 3.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . 35 
Environmental Consequences . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . 6.0 . . . . . . . . . . . 133 
List of Preparers . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . . . 8 .0 . . . . . . . . . . . 141 
List of Agencies, Organizations and Persons Consulted . . . . . 9.0 . . . . . . • . . . . 141 
Other Applicable Law . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10.0 . . . . . . • . . . . 142 

SUMMARY 

This SEIS addresses the issue that shrimp trawls have a significant bycatch of nontarget 
species of finfish; most of which are discarded dead. Consequently, fisheries directed at the 
discarded species and other fauna may be adversely affected and ecosystem diversity may 
be reduced. Red snapper is one species documented to be overfished and unable to recover 
because of the unacceptably high mortality of juveniles taken incidentally in shrimp trawls. 
Alternatives are presented that will reduce bycatch. The proposed measures address Problem 
number 4 of the FMP concerning conflicts with the Gulf's reef fish fishery and Management 
Objective number 5 to minimize the incidental capture of finfish by shrimpers, when 
appropriate. Because BRDs are not 100 percent effective, some reduced level of incidental 
take will continue to occur. A reduction or loss of shrimp through the BRD also may occur. 
The amount of shrimp loss is dependent on the type of BRD used and the operation of the 
trawl and vessel. In areas not directly affected by this action (i.e., state controlled waters), 
the fishery may continue to take incidental catch. Ecological modeling suggests that use of 
the three most effective BRDs will result in a decline in shrimp biomass ranging from 5.9 to 
8.2 percent (Martinez et al. 1996) as a result of an increase in the population of bottom fish 
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predators and a reduction in available nutrients for recycling. Subsequent modeling of 
changes in finfish size on shrimp predation could result in a 4. 7 percent increase in shrimp 
biomass or a decrease of 16. 7 percent. The subsequent effect on shrimp landings in unknown 
and would be difficult to measure because over the past five years natural variability in 
landings has averaged about 12 percent. 
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REGULATORY IMPACT REVIEW 

This integrated document contains all elements of the Plan Amendment, Supplemental 
Environmental Impact Statement (SEIS), Regulatory Impact Review (RIR), and Social Impact 
Assessment (SIA). The table of contents for the SIA is provided separately to aid the reviewer 
in referencing corresponding sections of the amendment. 
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SUMMARY 

The regulatory impact review consists of the following major features: 1) economic profile of 
the shrimp and selected finfish industries, 2) analysis of impacts, 3) determination of a 
significant regulatory action, and 4) initial regulatory flexibility analysis. 

Economic profiling of the various fishing industries is undertaken by presenting historical and 
current information such as landings, number of vessels, ex-vessel values, processing products 
and values for the shrimp processing industry, and cost and returns for the shrimp harvest 
sector. 

The analyses of impacts focuses on the determination of costs and benefits to the various 
fishing industries. A table on the next page summarizes these impacts;-dn quantifying the 
effects of various management measures, specifically the various BRD designs, a dynamic 
bioeconomic model was developed consisting of several components identifying the various 
economic relationships. The basic result of this modeling is that total surplus to the shrimp 
industry would be reduced by $116 million with the adoption of the th fisheye 30 BRD and 
$1.1 billion with the adoption of Andrews TED as BRD. This result is arrived at by running the 
model over a very long period. Over the short-run total surplus reductions would range from 
$10 million to $40 million for fisheye 30 BRD and from $10 million to $100 million for 
Andrews TED, with the upper limits occurring in the first year of BRD implementation. Mainly 
a qualitative discussion is conducted for determining the economic impacts on red snapper and 
other finfish fisheries. This analysis shows that benefits can arise in the finfish fisheries to 
the extent that some effort control program is implemented in these fisheries. In the particular 
case of the commercial red snapper fishery, adoption of BRDs would at least allow 
maintenance of a higher TAC and quota. If current TAC of 9.12 million pounds is maintained 
throughout the stock's recovery period, the commercial red snapper fishery is expected to gain 
about $118 million in net benefits for the period 1996-2020. No benefit determination is done 
for the recreational fishery. 

The RIR has determined that this amendment would not result in a significant regulatory 
action. However, it would result in a significant economic impact on a substantial number of 
small business entities. 
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Summary of Costs and Benefits 
(Million Dollars) 

Alternative Shrimp1 Red 
Snapper2 

Other 
Finfish 

Gov't 
Cost3 

Net Change4 

Fisheye 30 -117 s 118 Unknown 0.243 Positive or negative 

Fisheye 45 -795 s 118 Unknown 0.243 Likely negative 

Extended 
Funnel 

316 s 118 Unknown 0.243 Likely positive 

Andrews TED -1, 130 s 118 Unknown 0.243 Very likely negative 

Season 
Closures 

-35 to -
55 

s 118 Unknown 0.243 Positive or negative 

Area Closures Considered impractical; economic outcomes not estimated 

Florida and 
Greater Than 
100 Fathom 
Exemption 

-

Status quo for these areas; no change in economic outcomes 

1 Net benefits (loss) for BR Os are estimated over a very long period while those for 
closures are done over a period of 10 years. 

2The $118 million impact is estimated over a 25-year period and assumes an ITQ 
management program for the red snapper fishery. Without an ITO management program, the 
expected change is small (see text). 

3First year cost only. A one-time cost of up to $1 O million has been expended for 
research, development and testing of various BRO designs. Annual cost following the first 
year is small. 

4Net change is determined as the sum of net impacts for shrimp and finfish fisheries 
less government cost. The outcome denoted depends on the type of management adopted 
for the red snapper and other finfish fisheries (see text). 
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SOCIAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

This integrated document contains all elements of the Plan Amendment, Supplemental 
Environmental Impact Statement (SEIS), Regulatory Impact Review (RIR), and Social Impact 
Assessment (SIA). The table of contents for the SIA is provided separately to aid the reviewer 
in referencing corresponding sections of the amendment. 
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SUMMARY 

A sociological assessment of shrimp vessel captains in the Gulf was conducted by Thomas 
et al. (1995). Some 577 captains were interviewed between Key West, Florida and 
Brownsville, Texas with selection based on a two-year average of landings in key ports. 
Thomas et al. (1987) previously surveyed 113 Alabama-based shrimp captains, and those 
data allowed for comparisons of demographic, economic, and occupational characteristics of 
the Alabama group between 1987 and 1994, as well as their social problems. Based on these 
limited comparisons, this section describes the social characteristics of Gulf shrimp fishermen 
and their perceptions about how bycatch regulations may affect them. Included are basic 
demographic characteristics of fishermen, economic characteristics, occupational features, 
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physiological and psychological indicators of health, and perceptions fishermen have of the 
future. This analysis is also compared and contrasted with similar studies of shrimp fishermen 
in the south Atlantic area (See Section 5.0 for details of each of these findings). 

This assessment also includes similar comparisons of commercial red snapper fishermen 
developed by Thomas et al. (1993) as included in Amendment 8 to the Reef Fish Management 
for Reef Fish Resources of the Gulf of Mexico. Adequate social impact data on other 
commercial finfish fishermen and recreational fishermen that may be affected by the 
alternatives in this amendment are not available. Conclusions are presented where possible. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

HISTORY OF MANAGEMENT 

A fishery management plan (FMP) for the shrimp fishery in the Gulf of Mexico was 
prepared by the Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management Council (GMFMC) and 
implemented as federal regulation on May 15, 1981. The principal thrust of the plan 
was to enhance yield in volume and value by deferring harvest of small shrimp to 
provide for growth. Principle action included: (1) establishing a cooperative Tortugas 
Shrimp Sanctuary with the state of Florida to close a shrimp trawling area where small 
pink shrimp comprise the majority of the population most of the time; (2) a 
cooperative 45-day seasonal closure with the state of Texas to protect small brown 
shrimp emigrating from bay nursery areas; and (3) seasonal zoning of an area of 
Florida Bay for either shrimp or stone crab fishing to avoid gear conflict. 

Amendment 1, approved later that year, provided the Regional Administrator (RA) of 
the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) with the authority (~fter conferring with 
the GMFMC) to adjust by regulatory amendment the size of the Toifugas Sanctuary or 
the extent of the Texas closure, or to eliminate either closure for one year. 

Amendment 2 (1983) updated catch and economic data in the FMP, and Amendment 
3 (1984) resolved another shrimp-stone crab gear conflict on the west-central Florida 
coast. 

Amendment 4, partially approved in 1988 and finalized in 1989, identified problems 
that developed in the fishery and revised the objectives of the FMP accordingly. The 
annual review process for the Tortugas Sanctuary was simplified, and the GMFMC's 
and RA's review for the Texas closure was extended to February 1st. Disapproved 
was a provision that white shrimp taken in the EEZ be landed in accordance with a 
state's size/possession regulations to provide consistency and facilitate enforcement 
with the state of Louisiana. This latter action was to have been implemented at such 
time when Louisiana provided for an incidental catch of undersized white shrimp in the 
fishery for seabobs. This proposed action was disapproved by the NMFS with the 
recommendation that it be resubmitted under the expedited 60-day Secretarial review 
schedule after Louisiana provided for a bycatch of undersized white shrimp in the 
directed fishery for seabobs. This resubmission was made in February of 1990 and 
applied to white shrimp taken in the exclusive economic zone (EEZ) and landed in 
Louisiana. It was approved and implemented in May of 1990. 

In July 1989, the NMFS published revised guidelines for FMPs that interpretatively 
addressed the Magnuson Act National Standards (50 CFR Part 602). These guidelines 
require each FMP to include a scientifically measurable definition of overfishing and an 
action plan to arrest overfishing should it occur. 

In 1990, Texas revised the period of its seasonal closure in Gulf waters from June 1 
to July 15 to May 15 to July 15. The FMP did not have enough flexibility to adjust the 
cooperative closure of federal waters to accommodate this change, thus an 
amendment was required. 
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Amendment 5, approved in 1991, defined overfishing for Gulf brown, pink, and royal 
red shrimp and provided for measures to restore overfished stocks if overfishing should 
occur. Action on the defir:,ition of overfishing for white shrimp was deferred, and 
seabobs and rock shrimp were deleted from the management unit. The duration of the 
seasonal closure to shrimping off Texas was adjust~d to conform with the changes in 
state regulations. 

Amendment 6 (1993} eliminated the annual reports and reviews of the Tortugas 
Shrimp Sanctuary in favor of monitoring and an annual stock assessment. Three 
seasonally opened areas within the sanctuary continued to open seasonally, without 
need for annual action. A proposed definition of overfishing of white shrimp was 
rejected by the NMFS as not being based on the best available data. 

Amendment 7, finalized in 1994, defined overfishing for white shrimp and provided for 
future updating of overfishing indices for brown, white, and pink shrimp as new data 
become available. A total allowable level of foreign fishing (TALFF} for royal red 
shrimp was eliminated; however, a redefinition of overfishing ~this species was 
disapproved. 

Amendment 8, submitted in 1995 and implemented in early 1996, addressed 
management of royal red shrimp. It established a procedure that allows total allowable 
catch (TAC) for royal red shrimp to be set up to 30 percent above Maximum 
Sustainable Yield (MSY) for no more than two consecutive years so that a better 
estimate of MSY can be determined. 

The present draft amendment, Amendment 9, addresses the issue of reducing the 
bycatch of juvenile red snapper in the shrimp trawl fishery 

PURPOSE AND NEED 

The purpose of amendment 9 is to provide additional management of the shrimp 
fishery to reduce the unwanted bycatch of juvenile red snapper, and to the extent 
practicable, not adversely affect the shrimp fishery valued at $400 million at the ex
vessel level (see Table R-1 ), or $2.95 billion in sales (Kearney-Centaur, 1989). The red 
snapper stock in the Gulf of Mexico is considered to be overfished, and even if the 
directed fisheries for adult red snapper were closed to all harvest, the stock is not 
predicted to recover from overfishing (i.e. rebuild to the target SPR of 20 percent) 
because of the excessive loss through bycatch of juveniles in shrimp trawls. NMFS 
(1990) estimated that a reduction in bycatch of red snapper of about 60 percent was 
needed in order to allow a directed harvest of only one million pounds. Afterwards, the 
red snapper recovery plan and 1995 stock assessment were predicated on achieving 
a 50 percent reduction in bycatch. Thus, the major goal of Shrimp Amendment 9 is 
to achieve a 50 percent reduction in juvenile red snapper bycatch mortaHty (age 0 and 
age 1 fish) in shrimp trawls from the average level of mortality on those age groups 
during the years 1984-1989 (prior to the requirement of TEDs). This base period was 
recommended by the Reef Fish Stock Assessment Panel (RFSAP, 1995}. Ancillary 
benefits to other finfish species are also expected. 
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Shrifup trawl mortality on these age groups was estimated to be F =1. 75 when 
calculated using the red snapper natural mortality rate (M) assumption of M =0.2 prior 
to 1995 (Goodyear 1995 - Table 108). Subsequently, the RFSAP (1995) specified 
M =0.1, and this action changed the estimate of juvenile bycatch mortality expressed 
as fishing mortality (F), on these age groups for the base years to F= 2.12 (Goodyear 
1995 - Table 98) (see Figure 1). This F was distributed by age for each year class on 
average (Goodyear 1995 - Table 98 on the vertical) as follows: 18 percent for age 0 
(F =.370) and 82 percent for age 1 (F =1.693). In modeling stock restoration 
scenarios, Goodyear (1995) concluded that a 50 percent reduction in the cumulative 
instantaneous fishing mortality for age O and age 1 juveniles would be sufficient to 
restore the stock within the GMFMC's specified recovery period (2019) provided: (1) 
it was initiated in 1997, (2) recruitment does not decline, and (3) the directed harvest 
does not exceed 10 million pounds. The estimate of F was later revised to 2.06; thus 
a 50 percent reduction in the cumulative fishing mortality rate from the base period 
results in a F=1.03, which is equivalent to a conditional survival probability of 36 
percent (the percentage change in survivors with and without the bycatch mortality). 

Because of this substantial fishing mortality on juvenile red snaP.@r-and the need to 
rebuild this overfished stock, the development-and utilization of bycatch reducing gear 
or other management techniques in the shrimp fishery are needed to restore this stock. 
Because the use of turtle excluder devices (TEOs) became mandatory in 1989 and 
1990, any reduction in bycatch resulting from the use of TEDs contributes to the 50 
percent reduction goal. 

Overview 

The FMP for the Shrimp Fishery of the Gulf of Mexico cites conflicts with other 
fisheries such as the groundfish fishery of the north central Gulf and the Gulf's reef fish 
fishery as problems in the fishery. It accordingly lists the minimization of incidental 
capture of finfish by shrimpers, when appropriate, as a specific management objective. 
The FMP for Gulf Reef Fish lists the establishment of a certain survival rate of biomass 
into the spawning stock to achieve at least 20 percent spawning potential ratio (SPR) 
as a primary objective. 

Although the purpose of this amendment is to reduce the bycatch mortality on juvenile 
red snapper, other juvenile fish stocks are also being caught as bycatch. This bycatch 
of juvenile fishes, predominantly in year classes O and 1 , is discarded as an unwanted 
nuisance by the shrimp trawlers. It causes a time-consuming sorting of shrimp from 
the catch, and excessive amounts of bycatch may reduce the quality of the shrimp 
caught. A large portion of the fish bycatch, though returned to the water, does not 
survive. Catch rates and distribution of bycatch are shown in Figure 2. 

The NMFS, the Gulf and South Atlantic Fisheries Development Foundation (GSAFOF), 
and Texas Shrimp Association (TSA) have conducted studies to evaluate the overall 
bycatch of shrimp trawl vessels in the southeast. Data used have come from both the 
characterization of catch research programs involving commercial vessels and from the 
control nets in the bycatch reduction device (BRO) evaluation research. Five hundred 
forty-four trips were completed during the period February 1992 through October 
1995. Three hundred fifty-five of the 544 trips were along the eastern coast of the 
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United States, while the other 189 trips were in the Gulf of Mexico. Data from 5,045 
tows have been recorded in NMFS databases (1,726 characterization and 2,071 
BRD/TED evaluation). One thousand two hundred seventy-one tows were along the 
eastern coast of the United States, while the other 3,326 tows were in the Gulf of 
Mexico. A total of 3,653 sea days were used to collect the data (1,359 NMFS and 
2,294 GSAFDF/TSA). Of the 2,879 sea days in the Gulf of Mexico, 686 were off 
Florida, 160 were off Alabama/Mississippi, 943 were off Louisiana, and 1,090 were 
off Texas (NMFS-SEFC). (See Appendix A for most recent status report [NMFS 
19961). 

Table 1. Ratio of finfish poundage to each pound of shrimp caught in shrimp trawls 
from the Gulf of Mexico, 1992-1994. Note: These figures are based on more recent 
data than those illustrated in Figure 2. 

By Area By Season 

Gulf-Wide 4.2 ~Gulf-Wide: 
Florida 

Nearshore1 2.9 
Offshore2 3.1 January/April 4.9 

Alabama/Mississippi 
Nearshore 3.2 
Offshore 3.6 May/August 3.3 

Louisiana 
Nearshore 3.3 
Offshore 6.9 September/December• 5.1 

Texas 
Nearshore 3.5 
Offshore 3.3 

1 Inside 10 fathoms 
2 Outside 10 fathoms 
Source: Data provided by NMFS, Galveston. 

The GMFMC's 1981 draft Groundfish FMP included a calculated, average total weight of 
fish discards for the years 1973 through 1976 in a "Primary Area" between Perdido Bay, 
Florida and Point Au Fer, Louisiana of 231,980 metric tons (from a minimum of 64,691 
to a maximum of 320,536 metric tons). Included in the average were 33,900 metric tons 
(14.6 percent} from inshore (estuarine) waters from commercial boats and 48,000 sport 
trawls. Shrimp trawlers took an estimated 1.63. billion croakers from offshore waters. 
The data on finfish bycatch for the Groundfish FMP were based on sampling the catch of 
commercial shrimp vessels during 1973 through 1977. Data were collected from 300 
trips during that period (GMFMC, 1981 ). From standard trawls, finfish to shrimp ratios by 
weight averaged 4.2 and 13.7 for inshore and offshore areas, respectively. 
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In the Gulf offshore shrimp fishery, the finfish to shrimp ratio has declined from about 1O: 1 
in the 1970s to about 4:1 in 1994 (NMFS 1995). Recent ratios by area and season are 
shown in Table 1. The decline was attributed to changes in gear, fishing technology, and 
reduced abundance of some species (Nichols 1994). Beginning in 1989, TEDs were 
required on trawls which probably excluded large fish and contributed to the reduction in 
the finfish to shrimp ratios based on weight caught in offshore waters. 

Bycatch by number in 1989 is shown in Table 2 for selected species. Bycatch remains 
a major source of fishing mortality on mackerels (Figure 3). Nichols (1994) estimated the 
1993 bycatch of juvenile king and Spanish mackerel in the Gulf shrimp fishery to be 
approximately 650,000 and 5,000,000 fish, respectively. The average annual catch for 
the last five years (1991 through 1995) was 911,000 king mackerel and 3.9 million 
Spanish mackerel (S. Nichols, personal communication). 

It should be noted that the aforementioned numbers, weights, and ratios relate primarily 
to species other than red snapper. Caution should be used with estimates of discards and 
ratios of fish to shrimp catch because they are relevant only to stock size at the time of 
sampling, and they can be misinterpreted (NMFS 1995). 

The 1993 estimate of total number of red snapper discarded as shrimp bycatch was 
34,000,000. There were 134,000 days fished in waters 5 fathoms and greater by the 
Gulf shrimp fleet in statistical areas 9 through 21 (Destin, Florida, through Port Isabel, 
Texas) where the bulk of juvenile red snapper are found (Figure 4) (Goodyear, 1994). 
Offshore shrimping effort has remained high but declined by 5.8 percent in 1993 and 10.0 
percent in 1994 (Figure 1) (Goodyear 1995); and offshore catch of brown shrimp declined 
in 1992 and 1993 (Figure 5). 
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Table 2. Estimate of 1989 Gulf Offshore Shrimp Fleet Bycatch. 

Species Millions of Fish 

Atlantic Croaker 5600 

Sea Trouts 1300 

Lonaspine Porov 1300 

Spot 680 

Gulf Butterfish 400 

Atlantic Cutlassfish 130 

Hardhead Catfish 442 

Atlantic Bumper 110 

Red Snapper 20 

Spanish Mackerel 3.2 

Kina Mackerel 1.3 

Vermilion Snapper 0.9 

Red Drum 0.2 

Sharks (5.6 m lbs) 

Source: Nichols, et al. (1990) 

In reviewing the Draft Groundfish FMP, the GMFMC deferred further action on the plan 
until such time as BRDs or other techniques may be developed. A preferred option of the 
draft plan stated: 

The GMFMC will establish gear restrictions for the Primary Area (Perdido Bay, 
Florida to Point Au Fer, Louisiana) to reduce the discarded bycatch of groundfish 
by shrimpers, contingent upon successful development and testing of promising 
new gear (excluder panel, Belgian beam trawl, or others). 

A. A gear will be considered successful if the following three criteria are met. 

1. It reduces the fish/shrimp ratio by approximately 50 percent in direct 
comparison to standard trawls on commercial vessels. 
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2. It does not reduce the shrimp catch by more than 3 percent in direct 
comparison to standard trawls on commercial vessels. 

3. It does not increase the overall cost of gear by more than 10 
percent. 

B. The GMFMC will determine when development and testing of a gear has 
been successful and will initiate restrictions governing the use of such gear 
by area by season. 

With pledges of assistance from the shrimp industry, the GMFMC in 1990 expressed its 
intent to reduce bycatch mortality of juvenile red snapper by 50 percent by 1993. The 3-
year delay was provided to develop methodology in cooperative studies with the industry. 
A subsequent Amendment to the Magnuson Act in 1990 established a four-year 
moratorium on implementation of bycatch reducing criteria. 

In a 1991, Regulatory Amendment to the Reef Fish FMP, the GMFMC adopted a proposal 
to effect a 50 percent reduction of red snapper shrimp trawl bycatch in 1994. This 
reduction was to occur through the mandatory use of finfish excludettfevices, reductions 
in shrimp fishery effort, area or season closures, or a combination of actions. Evaluation 
of the red snapper stocks has determined that without a 50 percent reduction in red 
snapper mortality from shrimp trawl bycatch, the red snapper resource cannot recover to 
a 20 percent SPR even with·a total closure of the directed fishery (GMFMC, 1991). 

In summary, the GMFMC's intent in Amendment 9 is to help resolve Problem 4 and meet 
Objective 5 of the FMP for the shrimp fishery of the Gulf of Mexico, as listed below: 

Problems in the Fishery 

The following are specific problems defined in the existing FMP as amended. 

1. Conflict among user groups as to area and size at which shrimp are to be harvested. 
2. Discard of shrimp through the wasteful practice of culling. 
3. The continuing decline in the quality and quantity of estuarine and associated inland 

habitats. 
4. Conflicts with other fisheries such as gear conflict with the stone crab fishery in 

southern Florida, the groundfish fishery of the north central Gulf, and the Gulf's reef 
fish fishery. 

5. Incidental capture of sea turtles. 
6. Loss of gear and trawling grounds due to man-made obstacles. 
7. Partial lack of basic data needed for management. 
8. Increasing catch of small shrimp in inshore waters. 
9. Pulse fishing resulting from seasonal closures. 
10. Loss of access to productive shrimp fishing grounds off Mexico. 
11. Possible loss of shrimp to Mexico through transboundary migration. 
12. Competition in shrimp sizes targeted by management with prevalent sizes produced 

by foreign mariculture operations. 
13. Inconsistency in some state and federal regulations. 
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14. Excessive fishing effort employed in the fishery. 
15. Limited enforcement capabilities. 

Specific Management Objectives 

The following are the specific management objectives of the existing FMP as amended. 

1. Optimize the yield from shrimp recruited to the fishery. 
2. Encourage habitat protection measures to prevent undue loss of shrimp habitat. 
3. Coordinate the development of shrimp management measures by the Gulf of Mexico 

Fishery Management GMFMC with the shrimp management programs of the several 
states, where feasible. 

4. Promote consistency with the Endangered Species Act and the Marine Mammal 
Protection Act. 

5. Minimize the incidental capture of finfish by shrimpers, when appropriate. 
6. Minimize conflicts between shrimp and stone crab fishermen. 
7. Minimize adverse effects of obstructions to shrimp trawling. 
8. Provide for a statistical reporting system. 

Impractical and/or Previously Rejected Bycatch Reduction Options 

In reviewing potential ways to accomplish its objectives with regard to bycatch reduction, 
the following options were determined to be impractical, or the GMFMC had already 
rejected them. 

Area Closures 

Hendrickson and Griffin (1993) found that area and seasonal closures to trawling to reduce 
bycatch are both ineffective and costly; while BRDs generated fewer discards and at a 
lower cost. Data and analyses of area closures for this amendment addressed them as 
permanent closures, not seasonal, because juvenile red snapper are associated with the 
shrimping grounds for 14 moriths or longer (see discussions under Alternatives A and D. 
Permanently closed areas would only be effective if they were large (for enforceability and 
to effectively address the broad distribution of red snapper in the northern and western 
Gulf) and included areas of high juvenile red snapper abundance. Such areas would also 
include areas of high shrimp abundance; consequently, permanent closures would have a 
similar, if not greater, negative impact on the shrimp industry as seasonal closures, i.e., 
they would result in a significantly larger reduction in shrimp catch and rents from the 
fishery than that resulting from the use of BRDs. Because the available scientific 
information indicates that area closures that would be effective in reducing the bycatch 
of juvenile red snapper would have an unacceptable impact on the shrimp industry, and 
because the use of BRDs to fish these areas would have a lesser impact; area closures are 
not considered to be a feasible alternc:1tive to meet the goal of this amendment. 

Limited Access Considerations 

In 1991, the Council developed "An Options Paper for a Limited Access System for the 
Shrimp Fishery of the Gulf of Mexico." This paper reviewed two major systems: a license 
limitation system and an individual transferable quota (ITQ) system. Under a license 
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limitatidn system, permits would be required for shrimp vessels in the EEZ, and the 
issuance of new permits would be restricted or eliminated. Furthermore, the number of 
permits would be reduced over time by providing incentives to leave the fishery, attrition, 
or some other method. The reduction in permits would reduce effort and increase 
profitability in a fishery that is considered to have an excessive amount of vessels to 
harvest the available resource {Section 4.0 - Optimal Yield). 

The ITQ system would provide each fishing entity (vessel, person, or other) with a share 
of the available resource. This entity could then harvest his share or transfer it to another 
entity. A total allowable catch {TAC) would have to be determined in order to specify 
shares. Entities could sell out their shares to others; thus decreasing the total number of 
participants and increasing profits. Because shrimp are basically an annual crop, this TAC 
would probably vary from year-to-year. If this system established a fixed TAC based on 
historical average catches or some other method, optimum yield from the fishery may not 
be realized during years of above average abundance. Additionally, in years of below 
average abundance, TAC may be too high to allow for adequate escapement and 
overfishing could occur. If the ITO system uses a variable TAC, this level would have to 
be determined on an annual basis through predictive modeling. Past predictions by the 
states and the NMFS have only been minimally accurate for bro'1Jirshrimp, with the 
exception of brown shrimp predictions in Louisiana. Consequently, TAC levels could again 
be set too high or too low causing loss of a potentially significant portion of the resource 
or overfishing. 

Under any limited access system, permits would be required. The requirement of permits 
for shrimp vessels in the EEZ has been rejected by the Council and its SSC particularly 
because of uncertainties regarding revocations and administrative fees. In October of 
1991, the Shrimp AP, rejected an ITQ system as being unworkable for a number of 
reasons. A major consideration was that catches in state and federal waters could not be 
differentiated.. The AP also rejected other limited entry systems in the EEZ because it 
would probably shift more effort to inshore waters. The AP recommended that the Council 
work with the states to study using limited entry in both state and EEZ waters. The 
Council subsequently deffered action on limited eritry until the industry, the Shrimp AP, 
or some other appropriate entity requests it, or at some future date when the Council 
determines that it is appropriate to address the issue. 

Future consideration of limited access systems could be accomplished through a plan 
amendment. The Council and the Shrimp AP have discussed holding workshops in the 
future to gain insight from the industry and others regarding the need and desire for limited 
entry. The Council has determined that prior to holding such workshops the states should 
formally state their intentions regarding adoption and implementation of limited access 
strategies in state waters. Both the AP and the Council have noted that limited entry 
strategies are not workable unless they are implemented concurrently in state and federal 
waters. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE FISHERY 

The FEIS for the original-FMP and the FMP as revised in 1981 contain a description of the 
Gulf shrimp fishery. In its appendix, the FEIS of February 1981 includes the Habits, 
Distribution, and Incidental Capture of Sea Turtles. This material is incorporated by 
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reference and is not repeated here in detail. (Also see Section 1 O discussion of sea 
turtles.) 

As an overview, the management unit of this FMP consists of brown, white, pink, and 
royal red shrimp. Seabobs and rock shrimp occur as incidental catch in the fishery. 

Brown shrimp is the most important species in the U.S. Gulf fishery with principal catches 
made from June through October. Annual commercial landings in recent years range from 
70 to 100 million pounds of tails depending on environmental factors that influence natural 
mortality. The fishery extends offshore to about 40 fathoms. 

White shrimp, second in value, are found in nearshore waters to about 20 fathoms from 
Texas through Alabama. There is a small spring and summer fishery for overwintering 
individuals, but the majority are taken from August through December. Recent annual 
commercial landings are about 50 million pounds of tails. 

Pink shrimp are found off all Gulf states but are most abundant off Florida's west coast 
and particularly in the Tortug~s grounds off the Florida Keys. Most lanQ:ings are made from 
October through May with annual commercial landings of about 10 millio-ri pounds. In the 
western Gulf states, pink shrimp are landed mixed with browns. Most catches are made 
within 30 fathoms. 

The commercial fishery for royal red shrimp has expanded in recent years with the 
development of local markets. This deep-water species is most abundant on the 
continental shelf from about 140 to 275 fathoms east of the Mississippi River. Thus far, 
landings have not reached the maximum sustainable yield (MSY), optimum yield (OY), and 
TAC estimate of 392,000 pounds of tails in any year. 

The three principal species (penaeids) are short-lived and provide annual crops; however, 
royal red shrimp live longer, and several year classes may occur on the grounds at one 
time. The condition of each shrimp stock is monitored annually, and none has been 
classified as being overfished. 

Brown, white, and pink shrimp are subjected to fishing from inland waters and estuaries, 
through the state-regulated territorial seas, and into federal waters of the EEZ. Royal red 
shrimp occur only in the EEZ. Management measures implemented under the Magnuson 
Act apply only to federal waters in the EEZ. Cooperative management occurs when state 
and federal regulations are consistent. Examples are the seasonal closure off Texas, the 
Tortugas Shrimp Sanctuary, and the shrimp/stone crab zones off Florida. 

The NMFS has classified commercial shrimp vessels comprising the nearshore and offshore 
fleet into size categories from under 25 feet to over 85 feet. More than half fall into a size 
range from 56 to 75 feet . 

. Federal permits for shrimp vessels are not required, and state license requirements vary. 
Many vessels maintain licenses in several states because of their migratory fishing 
strategy. The number of vessels in the fishery at any one time varies due to economic 
factors such as the price and availability of shrimp and cost of fuel. The NMFS maintains 
two types of vessel files, both of which are largely dependent on port agent records. One 
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is for vessels that are recorded as landing shrimp; the other is the vessel operating units 
file (VOUF) that lists vessels observed at ports. The number of commercial vessels 
participating in the Gulf shrimp fishery is not known but is believed to be between 3,700 
and 4,442 (Figure 6). 

The NMFS estimates fishing effort independently from the number of vessels fishing. The 
NMFS uses the number of hours actually spent fishing from interview data with vessel 
captains to develop reports as 24-hour days fished (Figure 2). These estimates have been 
controversial and not well understood because the effort reported does not necessarily 
reflect the number of active vessels in the fleet (Figure 6). 

A recreational shrimp trawl fishery occurs seasonally and almost entirely in the inside 
waters of the states. There are about 8,000 small boats participating using trawls up to 
16 feet in width. About half the boats are licensed in Louisiana. Florida proposes to 
prohibit recreational shrimp trawling by 1996. The original FMP reported an estimate of 
the 1979 and 1980 recreational catches in the Gulf states exclusive of Florida to be 10.5 
and 6 million pounds respectively (Brown, 1981 ). 

Bait landings of juvenile brown, pink, and white shrimp, occur in afFstates and are not 
included in the NMFS statistics. Estimates from the original FMP suggest landings of 
about 5 million pounds (whole weight) in 1980. 

Various types of gear are used to capture shrimp including but not limited to cast nets, 
haul seines, stationary butterfly nets, traps, and beam trawls. The otter trawl with various 
modifications, is the dominant gear used in offshore waters. A basic otter trawl consists 
of a heavy mesh bag with wings on each side designed to funnel the shrimp into the 
codend or tail. A pair of otter boards or trawl doors positioned at the end of each wing 
hold the mouth of the net open by exerting a downward and outward force at towing 
speed. 

The two basic otter-trawl designs used by the Gulf shrimp fleet are the flat and the semi
balloon trawls (Klima and Ford 1970). The mouth of the flat trawl is rectangular in shape, 
whereas the mouth of the semi-balloon design forms a pronounced arch when in operation. 

Try nets are small otter trawls about 12 to 16 feet in width that are used to test areas for 
shrimp concentrations. These nets are towed during regular trawling operations and lifted 
periodically to allow the fishermen to assess the amount of shrimp and other fish and 
shellfish being caught. These amounts in turn determine the length of time the large 
trawls will remain set. 

Until the late 1950s, most shrimp vessels pulled single otter trawls ranging from 80 to 
100 feet in width (Idyll, 1963}. Double-rig trawling was introduced into the shrimp fleet 
during the late 1950s. The single large trawl was replaced by two smaller trawls, each 
40 to 50 feet in width, towed simultaneously from stoutly constructed outriggers located 
on the port and starboard sides of the vessels. The port trawl was towed about 150 feet 
in back of the starboard trawl to prevent fouling. The advantages of double-rig trawling 
include: (1} increased catch per unit of effort, (2} fewer handling problems with the smaller 
nets, (3} lower initial gear costs, (4) a reduction in costs associated with damage or loss 
of the nets, and (5} greater crew safety (Idyll, 1963). 
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In 1972, the quad rig was introduced in the shrimp fishery, and by 1976 it became widely 
used in the western Gulf. The quad rig consists of a twin trawl pulled from each outrigger. 
One twin trawl typically consists of two 36-foot trawls connected to a center sled and 
spread by two outside trawl doors. Thus, the quad rig with two twin trawls has a total 
spread of 144 feet versus the total spread of 110 feet in the old double rig of two 55-foot 
trawls. The quad rig has less drag and is more fuel efficient. For some designs, a lower 
opening reduces fish bycatch (David Harrington, personal communication). 

2.0 ALTERNATIVES INCLUDING THE PROPOSED ACTIONS 

A. GEAR REQUIREMENTS 

Rejected Alternative A.1.: Status Quo - No change to regulate shrimp trawling to reduce 
bycatch. 

Biological Impacts: If the shrimp trawl fishery continues in the EEZ without regulation to 
reduce bycatch, the overfished stock of red snapper will not recover above the overfished 
level by the year 2019. The 50 percent reduction in the mortality rill@_ of juveniles from 
bycatch is required in order to effect the recovery to 20 percent SPR (overfished level) by 
the target date. If this is not achieved it could result in the Secretary of Commerce taking 
unilateral action by plan amendment to reduce juvenile mortality in bycatch (see Senate 
Magnuson Act amendments). Additionally, the Secretary could require closure of the 
directed fishery for red snapper. A TAC for red snapper is presently allowed only because 
the GMFMC has established a program for stock recovery in accordance with the 602 
Guidelines. Status quo would negate this recovery program and thus conceivably force 
the Secretary to conclude that any allowance of a directed fishery would amount to 
overfishing in violation of the Magnuson Act. 

Populations of other trawl-caught species of fish (Table 2) also would continue to be 
affected; however, the extent to which bycatch mortality affects the status of most of 
these stocks is presently unknown. It is known, however, that for many of these species 
recovery to MSY will be precluded without reductions in bycatch mortality. Knowledge 
of the total shrimp trawl bycatch for a given species is important; however, it is 
meaningful only when considered in conjunction with data on that species' overall stock 
size, its bycatch by age class, and the magnitude of its bycatch relative to other sources 
of directed or nondirected fishing mortality (NMFS 1995). Again, the parameters are not 
well understood for most species taken as bycatch in shrimp trawls. 

At their January 1996 meeting, the Shrimp Advisory Panel (AP) reviewed a preliminary 
draft of this amendment. By unanimous vote, they recommended that the GMFMC not 
implement further restrictions to regulate trawling in order to reduce bycatch, i.e., they 
supported this Alternative A. 1 - status quo. In recommending this alternative they 
reasoned that adequate bycatch reduction had been accomplished through closed seasons, 
closed areas, untrawlable bottoms, reduction of offshore shrimp vessels (5,500 to 3,500), 
and exclusion by TEDs of essentially all red snapper of one pound or larger. They were 
also concerned that information evaluating the effects of BRDs was preliminary and not 
complete. Additionally, they felt that economic harm to the industry would occur as a 
result of increased predation on shrimp by fish ejected by the BRDs, as predicted by the 
ecological model (see Appendix B and subsequent section), and that elimination of the 
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longline fishery for red snapper had contributed significantly to restoration of that stock. 
The Shrimp AP reiterated these concerns at their May 1996 and October 1996 meetings. 
The GMFMC concurred that these issues should be addressed, and they have been 
discussed below and in other sections of this amendment. 

Effect of Seasonal Closures, such as the Cooperative Texas Closure 

Although NMFS (1990) estimated a net benefit in juvenile red snapper escapement from 
the Texas closure (estimated at 6 percent for 200-mile closure), subsequent analyses 
(Nichols 1990) presented to the GMFMC in September 1990 suggested that this may not 
occur because juvenile red snapper (ages 0 and 1) are closely associated with the brown 
shrimp fishing grounds for the first 14 months of age. Nichols (1990) also postulated that 
the 45 to 60 day closure likely would simply defer incidental harvest to a later time and 
no net benefit would occur unless overall effort was reduced by a seasonal closure. Using 
more recent information, Nichols et al. (1995) reiterated this conclusion; however, they 
pointed out that reduction in shrimping effort as a result of a 200-mile closure (as opposed 
to a 15-mile closure) was less than 3 percent. Hendrickson and Griffin (1993) simulated 
seasonal and areal closures in the Gulf, and concluded that they wer.e-less effective than 
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BRDs and more costly to fishermen. 

The data used by Nichols (1990) in assessing the relationship of juvenile snapper 
abundance to shrimping effort in areas by statistical grid and water depth within statistical 
grid was from an earlier set of bycatch studies conducted by the NMFS in 1972 through 
1982. The more recent characterization data collected by the Gulf and South Atlantic 
Fishery Development Foundation (GSAFDF), Texas Shrimp Association (TSA), and the 
NMFS yield essentially the same trends (Nichols 1996a). 

The Texas Parks and Wildlife Department (TPWD) has annually monitored the abundance 
of juvenile red snapper (age 0) off Texas (from August through November) following the 
Texas closure. They found a significantly greater number of juveniles (80 to 100 mm TL) 
during years of 200-mile closures as compared to years of 15-mile closures, i.e., catch per 
trawl hour was 3.99 (N =2805) and 0.61 (N =952), respectively (H. Osburn, personal 
communication). These observations represented a six-fold increase of age 0 fish and 
should create some net benefit; however, the greater portion of F occurs on the age 1 fish 
(Nichols et al. 1995), and a greater potential for bycatch reductions applies to that year 
class (See discussion under Purpose and Need section). Furthermore, the closure occurs 
at a time when age 1 juveniles are predominant in the catches (SEAMAP, reports, various 
years). If these fish migrate to hard-substrate areas before or during the Texas offshore 
fishery, a net benefit in escapement may occur; however, information to assess this 
possibility is not currently available. The Texas closure of federal waters has occurred 
since 1981; however, any benefits of the closure to the red snapper stock have only been 
evaluated through annual or biennial assessments of the stock by the SEFSC since 1988. 

Effect of Closed Areas and Untrawlable Bottoms 

The oil and gas industry through its offshore production facilities, collection and 
distribution pipelines, and discarded debris have created large areas where trawling is not 
possible. The states, through artificial reef programs, have created other such areas. Sea 
Grant, working with the shrimp industry, has documented thousands of potential "hangs" 
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and has published their locations. These offshore obstructions have created a large area 
where trawling is not possible, thereby potentially increasing escapement of juvenile red 
snapper; however, there is insufficient information to assess its effect. Factors that would 
assist this evaluation include knowledge of migratory characteristics of the juveniles as 
they age and the areal extent of each untrawlable area, particularly in statistical grids 9 -
21. Additionally, the total amount of closed or untrawlable bottom should be constant or 
change very slowly in order to be accurately addressed in SEFSC stock assessments. 
These data are not available. 

In the last decade, areas obstructed by oil and gas platforms and pipelines have declined 
in abundance due to MMS rules for nonproductive rig removal; however, in the last several 
years, these obsolete rigs have been donated to states for redeployment as artificial reefs. 
Some states have also expanded their artificial reef programs, thereby halting the declining 
trend in the amount of untrawlable bottom as a result of rig removal. 

Effect of Fish Exclusion by TEDs 

The requirement that TEDs be used in shrimp trawls fished in offsha.t&twaters was first 
initiated in 1989; however., TEDs were voluntarily used by some fishermen prior to that 
time. In a May 1990 workshop, the NMFS data on catch by TED-equipped nets versus 
nets without TEDs was evaluated (NMFS, 1990). Overall, losses of shrimp and finfish (by 
weight) were estimated at 10 and 13 percent, respectively. The catch rate of snapper (all 
species combined) in nets equipped with TEDs was 2.5 percent lower by weight and 17.5 
percent higher by number than nets without TEDs, but neither value was significantly 
different from zero. Workshop participants concluded that the effect of current TED 
regulations on red snapper bycatch was negligible. 

Nichols et al. (1995) examined more recent information of exclusion of finfish from TEDs 
and modeled bycatch levels of red snapper using five data sets from old and new data. 
Overall, the model estimates were similar, and they concluded that reduction due to TEDs, 
if any, was insufficient to over-ride other factors. They also reported that soft TEDs had 
greater reductions of both finfish and shrimp than TEDs with grids. Initial reductions of 
snappers by the Georgia jumper were much less when the TED was "tuned" to reduce 
shrimp loss. The overall reduction in fish biomass using the Georgia jumper ,:-ED (N = 188 
tows) was 9 percent, and the Super Shooter TED (N = 237) was 4 percent. 

Most large fish, e.g., red drum and salable size red snapper, are probably excluded by 
TEDs. Texas A&M University (TAMU) Sea Grant agents under a GSAFDF project 
completed recent bycatch studies utilizing the Andrews 5-inch TED versus a net with no 
TED. Three trips were made yielding rates of reduction of red snapper (by number) of 71 
percent (N = 8); 78 percent (N =16); and 88 percent (N =1O); or a weighted average of 77 
percent for the 34 trawl tows. Shrimp loss (by weight) averaged 16 percent for the 34 
tows. Table 3 presents data on reduction of shrimp and various bycatch species by this 
TED from the GSAFDF study. 
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Table 3. Percent Reduction by Andrews 5" TED vs. No TEDs 

Trips Total 

(n=8) (n = 16) (n =10) (n=34) 

Total Biomass (kg/hr) 48 46 49 48 
Total Finfish (kg/hr) 54 58 60 57 

Shrimp (kg/hr) 18 14 16 16 
Crustacea (kg/hr) 25 +17 32 12 
Other Inverts (kg/hr) 70 84 39 66* 

Red Snapper (kg/hr) 68 80 81 79* 
Red Snapper (no/hr) 71 78 88 77* 
Lane Snapper (no/hr) 60 66 65 61* 
Vermilion Snapper -- 73 82 78* 
King Mackerel (no/hr) -- 75 67 ~t 
Croaker (no/hr) 75 71 65 72* 
Spot (no/hr) 65 58 68 63* 
Lngsp. Porgy (no/hr) 49 48 61 51* 
Cynoscion spp. (no/hr) 75 55 69 61* 
Catfish 53 76 76 63 
Bumper (no/hr) 70 31 76 46 
Butterfish (no/hr) 83 73 84 81* 
Misc. Fish (kg/hr) 36 50 52 46* 

* P<0.05 
+ Denotes an increase rather than reduction. 
Source: (GSAFDF) 

The Andrews TED is principally used off Florida and southwest Texas. The NMFS 
estimates that about 20 percent of Gulf vessels are using the Andrew's TED at least part 
of the year (Oravetz, personal communication). The percentage fishing off Texas and 
percentage of Florida vessels changing to other TEDs when fishing other areas are 
unknown. Because of its effectiveness in finfish reduction, this TED could be considered 
a BRO, and its use particularly in statistical grids 9 - 21 should contribute significantly to 
red snapper escapement. 

The 1995 the NMFS Emergency Response Plan for turtles prohibited use of soft TEDs in 
certain locations and times off Texas and Louisiana (Appendix C). Additionally, the NMFS 
would not allow the use of nets without TEDs in the bycatch characterization studies 
conducted since 1991. Allowance for these usages would have provided a better data 
base on bycatch reduction by the current TED designs. 

The model for annual (or biennial) stock assessments by SEFSC should adjust for 
escapement from TEDs. The magnitude of this reduction is most important when 
considering strategies to further reduce bycatch. 
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Effect of Reduction in Effort and Offshore Shrimp Vessels 

Over the past five years, fishermen and dealers have consistently pointed out that the 
number of large offshore vessels has declined. Nichols et al. (1995) noted that registered 
vessels declined by 19 percent from the peak year of 1987 to 1993 with a similar 
reduction in hours fished; however, these reductions in vessels and effort, as measured 
from the 1982 to 1987 mean, were -3 percent and + 1 percent, respectively. The task 
of determining the number of vessels at a given time is complicated by the fact that some 
states have no vessel license (Florida and Louisiana), and vessels may register in more 
than one state. The NMFS keeps two types of vessel files; both are largely dependent on 
port agent records. One is for vessels that are recorded as landing shrimp; the other is the 
vessel operating units file (VOUF) that lists all vessels observed at ports. Figure 6 shows 
a general decline in the number of vessels in both files since 1987; however, there has 
been a slight increase in vessels from the shrimp landings file (SLF) from 1992 to 1995. 
Additionally, there is a significant difference in the number of vessels in each file. 

Until just recently, total shrimping effort measured by the NMFS in 24-hour days was 
essentially stable. Recent data showed a 5.8 percent decline in this l'lil:.asure of effort for 
1993 as measured against the 1984 to 1990 mean, and a 10 percent difference in 1994 
(Figure 1). In modeling this effect of effort reduction on red snapper recovery, the Reef 
Fish Stock Assessment Panel (RFSAP 1995) assumed that a 10 percent reduction in effort 
would continue in 1995, and the model was adjusted accordingly. 

Effect of Prohibition on Red Snapper Longline Fishery 

Amendment 1 to the Reef Fish FMP prohibited the use of longlines and buoy gear to target 
reef fish inshore of the 50-fathom contour in 1990, primarily to protect the larger 
spawning fish. In part, the rationale for the prohibition initially was that these large fish 
were sparsely distributed over bottoms with little vertical relief, and local abundance levels 
were so low that a directed fishery by bandit rigs was unprofitable. Furthermore, they 
were not targeted by bandit rigs and made up a pool of spawners that typically were not 
harvested until longlines were used. It was felt that this action would have a significant 
effect in improving the condition of the stock. Scientists have recently (February 1996 
GMFMC minutes) indicated that in rebuilding the stock, it is usually beneficial to allow the 
harvest of larger fish because under the restriction of quotas and allocations based on 
weight, fewer fish are harvested; consequently, more fish are left to spawn. 

Most of these actions have had, or will have, positive benefits on stabilizing and restoring 
the red snapper stock. Data are not available to develop reliable estimates of the 
contribution to bycatch removal by many of these measures; however, in measuring the 
status of the stock annually or biennially most of the effects that eventually result in 
increased year-class strength of fish in the directed fishery are adjusted for by the SEFSC 
stock assessment model. Reductions in shrimping effort are directly applied to the model 
as they are measured, e.g., 5.8 percent in 1993 and 10 percent in 1994 and 1995. 
Overall, the effects appear to be less than that required to restore the red snapper stock 
(see Purpose and Need section); however, use of the Andrews TED in statistical grids 9-21 
(Figure 4) could contribute significantly to escapement of juvenile red snapper. 
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Economic Impacts: This alternative would have no additional negative economic effects 
on participants of the shrimp industry. On the other hand, it would probably adversely 
impact the red snapper industry to the extent that the TAC in that fishery may not be 
increased over time even with the current restrictive regulations on that industry. In fact, 
TAC would probably have to be decreased, perhaps to zero, in order to facilitate recovery 
of the stock. This option may also have a long-term adverse effect on other finfish 
industries, i.e., the industry dependent on the king and Spanish mackerel. 

While the status quo measure has no economic impacts on participants of the shrimp 
industry, there are potential forgone benefits from maintaining status quo for this fishery. 
The RIR explores certain scenarios illustrating such a situation. 

Social Impacts: This alternative (i.e., status quo) could help relieve the various 
psychological stresses and related social disorders of shrimpers associated with their 
anticipation of regulatory requirements for the use of BRDs (Thomas et al. 1995). While 
much of shrimp fishermen's current distress undoubtedly results from the mandated use 
of TEDs, which they believe have had a significantly adverse effect on their fishing 
operations and income (Moberg and Dyer 1994), the majority have a v~-negative outlook 
on their future if bycatch regulations are imposed on them (Thomas et al. 1995). For 
example, only three fifths believe they will be able to survive the first year of bycatch 
regulations; only two fifths believe they would be able to survive the following two to 
three years; half believe they would seek work on shore; and only 30 percent would move 
to another fishery (Section 5.0). 

Proposed Alternative A,2,: BRD Requirement - Require the installation of NMFS-certified 
BRDs that meet or exceed the bycatch reduction criteria established by the Council in each 
net used aboard vessels trawling for shrimp in specified areas of the Gulf of Mexico EEZ. 
Exempted are vessels trawling for royal red shrimp beyond the 100-fathom contour and 
vessels trawling for groundfish or butterfish. A single try net with a headrope length of 
16 feet or less per vessel and no more than two rigid-frame roller trawls limited to 16 feet 
or less, such as those used in the Big Bend area of Florida are also exempted. 

For the purpose of this action, a shrimp trawler is any vessel that is equipped with one or 
more trawl nets and is capable of fishing for shrimp, or whose on-board or landed catch 
of shrimp is more than one percent by weight of all fish comprising its on-board or landed 
catch. Any shrimp trawler in the designated areas in the Gulf EEZ must have an approved 
BRD installed in each net that is shackled, tied or otherwise connected to any trawl door 
or board, or to any tow rope or cable, either on board or attached in any manner to such 
trawler. 

I 

Excluded from the BRD requirement are butterfish and groundfish trawlers and shrimp 
trawlers fishing for or possessing royal red shrimp, provided that at least 90 percent (by 
weight) of all shrimp either found on board, or off-loaded from, such trawler are royal red 
shrimp. (NOTE: There is no red snapper bycatch in the royal red shrimp fishery). 

Also excluded from the BRD requirement is a single test net (try net) aboard a shrimp 
trawler with a headrope length of 16 feet (4.9 m) or less, provided that it is either pulled 
immediately in front of another net or is not connected to another net in any way. Only 
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one test net may be used. (NOTE: The definitions used here for shrimp trawler and royal 
red shrimp trawler are consistent with the definitions used in the TED regulations). 

No more than two ridged-frame roller trawls that do not exceed 16 feet each and that are 
of a design similar to that of such trawls that have typically been used in the Big Bend area 
of Florida are also exempt from the requirement of having a certified BRO. 

Biological Impacts: Young-of-the-year red snapper begin to occur in shrimp trawl bycatch 
in June and July and become the dominant part of the red snapper bycatch by August 
(Figure 7). Age 1 red snapper (4.8 + inches TL) constitute an important part of the 
bycatch each month (Goodyear, 1994), and seasonal changes in the amount of this 
bycatch are the result of changes in shrimping effort. 

There are approximately 3,400 shrimp trawlers capable of operating continuously in the 
Gulf EEZ (GMFMC, 1994). Vessels fishing only in state waters (to 3 nautical miles or 9 
nautical miles off Florida and Texas) are not required by this amendment to have BRDs, 
and there are few juvenile red snapper within 5 fathoms. Juvenile croaker and Spanish 
mackerel, however, occur in state waters, and these stocks would.Jlenefit from use of 
BRDs in nearshore waters. 

GSAFDF (1994) provided the following observations on the ecological benefits of BRDs: 

From an ecological perspective, with a pr9grammatic goal of reducing finfish 
bycatch by 50 percent, the successful development of BRDs for the shrimp 
fishing fleet will have a significant measurable positive ecological impact on 
the faunal community that inhabits areas where shrimp are abundant. 
Considering that much of this catch is unwanted by shrimp fishermen, use 
of BRDs have the indirect benefit of developing a more ecologically 
favorable fishery, thus ameliorating a negative perception about "waste" in 
this fishery. 

More importantly, reduction in juvenile finfish mortality is anticipated to 
increase available stocks of fishes for other commercial and recreational 
fisheries. This will be especially important for those species, such as red 
snapper, which are highly prized and targeted by an intense directed 
recreational and commercial effort. Finally, successful completion of a 
bycatch reduction program will, in turn, provide fisheries management 
agencies with alternative strategies to enhance stocks of impacted finfish, 
and potentially alleviate user-group conflicts stemming from current 
management restrictions. 

Preliminary analyses of red snapper bycatch reduction rates using selected BRDs indicate 
that attainment of a 50 percent reduction in red snapper bycatch mortality is possible for 
age 1 fish (RFSAP, 1994). As such, it appears that technology exists that would allow 
the GMFMC to reach its goal of recovery of the red snapper stock to an SPR of 20 percent 
by the proposed target year of 2019. 

Ninety-two BRO designs have been evaluated under the Regional Bycatch Program since 
1990. Designs tested include BRDs developed by commercial fishermen, net shops, gear 
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technicians, and fishery engineers. Of those evaluated, the extended funnel design and 
the top position fisheye appear to have the best potential for reduction in bycatch mortality 
for juvenile red snapper while maintaining acceptable shrimp catching efficiency (NMFS, 
1994). At the present time, however, only the fisheye 30 mesh position and the Andrews 
TED have been shown to meet the 50 percent criterion. Details of the extended funnel 
and fisheye BRDs are contained in Appendix A. 

Length frequency data from the NMFS' BRO development research indicated reduction 
rates between 40 and 60 percent for red snapper over 130 mm TL (5.1 inches) (age 1) 
for the extended funnel BRO and between 40 and 80 percent for red snapper over 130 
mm TL for the fisheye BRO when compared with nets without BRDs. These data indicate 
that the extended funnel and the fisheye BRO designs are capable of reducing juvenile 
snapper (age 1) fishing mortality from shrimp trawls by 50 to 60 percent (NMFS, 1994). 
These gears are not effective in reducing bycatch of small (age 0) red snapper less than 
122 mm (4.8 inches) TL (Figure 4); however, since M for age O is estimated at 0.5 (39 
percent of total annual mortality), it is more important to the restoration of the red snapper 
stocks to reduce bycatch mortality on age 1 juveniles for which M is estimated at 0.3 (26 
percent total annual mortality). Reducing the age 1 bycatch mortalitwte by these gears 
should accomplish restoration goals for the red snapper stock within the target period, i.e., 
by 2019. 

Shrimp retention rates were updated in the spring of 1995, for the recommended BRDs 
were: (1) mid-size fisheye (5 inches by 12 inches), front codend position, 97 percent 
shrimp retention; (2) mid-size fisheye (5 inches by 12 inches), middle codend position, 93 
percent shrimp retention; and (3) extended funnel (3 mesh design) 105 percent shrimp 
retention. Overall, snapper reduction has increased slightly for both BRD designs (J. 
Watson, personal communication, 1995). 

The most recent estimates of the cumulative reduction in fishing mortality of juvenile red 
snapper (age O and age 1) by these BRDs are as follows: (1) mid-size fisheye, front 
codend (30 meshes) position 58-61 percent; (2) fisheye, middle codend (45 meshes) 
position, 33 percent; and (3) extended funnel 32 percent (Goodyear, personal 
communication, 1996). 

Ecological Impacts: Although the requirement for using BRD's is expected to have positive 
biological impacts of increasing the biomass of numerous finfish species, their ecological 

· effects may have a negative impact on shrimp biomass. The following is a summary of 
these ecological effects. Appendix B provides a more detailed discussion. 

The SEFSC examined the food habits of 161 species of bottomfish, reef fish, and pelagic 
fish. Of these, only 14 species were identified as predators on shrimp at some time in 
their life. Table 1 of Appendix B lists these in order of their importance as predators. The 
top three were sand seatrout, spotted seatrout, and Atlantic croaker. 

Mandating the use of BRDs could have a negative effect on the shrimp population based 
on results of the NMFS ecological modeling of bycatch reduction. Martinez, et al. (1996) 
projected that the effect of requiring BRDs could be a reduction in the biomass of shrimp 
by as much as 11 percent, but more likely between 5.9 and 8.2 percent. These estimates 
are based on increased predation that could result from an increase in abundance of 
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bottomfish predators and decreased recycling of nutrients if finfish bycatch biomass is 
reduced by 50 percent (see Appendix B). Their model examined the effects of predation 
and recycling of organic nitrogen resulting from the reduction of bycatch. Four types of 
scenarios were examined. The first of these was the general effect of various levels of 
reduction in biomass of bottomfish (principally groundfish) on the biomass of shrimp from 
increased predation and reduced organic nitrogen. This scenario provided a standard by 
which probable effects could be evaluated depending on the reduction of bottomfish 
biomass achieved by various BRD designs that might be certified in the future. The model 
predicted that a 10 percent reduction in bycatch of finfish would result in a 0.8 percent 
decline in shrimp stock biomass, and declines of 5.5 percent and 10.7 percent were 
predicted for reductions in bycatch of 25 and 50 percent, respectively. The predicted 
reduction in shrimp stock biomass resulted from predation as the bottomfish nitrogen pool 
increased due to bycatch reduction. With the current BRD designs being considered, the 
reduction of bycatch biomass would be approximately 25 percent with a resultant 
reduction in shrimp stock biomass of 5.8 percent (see following discussion on BRDs). The 
scenario, however, assumed all finfish were released at equivalent rates. 

The second scenario examined the reduction in bycatch by the aforertien.tioned three BRO 
models and used data on the selective release of finfishes by each model recognizing the 
fact that BRDs do not release all finfish at equivalent rates. (Some finfish are released at 
higher rates, and some are not released at all). The reductions in CPUE (by weight of all 
fish excluded) averaged 30.6 percent for the 30 mesh position fisheye BRD, 29.6 percent 
for the 45 mesh position fisheye BRD, and 34 percent for the extended funnel BRD (see 
Appendix A for description of these BRD designs). The model estimated these BRDs 
would reduce the shrimp stock biomass by 6.7, 5.9, and 8.2 percent, respectively. 
Factors that would affect these estimates include the areas where BRDs are used 
(Alternatives B) and seasonal closures (Alternatives D). This scenario is probably more 
accurate because finfish are probably not excluded at an equivalent rate for all species. 

The two other scenarios examined (Appendix B) assumed that as finfish biomass increased 
through the use of BRDs, the size and age structure of these excluded stocks could also 
change. Additionally, as these fish attain a larger size, and predation rates and prey may 
change for species that feed on shrimp. These scenarios examined assumptions that: ( 1) 
Larger fish would consume more shrimp, and some fish that are currently too small to prey 
on shrimp might grow large enough to utilize shrimp; and (2) Larger fish would target prey 
larger than shrimp (e.g., other fish), and predation rates on shrimp may decline. There is 
currently insufficient data available to predict the effects on predation through growth in 
size of fish for the populations of predator species through use of the model. A sensitivity 
analysis, however, showed that the shrimp stock could be reduced by as much as 16. 7 
percent from an increase in predation by 50 percent. A reduction in predation had smaller 
effects on the shrimp stock biomass; however, a 50 percent reduction showed an increase 
in shrimp stock biomass of 4.7 percent. Figure 7 of Appendix B pres.ents these 
relationships in terms of predation rates and increases or decreases in shrimp biomass 
(expressed as organic nitrogen). 

Sufficient information to utilize the model to examine effects of bycatch reduction on other 
predators, such as birds and marine mammals is not available. Large numbers of birds 
prey on the discarded bycatch while it floats on the surface, and there is some conjecture 
that they may have developed a dependence on this source of food. Earlier versions of a 
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trophic ·icological model (Browder 1983 and Sheridan et al. 1984, Appendix B) indicated 
that if 50 percent bycatch was removed from the ocean (e.g., landed and utilized on 
shore) the shrimp biomass would decline by 25 percent. If birds were harvesting a 
significant percentage of the bycatch biomass, a similar effect should have occurred, but 
it would be smaller in magnitude because bird guano and the tissues of dead birds would 
be recycled and contribute to the organic nitrogen pool. Whether bycatch reduction will 
have an adverse impact on bird populations is unknown (see discussion under section 6). 

Martinez, et al., (1996) (Appendix B) pointed out that the model predicted the effects on 
the shrimp stock biomass and not yield from the fishery. Information to assess the relation 
between the model results and catch by fishermen is not available, and any negative 
effects of increased predation could be "masked" by annual fluctuations in recruitment and 
landings. 

In summary, restoration of the red snapper stock in the Gulf will produce a long-term 
potential yield (LTPY) from the fishery of 33 million pounds, and LTPY from groundfish 
stocks responding to bycatch reduction will approach 150 million pounds (NOAA 1995). 
It is emphasized ·that these will be long-term effects or benefits besause even with the 
proposed 50 percent reduction in shrimp trawl bycatch for red snapper, it is projected that 
the stock will be recovered only above the overfishing threshold by 2019. Recovery to a 
LTPY level would require many more years and also be dependent on maximizing yield per 
recruit (YPR). 

In contrast, any reduction in shrimp stock biomass from the use of BRDs would occur in 
the first year of implementation and could occur in subsequent years unless and until the 
stock rebounds. Any relationship between a reduction in biomass and a reduction in 
harvest is not currently known; however, the cumulative reduction in shrimp stock 
biomass over the red snapper stock-restoration period could result in substantial reductions 
in shrimp harvest. 

Economic Impacts The use of BRDs would affect both the costs and revenues of shrimp 
vessels (see section 4.0). BRDs cost to install and use, although it appears that this cost 
may not be substantial, especially for larger fishing _operations. The more important effect 
would be on the revenue side. BRDs, probably with the exception of the extended funnel, 
are expected to reduce shrimp catch. Even a relatively small percentage reduction in the 
amount of catch, and eventually gross revenues can translate into relatively large 
reductions in profits. In addition, the results from a NMFS ecological modeling study 
indicate that in the first year of BRD implementation shrimp biomass would decline with 
reductions in bycatch. Consequently, future catches could fall or costs may increase to 
some substantial level. Although the requirement of BRDs may negatively affect certain 
fishing vessels, it is possible to conceive of a situation that economic benefits to the entire 
industry may increase. 1his condition would happen if cost increases -- and revenue 
reductions force many vessels out of the fishery to the point that mainly efficient vessels 
or fishing operations remain in the fishery. 

With the use of BRDs, finfish industries, like the red snapper industry, may economically 
benefit from an increase in biomass for finfish stocks through an increase in benefits from 
a larger catch or decrease in cost from shorter fishing time due to an increase in fish 
abundance. This could eventually translate to an increase in revenues. It may be noted, 
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however, that an increase in benefits due to increased abundance could be temporary if 
such increase in benefits merely invites more participants into an open access fishery. The 
GMFMC has, however, approved measures to restrict and even reduce commercial access 
to the red snapper fishery. 

Social Impacts: This alternative (i.e., mandated use of BRDs) is likely to result in the 
various psychological stresses and related social disorders of shrimpers described by 
Thomas et al. (1995) as being associated with anticipation of regulatory requirements for 
the use of BRDs. While much of the shrimp fishermen's distress undoubtedly results from 
the mandated use of TEDs, which they believe have had a significantly adverse effect on 
their fishing operations and income (Moberg and Dyer 1994), the majority have a very 
negative outlook on their future if bycatch regulations are imposed on them. For example, 
only three fifths believe they will be able to survive the first year of bycatch regulations; 
only two fifths believe they would be able to survive the following two to three years; half 
believe they would seek work on shore; and only 30 percent would move to another 
fishery (Thomas et al. 1995) (see Section 5.0). 

While the required use of BRDs is likely to result in adverse social=impacts to shrimp 
fishermen, the social effects are likely to be positive for fishermen (recreational and 
commercial) who target finfish populations (e.g., red snapper) that are likely to increase 
from the use of BRDs. Sociological data are lacking to quantify these impacts. 

Thomas, et al. (1995) recommend that shrimp fishermen be included early in the decision 
making process and be given a range of technological options (BRDs) from which to 
choose. By providing as much information as possible and incorporating the fishermen into 
the process, the GMFMC is more likely to reduce the uncertainty and most likely enhance 
implementation in that the fishermen's attitude would be more positive. Choosing· the 
geographic area, the criteria, and a protocol for BRD use that are amenable to the industry 
will certainly encourage shrimpers' acceptance of subsequent regulations. 

B. AREAS SPECIFIED FOR BRD USE 

Rejected Alternative B. 1.: Require the use of the NMFS-certified BRDs in shrimp trawls 
in the EEZ of the Gulf of Mexico within the 100-fathom contour. 

Biological Impacts: Shrimp trawling with its associated bycatch occurs throughout the 
coastal areas ·of the Gulf of Mexico. In 1991, about 1 billion pounds of finfish bycatch 
was taken in offshore waters including about 3 billion individual Atlantic croakers (Nichols 
and Pellegrin, 1992). Other bycatch estimates from 1993 included approximately 5 million 
Spanish mackerel, 0.65 million king mackerel (Nichols, 1994), and 34 million juvenile red 
snapper (Goodyear, 1994). While most red snapper bycatch occurs at depths greater than 
10 fathoms (Nance 1993, 1994), Spanish and king mackerel are taken as bycatch in 
greater numbers within 10 fathoms. (Nichols 1990, 1996a). 

The current distribution of red snapper is mostly in the northern and western Gulf, but 
waters off Florida's west coast once supported a substantial fishery. Relic populations of 
red snapper are still found off Florida's west coast, and BRD use in these areas possibly 
would benefit their recovery . Other bycatch species such as other snappers, groupers, 
sea trout, butterfish, and sardines would benefit from use of BRDs in these areas as well. 
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For example, total finfish reductions in proof of concept studies were 70 and 41 percent 
for fisheye and extended funnel BROs, respectively (NMFS, 1994). 

This alternative would provide the greatest reduction in finfish bycatch from area 
restrictions, because it encompasses virtually the entire geographic area where shrimping 
occurs in the EEZ for brown, white, and pink shrimp. With regard to the goal of reducing 
the bycatch of red snapper, it may be excessive (compared with Proposed Alternative 8.2 
and Rejected Alternatives B.3 and 8.4 below) given our current knowledge of the 
distribution of juvenile red snapper. 

It should be noted that the percentage reductions or increase in shrimp stock biomass as 
estimated by Martinez et al. (1996) (see discussion under Proposed Alternative A:2.) were 
calculated using biomass estimates for only the area encompassed by shrimp statistical 
grids 11-21 (Alabama through Texas); therefore, increased declines in the shrimp biomass 
would occur under Rejected Alternative 8.1., i.e., a Gulf-wide BRO requirement. The 
increase, however, would not be substantial because most of the shrimp biomass is 
located within grids 11-21 (Figure 4). 

Economic Impacts: The effects of this alternative are similar to those discussed under 
Proposed Alternative A.2, requiring the use of BROs. 

Social Impacts: Because this alternative covers the widest geographic area of the 
Alternatives B, it would probably have the greatest impact in terms of negative social 
effects on the shrimp industry as described in Proposed Alternative A.2. Shrimp fishermen 
are likely to perceive a BRO requirement throughout this entire area as being excessive 
given that the primary goal of this amendment is to reduce the bycatch of juvenile red 
snapper, that are primarily found in a much smaller geographic area of the Gulf (see 
Proposed Alternative B.2 and Rejected Alternatives 8.3 and B.4 below). Conversely, those 
fishermen involved in the directed fisheries for other finfish species whose populations may 
be strengthened as a result of BRO use would probably incur positive social impacts from 
the more extensive area of coverage viewing it as necessary for the likelihood and timing 
of the recovery. 

Proposed Alternative 8.2.: Require the use of the NMFS-certified BRDs in shrimp trawls 
in the EEZ of the Gulf of Mexico within the 100-fathom contour west of Cape San Blas, 
Florida. 

Biological Impacts: Limiting the geographical scope of BRO use to the northern and 
western Gulf would result in a reduced savings of overall finfish bycatch when compared 
to a Gulf-wide requirement (i.e., Rejected Alternative 8.1 ). Nevertheless, this alternative 
addresses the primary goal of this amendment, i.e., a bycatch reduction target for red 
snapper juveniles. Most juvenile red snapper appear in bycatch taken west of Destin, 
Florida, and the bulk of the commercial catch of red snapper is from the northern Gulf of 
Mexico between Panama City, Florida and Galveston, Texas (Goodyear, 1994). The use 
of BROs along Florida's southwest coast would have minimal benefit for red snapper 
because of a lack of abundance in that area. Cape San Blas, Florida is suggested as an 
eastern boundary because most red snapper bycatch occurs west of that area. 
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As discussed in Rejected Alternative B.1 above, relic populations of red snapper are found 
off Florida's west coast, and BRD use in that area possibly would benefit their recovery. 
Additionally, other finfish species would benefit from use of BRDs in those areas as well. 
Recent bycatch characterization studies (Nance, 1994) indicated insignificant bycatch of 
red snapper and king and Spanish mackerels off Florida (Figures 8, 9, and 10). Nichols 
(1990, 1996a, 1996b) found most of the red snapper and king and Spanish mackerel in 
trawl bycatch west of Statistical Area 11, Alabama. 

It should also be noted that the area in which trawls can be used off the west Florida shelf 
declines significantly due to the rough bottom of exposed marl bedrock on the shelf (e.g., 
Florida Middle Ground). Off southwest Florida less than 10 percent of the bottom is 
trawlable in the nearshore waters (Stone Crab FMP, GMFMC 1979). Also, the abundance 
of shrimp is greatly reduced (Shrimp FMP, GMFMC 1981 ); therefore, shrimping activity is 
reduced as well as impacts on finfish. 

Economic Impacts: This alternative has similar effects as Rejected Alternative B. 1; 
however, the magnitude of impacts would be less. 

Social Impacts: Given that this alternative is aimed at the geographic area where most red 
snapper occur and includes a smaller geographic area than Rejected Alternative B.1, the 
negative social impacts on the shrimp fishery are likely to be less than those caused by 
Rejected Alternative B.1 . Shrimpers are more likely to view it as being more objective and 
more directed at the primary goal of this amendment while minimizing the negative 
impacts to the shrimp fishery. Conversely, fishermen who target other finfish species 
whose populations may be strengthened by the use of BRDs may view this alternative as 
not restrictive enough. 

Rejected Alternative B.3.: Require the use of the NMFS-certified BRDs in shrimp trawls 
in the EEZ of the Gulf of Mexico between the 10- and 100-fathom contours. 

Biological Impacts: Nichols (1990) noted that few red snapper are caught in the 0- to 5-
fathom zone despite heavy fishing effort. He also noted that a more significant portion of 
the bycatch probably occurs between 5 and 10 fathoms during the summer off Louisiana, 
and this area incurred a substantial increase in fishing effort in the mid 1980s. Although 
juvenile red snapper are encountered inside of 10 fathoms, approximately 80 to 83 percent 
of the total juvenile red snapper bycatch comes from depths greater than 10 fathoms, and 
the majority occurs at depths between about 15 and 25 fathoms (S. Nichols, personal 
communication; Nichols 1996b). 

Nichols (1990) reported that Spanish and king mackerels are taken in bycatch in greater 
numbers within 10 fathoms. During warm weather, most Atlantic croakers in the northern 
Gulf are also found within 10 fathoms but may be found in depths from 10 to 30 fathoms 
in winter concentrations (GMFMC, 1991 ). Distributions of bycatch by area, season, and 
depth for red snapper, king mackerel, and Spanish mackerel are illustrated in Figures 8, 
9, and 10 (Nance 1994). The number of samples by season, area, and depth are shown 
in Figure 11. As with Proposed Alternative B.2, this alternative would increase bycatch 
over Rejected Alternative B.1 because species other than red snapper would be caught if 
BRDs are not used inside of 10 fathoms. Nevertheless, this alternative is reasonable in 
that the purpose of this amendment is a bycatch reduction target for juvenile red snapper. 
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Economic Impacts: This alternative has similar effects as Rejected Alternative B. 1 and 
Proposed Alternative B.2; however, the magnitude of impacts to the shrimp industry would 
be less. Conversely, this alternative would provide a lower degree of protection for finfish 
species; consequently, the potential economic impacts to these fisheries would be greater 
(see Section 4.0). 

Social Impacts: As discussed under Proposed Alternative B.2, this alternative would 
probably be more acceptable to shrimp fishermen in terms of reduced negative social 
impacts from required BRD use because it would not require the use of BRDs in a very 
large portion of the traditional shrimping grounds. Requiring the use of BRDs in a smaller 
geographic area to achieve the goal of reducing bycatch of juvenile red snapper would 
significantly reduce the social and economic impacts on the shrimp fishery. Thus, 
shrimpers would be more likely to accept the requirements and comply with the 
regulations. Conversely, fishermen who target other finfish species whose populations 
may be strengthened by the use of BRDs may view this alternative as not restrictive 
enough. 

Rejected Alternative B.4.: Require the use of NMFS certified BRDs in.cshrimp trawls in the 
EEZ of the Gulf of Mexico between 10-and 100-fathom contours and west of Cape San 
Blas, Florida. 

Biological Impacts: Nance (1993,1994) and Nichols (1990, 199Gb) found that most red 
snapper bycatch occurred west of Statistical Area 11 and in depths greater than 10 
fathoms (Figure 11 ). This Alternative would provide the most direct focus of the 
amendment on the reduction of juvenile red snapper bycatch because it would require BRO 
usage in the areas where most red snapper and shrimp trawling interaction occur (Nance 
1993, 1994). Conversely, it would provide the least amount of protection for many other 
finfish species that occur in the excluded areas. The biological impacts of this alternative 
would not be appreciably different from Rejected Alternative 8.3 because over 80 percent 
of the red snapper bycatch occurs at depths greater than 10 fathoms. It would, however, 
invoke the same biological consequences in Florida as discussed in Proposed Alternative 
8.2. 

Economic Impacts: This alternative would have the least economic impacts on the shrimp 
industry because it would require the use of BRDs in the smallest geographic area of all 
alternatives being considered. Conversely, it would have the greatest impact on the 
economics of various finfish industries because it would afford the least amount of 
protection from bycatch mortality (Section 4.0). 

Social Impacts: This alternative would provide the least disruption to traditional shrimping 
practices of all the alternatives. It would still cause many of the social problems outlined 
in Proposed Alternative 8.2 and Section 5.0; however, these impacts would be minimized; 
thus compliance by shrimpers should be maximized. Conversely, potential social impacts 
to finfish users would be greatest especially if this action negatively impacts the continued 
recovery of some stocks. e.g., red drum and king and Spanish mackerel stocks, or if other 
stocks decline. 
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C. CRITERIA FOR BRDs, INCLUDING CERTIFICATION OF BRDs THAT HAVE BEEN 
TESTED AND DETERMINED TO MEET THE ESTABLISHED BYCATCH REDUCTION 
CRITERION: 

Proposed Alternative C.1 .: It must reduce the bycatch mortality of juvenile red snapper 
(age O and age 1) by a minimum of 44 percent from the average level of mortality on 
those age groups during the years 1984-1989. Any bycatch reduction contributed by a 
TED within the net is included as a part of an overall BRD reduction in the bycatch. 

Based on the criterion above, the following gear will be considered as two NMFS certified 
BRDs on implementation of this amendment: 

• fisheye 30 mesh position or an equivalent distance from the top of a 120-mesh cod 
end bag of 1 5/8-inch mesh (as described in footnote below)1 

• 5-inch Andrews TED (if not prohibited from use by other applicable federal law or 
regulation.) 

Biological Impacts: Juvenile red snapper are one of the most difficult of the bycatch 
species to eliminate from shrimp trawls because of their attraction*-objects and their 
comparable size to shrimp. In order to maintain the present ABC ranges for the directed 
red snapper fishery, a reduction in the shrimp-trawl bycatch reduction rate by 44 percent 
beginning in 1997 is necessary to attain the GMFMC's 20 percent SPR goal by the target 
year of 2019 (RFSAP 1995). This bycatch reduction criterion considers the fact that a 10 
percent reduction in fishing mortality through reductions in effort has occurred; 
consequently, to achieve the Council's goal, only an additional 44 percent is needed. 
Setting the bycatch reduction criterion at the minimum level necessary to restore the red 
snapper stock will give gear developers greater latitude in developing additional BRDs for 
certification (see Proposed Alternative E.2), e.g., the Andrews soft TED is effective in 
excluding small red snapper (see discussion under Rejected Alternative A.1 ). Additionally, 
the RIR shows that effort is not likely to increase with the requirement of BRDs; however, 
if effort subsequently increases, the framework procedure (Proposed Alternative E.2) 
would allow the criterion to be increased. Currently, only the fisheye 30 mesh position 
and the Andrews TED are capable of reducing bycatch by the required amount; however, 
the framework procedure (Proposed Alternative E.2) would allow other BRDs to be 

Fisheye Description 

Approved fisheyes are cone shaped rigid frames constructed from aluminum or steel 
which are inserted into the top center of the codend to form an escape opening. 

Minimum Construction and Installation Requirements 

Fisheyes should be constructed of aluminum or steel rod of at least 1/4 inch diameter 
with a minimum opening dimension of 5 inches and a minimum total opening area of 
36 square inches. Fisheyes must be installed in the top center of the codend of the 
trawl to create an opening in the trawl facing in the direction of the mouth of the trawl 
no further forward than 70 percent of the distance between the codend drawstring (tie 
off rings) and the beginning of the codend (excluding any extension) or 11 feet, 
whichever is the shorter distance. 
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certified· (Table 4). The GMFMC's goal of 50 percent bycatch reduction of juvenile red 
snapper will likely result in a greater amount of bycatch reduction in other species of fish, 
e.g., more than 50 percent of croaker and spot are excluded by both BRDs (GSAFDF, 
1994). 

Table 4 lists gear that have been considered as potentially certifiable BROs on 
implementation of this amendment, and the estimated reduction characteristics of each. 

Table 4. Current Estimates of Bycatch and Shrimp Reduction 

Gear 
. Red Snapper 

(by number) 

Age 1 Age O & 
Age 1 

Shrimp 
(by weight) 

Finfish 
(by weight) 

Fishe ye (30 mesh)1 66 58 3 31 

Fisheye (45 mesh) 1 41 33 7 
.. 
~- 30 

Extended Funnel1 36 32 0 34 

Andrews TE02 77 - 16 57 

1 Expressed as percent reduction when compared with nets containing only a TED. 
2 Expressed as percent reduction when compared to naked nets without TEDs or BROs. 

The above values represent all the available evaluation information through March 1996. 
It should be noted that earlier datasets indicated that all three BRO designs (Appendix A) 
would reduce age 1 red snapper bycatch (by number) by approximately 50 percent. The 
more recent weighted data in Table 4 indicate that two BRO designs are below the 50 
percent criterion. These variations are probably indicative that the designs differ in their 
capability of reducing bycatch by area and time of year. 

Economic Impacts: The economic impacts of mandated use of BRDs have previously been 
discussed. Additional impacts would occur based on the types of BRDs certified and their 
resultant loss of shrimp as well as the cost of the gear itself. 

Social Impacts: The social effects associated with the mandated use of BROs are 
summarized in Proposed Alternative A.2. above and more fully described in Section 5.0. 
Information is not available to discern the relative social impacts associated with various 
levels of percentage reductions in red snapper bycatch; however, negative social impacts 
to shrimp fishermen would be proportional to the percentage of the bycatch reduction 
mandated and the size of the geographic area to which the reductions apply. Maximum 
involvement of the shrimpers in assisting the GMFMC in making these decisions is 
essential to maximize the industry's acceptance of the requirements and subsequent 
compliance with the implementing regulations. 
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Proposed Alternative C.2.: Its shrimp retention rate when compared with seemingly 
identical nets containing only an approved TED: 

Rejected Option a. . .. must be at least 90 percent, or 
Rejected Option b. . .. must at least 95 percent, or 
Rejected Option c. . .. must be at least 97 percent, or 
Proposed Option d .. .is unspecified, i.e., fishermen may use any design that meets 

the criterion under Proposed Alternative C.1 . 

Bjologjcal Impacts: The biological impacts for each option should be essentially the same 
provided that the required reduction in juvenile red snapper is met. Additionally, there 
should be no negative biological impacts associated with shrimp loss because shrimp are 
basically an annual crop. Shrimp that are excluded will either be caught in subsequent 
tows or escape to the spawning stock. The primary differences in impacts of the above 
options are regarding shrimp retention which is a major concern to shrimp fishermen. The 
more efficient the device is in retaining the shrimp catch, the more likely it will be 
accepted. 

Option a, b, or c would be ·met with the fisheye 30 mesh position arnfextended funnel 
BROs as both devices were found to achieve at least a 97 percent retention of shrimp in 
the NMFS testing. A major advantage of the fisheye BRO is the simplicity of design and 
its low cost. They are also easily sewn into existing nets. 

Option d may be the most acceptable to shrimp fishermen. Although some fisheyes and 
other BRO designs may not meet the shrimp-retention criteria of options a, b, or c under 
testing carried out by the NMFS, they are being used by part of the industry and are 
meeting the criteria under Proposed Alternative C.1 of reducing bycatch mortality on age 
0 and age 1 red snapper. As long as these BRDs meet the primary goal of red snapper 
bycatch reduction, there should be no negative biological impacts resulting from their use, 
and they should be considered to be consistent with the intent of this amendment. Thus, 
if the fishermen choose to use this gear (and some have done so voluntarily for years), 
they should be allowed to do so; however, they should be advised of the relative economic 
impacts of the various BRDs (see following Economic Impact discussion). 

Economic Impacts: The principal economic impacts associated with requiring BRDs are 
associated with shrimp loss, rather than gear cost. Fisheye and extended funnel BRDs can 
reduce bycatch mortality of age 1 red snapper by 50 percent. Both devices, depending 
on size and location on the trawl, have also been shown to achieve the 97 percent shrimp 
retention rate criteria in the NMFS testing. 

GSAFOF (1994) reported observations of vessel operations by the GSAFDF Gear Review 
Panel that show the effects of other factors on shrimp retention. Subsequent to this 
report, these factors have been confirmed by NMFS divers, video, and other means to 
contribute to shrimp loss while using the fisheye BRO designs. Since these factors may 
have an effect on overall profits from shrimping, changes in fishing methods could help 
minimize these losses. 

Although no documentation has yet been made, it has been speculated by 
the Gear Review Panel that some shrimp loss may come from _"belching" of 
the catch during haul-back on the gear during rough weather or from "wash-
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down" at the end of the tow. The former phenomenon occurs whe~ a 
wave surges the boat and nets forward and up, and as the boat returns to 
the wave trough, the nets sink back more rapidly than the catch. Thus, the 
catch remains nearer the mouth, the TED, and the BRD; any of which could 
then be used for escape by the catch, including shrimp. The NMFS 
Pascagoula personnel intend to dive on the nets during 1994 to examine 
this possibility. "Wash-down" is practiced by many captains; when the nets 
are at the surface, the vessel runs forward at high speed; this pushes the 
catch to the tail of the net, and eliminates a substantial portion of mud 
collected in the nets. The turbulence created in the bag during "wash
down" may actually eject part of the catch (including shrimp) from the bag 
through the BRD opening(s). 

In contrast to the adverse economic effects of shrimp loss, there are probably some 
positive but unquantified economic benefits to the industry. The GSAFDF reported: 

Reduction of finfish bycatch in the shrimp fishery is ecologically and 
economically beneficial to the industry through reduced cost to .Jiarvest and 
process the catch, as well as in providing a higher quality product. There 
will be a measurable positive impact to shrimp fishermen because of 
decreased workload in culling the unwanted bycatch, and a concurrent 
reduction in the time that valuable shrimp must remain on deck during the 
culling process. This will, in turn, provide for a higher quality product 
through two means: (1) less damage to shrimp during towing and haul-back 
because of a reduced amount of total catch (weight) in the net, and (2) 
more rapid processing of shrimp off the deck and into a cold storage 
system, lessening the chance of spoilage. Additionally, as the weight load 
in the nets increases during towing, the otter doors are pulled closer 
together, reducing the total area swept by the net. With a reduction in 
weight load in the net, this reaction of the doors will be reduced, and the 
area swept may increase, thus potentially increasing catch per tow. 

Social Impacts: Thomas, et al. (1995) described the negative social effects on shrimpers 
resulting from their anticipation of mandated use of BRDs. These impacts are summarized 
in Proposed Alternative A.2, and they are further described in Section 5.0. Shrimp 
retention is obviously a major concern to shrimp fishermen, and the more efficient the 
device is in retaining the shrimp catch, the more likely it will be accepted. Nevertheless, 
Option d is likely to cause the least, negative, social impact because it allows shrimpers 
the most flexibility. Some fisheyes and other BRD designs may not meet shrimp retention 
criteria of Options a, b, or c under testing by NMFS, but they are being used by part of the 
industry and are meeting the criteria under Proposed Alternative C.1 of reducing bycatch 
mortality on age O and age 1 red snapper. As long as these BRDs meet this primary goal 
(Proposed Alternative C.1 ), there should be no negative biological impacts from their use. 
If fishermen choose to use this gear (and some have done so voluntarily for years), they 
should be allowed to do so; otherwise, they may experience additional social problems by 
being forced to purchase and use an unfamiliar gear. They should, however, be made 
aware of the potential economic impacts of the various BRDs (see Economic Impact 
discussion above). 
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D. SEASONAL CLOSURES 

Proposed Alternative D,1,: Status Quo - No change in seasonal closures. 

Biological Impacts: Juvenile red snappers are generally found in the north and western 
Gulf waters beyond 10 fathoms throughout the year. King and Spanish mackerels and 
croaker are taken as bycatch mostly within 10 fathoms in the warmer months. The 
existing seasonal closure, the Texas Closure, is discussed under Alternative A.1. Nichols 
(1996a) noted that seasonality of bycatch is primarily indicative of seasonality of 
shrimping effort.· Hendrickson and Griffin (1993) simulated the effect of seasonal closures 
for five periods and found them all to be ineffective in reducing juvenile snapper bycatch; 
consequently, existing closures would not meet the goal of reducing bycatch of juvenile 
red snapper by 50 percent. 

Economic Impacts: No additional economic impacts are expected from a status quo 
option. 

. . 

Social Impacts: As noted by Hendrickson and Griffin (1993), the dse:··of closures as a 
means of reducing bycatch is ineffective and costly compared with BRDs. Status quo in 
terms of seasonal closures is not likely to cause any net change in social impacts. 

Rejected Alternative D.2,: Invoke seasonal closures to trawling in the Gulf EEZ to reduce 
bycatch. 

Biological Impacts: Juvenile red snapper, age O and age 1, are vulnerable to shrimp trawls 
for 14 months or more; and because they are distributed throughout the same area as the 
offshore brown shrimp fishery, any seasonality of their bycatch is primarily a reflection of 
shrimping effort. Hendrickson and Griffin (1993) simulated seasonal and area closures to 
shrimp trawling and compared them with the use of BRDs. They found that both closures 
were less effective than BRDs at reducing bycatch and more costly to the fishermen (see 
discussion of Economic Impacts). The greatest reduction in red snapper bycatch (15 
percent) was achieved by a seasonal trawling closure from December 16 through April 30. 
Nichols (1990) also noted that closures would probably redirect effort to other seasons 
when snapper were still vulnerable. As such, seasonal closures would result in an 
insufficient net reduction in juvenile bycatch. (See discussion under Rejected Alternative 
A.1.). 

Economic Impacts: Using a bioeconomic model, Hendrickson and Griffin (1993) conducted 
simulations on closing the shrimp fishery at certain times of the year to reduce bycatch. 
Various closure scenarios were tried, such as May 1-July 15, May 1-July 31, January 1-
March 31, January 1-April 30, and December 16-April 30. These simulations resulted in 
reductions in rents to the vessel owners and crews ranging from $35 million to $54.6 
million. 

Social Impacts: Given the findings of Hendrickson and Griffin (1993) that seasonal 
closures are ineffective in reducing bycatch while causing increased costs to fishermen, 
this option is likely to result in substantial negative social impacts as a result of the 
economic impacts. 
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E. FRAMEWORK PROCEDURES FOR MODIFYING THE BYCATCH REDUCTION CRITERION, 
ESTABLISHING AND MODIFYING BRD CERTIFICATION CRITERIA, AND ESTABLISHING A 
BRD TESTING PROTOCOL FOR CERTIFYING ADDITIONAL BRDS 

Rejected Alternative E,1.: Status Quo - Do not establish framework procedures for 
modifying the bycatch reduction criterion or establishing and modifying criteria or certifying 
additional BRDs. 

By not providing a framework for modifying the bycatch reduction criterion, the criterion 
for a 44 percent reduction in bycatch mortality of juvenile red snapper from the 1984-
1989 average would remain in effect until an additional plan amendment could be 
developed and implemented. Also, only the BRDs certified with the implementation of this 
amendment could be used without a plan amendment. 

Proposed Alternative E.2,: Establish the following framework procedures for modifying the 
bycatch reduction criterion, establishing and modifying BRD certification criteria, and 
establishing a BRD testing protocol for certifying additional BRDs: _The purpose of the 
framework procedures is to provide a flexible management system to.:mimimize regulatory 
delays while maintaining substantial Council and public input into management decisions. 
With these procedures in place, management can rapidly adapt to changes in the 
abundance of red snapper, new scientific information, and changes in fishing practices, 
i.e., seasonal patterns, areas, effort, etc. 

Alternative E.2.a: Framework Procedure for Modifying the Bycatch Reduction Criterion -
The Council will evaluate the need for changes to the bycatch reduction criterion for red 
snapper as needed and recommend such changes to the RA. Changes to the bycatch 
reduction criterion will be accomplished through regulatory amendments. If the Council 
determines that bycatch reduction criteria are needed for other finfish species, those 
criteria will be established by FMP amendments. 

The Council will establish a Special BRO Advisory Panel (SBAP) made up of scientists, 
engineers, fishermen, environmentalists, or others with knowledge of BRDs and their 
ability to reduce bycatch of juvenile red snapper. The SBAP will advise the Council 
regarding the need for and recommendations regarding modifications to the bycatch 
reduction criterion. Prior to making recommendations for changes in the bycatch reduction 
criterion, the Council will also consult the Shrimp AP, the Standing SSC and Special 
Shrimp and Reef Fish SSC, and the RFSAP. In addressing changes to bycatch reduction 
criterion for juvenile red snapper, the Council will consider the present status of red 
snapper stocks as reflected in stock assessments, the impacts of shrimp trawl bycatch, 
and the impacts of the directed fishery for red snapper on the stock. The Council will also 
consider factors related to the shrimp fishery such as changes in fishing effort (i.e., 
increases or decreases), the effects of state and federal management efforts that may 
affect bycatch, changes in TED gear or rules that may effect bycatch, closed areas, closed 
seasons and/or seasonal usage of BRDs, and limitations on the types and sizes of trawl 
gear. The Council will consider environmental and ecological effects; social and economic 
factors in the commercial and recreational fisheries for both red snapper and shrimp; and 
other relevant data. Modifications to the bycatch reduction criterion will be based on the 
best available scientific information and realistic expectations that the reduction levels that 
can be achieved with available, or soon to be available, technology. Public comments will 
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be received prior to changes, and public testimony will be allowed in the meeting at which 
the GMFMC considers changing the criteria. 

The bycatch reduction criterion will be specified in terms of a percentage reduction in 
bycatch mortality of juvenile red snapper (age O and age 1) from the average level of 
mortality on those age groups during the years 1984-1989. The criterion may be further 
qualified according to seasons and geographic areas. 

If changes are needed to the bycatch reduction criterion for juvenile red snapper, the 
Council will send a regulatory amendment to the RA that details its recommendations 
along with any relevant reports and public comments. The RA will review the Council's 
recommendations; all scientific reports; comments of the Special BRD Advisory Panel, the 
Shrimp AP, the SSC, and the RFSAP. If it is determined that the recommendations are 
consistent with the objectives of the FMP, the provisions of the Magnuson Act, and other 
applicable law, the RA will draft proposed regulations implementing the changes to the 
bycatch reduction criterion and publish them as a proposed rule in the Federal Register 
After a comment period of not less that 1 5 days, the RA will publish. the final rule in the 
Federal Register. 

If the RA rejects the recommended changes of the Council, the RA shall notify the Council 
and provide written reasons for rejection along with recommendations for revisions. In the 
event of rejection, the existing criterion for bycatch reduction of red snapper shall remain 
in effect until the rejection is resolved and changes are implemented. 

Alternative E.2.b: Framework Measure Establishing and Modifying BRD Certification and 
Decertification Criteria and Establishing a BRO Testing Protocol 

General Guidelines: 

The Council desires to have a rapid and efficient process to certify and decertify BRDs as 
a part of this amendment that affords a flexible and workable mechanism for industry to 
use in designing and developing new or modified BRDs. The NMFS is responsible for 
review and certification of BRDs for use in the EEZ. 

BRO Certification Criterion: 

The BRD certification criterion is the demonstration that a BRD can consistently meet or 
exceed the established bycatch reduction criterion of 44 percent as demonstrated through 
the testing protocol established by the RA. This BRD certification criterion will be modified 
through implementation of a regulatory amendment concurrent and consistent with 
changes to the bycatch reduction criterion. 

The Council has not established criteria for shrimp loss from BRDs; however, shrimp loss 
data should accompany any BRD application for certification to allow evaluation of which 
BRDs minimize shrimp loss while satisfying bycatch reduction requirements. Additionally, 
the applicant should provide information on cost and operational considerations (e.g., ease 
of handling and any special operating tactics such as hauling back while towing away from 
high seas to minimize shrimp loss). 
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BAD Testing Protocol: 

The BRO testing protocol will include the testing parameters and statistical guidelines to 
be followed in evaluating the effectiveness of BRO designs in meeting the established 
bycatch reduction criterion. The basic testing procedure includes an accurate and detailed 
written description and diagram of the gear used, including the types of trawls, rigging of 
BRDs, and TEDs (type, rigging, etc.). Also, the BRO must be rotated between outside and 
inside nets from side to side to reduce net bias. If the gear is modified during the testing, 
it constitutes the beginning of a new test. 

All testing shall be done under the supervision of qualified scientists or other technical 
personnel approved by the RA in order to insure that the protocol is followed and to help 
prevent the need for additional evaluation. Testing shall be accomplished with at least the 
minimum number of tows of a net with an experimental BRO and certified TED compared 
to a net with only the same type of TED. Testing shall also be done in areas where 
juvenile red snapper are present. 

The RA will develop the testing protocol for certifying new BRDs. 'This testing protocol 
will include specifications and guidelines regarding various testing parameters. Prior to 
implementation of the testing protocol, the RA shall provide copies of the protocol to the 
Council and provide a reasonable period for the Council's review and comment. In 
reviewing the testing protocol, the Council may consult its SSC and other appropriate 
advisory panels for recommendations. The Council will advise the RA in writing of any 
recommendations regarding the testing protocol, including its guidelines and parameters, 
and provide any relevant reports and comments. The RA will review the Council's 
recommendations along with other comments and reports. The BRO testing protocol will 
be implemented by proposed and final rules published in the Federal Register. 

The following is a list of specifications and guidelines that will be included in the testing 
protocol. This list is demonstrative and may not be exhaustive of all testing data that 
would be required, or parameters examined in evaluating BRO testing performance. The 
RA will determine if the researcher has complied with these and other testing parameters 
as specified in the testing protocol. 

- evaluation and oversight personnel, 
- sample size, 
- experimental design, 
- season and area of testing, 
- time of day, 
- required measurements, 
- length of tows, 
- description of devices in nets, 
- shrimp loss, 
- and any other relevant parameters 

For each new BRO proposed for certification, the applicant must submit an application to 
the RA along with a complete report on the BRO testing. This report must contain a 
comprehensive description of the tests, including a summary of all data collected, together 
with copies or listings of all data collected during the certification trials, and analyses of 
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the data that demonstrate compliance with the testing protocol and the ability of the BRD 
to meet or exceed the bycatch reduction criterion. An applicant will provide photographs, 
drawings, and similar material describing the BROs. In addition, any unique or special 
circumstances of the tests should be described. 

The RA will determine if a BRO meets, or exceeds, the bycatch reduction criterion and 
whether the required reports and supporting materials are complete. The RA will also 
determine whether the testing protocol was followed. If the applicant complies with the 
testing protocol and the BRO meets or exceeds the current bycatch reduction criterion, the 
RA will certify the BRO (with any appropriate conditions as indicated by test results) and 
announce the certification in the Federal Register. amending the list of certified BROs. 

BRDs not Certified and Be-submission Procedures: 

The RA will advise the applicant, in writing, if a BRO is not certified. This notification will 
explain why the BRO was not certified and what the applicant may do to either modify the 
BRO or the testing procedures to improve the chances of having the _BRD certified in the 
future. If certification is denied because of insufficient information, thirtipplicant will have 
60 days from receipt of such notification to provide the additional information; afterwards, 
the applicant would have to re-apply. If the RA subsequently certifies the BRD, the RA will 
announce the certification in the Federal Register. amending the list of certified BROs. 

Decertification of BRDs: 

The RA will decertify a BRO whenever it is determined that the BRO does not satisfy the 
bycatch reduction criterion. Before any proposed action is taken to decertify a BRD, the 
Council and public will be advised and provided an opportunity to comment on the 
advisability of the proposed decertification. The RA will consider any comments from the 
Council, and if the RA elects to decertify the BRO, it that be accomplished through 
publication of proposed and final rules in the Federal Register with a comment period of 
not less than 15 days. 

Modification of BBD Testing Protocol: 

The RA may modify the BRO testing protocol to more appropriately compare and evaluate 
these requirements with the bycatch reduction criterion established by the Council. If the 
RA determines that changes to the testing protocol are needed, the RA will advise the 
Council in writing of the proposed changes and provide an adequate period for the 
Council's review. In reviewing the proposed modifications to the testing protocol, the 
Council may consult with its SSC and other appropriate advisory panels for 
recommendations with regard to the proposed changes. The Council will advise the RA 
in writing of any suggested changes to the proposed modification of the testing protocol. 
The RA will review the Council's comments and recommendations and implement 
modifications to the testing protocol through publication of proposed and final rules in the 
Federal Register with a comment period of not less than 15 days. 

Biological Impacts: The no action alternative (Rejected Alternative E.1.) would not provide 
a mechanism for modifying the bycatch reduction criterion in a timely manner. As 
additional data are collected and stock assessments are completed, the status of the red 
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snapper stock may change. This status may also change as a result of recovery of the 
stock through management measures adopted pursuant to this amendment. Without a 
framework procedure to effect changes through a regulatory amendment, a plan 
amendment would be required, and the more lengthy amendment process could cause a 
reduction in optimum yield during the development and implementation period. 
Additionally, the status quo option would not provide a mechanism by which additional 
BRDs could be certified. Consequently, only the BRDs approved with this amendment 
would be allowed unless another plan amendment was developed. This alternative would 
not provide adequate flexibility with regard to modifying regulations to meet fishery 
management needs. 

Conversely, Proposed Alternative E.2. provides a mechanism to implement changes to the 
bycatch reduction criterion in response to changes in the status of red snapper stocks and 
changes in, or needs of, the shrimp fishery. It also provides for the orderly and efficient 
testing and certification of BRDs to meet the established criterion of the GMFMC (initially 
a 44 percent reduction in the bycatch of juvenile red snapper). The establishment of this 
framework procedure will allow changes to be made as needed, and Jri a timely manner, 
to ameliorate unnecessary, negative impacts to the shrimp fishery. The==biological impacts 
of BRO use are more fully discussed in the Alternatives A, B, and C above. 

Economic Impacts: The economic impacts of having a procedure for modifying the 
bycatch reduction criterion and a procedure for establishing and modifying the certification 
criterion and testing protocol versus no such procedures or protocol are unknown. 
Reductions in the minimum criteria if warranted in the future could, however, benefit 
fishermen through relaxation of regulations. If these changes are implemented in a timely 
manner, fishermen would have a better chance of achieving their economic goals. 
Additionally, fishermen are innovative entrepreneurs, and they could potentially design less 
costly and more shrimp retentive BRDs using an approval process versus a BRO developed 
by scientists or others. Both the fisheye and Andrews TED were developed by fishermen. 

Social Impacts: The no action alternative (Rejected Alternative E. 1 .) would probably have 
a negative impact on fishermen because there would seemingly be less hope for relaxation 
of the bycatch reduction criterion because of the necessity for a FMP amendment. 
Furthermore it would dissuade fishermen from initiating innovations in gear which might 
benefit the industry. It might also produce stresses by forcing shrimpers to use unfamiliar 
and unacceptable BRO gear types. Fishermen are innovative and continually experiment 
with new gear configurations in an attempt to become more efficient. The BRO 
certification criterion and testing protocol that would be established under Proposed 
Alternative E.2. would allow that innovation to continue, giving fishermen the flexibility 
and opportunity to expand the number of certified BRDs from which they can choose. 
Acceptance and compliance with BRO requirements thus would be enhanced. 

3.0 AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT 

BIOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENT 

The biological environment of Gulf shrimp was described in the FMP as revised in 1981 
and its FEIS. It is incorporated by reference and not repeated in detail in this amendment. 
In brief, shrimp are distributed throughout three characteristic water areas of the Gulf: (1) 
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inland waters (including major bays), (2) state territorial seas, and (3) the EEZ. Their 
annual abundance is highly dependent on the quality and quantity of habitat, particularly 
in estuarine and nearshore waters of the states. These habitats are in turn affected by 
various environmental conditions, particularly salinity and temperature. 

Throughout their life cycle, shrimp interact with a wide variety of other species (as 
predator, prey, or other), and many of these other species are under management by the 
states, the GMFMC, or various federal agencies. This amendment addresses the 
interactions of shrimp with other species in the EEZ, particularly juvenile red snapper. 
Although shrimp are not a major prey species of red snapper, adult shrimp and juvenile 
snapper often occur in the same area. Other species of finfish in the area may be 
predators of shrimp. 

This amendment to the FMP is directed at reducing the bycatch mortality of juvenile red 
snapper in the shrimp trawl fishery. It may also have varying effects on stocks of other 
species. These effects have been discussed earlier in Section 1 .0 and Section 2.0, 
especially under Proposed Alternative A.2. Biological implications of this amendment will 
accrue in both the EEZ and state waters, particularly if states adopt smrtlar regulations for 
state waters or fishermen voluntarily use BRDs in all areas. 

PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT 

As described in the FMP, as revised in 1981, the Gulf shrimp fishery in the EEZ operates 
on various bottom types of three general regions extending to the 200-meter isobath. One 
occurs from the Texas/Mexico border to just west of the Texas/Louisiana border and 
consists mainly of sand and finer grain sediments with occasional pockets of sand and 
shell. The second region extends eastward to a point about even with Pascagoula Bay, 
Mississippi. This area is a complex of fine grain sediments with occasional deposits of 
sand and shell, but it is dominated by mud deposited by the Mississippi River. The third 
region is the remaining area off Alabama and Florida. It is almost exclusively comprised 
of sand, shell, and coral, with coral becoming more prevalent off central and southern 
Florida. 

The first two regions are primarily associated with brown and white shrimp, while the third 
is primarily associated with pink shrimp. Trawl fisheries for these species have occurred 
for decades in these three regions of the EEZ, as well as in the nearshore and inshore 
waters under state jurisdiction. None of the alternatives being considered in this 
amendment should have any appreciable effect on the physical habitat in the EEZ, unless 
for some unforeseen reason they should result in the cessation of trawling on these 
traditional shrimping grounds that have been subjected to repeated physical effects of 
trawling (physical contact with benthic habitat by trawl doors, tickler chain, foot rope, and 
chafing gear resulting in resuspension of bottom sediments into the water column) for 
decades. 
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4.0 REGULATORY IMPACT REVIEW 

INTRODUCTION 

Executive Order (EO) 12866 "Regulatory Planning and Review" was signed on September 
30, 1993 and established guidelines for promulgating new regulations and reviewing 
existing regulations. While the EO covers a variety of regulatory policy considerations, the 
costs and benefits of regulatory actions are a prominent concern. Section 1 of the EO is 
repeated in its entirety: 

Section 1. Statement of Regulatory Philosophy and Principles. 

(a) The Regulatory Philosophy. Federal agencies should promulgate only such regulations 
as are required by law, are necessary to interpret the law, or are made necessary by 
compelling public need, such as material failures of private markets to protect or improve 
the health and safety of the public, the environment, or the we/I-being of the American 
people. In deciding whether and how to regulate, agencies should ~ssess all costs and 
benefits of available regulatory alternatives, including the alternat~f not regulating. 
Costs and benefits shall be understood to include both quantifiable measures (to the fullest 
extent that these can be usefully estimated) and qualitative measures of costs and 
benefits that are difficult to quantify, but nevertheless essential to consider. Further, in 
choosing among alternative regulatory approaches, agencies should select those 
approaches that maximize net benefits (including potential economic, environmental, public 
health and safety, and other advantages; distributive impacts; and equity), unless a statute 
requires another regulatory approach. 

(b) The Principles of Regulation. To ensure that the agencies' regulatory programs are / 
consistent with the philosophy set forth above, agencies should adhere to the following 
principles, to the extent permitted by law and where applicable: 

(1) Each agency shall identify the problem that it intends to address (including, 
where applicable, the failures of private markets or public institutions that 
warrant new agency action) as well as assess the significance of that problem. 

(2) Each agency shall examine whether existing regulations (or other law) have 
created, or contributed to the problem that a new regulation is intended to 
correct and whether regulations (or other law) should be modified to achieve 
the intended goal of regulation more effectively. 

(3) Each agency shall identify and assess available alternatives to direct regulation, 
including providing economic incentives to encourage the desired behavior, such 
as user fees or marketable permits, or providing information upon which choices 
can be made by the public. 

(4) In setting regulatory priorities, each agency shall consider, to the extent 
reasonable, the degree and nature of the risks posed by various substances or 
activities within its jurisdiction. 
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(5) When an agency determines that a regulation is the best available method of 
achieving the regulatory objective, it shall design its regulations in the most 
cost-effective manner to achieve the regulatory objective. In doing so, each 
agency shall consider incentives for innovation, consistency, predictability, the 
costs of enforcement and compliance (to the government, regulated entities, 
and the public), flexibility, distributive impacts, and equity. 

(6) Each agency shall assess both the costs and the benefits of the intended 
regulation and, recognizing that some costs and benefits are difficult to 
quantify, propose or adopt a regulation only upon a reasoned determination that 
the benefits of the intended regulation justify its costs. 

(7) Each agency shall base its decisions on the best reasonably obtainable 
scientific, technical, economic, and other information concerning the need for 
and consequences of the intended regulation. 

(BJ Each agency shall identify and assess alternative forms of regulation and shall, 
to the extent feasible, specify performance objectives, raiJJer than specifying 
the behavior or manner of compliance that regulated entities must adopt. 

(9) Wherever feasible, agencies shall seek views of appropriate State, local, and 
tribal officials before imposing regulatory requirements that might significantly 
or uniquely affect those governmental entities. Each agency shall assess the 
effects of Federal regulations on State, local, and tribal governments, including 
specifically the availability of resources to carry out those mandates, and seek 
to minimize those burdens that uniquely or significantly affect such 
governmental entities, consistent with achieving regulatory objective. In 
addition, as appropriate, agencies shall seek to harmonize Federal regulatory 
actions with related State, local and tribal regulatory and other governmental 
functions. 

(10) Each agency shall avoid regulations that are inconsistent, incompatible, or 
duplicative with its other regulations or those of other Federal agencies. 

(11J Each agency shall tailor its regulations to impose the least burden on society, 
including individuals, businesses of differing sizes, and other entities (including 
small communities and governmental entities), consistent with obtaining the 
regulatory objectives, taking into account, among other things, and to the 
extent practicable, the costs of cumulative regulations. 

(12) Each agency shall draft its'regulations to be simple and easy to understand, 
. with the goal of minimizing the potential for uncertainty and litigation arising 

from such uncertainty. 

In compliance with this EO, the Department of Commerce (DOC) and the National Oceanic 
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) require the preparation of a Regulatory Impact 
Review (RIR) for all regulatory actions which either implement a new Fishery Management 
Plan (FMP) or significantly amend an existing plan, or may be significant in that they reflect 
important DOC/NOAA policy concerns and are of public interest. 
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The RIR}is part of the process of preparing and reviewing fishery management plans and 
provides a comprehensive review of the changes in net economic benefits to society 
associated with proposed regulatory actions. The analysis also provides a review of the 
problems and policy objectives prompting the regulatory proposals and an evaluation of the 
major alternatives that could be used to solve problems. The purpose of the analysis is 
to ensure that the regulatory agency systematically and comprehensively considers all 
available alternatives so that the public welfare can be enhanced in the most efficient and 
cost effective way. 

Additionally, the RIR serves as the basis for determining whether any proposed regulation 
is a "significant regulatory action." A regulatory action is considered significant if it is 
likely to result in a rule that, among others, may have an annual effect on the economy of 
$100 million or more or adversely affect in a material way the economy, a sector of the 
economy, productivity, competition, jobs, the environment, public health or safety, or 
State, local, or tribal governments or communities. 

The Regulatory Flexibility Act (P.L. 96-353) has the purpose of relieving small businesses, 
small organizations, and small governmental entities from burdens~. regulations and 
record keeping requirements. The Small Business Administration (SBA) defines a small 
business in the commercial fishing activity, as a firm with receipts up to $3.0 million 
annually. Additionally, the SBA defines a small business in the charter boat activity to be 
a firm with receipts up to $5.0 million per year.. 

To meet the basic objective of the Regulatory Flexibility Act, federal agencies are required 
to determine if proposed regulations will have a significant economic impact on a 
substantial number of small business entities. The main source of information for this 
determination is the RIR, but the determination may require additional information not / 
contained in the RIR. If it is determined that the proposed regulation(s) will have a 
significant impact on a substantial number of small business entities, then an Initial 
Regulatory Flexibility Analysis (IRFA) must be prepared and, as in the case of making the 
original determination, the RIR serves as the source of most of the information for the 
IRFA. However, certain information required for completing the IRFA is not necessarily 
available in the RIR. For example, if the AIR does not contain an estimate of the number 
of small businesses affected, a description of the small businesses affected or a discussion 
of the nature and size of impacts, then it would be necessary to expand on the information 
shown in the RIR. 
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PROBLEMS IN THE FISHERY 

The general problems in the fishery are described in the FMP, as amended. The specific 
problems addressed in this amendment are discussed in Purpose and Need section of this 
document. 

MANAGEMENT -OBJECTIVES OF THE FMP 

The Purpose and Need section of this document enumerates the management objectives 
of the FMP, as amended. 

ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SHRIMP INDUSTRY 

Introduction 

The shrimp fishery in the Gulf of Mexico is considered to be one of the most important 
fishery resources in the United States and is the most important resource in the Gulf of. 
Mexico. One measure of the importance of this resource is the large..iwmber of analyses 
preformed on the shrimp fishery over time with one of the earliest economic analysis 
dating from 1954 (De Sylva, 1954). An annotated bibliography can be found in Appendix 
E of the 1994 update of the Stock Assessment and Fishery Evaluation {SAFE) Report for 
the Gulf of Mexico Shrimp Fishery {Ward and Nance, 1994). 

Another measure of the importance of the shrimp fishery is the size and impact of landings 
that have occurred over time relative to other fisheries. Domestic shrimp landings in the 
Gulf of Mexico have ranged from 134 to 304 million pounds live weight between 1950 
and 1994. Landings have gradually increased from an annual average of 196 million 
pounds between 1950 and 1960 to an average of 240 million pounds between 1984 and 
1994. In 1994, shrimp landings constituted 14 percent of total finfish and shellfish 
landings, but 64 percent of its total value (Vondruska, 1995a). 

Ex-vessel price is a third measure of the importance of a resource. Real ex-vessel shrimp 
prices in the Gulf of Mexico have increased from $1.48 in 1950 to $3.44 in 1994; a 132 
percent increase. However, ex-vessel prices have been below the 1979 peak of $4.30, 
primarily as a result of an increase in imports of 1,470 percent (Vondruska, 1995a)2

• 

Economic impacts on a region or state from harvesting and processing shrimp can also be 
used to determine the importance of this resource. Griffin and Jones (1975), for example, 
found that the shrimp fishery contributed over $63 million to the Texas economy and 
supported over 6,000 jobs in 1971. Kearney/Centaur, under contract with the National 
Fisheries Education and Research Foundation, Inc. (1989), estimated that the Gulf shrimp 
industry generated direct impacts amounting to $2.95 billion in sales, resulting in $1.41 
billion in income. It also supported 162,520 jobs. When both direct and indirect effects 
are taken into account, economic activities were estimated to be $5.21 billion in sales, 
$2.05 billion in income, and 189,653 jobs. 

21mports have increased from approximately fifty percent to seventy-five percent of the 
total domestic shrimp supply in the U.S. {personal communication, John Vondruska, NOAA, 
NMFS, SERO, St. Petersburg, FL). 
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The shrimp fishery as an industry group has faced and is facing a unique set of problems. 
The common property nature of the fishery has led to a decline in vessel productivity that 
was first documented by Osterbind and Pantier (1965) for the late 1950's. Marine turtle 
and finfish bycatch may also be affected by the common property nature of the fishery. 
Turtle excluder devices (TED's) were developed to comply with the requirements of the 
endangered species act. Griffin and Oliver (1991) estimated the economic impacts of the 
TEDs requirement. Bycatch reduction devices (BRD's) are a proposed method to reduce 
the incidence of finfish bycatch in shrimp trawls (Ward and Macinko, 1993). However, 
these two similar management measures have distinctly different impacts on the stocks 
they are designed to conserve. In addition, the development and adoption of fishery 
management plans for shrimp (Texas Closure) and other species since 1980 have resulted 
in the reallocation of fishing effort between fisheries and between fishing grounds (Fonyo 
et al. 1983). Lastly, the closure of the Mexican shrimp fishing grounds due to the 
adoption of a 200-mile limit has increased competition for the limited domestic supplies 
of shrimp (Griffin and Beattie, 1978). 

External economic influences have also impacted the shrimp fishery. Ex-vessel prices have 
been declining since the late 1970's, and input costs have been oiL!he increase. Fuel 
price increases in the early 1970's had a significant impact on shrimp vessels (Griffin and 
Nichols, 1976). The extension by Mexico of its jurisdiction to 200 miles eliminated access 
to shrimp fishing grounds that had been heavily utilized by U.S. fishermen prior to 1980 
(Blomo et al. 1978). Lastly, the expansion in shrimp aquaculture and imports of shrimp 
into the U.S. have depressed ex-vessel prices shrimp fishermen receive for their catch 
(Vondruska, 1992) and led to the development of a shrimp futures market. 

Harvest Sector 

a. Landings and Values 

Brown, white, and pink shrimp comprise the major species in the Gulf shrimp fishery, 
whereas, royal red, rock, and seabob shrimp contribute a minor share to the fishery. Rock 
shrimp and seabob have been dropped from the management unit but are retained in the 
Shrimp FMP for purposes of data collection and fishery monitoring. Table R-1 shows the 
landings and values of shrimp landed in Gulf ports since 1973, averaged over three-year 
periods, except 1994. 
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Table R-1. Pounds, values and price per pound of shrimp landed in Gulf ports, heads-on 
.hweI0 t. 

Period Landings 
(Mil. lbs.) 

Current Value 
(Mil. $) 

Real Value 
(Mil. $) 

Ex-vessel Price 
(1990 $) 

1973-75 avg. 179.50 162.74 366.46 2.04 

1976-78 avg. 241.22 297.50 529.68 2.20 

1979-81 avg. 227.68 360.37 475.21 2.09 

1982-84 avg. 220.88 427.46 488.98 2.21 

1985-87 avg. 274.70 477 .01 544.58 1.98 

1988-90 avg. 234.54 395.70 412.40 1.76 

1991-93 avg. 219.12 378.31 374.63 1.71 

1994 206.22 462.71 446.58 
... 

. . 

="- 2.17 
Source of basic data: Vondruska (1995a). 

For the period considered, landings peaked at 274.7 million pounds (MP) around 1985-87 
and declined thereafter to 206.22 MP in 1994. The current and real values tracked the 
movement in landings with a peak in 1985-87 of $4 77 .01 million (current). Although 
landings fell from 1985-87 through 1994, the values advanced in 1994 to $462.71 million 
due to the increase in price per pound. 

b. Vessel Characteristics 

The fishing fleet is comprised of boats (less than 5 net tons) as well as vessels (greater 
than 5 net tons). The commercial offshore fleet competes for shrimp with a commercial 
inshore fleet and a bait fishery that operates in the bays and estuaries (Waters and Nance, 
1990). It also competes with a recreational fishery consisting of a sizable number of 
participants who land a relatively small amount of shrimp (Brown, 1981 and Swingle et 
al., 1976). 

Determination of the number of vessels in the shrimp fishery is not an easy exercise. In 
the absence of federal permitting for shrimp vessels, the number of vessels has been 
estimated from so-called Vessel Operating Units File (VOUF) and Shrimp Landings Files 
(SLF). The VOUF contains information about individual vessel characteristics indexed by 
the United States Coast Guard (USCG) vessel documentation or identification number. 
This data set contains information about vessels that operate in the fisheries of the 
southeastern region of the United States. The SLF contains information on the pounds, 
value, and to a limited extent fishing effort for vessels that harvest shrimp in the Gulf of 
Mexico by USCG vessel documentation number. There is no doubt that estimation of the 
number of vessels from these sources is not straightforward. Table R-2 presents 
estimates of the number of vessels from these sources. 
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Table R-2. ·Number of vesse s mt eI . h uG If 0 f MexIco sh"nmp fIShery. 

Year Number of Number of Matches Number of Number of Number of Number of 
Vessels Vessels Between Full Time Entering Entering & Exiting 

in the VOUF in the SLF SLF and VOUF Vessels Vessels Exiting Vessels Vessels 

1973 4,093 3,451 3,335 3,010 331 97 376 

1974 3786 3,246 3,190 2,965 362 83 217 

1975 3,693 2,625 2,542 3,110 302 64 222 

1976 4,178 3,190 657 109 242 

1977 4,357 282 254 3,605 410 100 203 

1978 4,609 3,812 553 41 462 

1979 5,053 0 3,903 604 84 316 

1980 5,131 1.421 1,284 4,507 624 72 392 

1981 5,193 4,327 3,585 4,351 337 113 187 

1982 5,244 4,275 3,706 4,501 466 ~- 210 

1983 5,359 4,146 3,527 4,757 334 58 

1984 5,636 4,519 3,738 4,953 493 52 138 

1985 5,670 4,940 3,987 5,169 179 45 277 

1986 5,633 4,743 3,801 5,051 210 75 297 

1987 5,725 5,168 4,081 5,077 392 72 184 

1988 5,897 4,824 3,919 5,187 322 106 282 

1989 6,250 4,780 3,904 4,862 584 157 647 

1990 5,828 4,671 3,854 5,104 234 216 274 

1991 5,791 4,394 3,712 4,233 245 208 1,105 

Notes: 
1. Full time vessels are reported by the VOUF as using shrimp fishing gear for three consecutive years. That is, for a 

vessel to be considered full time in 1980, it would have to use a shrimp fishing gear in 1979, 1980, and 1981. 
2. Vessels entering the fishery would have had to use shrimp fishing gear in the base year and a subsequent year, but 

not in the previous year. 
3. Vessels entering and exiting the fishery would have used shrimp fishing gear in the base year, but not in a previous or 

subsequent year. 
4. Vessels exiting the fishery would have had to use shrimp fishing gear in the base year and a previous year, but not the 

subsequent year. 

Source: Ward and Nance (1994). 

The number of vessels recorded in the VOUF is higher than that in the SLF. Vessels in the 
VOUF that are considered to be shrimp vessels in the above table are those that reportedly 
used shrimp fishing gear, including shrimp otter trawls (gear code 215), shrimp beam 
trawls (gear code 192), butterfly nets (gear code 189), and chopstick beam trawls (gear 
code 194). The vessels in the SLF may be regarded as those that actually landed shrimp 
for that particular year. The column "Matches Between the SLF and VOUF" counts only 
vessels that are identified in both data sets. This column shows that the number of 
vessels fluctuated in the early 1980s, rose slightly in the middle 1980s, and peaked at 
4,081 in 1987. Since then, the number of vessels had been declined to 3,712 in 1991. 
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One important aspect regarding vessels is the number of full-time vessels and the number 
of those entering and exiting the fishery. While we may observe that the number of full 
time vessels fluctuated throughout the period, an upward trend in entries and exits is 
noticeable since the early 1980s. In more recent times, the largest number of entering 
vessels occurred in 1989 with 584 vessels. This number is slightly less than the 1976 
number of 657 vessels. The largest number of exiting vessels occurred in 1 991 at 1,105 
vessels. Noticeable in the table is the relatively high number of vessels entering and 
exiting the fishery from 1988 through 1991. 

The following table (Table R-3) below summarizes the major characteristics of the shrimp 
fleet based on information from the VOUF. 

Table R 3 - . Sh.nmo vesseI charactenst1cs. 

Year Age (yrs.) Horsepower Length (ft.) Tonnage Crew Size 

1973 10.59 208.98 53.63 45.15 2.52 

1974 10.05 215.78 53.56 45.4:f-~ 2.51 

1975 10.70 214.67 53.12 44.21 2.50 

1976 11.65 211.64 52.05 41.59 2.47 

1977 12.13 217.21 52.73 43.42 2.43 

1978 10.02 225.74 53.09 44.84 2.52 

1979 9.69 231.25 52.91 44.83 2.52 

1980 10.11 231.51 52.31 43.42 2.50 

1981 10.74 235.18 52.55 43.65 2.51 

1982 11.31 235.57 52.02 43.05 2.51 

1983 12.41 234.85 51.79 42.27 2.51 

1984 12.88 233.20 51.27 40.99 2.49 

1985 14.10 235.11 51.52 41.56 2.49 

1986 14.57 235.69 51.74 41.99 2.49 

1987 14.37 237.68 52.69 44.17 2.54 

1988 14.69 237.24 52.91 44.53 2.54 

1989 22.28 217.62 51.38 39.56 2.54 

1990 15.60 239.56 52.77 43.97 2.58 

1991 16.55 241.40 52.98 44.42 2.59 

1992 16.68 247.10 53.28 45.29 2.64 
Source: NMFS (1994). 
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Vessel age is a time dynamic component of the fishing fleet. During periods of fleet 
expansion, average vessel age should decline reflecting the construction of new vessels. 
During time periods when the fleet is contracting, average vessel age should increase as 
fewer new vessels enter the fishery. Also, older vessels tend to have lower fixed costs, 
due in part to cheaper construction loans, and would be less likely to exit the fishery. The 
table above shows that average vessel age began to increase after 1979 and exceeded 
15 years after 1988. The highest age was recorded in 1989 with 22.28 years. 

A steady increase in average vessel horsepower occurred over the period considered. The 
highest average vessel horse power occurred in 1992 and the lowest in 1973. Average 
vessel length decreased from 1973 to 1984, and since then had trended upward to reach 
53.28 feet in 1992. Thomas et al. (1995) recorded a relatively higher average length for 
vessels in 1994 of 59.6 feet. Gross tonnage changed in practically the same way as 
vessel length, that is declining from 1973 to 1984 and trending upward thereafter. 

While crew size may vary over the short run more than vessel characteristics such as 
gross tonnage, length, and horsepower; it is constrained by the capi-tal-=labor ratio. That 
is, only a certain number of crew will fit on a vessel; and as crew size increases, they 
spend more time avoiding each other than doing productive work. Crew size remained at 
approximately 2.5 crew per vessel from 1973 to 1990. After 1990, average crew size 
increased to 2.6 per vessel. Thomas et al. (1995) reported a much lower average crew 
size of 1.6 per vessel for 1994. Both sources exclude captain from the counting of crew 
members. 

c. Vessel Costs and Returns 

Since cost and revenue data for the Gulf shrimp fishery are not routinely collected, many 
specialized data-collection efforts have been undertaken. The most recent of these was 
conducted by Resource Economics Consultants (1994). Ward et al. (1995) assembled and 
· integrated these survey data to develop costs and revenues information for shrimp vessels 
in the Gulf of Mexico. 

Table R-4 presents costs and revenues for all types of vessels in the Gulf shrimp fishery. 
Costs and revenues are averages for the shrimp fishery throughout the Gulf from 1969 
through 1992, with 1977 as the base year. Plus one and minus one standard deviation 
from the averages are presented to depict the range of values. 

Observable from the table is the wide disparity in the distribution of revenues and costs. 
While the average total revenue for the period is about $42,000, the range is a little over 
$200,000. Average net revenue in the fishery is relatively low at $6,564.15 and ranges 
from $2,249.33 to $41,881.18. 
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. . h G If f M . h. f hTable R 4 Averaae cost and returns mt e u 0 ex1co s nmp 1s erv, 1969·92. 

Cost/Revenue 
Categories 

Average Real 
Dollars 

Plus One 
Standard 

Deviation 

Minus One 
Standard 

Deviation 

Shrimp revenue 42,,864.83 220,210.44 8,343.81 

Other revenue 1,933.73 10,765.37 347.35 

Total 
revenue 

43,001.86 220,412.33 8,389.55 

Fuel cost 8,' 06.57 43,188.36 1,521.62 

Supplies 3,811.64 23,353.95 622.10 

Maintenance 7,860.61 53,523.07 1,154.44 

Overhead 

Interest 

1,498.82 

5,007.91 

8,036.47 

19,802.05 

279.53- . 
-..;.:::;::_· 

1,266.49 

Depreciation 2,024.83 12,337.96 332.30 

Insurance 7,110.18 15,072.51 3,354.10 

Total overhead 3,297.91 26,427.23 411.55 

Crew shares 3,536.57 199,094.60 62.82 

Total cost 36,437.71 216,231.16 6,140.22 

Net revenue 6,564.15 41,881.18 2,249.33 
No.ta: Figures have been converted to 1977 dollars. 

Source: Ward et al. (1995). 
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Table R-5 below depicts average cost and returns by vessel size categories. On average, 
the most profitable vessel-size category is the largest one. Average net revenue ranges 
from $828.93 for small vessels to $4,382.19 for large vessels. 

h G If f M .Table R-5. Averaae cost and returns mt e u 0 exIco sh.nm p f1shery, 1969-92. 

Cost/Revenue 
Categories 

Less Than 
25 Feet 
(Small) 

Between 
25 and 50 Feet 

(Medium) 

Greater Than 
50 Feet 
(Large) 

Shrimp revenue 2,008.42 11,924.62 102,839.08 

Other revenue 379.27 1,906.04 3,015.99 

Total 
revenue 

2,011.57 12,160.52 102,873.81 

Fuel cost 370.22 1,851.02 20,316.86 

Supplies 143.98 989.84 &838.62 

Maintenance 143.03 1,775.65 18,676.62 

Overhead 139.37 278.44 3,885.74 

Interest 334.31 1,032.54 6,577.51 

Depreciation 402.41 1,623.56 7,505.12 

Insurance 434.06 1,788.92 7,611.82 

Total overhead 301.51 432.87 7,846.88 

Crew shares 2.44 106.99 29,315.56 

Total cost 1,182.64 8,041.35 98,491.62 

Net revenue 828.93 4,119.17 4,382.19 

.N2te,: Figures have been converted to 1977 dollars. 

Source: Ward et al. (1995). 
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An examination of the components of total revenues and costs reveal some patterns not 
obvious from a mere examination of net revenue. 

Gross revenues increase with vessel size. In addition, the share of total revenue that the 
crew receives increases with the size of the vessel. Crew share is 0.12 percent for small 
vessels, 0.88 percent for medium vessels, and 28.5 percent for large vessels. The 
importance of other sources of revenue to fishing firms declines with vessel size. As a 
percentage of total revenue, other revenue is 18.85 percent for small vessels, 15.67 
percent for medium vessels, and 2.93 percent for large vessels. This result implies that 
firms become more specialized in the production of shrimp as vessel size increases. 

While total cost increases as firms increase in size, the composition of total operating cost 
changes. Fuel cost, for example, increases from $370 for small vessels to $1,851 for 
medium vessels and $20,316 for large vessels. However, as a percent of total cost, fuel 
costs decline as vessels increase in size. Fuel costs as a percent to total costs are 31.3 
percent for small vessels, 23 percent for medium vessels, and 20.6 percent for large 
vessels. Crew shares, however, increase in both absolute and percentage terms. As a 
percentage of total costs, crew shares are 0.2 percent for small vessels, 1.3 percent for 
medium vessels, and 29.8 percent for large vessels. --.=-. 

Processing Sector 

Shrimp represents the primary component of the Southeast seafood processing industry, 
generally contributing more than 80 percent of the total edible production activities by 
value. Table R-6 below shows some of the major features of the shrimp processing 
industry. 
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f 'dTable R-6. Selected statistics o the shrimp processing in ustrv in the southeast reaion, 1973-1990. 

Year No. of 
Firms 

Product 
Weight 

(1,000 lbs.) 

Current Value 
(1,000 

dollars) 

Deflated Value 
(1,000 dollars) 

Current 
Price 

Deflated 
Price 

1973 181 213,253 397,928 1, 170,377 1.87 5.49 

1974 179 187,429 315,293 834,108 1.68 4.45

1975 164 168,697 337,435 819,016 2.00 4.85 

Average 175 189,793 350,219 941,167 1.85 4.96 

1976 166 206,291 534,480 1,225,871 2.59 5.94 

1977 171 233,261 608,862 1,312,203 2.61 5.63 

1978 171 249,681 691,262 1,385,295 2.77 5.55 

Average 

1979 

169 

172 

229,745 

224,025

611,535 

809,089 

1,307,790 

1,457,817 

2.66 
,___ 
3.61 

5.69 

6.51 

1980 170 197,106 690,095 1,093,653 3.50 5.55 

1981 167 225,444 809,400 1,164,605 3.59 5.17 

Average 170 215,525 769,528 1,238,691 3.57 5.75 

1982 168 221,561 920,645 1,247,486 4.16 5.63 

1983 171 221,999 939,807 1,233,343 4.23 5.56 

1984 154 252,543 969,422 1,219,399 3.84 4.83 

Average 164 232,034 943,291 1,233,409 4.07 5.32 

1985 145 256,342 935,176 1,134,922 3.65 4.43 

1986 152 291,732 1,106,224 1,318,503 3.79 4.52 

1987 151 264,259 1,014,845 1,167,831 3.84 4.42 

Average 149 270,778 1,018,748 1,207,085 3.76 4.46 

1988 153 275,540 931,503 1,029,285 3.38 3.74 

1989 149 288,988 1,054,464 1, 111, 132 3.65 3.84 

1990 143 309,012 1,049,801 1,049,801 3.40 3.40 

Average 148 
Note: Base year is 1990. 

291,180 1,011,923 1,063,406 3.48 3.65 

Source: Keithly et al. (1993). 
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While the number of processing firms fluctuated from year to year, the trend appears to 
be a declining one. The average number of firms fell from 175 in 1973-75 to 148 in 
1988-90, or by 15 percent. In contrast, pounds of shrimp processed in the Southeast 
generally increased throughout the period (except for a moderate decline in the 1979-81 
average) from 190 million pounds in 1973-75 to 291 million pounds in 1988-90, or by 
about 53 percent. The increase has been particularly pronounced since the mid 1980s 
and, to an extent, most likely reflects the sharp increase in the U.S. imports of shrimp, 
particularly from the Asian Region. Roberts et al. (1992) noted much of these imports 
were subsequently utilized in Southeast processing activities. 

The current value of processed shrimp matched the increase in pounds processed. This 
value advanced from a little over $350 million in 1973-75 to more than $1.0 billion in 
1988-90, or by 188 percent. The mentioned increase in pounds processed partly 
accounted for this increase in current value. A good part of this increase was also due to 
inflation that occurred in the 1970s and early 1980s. 

Deflated value rose from $941 million in 1973-75 to $1 .3 billion in 19_76-78, but declined 
since then to $1.0 billion in i 988-90. The observed deflated processefd7:>rice of $3.65 per 
pound in 1988-90 reflects more than a 45 percent decline when compared to the 1979-81 
price of $5.75 per pound and about a 25 percent decline compared to the deflated price 
of $4.96 per pound in 1973-75. This decline likely reflects three factors: 1) increased 
domestic production of processed shrimp, 2) competition from imported processed shrimp, 
and 3) declining input costs of the raw, unprocessed product. 

Table R-7 below shows the distribution of shrimp processing firms in the Southeast by 
sales volume. Approximately one-third of the processors generally reported annual sales 
of less than $250 thousand, when examined in three-year intervals. Another 10 to 20 
percent reported annual sales in the $250 thousand to $1 million range. From about 30 
to 40 percent reported annual sales in the $1 to $10 million range, and the remaining 1 5 
to 20 percent reported sales of $10 million or more. The table appears to indicate that 
taken in three-year intervals, the size distribution of processing firms by total sales 
remained stable throughout the period considered. It is noted, however, that more firms 
are in the $1 to $10 million category than in other categories. 
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T bl R 7 -~ d" "b . f h. . ha e - ·ercentage 1stn ut1on o s nmo orocessmo f1rms m t e southeast, by tota sa es. 

Year Less Than 
$250,000 
(percent) 

$250,000 -
$1 Million 
(percent) 

$1 Million -
$10 Million 
(percent) 

$10 Million or 
More 

(percent) 

Total Number 
of Firms 

1973 31 18 32 18 181 

1974 35 16 37 12 179 

1975 29 23 35 13 164 

Average 32 19 35 15 175 

1976 28 17 34 20 166 

1977 32 12 33 23 171 

1978 35 13 30 22 171 

Average 32 14 32 22 - . 
169 

1979 33 15 31 
-.....;::._-

20 172 

1980 36 14 34 16 170 

1981 32 16 34 19 167 

Average 34 15 33 18 170 

1982 35 13 34 19 168 

1983 35 9 36 19 171 

1984 34 11 35 19 154 

Average 35 11 35 19 164 

1985 32 13 35 20 145 

1986 28 10 42 20 152 

1987 24 15 40 21 151 

Average 28 13 39 21 149 

1988 27 12 39 22 153 

1989 28 19 34 20 149 

1990 30 14 34 22 143 

Average 28 15 36 21 148 
Source: Keithly et al. (1993). 
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One other characteristic of the shrimp processing sector that is examined is the degree of 
specialization in their processing activities which refers to the proportion of the firm's 
production activities devoted to processing shrimp. Table R-8 below illustrates this 
feature. 

The table indicates that, by and large, most processors rely on shrimp processing in most 
of their seafood processing activities. Historically, about two-thirds of the processors have 
relied upon shrimp processing for 95 percent or more of their total processed seafood 
sales, and this percentage has increased to 70 percent in more recent years. Another 15 
to 20 percent of the processors have relied upon shrimp processing activities for between 
50 and 95 percent of their total processed seafood sales, with the low end of the range 
occurring in more recent intervals of analysis. About 1 5 to 20 percent of the processors 
have relied on shrimp processing for less than 50 percent of their total processed seafood 
sales, although the percentage of firms belonging to this category has fallen over time, 
especially after the mid-1980s. The information indicates that increased specialization in 
the Southeast shrimp processing industry has occurred after the mid-1980s. 

~ 
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Table R-8. Processed shrimp sales as a percentage of total processed seafood sales, 1973-
90. 

Year Less Than 
50% of Sales 

(percent) 

50% to 95% 
of Sales 
(percent) 

95% or More 
of Sales 
(percent} 

Total Number 
of Firms 

1973 23 17 60 181 

1974 18 18 64 179 

1975 21 19 60 164 

Average 21 18 61 175 

1976 17 19 64 166 

1977 16 20 64 171 

1978 22 17 61 171 

Average 19 19 63 169 

1979 20 17 63 172 

1980 19 17 64 170 

1981 19 17 64 167 

Average 19 17 64 170 

1982 20 17 63 168 

1983 20 18 63 171 

1984 19 16 65 154 

Average 20 17 63 164 

1985 19 14 67 145 

1986 20 14 66 152 

1987 13 13 74 151 

Average 17 14 69 149 

1988 14 16 71 153 

1989 14 15 70 149 

1990 12 14 74 143 

Average 13 15 72 148 

Source: Keithly et al. (1993). 
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Considering the general move towards specialization in the shrimp processing industry to 
production of shrimp, it may be instructive to delve further into the various shrimp processing 
activities of these firms. Table R-9 contains the various shrimp processing activities and 
corresponding levels. 

Virtually all of the increase in Southeast shrimp processing activities during the period 
considered was based on peeling activities. Production of peeled shrimp, expressed on a 
product weight, advanced from 24 million pounds annually in 1973-75 to more than 80 million 
pounds in 1988-90, and the increase was consistent throughout the period. The number of 
firms engaged in peeling activities also increased steadily during the period. The deflated 
value of peeling activities, after increasing from an average of $136 million annually in 1973-
75 to $290 million annually in 1985-87, declined somewhat to $267 million annually during 
the most recent interval due to a sharp decline in the deflated price per pound. 

Interval variation in the production of raw headless shrimp, to a large degree, reflects changes 
in reported Southeast shrimp landings. Such a finding is expected given the fact that imports 
already arrive in raw headless or more processed form. Between 55 and 60 percent of the 
reported Southeast shrimp landings were consistently used to produce a raw headless product 
when evaluated in three-year intervals, except in 1973-75 when the share was marginally · _ 
lower. The deflated value of Southeast raw headless shrimp processing activities fell sharply 
after 1976-78, reflecting a declining deflated price for the product. 

While the reported number of Southeast shrimp breading establishments declined during the 
study period, the processed poundage remained relatively stable when examined in three-year 
intervals with the exception of a notable increase in 1988-90. Although the processed
breaded poundage increased substantially during the most recent interval of analysis, the 
deflated value of Southeast breading activities declined due to a fall in the deflated per pound 
price. 

The number of Southeast shrimp processing establishments producing specialty products fell 
sharply during the study period as did the processed poundage and deflated value. Much of 
the reduction was in canning activities, and it was largely in response to the substantial 
increase in the amount of canned imports. 
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Table R-9. shrimp processina act1v1t1es .in the Southeast, 1973-90 

Time Period Number of Firms Product Weight 
(1,000 pounds) 

Deflated Value 
(1,000 dollars) 

Raw Headless 

1973-75 106 66,850 359,484 

1976-78 108 103,610 664,573 

1979-81 118 89,457 568,845 

1982-84 126 92,656 539,753 

1985-87 113 105,481 516,542 

1988-90 111 100,563 451,926 

Peeled 

1973-75 43 24,300 135,851 

1976-78 52 34,287 
- . 

· 188,693 

1979-81 56 43,800 259,242 

1982-84 61 53,833 261,354 

1985-87 64 72,301 290,285 

1988-90 66 80,527 267,498 

Breaded 

1973-75 46 85,489 360,955 

1976-78 38 79,032 365,938 

1979-81 30 72,557 335,576 

1982-84 26 78,273 380,221 

1985-87 26 87,108 367,775 

1988-90 26 104,051 315,076 

Specialty Products 

1973-75 39 13,154 84,877 

1976-78 34 12,816 88,586 

1979-81 29 9,712 75,028 

1982-84 25 7,272 52,081 

1985-87 23 5,888 32,513 

1988-90 21 6,040 28,907 
Source: Keithly et al. 11993). 
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The information presented in this document relative to the shrimp processing sector can 
be used to draw some tentative inferences regarding the relationship between Southeast 
shrimp processing activities and landings/imports. Some of these inferences are briefly 
discussed below. 

First, a comparison of pounds processed expressed on a headless, shell-on weight basis 
(Table 4) with pounds landed (Table 1) indicates a reduction in the long-run, domestic, 
raw- material supply that has increased through time, particularly after 1982-84. For 
example, the ratio of processed poundage to pounds landed equaled 1.47 in 1973-75 
versus 1.51 in 1982-84. By 1985-87, it had increased to 1.62, and it increased again to 
1.7 5 in 1988-90. The increased processed poundage and ratio was associated with a 
rapid increase in U.S. shrimp imports from Asia and; as documented by Roberts et al. 
(1992), these imports have been used extensively in Southeast shrimp processing 
activities. 

Second, the deflated value of Southeast shrimp processing activities has declined in recent 
years despite substantially higher processed poundage. The decline reflects a lower 
deflated processed price. The price decline reflects the increased imports since the early 
1980's that have resulted in both a lower domestic dockside shrin;iJ:bprice and a lower 
import price. Lower dockside and import prices not only translate into lower raw material 
input prices to the Southeast shrimp processor, but also into a lower output price. 

Third, increased import usage among Southeast shrimp processors appears to have 
increased productivity and increased specialization. These two factors are, to an extent, 
interrelated. The increased availability and supply of imported raw material suggest that 
shrimp processing activities can increasingly be conducted year round rather than on a 
seasonal basis that coincides with the seasonal nature of the domestic shrimp fishery. 
-The ability to process shrimp throughout the year would naturally lead to increased shrimp 
production per firm and worker. It would also increase the ability to specialize among 
firms in the industry; however, the increased import availability has apparently not 
influenced industry concentration nor the size distribution among firms. 

Finally, the peeling component of the Southeast shrimp processing industry has been the 
primary benefactor of increased imports. As noted, imports cannot be used in the 
production of raw headless shrimp and increased imports of canned shrimp have largely 
displaced the domestic canning industry. The increased breading activities during the most 
recent interval of analysis indicate that this component of the Southeast shrimp processing 
industry may also be increasingly using new sources of imported shrimp, i.e., Asian, to 
meet increased raw material needs. 

National Market3 

The aggregate supply of shrimp in the U.S. generally comes from three sources: domestic 
landings, imports, and inventories (holdings). Table R-10 below shows that the 1994 
supply from these three sources amounted to 981 million pounds (heads-off equivalent 
basis). Landings accounted for 175 million pounds, imports for 750 million pounds, and 

3The major source for data and discussion on this section is Vondruska (1995a). 
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inventtifies for 56 million pounds. Highly noticeable is the major role played by imports 
since the early 1960s. 

The decline in landings in 1994 has been attributed to a landings decline in the Pacific 
region. Landings in the South Atlantic and New England rose in 1994. Gulf landings 
remained about the same albeit at the lower end of the range for recent years. The 
Southeast is the major source of shrimp landings. 

While landings fell in recent years, imports rose to more than compensate for the decline 
in landings. In 1994, the leading suppliers of imported shrimp were Thailand, Ecuador, 
China, Mexico, and India. Shell-on shrimp, notably raw headless shrimp, represents the 
leading product form. Imports of this product form have been on a downward trend 
dropping from 373 to 335 million pounds from 1989 to 1994. On the other hand, imports 
of what are thought to be mostly peeled, raw shrimp have been on a strong upward trend, 
increasing from 109 to 256 million pounds from 1989 to 1994. On a comparable heads
off, equivalent-weight basis, U.S. imports of peeled raw shrimp were about 327 million 
pounds in 1994. Imports of peeled raw shrimp were valued at $942 million, while thos·e 
for shell-on were valued at $, .5 billion. 

U.S. consumption of shrimp in 1994 was 861 million pounds. This is a record amount, 
and it was about 5.1 percent above that of a year earlier. Roughly 53 percent of shrimp 
is consumed away from home, while two-thirds of all occasions where shrimp is eaten 
occur away from home (Vondruska, 1985). 

Consumption of shrimp is determined by a number of factors including price of shrimp, 
income, population, price of competing goods, consumer preferences, etc. Various studies 
reported that demand for shrimp is price inelastic. Earlier estimates reported shrimp 
demand to be income elastic, but subsequent studies showed that income elasticity could 
very well range from being inelastic to elastic (U.S. ITC, 1985). Keithly et. al. (1991) 
estimated shrimp import demand. He found that a 1O percent increase in the real import 
price of shrimp would effeGt a 7.79 percent decrease in the quantity of shrimp import 
demanded. He also found import demand to be highly elastic with respect to real 
disposable income. 
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Table R-10. United States supply and use of shrimp. 
(Thousand pounds and pounds per person, heads-off weight) 

Initial Ending Consumption, Consumption, 
holdings Landings lllf)orts Exports holdings total per capita 

-----+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+-------------+--------------
1950 16,469 120,715 44,218 5,088 25,652 150,661 1.00 
1951 25,652 141,421 46,006 7,039 27,552 178,488 1.18 
1952 27,552 143,292 42,318 6,950 15,390 190,822 1.24 
1953 15,390 164,246 47,410 5,748 26,390 194,908 1.24 
1954 26,390 169,307 45,671 7,745 32,184 201,438 1.26 
1955 32, 184 154,310 59,585 9,036 22,665 214,377 1.32 
1956 22,665 140,927 75,480 7,318 23,389 208,365 1.25 
1957 23,389 128,827 76,705 7,290 31,225 190,406 1.13 
1958 31,225 133,450 93,933 7,144 41,684 209,780 1.22 
1959 41,684 149,855 117,211 9,683 48,438 250,628 1.43 
1960 48,438 156, 167 124,760 11,999 54,354 263,012 1.48 
1961 54,354 108,541 138,896 17,614 28,295 255,882 1.41 
1962 28,295 118,830 155,301 11,489 39,744 251, 194 1.37 
1963 39,744 149,973 170,082 22,203 59,116 278,479 1.49 
1964 59, 116 132,314 171,576 24,829 48,516 289,662 1.53 
1965 48,516 151,927 180,570 25,252 41,461 314,300 1.64 
1966 41,461 148,093 195,330 26,342 46,685 311,857 1.61 
1967 46,685 189,972 203,943 36, 125 83,058 321,416 1.65 
1968 83,058 344,065 211,806 31,721 60,566 386,642 1.96 
1969 60,566 195,002 221,923 51,847 68,607 357,037 1.79 
1970 68,607 224,271· 249,066 61,990 78,690 401,264~_- 1.99 
1971 78,690 238,073 216,443 62,713 73,036 397,457 1.94 
1972 73,036 235,852 255,096 57,385 98,090 408,509 1.97 
1973 98,090 228,643 232,338 74,587 82,711 401,773 1.92 
1974 82,711 225,529 270,517 53,100 82,482 443, 176 2.09 
1975 82,482 209,151 231,521 52,299 54,336 416,519 1.95 
1976 54,336 245,597 271,895 52,502 71,697 447,629 2.07 
1977 71,697 288,295 271,811 57,919 93,950 479,933 2.20 
1978 93,950 256,882 240,414 66,607 64,555 460,083 2.09 
1979 64,555 205,588 269,240 51,079 88,496 399,809 1. 79 
1980 88,496 207,868 258,070 41,059 77,587 435,788 1.93 
1981 77,587 218,900 259,112 43,723 64,638 447,237 1.96 
1982 64,638 175,614 319,596 37,198 58,176 464,475 2.02 
1983 58,176 155,592 421,179 35,936 71,482 527,528 2.27 
1984 71,482 188, 132 422,340 26,590 61,207 594,157 2.54 
1985 61,207 207,239 452,232 26,940 61,694 632,044 2.68 
1986 61,694 244,409 492,030 30,450 59,275 708,407 2.97 
1987 59,275 223,514 583,030 33,813 66,704 765,302 3.18 
1988 66,704 203,350 598,208 34,783 58,502 774,977 3.19 
1989 58,502 215,825 563,596 48,103 56,713 733,107 2.99 
1990 56,713 213,899 579,425 69,332 59,675 721,030 2.91 
1991 59,675 198,115 632,779 88,341 56,364 745,863 2.98 
1992 56,364 207,086 694,249 81,558 53,771 822,370 3.24 
1993 53,771 180,687 708,684 48,870 55,996 838,276 3.27 
1993 53,771 180,687 708,692 68,309 55,996 818,844 3.19 
1994 55,996 174,969 750,001 67,512 52,756 860,697 3.332 

Landings data for 1978 onward from NMFS, Fisheries of the United States is subject to 
to revision. Holdings from NMFS (formerly BCF), Fishery Statistics of the United States 
and Frozen Fishery Products, Annual Surmary for various years. See following tables on 
trade data. Population data from NMFS, Fisheries of the United States; revised 
for 1980-93. (Source of this table: Vondruska (1995a). 

ECONOMIC CHARACTERJSTJCS OF SELECTED FJNFISH INDUSTRIES 

Introduction 

Reduction in shrimp-trawl bycatch of finfish may be expected to improve the status of 
many finfish stocks and help accomplish the recovery of some managed species within 
their scheduled rebuilding period. The three major groups that may be directly affected 
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by the bycatch-reduction program are reef fish (particularly red snapper), mackerels, and 
the groundfish complex. Improvement of these stocks has a bearing on the benefits 
derived by the various participants of these fisheries. 

Reef fish CRed Snapperl 

The fishery for red snapper is composed of a shrimp-trawl bycatch of age-0 and age-1 fish, 
a commercial fishery managed by quota since 1990, a for-hire recreational fishery and 
private recreational anglers. Since the advent of TAC and allocations in the fishery, its 
history can be described as one of attenuated seasons and depressed prices for the food
commercial sector and overruns of allocation by the recreational sectors. The reaction by 
the Council has been the implementation of an effort-management system for the food
commercial sector, the establishment of a permit system for the for-hire recreational 
fishery, and the accelerated implementation of increased minimum sizes on red snapper 
for anglers. 

The statutory allocation of TAC is 51 percent commercial and 49 percent recreational, but 
the actual landing percentages in the directed fishery over the last tl)ree years averaged 
at 41 percent commercial and 59 percent recreational. =-
a. Recreational and For-Hire Sectors 

Recreational landings have been identified from three survey sources: Texas Parks and 
Wildlife, NMFS-Headboat, and NMFS-MRFSS. All three surveys reflect an increasing trend 
in landings over the years. Figure R-1 displays the relative contribution to recreational 
catch by state using these sources. Another perspective is to view the landings on a 
state-by-state basis. Even during this short time frame, the shift in state shares of the 
recreational landings, notably the recovery of landings by Florida and the growth of 
landings in Louisiana and Alabama, is evident. 

Figure R-1. Gulf of Mexico red ■ napper landing ■ , by atate. 1986-1994 
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Figure R-2 shows landings by mode for the period 1986 to 1994. The landings in the 
charter mode have a bimodal distribution with highs during 1986 and 1993; the private 
boat and headboat modes suggest a trend of growing catches. Noticeable here is the 
relative share of the charterboat fleet and of the for-hire sector, generally. The estimation 
of landings for the mode is controversial because of the re-analysis of the 1993 and 1994 
data. NMFS-MRFSS staff concluded that those years were correct estimates, while 1990-
92 were possibly underestimates. The figure reflects a 5. 7 MP catch in 1994, for 
example. The approach taken by the stock assessment was to average those years and 
therefore to de-trend the 1993 and 1994 data for a 1994 estimate of 4. 7 MP. It should 
also be noted that preliminary partial-year landings data received by the Council indicated 
that 1995 landings from MRFSS were 24 percent lower than those in 1994 and 1995 
headboat landings and 16 to 32 percent lower than those in 1994 (SEP, 1995). 

Estimation of recreational overruns is further complicated by the increased minimum size 
limit that went into effect during 1995 and the lack of 1995 data to evaluate the accuracy 
of the earlier reduction estimates. Some public testimony to the Council suggested that 
landings were down as a result of the size limit and bad weather. 

Figure R-2. Gulf of Mexico recreational landlnga, by mode, 1886-1994 
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Based only on MRFSS records, the number of recreational anglers in the Gulf of Mexico 
averaged 1.87 million annually for the period 1990-1994. These anglers took 16.9 million 
trips annually for the same period. Figures 12 through 15 present some information on 
angler trips in which red snapper was targeted (target trips) or caught (catch trips). 
Figure R-3 notes the following trends in red snapper targeted trips by state between 1988 
and 1994: 1) there was little perceptible effect on target trips after the implementation 
of Amendment 1 to the reef fish FMP; 2) Louisiana anglers increased trips by roughly 20 
percent when the last two years are compared to the previous five years; 3) Alabama 
anglers experienced a doubling of trips between 1991 and 1992 that has persisted and 
increased; and 4) Mississippi anglers mimicked the trend in Alabama. 
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Figure R-4 displays angler trips in which red snapper was caught, whether or not red 
snapper was targeted. The catch trips correlated well with the target trips, although not 
so much in terms of magnitudes of changes. In Alabama, for example, the catch trips 
increased and decreased in the same direction as the target trips; however, the doubling 
of target trips between 1991 and 1992 was accompanied by only a slight increase in 
catch trips. Catch trips in this state nonetheless picked up in later years. Florida's 
proportion of catch trips is larger than the state's proportion in target trips, while the 
opposite seems to be the case for Mississippi. 

Figure R-3. Red snapper recreational target trips. by atate, 1988-1994 
(MRFSS) 
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Figure R-4. Red snapper recreational catch trips, by state, 1986-1994 
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Figures R-5 and R-6 break down the recreational target trips and catch trips into shore, 
charter, and private .boat modes. The shore mode comprises a minimal p'ortion of both 
total target and catch trips. The charterboat mode indicates a steady increasing trend in 
both target trips (Figure R-5) and catch trips (Figure R-6). The private mode has dominated 
the target trips. The same can be said of the catch trips, except in 1993 and 1994 when 
the charterboat mode had a higher proportional share of total catch trips. Figure R-6 
appears to bear out the growing importance of the charterboat mode in accounting for 
recreational catches of red snapper. 

Figure R-5. Red anapper recreational target trlpa. by mode, 1988-1994 
(MRFSS) 
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Figure R-6. Red anapper recreational catch trlpa, by mode, 1988-199,4 

(MRFSS)
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While target trips and catch trips can give some information about future catch, catch 
composition may suggest effects of further regulation of anglers and the for-hire sector 
on different species. Figure R-7 illustrates the catch composition of red snapper catch 
trips, i.e., trips catching red snapper whether or not red snapper was targeted. This figure 
appears to imply that the composition of species caught together with red snapper has 
remained relatively stable. Among the various species caught, there also appears to be 
no trend as to which species are caught as regulations are changed on the red snapper 
fishery. 

b. Commercial Sector 
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Figure R-7. Catch com poaitlon of red snapper catch trips, 1988-1993 
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Red snappers are mainly caught and landed in the northern and western Gulf (mostly off 
Louisiana and Texas, but extending eastward to about Bay County, Fi'orida). Commercial 
landings of reef fishes in this area declined from over 15 million pounds in 1964 (a good 
portion of which was from Mexican waters) to a low of ~.5 million pounds in 1978. 
Landings recovered during the late 1970s and averaged 9.0 million pounds (whole weight) 
per year between 1981 and 1994 with a range of 6.5 million pounds (in 1991) to 11.0 
million pounds (in 1988) (Figure R-8). However, the species composition of the catch 
changed markedly. Landings of red snapper declined from approximately 12.2 million 
pounds in 1964 to 2.2 million pounds in 1991, the first year of management with quotas. 
Red snapper now compose the vast majority of the catch on red snapper trips. Red 
snapper represented 35 percent of the total commercial catch of reef fishes in 1994 
compared with 72 percent of the catch in 1980 and 85 percent in 1970. 
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Figure R-8. Commercial landlnga of reef flahea 
along the northern and weatern Gulf 
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Ex-vessel value received by commercial reef fishermen in the northern and western Gulf 
of Mexico increased from $2.9 million in 1962 to $18.6 million in 1988. It declined to 
$11.9 million in 1991, and then increased to $15.5 million in 1994 (Figure R-9). Much 
of the increase prior to 1988 was due to inflation as measured by the consumer price 
index for all items and all urban consumers (CPI-U, with a 1982-1984 base period). After 
adjusting for inflation, total ex-vessel value tended to mirror the trend in landings (compare 
Figures 17 and 19). Real ex-vessel value remained relatively constant from 1981 through 
1987, peaked in 1988, and then declined. The real ex-vessel revenues received in 1991 
and 1992 were the lowest since 1980 (Figure R-10). 

Figure R-9. Exvessel value of reef fishes landed 
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Figure R-10. Real exvessel value of reef fish landed 
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Commercial fishermen in the northern and western Gulf received $6.2 million from red 
snapper in 1994. Historically, red snapper has been the most valuable species in the reef 
fish fishery, but its relative importance has declined (Figures 17 and 19). In 1994, red 
snapper contributed 40 percent to overall value received; whereas it contributed 83 
percent in 1980 and 93 percent in 1970. Red snapper prices generally rose more quickly 
than the general price level prior to the derby fishery. Since then, however, red snapper 
prices have declined markedly and monthly price fluctuations are large. 

c. Reef Fish Commercial Permits 

The permit data file identifies vessels with permits to fish for reef fishes in Federal waters 
of the Gulf of Mexico. The data indicate a decline from approximately 2,000 in January, 
1993, to about 1,532 in July, 1995. The reason for the decline is unknown, but it is 
presumed that vessels which were only marginally active or not active at all in the reef fish 
fishery have not chosen or have not been able to have the permits renewed. When the 
red snapper endorsement system took effect in 1993, 131 vessels qualified for the 
endorsement that allowed them to harvest up to 2,000 pounds per day trip. The rest of 
red snapper fishermen were allowed a 200 pound limit per day trip. 

An economic survey was conducted in the fall of 1994 and spring of 1995 by interviewers 
in face-to-face meetings with owners or operators of randomly selected vessels. The 
questionnaire primarily asked fishermen about their fishing histories; their capital 
investments in vessel and equipment; and their average catches, revenues, and costs per 
trip for their two most important fishing activities for reef fishes during the 1993 calendar 
year. 
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Standard statistical procedures were used to estimate the total number of trips for red 
snapper, as well as landings, revenues, and trip costs. It was estimated that a total of 
nearly 3. 7 million pounds of red snapper worth $7.4 million were landed on 4,328 trips. 
Fishermen on high-volume boats with vertical hook-and-line gear accounted for nearly 62 
percent of total landings and ex-vessel revenues of red snapper. Fishermen spent nearly 
$2.2 million for routine trip costs such as fuel, ice, bait, food, and minor gear replacement 
and repair. These estimated costs exclude fixed costs and payments to owner, captain, 
and crew. 

Mackerel 

The mackerel fishery is similar to the red snapper fishery in the sense that there is shrimp
trawl bycatch, a commercial fishery managed by quota since 1985, a for-hire recreational 
fishery, and private/recreational anglers managed currently by bag limits and size limits. 
Restrictive management of this fishery began in the mid-1980s, and regulations have 
contributed to the rebuilding of the overfished stocks of Gulf king and Spanish mackerel. 

a. Recreational and For-Hir.e Sectors 
~~ 

Table R-11 gives an estimate of the number of recreational anglers in the Gulf of Mexico. 
It is noted that not all of them target or catch mackerel, and this information is taken from 
the MRFSS only. In the last four years, the number of anglers appears to have leveled off 
at around 1.9 million individuals. 

TABLE R-11. GULF OF MEXICO RECREATIONAL FISHERY PARTICIPANTS. MRFSS DATA ONLY 
(THOUSANDS OF ANGLERS), 

1981 

ALAEIAMA ELQBll:!8 LQ!.!ISl6r-l8 Ml:iSl~SIPPI IE~A~ TOTAL 

113 836 345 124 987 2,403 

1982 295 700 406 112 946 2,458 

1983 335 1,434 574 164 755 3,263 

1984 129 1,609 436 140 661 2,975 

1985 154 1,241 608 91 1,024 3,120 

1986 174 1,355 653 130 2,314 

1987 131 1,148 608 133 2,020 

1988 285 1,350 502 146 2,283 

1989 147 1,036 393 112 1,688 

1990 172 1,009 413 103 1,697 

1991 131 1,152 471 145 1,897 

1992 154 1,162 418 193 1,928 

1993 182 1,053 442 199 1,876 

1994 187 1,173 391 179 1,930 

Source: Holiman (1996). 
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Table R-12 pertains only to Gulf king mackerel and shows the distribution of catches by fishing 
modes; namely, shore, charter, and private/rental fishing modes. Observable from the table 
is the steady increase in catches by the charterboat mode, while other modes experience slight 
declines in the more recent years. Similar information for Spanish mackerel is portrayed in 
Table R-13. 

TABLE R-12. GULF OF MEXICO KING MACKEREL RECREATIONAL LANDINGS (NUMBERS OF FISH) BY 
MODE, MRFSS DATA ONLY. 

I MODE I
1-----------------------------------------------------------------I 
I SHORE I CHARTER I PRIVATE\RENTAL I 
1---------------------+---------------------+---------------------1I NUMBER I POUNDS I NUMBER I POUNDS I NUMBER I POUNDS I 
I OF FISH I I OF FISH I I OF FISH , I I 
,---~ -----+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------1 I I SUM I SUM I SUM I SUM I SUM I SUM I

1-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------1 
!YEAR I I I I I I I
1-------------1 I I I I I I 
11982 I 23,1031 231,8921 58,9891 742,6751 651,6921 4,620,7541
1-------------+----------+-- ·-------+----------+----------+-------......,,_+----------1
11983 I 32,0611 277,0371 45,8081 493,4021 184,5521 1,321,8881
1-------------+----------+--- ------+----------+----------+----------+----------1 
11984 I .1 .1 37,4921 401,1831 265,8421 2,731,5901
1-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------I 
11985 I 01 .1 60,7571 523,9431 79,3791 581,8251
1-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------l 
11986 I 5,8631 66,1291 37,7951 371,9821 118,5031 1,284,8411
1-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------1 
11987 I 42,8241 317,0261 108,4461 684,4671 259,9971 1,860,4391
1-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------1 
11988 I 23,8391 200,5371 103,4271 1,000,4671 195,7351 1,717,8571
1-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------1 
11989 I 9,8201 98,3941 73,6471 870,6221 179,7541 1,661,3011
1-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------I 
11990 I 96,4901 989,8571 99,6881 686,4021 176,3311 1,491,4721
1-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------1 
11991 I 125,5241 647,1591 164,6501 1,092,7321 306,1471 2,585,1701
1-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------1 
11992 I 52,9761 500,6291 133,3271 1,190,5751 163,3721 1,443,7431
1-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------1 
11993 I 61,8791 520,6071 230,4691 2,236,6021 154,4811 1,361,7071
1-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------1 
11994 I 66,8301 466,0851 319,9771 2,547,6631 151,6951 1,619,9551
1-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------1 
11995* I 14,9501 104,8981 365,1701 3,605,1081 133,1261 1,117,9941 

*Preliminary. 

Source: Holiman (1996). 
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,, 

Table Rj, 3 below shows the significant declines in recreational catch of Gulf Spanish mackerel in 
the last few years, particularly from anglers fishing on private or rental boats. 

TABLE R-13. GULF OF MEXICO SPANISH MACKEREL RECREATIONAL LANDINGS (NUMBERS OF 
FISH) BY MODE, MRFSS DATA ONLY. 

I MODE 
I 
I 1-----------------------------------------------------------------1 
I I SHORE I CHARTER l PRIVATE\RENTAL 
I 
I 1---------------------+---------------------+---------------------1 
I I NUMBER I POUNDS I NUMBER I POUNDS I NUMBER I POUNDS 
I 
I I OF FISH I I OF FISH I I OF FISH I I 

I 1----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------1 
I I SUM I SUM I SUM I SUM I SUM I SUM 
I 
1-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------1 
IYEAR I I I I I I 
I
1-------------1 I 
I 
11982 I 283,8741 321,9461 754,6481 798,2441 1,576,5101 1,120,4601 
1-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------1 
11983 I 614,1421 787,2351 296,3831 420,7041 1,222,0841 1,441,0691
1-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------1 
11984 I 272,6101 386,7471 222,9491 283,1341 272,3161 395,7041
1-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------1 
11985 I 246,7481 284,8141 210,3031 293,7571 534,2831 629,0771 
1-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------1 
11986 I 3,498,7041 3,703,8441 337,7391 495,3151 2,536,4481 2,589,4621
1-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------1 
11987 I 608,0501 734,3331 351,0781 585,6681 824,8691 1,494,6891
1-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------1 
11988 I 258,8491 346,9361 86,6801 149,0551 1,070,9551 1,555,5791 
1-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------1 
11989 I 236,6961 210,0141 164,1821 243,8731 694,3721 1,106,1341 
1-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------1 
11990 I 678,7481 860,6681 142,0301 264,9581 703,7981 1,241,0301 
,-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------,
11991 I 576,4631 734,5421 72,4731 192,8421 1,043,5541 1,592,5821 
1-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------1 
11992 I 1,296,8721 1,737,9451 58,8001 96,8581 988,0841 1,588,0951 
,-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------,
11993 I 1,050,0651 1,098,3721 85,5891 145,9761 356,4671 696,1971
1-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------1 
11994 I 817,5551 974,5211 111,1111 162,6711 424,9171 624,7341 
1-------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------1 
11995* I 375,4811 469,0731 445,4101 674,9141 294,5181 666,2251 

*Preliminary. 

Source: Holiman (1996). 

Table R-14 depicts the movement of effort expended by anglers on Gulf king and Spanish 
mackerels. The table shows the number of trips taken that targeted Gulf king or Spanish 
mackerel and the number of trips taken that caught Gulf king or Spanish mackerel. In more 
recent years, the peak for number of trips that targeted or caught king mackerel occurred 
in 1991, while the peak for Spanish mackerel occurred in 1992. 
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Table R-14. King and Spanish mackerel angler effort (trips), MRFSS data only. 

GULF KING MACKEREL 

YEAR TARGET CATCH 

1986 285,405 119,736 

1987 792,844 380,345 

1988 615,009 225,453 

1989 407,097 206,669 

1990 464,987 258,463 

1991 759,819 425,816 

1992 533,625 251,<M!i-

1993 564,520 311,729 

1994 726,707 365,379 

GULF SPANISH MACKEREL 

1986 1,255,075 1,577,807 

1987 732,125 803,295 

1988 753,221 682,688 

1989 493,688 532,673 

1990 654,294 749,142 

1991 752,263 922,714 

1992 1,178,535 1,273,167 

1993 739,563 662,984 

1994 856,328 728,570 

Source: Holiman (1996). 
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A permitting requirement has been instituted for possession of coastal migratory pelagics 
for charter and head boats in order to identify participants in this fishery. Lately, however, 
there have been reports that many operators have not been aware of this requirement. 
Table R-15 below shows the number of permitted charter vessels. 

I •. d d I . f h f hTable R-15. Vesse s oerm1tte un er coasta migratory pe ag,c 1s ery or c arter. 

Fishing 
Year 

NC SC GA FLEC FLWC AL MS LA TX OTHER TOTAL 

1987/88 136 54 6 99 223 26 34 15 48 28 669 

1988/89 202 69 11 231 396 48 39 30 63 55 1144 

1989/90 275 77 29. 310 524 57 38 46 9L~. 72 1519 

1990/91 287 86 43 309 574 69 35 47 110 82 1642 

1991/92 264 79 39 284 529 63 32 43 101 75 1509 

1992/93 279 77 41 380 483 60 27 29 90 68 1534 

1993/94 243 86 26 344 436 62 25 39 75 97 1433 

Source: Pat Howell (unpublished data) 
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b. Commercial Sector 

A permit is currently required for commercially fishing for king and Spanish mackerel. 
Unlike the charterboat permits, an income requirement is also provided for securing 
mackerel commercial permits. Table R-16 shows the distribution of commercially permitted 
vessels by state of registration. 

Table R-16. Number of vessels (by state of registration) permitted for commercial king and Spanish 
mackerel as of 2/14/95. 

Fishing NC SC GA FLE FLW AL MS LA TX OTHER TOTAL 
Year 

1987/88 325 40 2 580 237 4 7 58 9 18 1,280 

. -
1988/89 462 44 6 629 290 3 72 86 15 =-27 1,634 

1989/90 533 56 7 645 340 5 12 161 14 51 1,824 

1990/91 590 74 13 767 558 14 13 195 32 52 2,308 

1991/92 481 69 11 717 580 15 13 172 27 46 2,131 

1992/93 488 11 37 819 891 64 38 178 98 61 2,786 
2 

1993/94 412 79 10 846 808 20 21 238 56 98 2,588 

Source: Pat Howell (unpublished data). 

ANALYTICAL APPROACH 

Introduction 

The measures in this amendment are specifically designed to help meet the FMP objective 
of minimizing the incidental capture of finfish by shrimpers. These measures, which affect 
the shrimp and various finfish industries, will be looked at separately to determine whether 
or not they contribute to the realization of a net positive economic benefit to the nation. 
The underlying analytical approach involves a contrast of changes in net benefits or losses 
to the shrimp industry with changes in net benefits or losses to the finfish industries. The 
short- and long-term horizons will be considered in the analysis. 
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Net economic benefits include the sum of: (1) expected changes in producer surplus and 
consumer surplus for landings from the commercial shrimp and finfish fisheries, (2) potential 
changes in consumer surplus derived from the recreational finfish industry, and (3) 
management costs (plan preparation and review, enforcement, additional data collection, 
and public burden in terms of reporting costs). 

The analysis used in this draft of the RIR will involve a combination of qualitative and 
quantitative approaches. In other words, the RIA analysis will attempt to discover how the 
proposed management measures affect net societal benefits; however, in some cases, 
there will be no attempt to place estimated dollar values on the gains or losses that are 
discussed. The first and major reason is that in some cases the data on the biology and 
economics of the fisheries are insufficient even though the biological and economic decline 
of the fisheries may be well established. The second reason is that it may be more 
important at this stage to see if there are plausible benefits at all versus trying to place 
exact dollar values on benefits when such an approach is not possible. 

The ensuing discussions describe the various techniques used to measure the impacts of 
various management measures considered in this amendment. Th~antitative focus is . 
on the measurement of impacts on the shrimp industry. Determination of impacts on the 
finfish industries proceeds along a more qualitative line due to the paucity of data. 

Conceptual Model: Static and Dynamic Implications of BRDs4 

Ward and Macinko (1996) developed static and dynamic bioeconomic models to determine 
the magnitude and direction of change in the affected fisheries from proposed management 
regulations to reduce the level of discarded bycatch. One basic assumption of these 
models is that bycatch is caused by excessive levels of fishing effort directed at a fish 
species by the fishing fleet as a result of the common property nature of that fish. These 
models help to demonstrate the problems inherent in dealing with common property 
resources. 

Figures R-11 to R-14 feature the static equilibrium relationships defining solutions to the 
model that incorporate the •bycatch problem. The stylized fisheries model involves two 
species, X and Y. Both X and Y have directed fisheries, and Y is also a bycatch in the X 
fishery. Fishery Y has both commercial and recreational user groups. We may consider 
fishery X as the shrimp fishery and fishery Y as the red snapper fishery. 

For the multispecies fishery in Figure R-11, an equilibrium harvest (H) and bycatch (Hv> 
occur in quadrant I corresponding to ex-vessel price (P) for species (X) and the effort level 
(E) in quadrant IV. Since bycatch species (Y) is assumed to have no market value, it is 
discarded and does not affect the fishing effort level in the multispecies fishery (quadrant 
IV). However, the equilibrium stock size of the bycatch species (Y) is reduced by the level 
of discarded bycatch in quadrant Ill. 

In Figure R-12, a bycatch reduction device is installed in the fishing gear of the multispecies 
fishery that results in a sixty percent reduction in fishing mortality for the bycatch species 

4This section is based on a paper by Ward and Macinko (1996). 
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without affecting the directed species fishing mortality or harvesting costs. As a result, the 
harvest level remains unchanged at (H), but the level of bycatch declines substantially as 
depicted by a comparison of (Hy) in quadrant I of Figures R-11 and R-12. The equilibrium 
stock size for the directed fishery species (X) remains the same as in Figure R-11 , but the 
bycatch species stock size level (Y) increases in quadrant Ill relative to Figure R-11. Had 
harvesting costs (ex) increased, reflecting the cost of the bycatch reduction device and its 
maintenance, and the fishing mortality of the fishing gear toward the directed species been 
reduced by the device, then the open access supply curve for the directed species (X) 

would have shifted upwards in quadrant I causing the counter intuitive result of an increase 
in equilibrium harvest of species (X) caused by the decline in the equilibrium level of fishing 
effort in quadrant IV and the rise in the equilibrium stock size (X) in quadrant Ill. The 
equilibrium level of bycatch would also have been further reduced because of this decline 
in the equilibrium effort level in quadrant IV. 

In Figure R-13, prior to the adoption of the bycatch reduction device in the multispecies 
fishery, the equilibrium levels of harvest for the commercial bycatch species fishery is (H), 
the equilibrium fishing effort level is (E), and the equilibrium stock size is (Y) in quadrants, 
I, IV, and Ill, respectively. With the mandated adoption of the bycatGi:i4eduction device in 
the multispecies fishery, bycatch levels decline, and the recruitment level in the bycatch 
species fishery increases. However, the equilibrium stock size does not increase. Instead, 
fishing effort levels in quadrant IV increase form (E) to (E') due to the outward shift in the 
sustained yield curve from SY(E) to SY(E'). Harvest levels increase form (H) to (H') in 
quadrant I. However, the goal of stock conservation for the bycatch species (Y) is not 
achieved since the increased fishing effort drives the stock back to its original equilibrium 
level. Since harvest levels have increased only slightly with the substantial increases in 
fishing effort, net benefits to society are reduced. 

In Figure R-14, the impact of the bycatch reduction device on the recreational fishery is 
hardly noticeable because the commercial fishery is allowed to harvest the increased 
abundance of fish before the recreational fishery has an opportunity to access the resource. 
Had the recreational fishery been given access to the resource first, the commercial fishery 
would have remained unchanged. 

The dynamic equilibrium analysis extends the static bioeconomic model by relaxing the. 
restrictive assumptions that the commercial fishery exploits the bycatch species before the 
recreational fishery, that no stock recruitment relationship exists, that the gear modification 
is costless to the fishery that generates the bycatch, and that gear efficiency in the 
harvesting of fish in the species (X) fishery is unaffected by the gear modification. The 
dynamic model also allows the impacts of proposed management regulations to be 
determined over time, i.e., costs and benefits can be calculated as the fisheries move from 
one equilibrium point to the next. 

Figure R-1 5 shows some simulation results using the dynamic version of the model. The 
simulation results are based on a series of modifications to the bioeconomic model. First, 
the model converges on the equilibrium values for fishing effort, harvest levels, and bycatch 
levels in the directed fisheries for species (X) and (Y). Next, the bycatch catchability of the 
fishing gear used to harvest species (X) is reduced by 50 percent to correspond to the 
adoption of a bycatch reduction device (point A in Figure R-15). The next step is to 
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incorporate a 1.6 percent increase in the operating costs of the species (X) fishery that 
corresponds to the expected maintenance and purchase costs of a bycatch reduction 
device (point B in Figure R-15). Lastly, the catchability of the fishing gear is reduced for 
species (X) reflecting the loss experienced during actual gear testing trials (point C in Figure 
R-15). Figure R-15 separates the impacts of a bycatch reduction device that increases 
bycatch levels from those that reduce bycatch levels over time for both fisheries and places 
them in perspective. 

Based on the initial values given the system of equations, the initial equilibrium values for 
stock size (X) in the directed fishery, stock size (Y) in the bycatch species fishery, directed 
fishing effort (Ex), and the directed fishing effort for the commercial <Eve> and recreational 
(Ey,) fisheries for the bycatch species (Y) are determined. Then, a 50 percent reduction in 
bycatch catchability is introduced at point A in Figure R-15. Since this reduction in the 
ability of the fishing gear to harvest the bycatch species (Y) in the species (X) fishery does 
not affect the catchability of the fishing gear for species (X) or the costs of fishing, the long 
run steady state equilibrium values of stock size (X) and fishing effort <Ex> levels do not 
change over time. However, this 50 percent reduction in gear catcha.b.ility for the bycatch 
species (Y) does impact the recreational and commercial fishery forspecies (Y). 

In the early stages of this adjustment, the bioeconomic model indicates an increase in stock 
size for the bycatch species (Y). This increase in stock abundance induces an increase in 
recreational (Eyr) and commercial <Eve> fishing effort levels. This increase in fishing effort 
results in a decline in stock size below its initial equilibrium value before recovering to its 
original, long run, stable equilibrium. 

Although stock sizes for the bycatch species (Y) did not improve, equilibrium bycatch levels 
(Hb) in the fishery for species (X) did decline by half. In the first time step after point A, 
a substantial drop in the bycatch level occurs. Then, as stock size (Y) increased as a result 
of adopting the bycatch reduction device, bycatch levels rose. As recreational (Eyr> and 
commercial (Eye> effort levels increased, stock size (Y) declined, and bycatch levels also 
decreased. 

Increasing harvesting costs by 1.6 percent to reflect the costs of adopting a bycatch 
reduction device (point B in Figure R-15) reduces fishing effort (Ex> slightly after minor 
fluctuations over time. As a result, equilibrium stock size of species (X) increases slightly. 
The reduction in fishing effort (E) also results in a slight decline in the equilibrium level of 
bycatch (Hb). This reduction in bycatch does not lead to an increase in the equilibrium 
stock size for species (Y). Instead, the equilibrium fishing effort levels (Eve and Ey,) and the 
harvest levels (Hye and Hvr> increase slightly. However, these effects are not noticeable in 
Figure R-15. 

Finally, the catchability (qx) of the fishing gear in the directed fishery tor species (X) is 
reduced to reflect the loss experienced during actual gear testing trials (point C in Figure 
R-15). As with the increase in harvesting costs caused by the adoption of the bycatch 
reduction device, this reduction in revenue also impacts both fisheries. Stock size for 
species (X) fluctuates before converging on a steady state value that is higher than the 
initial equilibrium value. Surprisingly, however, equilibrium effort levels (Ex> also increase. 
This increase in equilibrium effort causes bycatch (Hb) levels to increase by a corresponding 
amount. While the increase in bycatch reduces equilibrium levels of recreational and 
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commercial fishing effort (Eye and Ey) in the species (Y) fishery slightly, the equilibrium 
stock size of species (Y) remains unchanged. 

Using a bioeconomic model of a stylized fishery reveals the complexity of the bycatch 
problem. Some conclusions of the bioeconomic model analyses are as follows. First, 
imposing a bycatch reduction device on the fishery for species (X) does not necessarily lead 
to an increase in stock size for the bycatch species. Second, the more inefficient the gear 
modification, the more bycatch is landed as effort levels <Ex> increase in the species (X) 
fishery. Third, increases in the cost of harvesting species (X) caused by the adoption of 
a bycatch reduction device result in reduced effort and bycatch levels. Finally, none of 
these qualitative estimates of bycatch, harvest, or effort levels can be interpreted as a 
prediction of actual changes in a fishery that discards bycatch. They are meant to show 
the direction of change predicted by bioeconomic theory employing a stylistic fishery to 
examine the bycatch problem. 

Vessel Entry-Exit Behavior in the Gulf of Mexico Shrimp Fishery5 

Ward and Sutinen (1994) developed a discrete choice model to predietthe probability that 
a vessel will enter, exit, or remain in the Gulf of Mexico shrimp fishery. The model 
assumes that an individual firm uses myopic profit maximization as its entry-exit criterion; 
the heterogeneous fleet that operates in this highly competitive industry faces a 
competitive processing industry; an externality exists that is caused by vessel crowding; 
and the Gulf of Mexico shrimp fishery is characterized by highly variable recruitment with 
no stock-recruitment relationship. Variability in the fishery is incorporated into the model 
by allowing a generalist fleet to develop in response to market or biological variability. A 
generalist vessel is distinguished from a specialist vessel in that the former uses gear types 
other than shrimp gear. A specialist vessel uses the shrimp otter trawl, exclusively. 

The model constructed and estimated is a probabilistic model that measures the probability 
of entry into the Gulf shrimp fishery from outside the southeastern region or the 
construction of a new vessel; the probability of entry into the Gulf shrimp fishery from an 
alternative fishery within the southeastern region; the probability of remaining in the Gulf 
shrimp fishery; and the probability of exit from the Gulf shrimp fishery for another fishery 
within the southeastern region. The probability of exit from the Gulf shrimp fishery for 
another region or the retirement of a vessel is derived as a complement to the four choices 
regarding entry and exit. Entry-exit choices are affected by shrimp price, fishing cost, 
shrimp fleet size, vessel length, vessel tonnage, shrimp abundance, whether vessels are 
recently bought or sold, and vessel mobility. 

The data set used to estimate the model parameters is collected by the National Marine 
Fisheries Service and maintained in the Gulf of Mexico shrimp landings file and the vessel 
operating units file for the southeast region by U.S. Coast Guard vessel documentation 
number. The data set that results from merging the shrimp landings and vessel operating 
units files is too large to use in the estimation of the multinomial logit model parameters 
since between 2,000 and 7,000 vessels participate in the fishery in any given year. A 
random sample of approximately 300 vessels is taken for each year that data are available. 
The resulting data set for the years 1965 to 1975 and 1981 to 1983 contain approximately 

5This section is based on a paper by Ward and Sutinen (1994). 
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2,650 observations. This random sample represents approximately 8 percent of the 
vessels in the data set and provides sufficient degrees of freedom for the estimation of the 
model parameters. 

Although cost and return surveys have been conducted for the southeastern region shrimp 
fishery and budget simulators exist for the Texas shrimp fleet, cost information for the Gulf 
of Mexico shrimp fishery is not routinely collected by federal, state, or local government 
agencies.. Without this theoretically important harvesting cost information, the estimated 
coefficients and the probabilities of entry, remaining in, or exit from the shrimp fishery in 
the multinomial logit model would be biased. To reduce this bias, the harvest cost per 
pound is calculated for each vessel from an indirect cost function estimated by Ward 
(1991). The indirect cost model uses cost and returns data collected by the NMFS and 
conforms with the requirements of duality theory. This indirect cost modeling, using 
updated cost/revenue information, is discussed in the next section. 

Several major results from this modeling include: ( 1) vessels are more willing to enter the 
fishery when profits increase than to exit the fishery when profits decline; (2) the 
probability of entering (exiting) the fishery is mitigated (enhanced) by ~size of the fishing 
fleet, although the influence of fleet size on the probability of entry into the shrimp fishery 
declined after 1967; (3) the probability of entry into the fishing fleet declines with increases 
in vessel length and increases with gross tonnage; (4) capital flows rapidly into and out of 
the shrimp fishery in response to changes in abundance; (5) the probability of entry is 
greater for vessels that have not been recently purchased, and exit is greater for recently 
purchased vessels; and (6) vessel mobility has no effect on a vessel's probability to enter 
into or exit from the shrimp fishery, indicating that during the time period of the analysis 
Gulf of Mexico shrimp fishermen did not act as if variability causes them to diversify their 
fishing operations into other fisheries or on to other fishing grounds. 

Indirect Cost Function° 

Cost and revenue information is necessary to determine both the direction and magnitude 
of change in net benefits for fisheries that are subject to fishery management regulations. 
Without this critical information, the change in fishing effort induced by the adoption of a 
proposed fishery management regulation cannot be determined. As a result, costs and 
benefits of a proposed regulation cannot be estimated. Even if regulations are adopted prior 
to developing net benefit estimates, the lack of accurate cost and revenue information 
prevents the assessment of the regulation's impacts. In highly variable fisheries, such as 
shrimp, this phenomenon is especially true. The impacts of regulations designed to improve 
the financial viability of the fleet or reduce pressures on the stocks cannot be separated 
from naturally occurring variations in stock abundance or from financial conditions that are 
beyond the control of individual fishermen. 

Unfortunately, the routine collection of cost and revenue data is not conducted for fisheries 
in the southeastern region. Specialized data collection efforts are undertaken on an 
individual fishery basis at different points in time. Not only are data collected for different 
fisheries incompatible, but data collected for a given fishery are often not comparable 
because no common denominator exists between the surveys. Usually, mean estimates 

6This section is based on a paper by Ward et al. (1995). 
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are provided to summarize data collected in different studies, and the original data are not 
available for future analyses. 

Ward et al. (1995) conducted a study designed to address the compatibility problem of cost 
and revenue survey results. Newly collected cost and revenue data for shrimp vessels were 
combined with data from earlier studies. This report presents the cost and revenue data 
collected under contract (Resource Economics Consultants, 1994) and compares the 
financial performance of different aspects of the fleet based on vessel characteristics, e.g., 
hull construction material, vessel length, and reported home state over time. Several 
descriptive statistics to characterize the Gulf shrimp fishery are presented in this study; 
however, great care should be taken in applying these descriptive statistics to the actual 
financial viability of the Gulf of Mexico and Texas shrimp fisheries. The data set collected 
is based on individual data collection efforts that, while perfectly suited to analyzing a 
particular problem, may not reflect a random sample of the entire Gulf of Mexico shrimp 
fishery when analyzed collectively. For example, Ward and Nance (1994) reported net 
revenue trends from 1966 to 1990 for the shrimp fishery based on total revenue reported 
by the fishing fleet and operating costs estimated by an indirect cost_model. The annual 
trend in mean net revenue in that report declined over time, blfrremained positive. 
However, this trend in net revenue is an average for vessels operating in the Gulf of 
Mexico. The indirect cost model should be modified to estimate the net revenue trend for 
the vessels operating out of Texas ports after incorporating the reported increases in 
insurance and maintenance costs and before making comparisons. 

To account for these shortcomings, a simultaneous, 3-equation model of vessel operating 
costs is estimated by three stage least squares using 1,477 vessel observations for the Gulf 
of Mexico shrimp fishery. The three equations are: (1 l total cost as a function of pounds 
landed, vessel length, fuel price, vessel age, abundance, and crew shares; (2) shrimp 
landing as a function of shrimp price, fishing cost, abundance, crew shares, days at sea, 
and vessel age; and (3) crew shares as a function of shrimp price, fuel price, supplies per 
day at sea, hull construction material (aluminum), and home state. The resulting model 
explains 74 percent of the variation in the observed data. 

Results of this study indicate that total costs of operating the vessel increases as vessel 
length increases. On the other hand, qualitative variables representing home state and hull 
construction type_ are statistically insignificant in the total cost and the pounds landed 
equations. The qualitative variable for aluminum-hull construction type and home state of 
Alabama are statistically significant in the crew shares equation. The null hypotheses that 
home port and hull construction type do not directly affect total operating costs cannot be 
rejected. 

Total costs increase with pounds landed, fuel price, and crew share; however, it declines 
with the age of the vessel and with the abundance of shrimp. As shrimp abundance 
increases, catch per unit effort should increase, cost per pound landed should decline, and 
total cost should decrease. The total operating cost equation behaves as theory would 
predict. 

The pounds landed equation indicates that shrimp landings are positively related to shrimp 
price, crew share, and days at sea. Landings are negatively related to cost per pound 
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landed} abundance of shrimp, and age. The shrimp price variable is statistically 
insignificant, but it is retained in equation because of its theoretical importance. 

While pounds landed was expected to be positively related to abundance, a negative 
relationship resulted. This observation may be due to a work-leisure trade off with 
fishermen working less as catch per unit effort increases, or a vessel crowding externality 
may exist in the fishery. 

Crew share is expected to be positively related to shrimp price and pounds landed, and 
negatively related to fuel price; however, the pounds landed variable is statistically 
insignificant and has been dropped from the crew share equation. Fuel price is expected 
to have a negative relationship with crew share since fuel costs are often deducted from 
total revenue before the crew share is calculated. Similarly, the supplies per day at sea 
variable is expected to have a negative sign. The positive sign on this variable with high 
statistical significance implies that supplies are not deducted from total revenue when crew 
shares are calculated. Vessels with aluminum hulls have lower crew shares and vessels 
with a home state of Alabama have higher crew shares. This equation is the only one in 
which any of the qualitative variables have statistical significance, suggesting that vessels 
of similar operational scale from any home state have similar operating costs. The 
perceived differences are actually due to variations in the physical characteristics of the 
vessels operating out of those states. 

The statistical analysis indicates that theoretically valid estimates of total operating costs 
can be estimated using the combined data sets. While additional data analysis may be 
required, the results indicate that total cost estimates are available for use in developing 
models that explain changes in fishing effort caused by various proposed management 
regulations. Net benefits of proposed fishery management regulations can now be 
developed for the Gulf of Mexico shrimp fishery. 

Exvessel Price Analysis7 

Keithly et al. (1991) developed and estimated a model examining the U.S. and Japanese 
shrimp import markets in a simultaneous equations framework. The model consists of five 
structural equations and four identities. Two of the structural equations define import 
demand relationships for the United States and Japan. Two other equations define export 
supplies to the United states and Japan. The final equation defines demand for U.S. warm
water shrimp. 

The U.S. import demand for shrimp is given as a function of the U.S. deflated import price 
of shrimp; the U.S., southeast, warm-water shrimp catch; beginning of the year U.S. 
inventories of shrimp; and U.S. real disposable personal income. U.S. import demand for 
shrimp is negatively related to import price of shrimp, U.S. shrimp catch, and U.S. 
inventories of shrimp, but positively related to U.S. disposable income. 

The export supply of shrimp to the United States is expressed as a function of shrimp 
export supply price to the United States, foreign exchange rate among principal U.S. 
suppliers, export price of shrimp to Japan (the primary competitor to the United states in 

7This section is based on a paper by Keithly et al. (1991 ). 
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the world shrimp market), the world supply of shrimp minus U.S. and Japan's production, 
foreign income among principal U.S. shrimp suppliers, and a trend variable to capture the 
shift in export supply to the U.S. market resulting primarily from the rapid introduction of 
Chinese shrimp starting in 1987. A positive relation is expected between the export of 
shrimp to the U.S. and the following factors: shrimp export supply price, foreign exchange 
rate, world supply of shrimp, and the trend variable. A negative relationship is expected 
between export supply of shrimp to the U.S. and the remaining factors, namely, export 
price of shrimp to Japan and foreign income. 

Demand for warm-water shrimp is hypothesized to be negatively related to U.S. warm
water catch, U.S. beginning of the year inventories, and U.S. imports; and positively related 
to U.S. real, disposable, personal income. Japan's import demand for shrimp is specified 
in similar fashion as that for the U.S.; however, variables pertaining to the U.S. are replaced 
with those pertaining to Japan. The same is true for the specification of the export supply 
equation to Japan. 

To complete the model, identities are added specifying market equilibrium in the U.S. 
import market and in the japanese import market. The model consists of four, jointly · 
determined structural equations and a warm-water dockside demand equation. The 
parameters were estimated using three stage least squares. Annual observations for the 
1965-89 period were used for the analysis. 

In general, the equations appear to have good structural fits as indicated by relatively high 
· R2s and the significance of most parameter estimates. They also appear to be theoretically 
sound as judged by the respective signs of the estimated parameters. 

Due to the double logarithmic specification of the model, the estimated parameters can be 
readily read off as elasticities or flexibilities. Elasticity or flexibility of one variable with 
respect to another measures the responsivenes of that variable with respect to changes in 
the other variable. In general elasticities and flexibilities are reciprocals of each other. 
When the function is specified in such a way that the dependent variable is quantity and 
the independent variable is price, the term 'elasticity' is used; on the other hand, if the 
dependent variable is price and the independent variable is quantity, the term 'flexibility' 
is used instead. 

Real price elasticity and income elasticity of U.S. shrimp import demand equaled -0.78 and 
2.28, respectively, suggesting that U.S. import demand for shrimp is relatively inelastic 
with respect to its own real price and highly elastic with respect to real disposable income. 
That is, for example, a 10 percent increase in real price would result in a 7 .8 percent 
reduction in imports, and a 10 percent increase in income would result in a 22.8 percent 
increase in imports. Beginning of the year inventories were found to have a somewhat 
larger impact on U.S. import demand than domestic warm water catch, the coefficients 
equaling -1·.19 and -0.748, respectively. This means, for example, that a 10 percent 
increase in inventories would result in an 11.9 percent reduction in imports while a 10 
percent increase in domestic warm water catch would result in a mere 7 .48 percent 
reduction in imports. 

The elasticity of export supply with respect to U.S. shrimp export price equaled 0.790 
while the elasticity of export supply with respect to export of shrimp to Japan was 0.548. 
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The response of export supply to the U.S. with respect to world landings was elastic 
(elasticity coefficient = 1.59). 

The U.S. warm-water shrimp catch and imports were found to have similar impacts on 
dockside price which was expected given their high degree of substitutability. Beginning 
of the year inventories, however, were found not to significantly impact price. A 10 million 
pound increase in warm-water production was estimated to result in a $0.093 decline in 
the real, warm-water dockside price of shrimp; while an identical increase in imports led 
to a $0.084 decline, all other things remaining constant. Because of a higher average level 
of imports, however, the real dockside price flexibility with respect to imports was -1.17 
compared to -0.632 for warm water landings. That is, for example, a 10 percent increase 
in imports would result in an 11. 7 percent reduction in dockside price; a 10 percent 
increase in warm water landings would result in a 6.32 percent reduction in dockside price. 
Real disposable income also significantly impacted dockside price. 

Estimated parameters in Japan's import demand equation, with the exception of beginning 
of the year inventories, exhibited the anticipated signs and were significant. The elasticity 
of Japan import demand with respect to the real import price was~0.663; while the 
elasticity with respect to real income was 1.403. This estimated real price elasticity was 
lower than that found for the U.S. (-0.782); while Japan's real income elasticity (1.403) 
was also lower than that found for the United states (2.28). 

The R2 for the export supply of shrimp to Japan was adequate. Some of the parameter 
estimates, however, were either insignificant or exhibited unanticipated signs. 

The parameter estimate for world supply exhibited the anticipated sign and was significant. 
The structural equation estimate, which equaled 0.165, was only about 60 percent of that 
estimated in the export supply equation to the U.S. (0.27). This observation appears 
reasonable in light of Japan's historical dependence on Asian produced shrimp. 

Integrated Approach to Analyze Impacts of Bycatch Reduction Devices {BRDs} 

The analysis of the four BRDs is done by using a model that integrates the dynamic shrimp 
model, the vessel entry-exit model, the indirect cost function, and the ex-vessel price 
analysis. The integrated model calculates producer and consumer surplus over a number 
of years, and the annual outputs are discounted and summed to provide an overall measure 
of how the shrimp industry would perform if all vessels used the same BRO. Hence, the 
outputs should be used as a relative indicator of the economic performance of the individual 
BRDs. 

The dynamic model of the shrimp fishery consists of a set of algorithms that represent 
demand for shrimp, total operating costs, production, crew share, days at sea, and the 
probability that a fishing vessel will enter or exit the fishery. Based on these endogenous 
variables, consumer and producer surplus, catch (on per vessel and fleet basis), finfish 
bycatch levels, total cost, total revenue, and fleet size can be estimated interactively over 
time. Once the model achieves a long-run equilibrium fleet size, changes to the fishery can 
be imposed to determine the impact on the fishery from proposed fishery management 
regulations to reduce bycatch and to achieve optimum yield. 
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Initially, a set of default values is used to initiate the dynamic shrimp fishery model. These 
values are derived from the data used to estimate the relationships being studied in the 
empirical analyses summarized above. Based on these initial values, the model achieves a 
long run equilibrium reflecting an open access fishery. Consumer and producer surplus 
estimates for the open access fishery are based on this long run equilibrium state. The 
present value of consumer and producer surplus is calculated using a 7 percent discount rate 
over a time period that ends when the addition to the total surplus measure is less than 1 0 
cents a year. Once the long run equilibrium is found for the open-access shrimp fishery, 
changes expected to occur under each proposed regulation are imposed on the dynamic 
model. The discounted present value of total surplus is calculated for each year until the 
model achieves a new equilibrium, and then over time until the addition to the total surplus 
measure is less than 10 cents a year. The change in total surplus due to the regulation is the 
difference between the open-access, total-surplus measure discounted over time and the 
total-surplus measure generated after the proposed regulation is adopted, also discounted 
over time. 

It should be noted that the model is based on offshore shrimp v~ssels that historically 
operated on what is termed a long-term basis (defined as being in the shrimp harvesting fleet 
for 3 or more consecutive years. In other words, the model does not attempt to show results 
for shrimp boats (craft that are not documented by the USCG because of size); although it 
is known that some shrimp boats will undoubtedly be affected by the rules if they harvest 
shrimp from the EEZ during some part of the year. The quantified outputs of the model are 
based on the average shrimp fleet that existed from the late 1960's to the early 199O's 
because the model was built by using all the information available during that period. 
Subsequently the "baseline" shrimp fleet used by the model is not the 1996 fleet, but is 
probably more characteristic of the fleet that existed in the early 1980's. Nonetheless, the 
economic performance shown in the model is a representation of how the shrimp harvesting 
sector will react to change, and the results of different changes (in this case, different BRDs 
being employed) should clearly demonstrate the economic performance when different BRDs 
are used. 

The economic performance of all the BRDs are ranked versus the status quo of no new 
management rules to reduce the level of finfish bycatch. It is important to recognize that the 
changes relative to the status quo are the results that are of major importance. Some 
comparison is also made between the various BRO types and what is termed "Optimal Yield" 
management. Optimal yield management is modeled by allowing the management authority 
or a business operation to capture the rent generated by the shrimp resource. One possible 
way for a management authority to capture the rent is by collecting fees based on the value 
of ITQs on shrimp. Viewed this way, optimal yield management may be considered to 
approximate roughly the situation wherein the shrimp fishery is managed under an ITQ 
program or some controlled access program. In the case of a business operation capturing 
the rent from the fishery, the management strategy presumes economic performance that 
would happen if one person owned all the shrimp harvesting capacity and could run the fleet 
in an optimum manner. 

Undoubtedly, this model is less than ideal for analyzing the proposed management measures 
to reduce finfish bycatch in the Gulf of Mexico shrimp fishery. As the conceptual model 
implies, the reduction in finfish bycatch in the shrimp fishery will have consequences for the 
commercial and recreational finfish fishermen who exploit these stocks. However, the 
quantitative relationships necessary to quantify these effects on finfish fishermen are 
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not available for the purpose of integrating them into the dynamic model. Commercial and 
recreational finfish fishery models need to be developed to quantify these impacts. 

Approach to Analyze Closures 

The integrated approach will be used mainly to analyze the effects of bycatch reduction 
devices. The current plan amendment also includes options on seasonally closing the 
shrimp fishery. Area closures are also a possibility, although the amendment document 
does not currently specify any options to this effect. Certain closure scenarios have 
already been studied by Hendrickson and Griffin (1993), and results from this study are 
used to address the impacts of closure alternatives. 

Incidentally, Hendrickson and Griffin (1993) also analyzed the effects of using BRDs. 
Understandably, such analysis was conducted before tests on specific BRDs discussed in 
the current amendment were completed. In modeling various scenarios using BRDs, their 
study merely assumed that BRDs would effect a 5 or 10 percent reduction in shrimp catch. 

Hendrickson and Griffin (199.3) employed the general bioeconomic fistmfy simulation model 
(GBFSM) developed by Grant and Griffin (1979). The model has undergone several 
revisions and has been employed to assess the impacts of certain management scenarios 
affecting annual-crop fisheries. 

The GBFSM consists of two main parts: the biological submode! and the economic 
submode!. The biological submode! simulates recruitment, growth, movement, and 
mortality of shrimp. The economic submode! calculates costs·, revenues, and rent for each 
vessel class ·in each geographical area based upon the biological effects of the management 
policy implemented. When a management policy is imposed on the model, the biological 
submode! calculates the changes in days fished, number of vessels, and shrimp landings; 
the economic submode! then figures the monetary impact on shrimpers. 

The model uses 5 depth zones, 4 geographical areas, and 3 vessel classes. Included in the 
model are the 3 major species of shrimp, namely, brown, white, and pink shrimp and 3 
finfish species (red snapper, king mackerel, and Atlantic croaker). In this model, vessels 
are allowed to enter and exit the fishery at the end of each year based on an asset fixity 
model, and increase or decrease their number of days fished within a year based on how 
policy changes affected gross economic rent. Variable costs for each vessel class is based 
on a cost and revenue study by Ward (1988). Fixed cost, which includes opportunity cost, 
is calculated so that rent to vessel owners would be zero before TED regulation was 
implemented, because effort data used in the model were obtained before the use of TEDs. 

Baseline conditions are established by running the model with TEDs. Various results from 
changing management through the imposition of BRDs or closures are compared against 
this baseline scenario. All simulations are run for 1O years; and within each year, days 
fished are allowed to increase (or decrease) up to 20 percent if gross rent (revenue above 
variable costs) for a given combination of vessel class, geographical area, depth, and 
shrimp species is greater (or lower) in the current time than that in previous time. The 
closure scenarios include a Gulf wide offshore fishery closure on May 1-July 15, May 1-July 
31, January 1-March 31, January 1-April 30, and December 16-April 30. Simulations using 
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BROs assume either a 5 or 10 percent reduction in shrimp catch and various reduction rates 
on finfish. On a Gulfwide basis, all model runs simulating the use of BROs or closures 
result in losses of rents to the shrimp fishery. 

Approach to Analyze BRO Exemption of Certain Areas 

Some of the alternatives in the amendment would exempt certain areas from the use of 
BROs. Specific areas that may be exempted are east of Cape San Blas, Florida, less than 
10 fathoms in depth, and more than 100 fathoms in depth. Mainly a qualitative approach, 
supplemented with any available quantitative data, will be used to analyze these measures. 
This analysis will be done in reference to the quantitative analyses done for the BRO and 
seasonal closure measures in those cases where the model results may be used to 
determine the direction or relative magnitude of benefits or losses associated with the other 
types of measures. 

Among the quantitative models and studies available, only the Hendrickson and Griffin 
(1993) study considered the effects of BROs on several areas in the G~_lf. Pertinent results 
from this study will be used to show the potential impacts of BROs W¥ien some areas are 
exempted from the requirement. The study grouped the various statistical zones in the Gulf 
into 4 fishing areas. Among these 4 areas, Area 1 (comprising statistical zones 1 through 
8) is the closest approximation to the scenario of east of Cape San Blas, Florida. None of 
the results of this study, however, can be used to analyze the effects of not requiring BRDs 
in waters less 'than 10 fathoms deep or more than 100 fathoms deep. In this case, a purely 
qualitative discussion of the effects will be undertaken. 

ANALYSIS OF IMPACTS 

Impacts on Shrimp Industry 

The integrated dynamic model is set up to represent a common property fishery and is 
allowed to achieve a stable, long-run equilibrium (over 18 years). Once the long-run 
equilibrium is achieved, changes representing the proposed management regulation are 
imposed on the model which is then allowed to approach a new long-run equilibrium (up to 
20 years). In addition, optimal management is modeled under the assumption that the 
management authority captures the rent generated by the shrimp fishery resource. 
Consumer and producer surplus estimates are calculated for each proposed management 
regulation and optimal yield management. The total surplus is discounted over time at a 
rate of 7 percent per year. The discounted net present value indicates the total worth of 
the resource under each management institution. The intent is to indicate if the 
management objective of reducing finfish bycatch levels in ·the shrimp fishery is achieved 
and at what cost or benefit to the fishery and the nation. 

The open access, or status quo, strategy is the base case scenario. Once the model 
reaches equilibrium, the open access strategy assumes that conditions prevailing then 
would remain throughout the period considered. Other major assumptions include no 
reduction in shrimp abundance or finfish bycatch due to management changes or gear 
requirements such as TEOs or BROs; however, TEOs are assumed to reduce shrimp catch 
by 6.75 percent per tow. This percentage is the same as that used in a study on TEDs 
conducted by NMFS (Ward et al. 1996). Over time, this strategy yields a total surplus of 
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$763.Sfmillion. The heterogeneity of the fleet, whereby some vessels are more efficient 
than others, generally accounts for the existence of the surplus. In all simulations, 
consumer surplus accounts for a relatively small share of the total surplus. 

a. Optimal Yield 

This amendment does not contain an alternative management strategy designed to optimize 
yield. The modeled scenario of optimal yield in the fishery is mainly used in this discussion 
to determine whether changes in management due to the adoption of BRDs or closures 
would move toward or away from optimal yield management. This scenario portrays what 
would possibly occur if management captures rent from the fishery through some form of 
management such as controlled access. 

Optimal yield management is modeled by allowing the management authority to capture the 
rent generated by the shrimp resource. Figure R-16 presents the impact on shrimp-fleet 
size as the result of adopting an optimal management program for the shrimp fishery. 

Figure R-1 e. Im pact on fleet size 
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Beginning in year 18 when the common property fishery has reached long-run equilibrium, 
optimal management causes a decline in fleet size of 214 vessels over the next 20 years. 
This reduction amounts to 7.3 percent of the number of vessels at the initial equilibrium 
level. Figure R-17 tracks the movement over time of total consumer and producer surplus 
under both the optimal management and open access strategies. Optimal management 
strategy shows consistently higher total surplus over time. Overall consumer and producer 
surplus increases under optimal yield management by $1.9 billion from $763.5 million under 
open access to $2.68 billion. The ratio of total surplus under optimal yield to total surplus 
under open-access management is $3.53:1. The optimal management strategy would 
result in a total finfish bycatch reduction of 12 percent as some vessels exit the fishery. 

b. BRO Requirement: Fisheye (30 mesh) 

The adoption of a fisheye 30 mesh position is modeled by increasing the cost of harvesting 
shrimp by $50 per installed fisheye (with an average of 4 trawls per vessel), reducing 
catchability of shrimp in shrimp trawls by 3 percent, and a reduction in the catchability of 
finfish in shrimp trawls by 31 percent with and without an ecologicaJ!y induced reduction 
in shrimp abundance of 6 percent. Figure R-18 presents the impacM>n shrimp-fleet size 
caused by adopting this bycatch-reduction management program for the shrimp fishery. 

Figure R-18. Impact on fleet size 
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Beginning in year 18 when the common property fishery has reached long-run equilibrium, 
the adoption of the Fisheye 30 mesh BRD causes a decline in fleet size of 96 vessels over 
the next 12 years. Unlike the case of the optimal management strategy, however, the 
number of vessels first decreases and then increases before stabilizing at about 2,818. The 
corresponding movement over time of consumer and producer surplus is depicted in Figure 
R-19. Total surplus increases at first, and then declines before stabilizing at a higher level 

Figure R-20. Impact on fleet size 
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than that of the status quo strategy. The overall result is an increase in total surplus under 
this management scenario. Total consumer and producer surplus decreases under this BRD 
management measure by $116.9 million from $763.5 million under open access (status 
quo) to $646.6 million. The ratio of total surplus under this management measure to total 
surplus under optimal yield is $0.24: 1. Due to the decline in fleet size, finfish bycatch 
reduction increases from an initial level of 31 pe.rcent to 43 percent. 

Figure R-20 presents the impact on shrimp-fleet size caused by adopting this bycatch-

Figure R-21. Change In total surplus 
(Flaheye30 BRO, w/reduced abundance va. Status Quo) 
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reduction management program for the shrimp fishery when the increased finfish stock size 
leads to a reduction in shrimp abundance of 6 percent. Beginning in year 18 when the 
common property fishery has reached long-run equilibrium, the adoption of this bycatch 
reduction device causes a decline in fleet size of 101 vessels over the next 12 years, or 3.5 
percent of the starting equilibrium fleet size. This decline in the number of vessels is not 
materially different from the previous result despite the reduction in shrimp abundance by 
6 percent. Accompanying this decline in fleet size is a 43 percent decline in the level of 
finfish bycatch. Figure R-21 shows the corresponding level of total surplus over time. 
Total consumer and producer surplus again decreases under this BRD management measure 
by $116 million from $763.5 million under open access to $647 .5 million. The ratio of 
total surplus under this management measure to total surplus under optimal yield is 
$0.24:1. The introduction into the model of a reduction in abundance has not materially 
altered the resulting change in consumer and producer surplus or the final reduction in 
finfish bycatch. 

c. BRO Requirement: Fisheye (45 mesh) 

The adoption of a fisheye 45 mesh position is modeled by increasing tfle'cost of harvesting 
shrimp by $50 per installed fisheye (with an average of four trawls per vessel}, reducing 
catchability of shrimp in shrimp trawls by 7 percent, and reducing the catchability of finfish 
in shrimp trawls by 30 percent with and without an ecologically induced reduction in shrimp 
abundance of 6 percent. Figure R-22 presents the impact on shrimp fleet size caused by 
adopting this bycatch-reduction management program for the shrimp fishery. Beginning in 
year 18 when the common property fishery has reached long-run equilibrium, the adoption 

Figure R-22. Impact on fleet size 
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of this BRD causes a decline in fleet size of 235 vessels over the next 14 years. Fleet size 
drops substantially in the first two years, and later stabilizes at substantially less than the 
initial size. The corresponding change in consumer and producer surplus is depicted in 
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Figure R-23. Change In total surplus 
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Figure R-23. The large drop in total surplus after the introduction"'of this type of BRO 
coincides with a substantial decline in fleet size. Over the entire period, total consumer and 
producer surplus decreases by $795.2 million from $763.5 million under open access to 
a negative $31 . 7 million. The ratio of total surplus under this management measure to total 
surplus under optimal-yield management is a negative $0.01 :1. Due to the reduction in 
fleet size, bycatch reduction increases from 30 percent to 56 percent. 

Figure R-24 presents the impact on shrimp fleet size caused by adopting the fisheye 45 
mesh BRD for the shrimp fishery when the increased finfish stock size leads to a reduction 
in shrimp abundance of 6 percent. Beginning in year 18 when the common property fishery 
has reached long-run equilibrium, the adoption of this BRD causes a decline in fleet size of 

Figure R-24. Impact on fleet size 
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240 vessels over the next 14 years. The movement over time of consumer and producer 
surplus is shown in Figure R-25. Total consumer and producer surplus decreases under this 
BRD management measure by $793.9 million from $763.5 million under open access to 
a negative $30.4 million. The ratio of total surplus under this management measure to total 
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surplus under optimal-yield management is a negative $0.01 :1. It is again worth noting 
that the introduction of abundance reduction into the model has not significantly altered the 
results. 

Fl'!lura R-25. Change In total surplus 
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Using GBFSM, Hendrickson and Griffin (1993) determined that BRDs with a 5 percent 
shrimp loss would bring about a little over $9 million in rent losses to the fishery. Under 
the assumption of a 10 percent shrimp loss, the fishery would stand to lose over $1 6 
million dollars in rent. 

d. BRD Requirement: Extended Funnel 

The adoption of an extended funnel BRO is modeled by increasing the cost of harvesting 
shrimp by $200 per installed device (with an average of four trawls per vessel), reducing 
catchability of shrimp in shrimp trawls by zero percent, and reducing the catchability of 
finfish in shrimp trawls by 34 percent with and without an ecologically induced reduction 
in shrimp abundance of 6 percent. Figure R-26 presents the impact on shrimp fleet size 
caused by adopting this BRO management program for the shrimp fishery. Beginning in 
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Figure R-26. Im pact on fleet size 
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year 18 when the common property fishery has reached long-run equilibrium, the adoption 
of this BRO causes a decline in fleet size of 9 vessels over the next 9 years. This relatively 
small reduction in fleet size results in no change from the initial reductlon in bycatch of 34 
percent. Total consumer and producer surplus, shown in Figure R-27, increases under this 
BRO management measure by $336.5 million from $763.5 million under open access to 
$1 . 1 billion. The ratio of total surplus under this management measure to total surplus 
under optimal yield management is $0.41 :1. Over the first 10 years, however, total surplus 
under this measure falls below that of the status quo, as shown in Figure R-27. 

Figure R-27. Change In total aurplua 
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Figure R-28. Impact on fleet alze 

(Adoption of Extended Funnel BRD w/reduced abundance) 
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Figure R-28 presents the impact on shrimp fleet size caused by adopting this BRO 
management program for the shrimp fishery when the increased finfishastock size leads to 
a reduction in shrimp abundance of 6 percent. Beginning in year 18 when the common 
property fishery has reached long-run equilibrium, the adoption of this BRO causes a decline 
in fleet size of 14 vessels over the next 10 years. As before, the small decline in fleet size 
has not affected the level of bycatch reduction, which remains at 34 percent. The 
introduction of abundance reduction into the model slightly changed the resulting total 
surplus. Total consumer and producer surplus, as illustrated in Figure R-29, increases under 
this BRO management measure by $336.5 million from $763.5 million under open access 
to $1.1 billion. The ratio of total surplus under this management measure to total surplus 
under open access management is $0.41 : 1. 

Figure R-29. Change In total aurplua 
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e. BRO Requirement: Andrews TED 

The adoption of an Andrews TED is modeled by increasing the cost of harvesting shrimp 
by $200 per installed device (with an average of 4 trawls per vessel), reducing catchability 
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Figure R-30. Impact on fleet alze 
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of shrimp in shrimp trawls by 16 percent, and the catchability of finfish in shrimp trawls 
by 57 percent with and without an ecologically induced reduction in shrimp abundance of 
6 percent. Figure R-30 presents the impact on shrimp fleet size ca~d by adopting this 
bycatch reduction management program for the shrimp fishery. Beginning in year 18 when 
the common property fishery has reached long-run equilibrium, the adoption of this BRO 
causes a decline in fleet size of 313 vessels over the next 20 years. This reduction is 
rather significant, amounting to 10. 7 percent of the fleet size at the initial equilibrium level. 
The accompanying change in total surplus is shown in Figure R-31 . With a relatively large 
reduction in shrimp catch at 16 percent, total surplus remains negative and well below the 
total surplus under open access throughout the period. Total consumer and producer 
surpluses decrease under this BRO management measure by $1. 1 billion from $763. 5 
million under open access to a negative $365.5 million. The ratio of total surplus under this 
management measure to total surplus under optimal-yield management is a negative 
$0.13: 1. Due largely to the substantial reduction in fleet size, total finfish bycatch 
reduction increases from 57 percent to 86 percent. 

Figure R-32 presents the impact on shrimp fleet size caused by adopting this TED/BRO 
management program for the shrimp fishery when the increased finfish stock size leads to 

Figure R-31. Change In total surplus 
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a reduction in shrimp abundance of 6 percent. Figure R-33 presents the corresponding impact 
on consumer and producer surplus. These 2 graphs closely mimic the previous 2 graphs, 
indicating that the introduction of a 6 percent abundance reduction has not significantly 
changed the results. The shrimp fleet size still falls by as much as 11 percent and 
accompanying total surplus stands at negative $362.2 million. 

Figure R-32. Impact on fleet size 
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Summary of the Results of the Integrated Model 

There are several important general findings related to the analysis of the economic 
performance of the various management strategies. First, all alternatives to open 
access/status quo bring about reductions in the number of vessels ranging from less than 
1 percent when requiring extended funnel BRO to about 11 percent when requiring 
Andrews TED. Second, all BRDs create short-term losses to vessels and one (extended 
funnel) creates long-term gains that outweigh the short-term losses. Third, when looking 
at the positive economic outcome, gains made from a smaller fleet size are larger than the 
losses resulting from lower individual shrimp catches and the cost of the BROs. Fourth, 
the BRO that gives net economic benefits (long-term gains are greater than the short-term 
losses) has a zero shrimp loss. Fifth, the analysis indicates that in those cases where 
certain BRDs provide for an increase in long-term net benefits to society, the positive 
change does not approach the level of benefits which can be obtained through an "optimal 
yield" style of management. Sixth, no statistical test has been performed regarding the 
significance of the difference in the long-term economic benefits or losses obtained with 
BRO use and the economic outcome of the status quo. Seventh, all the model runs, 
except for Andrew's TED, assume that the increased stock size of finfish would reduce 
the baseline shrimp stock size by 6 percent (implying that the increased number of fish 
would eat more shrimp and that the shrimp stock size would decrease by 6 percent). 
However, the reduction in the shrimp stock size has no discernable effect on the overall 
economic results. The reason for this somewhat unexpected outcome is that the 6 
percent is a decrease from a beginning stock size that is already very large in terms of 
numbers of shrimp and that the beginning stock size has no impact on the level of shrimp 
effort. Hence, with a large natural mortality and no related change in effort due to a 
different beginning stock size, the effects are not large relative to the level of shrimping 
effort that is related to overall productivity of the individual vessel. Eighth, there are no 
model runs assuming that all 4 BRD types would be legal and that different segments of 
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the shrimp industry would tend to use different BROs in an attempt to match their 
particular shrimping situation or strategy. If the results of combinations of BRO use were 
modeled, it is very likely that the results would be better than those of the Andrews TED 
and fisheye 45, but not as good as the results for the extended funnel and fisheye 30. 
Using a combination of BRO types would probably more closely approximate the results 
obtained from the status quo. Lastly, all model runs incorporate the reduction in shrimp 
catch, reduction in finfish bycatch, and increase in cost as a result of the previous 
requirement to use TEOs. 

Table R-17 summarizes the impacts associated with the various BRO designs using the 
integrated approach described earlier. 

Figure. R-33. Change In total aurplua 
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f.Ta bl e R-17. summarv o ,m pacts. 

Management 
Strategy 

Shrimp 
Reduction 

(%) 

Abund. 
Reduction 

(%) 

Initial 
Bycatch 

Reduction 1 

(%) 

Final 
Bycatch 

Reduction 1 

(%) 

Total 
Surplus 

($ 
Million) 

Change 
in Total 
Surplus2 

($ Million) 

Vessel 
Reduction 

(%) 

Open Access3 0 0 0 0 764 0 o.o 
Optimal Yield 0 0 0 12 2,676 1,912 7.3 

Fisheye 30 3 0 31 43 647 (117) 3.3 

Fisheye 30, 
(reduced abund) 

3 6 31 43 648 (116) 3.5 

Fisheye 45 7 0 30 56 (32) 
-

(796)
- 8.1 

Fisheye 45 
(reduced abund) 

7 6 30 56 
;;;;. 

(30) 
i;:;:;;._ 

(794) 8.2 

Extended Funnel 0 0 34 34 1,080 316 0.3 

Extended Funnel 
(reduced abund) 

0 6 34 34 1,104 340 0.5 

Andrews TED 16 0 57 86 (366) (1, 130) 10.7 

Andrews TED 
(reduced abund) 

16 6 57 86 (362) (1,126) 11.1 

1Bycatch reduction applies to reduction of all finfish bycatch, not just red snapper. 
2Change in total surplus is the difference between total surplus under each management strategy and total surplus 
under open access strategy. 
30pen access management assumes a 6.75 percent shrimp reduction due to TEDs. 

f. Seasonal Closures 

Using GBFSM, Hendrickson and Griffin (1993) estimated the effects of various closure 
scenarios on the shrimp industry. Table R-18 summarizes their estimates of the cost of 
seasonal closures of the shrimp industry. All 5 closures generated large negative rents for 
owners and crews, but crews fared far worse. The reason for the disparity in rent 
distribution lies in the cost structures of vessel owners and crews. Fixed costs comprise 
a larger share of total cost for crews than for owners. During a closure, days fished falls 
to zero. Crews' total cost remains high because, under the assumption that crews remain 
idle during closures, fixed (opportunity) costs are incurred whether or not they fish. When 
the shrimp fishery is closed, jobs in other fisheries are not abundant considering the size 
of the shrimp fishery relative to other fisheries. Owners's total costs, on the other hand, 
are more equally divided between fixed and variable costs. If days fished decline, variable 
costs decline. Because variable costs are a larger proportion of total cost for owners than 
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for crews,}owners' total cost will fall by a greater percentage than crews' total cost. It is 
noted that in each of the closure scenarios modeled, the fishery reverts to status quo after the 
closed season. No additional regulation is imposed on the fishery other than the requirement 
of TEOs. 

T bl R 18 E . Impac s o various c osure scenarios over a 10-year per10'd.a e - . stImate t f 

Closure Period Present Value of Rent 
to Owners 
($1,000) 

Present Value of Rent 
to Crews 
($1,000) 

Total 
($1,000) 

May 1 - Jul 15 (18,614) (31,199) (49,813) 

May 1 - Jul 31 (14,962) (39,599) (54,561) 

Jan 1 - Mar 31 (22,098) (13,084) (35,182) 

Jan 1 - Apr 30 (23,156) (19,791) - . - (42,947) 

Dec 1 6 - Apr 30 (26,602) (27,647) (54,249) 

g. Area Closures 

The Council has decided that this set of management alternatives are currently impractical; 
thus they are considered viable alternatives to address bycatch. Although not under 
consideration, the following discussion points out the implications of these management 
measures. 

The results of the Hendrickson and Griffin (1993) model regarding seasonal closures can 
be used to forecast results for area closures. While the specific areas to be closed are not 
defined by the Council, it is clear that the areas to be closed would be areas of high 
juvenile red snapper abundance. Juvenile red snapper tend to be found in locations of high 
shrimp abundance and tend to be available for capture for a period of about 14 months. 
Further, the areas are extensive in the western and northern Gulf of Mexico. 
Consequently, large shrimping areas would have to be permanently closed if adequate 
protection were to be given to juvenile red snapper. 

The appropriate area closures would likely approximate the seasonal closures analyzed 
through use of the Hendrickson and Griffin (1993) model. In their study, the economic 
performance of the shrimp industry during a 10-year period was negative relative to the 
status quo. Since area closures are seasonal closures extended throughout the year, it is 
expected that the economic outcome of area closures would be negative relative to the 
outcome for seasonal closures. Therefore, the conclusion of the RIR is that the measures 
relating to area closures will provide for a negative change in net benefits to society 
relative to the status quo. 
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h. Areas Exempt from BRDs 

As a modification to the mandated use of BRDs by all shrimp craft operating in the Gulf 
of Mexico portion of the U.S. EEZ, the Council has considered two depth areas and one 
geographical area where the BRD requirements would not be in effect on the basis that 
the abundance of juvenile red snapper is not high .in those areas. One of the potentially 
exempted depths is outside 100 fathoms, and the other is inside 10 fathoms. The 
geographical area identified for possible exemption is that portion of the Gulf of Mexico 
east of Cape San Blas, Florida. 

An important consideration in the analysis of exempted areas is whether it is the objective 
of the amendment to reduce the catch of juvenile red snapper or reduce the catch of all 
finfish. The formal objective of the Council has been stated as "The goal of Amendment 
9 is to reduce the bycatch of red snapper in the Gulf of Mexico with consideration of 
ancillary benefits to other species, and the reduction refers to age O and age 1 red 
snapper." According to this objective, the depth and area exemptions would provide for 
approximately the same level of red snapper bycatch reduction_ as requiring BRDs 
throughout the EEZ. Hence, the RIR determination has to be basmr-cm the economic 
effects on the shrimp industry and potential "ancillary" benefits to other finfish species. 

It should be recalled that the determination of the economic effects on the shrimp industry 
has nothing to do with the level of bycatch reduction provided by any given BRD. In 
essence, the requirement to use a BRD provides for short-term losses for fishery 
participants, and the short-term losses cause a reduction in overall shrimp effort that is 
related to the individual actions taken by the shrimp fleet in total. The overall reduction in 
shrimp effort, characterized mostly as a reduction in overall fleet size, provides for long
term benefits to shrimp harvesting units that are able to stay in the fishery. It has been 
shown previously that the use of some BRDs provide for an overall increase in net benefits 
if the shrimp loss is not 7 percent or greater for individual shrimpers. Consequently, 
exempting certain areas from BRD use could get the unusual or unexpected result of a net 
increase in economic benefits even if the exempted areas are those where juvenile red 
snapper are not found. Unfortunately, the results are not that simple because excluding 
certain areas would change the economic performance of a portion of the fleet; and without 
modeling that change, it is impossible to determine whether or not the overall economic 
outcome is affected. Hendrickson and Griffin (1993) indicated that exempting areas east 
of Cape San Blas, Florida from BRD requirement would prevent a reduction in economic rent 
by about $5 million over a 10-year period under a 5 percent shrimp reduction due to BRDs. 

There are some distributional effects from exempting geographical areas or depth areas, but 
these cannot be easily determined. For example, if the Florida coast east of Cape San Blas 
is to be exempted, and BRDs are required elsewhere; then these Florida harvesters might 
benefit because they would not incur the $5 million loss over a 10-year period. They might 
also benefit from increased prices from a reduced supply of shrimp coming from the rest of 
the Gulf of Mexico. They would not benefit from a reduced fleet size elsewhere because 
their individual catches are not dependent on the amount of shrimp harvesting effort that 
occurs in the rest of the Gulf of Mexico. 
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For the depth-area exemptions, there also would be distributional effects, and the nature of 
these would tend to be the same for exempting shallow versus deep areas. In the case of 
exempting shallow areas, the smaller vessels and boats may benefit because they may be 
able to continue their normal operations without undergoing the costs of BRDs or any shrimp 
loss associated with a reduced abundance of shrimp. The only known shrimping activities 
in depths greater than 100 fathoms relate to fishing for royal red shrimp. Vessels targeting 
this species are highly specialized in the sense that they are rigged mainly to catch royal red 
shrimp. Their reported activities in shallower depths are minimal. Thus, exempting these 
vessels from the BRO requirement would allow them to continue their normal operations and 
avoid potentially costly gear modification. 

The conclusion of the RIR is that the exemption for certain areas may provide benefits in 
terms of preventing cost increases and potential losses of shrimp catch for shrimping 
operations occurring in those areas. 

A potential problem with excluding certain areas from regulation is that these areas can 
provide a "loophole" that can lead to a lower level of compliance and/or a higher cost of 
enforcement. To the extent that such problems actually occur, the J51jfential benefits from -
BRDs will be reduced by an unknown amount. To the extent that there is a 
compliance/enforcement problem with excluding certain areas, the effects will be different 
according to type of area to be excluded. In the case of excluding the area east of Cape 
San Blas, Florida, the only concern would be with vessels that move coastwise, and the 
effect would clearly be limited to a small number of vessels. With regard to the exclusion 
of all areas inside 10 fathoms, all vessels transiting the area would be involved, and the 
potential for compliance/enforcement problems would be much greater. For the area deeper 
than 100 fathoms, vessels transiting to the deeper water could create a potential problem, 
but the number of vessels operating that far offshore is quite small (about 10 vessels). They 
are also highly specialized; so the potential problem is not great. In conclusion, the RIR 
would not necessarily forecast a major problem in any case, and the only area exclusion that 
has the potential for a significant reduction in benefits would be the area described as less 
than 10 fathoms. 

Impacts on Einfjsh Industries 

As noted earlier, the use of BRDs (or closures) enhances the abundance of bycatch species 
over the first few years. If an open access system is the management regime in the finfish 
fisheries, the increase in abundance that would translate into an increase in catch would 
invite more effort into the fishery from both the commercial and recreational users of the 
resource. This would eventually bring down the equilibrium level of the finfish stock to 
about its original equilibrium level. In the process, an increase in cost to both the 
commercial and recreational sectors would likely result. 

In the particular case of red snapper, the biological assessments done in the past several 
years have incorporated reduction of red snapper incidentally caught in shrimp trawls. This 
assumed reduction has been one critical factor in the Council's decision to maintain a 
relatively high level of TAC for the directed fishery relative to the overfished status of the 
stock. The recent proposal to increase TAC from 6.0 million pounds (MP) to 9. 12 MP has 
been premised on the achievement of a 50 percent bycatch reduction target by 1997. The 
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commercial quota would consequently be raised from 3.06 MP to 4.65 MP; while the 
recreational allocation would increase from 2.94 MP to 4.47 MP. An economic analysis 
done in conjunction with the proposal to raise TAC concluded that the commercial fishery 
would realize discounted net benefits amounting to $37.8 million over the period 1996-2000 
and $117 .9 million over the period 1996-2020. The corresponding impacts on the 
recreational red snapper fishery could not be quantified. To the extent that the proposed 
increase in TAC has allowed maintenance of the current 5-fish bag limit for the recreational 
sector, reductions in short-run benefits to this sector have been avoided. Noting that bag 
and size limits would not be totally effective in constraining the recreational sector to its 
allocation, the Socioeconomic Panel (1995) suggested the need to develop some long-run 
approach to address potential increases in recreational effort over time. This need is 
predicated on the results of the conceptual model previously discussed which concluded that 
without a rights-based approach, costs to the recreational sector would increase over time 
in the face of reduction in finfish bycatch in the shrimp fishery. 

The estimated impacts on the commercial red snapper fishery from an increase in TAC has 
also been predicated on the assumption that the proposed ITQ progra_rn for the commercial 
red snapper fishery would commence in 1997. Recent Congressionat'a'ction on the budget· 
and the passage of the Sustainable Fisheries Act make it unlikely for the ITQ program will 
be in place in the near future. These actions could result in major changes in the estimate 
of impacts of the bycatch reduction program on the commercial red snapper fishery. This 
potential is further elaborated below. 

If the ITQ program does not go into effect until the year 2000, potential benefits from the 
recent TAC increase will be limited to gains that may be possible if the Council selects an 
alternative regulatory system featuring quota management combined with a form of license 
limitation and transferrable licenses. That alternative was considered in Amendment 8 to 
the Reef Fish FMP, and the gains possible under such a system were described as positive, 
but considerably less than the increases that would occur if the ITO system went into 
effect. 

Even without the ITQ program, the overall quota would prevent biological overfishing, so the 
stock gains from a reduced shrimp bycatch of red snapper would not be eroded by additional 
effort. Nonetheless, the absence of an ITQ program would continue the derby fishery for 
the commercial fishery, and overall effort would not be curtailed, thus limiting any gains 
from cost reductions. Even though overall effort would not be curtailed, some degree of 
reduction in cost would be expected. This should happen because the transferable nature 
of the license limitation system would allow for less efficient fishermen to sell their licenses 
to more efficient fishermen; and over a number of years, there should be an overall decrease 
in the cost of harvesting the fixed commercial quota. 

Prices would also be expected to rise by a small amount under license limitation relative to 
a continuation of the differential trip limit system that is a feature of the current set of red 
snapper management rules. The reasoning here is that the 200-pound limit allows for some 
small increase in total effort even though there is an overall cap on the number of reef-fish 
fishermen, i.e., permitted reef-fish fishermen can easily enter the red snapper fishery if they 
perceive that the stock is increasing. To the extent tha't such a scenario occurs, the derby 
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becomes more intense; the season becomes shorter; and the concentration of red snapper 
landings in a shorter time period lowers the average ex-vessel price. 

Since the red snapper stock assessment and current TAC determinations are based on the 
assumption of a reduction in shrimp bycatch, another way to view the change in benefits 
is to assume that there is no reduction in the bycatch of red snapper or that the reduction 
goal cannot be met. In that case, the current stock assessment forecasts that even if all 
directed effort was eliminated, the red snapper stock cannot recover within the time frame 
allowed under current rules. There is no current information, however that describes the 
impact on current TAC. The implication may be that without bycatch reduction, the TAC 
can remain at its current level, but the recovery goal would never be met. Another 
possibility may be that the Council could adjust its recovery schedule and maintain the 
current TAC or reduce the TAC. If the bycatch reduction goal for red snapper is not met, 
the implications for the level of TAC have not yet been described. Furthermore, the RIR 
cannot comment until such time as these implications are documented. 

The Council's objective also mentions "ancillary benefits" to finfish species other than red 
snapper. One other species currently under management by the~ulf Council is king -
mackerel, and the stock assessment for this species indicates that shrimp bycatch is 
affecting the rate of recovery of that stock. There are basic differences between red 
snapper and king mackerel in reference to the shrimp bycatch issue. In the case of king 
mackerel, the stocks are not officially overfished; and there is no specific guidance relative 
to the need to reduce shrimp bycatch from a biological perspective. There are also major 
differences in the management regime for king mackerel as opposed to red snapper. The 
coastal migratory species group, of which king mackerel is one of the managed species, has 
no current regulations regarding effort limitations for either the commercial participants or 
the recreational participants; but the stock is under a quota management system. There is, 
however, a current proposal to impose a moratorium on the issuance of new commercial 
mackerel permits after the fishery's control date of October 16, 1995. Thus, for king 
mackerel, it can be predicted that a reduction in shrimp bycatch may lead to a larger king 
mackerel stock over time and that the overall quota regulations will maintain the stock. 
However, since there are no effort limitations, it can be expected that the higher stock levels 
will attract additional effort; and some of the potential benefits from a reduction in shrimp 
bycatch will be eroded because of cost increases related to the increased level of effort. 
On the recreational side, king mackerel and red snapper are managed alike, i.e., there are 
no effort controls and no formal quota management system. The likely outcome for a 
change in net benefits for king mackerel is a small level of increased benefits associated 
with a higher level of TAC, but with an accompanying increase in the costs of harvesting 
the higher level of TAC. Accordingly, the red snapper fishery will probably benefit more 
from bycatch reduction than will the king mackerel fishery. 

The groundfish group of finfish species are also taken incidentally to the harvest of shrimp, 
and one of its major species is Atlantic croaker. It is well documented that the croaker 
stocks have declined as a result of the effects of shrimp bycatch, and it can be fully 
expected that croaker stocks should begin to experience some level of recovery if shrimp 
bycatch is reduced by a significant amount. In the usual case, stock recovery will 
encourage additional commercial and recreational effort; and there is no overall management 
system currently in place for croaker. Therefore, for croaker and similar stocks, the 
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potential growth in the size of the resource may never be realized because effort increases will 
drive the stocks back toward some equilibrium and possibly overfished status. The implication 
in this and similar cases is that there is no stock recovery; so there are no biological benefits 
from a reduction in shrimp bycatch. Furthermore, the new equilibrium in the fishery implies 
a period of time during which effort would be higher. As a consequence, overall costs will be 
higher, and the overall result is a decline in benefits. 

The preceding discussion makes the point that neither biological gains nor economic gains are 
guaranteed if shrimp bycatch is curtailed by a significant amount. On the other hand, the 
discussions also point to the fact that if rational management is implemented to deal with the 
expectation of larger stock sizes for the finfish species currently impacted by shrimp bycatch, 
then gains in terms of greater revenues and cost efficiencies can be realized. Furthermore, 
as was indicated in the case of red snapper, the potential gains are not only likely under 
rational management, but the gains could be large relative to the true economic benefits 
currently associated with finfish stocks. 

Private and Public Costs 

The preparation, implementation, enforcement, and monitoring of this or any Federal action 
involves the expenditure of public and private resources that can be expressed as costs 
associated with the regulations. Costs associated with this amendment include: 

Council costs of document preparation, 
~eetin~s, ~ublic hearings, and informati<?n 
d1ssem1nat1on . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 150,000 

NMFS administrative costs of document 
preparation, meetings and review ................................ 75,000 

Law enforcement costs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 18,000 

Public burden associated with BRD ................................. None 

TOTAL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $243,000 

The Council and Federal costs of document preparations are based on staff time, travel, 
printing, and any other relevant items where funds were expended directly for this specific 
action. Since there is no permit or license requirement for using BRDs, the public burden 
is zero. Revenue reductions and cost increases due to the use of BRDs have already been 
included in the estimation of costs and benefits. Enforcement cost is relatively small, 
since BRD enforcement is done as part of the general enforcement activity for TEDs. 
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In addfiion to the above costs, federal funds have been expended to support BRO 
development and testing as· well as research on major issues surrounding the bycatch 
problem. As of April, 1995 the following costs have been incurred: 

' 
Bycatch characterization • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • 1 , 155,916 

BRO development . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 1 ,926,231 

Multiple objective research .•.........•.........••...•..•••••• 3,364,886 

Sociology/anthropology • • • . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • . . . • . . . • • • . . . . . . • • . . 301,643 

Economics . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 269,471 

Information and education 131,881 

Other sources of mortality " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . \"• . . . . . 275,501 

Total .•••.••..........•.•..........•.•.......••..•...•• 7,425,529 

Some of the research projects include both the Gulf and South Atlantic areas of 
jurisdiction; however, most of the above costs were expended for the Gulf area. These 
cost figures are taken from NMFS (1995). More current estimates place the total figure 
at more than $1 O million, although this latter number includes both private and public 
funds expended to develop and test more than 100 BRO designs for various species 
relevant to the Gulf and South Atlantic areas. 

Summary of Impacts 

The following discussions deal primarily with the impacts of the proposed options in 
relation to those of the rejected options, particularly the status quo. 

Proposed Alternative A.2 requires the installation of NMFS-certified BROs in shrimp trawls 
finishing in certain areas. The only other alternative is status quo. Over the short-run, 
BROs, except the extended funnel, would affect shrimp-vessel profitability more from a 
reduction in revenues than from an increase in costs. Over the long-run, profits would be 
reduced further with increases in costs or reductions in revenues due to a decline in shrimp 
abundance. Notwithstanding such a profit reduction scenario, a situation may arise in 
which economic benefits to the entire industry may increase. This condition would happen 
if cost increases and/or revenue reductions forced mainly the inefficient vessels out of the 
fishery, leaving the more efficient vessels to continue operations. It is, hoyvever, in the 
finfish industries, such as the red snapper industry, that BROs are likely to have the more 
important beneficial effects. As the red snapper stock recovers, TAC may be increased 
or maintained at its current level, and fishing costs may decrease due to an increase in fish 
abundance. Such an increase in benefits would be temporary if it merely invited more 
effort into an open-access fishery. While the Council's proposed limitation on the number 
of participants in the commercial fishery addresses this open-access-fishery problem, an 
analogous program for the recreational sector has not been developed. 
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Proposed Alternative 8.2 delimits the use of NMFS-certified BRDs to trawling in the U.S. 
Gulf of Mexico within the 100-fathom contour west of Cape San Blas, Florida. This 
proposal has similar effects as Proposed Alternative A.2, but the effects are more 
restricted to fisheries operating in the specified geographic region. Specifically, most 
shrimpers operating in the west coast of Florida or trawling beyond the 100-fathom 
contour (primarily those targeting royal red shrimp) are spared from incurring cost 
increases and revenue reductions in their operations. The Hendrickson and Griffin (1993) 
study indicates that exempting a good portion of the Florida west coast could prevent a 
reduction in economic rent by about $5 million over a 10-year period. To the extent that 
juvenile red snapper are not generally caught in these exempted areas, the proposed action 
would partially alleviate adverse economic impacts on the shrimp industry without loss in 
potential benefits to the red snapper industry. There may, nonetheless, arise some 
reduction in potential benefits to other finfish industries impacted by the shrimp-trawl 
bycatch problem. 

Proposed Alternative C.1 specifies a minimum bycatch reduction that aoy BRO must meet 
in order to be certified. Based on the Councils goal of reducing bycawn mortality by 50 
percent and considering current bycatch mortality in relation to the average bycatch 
mortality of juvenile red snapper during the period 1984-1989, the minimum bycatch 
reduction is set at 44 percent. Using this criterion, the fisheye 30 mesh position or its 
equivalent and the 5-inch Andrews TED would be the only gear certifiable as BRDs upon 
implementation of this amendment. The acceptability of Andrews TED is contingent on 
its not being banned by other applicable law or regulation. Table R-17 summarizes the 
economic impacts of various BRDs, including the fisheye 30 mesh position and the 5-inch 
Andrews TED. Over the long-run, a fisheye 30 BRO would reduce total economic surplus 
by about $117 million and the Andrews TED by about $1.1 billion. The number of shrimp 
vessels would decline by a little more than 3 percent with the fisheye 30 BRO and about 
11 percent with Andrews TED. The large negative effect of the Andrews TED is primarily 
driven by the assumed 16 percent reduction in shrimp catch. The compensating benefits 
to the red snapper industry due to a BRO requirement has not been quantified due to 
insufficient information, particularly the quantitative modeling of the red snapper 
commercial and recreational fisheries. The only information available in this regard refers 
to the quantification of benefits to the commercial sector with an increase in quota from 
3.06 million pounds to 4.65 million pounds. Such an increase in quota (due to an increase 
in TAC from 6.0 million pounds to 9.12 million pounds) has been predicated on the 
attainment of a 50 percent bycatch reduction by 1997. If this higher quota is maintained 
over the period 1996-2020, the increase in benefits to the red snapper commercial fishery 
would amount to $117 .9 million. Higher benefits would be forthcoming after the 
rebuilding period. Such an increase was, however, premised on the implementation of an 
effort-control program in the red snapper commercial fishery. Due to Congressional 
actions, implementation of a Council proposed ITO program has been delayed; however, 
the Council is currently considering a license-limitation program as a second best approach. 

Maintaining the status quo regarding seasonal (or area) closures would prevent reductions 
in total benefits to the shrimp industry. Bioeconomic simulations conducted by 
Hendrickson and Griffin (1993) indicate that seasonal closures could result_ in reductions 
of economic rent to owners and crews ranging from $35 million to $54 million over a 10-
year period. The impact of seasonal closure on bycatch reduction has been noted to be 
minimal (see discussion under Rejected Alternative A.1 ), primarily because juvenile snapper 
are vulnerable to · 
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minimal (see discussion under Rejected Alternative A.1 ), primarily because juvenile snapper 
are vulnerable to shrimp trawls for 14 months or more. Nichols (1996a) indicated that 
seasonality of bycatch is primarily indicative of seasonality of shrimping effort. In this 
regard, the potential benefits of seasonal shrimping closures to the red snapper industry 
is likely to be minimal. 

The proposed action to establish a framework procedure for modifying the bycatch 
reduction criterion and establishing BRO certification criteria and a BRO testing protocol 
for certifying additional BRDs is mainly procedural in nature and is not expected to result 
in material economic impacts on the shrimp and red snapper industries. Worth noting, 
however, is that establishment of such a framework procedure may hasten the 
implementation of regulatory changes that would be beneficial to fishermen in various 
fisheries. 

Determination of a Significant Regulatory Action 

Pursuant to E.O. 12866, a regulation is considered a "significant regulatory action" if it is 
likely to result in: a) an annual effect on the economy of $100 milliorf'or-more; b) a major 
increase in costs or prices for consumers, individual industries, federal, state, or local 
government agencies, or geographic regions; or c) significant adverse effects on 
competition, employment, investment, productivity, innovation, or on the ability of United 
States-based enterprises to compete with foreign-based enterprises in domestic or export 
markets. 

Figures R-19 and R-21 depict t_he annual impacts of adopting a fisheye 30 BRO on the 
shrimp harvest industry over a 15-year period. Both figures show that the annual impacts 
are below the $100 million threshold. Figures R-31 and R-33 show the impacts of using 
the Andrews TED as a BRO. Both figures show that in the first year of using the Andrews 
TED, reductions in total surplus approach the $100 million threshold; however, such 
reductions fall below the threshold in subsequent years. There is currently a high 
likelihood that the Andrews TED will be decertified as a TED, thus effectively precluding 
its use as a BRO. On the basis of economic effects in terms of total surplus, the 
conclusion is that the $100 million annual impact would not be met. 

It may be noted that the above numbers for impacts are in terms of total surpluses and not 
total revenues. While not shown in graphs, the integrated model used to estimate total 
surplus changes over time also generates changes in total revenues. These latter changes 
follow very closely the changes in total surplus, with annual reductions falling well below 
the threshold level of $100 million. Thus, the same conclusion as above can be made that 
the $100 million annual impacts would not be met. 

Another way of determining revenue changes is to make a very strong assumption that 
the 3 percent reduction in shrimp catch per tow due to the use of a fisheye 30 BRO 
directly translates to a 3 percent reduction in overall catch, and to assert that there is a 
concomitant reduction in total revenue. Assuming total ex-vessel revenues for future 
years are equal to the 1994 revenue of $462 million, a 3 percent reduction translates into 
only about a $14 million reduction in annual revenue. Expanding this impact to other 
market levels would require at least a 7.14 multiplier to reach the $100 million mark. 
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Such s multiplier appears to be too high. At any rate, expanding the ex-vessel reduction 
in revenues to other market levels demands additional information that have not been 
developed. An important factor to consider, however, in such expansion is the high 
substitution of shrimp products beyond the harvest level. As indicated elsewhere in this 
document, the shrimp processing sector in the Southeast uses a relatively greater portion 
of imported products. To reiterate an earlier finding, it may be pointed out that the ratio 
of processed poundage to pounds landed has been increasing over the years, from 1.47 
in 1973-75 to 1.75 in 1988-90. This high degree of substitution only means that a 7. 14 
multiplier is very unlikely for the fishery. On that basis, it is still concluded that the $100 
million annual impacts would not be met by the requirement of a fisheye 30 BRO. 

The BRO requirement is not expected to cause an increase in the price of shrimp, since the 
shrimp market is mainly dominated by imports. The share of imports to total supply has 
been increasing over the years, and in 1994, imports accounted for more than 75 percent 
of total shrimp supply in the U.S. Cost increase to the shrimp industry through the use of 
a BRO is relatively large as an absolute number but relatively small compared to the size 
of the industry. Most of this cost will be borne by shrimping operati9ns in the Gulf west 
of Cape San Blas, Florida. The cost to the federal government=in developing and 
implementing this amendment is estimated at $243 thousand. The other $7 million or so 
has been incurred in developing and testing BRO devices and researching certain issues 
pertinent to the implementation of BRDs. Additional costs may be incurred as more BRDs 
are developed and tested. The impacts of BROs on competition and investment may not 
necessarily be adverse to the extent that the exit of certain vessels would render other 
vessels competitive and would eliminate some of the problems associated with the inflow 
of more capital into the industry than is necessary to harvest shrimp in a more efficient 
manner. Employment and productivity would be adversely affected to the extent that a 
lesser number of vessels would remain in the fishery and that harvest of shrimp would be 
reduced. The significance of this adverse effect is not known. The competitive ability of 
the domestic shrimp industry is not affected relative to domestic production, considering 
that foreign enterprises (if there are any) that may be operating in the Gulf would be 
subject to the same requirement as purely domestic enterprises. The ability of United 
States-based enterprises to compete in the export market may be adversely affected. 
While this effect is not known, it is probably small considering the relatively small 
participation of the domestic shrimp industry in the export market. The more important 
effect would probably fall on the share of domestic production on total supply of shrimp 
in the U.S. 

In summary, the proposed action is deemed not to constitute a "significant regulatory 
action" under any of the mentioned criteria. 

INITIAL REGULATORY FLEXIBILITY ANALYSIS 

The Regulatory Flexibility Act requires a determination as to whether or not a proposed 
rule has a significant impact on a substantial number of small entities. If the rule does 
have this impact then an Initial Regulatory Flexibility Analysis URFA) has to be completed 
for public comment. The IRFA becomes final after the public comments have been 
addressed. If the proposed rule does not meet the criteria for "substantial number" and 
"significant impact," then a certification to this effect must be prepared. 
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This proposed rule, if promulgated, will require all shrimp harvesting craft operating in the 
Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) in the Gulf of Mexico west of Cape San Blas, Florida to 
utilize an approved bycatch reduction device (BRD) at all times while trawling for shrimp. 
It is clear that the rule will affect most of the roughly 5,000 shrimp vessels that operate 
in the Gulf of Mexico since the vast majority of such craft operate in the EEZ for at least 
part of the year. The rule would also affect a substantial, but unknown number of shrimp 
boats (craft that are smaller than USCG requirements to be documented), because it is 
well established that a portion of these shrimp harvesting craft, even though they are 
smaller than the typical offshore shrimp vessels, operate in the EEZ during periods of 
favorable weather when catchable populations of shrimp are found in the nearshore portion 
of the EEZ. 

All of the vessels and boats affected by the rule will qualify as small business entities 
because their gross revenues are less than $3 million annually. Hence, it is clear that the 
criterion of a substantial number of the small business entities comprising the shrimp 
harvesting industry being affected by the proposed rule will be met. The outcome of 
"significant impact" is less clear but can be triggered by any of the. five conditions or 
criteria discussed below. · = 
The regulations are likely to result in a reduction io annual gross revenues by more than 
5 percent, The accompanying Regulatory Impact Review (RIA) indicates that annual 
shrimp revenues will fall because the use of a BRD will reduce the total shrimp catch. The 
revenue effect will vary depending on the specific type of BRO employed because the 
different types of BRDs have different associated shrimp losses. Four BRO designs are 
considered by the proposed rule and the rate of shrimp loss varies from zero to 16 percent. 
These rates of shrimp loss are on a per tow basis and do not imply that the amount of 
shrimp lost over a full season will be this high. The explanation is that a portion of the 
shrimp that escape the trawl initially are caught later in the season and at a larger size 
than when first encountered. Nonetheless, for those BRO designs that lose high amounts 
of shrimp on each tow, the annual shrimp loss will be significant. On a per vessel or boat 
basis, there is an additional consideration because the RIR analysis indicates that some 
shrimp firms will cease business operations and the interpretation is that they lose all 
revenue. A complicating factor in making the determination of the size of revenue loss per 
firm is that any particular vessel has a choice of BRO designs, but the model used in the 
RIR analysis was run several times on the presumption that one particular design was used 
by all the craft. The overall conclusion is that if the proposed rule is implemented, the 
criterion of a loss of 5 or more percent in gross revenue will be met for a large, but 
unknown number of the shrimp craft affected by the rule. 

Annual compliance costs <annualized capital, operating, reporting, etc,) increase total costs 
of production for small entities by more than 5 percent, The proposed rule will not 
increase capital costs or require reporting, so there is no impact associated with these 
items. However, the rule will increase operating costs because the annual costs of the 
BRDs will range from $200 to $800 depending on the style chosen. Since the RIR 
indicates that the annual operating costs of the shrimp craft likely to be affected by the 
rule range from $8,000 to $98,000, then the increase in operating costs would range from 
0.2 percent to 10 percent and would likely be less than 5 percent since most of the craft 
affected are vessels that have the larger operating costs. 
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Compliance costs as a percent of sales for small entities are at least 1o percent higher 
than compliance costs as a percent of sales for large entities. All the firms expected to 
be impacted by the rule are small entities and hence there is no differential impact. 

Capital costs of compliance represent a significant portion of capital available to small 
entities. considering internal cash flow and external financing capabilities. Since a small, 
but unknown portion of the shrimp craft are very small firms in terms of costs and sales, 
these smaller firms could encounter difficulties in financing for the possible additional 
annual operating cost of $800 per year. There is not enough information available to 
estimate the number of firms that would be affected in this fashion. 

The reauirements of the regulation are likely to result in a number of the small entities 
affected being forced to cease business operations. This number is not precisely defined 
by SBA but a "rule of thumb" to trigger this criterion would be two percent of the sman 
entities affected. One feature of the analysis in the RIR was a calculation of the number 
of full-time shrimp vessels in the fleet on an annual basis. This ·analysis clearly indicates 
that from 1 0 to 513 vessels would cease business operations with the range dependent 
on style of BRD used. The riumber of exiting full-time vessels translates to a range of .3 
percent to 16.6 percent of the fleet size before implementation of the rule. It appears 
reasonable to forecast that more than 2 percent of the affected small businesses will 
cease operations if the rule is implemented. 

Considering all the criteria discussed above, the conclusion is that small businesses will 
be significantly affected by the proposed rule. Hence, the determination is made that the 
proposed rule will have a significant economic impact on a substantial number of small 
business entities and an Initial Regulatory Flexibility Analysis (IRFA) is required. 

Description of the reasons why action by the agency is being considered: Commercial 
shrimp harvesting activities result in a substantial bycatch of finfish. In the case of red 
snapper in particular, the resource is currently overfished and is under management 
designed to recover the stocks. Biologists have determined that even with a zero catch 
of adult red snapper by the recreational and commercial fisheries, the stocks cannot 
recover unless the bycatch of juvenile red snapper (which have no market value) can be 
reduced significantly. 

Statement of the objectives of. and legal basis for. the proposed rule: The shrimp 
management plan contains eight specific objectives (shown on page 7 of the amendment 
document) and this amendment is designed to meet one of those specific objectives, 
namely, "Minimize the incidental capture of finfish by shrimpers, when appropriate." The 
Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management Council has determined that the proposed action 
constitutes an appropriate case since the red snapper stocks cannot be recovered unless 
some action to reduce the bycatch is taken. The Magnuson Fishery Conservation and 
Management Act of 1976 provides the legal basis for the rule. 

Description and estimate of the number of small entities to which the proposed rule will apply: 
The proposed rule will apply to shrimp trawling craft while they are conducting shrimp trawling 
operations in the EEZ of the Gulf of Mexico. These craft include boats (not documented by 
the U.S. Coast guard) that may be as small as 25 feet and larger documented vessels that can 
exceed 80 feet. The annual revenues generated by these craft typically range from less than 
$10,000 to over $100,000. There are about 5,000 shrimp vessels and an undetermined, but 
significant number of shrimp boats that may be affected by the proposed rule. 
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Description of the projected reporting, recordkeeping and other compliance reauirements 
of the proposed rule. including an estimate of the classes of small entities which wm be 
subject to the reauirement and the type of professional skills necessary for the preparation 
of the report or record; There are no projected reporting or recordkeeping requirements 
associated with the proposed rule. There will be a compliance requirement that all shrimp 
harvesting craft operating in the Gulf of Mexico portion of the U.S. EEZ will have to use 
a bycatch reduction device in each net used to trawl for shrimp. These devices are 
estimated to cost from $50 to $200 per device and individual shrimp craft tow from 1 to 
5 nets during the trawling operation. The use of the BRO devices also results in some loss 
of shrimp and the amount will vary according to the particular BRO design used, the fishing 
area, the fishing season and the harvest tactics of the operator of the craft. 

Identification of aH relevant federal rules which may duplicate. overlap or conflict with the 
proposed rule: Some provisions of existing and proposed rules to protect endangered and 
threatened populations of sea turtles under provisions of the Endangered Species Act may 
overlap or conflict with the proposed acted of the mandated use of BRDs. In particular, 
the measures to protect sea turtles currently require virtually all shr1inpers to use Turtle 
Excluder Devices (TEDs) and one of those devices, the Andrews TED, is also considered 
to be a BRO device under the proposed BRO rule. There is the possibility that the Andrews 
TED may be removed from the list of acceptable TEDs and if so, then the choice of BRDs 
will be reduced. However, the Andrews TED is used principally in southwest Florida and 
that area is being considered as an area to be exempt from the BRO requirement. If the 
exemption is proposed as a part of this overall action, then the potential conflict with ESA 
rules will not exist. At this time no other Federal rules have been identified as sources of 
duplication, overlap or conflict. 

Description of significant alternatives to the proposed rule and discussion of how the 
alternatives attempt to minimize economic impacts on small entities: Several types of 
alternatives, including status quo, have been considered as ways to meet the bycatch 
reduction objective while minimizing the economic effect on the shrimp industry. The 
status quo is always considered as an alternative and in this case was analyzed because 
recent events affecting the activities of shrimp harvesters may have led to some reduction 
in bycatch whether or not further action is taken. For example, the mandated full use of 
Turtle Excluder Devices since 1992 has clearly resulted in some level of bycatch reduction. 
In addition, there may have been additional reductions in bycatch through existing closures 
off Texas and Florida, an increase in untrawlable bottom via the creation of artificial reefs 
and a downward trend in shrimp harvesting effort during the 1990's. An examination of 
the overall reduction in bycatch from these potential sources indicated that additional 
bycatch reduction is needed if the red snapper stock is to be restored. Hence, the status 
quo was rejected as a viable alternative even though it would clearly have no negative 
short or longer term economic effects on the shrimp harvesting industry. 
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Another type of alternative was a consideration of closing the shrimp fishery for a portion 
of the year. An analysis of this alternative determined that juvenile red snapper are on the 
shrimp grounds throughout the shrimping season and a closure would most likely have the 
effect of increasing shrimp effort during the open season and hence not result in a major 
decrease in bycatch. In addition, an economic analysis determined that seasonal closures 
would create significant economic losses to shrimpers. 

Permanently closed areas of high juvenile red snapper abundance were also investigated 
as an alternative to the proposed use of BRDs. The findings in the case of area closures 
was that juvenile red snapper concentrations tend to be highest in areas of high 
concentrations of shrimp. Since the areas to be closed would have to be quite large to 
provide for large decreases in bycatch, the bycatch reduction would be accompanied by 
large reductions in the catch of shrimp. It was concluded that this alternative, although 
capable of reaching the bycatch objective, would be more costly to the small businesses 
when compared to the proposed alternative of mandated use of BRDs. 

The alternatives mandating the use of BRDs contain variations regarding depths and 
geographical areas where BRDs may be required. Exemptions revi~a include depths 
exceeding 100 fathoms, depths less than 10 fathoms, and in the area east of Cape. San 
Blas, Florida. In general, these exemptions were considered because the abundance of 
juvenile red snapper is low in such areas, and the exemptions would tend to reduce 
adverse economic impacts on the shrimpers operating in these areas. In reviewing these 
alternatives, the Council had to determine whether or not the exemptions would create 
enforcement and compliance problems and render the mandated use of BRDs in most of 
the EEZ ineffective. The RIR and IRFA examine these alternatives and the proposed 
alternatives. 
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5.0 SOCIAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

A. INTRODUCTION 

The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) requires that federal agencies evaluate the 
effects of potential regulations on human as well as natural environments. In so doing, 
agencies should consider the direct, indirect, or cumulative effects on the aesthetic, historic, 
cultural, economic, social, or health conditions (lnterorganizational Committee on Guidelines 
and Principles for Social Impact Assessments, 1994). The MFCMA requires that FMPs 
assess the impacts of management measures on the directed fishery as well as impacts 
(both direct and indirect) on other fisheries while achieving and maintaining on a continuing 
basis optimum yield (OY) from each fishery. Because of the large participation in the shrimp 
fishery of the Gulf of Mexico and the likelihood that regulations on the shrimp fishery will 
affect other fisheries and participants, management proposals require extensive scrutiny in 
order to ameliorate potential negative social impacts. Currently, there is a very limited 
amount of information upon which to assess the social impacts of the management 
alternatives in this amendment on the shrimp fishery or their effects o~-other fisheries. The 
following characterization of shrimp fishermen in the Gulf andtne potential social · 
implications of requiring additional regulations, particularly BRDs, are taken practically 
verbatim from Thomas, et al. (1995). Ancillary analyses of shrimp fishermen in the south 
Atlantic who were facing requirements for TED usage (Kitner 1987) are also included. 
Finally, an assessment of the social condition of commercial red snapper fishermen in the 
Gulf from Thomas et al. (1993) as incorporated in Amendment 8 to the Reef Fish 
Management Plan for the Reef Fish Resources of the Gulf of Mexico is included. Sufficient 
data to assess the social impacts of the alternatives presented in this amendment on other 
commercial finfish fishermen and recreational fishermen that may be affected are not 
available. 

B. GULF SHRIMP FISHERMEN - from Thomas et al. f19951 

The degree to which humans take advantage of the resource potential of their environment 
is determined by the technology they develop and use. Thus, there is an interdependency 
between the social organization of humans, their environmental situation, and the 
technology they employ. Subsequently, as more of the resource potential of the 
environment is harnessed through technological changes, the social organization tends to 
increase in complexity. As a result, policy decisions directed at the technological component 
of this relationship will have concomitant effects on both the social and physical 
environments. 

Given the complexity of social relations, it is difficult to predict the way in which people will 
be affected by changes in technology. Social scientists are frequently asked to make these 
predictions. This task is made particularly difficult by the fact that they lack information 
about the conditions of the social organization existing prior to changes in technology. 
Recently, shrimp fishermen have had to adjust to changes brought about by the mandated 
use of turtle excluder devices (TEDs). Once again, shrimp fishermen find themselves on the 
eve of additional regulations which may alter the technology they use to harvest shrimp. 
But, unlike previous regulatory actions, we have information about the social state of 
fishermen prior to the policy being enacted. 
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The assessment presented here describes the current social conditions among shrimp 
fishermen and the perceptions fishermen have about how bycatch regulations may affect 
them. It reviews the following: (1) background of the research and the methods used, (2) 
basic demographic characteristics of fishermen, (3) economic characteristics, (4) 
occupational features, (5) physiological and psychological indicators of health, and (6) 
perceptions fishermen have of the future. 

Background and Methods 

The data presented by Thomas et al. (1995)were collected under the auspices of a two year 
MARFIN grant. What made this research proposal particularly appealing was the fact that 
extensive data from Alabama that had been collected in 1987, and this would allow for 
longitudinal comparisons to be made among Alabama fishermen. More importantly, it can 
be argued that changes from past to present in one area of the Gulf can reflect changes 
occurring Gulf-wide. 

Again, this was a two year project. The first _year was designed to-develop and test the 
instruments needed to measure the various social, economic, occupational, physical, and
psychological features of fishermen and to begin testing the questionnaire and collecting 
data in Alabama. During the second year, the questionnaire was refined to eliminate 
problematic questions; a gulf-wide sampling frame was developed based on a two year 
average of the amount of shrimp landed at key ports along the Gulf, and in person interviews 
were conducted from Key West, Florida to Brownsville, Texas. The sampling frame 
developed resulted in 577 interviews which yields a confidence level of plus or minus four 
for the Gulf as a whole. The samples from each state are as follows: 

FLORIDA 34 
ALABAMA 117 
MISSISSIPPI 34 
LOUISIANA 244 
TEXAS 148 
ALABAMA - 198 7 113 

Note that the table above includes the 1987 sample from Alabama. Throughout the 
following sections comparisons will be made where possible between 1987 and 1994 for 
Alabama, and between Alabama 1994 and the rest of the Gulf. Finally, the population to 
which generalizations can be made is predominately white males. Interviews were 
conducted only in English and among those capable of comprehending the nature of the 
complex questions asked. All interviews were obtained at dockside and only captains were 
queried. 

Demographic Characteristics 

The following table presents some of the basic demographic features of shrimp fishermen. 
First, the data suggest that fishermen are aging without replacement. While the average age 
of Alabama fishermen in 1987 was 38.6 years, this changed to about 43 for both Alabama 
1994 and the rest of the Gulf. If fishermen were replacing themselves, the average age 
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would tend to remain relatively stable as new entrants replaced those leaving. This 
interpretation is consistent with the number of years fishermen have fished. While Alabama 
fishermen in 1987 had fished on average for 19 years, those in 1994 had significantly more 
experience fishing. 

Overall, the educational level of shrimp-boat captains is less than high school completion 
level. Most of the captains in the sample were married. Interestingly, while not significant 
statistically due to sample size, the percent married in Alabama has dropped nearly 1 O 
percentage points between 1987 and 1994. Finally, while most captains have had other 
work experience the majority of them had that experience before entering their current 
occupation. On average, that "other experience" is over 20 years old. 

DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS 

Gulf-Wide1 Alabama2 1994 Alabama3 1987 

Age · 42.6 42.7 ~- 38.6* 

Years of education 10.4 10.6 10.2 

Number of years a 
commercial 
fisherman 

21.9 22.8 19.0* 

Percents 

Gulf-Wide1 Alabama2 1994 Alabama3 1987 

Married 78.2 80.0 88.5 

Other work 
experience 

1n = 577; 2n = 116; 3n =113 
* = t-test (p < .05) 

70.4 67.8 73.6
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Economic Characteristics 

In the following tables, some of the downward economic trends in the industry can be 
observed. First, there has been a significant shift in boat ownership. In 1987, only half of 
the captains interviewed owned and operated their own boats; but by 1994, that number 
had significantly increased to nearly 63 percent. There has also been a significant shift in 
the number of captains leaving the nearshore component of the fishery and a concomitant 
increase in those working offshore. Finally, there is a trend, although not significant 
statistically, to use more relatives as crew. This finding is compatible with the fact that 
captains are using significantly fewer crew members (2.1 in 1987 for Alabama to 1.9 in 
1994). What this may indicate is a kind of "hunkering down" pattern in which captains are 
reducing their costs by reducing crew size, but also are restructuring the composition of their 
crew to include close family members. The labor cost to captains is being minimized, but 
the benefits are maximized by investing in family members. Certainly, this compounding of 
obligations weighs heavily in the decisions to stay or leave fishing. 

~ 

Economic Characteristics 

eercent Yes 

Gulf-Wide1 Alabama 19942 Alabama 19873 

Captain owns boat 72.5 62.9 49.5* 

Relatives work on boat 43.8 51.9 49.5 

Two or more relatives as 32.2 29.6 21.3 
crew 

Fish inshore waters 32.3 31.0 32.7 

Fish nearshore waters 41.1 36.2 47.8* 

Fish offshore waters 26.6 32.8 19.5* 

1n=577; 2n = 116; 3n = 113 
*Chi Square (p< .05) 
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Means 

Gulf-Wide1 Alabama 19942 Alabama 19873 

Length of boat (feet) 59.6 67.3 66.0 

Number of crew 1.6 1.9 2.1 * 

Number of months shrimp 
per year 

9.2 9.9 
~.. 

10.4 

Number of days at sea 182.3 208.5 219.2 

Number of trips per year 45.8 36.5 29.6 

Number of trips per month 5.8 4.0 3.7 

1n=577; 2 n=116; 3 n=113 
* = t-test (p< .05) 

While the previous two tables concentrated on basic economic characteristics and activities 
of captains, the following table displays the returns from fishing and the value of their boats 
and gear. In fact, the figures listed below indicate that captains are experiencing some 
rather dramatic changes in the return on their investment. For example, Alabama captains 
are making significantly less money today than they were in 1987. On average, captains 
Gulf-wide report making slightly less that $14,000 per year. Consistent with self-reported 
incomes are significant drops in the value of the stock landed and value of stock per day at 
sea. While not significant statistically, the income per day at sea (unadjusted for inflation) 
dramatically drops from $140/day in 1987 for Alabama to $102/day in 1994. 

Further, when asked to list the current value of their boats and gear, presently and five years 
ago; captains perceived a drop in value. Interestingly, for both Alabama 1994 and the rest 
of the Gulf, the average drop is roughly $40,000. This decline is well above what would 
be expected under conditions of normal depreciation and constant demand. 
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Key Economic Trends 

Means 

Gulf-Wide1 Alabama 19942 Alabama 19873 

Income from fishing4 13,610 16,082 25, 158* 

Value of stock harvested4 77,837 114,562 197,751 * 

4 Value of stock/days at sea 478 558 925* 

Income from shrimping/days at 
4sea 

105 102 140 

Value of boat now 94,603 142,048 NA 

Value of boat five years ago 134,441 185,505 NA 

1n=577; 2n=116; 3n=113 4n=adjustedto 1984dollars 
* = t-test (p< .05) 

These data indicate that radical economic changes in shrimp fishing have occurred. Those 
captains fishing today are likely to own the boat they are working, are supporting a greater 
number of close relatives serving as crew, and have seen serious declines in the value of the 
stock they land, in income, and in the value of their boats and equipment. Captains are 
working under the belief that these are not good times economically. 

Occupational Dimension 

In this section, additional information is presented on types of pressures fishermen are 
experiencing. These include a characterization of the stressors associated with fishing and 
variables linked to job satisfaction. 

Research conducted in 1987 among Alabama shrimp fishermen (Thomas et al. 1 987) sought 
to distinguish fishermen from those working land-based jobs on the basis of the stressors 
to which they are subjected. These stressors, outlined by the World Health Organization, 
include role conflict, work overload and underload, migration anxiety, having to work while 
not fully rested and several others. In all, the stressor scale developed for this research 
consists of over 40 variables which were subsequently reduced to three significant 
dimensions by factor analysis. These three dimensions are defined in the table below. Of . 
these three, factor one shows a statistically significant change from 1987 to 1994 in 
Alabama. That is, Alabama fishermen are experiencing a significantly greater degree of 
stressors associated with work overload. These include: (1) working when not fully rested, 
(2) not enough sleep because of the amount of work being done, and (3) having more work 
than can be handled. 
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This finding is consistent with the fact that captains have reduced the size of their crew and 
may be working harder to make up for the felt declines in both income and the value of the 
stock they land. Factor two, an indicator measuring the degree of conflict and cooperation 
among crew, has remained relatively constant, as has factor three which is a measure of 
underload, boredom or having little to do at work. 

Occupational Dimension 

Means 

Gulf-Wide1 Alabama 19942 Alabama 19873 

Stressor Factor 1 : overload4 11 11 9.9* 

Stressor Factor 2: 
relations5 

worker 
7 6 6.3 

Stressor Factor 3: underload6 4 3 3.6 
1n-577' 2n=116; 3n=113 
4 Stressor 1 consists of the variables: working when not fully rested, not enough sleep because 
of work and more work than can be handled. 
5Stressor 2 consists of the variables: conflict with the demands of fellow workers, amount of 
cooperation with fellow workers and amount of conflict with fellow workers. 
6Stressor 3 consists of the variables: create work just to have something to do and little to do 
at work. 
*t-test (p < .05) 

Job Satisfaction 

Another multidimensional scale used to characterize fishermen and the nature of their work 
is the degree to which fishermen are satisfied or unsatisfied with their jobs. Again, a 
number of variables served to comprise a job satisfaction scale including enjoyment of 
fishing, number of hours worked in a row, length of trip taken and several others. These 
variables were again reduced using factor analysis which yielded two meaningful 
dimensions. Factor one can be viewed as an intrinsic value of fishing dimension. Items 
loading on factor one include enjoyment of fishing, the importance of being a fisherman, the 
worthwhileness of the work, and the peace of mind being a fishermen gives one. Factor 
two identified the extrinsic features of fishing. Here, variables concerning the number of 
hours worked, the length of trips made, and the mental pressures associated with fishing 
loaded on a single dimension. 

The lower the value for a given factor the lower the level of satisfaction. In the table below · 
Alabama captains report significant declines from 1987 to 1994 in the intrinsic satisfaction 
associated with fishing. The value from Alabama for 1994 is similar for the Gulf as a whole. 
There has also been a decline in the extrinsic rewards of fishing. Again, while the trend is 
in the same direction, the differences between 1987 and 1994 are not statistically 
significant. 
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Job Satisfaction Scores: 1987-1994 

Means 

Gulf-Wide1 Alabama Alabama 
19942 19873 

Job satisfaction factor 1 : intrinsic features of 
fishing 4 15.0 15.6 16.3* 

Job satisfaction factor 2: extrinsic features of 
fishing5 12.6 13.6 14.0 

1n =577; 2n =116; 3n = 113 
4Job Satisfaction Factor 1 consists of the variables: enjoyment of fishing, being a fisherman, 
worthwhileness of work, peace of mind derived from fishing. 
5Job Satisfaction Factor 2 consists of the variables: number of hours worked, length of trips 
taken in the past year and the mental pressures associated with fishin~ _ 
*t-test (p < .05) 

Physical and Psychological Dimensions 

The data presented in the last few tables suggest that fishermen perceive themselves to be 
experiencing real changes economically, in the nature of their work, and in the satisfaction 
they derive from being fishermen. As a result, one would expect to see fishermen 
manifesting their distress either physically, psychologically, or both. 

The following table provides summary data on one physical health and five psychological 
scales: somatization, mastery, stress, depression, present life satisfaction and future life 
satisfaction or optimism. Interestingly, fishermen show few changes in physical symptoms 
of their distress. Research in other areas has demonstrated that fishermen have a tendency 
to deny the physical rigors of their work. However, four of the five psychological scales 
show significant changes from past to present. Fishermen feel they have less mastery or 
control over their own labor today than they did in 1987. They are experiencing greater 
stress, and, they are less satisfied with their current life situation and not optimistic about 
their future as fishermen. Lack of optimism is particularly important since it is so closely 
linked to stress and other mental health factors. It is also strongly associated with such 
important work variables as commitment to work and willingness to invest in the future. 
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Physical and Psychological Dimensions 

Gulf-Wide1 Alabama 19942 Alabama 19873 

Somatization 7.5 7.5 7.4 

Mastery 13.9 13.9 14.9* 

Stress 9.8 10.1 9.0* 

Depression 8.0 7.7 7.6 

Present life 
satisfaction 

5.4 5.8 7.2* 

Future life 
satisfaction 

3.4 3.9 7.7* 

1n=577; 2n=116; 3n=113 
* t-test <e < .05) 

Surprisingly, the scale used to measure depression fails to show significant changes from 
past to present, and is relatively consistent between Alabama and the Gulf as a whole for 
1994. One possible interpretation is that this scale is not sensitive enough to capture real 
and significant levels of mental distress. For the purpose of this project, a screening 
diagnostic referred to as the Primary Care Evaluation of Mental Disorders (PRIME-MD) 
recently developed by physicians at the University of South Alabama medical school was 
administered to fishermen Gulf-wide. Since this measure was unavailable in 1987, 
comparisons between the two time periods for Alabama are not possible. Instead, 
comparisons can be made to similar studies done on the population in general. One such 
study, the Epidemiological Catchment Area Program conducted in five cities across the 
country, reports distress levels for a number of psychological disorders. Since, the sample 
of shrimp fishermen is all male, only the comparisons to males in the epidemiological study 
are made. The results appear in the following table. 
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Comparisons Between ECA and Shrimp Fishermen 

Disorder ECA1 

eercent 

Shrimp Fia1>wmen 

Major Depression 1.43*** 6.54 

Major Depression in Partial NA 13.25 

Remission 

Minor Depression NA 4.84 

Dysthymia 2.28*** 5.1 5 

Panic 0.93* * * 1,91 

Generalized Anxiety 0.98*** 9.07 

~ 

Alcohol Dependence/Abuse 11.98 3.49 

Any/All Disorders 14.510 * * * 30. 711 

*** p<.001; ** p<.01; * p<.05 
1n = 8 211 ; 2n = 5 6 7 
3Symptoms occurred in the last year. 
4 Symptoms occurred in the last two weeks. 
5Symptoms occurred in the last two years ) 

6lifetime rate. 
7Symptoms occurred in the last month. 
8 Symptoms occurred in the last year; this data is derived from only three sites, from second 
wave data and from assessment procedures that differ somewhat across sites. 
9Symptoms occurred in the six months. 
10Includes major depressive episode, mania episode, generalized anxiety disorder, panic disorder, 
phobia, obsessive-compulsive, somatization, alcohol abuse/dependence, drug 
abuse/dependence, schizophrenia, schizophrenia-form disorder and antisocial personality. 
11 Includes major depressive disorder, major depressive disorder in partial remission, dysthymia, 
generalized anxiety disorder, anxiety disorder (not otherwise specified), and alcohol 
dependence/abuse. 

When compared to a national sample, the results for shrimp fishermen are startling. In every 
case it can be seen that the level of mental distress is significantly higher among shrimp 
fishermen than those in the general population. In fact fishermen have three times the 
depression rate; more than twice the incidence of dysthymia and panic disorder; ten times 
the generalized anxiety rate, and twice the rate of overall mental distress than the population 
in general. In contrast, fishermen are almost four times less likely to abuse alcohol than the 
general population. What this means is that nearly one third of all shrimp fishermen are 
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-distresieci to the point that if they were to see a physician, they could expect to receive 
treatment of some type. 

It is important to note here that depression should not be interpreted in the common sense 
notion of mere sadness. Depressive symptoms include: depressed mood, loss of interest 
in usual activities, loss of appetite, insomnia, psychomotor retardation, loss of energy, 
feelings of worthlessness and guilt, diminished ability to think and poor concentration, and 
suicidal thought or action. Depressed fishermen would make poorer fishermen because they 
would lack initiative to carry out some of the routine activities necessary to operate 
efficiently, address problems that arise, and maintain safety. 

In summary, fishermen believe that they have seen real economic declines in their incomes 
and the value of their boats and equipment, and they perceive themselves to be working 
harder than they have in the past. The enjoyment they once derived from fishing and being 
a fishermen is significantly less than in the past. These perceptions are real and the 
consequences of these perceptions are equally real, as. can be seen in the level of 
psychological distress shrimp fishermen are currently manifesting. - -

;:..=:;;;_ 

Perceptions of the Future 

Given the current state of fishermen, it is unclear what changes would result from increased 
regulatory requirements, including the requirement of placing BRDs in their nets. As noted 
in the previous section, comparisons of the level of depression and other physical and 
psychological disorders could not be made on shrimpers from 1987 to 1994; consequently, 
it is unknown whether their current state has resulted from past regulations (especially the 
requirement of TEDs) or other factors, e.g., operational costs, competition, lost fishing 
grounds, etc. The underlying question is: what do they intend to do if conditions persist or 
worsen, and what are their beliefs upon which these intentions are based? 

Fishermen are certainly aware that regulations aimed at reducing incidental bycatch are on 
the horizon. Such regulations come closely on the heels of the mandated use of turtle 
excluder devices (TEDs). Many fishermen also believe that TEDs have had a significant 
adverse effect on their fishing operations and are in part responsible for declines in income. 
Only three fifths of the fishermen interviewed believe that they will be able to survive the 
first year should bycatch regulations be imposed on them. Only two fifths believe they 
would be able to survive in the following two to three years. Half of them believe that 
would seek work on shore, while only 30 percent would move to another fishery (see table 
below). (It is noted that ..bycatch regulations" as queried in this portion of the study include 
any additional regulations that would be placed on fishermen to reduce bycatch. In other 
words, any or all of the alternatives proposed in this amendment). 
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Perceptions of Occupational Intentions, Given Current Conditions and Further Bycatch 
Regulations 

Percent Agree 

Current Bycatch 
Conditions Regulations 

1. "I intend to stick with shrimp fishing for the next 91.1 58.5 
year. n 

2. "I intend to stick with shrimp fishing for the next 80.6 36.9 
2-3 years. 

Percent Likely 

3. "How likely is it that you will move to on shore 
30.2 48.1 work?" 

4. "How likely is it that you will move to another 9.7 27.9 
fishery?' 

n=577 

Intentions to act are based both on what people believe and how effective their behavior will 
be, as well as what others who are important to them believe they should do. Fishermen 
were asked a series of questions about what they believed they could do or what would / 
happen to them if conditions remained as they were at the time of the interview and what 
would happen to them should bycatch regulations come into being. These questions 
concentrated on income concerns fishermen had previously expressed and on alternative 
economic options and behavioral actions they felt might be open to them. There responses 
appear in the table below. Generally speaking, fishermen anticipate substantial effects of 
bycatch regulations on these already economically marginal positions. 
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FUTURE PERCEPTIONS OF FISHERMEN 

Percent likely 

Current Conditions Bycatch Regulations 

1. Make enough money to support your 39.9 5.4
family 

2. Get a higher price for shrimp 26.0 19.9 

3. Fish more often for other species 22.3 27.5 

4. Make enough money to make boat 
51.4 9.4

payments 

5. Spend more time away from home 70.1 70.6 

6. Spouse will have to work full-time 57.7 ~--· 68.8 

7. Find reliable crew members 24.6 9.7 

8. Get a second job 52.7 66.6 

9. Your sons will go into fishing 12.7 5.2 

10. Move to another town to find 
23.2 32.9

another job 

11. Enjoyment of fishing 34.7 4.7 

n=577 

Finally, the decisions fishermen make to stay or leave shrimp fishing is also influenced by 
what others believe they ought to do. When asked what others who are important to them 
believe that they should do, nearly half (48.1 percent) stated that someone close to them 
believes they should quit fishing! · 

What are the characteristics of those most likely to leave? The data presented here 
suggests that those for whom fishing is no longer extrinsically rewarding are certainly among 
those likely to leave. This would include those unable to make boat payments, or unable 
to support their families on the income they can generate from fishing. Those who no longer 
experience the intrinsic rewards of fishing are also likely to leave. This would include those 
who claim that fishing and being a fishermen is no longer enjoyable. Finally, those having 
close family members and friends encouraging them to leave would also tend to quit before 
someone having relatives and friends urging them to stay. 
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C. SOUTH ATLANTIC FISHERMEN AND COMPARISONS WITH THE GULF 

The only comparable study of commercial shrimp fishermen in the south Atlantic was 
conducted by Kitner (1987), and her research involved perceptions and opinions regarding 
the impending requirement for the use of turtle excluder devices (TEDs). It has been noted 
that these perceptions and attitudes toward TEDs could be applicable to the requirement for 
BRD usage (SAFMC) 

Kitner (1987) found that fishermen who were previously exposed to the use of TEDs were 
less likely to view their loss of shrimp and salable fish from such usage as a disadvantage. 
Approximately 30 percent saw no important disadvantages. She also noted that the state 
with the least familiarity with TEDs was North Carolina. Subsequently, BRDs have been 
required in state waters of North Carolina, and ironically both fishermen and state personnel 
have reported that BRDs have been accepted and are viewed as an improvement to trawling. 

As with Thomas et al. (1995), Kitner (1987) found that the greatest worry of shrimpers was 
economic losses. In both studies, the additional requirement of bycatch regulations or TEDs, 
respectively, was expected to increase problems with meeting financiafobfigations. Another -
consistent finding that can be extrapolated from both studies is that shrimpers are probably 
more relieved when they are a part of the decision process and have options, e.g., different 
TED or BRO designs. By involving fishermen at the early stages of implementing certification 
criteria and providing technological options for meeting the criteria, implementation will 
probably be enhanced and a greater level of acceptance achieved. 

D. CONCLUSIONS OF THE $IA REGARDING SHRIMP FISHERMEN IN THE GULF 

1. Shrimp fishermen were experiencing a higher level of work-related stress in 1994 versus 
1987, and this level of stress could have health considerations. 

2. The primary cause of the increased stress and anxiety was economic uncertainty 
possibly caused by previous regulations, including TEDs, or other factors, e.g., 
competition, price of shrimp, costs of operation, etc., or a combination of both TEDs and 
other factors. 

3. The proposal of additional regulations, e.g., bycatch regulations of any kind and including 
those alternatives presented in Section 2.0, will likely increase the level of stress 
currently being experienced by shrimp fishermen, and there are no data to assess 
differences among stress levels that might be encountered by the different alternatives 
presented in Section 2.0. 

4. If bycatch regulations, e.g., requiring BRDs results in increased efficiency and reduced 
workload (as reported in North Carolina), the stresses of shrimp fishing could be reduced. 

5. Shrimp fishermen are more likely to accept and comply with bycatch regulations if they 
are made a part of the process to develop bycatch reduction criteria, and they are more 
likely to accept and use BRDs (if required), when they are allowed to participate in the 
design and testing of these gear. 
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E. GULF RED SNAPPER COMMERCIAL FISHERMEN 

With the exception of the conclusions of the effects of this amendment on commercial red 
snapper fishermen, the following discussion is taken practically verbatim from "Amendment 
8 to the Reef Fish Fishery Management Plan for the Reef Fish Resources of the Gulf of 
Mexico." 

Thomas et al.. (1993) conducted a survey of red snapper fishermen who own and operate 
their own boats (owner/operators) and who were issued a red snapper endorsement, 
allowing trip limits of 2,000 pounds. Owner/operators consisted 72 perc~nt of all persons 
holding red snapper endorsements (131 ). Of these, 79 percent (75 fishermen) were 
interviewed. The survey determined the salient attitudes, practices and beliefs the 
fishermen held about the fishery and regulatory effects applied to the fishery, as well as 
demographic information. The survey asked fishermen to contrast several social and 
economic indicators for periods of pre-regulation (1986-1989) and post-regulation (after 
quotas were established, and annual season were closed). The survey also utilized a social 
theoretical model to describe, explain and empirically test the decistc;m-making processes 
used by the fishermen in their efforts to pursue a livelihood. = -
Fishing Practices in and Dependence on the Fishery: 

Almost all of the fishermen (70 percent) surveyed by Thomas et al.. ( 1 993) used bandit rigs 
to target red snapper and other reef fish. In addition to bandit rigs, nearly half (45.9 
percent) used rods and reels. Approximately 19 percent used longlines for species other 
than red snapper. 

A comparison of fishing behavior prior to the implementation of closures in 1992 and 1993, 
with that after the closures, reveals that the fishery is now closed for three of the six 
primary months for red snapper fishing. This is a source of frustration for many fishermen. 

Prior to implementation of restrictive quotas, fishermen surveyed by Thomas et al.. (1993) 
exercised a greater degree of diversity in fishing behavior. Only 77.3 percent fished all year 
long for red snapper. Nearly 23 percent fished for red snapper during specific months with 
this period being predominantly October through March. After implementation of the quotas 
all fishermen target red snapper only in the months of the open season. 

A consequence of the short season and derby fishery has raised concern among surveyed 
fishermen over safety issues. Fishermen feel that they are being forced to fish in weather 
they normally would avoid. Nearly half (49.2 percent) indicated weather that they normally 
would have avoided occurred in 6 to 15 of their trips, while only 12.3 percent did not fish 
in such weather. 

Since the implementation of regulations in the red snapper industry, a significant number of 
fishermen report increases in their effort directed at the harvest of triggerfish, silk snapper, 
vermillion snapper, and king mackerel. One of the unintended effects of regulations on red 
snapper may be increased stress on the stocks of these other species. This suggests that 
fisheries managers need to conceptualize policy in terms of a more general fisheries 
management program. 
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Typically those fishermen that in the pre-regulation period (1986-1989) targeted red snapper 
all year also targeted (or caught) a greater diversity of finfish species than fishermen who 
targeted red snapper in certain months (Thomas et al .• 1993 - Tables 10 and 11). In the 
post-regulation period and after red snapper season was closed a significantly greater effort 
was applied to targeting vermilion snapper and king mackerel, with more modest increases 
directed at other species. Fishermen that targeted red snapper only during certain months 
in the pre-regulation period directed significantly greater effort at triggerfish, silk snapper, 
scamp, and tuna in the post-regulation period. 

The great majority of respondents (over 80 percent) intend to continue fishing commercially 
for red snapper for the next two to three years despite the fact that: ( 1) most are 
pessimistic about the future price of fish (84 percent); (2) many are concerned about their 
ability to make payments or buy supplies (58 percent); and (3) slightly less than half (49 
percent) are confident they will earn enough to support their families. 

A model for decision making behavior, derived from the Fishbein-Azjen theory of reasoned 
action, was developed for explaining labor intentions of fishermen. The intention to remain 
in the fishery was found to be related to the following factors: .ilJ. -relative economic . 
optimism for the fishery; (2) the willingness among fishermen to change fishing behavior in 
order to persist in the industry; (3) support of significant others for remaining in fishing; (4) 
confidence that one's sons will be able to have a future in fishing; and (5) an unwillingness 
to move away from one's hometown. 

Thomas et al .. (1993) predicted that these fishermen are likely to continue fishing for red 
snapper long after it would appear economically rational for them to do so. Furthermore, 
when fishermen do decide to leave that particular fishery, it is reasonable that they will opt 
for other fisheries before pursuing work options on land. These social analyses indicate a 
major degree of dependency on the fishery. 

Income and Labor Effects of Management: 

Thomas et al.. (1993) examined economic trends and perceptions in their survey of 
owner/operators holding red snapper endorsements. These were examined for pre-regulation 
(1986-1989) and post-regulation periods and are summarized below. 

Several social and economic indicators show declines for fishermen from the period of 1986-
89 to the present. Fishermen report an average fall in income from the late 1980's to 1993 
of $15,836, a decline of 40 percent. During the same time period, they report an average 
depreciation in the value of their boats of $29,556, a decline of 31 percent. The number 
of crew reported for an average trip declined by 1 crew member, a decline of 26 percent in 
this labor segment of the fishery. Focus group data suggest that family members are 
increasingly relied upon to supplement crews. Most fishermen report changes in the amount 
of money available for boat maintenance . 

. Owner/operators sampled reported that average income in the pre-regulation period was 
$39,554, after regulations $30,768, and a projected 1993 average income of $23,718, i.e., 
a significantly different change for each period. In addition to reporting an average reduction 
of crew from 3.8 to 2.8, 40.5 percent of them reported that regulations had a large effect 
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.• 
on their~llbility to maintain a steady crew. They reported a decrease in both the number of 
trips and length of trips after regulation. Although the percentage of income derived from 
red snapper did not change materially, (i.e., from 64.0 to 59.1 percent), the value of red 
snapper declined. 

Fishermen's beliefs about their future over the next 2 to 3 years were largely pessimistic. 
A fairly high percentage felt it was unlikely that they would make enough to support their 
family (38 percent), get a higher price for red snapper (84 percent), be able to make boat 
payment and buy supplies (33 percent), or have sons enter the fishery (89 percent). They 
believed it likely that they would fish more often for other species (64 percent) and would 
have to spend more time away from home (65 percent). 

Despite recent economic hardship, and pessimism for the future of the industry, it appears 
that the majority of these fishermen will continue to fish for red snapper for as long as they 
possibly can. Many will adapt to stressed conditions by increasing effort in fishing for other 
species. Few are likely to pursue successfully nonfishing employment, at least in the near 
future. 

Demographic and Social Information Relevant to the Fishery: 

Endorsed owner operators tend to be fairly old (49 years), have considerable experience as 
commercial fishermen (19.5 years), have paid off their boats (67 percent), and have another 
source of family income (51 percent). Most have no experience working on land or in fishing 
without hooks and line. This profile suggests that these men have financial and personal 
investments in red snapper fishing which preclude an easy movement to other lines of work. 

Thomas et al.. (1993) found that typically the fishermen had fished for red snapper for 16.9 
years, utilizing boats averaging 46.2 feet (24-85) and had 11.4 years of education. Eighty
five percent were married. More than half (58.1 percent) had no experience working on land 
and more than 80 percent (83.8) lacked experience in fisheries not involving hook-and-line 
gear. 

The majority of respondents reported increased conflict among fishermen, and a significant 
fraction (42 percent) reported decreased cooperation. Self ratings of quality of life showed 
a 37 percent decline over the last five years, and most fishermen anticipated further declines 
in the next five years. 

The decline in cooperation between fishermen was largely attributed to the red snapper 
endorsement system where some vessels received 2,000 pound trip limits and all others 
200 pound trip limits. Thomas et al.. (1993) summarized that the increased conflict serves 
to retard the ability of fishermen to act collectively in addressing management issues. This 
likely results in much testimony on issues being self-serving statements of fragmented 
segments of the industry. 
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F. CONCLUSIONS OF THE SIA REGARDING COMMERCIAL RED SNAPPER FISHERMEN 

Further reductions in, or the elimination of the directed fishery quota for red snapper as a 
result of inadequate management of shrimp-trawl bycatch could increase pressure on other 
reef fish stocks or displace fishermen from the fishery or to other fisheries. 

G. OTHER COMMERCIAL AND RECREATIONAL EINEISH FISHERMEN 

Other than those previously mentioned, no studies have been conducted regarding the 
potential effects of the alternatives presented in this amendment on other commercial or 
recreational fishermen. Any reductions in the bag limits of red snapper as a result of 
inadequate management of shrimp-trawl bycatch could have negative effects on both the 
recreational fishery for red snapper as well as the for-hire industry. 

6.0 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES 

FISHERY RESOURCES 

Mandating the use of BRDs could have a negative effect on the shrimp stock biomass based 
on the results of ecological modeling. Martinez, et al. (1996) evaluated four scenarios 
regarding shrimp biomass that considered the potential for increased abundance of 
bottomfish predators from the requirement of BRDs (see Section A.2-Ecological Impacts and 
Appendix B). Three of the four scenarios showed shrimp biomass reductions that would 
likely result from increased predation; however, one scenario noted the potential for a small 
increase in shrimp biomass. This scenario assumed that larger fish would seek alternative 
prey, and the predation rate on shrimp would decrease by approximately 30 to 50 percent. 

The environmental consequences of the proposed alternatives in terms of biological, 
economic, and social impacts, particularly as they relate to red snapper stocks and the 
shrimp fishery, are discussed in Sections 2.0, 3.0, and 4.0. The proposed action will reduce 
the bycatch in areas where the use of BRDs is required. Because BRDs are not 100 percent 
effective, some reduced level of incidental take will occur. A reduction or loss of shrimp 
through the BRD may also occur. The amount of shrimp loss would be dependent on the 
type of BRD used and the operation of the trawl and vessel. In areas not directly affected 
by this action (i.e., state controlled waters), the shrimp fishery may continue to take 
incidental catch; however, some voluntary use of BRDs may occur in these areas. 

While the NMFS' stock assessment model concludes that red snapper will rebound with a 
substantial reduction in the bycatch mortality of the juveniles, the ecological consequences 
of reducing the bycatch mortality of other fishes and invertebrates, particularly those that 
have little commercial value due to size or marketability, are not fully understood. Estimates 
of bycatch have been determined by species, quantity, and area in the Gulf (Bryan et al. 
1982, Pellegrin 1982, Nichols et al. 1987); however, such estimates become meaningful 
only when considered in the context of the species' overall stock size, its bycatch by age 
class, and the magnitude of shrimp bycatch relative to other sources of directed and 
nondirected fishing mortality (NMFS, 1995). Such information does not exist or is extremely 
limited for most species. The more abundant fishes on the Gulf of Mexico continental shelf 
were characterized by Chittenden and McEachran (1976) as small, short-lived species with 
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high annual mortality rates. Sheridan, et al. (1984) noted that the seven dominant species 
also reproduce at or before age 1 . 

Divita, et al. (1983) examined fish taken by trawl off Texas during the May-July seasonal 
closure. Their analysis of fish stomach contents found that 50 of the 81 species of trawl
susceptible fishes examined did not feed on penaeid shrimps, and only 6 species had eaten 
brown shrimp. Due to their small size, the shrimp predators preferred smaller penaeids. 
Both benthic and epibenthic feeding fishes seemed to prefer the smaller shrimps 
(Trachypenaeus and Acetes>. the latter being planktonic (Franks et al. 1972). Brewer et al. 
1991 found that in an area with low fishing pressure where fish are larger and more 
abundant, their feeding has a relatively high impact on the abundance of penaeid shrimp. 

Discards serve as a food source for ·sea birds, marine mammals, coastal pelagics, and sharks 
that are attracted to shrimping operations. Hill and Wassenberg ( 1990) found that discards 
from trawlers have the effect of transferring large quantities of biological material from the 
bottom to the surface making food available to surface scavengers that otherwise would be 
inaccessible. 

Hill and Wassenberg (1990) further reported: 

"Fish made up 78 percent, noncommercial crustaceans 18 percent, and 
cephalopods 3 percent by weight of the material studied. Nearly all fish were 
dead when discarded, and about half sank. About half of the non-commercial 
crustaceans were alive when discarded and all sank when discarded. Few 
cephalopods (2 percent) were alive when discarded, and around 75 percent 
sank. 

Sharks and dolphins were the most common scavengers of floating discards 
at night. Birds (common and crested terns, and lesser and greater frigates) 
scavenged only during the day. Discards that sank did so rapidly, taking less 
than 5 minutes to reach 25 m depth. A high rate of loss of baits set for 10 
minutes in the water column (24 percent in trawled area at night) indicated 
significant scavenging in mid-water--probably by sharks. Observations of 
baits set on the bottom showed that teleosts (nemipterids) and sharks ate 
most of the material that reached the bottom; scavenging by invertebrates 
was negligible." 

In an inshore fishery, Wassenberg and Hill (1990) reported that about 3 percent of the 
discards from prawn trawlers in Moreton Bay, Queensland (Australia) float, and the rest 
sinks. The floating component was almost entirely fish that were eaten at night by gulls, 
terns, and bottlenose dolphin. While there is little daytime trawling, cormorants joined the 
scavengers at dawn. Birds and dolphins scavenged only fish and cephalopods, not 
crustaceans or echinoderms. 

Wassenberg and Hill (1990) continued: 

"Most of the material that sinks is crustaceans (54 percent) and echinoderms 
(18 percent); the rest is elasmobranchs and rubble. At night, about half of 
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the fish that sink are eaten by diving birds and by dolphins. There was no 
indication of mid-water scavenging of sinking discards, except for cormorants 
and dolphins in the upper water column. Approximately 11 percent of the 
discards that reach the bottom comprise fish and crustaceans, which are 
eaten by crabs (Portunus pelagicus) and fish. The remainder--chiefly crabs, 
echinoderms and elasmobranchs--reach the bottom alive. Altogether, about 
20 percent of discards are eaten by surface and bottom scavengers. Discards 
are probably important in maintaining populations of the major scavengers." 

In studies conducted in the North Sea, Berghahn and Rosner (1992) found that 68 to 90 
percent of smelt and whiting discarded by a shrimp vessel was consumed by gulls. 

Walter and Becker (1994) reported that interactions between the Wadden Sea brown shrimp 
fishery were characterized by competition for the same stocks of fish and shellfish. 
Additionally, changes in the ecosystem brought about by the fisheries and their discards may 
influence seabird populations. Along with poorly documented changes in the ecosystem and 
food web structure, the provision of offal and discards was considered to have strong 
influences on food availability and consequently on numbers of seabifos. 

Browder (1983) developed a simulation model of the nearshore, marine ecosystem of the 
north-central Gulf of Mexico that evaluated reduction of fish bycatch in shrimp trawls. It 
suggested that a reduction in fish bycatch would result in increased total availability of food 
for shrimp, and increased competition from bottomfish for that food. The increased supply 
of food ultimately would outweigh the increased competition from bottomfish, and the 
shrimp standing stock and shrimp yield would recover in spite of a higher standing stock of 
bottom fish. Predation of shrimp by the bottomfish had minor influence. 

The following observations of the GSAFDF (1994) are espe.cially appropriate in terms of the 
expected ecological consequences: 

"From an ecological perspective, with a programmatic goal of reducing finfish 
bycatch by 50 percent, the successful development of BRDs for the shrimp 
fishing fleet will have a significant measurable positive ecological impact on 
the faunal community that inhabits areas where shrimp are abundant. 
Considering that much of this catch is unwanted by shrimp fishermen, use of 
BRDs have the indirect benefit of developing a more ecologically favorable 
fishery, thus ameliorating a negative perception about waste in this fishery. 

More importantly, reduction in juvenile finfish mortality is anticipated to 
increase available stocks of fishes for other commercial and recreational 
fisheries. This will be especially important for those species, such as red 
snapper, which are highly prized and targeted by an intense directed 
recreational and commercial effort. Finally, successful completion of a 
bycatch reduction program will, in turn, provide fisheries management 
agencies with alternative strategies to enhance stocks of impacted finfish, 
and potentially alleviate user-group conflicts stemming from current 
management restrictions." 
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Additional study is needed to ascertain the environmental and ecological effects of bycatch 
reduction on fishery resources of the Gulf. 

HUMAN ENVIRONMENT 

This subject is discussed in Section 1.0 Description of the Fishery, in Section 4.0 of the 
Regulatory Impact Review, and Section 5.0 Social Impact Assessment. As noted, shrimp 
fishermen will be adversely affected to the extent that their catch is reduced through the 
loss of shrimp from the requirement of BRDs, and any resultant loss of catch from potential 
reductions in the total shrimp biomass as discussed in Proposed Alternative A.2. 
Conversely, red snapper fishermen (recreational and commercial) should benefit from the 
predicted recovery in the stock of red snapper. Fishermen who target other highly sought
after species that are also taken in bycatch (e.g., king and Spanish mackerel) also should 
benefit to the extent that populations of these species increase. 

The following observations of the GSAFDF (1994) are especially appropriate in terms of 
some expected positive impacts on the shrimp fisherman's environ~ent: 

~ 

"Reduction of finfish bycatch in the shrimp fishery is ecologically and 
economically beneficial to the industry through reduced cost to harvest and 
process the catch, as well as in providing a higher quality product. There will be 
a measurable positive impact to shrimp fishermen because of decreased workload 
in culling the unwanted bycatch, and a concurrent reduction in the time that 
valuable shrimp must remain on deck during the culling process. This will, in 
turn, provide for a higher quality product through two means: (1) less damage 
to shrimp during towing and haul-back because of a reduced amount of total 
catch (weight) in the net, and (2) more rapid processing of shrimp off the deck 
and into a cold storage system, lessening the chance of spoilage. Additionally, 
as the weight load in the nets increases during towing, the otter doors are pulled 
closer together, reducing the total area swept by the net. With a reduction in 
weight load in the net, this reaction of the doors will be reduced, and the area 
swept may increase, thus potentially increasing catch per tow." 

EFFECT ON ENDANGERED AND THREATENED SPECIES 
See Section 10.0. 

EFFECT ON WETLANDS 

The proposed amendment will have no effect on any flood plains, wetlands, trails, or rivers. 

MITIGATING MEASURES RELATED TO THE PROPOSED ACTION 

The proposed use of BRDs is intended to reduce the incidental take of bycatch in the shrimp 
fishery of the EEZ. Similarly, the required use of TEDs in the shrimp fishery has been 
implemented under provisions of the Endangered Species Act to reduce the incidental take 
of sea turtles. 
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UNAVOIDABLE ADVERSE EFFECTS 

The proposed action will reduce the bycatch in areas where the use of BRDs is required. 
Because BRDs are not 100 percent effective, some reduced level of incidental take will 
occur; however, the overall effect of BRO usage should be ameliorating adverse 
environmental effects. A reduction or loss of shrimp through the use of BRDs may occur, 
and the amount of shrimp loss will be dependent on the type of BRO used and the operation 
of the trawl and vessel. In areas not directly affected by this action (state controlled 
waters), the fishery will continue unchanged, unless states adopt similar regulations or some 
level of voluntary use of BRDs occurs in such areas. 

RELATION BETWEEN LOCAL SHORT-TERM USES OF THE RESOURCE AND 
ENHANCEMENT OF LONG-TERM PRODUCTIVITY 

The primary objective is to allow for a long-term recovery of the red snapper stock (i.e., by 
the target date of the year 2019) by reducing mortality of juveniles in shrimp trawls to 
acceptable levels in 1997. The intent is to achieve this reduction with a minimum cost to 
shrimp fishermen. · = 
IRREVERSIBLE OR IRRETRIEVABLE COMMITMENT OF RESOURCES 

A relatively small cost to modify a shrimp trawl to exclude unwanted bycatch can increase 
trawl efficiency, reduce fuel costs, and reduce sorting time of the catch. If this can be 
accomplished without loss of shrimp there will be no additional commitment of resources. 

CUMULATIVE EFFECTS 

The cumulative effect of the shrimp fishery on the stock of red snapper has been adverse 
in that the incidental bycatch of juveniles prevents stock recovery to the target SPR level. 
Cumulative impacts to other finfish populations have probably been adverse because of the 
substantial bycatch, but in most cases the impacts are unknown or not well understood. 
The overall cumulative effect of the proposed measures to reduce bycatch is positive to the 
extent practicable in federal waters in terms of the red snapper stock. For most of the other 
finfish species the impact is unknown, but probably positive. Although the cumulative 
effects of the proposed bycatch reduction measures may be positive for finfish, they may 
be negative in terms of a lower shrimp biomass because of increased predation and 
reduction in nutrient levels available for recycling. Whether this will result in a corresponding 
reduction in shrimp catch is unknown at this time. 
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SUMMARY OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES 

ISSUES / PROBLEMS 

ALTERNATIVES 

Red Snapper 
bycatch 

Bycatch of other 
fishery species 

Shrimp catch 
loss 

Physical habitat 

No action Excess bycatch 
mortality 
continues 

Bycatch 
continues 
unabated 

no effect no effect 

Require BRDs 
<100 fm 

Maximizes 
bycatch 
reduction over 
largest 
geographic area 
in EEZ 

Maximizes 
bycatch 
reduction over 
largest 
geographic area 
in EEZ 

any loss from 
BRDs would be 
limited to this 
geographic area 

- . 

= 

no effect 

c-. 

Require BADS 
<100 fm west 
of Cape San 
Blas, FL 

Reduces 
bycatch----
targets east/west 
area where red 
snapper are 
concentrated 

Bycatch 
reduction limited 
to this 
geographic area -
- no reduction for 
most of FL west 
coast 

any loss from 
BRDs would be 
limited to this 
geographic area 

no effect 

Require BRDs 
between 10-1 00 
fm 

Reduces 
bycatch----
targets Gulf-wide 
depth zone 
where most red 
snapper occur 

No bycatch 
reduction for 
species occurring 
shallower than 
10 fm 

any loss from 
BRDs would be 
limited to this 
geographic area 

no effect 

Require various 
% juvenile red 
snapper bycatch 
reduction criteria 

variable but 50% 
reduction needed 
to rebuild stock 
by 2019 

Varies by species 
and % desired, if 
any 

variable --
depends on BRD 
selected and % 

no effect 

Require various 
% shrimp 
retention criteria 

no effect no effect variable --
depends on BRO 
and criteria 
chosen 

no effect 

Require seasonal 
closures 

no net reduction 
in bycatch 

no net reduction 
in bycatch 

probable increase no effect 
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7 .0 TIME ANP LOCATION OF PUBLIC HEARINGS: 

Public hearings on the amendment were scheduled from 7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. at the 
following locations: 

Monday. October Z, 1996 

Holiday Inn Beachside Lake Charles Civic Center 
3841 North Roosevelt Boulevard 900 Lakeshore Drive 
Key West, Florida 33040 Lake Charles, LA 70602 

Tuesday. October 8, 1996 

Thibodaux Civic Center Radisson Inn 
31 O North Canal Boulevard 12635 Cleveland Avenue 
Thibodaux, LA 70301 Fort Myers, FL 33907 

Wednesday. October 9. 1996 · ~ 

Radisson Bay Harbor Inn Radisson Inn New Orleans Airport 
7700 Courtney Campbell Causeway 2150 Veterans Memorial Boulevard 
Tampa, FL 33607 Kenner, Louisiana 70062 

Monday. October 14. 1996 

Franklin County Courthouse Holiday Inn Fort Brown 
33 Market Street 1900 East Elizabeth 
Appalachicola, FL 32320 Brownsville, TX 78520 

Tuesday. October 15. 1996 

Pensacola Civic Center Port Aransas Civic Center Auditorium 
201 E. Gregory 710 West Avenue A 
Pensacola, FL 32501 Port Aransas, TX 78373 

Wednesday, October 16. 1996 

Radisson Admiral Semmes Hotel Bauer Community Center 
251 Government Street 2300 Highway 35 Bypass 
Mobile, AL 36602 Port Lavaca, Texas 77979 

Thursday. October l Z. 1996 

J. L. Scott Marine Education Center Texas A&M University 
& Aquarium 200 Seawolf Parkway 

115 East Beach Boulevard Galveston, TX 77553 
U.S. Highway 90 
Biloxi, Mississippi 39530 
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Written comments on this draft must be received by the responsible agencies by November 1, 
1996. 

RESPONSIBLE AGENCIES 

Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management Council 
Lincoln Center, Suite 331 
5401 West Kennedy Boulevard 
Tampa, Florida 33609 
(813) 228-2815 

National Marine Fisheries Service 
Southeast Regional Office 
9721 Executive Center Drive North 
St. Petersburg, Florida 33702 
(813) 570-5301 

8.0 LIST OF PREPARERS 

Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management Council 
Antonio Lamberte, Economist 
Richard Leard, Fishery Biologist 
Terrance Leary, Fishery Biologist 
Bill Lindall, Fishery Biologist 
Wayne Swingle, Fishery Biologist 

National Marine Fisheries Service 
Richard Raulerson, Economist 
John Ward, Economist 

9.0 UST OF AGENCIES AND PERSONS CONSULTED 

Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management Council's 
- Scientific and Statistical Committee 
- Shrimp Advisory Panel 
- Shrimp Stock Assessment Panel 

Coastal Zone Management Programs 
- Louisiana 
- Mississippi 
- Alabama 
- Florida 

National Marine Fisheries Services 
- Southeast Fisheries Center 
- Fisheries Operations Branch - Southeast Regional Office 
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Trade Associations 
- Texas Shrimp Association 
- Louisiana Shrimp Association 
- American Shrimp Processors Association 
G Southeastern Fisheries Association 
- Organized Fishermen of Florida 
- Southern Offshore Fishermen's Association 
- Save America's Seafood Industry 

Others 
- Center for Marine Conservation 
- National Coalition for Marine Conservation, Inc. 
- Coastal Conservation Association 

10.0 OTHER APPLICABLE LAW 

VESSEL SAFETY 
~~ 

This amendment does not impose unsafe gear or require unsafe vessel operation. 

PAPERWORK REDUCTION ACT 

This amendment requires no additional reporting requirements or permitting. 

COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT CONSISTENCY 

The Assistant Administrator has determined that this proposed action will be implemented 
in a manner that is consistent to the maximum extent practicable with the approved coastal 
zone management programs of the affected states in the management area. This 
determination has been submitted for review by the states under Section 307 of the Coastal 
Zone Management Act. 

FEDERALISM 

This amendment does not contain policies with federalism implications sufficient to warrant 
preparation of a federalism assessment under E.O. 12612. 

EFFECT ON ENDANGERED SPECIES AND MARINE MAMMALS 

Listed endangered and threatened species under the Endangered Species Act (ESA) with 
NMFS jurisdiction and protected marine mammals under the Marine Mammal Protection Act 
(MMPA) that occur in the Gulf of Mexico include: 
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Whales and Dolphins: 

(1 > Eubalaena glacialis - the (endangered) northern right whale 
(2) Ba1aenoptera muscutus - the (endangered) Blue whale 
(3) Balaenoptera boreaHs - the (endangered) sei whale 
(4) Balaenoptera physalus - the (endangered) fin whale 
(5) Bataenoptera ~ - the (protected) Bryde's whale 
(6) Ba!aenoptera acutorostrata - the (protected) Minke whale 
(7) Megaptera noyaeangHae - the (endangered) humpback whale 
(8) Pbyseter catodon - the (endangered) sperm whale 
(9) K2gia breyjceps - the (protected) pygmy sperm whale 
(10) K2gia .siro.us. - the (protected) dwarf sperm whale 
(11) Mesoptodon densjrostrjs - the (protected) Blainville's beaked whale 
(12) Mesoplodon europaeus - the (protected) antillean beaked whale 
(13) Mesop!odon mi.aJ.s. - the (protected) True's beaked whale 
(14) Ziphius cayjrostrjs - the (protected) goosebeaked whale 
(15) Feresa attenuata - the (protected) pygmy killer whale 
(16) Pseudorca crassidens:. the (protected) false killer whale ~

(17) Orcjnus .ore.a - the (protected) killer whale 
(18) Peponocephala e!ectra - the (protected) melon-headed whale 
(19) Globicephata macrorhynchus - the (protected) short-finned pilot whale 
(20) Sten.a bredanensjs - the (protected) rough-toothed dolphin 
(21) Delphinus delphis - the (protected) saddleback dolphin 
(22) Tursjops truncatus - the (protected) Atlantic bottlenose dolphin 
(23) Grampus griseus - the (protected) grampus 
(24) SteneUa frontaljs - the (protected) bridled dolphin 
(25) Stenena plagjodon - the (protected) Atlantic spotted dolphin 
(26) SteneUa coeruteoalba - the (protected) striped dolphin 
(27) Stenella longirostrjs - the (protected) spinner dolphin 
(28) Stenena ctymene - the (protected) short-snouted spinner dolphin 
(29) Lagenodelphis b..2s.ei - the (protected) Fraser's dolphin 

Sea Turtles: 

(30) Caretta caretta - the (threatened) loggerhead turtle 
(31) Che!onia mydas - the (threatened/endangered) green turtle 
(32) Dermochelys corjacea - the (endangered) leatherback turtle 
(33) Eretmochelys imbrjcata - the (endangered) hawksbill turtle 
(34) Lepjdochelys kempij - the (endangered) Kemp's ridley turtle 

(NOTE: Green turtles in U.S. waters are listed as threatened except for the Florida breeding 
population that is listed as endangered) . 

.Ei..s.h: 

(35) the (threatened) Gulf sturgeon - Acjpenser oxyrhynjchus desotoi 
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Of the aforementioned endangered and threatened species, the NMFS has determined that 
shrimp trawling activities adversely affect sea turtles. Under the MMPA, the southeastern 
U.S. shrimp trawl fishery is classified as Category Ill, for infrequent takes of bottlenose 
dolphins. For sea turtles, though, the rate of taking in shrimp trawls in the southeast U.S. 
in the 1970's and 1980's was known to be far more serious. Using data collected by 
observers aboard commercial trawlers from 1973 through 1984, Henwood and Stuntz 
(1987) estimated that approximately 47,000 turtles were captured annually in the Gulf and 
South Atlantic commercial shrimp fisheries, and 11,000 turtles died in trawls. 

The ESA provides the NMFS with the responsibility for protecting sea turtles in federal 
waters, where the GMFMC has jurisdiction, as well as the territorial seas and internal waters 
of the Gulf states. It was thus under the authority of the ESA, and not via the GMFMC, that 
the NMFS developed and implemented a program to reduce the incidental capture and 
mortality of marine turtles in shrimp trawls that focused on Turtle Excluder Devices (TEDs), 
that allow turtles to escape from shrimp trawls, while allowing the shrimp fishery to 
continue. TEDs of two different classes were developed: hard TEDs made of rigid pipes or 
bars and soft TEDs made of flexible netting. The standard for approyal of new TEDs was 
set at a 97% reduction in sea turtle capture. On June 29, 1987, the NMFS issued final -
regulations (52 FR 24244) under the ESA to conserve endangered and threatened sea 
turtles. In offshore waters, that rule required all shrimp trawlers 25 feet and longer to use 
turtle excluder devices (TEDs) in shrimp trawls. Smaller trawlers were required to limit their 
tow times to 90-minutes or to use TEDs. Actual implementation of these regulations was 
delayed by various law suits and Congressional and Administration actions. 

In 1990, the National Academy of Sciences (NAS} reviewed the biology and information on 
the incidental take of sea turtles in shrimp trawls and concluded that all life stages of sea 
turtles are susceptible to human-induced mortality. The most important human-associated 
source of mortality for juveniles, subadults, and breeders in coastal waters was the 
incidental capture in shrimp trawls. This source accounted for more than the combined 
totals for other sources, such as other fisheries, dredging, oil and gas platform removals, 
collisions, and other human-related factors. Annual estimated mortality from incidental 
captures in shrimp trawls was between 5,000 to 50,000 loggerheads, 500 to 5,000 Kemp's 
ridleys, and varying amounts of other species. The NAS noted that the actual kill of sea 
turtles may be four times greater than the NMFS estimate. 

In 1992, the NMFS evaluated shrimp trawling under then-current TED regulations in the 
southeastern United States and concluded that the TED regulations, assuming 100 percent 
compliance, had resulted in a 67 percent reduction in sea turtle mortalities by shrimp 
trawlers in U.S. waters. Under the 1992 regulations, an estimated 23,376 turtles were 
captured annually by shrimp trawlers, and 4,360 turtles drown. Based on the above study 
by NAS, these estimates may understate true mortality by a factor of four (Henwood et al. 
1992). 

In order to enhance the effectiveness and enforceability of the sea turtle conservation 
regulations, a final rule was published on December 4, 1992 (57 FR 57348} which phased 
out exemptions from the TED requirements for trawlers in inshore waters and small boats. 
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The NMi=S and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service approved recovery plans for the loggerhead 
and green turtles in 1991 , leatherback and Kemp's ridley turtles in 1992, and hawks bill 
turtles in 1993. These recovery plans contained recommendations for federal, state, and 
local agencies, and the other interested parties to follow in enhancing the conditions for the 
recovery of these reptiles. Use of TEDs in shrimp trawls was an integral part of the recovery 
plans for these reptiles throughout their range. 

The ESA Section 7 consultation conducted on the promulgation of the 1992 revisions to the 
sea turtle conservation regulations concluded that shrimp trawling in the southeastern U.S. 
was not likely to jeopardize the continued existence of listed species under NMFS jurisdiction 
(August 19, 1992). The incidental take statement (ITS) associated with the 1992 biological 
opinion (BO) assumed that TEDs, which would be required in shrimp vessels in all waters 
throughout the southeastern U. S. on a phased-in basis, would exclude 97% of all sea 
turtles encountered by shrimp trawls. Unprecedented sea turtle stranding levels reported 
in association with heavy nearshore shrimp trawling in 1994 indicated that takes beyond 
those anticipated were occurring in nearshore Texas, Louisiana and Georgia waters. Gear 
modifications were implemented in an attempt to reduce lethal_:takes of sea turtles 
associated with shrimp trawling (59 FR 33447, June 29, 1994), buFelevated strandings -
continued. Ultimately during 1994, a total of 488 turtles stranded on Texas offshore 
beaches, including 243 Kemp's ridleys. An additional 174 turtles, including 134 Kemp's 
ridleys, stranded in Louisiana during 1994. Strandings were high in Georgia as well, with 
216 documented strandings reported, compared to the previous three years' average of 144 
strandings. 

In a November 14, 1994 BO, the NMFS concluded that the long-term operation of the 
shrimp fishery, resulting in mortality of Kemp's ridleys at levels observed in 1994, was likely 
to jeopardize the continued existence of the Kemp's ridley population and could prevent the 
recovery of the loggerhead population. The opinion found that the high level of sea turtle 
mortality resulted from the incorrect installation and improper use of TEDs by shrimpers in 
the southeastern U.S., the certification of TEDs that were ineffective due to their complexity 
or incompatibility with some net types, and intensive fishing effort in areas of high sea turtle 
abundance during the spring and summer of 1994. The simultaneous occurrence of 
intensive pulse fishing and sea turtles may have led to the repeated submergence of 
individual turtles in short time periods, that could have contributed to the high levels of 
strandings. A reasonable and prudent alternative was identified that allowed shrimping to 
continue in spite of the jeopardy opinion. Among the requirements of the reasonable and 
prudent alternative, NMFS had to reevaluate the effectiveness of certain types of TEOs 
including bottom-opening TEOs and soft TEDs. 

Under NMFS' regulatory authority to implement further restrictions to fishing activities in 
order to prevent unauthorized takings, temporary additional restrictions were imposed on 
shrimp fishing four times during 1995 (60 FR 21741, May 3, 1995; 60 FR 32121, June 
20, 1995; 60 FR 44780, August 29, 1995; 60 FR 42809, August 17, 1995) and one time 
during 1996 ((61 FR 33377, June 27, 1996). The restrictions responded to elevated levels 
of sea turtle strandings, and all of them included temporary prohibitions against the use of 
soft TEDs and required the use of TEDs in try nets larger than 12 feet in headrope length or 
15 feet in footrope length. Some of the temporary measures also limited bottom-opening 
hard TEDs and TED flap lengths. 
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The NMFS conducted additional gear research in 1994, 1995 and 1996 designed to 
investigate performance problems with existing TED types and possibly identify solutions 
therefore. The testing identified problems with commercially available Morrison TEDs (which 
captured 8 out of 24 turtles tested) and Andrews TEDs (which captured 21 out of 42 turtles 
tested. The poor performance of the soft TEDs resulted from the incompatibility of the TEDs 
with certain net designs, the difficulty of installing taut soft TEDs consistently, and general 
design problems. Research into various configurations of hard TEDs revealed problems with 
the release efficiency of bottom-opening hard TEDs that could be improved by modifying the 
grid angle and shortening the webbing flap. Other studies showed that try nets also capture 
sea turtles, even though try nets up to 20 feet in headrope length had been exempted from 
TED requirements. The turtle capture rate in try nets appeared to be dependent on the size 
of the try nets. 

To address the problem of continuing shrimping-related mortality of sea turtles, the NMFS 
has published a final rule (61 FR 66933, December 19, 1996) to amend the regulations 
protecting sea turtles. The final rule establishes Shrimp Fishery Sea Turtle Conservation 
Areas (SFSTCAs) in the western Gulf and in the Atlantic along the _.coast of Georgia and 
South Carolina. Within the SFSTCAs, effective March 1, 1997, the~rule will require TEDs -
to be installed in try nets with a headrope length greater than 12 feet or a footrope length 
greater than 15 feet, will prohibit the use of soft TEDs, and will modify the requirements for 
bottom-opening hard TEDs. Outside of the SFSTCAs, effective December 19, 1997, TEDs 
will be required in try nets with a headrope length greater than 1 2 feet or a footrope length 
greater than 15 feet, and existing soft TEDs will no longer be approved for use (if 
improvements or modifications can be and are made to any of these soft TED designs so 
that they exclude turtles effectively, NMFS will institute a rulemaking to continue or 
reinstate the approval of any such soft TEDs as improved or modified). 

A November 13, 1996 BO was prepared for that final rule which concluded that the 
continued long-term operation of the shrimp fishery in the southeastern U.S. under the sea 
turtle conservation regulations, as amended, is not likely to jeopardize the continued 
existence of the Kemp's ridley, loggerhead, or any other listed species. During informal 
consultation over Amendment 9, the NMFS concluded that the measures of Amendment 9 
were not likely to change the basis for the findings of the November 13, 1996 BO. 
Amendment 9 would require shrimpers in the Gulf EEZ west of Cape San Blas, Florida within 
the 100-fathom contour to equip their nets with either Andrews TEDs or 30-mesh fisheye 
BRDs, presumably in conjunction with a TED. Presently, the area east of Cape San Blas is 
where the largest proportion of Andrews TEDs are used, in relation to other TED types. 
Consequently, Amendment 9 would likely dramatically increase the use of the Andrews TED 
in other areas of the Gulf. With the latest data on Andrews TED performance indicating a 
50% turtle capture rate (21 out of 42 trials), expanded use of the Andrews TED would likely 
result in an increase in shrimping-related turtle mortality unless modifications are developed 
to reduce turtle capture and maintain acceptable bycatch reduction. The new TED rule, 
however, restricts the use of soft TEDs and eventually removes the approval of the Andrews 
TED (unless solutions are found to make the Andrews TED effective at excluding sea 
turtles). 

In 1980, a Section 7 Consultation on the Shrimp FMP was initially conducted with the U.S. 
Fish and Wildlife Service. The BO indicated that the management actions to be implemented 
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through this plan were not likely to jeopardize the continued existence of listed species or 
result in the destruction or adverse modification of critical habitat. The BO was based on 
an evaluation of the FMP, the FEIS, and other data available at that time. 

Since then, the NMFS has conducted Section 7 consultations on: (1) modifications to the 
closure of federal waters off Texas (1986) and the Tortugas shrimp sanctuary from 1988 
through 1991; (2) Amendment 4 (1990); (3) Amendment 5 (1990); (4) the shrimp fishery 
(1991); (5) Amendment 6 and the shrimp fishery (1992); (6) Amendment 7, royal red shrimp 
fishery, and the-shrimp fishery for species other than royal red shrimp (1994); and (7) 
Amendment 8 and the royal red shrimp fishery (1995). Generally, these consultations 
resulted in opinions similar to the current BO that management actions were not likely to 
jeopardize the continued existence of any endangered species. Instead, these actions 
provide an additional layer of protection to the marine turtles by prohibiting trawling for 
shrimp in certain areas, e.g., off Texas, during periods of rapid shrimp growth. This period 
generally coincides with the period when turtles may be present in these coastal waters or 
nesting on the adjacent land. 
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FIGURE 1: Shrimping effort from 5-50 fathoms in grids 9-21 and predicted cumulative 
bycatch fishing mortality for post-bycatch natural mortality rates of 0.1, 0.15 
and 0.2. 
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FIGURE 2: Catch rates and distribution of shrimp and bycatch groups. 
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FIGURE 3: , Bycatch of mackerels by number and source, fishing years ending 1985 through 
".J 1993. 
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FIGURE 4: Statistical zones in the U. S. Gulf of Mexico 
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FIGURE 5: Brown shrimp catches from offshore waters of the U. S. Gulf of Mexico, 1972 
through 1993. 
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FIGURE 8: Distribution of red snapper by area, season, and depth (in numbers). 
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FIGURE 10: Distribution of Spanish mackerel by area, season, and depth (in numbers). 
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FIGURE 11: Numbers of samples by area, season, and depth. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In response to mandates of the Magnuson Fishery Conservation and Management Act 
amendments passed by Congress in 1990, the National Marine Fisheries Service Southeast 
Region has developed a program in cooperation with the Gulf and South Atlantic Fisheries 
Development Foundation to address shrimp trawl bycatch. One ofthe objectives of this program 
is to identify, develop, and evaluate gear options for reducing bycatch in the Gulf and South 
Atlantic shrimp fisheries. The research plan calls for gear modification studies to be conducted 
in inshore, nearshore, and offshore waters focusing on key FMP managed species (i.e., Gulf red 
snapper, Atlantic weakfish, king mackerel and Spanish mackerel, and coordinated through a 
technical review panel (TRP). The technical review panel is responsible for selecting the best 
prototype gear modifications for commercial evaluation, monitoring testing in different 
shrimping areas, and prioritizing gear modification options for management ce"ons_ideration. 

The goal of the gear development project is to develop shrimp trawl g~modifications 
and or fishing tactics which are capable of reducing the bycatch of finfish with minimum loss of 
shrimp production. Specific objectives of the program were to evaluate existing bycatch 
reduction techniques, collect data on behavior of fish and shrimp in trawls, and to develop and 
evaluate new bycatch reduction techniques. The key species targeted for reduction are red 
snapper, weakfish, king mackerel and Spanish mackerel. 

METHODS 

The research plan (GSAFDF, 1992) identified a four phase gear development program 
which included: 

1. Initial Design and Prototype Development - The full technical range of trawl design 
and modification approaches was identified. Industry techniques, ideas solicited from fishermen, 
net shops designs, and research studies conducted by various research groups were evaluated. 
Fish behavior, gear instrumentation, and gear performance studies were conducted on each 
design using SCUBA, , remote video cameras, and other techniques. This work evaluated fish 
behavior and feasibility ofprototype concepts. The results of this phase were subjectively 
evaluated based on the experience and expertise of the gear designer and research team. 
Operational data was taken on the modified net, and preliminary catch performance data obtained 
during comparative gear trials. The second phase ofdevelopment was initiated once a design 
was determined to offer bycatch reduction potential and integrated into the construction ofa net. 

2. Proof of concept - Objectives during this phase were to evaluate prototype devices on 
key species, determine total finfish reduction rates, and establish shrimp catch rates. Proof of 
concept testing evaluated adequacy of design for safety and for problems with operational use. 
Proof of concept testing was conducted under a specific scientific protocol developed under the 
"Shrimp Trawl Bycatch Research Requirements (NMFS, 1991). The most successful designs 
were prioritized based on proportional bycatch reduction and shrimp retention and reviewed by a 
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technical review panel for inclusion in operational evaluation by the commercial shrimping 
industry throughout the Southeast. 

3. Operational evaluation - The objective in this phase was to test the BRD/TED gear 
combination against a standard TED net under conditions encountered during commercial 
shrimping operations. Trained observers were placed aboard cooperating commercial vessels to 
collect data on both shrimp and finfish catch rates as well as species composition. BRD/TED 
combinations were tested on trawlers using the same TED employed in both the test and control 
gear. Testing was conducted over a wide range ofgeographic areas, seasons, and conditions. 

4. Industry evaluation -The commercial shrimping industry will be responsible for 
fleet testing of candidate BRDs. 

RESULTS 

Nine BRD designs were e~aluated in 1996 ofwhich 3 were recomme~d for proofof 
concept testing bringing the total number ofBRD designs evaluated between 1990 and 1996 to 
96, and of these designs 29 were recommended for proof ofconcept testing . Designs included 
modified trawl designs, modified TED designs, fisheye designs, funnel designs, and fish 
stimulator designs (Watson, et. al., 1993). Three designs have been approved by the gear review 
panel for operational evaluation based on their performance in the proof of concept phase and are 
now approved for industry evaluation. Designs approved for commercial evaluation are the top 
position fisheye design (fig. 3), the expanded mesh design, and the extended funnel design (fig. 
4). 

Operational testing of these designs has been conducted in the GulfofMexico on 
commercial shrimp vessels by the Gulfand South Atlantic Fisheries Development Foundation 
(GSAFDF), the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) Galveston Laboratory, and in the 
South Atlantic by GSAFDF and the North Carolina Department ofMarine Fisheries (NCDMF). 
An extensive data base consisting of over 2,800 tows has been compiled at the NMFS Galveston 
laboratory. This data base was used to calculate reduction rate estimates for key species which 
are under existing or proposed management plans including shrimp, red snapper, weakfish,and 
mackerel (fig.5). Reduction rate estimates were also calculated for croaker, spot, butterfish, and 
trout which are predominant species considered economically important. Statistical methods 
used were the paired t test and ratio estimation techniques and data are presented as point 
estimates and 95% confidence intervals. 

BRD designs with the best potential for snapper mortality reduction ( overall F reduction) 
are the midsize fisheye in the 30 mesh position and the extended funnel. The results for the 
expanded mesh design did not indicate significant reduction for red snapper but performed well 
for all other species and is recommended for use in the South Atlantic. 

The midsize fisheye in the top 30 mesh position had the best total snapper reduction rate 
point estimate of40% with a 95% confidence interval between 22% and 58% (figure 10). 
Shrimp reduction rates were estimated to be 7% for the total data base with a confidence interval 
between 3% and 10% (figure 10). These data included testing conducted in the south Florida, 
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Tortugas fishery where red snapper do not occur. The shrimp reduction rate for the northern 
Gulf, excluding the Tortugas fishery, was estimated to be 3% (GSAFDF). The overall reduction 
in fishing mortality (F) for red snapper was calculated based on the reduction ofred snapper by 
length (figure 11). There was a good correlation between snapper length and reduction rate for 
the fisheye in the 30 mesh position with the reduction rate increasing from 32% for 100 mm fish 
to over 92% for fish 260 mm in length ( figure 11). Overall red snapper fishing mortality 
reduction estimate (F) for the fisheye in the 30 mesh position was 58%-61 % (Goodyear). 
Reduction rate estimates for croaker, spot, butterfish, and trout are shown in figure 12. 

Red snapper reduction point estimate for the top fisheye in the 45 mesh position was 26% 
with a 95% confidence interval of 13% - 38% (figure 13). There was no significant difference in 
the shrimp catch rates with the fisheye in the 45 mesh position (figure 13). Reduction of red 
snapper by length increased from 11 % for 100 mm snapper to 83% for 260 mm snapper ( figure 
14). Overall red snapper fishing mortality reduction estimate (F) for the fisheye in the 45 mesh 
position was 33% (Goodyear). Reduction rate estimates for croaker, spot, butterfish, and trout 
are shown in figure 15. 

Red snapper reduction point estimate for the 3 mesh extended funnel :SR.I) was 38% with 
a 95% confidence interval of29% - 47% (figure 16). There was no significant difference in the 
shrimp catch rates with the 3 mesh extended funnel BRD (figure 16). Reduction by length group 
data for the extended funnel BRD did not show a good correlation (figure 17). Reduction rate 
estimates for croaker, spot, butterfish, and trout are shown in figure 18. Red snapper reduction 
point estimate for the 5 mesh extended funnel BRD was 33% with a 95% confidence interval of 
24% - 43% (figure 19). There was no significant difference in the shrimp catch rates with the 5 
mesh extended funnel BRD (figure 19). Reduction rate estimates for croaker, spot, butterfish, 
and trout are shown in figure 20. There does not appear to be any significant difference in 
reduction rates for red snapper between the 3 mesh extended funnel and the 5 mesh extended 
funnel design. Overall red snapper fishing mortality reduction estimate (F) for the extended 
funnel BRD was 32% (Goodyear). 

An operational problem with the extended funnel BRD was identified in November 1995 
by NMFS gear specialists working with commercial fishermen who were voluntarily using 
extended funnels during commercial fishing operations. Fishermen reported the BRDs worked 
well initially, but reduction rates decreased with extended use. After examining the BRDs gear 
specialists determined that the problem was related to the quality of webbing used in the 
construction of the funnel. After extended use the funnels stretched out to the point that they 
closed off the large mesh fish escape openings. For proper operation clearance must be 
maintained between the funnel and the escape openings. It was apparent that consistent 
performance could not be maintained with the extended funnel BRD due to difficulty in 
obtaining quality material for use in funnel construction. As a result the funnel used in the 
construction of the large mesh funnel and extended funnel BRD designs has been redesigned 
using a tapered funnel design. This design does not require the use of high quality heat set and 
depth stretched poly webbing and should eliminate the problem of the funnel closing off the fish 
exit openings by allowing maximum clearance between the funnel and the openings. Extended 
funnel BRDs using the tapered funnel are being deployed on commercial vessels and 
preliminary reports indicate they are performing well. The new funnel design will be tested 
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extensively in 1996. 
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SUMMARY 

Commercial evaluations indicate that the midsize fisheye in the top position and the 
extended funnel BRO are capable of significantly reducing juvenile red snapper fishing mortality 
in shrimp trawls. Overall red snapper fishing mortality reduction estimates (F) for red snapper 
was 33% - 61 % for the top position fisheye BRD, and 32% for the extended funnel BRD. 
Shrimp reduction rates in the northern GulfofMexico ranged from 0-3% for the fisheye and 0% 
for the extended funnel. 

The extended funnel design has been recently modified to solve operational problems 
associated with quality ofwebbing material used in the construction of the funnel. Data on the 
performance of the modified design will be collected in 1996. 

Technical specifications, minimum suggested requirements, and construction and 
installation instructions for the extended funnel, expanded mesh, and fisheye BRDs are included 
in this document. The expanded mesh (large mesh) BRD is recommended for_:!:lse in the South 
Atlantic only. ~ 
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NUMBER OF DESIGNS 
E:YALUATED (1996) 

♦ PROTOTYPE TESTING - 9 DESIGNS 

♦ PROOF OF CONCEPT - 3 DESIGNS 



TOTAL NUMBER OF DESIGNS 
:,·~ EVALUATED 

♦ PROTOTYPE TESTING - 96 DESIGNS 

♦ PROOF OF CONCEPT - 29 DESIGNS 

♦ OPERATIONAL EVAL. - 3 DESIGNS 

FIGURE 2. 
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KEY SPECIES 
: I~ 

♦ GULF OF MEXICO 
-SHRIMP 

- RED SNAPPER 

-MACKEREL 

♦ SOUTH ATLANTIC 
- SHRIMP 

-WEAKFISH 

-MACKEREL 
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BRO EVALUATION DATA BASE 
:;~ 1992-1996 

♦ GULF AND SOUTH ATLANTIC FISHERY 
DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION 

- TEXAS SHRIMP ASSOCIATION 

- TEXAS A&M SEA GRANT 

- UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA SEA GRANT 

- NORTH CAROLINA STATE SEA GRANT 

♦ NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE 

-GALVESTONLABORATORY 

- MISSISSIPPILABORATORY 

FIGURE 6, 



BRO EVALUATION DATA·. 
'Id ' 1J 

♦ FISHEYE = 799 TOWS 

♦ EXTENDED FUNNEL = 420 TOWS 

♦ OTHER DESIGNS= 193 TOWS 

.. 



ANALYSES OF BRD DAT A BASE 
: :1 

♦ REDUCTION RATES 

- Key species 

- Economically important species 

♦ STATISTICALANALYSES 

- Paired t Test 

- Ratio estimation 

♦ DATAPRESENTATION 

- Point Estimate and 95% Confidence interval 

FIGURE 8, 



ECONOMICALLY IMPORTANT 
:,~ SPECIES 

+CROAKER 

+SPOT 

♦ BUTTERFISH 

+TROUT 

... 
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Red Snapper Reduction Estimates by Length Gro.ups for 
Fisheye (30m) BRD 

(January, 1996) 
• Ii 

Length Group Standard Trawl BBQ 0/4 Reduction 

1 (0-19mm) 0 0 
-1002(20-39mm 0 12 

13 - 69 3 (40-59mm) 4 _J 
-144 (60-79mm) 177 205 7-
245 (80-99mm) 334 254 I 
506 (100-119mm) 159 80 I I 
587 (120-139mm) 176 73 I I 
488 (140-159mm) 203 106 I I 
529 (160-179mm) 130 63 I I 
7510 (180-199mm) 107 27 I I 
8711 (200-219mm) 113 15 I 

6912 (220-239mm) 39 12 
10013 (240-259mm) 12 0 
-10014 (260-279mm) 0 1 

0 15 (280-299mm) 1 • 1 
I 001 

0 ~- 0 0 
0 ';ft. 
0 ~ n = 99 tows 

·\, 

Figure 11. 
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Red Snapper Reduction Estimates by Length Groups for 
Fisheye (45m) BRD 

(January, 1996) 
'1j

I• 

Length Group Standard Trawl BRO 

1 (0-19mm} 0 0 
2 (20-39mm 0 0 
3 (40-59mm) 1 6 
4 (60-79mm) 37 50 
5 (~0-99mm} 141 137 
6 (100-119mm) 306 272 
7 {120-139mm) 93 78 
8 (140-159mm) 117 79 
9 (160-179mm). 277 188 
10 (180-199mm) 239 155 
11 (200-219mm) 89 23 
12 (220-239mm) 27 20 
13 (240-259mm) 36 6 
14 (260-279mm) 12 2 
15 (280-299mm} 12 7 

% Reduction 

-83 
-26 
3 

11 
16 
33 
32 
35 
74 
26 
83 
83 
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Figure 14. 
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Red Snapper Reduction Estimates by Length Groups for 
Extended Funnel BRD 

(January, 1996) 
' 'I ~ 

Length Group Standard Trawl BRO % Reduction 

1 (0-19mm) 0 0 
2 (20-39mm 24 8 66 

L 3 (40-59mm) 276- 261 5 [_ 
4 (60-79mm) 1716 1169 32 --5 (80-99mm) 1894 1261 33 -

I 

6 (100-119mm) 1342 1259 6 
7 (120-139mm) 557 547 2 
8 (140-159mm) 197 167 15 -• 9 (160-179mm). 174 60 66 

I I I 10 (180-199mm) 250 124 50 
I 

11 (200-219mm) 186 80 57 
I 

12 (220-239mm) 78 43 45 
-I 13 (240-259mm) 47 31 34 -

I 14 (260-279mm) 30 -35 -46 -I 
~ ' 15 (280-299mm) 3 17 -82 I 

1 ' 

0 n = 205 tows °' ~ 0 

Figure 17. 
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS AND MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THE EXTENDED FUNNEL, AND EXPANDED MESH BRDS 

Extended Funnel Description 

The extended funnel BRD consists of an extension with large mesh webbing in the center 
and small mesh webbing on each end held open by a semi-rigid hoop. A funnel of small mesh 
webbing is placed inside the large mesh section to fonn a passage for shrimp to the codend. It 
also creates an area ofreduced water flow to allow for fish escapement through the large mesh. 
One side of the funnel is extended vertically to fonn a lead panel and area ofreduced water flow. 
There are two sizes of extended funnel BRDs, a standard size and a smaller inshore size. 

Minimum Construction and Installation Requirements 

Extension Material - the small mesh used on both sides or the large mesh escape section 
is constructed from No. 30, 1-5/8 inch (stretch mesh) nylon webbing. The front section is 120 
meshes around by .6 ½ meshes deep. The back section is 120 meshes around by 23 meshes 
deep. 

Large Mesh Section - the large mesh escape section is constructed of 8- 10 inch stretch 
mesh webbing. This section is cut on the bar to fonn a section that is 15x95 inches in 
circumference. The leading edge is attached to the 6 ½ mesh extension section and the rear edge 
is attached to the 23 mesh extension section. 

Funnel - the funnel is constructed of 1 ½ inch (stretch mesh) No. 30 depth stretched and 
heat set polyethylene webbing. The circumference ofthe leading edge is 120 meshes and the 
back edge is 104 meshes. The short side of the funnel is 34 to 36 inches long and half ofthe 
opposite side ofthe funnel extends an additional 22 to 24 inches. The leading edge ofthe funnel 
is attached 3 meshes forward of the large mesh leading edge. Seven meshes ofthe short side of 
the funnel is attached to the back section ofextension webbing on the top and bottom 8 meshes 
back from the trailing edge ofthe large mesh section. The extended side of the funnel is attached 
on a slight angle to the top and bottom of the back extension webbing. 

Semi-Rigid Hoop -A 30 inch diameter hoop constructed ofplastic coated trawl cable 
swaged together is installed evenly 5 meshes behind the trailing edge of the large mesh section 

Installation - the extended funnel BRD is attached behind a hard TED 8 inches behind 
the posterior edge with the codend attached to the trailing edge of the BRD. If a soft TED is 
used a second hoop must be installed in the front section of the BRD extension webbing at the 

· leading edge of the funnel. 



INSTRUCTIONS FOR LARGE MESH & EXTENDED FUNNEL BRD 
National Marine Fisheries Service, Mississippi Laboratories 

P.O. Drawer 1207, Pascagoula, MS 39568-1207 

November, 1996 

Figure 1. 
Construction of the Webbing Extension and Large Mesh Section 

~ -

The webbing extension is made from a single piece of 1 5/8" stretch mesh# 30 nylon 
twine, 30 meshes x 120 meshes. Form a tube from the extension webbing by sewing the 30 
mesh sides together. The large mesh section is made by cutting a 3 mesh strip by 18 ½ bars long 
from 10" by 10 mm PES webbing. Sew the narrow ends together to form a 3 square by 19 
square (15" x 95") tube. 

Figure 2. Attachment of Large Mesh to the Extension 

Starting at the top center seam of the extension, count back 6 ½ meshes and cut around 
the extension to divide it into two pieces. Attach the large mesh section to the 6 ½ mesh piece 
(front) of the extension. The sewing sequence for attaching the large mesh section to the 
extension is 6 meshes to one large mesh, 6 meshes to one large mesh and 7 meshes to one large 
mesh. Repeat this sewing sequence until you are all the way around the large mesh piece. 
Repeat the sewing sequence when attaching the other end of the large mesh section to the 23 
mesh extension section. 

Figure 3. 30" Hoop Ring 

A single hoop is constructed of½" plastic coated cable 94 1/4" in length. It is joined by 
a 3/8" nicropress sleeve. Starting at the top center seam of the 23 mesh extension section (back 
section) count back 5 meshes then attach the extension to the 30" ring. Then count 60 meshes 
around the extension to find the bottom center attachment point. Starting at the top center then 
count 30 meshes on each side of the extension to find the side attachment points. Finding these 
points is necessary to insure that the extension webbing is equally distributed around the ring. 
When the four attachment points are located and attached to the ring, lace the extension webbing 
to the ring around the entire circumference. 



Figure 4. Construction of the Funnel 

The funnel is constructed from 4 sections of 1 ½", number 30, depth stretched and heat 
set polyethylene webbing. The two side sections are rectangular in shape with one side being 29 
½meshes on the leading edge by 38 ½meshes deep and the other 29 ½meshes on the leading 
edge by 23 meshes deep. The top and bottom sections are 29 ½ meshes on the leading edge by 
23 meshes deep and tapered 1 point 2 bars on both sides down to 8 meshes across the back. The 
four sections are sewn together to form the funnel. 

Figure 5. Attachment of the Funnel in the Extension 

The funnel is installed inside the extension 3 meshes forward of the large mesh. 
Beginning at the seam of the extension webbing and the middle ofthe leading.£dge of the top 
funnel section, sew the funnel to the extension mesh for mesh. The back edge ofthe top and 
bottom sections are attached 3 meshes behind the soft cable hoop at the top and bottom ofthe 
extension webbing. The longer side section of the funnel is attached to the extension webbing on 
the top and bottom. Beginning at the back edge ofthe top and bottom section, attach the 
remainder of the long side panel by sewing 2 meshes straight and one mesh in on the extension 
webbing. This angles the extended side panel in toward the center of the extension webbing. 
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The sewing sequence to attach the 
extension to the funnel is 2 meshes 

down, one mesh in toward the seam. 

Top center seam I 

Attach 7 meshes ofthe funnel 
to 8 meshes ofthe extension. 

Top Webbing 
Panel 

Note: The 8 meshes should be 
on the funnel's long side of the 
extension's center seam. 

Figure 5. 

Top View 



Minimum Construction and Installation Requirements for Inshore Size 

Extension Material - the small mesh used on both sides ofthe large mesh escape section 
is constructed from No. 18, 1-38 inch (stretch mesh) nylon webbing. The front section is 120 
meshes around by 6 ½ meshes deep. The back section is 120 meshes around by 23 meshes deep. 

Large Mesh Section - the large mesh escape section is constructed of 8-10 inch stretch 
mesh webbing. This section is cut on the bar to form a section that is 15x75 inches in 
circumference. The leading edge is attached to the 6 ½ mesh extension and the rear edge is 
attached to the 23 mesh extension section. 

Funnel - the funnel is constructed of I 3/8 inch (stretch mesh) No. 18 depth stretched and 
heat set polyethylene webbing. The circumference of the leading edge is 120 meshes and the 
back edge id 78 meshes. The short side of the funnel is 30 to 32 inches long_..and halfof the 
opposite side of the funnel extends an additional 20 to 22 inches. The leading edge of the funnel 
is attached 3 meshes forward ofthe large mesh leading edge. Seven meshes of the short side of 
the funnel is attached to the back section ofextension webbing on the top and bottom 8 meshes 
back from the trailing edge of the large mesh section. The extended side of the funnel is attached 
on a slight angle to the top and bottom of the back extension webbing. 

Semi-rigid Hoop - a 24 inch diameter hoop constructed ofplastic coated cable swaged 
together is installed evenly 5 meshes behind the trailing edge of the large mesh section. 

Installation - the extended funnel BRO is attached behind a hard TED 8 inches behind the 
posterior edge with the codend attached to the trailing edge of the BRO. lfa soft TED is used a 
second hoop must be installed in the front section of the BRO extension webbing at the leading 
edge of the funnel. 

Expanded Mesh Description 

The expanded mesh BRD is constructed and installed exactly the same as the extended 
funnel BRO except the funnel is not extended to form the lead panel. 



INSTRUCTIONS FOR INSHORE LARGE MESH & EXTENDED FUNNEL BRD 
National Marine Fisheries Service, Mississippi Laboratories 

P.O. Drawer 1207, Pascagoula, MS 39568-1207 

November, 1996 
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Figure 1. Construction of the Webbing Extension and Large Mesh Section 

The webbing extension is made from a single piece of 1 3/8" stretch mesh# 18 nylon 
twine, 30 meshes x 120 meshes. Form a tube from the extension webbing by sewing the 30 
mesh sides together. The large mesh section is made by cutting a 3 mesh strip by 14 ½ bars long 
from 1 0" by 10 mm PES webbing. Sew the narrow ends together to form a 3 square by 15 
square (15" x 75") tube. 

Figure 2. Attachment of Large Mesh to the Extension 

Starting at the top center seam of the extension, count back 6 ½ meshes and cut around 
the extension to divide it into two pieces. Attach the large mesh section to the 6 ½ mesh piece 
(front) of the extension. The sewing sequence for attaching the large mesh section to the 
extension is 8 meshes to one large mesh. Repeat this sewing sequence until you are all the way 
around the large mesh piece. Repeat the sewing sequence when attaching the other end of the 
large mesh section to the 23 mesh extension section. 

Figure 3. 24" Hoop Ring 

A single hoop is constructed of3/8" plastic coated cable 75 1/2" in length. Itis joined by 
a 5/16" nicropress sleeve. Starting atthe top center seam of the 23 mesh extension section (back 
section) count back 5 meshes then attach the extension to the 24" ring. Then count 60 meshes 
around the extension to find the bottom center attachment point. Starting at the top center then 
count 30 meshes on each side ofthe extension to find the side attachment points. Finding these 
points is necessary to insure that the extension webbing is equally distributed around the ring. 
When the four attachment points are located and attached to the ring, lace the extension webbing 
to the ring around the entire circumference. 



Figure 4. Construction of the Funnel 

The funnel is constructed from 4 sections of 1 3/8", number 18, depth stretched and heat 
set polyethylene webbing. The two side sections are rectangular in shape with one side being 29 
½ meshes on the leading edge by 38 ½ meshes deep and the other 29 ½ meshes on the leading 
edge by 23 meshes deep. The top and bottom sections are 29 ½ meshes on the leading edge by 
23 meshes deep and tapered 1 point 2 bars on both sides down to 8 meshes across the back. The 
four sections are sewn together to form the funnel. 

Figure 5. Attachment of the Funnel in the Extension 

The funnel is installed inside the extension 3 meshes forward of the large mesh. 
Beginning at the seam of the extension webbing and the middle of the leadinge__dge of the top 
funnel section, sew the funnel to the extension mesh for mesh. The back edge of the top and 
bottom sections are attached 3 meshes behind the soft cable hoop at the top and bottom ofthe 
extension webbing. The longer side section of the funnel is attached to the extension webbing on 
the top and bottom. Beginning at the back edge of the top and bottom section, attach the 
remainder of the long side panel by sewing 2 meshes straight and one mesh in on the extension 
webbing. This angles the extended side panel in toward the center of the extension webbing. 
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS AND MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THE FISHEYE BRO 

Fisheye Description 

Approved fisheyes are cone shaped rigid frames constructed from aluminum or steel 
which are inserted into the top center of the codend to form an escape opening. 

Minimum Construction and Installation Requirements 

Fisheyes should be constructed ofaluminum or steel rod ofat least 1/4" diameter with a 
minimum opening dimension of5 inches and a minimum total opening area of 36 square inches. 
Fisheyes must be installed in the c.odend ofthe trawl to create an opening in tI:ie trawl facing in 
the direction of the mouth of the trawl no further forward than 70% of the distance between the 
codend drawstring {tie off rings) and the beginning ofthe codend (excluding any extension) or 
11 ft, whichever is the shorter distance. 



INSTRUCTIONS FOR FISHEYE BRD 
National Marine Fisheries Service, Mississippi Laboratories 

P.O. Drawer 1207, Pascagoula, MS 39568-1207 

November, 1996 

Figure 1. Construction of the Fish eye Frame 

The fisheye frame is constructed of steel or aluminum rod ofat least 1/4 in. diameter. It 
consists of an exit opening frame with an apex of three bars to orient the exit opening. The exit 
opening frame has varying shapes but should not have a diameter any smaller than five inches or 
total exit opening area of smaller than 36 sq. inches. 

Figure 2. Placement of the Fisheye in the Trawl 

The fisheye frame should be installed in the trawl with the apex pointing forward. It must 
be installed in the trawl codend not farther than 70% of the distance between the codend drawstring 
(tie-off rings) and the beginning of the codend or 1 lft., whichever is the shorter distance. 

Figure 3. Example of Fisheye Installation 

The following is an example of the proper installation of a 6" x 12" fisheye in a 120 mesh 
bag. Proper installation will vary depending on the frame and codend sizes. 

Starting with a codend that is 120 X 120 meshes of 1-5/8 (#42) nylon webbing, count 
down the seam 32 ½ meshes (70% of the distance between the tie-off rings and the front of the 
codend) from the forward edge of the codend. Cut the exit opening perpendicular to the seam. For 
a 611 X 12" frame, an exit opening of20 meshes (10 on each side of the seam) should be cut. 

The frame is installed in the webbing by orienting the frame so the apex is pointed 
toward the front of the trawl and the center apex bar is against the webbing. The forward side of 
the exit opening cut is laced on the inner portion of the frame opening. The aft side of the cut is 
laced on the outer portion. The frame apex is then laced to the trawl webbing to secure the frame. 
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MARFIN Annual Project Report 

A. Project Title: Shrimp Trawl Bycatch Reduction 

B. Principle Investigator: Scott Nichols 

C. Project Number: ___ 

D. Period Covered: From October 1. 1995 To September 30, 1996 

E. Report: 

Introduction 

Shrimp trawl bycatch continues to be a leading management issue fodisheries managers in 
the southeastern United States. The Harvesting Systems Division ofthe NMFS-SEFSC Pascagoula, 
MS Laboratory, working cooperatively with state and university researchers and the shrimp fishing 
industry, has been studying fishing gear alternatives as a management option since 1990. Over the 
last seven years, numerous bycatch reduction device (BRD) designs have been evaluated and tested, 
and two designs, the large mesh extended funnel (LMEF) and the fisheye, have shown acceptable 
bycatch reduction rates for most species with minimal or no shrimp loss. 

The LMEF and the fisheye BRDs are providing a starting point from which regulations are 
being developed, but these designs may not be the answer to all shrimp trawl bycatch related 
problems. As bycatch regulations are implemented, industry will likely take a larger part in the 
development ofnew BRD designs and design modifications to meet the needs dictated by the fishing 
conditions they encounter. These designs and modifications will have to be evaluated and tested 
before approval for use. There is also a need for more cooperative work to develop improved BRD 
designs or alternative methods to protect species like the red snapper which is extremely hard to 
exclude from a shrimp trawl. 

The goal of this year's project was to meet present and gear for future bycatch reduction 
needs. A high priority was to educate shrimp fishers on how to incorporate bycatch reduction gear 
into their fishing practices. Project objectives for FY 96 included: 

1. Conducting evaluations ofindustry developed bycatch reduction gear designs and modifications. 

2. Completing development and evaluation of techniques for certification of commercially 
developed bycatch reduction designs. 

3. Providing technology transfer assistance to the shrimp industry in adoption and use ofappoved 
bycatch reduction gear and techniques. 



Materials and Methods 

The RN Caretta, a 60 foot shrimp trawler, was used to evaluate four new BRD designs and 
five modifications to existing designs (Attachment A). The BRDs were evaluated in a 50-ft flat 
trawl attached to 8-ft x 40-in trawl boards and 40-fathom bridles. Standardized trawl diving 
techniques were used to obtain measurements ofwater flow in and around the devices and to observe 
operational characteristics. 

As part of the evaluation of techniques for certification of commercially developed bycatch 
reduction designs, a study ofjuvenile red snapper reefs was conducted. The study looked at reef 
size, profile and materials (including polyethylene webbing and oyster shell) to determine what reef 
features most attract juvenile red snapper. To determine their efficacy, the number of juvenile 
snapper attracted to the reefs was compared to snapper occurrence at randomly selected sites around 
the reef study area. 

Harvesting Systems personnel provided technical assistance to fisheries managers, training 
to law enforcement officials, and BRD workshops to commercial fishers. The workshops addressed 
BRD installation and fishing and handling techniques. 

Harvesting Systems personnel conducted a comprehensive analysis of the regional bycatch 
program BRD evaluation data base and presented the results to fishery managers, the GulfofMexico 
and South Atlantic fishery management councils and industry organizations. 

Results and Discussion 

Four of the nine BRD designs evaluated including three modifications ofthe LMEF BRD 
and one combination TED-BRD, the Falana BRD, showed promise and were recommended for 
further testing. One modification, a change in the taper of the extended funnel, has since proven to 
be more effective and has replaced the original funnel used in the LMEF. Another modification 
where the large mesh webbing section of the LMEF was replaced with chain is undergoing further 
testing for approval for use in North Carolina. 

A fifth BRD design, the Sea Eagle - a PVC modified fisheye, was recommended for 
modification before further testing. The modifications and additional testing have since been 
completed, and the Sea Eagle is now approved for use in the North Carolina shrimp fishery. 

Results of the juvenile red snapper reef study show that young snapper prefer complex 
habitat with some vertical profile and holes or spaces to enter into the reef. The limitation to snapper 
recruitment appears to be the size ofthe fish. Larger red snapper will limit the recruitment ofsmaller 
snapper (i.e. depending on the size of the reef, 0 year class red snapper do not normally recruit to 
reefs that are already occupied by one year or older snapper). 

Another factor that appears to limit the recruitment ofjuvenile red snapper to a reef site is 
temperature. In 1996, young of the year recruits did not start to show up on the study reefs until late 



July. This was more than a month later than their first appearence in 1995. The most noticable 
difference between the two years was the time that it took for the thermocline to dissipate. In 1996, 
the thermocline remained in the study area until late July, and postlarval red snapper were not 
observed on the reefs until the bottom water warmed to about 23 ° C. 

A listing of technical assistance sessions, law enforcement training programs and BRD 
workshops is given on Attachment B. BRD technical assistance was provided to the Florida 
Department of Environmental Protection. Law enforcement training was given in Florida and 
Mississippi, and workshops for commercial fishers were held in North Carolina, Georgia, Florida, 
Mississippi and Texas. 

The results of analyses ofthe regional bycatch BRD evaluation data base was presented in 
a report entitled "Summary report on the status of bycatch reduction device development11 

(attachment c). A video report "Cooperative research addressing finfish bycatch in the Gulf of 
Mexico and South Atlantic shrimp fishery" was produced and presented atindustry meetings, 
MAF AC, Council meetings and NMFS and NOAA briefings for fishery managers. 



Attachment A 

U.S. Department of Commerce 
National oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 

National Marine Fisheries Service 
Pascagoula Facility 

P.O. Drawer 1207 
Pascagoula, MS 39567 

Harvesting Systems Branch 
Project Report 

Shrimp Trawl Bycatch Reduction study 
Conducted From 

R/V Caretta 

May 28 - June 4, 1996 

INTRODUCTION 

The Harvesting systems Branch of the National Marine Fisheries 
Service Pascagoula, Mississippi Laboratory conducted a cruise 
aboard the R/V Caretta from May 28 to June 4, 1996. The purpose of 
the cruise was evaluate nine prototype industry and NMFS bycatch 
reduction device (BRD) designs. The evaluations were conducted by 
divers in the relatively clear waters off Panama City, Florida. 

OBJECTIVE 

Conduct diver evaluations of prototype BRO designs. 

GEAR DESCRIPTION AND METHODS 

The R/V Caretta was equipped with two 50-ft flat trawls 
attached to 8-ft x 40-in trawl boards and 40 fathom bridles. The 
trawls were rigged with a TED and BRD or TED-BRD combination and 
towed at 2.0 and 2.5 knots for the evaluations. 

Three industry and six NMFS BRO designs were evaluated (Table 
1). Evaluations were conducted by divers using standardized trawl 
diving techniques. Water flow in and around the BRDs was observed 
by injecting dye into the water and documented with an underwater 
video camera. Water flow speed was measured with a diver operated 
General Oceanics current meter. 

RESULTS 

All nine BRO designs were evaluated (Table 2). In addition to 
evaluating water flow characteristics and flow speeds in the 
industry BRD designs, modifications were made if necessary to help 
improve their performance. Video copies of the evaluations were 
provided to the BRO designers. 



Four of the BRD designs including the modified taper 
polyethylene and nylon large mesh extended funnels, the chain 
modified extended funnel and the Falana BRO #1 (Figures 1-3) showed 
the most promise for further testing. All four of these designs 
had good water flow characteristics with flow speeds at the 
excluder openings in the range considered favorable for the 
exclusion of juvenile red snapper. Further testing necessary to 
complete the evaluations of these BRD designs would include diver 
observations of fish (preferably juvenile red snapper) behavior in 
relation to the BRD designs and comparative towing tests (Proof of 
Concept testing). 

PROJECT PARTICIPANTS 

Ian Workman 
John Watson 
John Mitchell 
Dan Foster 
Dominy Hataway 
Charles Taylor 
Kendall Falana 
Jack Forrester 



Figure 1. Large Mesh Extended Funnel with a modified tapered funnel 
(polyethylene or nylon webbing) 



Figure 2. Chain Modified Large Mesh Extended Funnel 



Figure 3. Falana BRD 



Table 1. BRDs evaluated May 28 - June 4, 1996. 

BRO ~ Designer 

1. 8 fl Sea Eagle (PVC Fisheye) BRO Bill Hickman/Industry 

2. 6 II sea Eagle (PVC Fisheye) BRO Bill Hickman/Industry 

3. Chain modified large mesh BRO Steve Parish/Industry 
extended funnel 

4. Alario Brothers' TED w/ TED/BRD Industry/NMFS 
side openings 

5. Modified taper large mesh BRD NMFS/Jac~orrester 
extended funnel (polyethylene) 

6. Modified taper large mesh BRD NMFS/Jack Forrester 
extended funnel (nylon) 

7. Falana BRO #1 (short section) TED/BRO NMFS/Kendall Falana 

8. Falana BRO #2 (long section) TED/BRD NMFS/Kendall Falana 

9. Barbour BRD TED/BRD NMFS/James Barbour 



Attachment B 

BRD Technical Assistance, Law Enforcement Training, And Workshops Conducted In FY 96 

Technical Assistance 

October 1995 - Florida Department ofEnvironmental Protection 

August 1996 - Florida Department ofEnvironmental Protection 

·Law Enforcement Training 

April 1996 - Mississippi 

June 1996 - Florida 

BRD Workshops 

January 1996 - Mississippi 

January 1996 - Texas 

March 1996 - Mississippi (for Mexico) 

March 1996 - North Carolina 

April 1996 - Mississippi (two workshops) 

June 1996 - Florida (three workshops) 

July 1996 - Georgia (three workshops) 



Table 2. Evaluator comments and modifications made to test BRDs. 

BRO Modification Evaluator Comments 

8" Sea Eagle At 2.0 knots flapper 
opened 3 11 and closed. At 2.5 
knots the flapper remained fully 
open. On haul back the device 
rolled to one side and the 
flapper remained open. 

Added 5 11 Device remained upright and 
float flapper stayed 80-90% open 

during tow. Flapper oscillated 
when trawl slowed and did not 
completely close ~uring haul 
back. -= 

6" Sea Eagle Functioned much the same as the 
8 11 Sea Eagle after 5 11 float was 
attached. 

Chain mod. lg. Funnel too lose. 
mesh ext. funnel 

Lengthened Funnel looked good, but back 
4 11chains -::::i hoop sagged without floatation. 

and removed 
K-50 float 

Replaced K-50 BRO looked good. 
float 

Alario Brothers' Side openings Water flow too fast at excluder 
TED openings. 

Mod. taper lg. BRD looked good. 
mesh ext. funnel 
(polyethylene) 

Mod. taper lg. BRD looked good. 
mesh ext. funnel 
(nylon) 

Falana BRO #1 Lead panel was a little lose, 
but overall BRD looked good. 

Falana BRD #2 Lead panel was lose. 

Barbour BRD Not enough clearance between 
TED funnel and large meshes. 
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APPENDIX B 

Executive Summary 
..\ Model for Assessment of Ecological Interactions 

Among Living Marine Resources in the Gulf of 
Mexico: Implications for Bycatch Management and 

Shrimp Production 

Report to thf! Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management Council 

March, 1996 

Eduardo X. Maninez. James M. Nance and Roger J. Zimmerman 
National Marine Fisheries Service. Southeast Fisheries Science Center 

4700 Avenue U. Galveston. TX 



Introduction 

Background 

[n recent years. the Gulf of Mexico shrimp fishery (Penaeu.s spp.) has experienced 

increased scrutiny regarding the impacts of trawl bycatch on natural resources. Bycatch is 
comprised. of non-targeted species which are captured incidentally during trawling 

operations and are released dead. injured or stressed. Conservation agencies and 

environmental organizations generally view ttawling as a destructive or wasteful fishery 

that negatively impacts other living marine resources (Fowle and Bierce 1992). Globally. 

shrimp ttawling has been identified as the fishery with the largest and most serious bycatch 

issues (Alverson et al. 1994). Excess bycatch in shrimp a-awls is seen as an important 

cause for declines in stocks of some commercially imponant finfish. endangered sea turtles 

and other living resources in the Gulf of Mexico (Henwood and Stuntz4'}87; Goodyear 

and Phares 1990; National Research Council 1990; Caillouet et al. 1991; Goodyear 1991 ). 

·Measure to reduce bycatch {bycatch reduction devices) have been proposed to alleviate such 

• declines. These measures may have the effect of releasing more shrimp predators or 

allowing small fish to grow larger and thus become predators. Shrimp !:ttocks might then 

be impacted by increasing the incidence of finfish predation. Although the interaction of 

shrimp and finfish predators in a Gulf of Mexico estuary has been described in detail 

(Minello et al. 19&.:J), limited i,1fonnation is available regarding shrimp predation in 

offshore waters, and its effect on shrimp stocks. Development of an ecosystem-based 

model is desirable to guide research and management. However, it is imponant to 

remember that predictive results of such models are based on assumptions and the quality 

information ·available. 

Previous Motkling Efforts 

Research completed in the early l 980's resulted in the development of several 

models to examine potential fish predation on shrimp stocks in offshore waters (Browder 

l983~ Sheridan et al. 1984a). The purpose of the models was that reduction of shrimp 

trawl bycarch affected shrimp stock dynamics and, ultimately. shrimp fishery yield. The 

models were used to simulate dynamics of living resources in the ecosystem subsequent co 

bycatch reduction (penurbation). Initially, quantitative data which specified Penaeusas a 

prey item was minimal and indicated a low incidence of finfish predation on shrimp 

(Browder 1983; Sheridan et al. 1984a). lnfonnation regarding competition among fish 

species was even more limited. One model utilized ttaditional population dynamics 

cechniques (matrix operations); the other was an ecosystem simulation model with 
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numerous companments representing different trophic groups linked by energy flow and 

nitrogen cycling within the system. 

The population dynamics model indicated that even the most favorable discard 

practices could increase shrimp harvest by only 8% (Sheridan et al. 1984a). This a5sumes 

no discards of shrimp and a high rate of discards for bottomfish. Funhermore. a major 

assumption was that reassimilation of fish discards would "be directly translated into 

shrimp yield" (Sheridan et al. 1984a). However, the authors indicated that the actual 

benefit would probably be less since assimilation rates in the model were overestimated; 

therefore, results from the population dynamics model were not considered to be very 

accurate. The trophic model provided greater flexibility for inclusion of biotic and abiotic 

factors such as riverine input of nitrogen. solar radiation, plankton and benthic 

components, fishing effort, and stocks of shrimp, bottomfish, migratory and pelagic 

finfish. large predators (dolphins). scavengers (sharks). and utilization .£tbycatch by 

fishermen. Results from this model suggested that shrimp production (biomass) would 

decline approximately 25% if discards were reduced by 50% through utilization (i.e., 

removal of biomass from the ecosystem). Model results also indicated that only an 8% 

reduction in shrimp production would be observed with the introduction of trawls which 

reduced bycatch, assuming that excluded finfish do not exhibit selective predation against 

shrimp as a prey item. Consequently. the authors concluded that using bycatch reduction 

devices (BRD's) or similar techniques to reduce finfish capture would result in no long 

term effect on shrimp harvest if finfish exhibited even moderate selectivity ag~inst shrimp 

as prey. Shrimp biomass would decrease initially, but shrimp stocks would rebound and 

stabilize after the first or second year following implementation of BRD's (Browder 1983; 

Sheridan et at 1984). The trophic model of Browder has been generally accepted in 

evaluating predator-prey interactions in the shrimp fishery since data from many different 

research effons up to that time were used to parameterize and quantify the model. 

New Research 
Since 1980. when the Browder models were developed. new research has provided 

additional infortnarion on predator-prey interactions between shrimp and finfish stocks in 

the Gulf of Mexico. Scientists of the Southeast Fisheries Science Center (SEFSC) and 

other investigators have continued to examine foods of trawl-susceptible and coastal pelagic 

fishes and consequently identified the dominant shrimp predators and their frequency of 

predation on penaeid shrimp (Naughton 1981; Divita et al. 1983; Manooch and Haimovici 

1983; Manooch and Hoganh 1983; Manooch et al 1983; Saloman and Naughton 1983a. 

1983b: Sheridan and Trimm 1983; Sheridan et al. 1984b: Sheridan, unpublished data). Of 
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161 fish species examined. only 14 fish species have been identified as predators on 

shrimp of the genus Penaeus. These include Atlantic croaker (Micropogonias undulatus), 

sand seatrout (Cynosc.ion arenarius), spotted seatrout (Cynoscion nebu/osus), s1i.ver 

seatrout (Cynoscion nothus), ocellated flounder (Ancy/opsetta quadrocellata). inshore 

lizardfish (Synodusfoetens), bighead searobin (Prionotus tribulus). smooth puffer 

(lagocephalus laevigacus), red snapper (lutjanus campechanus), lane snapper (lutjanus 

synagris), Spanish mackerel (Scomberomorus maculatus), rock sea bass (Centropristis 

philadelphica). dwarf sand perch (Diplectrum bivittatum), and Atlantic sharpnose shark 

(Rhizoprionodon terraenovae). The relative imponance of shrimp predation by each of 

these species is presented in Table 1. Sand seatrout represent the dominant predator of 

shrimp in gulf waters, despite the low occurrence of Penaeus in their stomachs. This is 

attributed to the abundance of the sand seatrout population in the Gulf of Mexico (NMFS, 

unpublished data). 

Since 1990, research on bycatch characterization and bycatch reduction devices 

(BRD's) have produced data on the magnitude, composition, and distribution of bycarch 

species captured in trawls and on effectiveness of trawls equipped with BRD's. Bycarch 

characterization studies (> 450 trips, > 4,000 observer days) have recorded> 250 species 

of finfish. Characterization data includes size and weight characteristics of fish as. well as 

catch per unit effon (CPUE) by area, season, and depth fished (NMFS, unpublished data). 

BRO evaluations indicate that cenain gear types can release up to 79% of a given species 

(biomass; NMFS, unpublished data). Seven species of known shrimp predators w:.re 

evaluated with respect to exclusion from trawls using BRD's. CPUE was reduced for 

Atlantic croaker, SP.anish mackerel, lane snapper, and red snapper. CPUE remained 

unchanged for rock sea bass, smooth puff er and inshore lizardfish. 

A review panel of scientists from NMFS and academic institutions was assembled 

to examine areas for improvement of the existing models. This working group identified 

the need for inclusion of additional functional relationships in the model. In addition, new 

parameters were identified for components describing stocks of phytoplankton. 

zooplankton, bycatch, discards, shrimp and several finfish groups (reefish, pelagics, etc.). 

Methods 

Model Design 

The design of the new model follows Browder ( 1983) and Sheridan et al. ( 1984a). 

A generalized version of the model is shown in Figure 1. Nitrogen is used as the common 
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currency of material flow within the model since it can quantitatively describe biotic 

(stocks) and abioric (environmental) components of the model. Therefore, nitrogen 

substitutes for biomass of living marine resources through simple conversion of biomass 
(kg) to nitrogen units (mg N2/m2). The model is programmed using the Stella/iThink 

simulation software for Macintosh computer platforms. The model contains 110 variables 

including: ' 

1. Abiotic components: river runoff, sedimentation rates. water temperature, and 
photoperiod. 

2. Biological components: N2 pools (inorganic and organic), planktons. 
benthos (infauna and epifauna), crustaceans. finfish (bottomfish, pelagics, 
migratory fish), dolphins, sharks and birds. 

3. Ecological components: predation, excretion, respiration, natural mortality, 
assimilation, and denitrification rates. 

4. Fishery components: species-directed effon, catch, discards, and bycatch 
reduction rates. 

The bottomfish component of the model includes reef fish species such as red snapper 
which are susceptible to incidental capture in uawls at some stage of their lives. 

Data Input and Model Parameterization 

Examples of the inputs and outflows of nitrogen for individual stocks of living 

marine resources are shown in Figure 2. The nitrogen inputs for each component ln the 

model are detailed in Table 2. Removal of material in nitrogen components is achieved 

through burial (sedimentation), denittification, or uptake by resources. In stocks of living 

marine resources, removal of nitrogen from the stock is achieved through respiration, 

decomposition, harvest, and predation by other resources. The majo~ty of the data used to 

parameterize the model was taken from published repons on life history and ecological 

requirements of individual species. Data on river flow into the Gulf of Mexico 

(Atchafalaya and Mississippi Rivers) were obtained from the U.S. Anny Corps of 

Engineers, New Orleans Disaict. Data from NMFS statistical surveys were used to 

quantify fishing effon and landings for commercial species of shrimp and fish. Due to the 

lack of quantitative information, the components describing dolphins, sharks, and sea birds 

were not utilized in the simulations despite anecdotal reports t~t these stocks could have 

significant impacts on other resources, especially through predation of discards. Because 

these components were closed off (i.e., no predation on other components), the 

simulations results presented in this report must be viewed as preliminary. but probably 

represent the upper bounds of the effects on the shrimp stocks. 
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Results 

Model Simulations 

Output of the model is contingent upon the assumptions and data constraints 

imposed on the parameters and simulations. The model was parameterized using data for 
the Gulf of Mexico offshore waters. from Alabama to Brownsville (NMFS statistical areas 

11-21). Monality of discards from bycatch was assumed to be 100% for simulation 

purposes. This implies 'worst-case• scenarios with regard to the fate of the discards. 

Bycatc? that is not scavenged or consumed by predators returns to the general stock of 
organic nitrogen in the ecosystem. The model was used to simulate the ecosystem for a 
one year period under four _hypothetical penurbations. Results of these~kenarios were 
compared against baseline simulations to examine the effect of bycatch management 

measures (i.e., BRD's} on shrimp stocks. The baseline conditions considered are before 

BRO-implementation into the fishery. It is important to note that the results reflect 
differences in production within the srock of shrimp, and nor fishexy yield. Results as they 
may affect shrimp stocks are reponed below and summarized in Figures 3-6. No similar 

analyses was completed for other resources or stocks in the model. 

Model Simulations - BRD effects 

Scenario I: BRD effect • equivalent release of finfish. 

The first simulation is a general overview of the effects of bycatch reduction policy 

on shrimp stocks. It was run for comparative purposes with the other simulations and is to 

demonstrate the BRO effeet if all finfish wen: released at an eguivalent rate. This scenario 
examines reduction in bjomass of .all bottomfish by 10, 25 & 50%, without selective SRO 
effects. Values for stocks of shrimp (biomass represented by nitrogen) with each 

simulation were compared to the baseline values. Results indicate a general decrease in 

shrimp stocks by reduction of finfish biomass. Over a one year period. shrimp stocks 

declined by 0.8% with 10% bycatch reduction. by 5.5% with bycatch reduction of 25%, 

and by 10.7% with 50% decrease in bycatch (Figure 3). The decline in shrimp stocks is 

attributed to an increase in the abundance of bottomfish predators and ~ reduction in the 

organic nitrogen pool (which is augmented by discards in the baseline simulation). 

However, predation on shrimp is the primary reason for the differences because bottomfish 

nitrogen stock increased 4-19% due to bycatch reduction. 
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Scenario 2: BRD effects • selective release of finfish. 

In actuality, BRD's do not release all finfish at equivalent rates. Some finfishes are 

released at higher rates than others, and others are not released at all. However, because 

restoration of red snapper stocks is driving the bycatch reduction policy, BRD's have been 

tested with the goal of achieving a 50% reduction in monality of juvenile red snapper. 

Three gear types tested by NMFS and evaluated through the bycatch research program 

approach or attain this goal. These BRD's include a front position fisheye ( 30 mesh 

location) on top of the ttawl,_ a middle position fisheye (45 mesh location), and the 

extended funnel design. However, each of these gear types exhibits variable exclusion 

rates with respect to different finfish species. Analysis of this information reveals that 

exclusion of these species accounts fQr a reduction in CPUE (by weight) of 30.6% (front 

fisheye), 29.6% (middle fisheye), and 34% (extended funnel) of nitrogetfin the bottomfish 

component of the model. This amount is returned to the sea alive and augments the stock 

of fish which may prey on shrimp. Incorporating these data into the model yields a 

. reduction in shrimp stocks of 6.7% for the front position fisheye, 5.9% for the middle 

position fisheye, and 8.2% for the extended funnel design (Figure 4). The release of 

finfishes by BRD's will allow more larger sized fish in the populadon. An imponant 

assumption is that finfish predation on shrimp is expected to change as fish increase in size 

(i.e., depending on food habits of larger fish predation on shrimp may either increase or 

decrease). 

Model Simulations • Finfish siz.e effects 

Scenario 3: Finjish size effect • increase in shrimp predation. 
Finfish excluded from trawls will continue to grow, possibly leading to increased 

consumption rates on shrimp prey. Ecologically, consumption of prey types by finfish is 

largely dependent on the size saucrure of both predator and prey populations. Smaller fish 

which could not prey on the larger shrimp in the Gulf of Mexico may be able to do so if 

given the opponunity to grow larger. Data to describe changes in predation or growth rates 

of finfish arc not currently adequate for use in the model developed here. Consequently, a 

sensitivity analysis of variable predation rates was undenaken to provide some insight as to 

the impacts on shrimp stocks. An average bottomfish exclusion rate (31.4%; CPUE by 

weight) for the three gear types described in Scenario 2 was used for this sensitivity 

analysis. This yields a decrease in shrimp stocks by 6.2% over baseline conditions. 

Predation rates were then increased by 10, 25, and 50%, and results from one year 
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simulations were compared with the baseline values. A 10% increase in the predation rate 

on shrimp by excluded bycatch results in an 8.2% decline in shrimp stocks. Shrimp stocks 

declined by 10.8% with a 25% increase in predation rates, and by 16.7% with a 50% · 

increase in predation rates by excluded finfish (Figure 5). The relationship between finfish 

predation rates and shrimp stocks appears to be linear and is discussed below. 

Scenario 4: Finfish siz:e effect - decrease in shrimp predation. 
As fish grow they may change dietary habits. Under this assumption, fish of larger 

size will decrease predation on shrimp due to preference for alternate prey. Optimal 

foraging theory and research on predator-prey interactions of fish provide evidence of such 

occurrences in estuarine and oceanic ecosystems. Using our model, a series of simulations 

(similar to scenario 3 above) were conducted to examine the effect of decreasing predation 

rates by excluded fish on shrimp stocks. As in the previous simulation &Genario, the 

baseline conditions reflect general bottomfish exclusion rates of 31.4% (CPUE by 

· weight). In this set of sensitivity analyses, predation rates were decreased by levels of 10, 

. 25, and 50%. Generally, a reduction in the predation rates by excluded fish has smaller 

impacts on the shrimp stocks. A 10% decrease in predation on shrimp by excluded bycatch 

resultS in a 4.1 % decline in shrimp stocks, and a 25% decrease. in predation rates reduced 

shrimp stocks by 1.3%. As predation rates continue to decrease, there could be some 

benefit to the shrimp stocks: a .50% decrease in predation rates by excluded finfish resulted 

in a 4.7% increase in the amount of nitrogen in the shrimp stock (Figure 6). The 

interaction between finfish predation rates and shrimp production is represented by a linear 

relationship (Figure 7). For every percent change in predation rate, there is 0.21% change 

in shrimp st~k size. 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

Revision of the ecosystem-based bycatch model is enhanced through incorporation 

of new information on bycatch characterfzation, stock assessmentS, and efficiencies of 

~ycatch reduction devices. The large number of variables in the model represent movement 

toward a realistic evaluation of ecosystem effects in the dynamics of the Gulf of Mexico 

shrimp fishery. The initial.output, however, is of relatively low resoluµon due to 

aggregation of information within larger components (e.g., seatrouts, snappers, etc. are 

described within the bonomfish group). Data used to parameterize the model include 

specific rates for individual components (e.g.• sediment burial rates, respiration rates of 
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shrimp) and general trends or average values for other components (e.g., species-directed 

effon patterns, respiration rates for benthic infauna. natural mortality rates for 

phytoplankton and zooplankton). The model is used to simulate several different 

hypothetical scenarios which encompass possible changes in ecosystem dynamics with the 

implementation of bycatch management policy. Depending on bycatch exclusion rates and 

assumptions relative to predator selection of shrimp prey, simulated shrimp stock biomass 

could increase by 4.7% or decrease by 17%. The decrease in the shrimp stocks is 

primarily due to predation, but is also due to a reduction in the amount of nitrogen recycled 

from discards. However, nitrogen returned to the ecosystem through discards is minimal 

in comparison to the rather large input from riverine sources . 

.These model simulations indicate possible outcomes within the fishery and the 

ecosystem. A number of factors, some remaining unmeasured. may have profound effects 

on the actual response of the ecosystem to changes in resources. The fate=of discards from 

the Gulf of Mexico trawl fishery is not fully understood. Generally, scientific data are 

lacking to adequately address the scope of the ecosystem, its inhabitants, and their 

interactions. This is especially evident with respect to stock size, predator-prey 

interactions, and competition among individual groups such as bottomfish, sharks. birds, 

and dolphins. Our assumption of 100% mortality of discards has not been investigated or 

documented. Other assumptions with inadequate information include: changes in fishing 

effon due to variability in size or mobility of the shrimp fleet, variability in recruinnent or 

survivability for living resources, changes in life history within stocks, loss of habitat, 

selection of alternate prey, and competition among species. Over the past 5 years. the 

natural variability of production in the shrimp fishery has approached 12% of average 

landings. When considering the potential decrease in shrimp stocks due to bycatch 

reduction and higher predation, it is likely that changes or impacts in production will be 

within the natural annual variability and therefore may be difficult to detect. Toe actual 

effects of bycatch management on the shrimp resources will remain undetermined until 

bycatch reduction is implemented and follow-up observations are completed. 
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Table 1. Fish predators of penaeid shrimp in the gulf of Mexico. ranked in order of importance 
(based on predation rates and magnitude of predator stock). The table provides infonnation on 
percent frequency of occurrence of shrimp in stomachs examined and abundance of fish 
captured in trawls during NMFS bycatch characterization surveys on commercial vessels during 
1992-1994 (offshore only). 

1 
l 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 

Scientific Name Common Name 

% Frequency 
of Penaeu• 

In Stomachs 

Mean 
Fish/Hr. 

In Trawls 

Cynoscion arenarius Sand Seatrout 0.55 1 6 
Cynoscion nebu/osus Spotted Seatrout 4.76 < 1 
Micropogon undulatus . Atlantic Croaker 0.82- - 177 
Synodus foetens Inshore Lizardfish 0.19 , 8 

Centropristis philadelphica Rock Sea Bass 0.12 1 8 
Ancy/opsetta quadroce/lata Ocellated Flounder 1.14 < 1 
Diplectrum bivittatum Dwarf Sand Perch 0.08 1 2 
Lutjanus synagris Lane Snapper 0.42 < 1 

Lagocephalus l~evigatus Smooth Puffer 0.38 < 1 

Prionotus tribu/us Bighead Searobin 0.32 1 

Rhizoprionodon terraenovae Atlantic Sharpnose Shark 2.17 2 
Scomberomorus maculatus Spanish Mackerel 0.19 < 1 

Lutja.nus campechanus Red Snapper 0.09 2 
Cvnoscion nothus Silver Seatrout 0.06 2 
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Table 2. Nitrogen inputs for individual components in the ecosystem model. Despite their 
inclusion as a functional relationship in the model. some of the specific parameters may be set to 
zero due to lack of quantitative data. 

Model Coms,onent/Stock I Source of Nltroaen lnrurt 

Oroanic Animal Nitroaen 
I Riverine input, zooplankton fecal pellets, discarded bycatch (dead), natural 
I mortalitv of benthos shrimo. other crustaceans fish sharks dolohins 

Oroanie Plant Nitroaen 
I 
I Phvtoolankton mortalitv and unassimilated ohvtoolankton 

Dissolved Inorganic Nitrogen 
I 
I Riverine input, degradation of organic nitrogen (plant and animal), 
I excretion from zooolankton. shrimo crustaceans fish sharks and dolohins 

Phvtoolankton 

,-,.;,;;;::::;:_I 
I Riverine incut. inoraanic and oraanic nitroaen cools 

Zooclankton 
I 
I Phvtoclankton. oraanic nitroaen cools 

Benthos 
I 
I OrQanic Nitroaen Pools 

Shrimo 
I 
I Oraanic nitroaen (clant and animan. benthos 

Other Crustaceans 
I 
I Oraanic animal nitroaen benthos 

Pelaaic Fish (Menhaden) 
I 
I Phvtoolankton. Zooolankton 

8ottomfish and Reefish 
I 
I Oraanic nitroaen (olant and animan. benthos shrimo. crustaceans discards 

Mi<1ratorv Fish 
I 
I Shrimo. crustaceans oelaaics bottomfish 

Oolohins 
I 
I Shrimo. crustaceans oelaaics. bottomfish miaratorv fish discards 

Shartcs 

Birds 

I 
I Shrimo. crustaceans oelaaics. bottomfish. miaratorv fish dolohins discarcs 

I 
I Discards 

I 
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Figure 1. Generalized conceptual ecosystem model to evaluate impacts of shrimp trawl bycatch 
in the Gulf of Mexico. 
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Figure 2. Input and removal of nitrogen from stocks of shrimp and bottomfish. The flows of 
nitrogen in components of all living marine resources follow the general pattern shown. 
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APPENDIX C 

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
[I. D. 060995B] 
Endangered and Threatened Wildlife; Revised Sea Turtle/Shrimp 
Fishery Emergency Response Plan 
AGENCY: National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS), National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), Commerce. 
ACTION: General statement of policy; request for comments. 
SUMMARY: NMFS has revised, and is publishing herein, the Sea 
Turtle/Shrimp Fishery Emergency Response Plan (ERP) that 
describes NMFS' policy to ensure compliance with the sea turtle 
conservation regulations promulgated under the Endangered Species 
Act (ESA) and provides guidance for the use of future rulemaking 
in response to elevated sea turtle strandings associated with 
shrimping in the southeastern United States. The ERP has been 
revised in response to comments on the ERP and the receipt of new 
technical information. This notice contains a revised ERP in its 
entirety and invites public review and comment. =· 
DATES: Comments will be accepted through [insert date 60 days
after date of publication in the Federal Registerl. The revised 
ERP describes NMFS' policy as of rinsert date of filing for 
public inspection at the Office of the Federal Register].
ADDRESSES: Comments on this notice should be addressed to the 
Chief, Endangered Species Division, Office of Protected 
Resources, NMFS, 1315 East-West Highway, Silver Spring, MD 20910. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Charles A. Oravetz, 813-570-
5312, or Phil Williams, 301-713-1401. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 
Background 

NMFS consults on shrimp fishing operations in the 
southeastern United States that may affect sea turtles listed as 
threatened or endangered, pursuant to section 7 of the ESA, 16 
u.s.c. 1531 ~ ~- These shrimp fishing operations are managed, 
in part, under the Gulf of Mexico Shrimp Fishery Management Plan 
and the South Atlantic Shrimp Fishery Management Plan, both 
implemented pursuant to the Magnuson Fisheries Management and 
Conservation Act, 16 U.S.C. 1801 sl.t. ~-, and the Sea Turtle 
Conservation Regulations at so CFR part 227, subpart D, 
implemented under the ESA. 

Unprecedented sea turtle stranding levels in Texas, 
Louisiana, and Georgia associated with shrimp fishing during 1994 
resulted in a reinitiation of consultation pursuant to SO CFR 
402.16 on shrimp fishing in the southeast United States. The 
resulting Biological Opinion (Opinion), issued on November 14, 
1994, concluded that continued long-term operation of the fishery 
under the existing management regime was likely to jeopardize the 
continued existence of the Kemp's ridley population and prevent 
the recovery of loggerheads, but identified a reasonable and 
prudent alternative to allow the fishery to continue while 
avoiding jeopardy. One of the components of the alternative was 
to develop an ERP by March 14, 1995, to identify actions NMFS 
would take to ensure compliance with sea turtle conservation 
regulations. The ERP also provides internal guidance for the use 



of future rulemaking in response to elevated sea turtle 
strandings associated with shrimping in the southeastern United 
States. 

On March 17, 1995, NMFS distributed the ERP widely among all 
concerned parties, including shrimp industry and environmental 
organizations for their information and comment. In addition, 
formal notice of availability for the ERP was published on April 
21, 1995 (60 FR 19885). 
ERP Implementation and Recent Events 

The guidelines in the ERP have been used by NMFS throughout 
the 1995 shrimping season for its stranding reporting and public 
notification procedures, for its enforcement efforts, and for the 
scope, timing and structure of its temporary restrictions on 
shrimp fishing. While the ERP has served to guide NMFS and 
apprise the public of when and how restrictions may be imposed by 
NMFS, justification for these restrictions and changes thereto 
have been provided concurrently with the restrictions themselves. 
Any deviations from the ERP guidelines, and the relationship to 
the ERP, have also been explained with the restrict"tori.s. · 

Temporary requirements were placed on shrimp trawling in 
nearshore waters along two sections of the Texas and Louisiana 
coast on April 30, 1995 (60 FR 21741, May 3, 1995), on the 
Georgia coast on June 21, 1995 {60 FR 32121, June 20, 1995), and 
on the Georgia and the southern portion of the South Carolina 
coast on August 11, 1995 (60 FR 42809, August 17, 1995) to 
conserve sea turtles, especially the endangered Kemp's ridley. 
These requirements were necessitated by the continued high rates 
of sea turtle strandings occurring in these areas along with 
documented shrimping effort. A complete description of the sea 
turtle stranding events, temporary requirements, and the areas in 
which they have applied is provided in the temporary requirements 
{60 FR 21741, May 3, 1995, 60 FR 32121, June 20, 1995, 60 FR 
42809, August 17, 1995), and is not repeated here. 

In all cases, strandings decreased in those areas where 
temporary requirements were imposed, indicating that the measures 
identified in the ERP have been successful at reducing high 
stranding levels. This is further evidenced by the contrast in 
the number of Kemp's ridley strandings that occurred on Texas 
offshore beaches in 1994 and 1995. In the entire state, 48 • 
Kemp's ridleys stranded in April 1995 prior to the implementation 
of emergency rulemaking, corresponding closely with the 50 ridley 
strandings reported in Texas during April in 1994. The emergency 
gear restrictions effective April 30, 1995 were implemented in 
areas where 42 of these strandings occurred. Although ridley 
strandings increased drastically to 71 sea turtles during May of 
1994, during May of 1995 there were only 17 ridley strandings, 
despite the slightly later start to the Texas closure 
(May 15, 1995 versus May 13, 1994). This contrast.between years 
illustrates the effectiveness of the emergency restriction in 
arresting ridley mortalities. The decline in mortalities, 
whether due to the gear modifications and improved turtle 
exclusion, or to reduced shrimping effort in areas of ridley 
abundance due to shrimpers leaving the affected areas, was 
consistent with the intent of the ERP. Implementation of 



restrictions at other times and in other zones have similarly 
reduced sea turtle strandings, demonstrating the effectiveness of 
certain gear restrictions. Cumulative strandings of Kemp's 
ridleys are considerably lower than 1994. While overall 
cumulative strandings of all species of sea turtles have been 
relatively high in 1995, not all of these strandings appear to be 
the result of shrimp fishing, and further appear to occur over 
the course of the season rather than episodically. These issues 
are being considered in additional rulemaking as announced in the 
Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (ANPR) published on 
September 13 (60 FR 47544). Through the ANPR, NMFS announced 
that it is considering proposing regulations that would identify 
special sea turtle management areas in the southeastern Atlantic 
and Gulf of Mexico and impose additional conservation measures to 
protect sea turtles in these areas. Comments received on the 
ANPR and the revised ERP will be considered in future rulemaking. 
Comments on the March 14, 1995 ERP and Temporary Requirements 

Since the publication of the ERP and the implementation of 
temporary requirements referenced above, NMFS has received 
numerous written comments and has also met with interested 
constituents to receive oral comments. Some comments were 
addressed through the temporary requirements cited in the 
previous section, but are again discussed here in order to 
present a complete record for. decisions relating to the ERP. 
Comment Individual shrimpers and the Texas Seafood Processors 
Association stated that the prohibition on all try nets without 
turtle excluder devices (TEDs) is unreasonable for those using 
small try nets. 
Response NMFS determined that an alternative existed to the try 
net prohibition that would allow fishermen to work eff~ciently, 
while reducing the likelihood of turtle entrapment. Accordingly, 
NMFS modified the temporary requirements to allow the use of try 
nets without TEDs installed if the try nets were smaller than 12 
feet (3.6 m) in headrope length and 15 feet (4.6 m) in footrope 
length, effective May 12, 1995 (60 FR 26691, May 18, 1995). 
While this modification has been made in all temporary 
restrictions, the ERP is now being revised as well to reflect 
this change.
Comment The requirement to use a shortened flap over the escape 
opening results in excessive shrimp loss. 
Response NMFS gear experts conducted underwater investigations 
on a top-opening hard TED with a shortened webbing flap and 
determined that it would not result in any significant shrimp 
loss. Furthermore, shrimp retention in TED-equipped nets can be 
maximized by use of an accelerator funnel which helps propel 
shrimp through TED grids and away from the turtle escape opening. 
However, NMFS has received numerous complaints from the shrimp 
industry about perceived loss of shrimp. Further,.unlike 1994, 
NMFS has documented a high compliance rate with gear 
requirements, and therefore, believes that the shortened flap 
requirement should be re-evaluated on a case by case basis, but 
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retains the shortened webbing flap requirement as part of the 
potential restrictive measures under the ERP. 
Commen~ The Texas Shrimp Association (TSA) and the National 
Fisheries Institute (NFI) objected to the manner in which NMFS 
prepared and implemented the ERP. NFI and TSA asserted that the 
process of preparation precluded meaningful industry . 
participation, circumvented requirements under the Administrative 
Procedure Act, and imposed TED use restrictions without adequate 
time for shrimpers to adjust. TSA proposed an alternative to the 
ERP to limit inshore and nearshore fishing activity, with the 
stated objective of relieving pressure from incidental capture in 
areas where turtles are concentrated. 
Response The ERP was required by the November 14, 1994 Opinion 
in order to ensure that sea turtle mortalities attributable to 
shrimp fishing were not likely to jeopardize the species. The 
Opinion required that the ERP be developed by March 14, 1995, in 
order that NMFS have time to.compile and analyze hi.storic 
stranding data and still have a plan prior to the rurt of the 
1995 shrimping season. The ERP does not modify the existing sea 
turtle conservation regulations nor does it have any binding 
effect on the public. The existing regulations already provide 
authority for emergency temporary action (such as TED use 
restrictions) to prevent unauthorized takings of sea turtles. 
The temporary restrictions implemented this seasons were based on 
the authority of 50 CFR 227.72(e) (6), and justification for these 
actions were contained in the record for each one. The ERP 
simply provides guidance on when and how NMFS will exercise its 
discretion in implementing such temporary measures under this 
existing regulatory authority. The ERP was widely distributed 
upon its completion in March and is published herein in its 
entirety for public review and comment. The TSA alternative 
proposal to limit inshore and nearshore fishing activity to 
protect turtles, if implemented, would involve major changes to 
current conservation measures and would be subject to the 
rulemaking process. TSA has submitted its proposal as a petition 
for rulemaking under the APA, and NMFS is reviewing this petition 
in the context of an ANPR (60 FR 47544, September 13, 1995).
Comment The Georgia Fisherman's Association (GFA) objected to the 
temporary restrictions in Georgia, particularly the prohibition 
on the use of bottom-shooting, hard TEDs and requested NMFS to 
rescind this restriction. The Sea Turtle Restoration Project of 
Earth Island Institute (EII) and NFI also urged NMFS to modify 
its temporary restriction as requested by GFA. GFA asserted that 
shrimpers were having problems with top-shooting hard TEDs 
because they lose shrimp, gather debris, are less effective at 
excluding turtles, and they twist and roll when installed with 
floats. 

NMFS has also received verbal reports from Georgia fishermen 
that debris accumulates in the top-opening TEDs, thus hindering 
the release of turtles. GFA agreed that the banning of soft TEDs 
was warranted as they are not as effective as hard TEDs, but GFA 
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stated that the simultaneous ban on soft TEDs and bottom-opening 
hard TEDs would make analysis of the relative contributions of 
the two gear types to sea turtle mortality and strandings 
impossible.
Response Fishermen in the Atlantic have generally not ue~d 
top-opening hard TEDs in recent years and may be having 
particular difficulty adapting to a new gear type. NMFS has 
investigated shrimpers' complaints and has had gear specialists 
working with Georgia shrimpers during the imposition of the 
temporary restrictions. 

Gear specialists have been able to resolve problems 
associated with switching hard TEDs from bottom-opening to 
top-opening and in the installation of flotation devices to 
prevent nets from twisting. No problems with clogged top-opening 
TEDs which would trap sea turtles have been observed. NMFS 
specialists have also noted that as shrimpers become familiar 
with the gear changes they can fish effectively. In spite of the 
ability of NMFS gear specialists to resolve the alleged problems 
with top-opening hard TEDs experienced by individual shrimp 
fishermen in Georgia, NMFS has continued to receive complaints on 
the temporary prohibition of the use of bottom-opening hard TEDs, 
the strongly preferred gear choice for many Georgia fishermen. 

A preliminary analysis of recent strandings and compliance 
rates following the July 15, 1995 opening of Texas offshore 
waters to shrimping indicates that strandings were highest in 
areas where the use of soft TEDs was prevalent. In two areas in 
Texas where strandings were low, no difference in stranding rates 
could be distinguished based on the differing proportions of the 
fleet using top- versus bottom-opening hard TEDs. Although other 
factors, particularly the distribution of shrimping effort, may 
have contributed to the observed stranding patterns in Texas, the 
data suggested that prohibiting the use of soft TEDs would 
provide more effective protection for sea turtles than 
prohibiting the use of bottom-opening hard TEDs. Therefore, NMFS 
implemented only the soft TED and try net restrictions described 
in the ERP in Georgia and South Carolina in response to elevated 
sea turtle strandings (60 FR 42809, August 17, 1995). This 
approach was intended to protect sea turtles and to help 
determine the effectiveness of each restriction. However, 
strandings in waters off Georgia and South Carolina in the week 
following the implementation of these restrictions, met or 
exceeded the indicated incidental take levels. (ITLs) established 
for those areas. Consequently, NMFS is re-evaluating its recent 
restrictions and may prohibit the use of bottom-opening hard TEDs 
and require the use of shortened webbing flaps over escape 
openings should high levels of strandings continue in these 
areas. 
Comment The National Biological Survey (NBS), U.S.. Dep~rtment of 
the Interior, recommended that shrimp statistical Zone 21 be 
inqluded in the interim special management area. NBS stated that 
a review of the stranding database shows that this area documents 
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larger than average Kemp's ridley strandings when compared to the 
upper Texas Coast or Louisiana. NBS also asserted that Zone 21 
was difficult to survey and therefore, strandings may go 
undocumented. NBS felt that the additional two weeks that would 
be required to implement restrictions in Zone 21 may jeopardize, 
the survival of the Kemp's ridley.
Response NMFS is investigating, as a requirement of the November 
14, 1994 Opinion, which areas should require special management 
considerations, due to high turtle abundance or important nesting 
or foraging habitats. Upon identification of such areas, NMFS 
will propose management measures to mitigate the effects of 
intensive shrimping pulses. 
Comment The Center for Marine Conservation (CMC}, EII, and the 
Houston Audubon Society and Help Endangered Animals-Ridley 
Turtles (HEART) supported in general the temporary conservation 
requirements to reduce turtle strandings as a reasonable 
compromise that allows shrimping to continue in a manner that is 
compatible with turtle_ conservation. However, EII ~lt that the 
ERP, in general, was too weak to provide for strong and clear 
trigger mechanisms that would prevent 1994's high level of 
strandings. EII asserted that the accuracy of the indicated take 
levels (ITLs) established in the ERP were questionable. While 
recognizing the difficulty of accurately determining stranding 
levels in inshore· waters, CMC noted that these waters are very 
important to turtles and urged that the temporary restrictions be 
imposed as necessary. HEART urged that the temporary
restrictions be made permanent, describing a number o_f gear 
problems associated with soft TEDs, bottom-shooting TEDs and try 
nets. CMC and EII noted (as did NBS in the previous comment) 
that a 3-4 week waiting period to implement area closures is 
unacceptable for the Kemp's ridley; that it cannot tolerate 
another mass mortality event such as occurred in 1994. EII urged 
that NMFS issue a regulation that automatically implements gear 
restrictions or closures. Finally, CMC and EII urged that 
sufficient resources be devoted to monitor strandings, especially 
in Louisiana, where monitoring has been inadequate, but where 
fishing activity may have shifted with area gear restrictions in 
Texas. 
Response NMFS recently published an ANPR {60 FR 47544, September 
13, 1995) to consider rulemaking identifying which areas should 
require special management considerations, due to high turtle 
abundance or important nesting or foraging habitats. Upon 
identification of such areas, NMFS will propose permanent 
management measures to mitigate the effects of intensive 
shrimping pulses. This action could also include bays and 
estuaries that are important to turtles and shrimping. Also, 
NMFS is considering, as a separate rulemaking, whether to propose 
severe restrictions on the use of soft TEDs, which, have been 
repeatedly implicated as being ineffective at excluding turtles, 
often because of poor installation or maintenance. 

The ERP was designed to, among other things, identify NMFS 
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plans to respond to high sea turtle strandings during 1995 
through emergency rulemaking. A permanent management regime will 
be put forth as a proposed rule and the public provided ample 
opportunity for comment. Many elements of the ERP may be 
superseded once permanent rules are in place, by the 1996 
shrimping season. The ERP is based on the best available 
scientific information gained through recent gear trials, the 
scientific literature on sea turtle biology and extensive 
discussions with gear and turtle scientists. In addition, the 
ERP (including the identified restrictions, and the indicated 
take levels) was presented at meetings with scientists and 
industry and comments were received. 

However, the NMFS Opinion issued on November 14, 1994 calls 
for an Expert Working Group (EWG) to be convened to identify the 
level of mortality that can be sustained by sea turtle 
populations, to determine the level of mortality reflected by 
strandings, and to identify an acceptable stranding level. NMFS 
convened the EWG in Miami June 26-28, 1995 to revi~~~he Opinion 
and available data bases including those upon which the Opinion 
and the ERP are based. This expert working group consisted of 
sea turtle population biologists and life history experts 
including experts nominated by the shrimp industry and 
environmental community. As a result of this initial meeting, 
NMFS is completing additional data analyses which will be 

. reviewed by the EWG in the next scheduled meeting in November. 
In addition, because of concerns expressed by some in 

industry and the environmental community, NMFS has undertaken an 
extensive technical review of the stranding triggers in the ERP. 
This review is planned to be completed in the next several weeks 
and NMFS plans to review its results with representatives of the 
shrimp industry and environmental community. If these analyses 
result in new trigger numbers, they will be included in 
subsequent publications of the revised ERP for public review. 

NMFS is also concerned that strandings be monitored 
accurately and comprehensively both on inshore and offshore 
facing beaches. NMFS increased its support for the monitoring of 
strandings, including in Louisiana, where there had previously 
been little or no coverage. 
Revision of the Emergency Response Plan 

NMFS continues to review the ERP and has revised it as a 
result of public comments received and new technical information 
obtained. The ITLs, which were not available when the ERP was 
adopted in March, are published as part of the revised ERP. This 
ERP is NMFS' policy to ensure compliance with sea turtle 
conservation regulations and to respond to sea turtle stranding 
events. The revised ERP, in its entirety, follows. 
The Sea Turtle/Shrimp Fishery Emergency Response Plan 

In developing this ERP, NMFS reviewed stranding data, as 
well as other information, that resulted in identification of 
certain areas that NMFS believes provide important habitat for 
Kemp's ridleys, and that, as part of the ERP, will be subject to 
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continuous elevated scrutiny. These areas are identified in the 
ERP, and will allow NMFS to more efficiently conduct its 
enforcement operations under this plan. Identification of these 
areas in the ERP does not foreclose nor prejudge the 
identification of areas requiring special sea turtle management 
considerations, required as one of the components of the 
reasonable and prudent alternative within one year of the date of 
issuance of the Opinion, which will be subject to rulemaking 
procedures, including prior notice and opportunity to comment. 
Other activities within the special management areas, including 
hopper dredging, oil and gas activities, permitted power boat 
races, military operations and federally managed fisheries, are 
reviewed via the section 7 process of the ESA, but may also be 
reviewed during these rulemaking procedures, as necessary. 
Indicated Take Levels 

The Opinion is accompanied by an incidental take statement, 
pursuant to section 7(b) (4) (i) of the ESA, that specifies the 
impact of incidental taking on the species. The incidental take 
statement provides two levels to identify the expected incidental 
take of sea turtles by shrimp fishing. The incidental take 
levels are based upon either documented takes or indicated takes 
measured by stranding data. Stranding data are considered an 
indicator of lethal take in the shrimp fishery during periods in 
which intensive shrimping effort occurs and there are no 
significant or intervening natural or human sources of mortality 
other than shrimping conclusively identified as the cause of 
strandings. While actual strandings in any zone in any week may 
meet or exceed the levels identified as the indicated take 
levels, this does not necessarily mean that the incidental take 
level for the shrimp fishery has been met or exceeded for 
purposes of section 7 of the ESA and that consultation is 
required to be reinstated pursuant to SO CFR 402.16. Rather, 
NMFS must consider whether there are other natural or human 
sources of mortality other than shrimping that can be 
conclusively identified; strandings as a result of such sources 
will not be used in calculating whether the incidental take level 
for the shrimp fishery has been met or exceeded. 

NMFS has established ITLs by identifying the weekly average 
number of sea turtle strandings documented in each NMFS 
statistical zone for the last 3 years, 1992-4, while special 
consideration was given for anomalous years. In Texas, 
Louisiana, and Georgia, where strandings were anomalously high in 
1994, the years 1991-3 were used to determine historical levels. 
In addition, the 1993 strandings of over 100 small Kemp's ridleys 
in a small section of Louisiana have been excluded from the 
averages due to the anomalous nature of that event. The w~ekly 
average was computed as a 5-week running average (2 weeks before 
and after the week in.question) to reflect seasonally fluctuating 
events such as fishery openings and closures and turtle 
migrations. The ITL for each zone was set at 2 times the weekly 
3-year stranding average. For weeks and zones where the 
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historical average is less than one, the !TL has been set at two 
strandings. Table 1 contains the ITLs for each week and 
statistical zone, except for Zones 1-3, 6-17, 21, and 24, because 
the !TL is 2 for all weeks in these zones (note: there is no Zone 
22 or 23}. 
Stranding Notification Procedures 

Sea Turtle stranding information is reported to the NMFS 
National Stranding Coordinator by the Sea Turtle Stranding and 
Salvage Network (STSSN). During 1995, STSSN State Coordinators 
submit weekly reports and contact the STSSN National Coordinator 
immediately if strandings approach or exceed historical averages. 
The STSSN National Coordinator will contact NMFS Southeast 
Regional Office, Protected Species Branch, and the NMFS National 
Sea Turtle Coordinator (NSTC) upon receipt and evaluation of 
information suggesting that strandings are elevated to near 
historical levels. The STSSN National Coordinator will be 
responsible for forwarding information regarding the strandings 
to the NMFS Southeast Regional Office. ~~--

This early notification by STSSN State Coordinators will not 
necessarily initiate management actions, but will serve as 
notification that stranding levels are approaching levels that 
may require implementation of management measures in the ERP. 
Implementation of the ERP is defined below under A for interim 
special management areas and B for areas outside of the interim 
special management areas. 
Public Notification Procedures 

Summaries of stranding reports, enforcement activities and 
other activities implementing the requirements of the.November 
14, 1994 BO will continue to be forwarded regularly via fax to 
NMFS laboratories, port samplers and enforcement agents, Coast 
Guard Districts, state fishery agencies, STSSN State 
Coordinators, Sea Grant agents, and industry and environmental 
organizations. Additionally, any emergency rulemaking will be 
announced through press releases and will be broadcast on the 
NOAA Weather Radio, immediately upon filing of the regulation for 
public inspection at the office of the Federal Register.
Emergency Response Plan (ERP) Procedures 
A, Interim special Management Areas 

Data collected by the STSSN provide information regarding 
the species composition, nearshore distribution, and mortality of 
sea turtles. Stranding data illustrated by statistical zones 
identify two areas of historically high Kemp's ridley strandings 
including much of Texas and Louisiana, and the coast of Georgia 
and northeast Florida. Although few strandings have been 
reported in statistical zones of low STSSN effort in Louisiana, 
in-water research, including telemetry and mark/recapture 
efforts, and historical data, have illustrated the importance of 
Louisiana waters (as well as those of Texas) as Kemp's ridley
habitat. 

Historical stranding levels indicate that NMFS can 
anticipate elevated Kemp's ridley strandings within these two 
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areas. These areas therefore require elevated scrutiny and 
protection under this Plan to reduce the impacts of the shrimp 
fishery on Kemp's ridleys. l:he. Northern QJJ.l.f Interim Special
Management~ includes waters off Louisiana and Texas seaward 
of the COLREGS line within NMFS statistical zones from {and 
including) Zone 13 through Zone 20 out to 10 nautical miles {nm) 
(18.5 km). The Atlantic Interim Special Management~ includes 
waters off Georgia and northeast Florida seaward of the COLREGS 
line within NMFS statistical Zones 30 and 31 out to 10 nm {18.5 
km). 

Through the section 7 consultation process, other activities· 
within the special management areas are also being reviewed, 
including hopper dredging, oil and gas activities, permitted 
power boat races, military operations and federally managed 
fisheries. During 1995, observers will be deployed during these 
activities as needed. 
Elevated Enforcement Within the Interim Special Management Areas 

In 1995, from April 1 through November 30, me~ers of a 
trained TED law enforcement team will coordinate with the Coast 
Guard, local NMFS and state enforcement agents to investigate 
compliance with TED regulations in the Interim Special Management 
Areas. Throughout this period, members of the TED law 
enforcement team {in addition to local NMFS enforcement 
personnel) will be deployed in the Interim Special Management 
Areas, including at least one in the Atlantic Interim Special 
Management area. 
Implementation of Emergency Rules Within the Special Management 
Areas 

Reports of elevated stranding levels, as described below, in 
any statistical zone within the Interim Special Manage~ent Areas 
may result in implementation of emergency rulemaking for the NMFS 
statistical zone of elevated strandings, and contiguous 
statistical zones or portions of contiguous statistical zones, as 
necessary. The precise geographic scope of the area requiring 
such measures will be defined in the rule. Within the Interim 
Special Management Areas, regulations restricting shrimping will 
be implemented when 75 percent or more of the weekly ITL is 
reached for 2 consecutive weeks, or when the Assistant 
Administrator for Fisheries, NOAA (AA), in consultation with the 
Director, Southeast Region, NMFS (Regional Director), the 
Southeast Enforcement Division Special Agent in Charge (SAC), the 
Southeast General Counsel Senior Enforcement Attorney (SEA) and 
the Protected Resources Office Director (OD), determines that 
other factors including noncompliance or high nearshore shrimping 
effort require additional management measures. Any restrictions 
necessary within the Interim Special Management Areas will result 
in emergency rulemaking pursuant to the regulations under 50 CFR 
227.72(e) (6). Justification for the rulemaking will be included· 
in the Federal Register notice, and will include the best readily
available information on: 

a. Affected area; 
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b. Current and historical strandings, shrimp landings and 
shrimping effort (if available). Any unusual aspect of the 
strandings will be identified (e.g., species composition, size 
classes, and carcass anomalies); 

c. Enforcement efforts wi~h emphasis on boardings and 
compliance; 

d. Other mortality factors if any, and unusual 
environmental conditions, with an evaluation of their 
significance; and 

e. Any fishing practices or gear types that may be 
contributing to the strandings (e.g., percent soft TEDs as 
determined from enforcement boardings) 
Restrictions on the fishery will include any or all of the 
following:

1. The use of soft TEDs described in 50 CFR is prohibited. 
2. The use of hard TEDs with bottom escape openings and 

special hard TEDs with bottom escape openings is prohibited. 
Approved hard TEDs and special hard TEDs must be cctnJigured with 
the slope of the deflector bars upward from forwaraco aft and 
with the escape opening at the top of the trawl. · 

3. The use of try nets with a headrope length greater than 
12 ft (3.6 m) or a footrope length greater than 15 ft (4.6 m) is 
prohibited unless a NMFS-approved top-opening, hard TED or 
special hard TED is installed when the try nets are rigged for 
fishing. Try nets with a headrope length 12 ft (3.6 m) or less 
and a footrope length 15 ft (4.6 m) or less would be exempt from 
the TED-use requirement in accordance with 50 CFR 227.72 
(e) (2) ( ii) (B) tlJ . 

4. The use of a webbing flap that completely covers the 
escape opening in the trawl is prohibited. Any webbing that is 
attached to the trawl, forward of the escape opening, be cut to 
such a length that the trailing edge of such webbing does not 
approach to within 2 inches (5.1 cm) of the posterior edge of the 
TED grid. The requirements for the size of the escape opening 
would be unchanged. 
These restrictions will be implemented through emergency 
rulemaking pursuant to the regulations under 50 CFR 227.72(e) (6), 
and will remain in effect for 30 days. Changes to the 
restrictions, or to the size and extent of the area covered by 
the restrictions, and any extension of the restrictions may be 
required through additional 30-day rules. All restrictions will 
be predicated on ensuring protection to sea turtles. 
Area Closures Within the Special Management Areas 

Two consecutive weeks of elevated strandings, at 75 percent 
or more of the ITL after implementation of an emergency rule 
rest'ricting shrimp fishing, will result in area closures from the 
COLREGS line, out to 10 nm (18.5 km) within the statistical zone 
of elevated strandings, and contiguous statistical zones or 
portions of contiguous zones, as necessary. Area ·closures will 
be implemented through emergency rulemaking notices pursuant to 
50 CFR 227.72(e) (6), and will remain in effect for 30 days. 
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Changes to the size and extent of the area closure, and any 
extension of the closure, may be required through additional 30-
day rules. 
Decision Not to Implement Restriction or Closures Within Special 
Management Areas 

The Regional Director, in consultation with the SAC, SEA, 
and the OD, may make a determination that emergency rulemaking is 
not necessary despite stranding levels reaching or exceeding 75 
percent of the ITL for 2 consecutive weeks within the Interim 
Special Management Areas. This determination will be summarized 
in a Memorandum for the Record, and must receive the concurrence 
of the AA. The Memorandum for the Record will include the 
information listed in a. through e., above, must demonstrate that 
sea turtle mortalities appear to be due to sources other then 
shrimping, and must identify actions that can be taken 
immediately to reduce nearshore mortalities. 
B, Areas outside of the Interim Special Management Areas (Zones 1 
through 11, 21 through 29, and 32 through 36): · 

The STSSN Nationa1 Coordinator, with assistanciFfrom PSB 
staff and the NSTC as requested, will be responsible for 
communicating with the STSSN State Coordinators to evaluate local 
conditions and mortality factors present in the statistical zones 
of elevated strandings. The best available information will be 
solicited and reviewed through communication with appropriate 
NMFS laboratories as well as state and local marine scientists 
and managers. The local NMFS enforcement agent, Coast Guard and 
state enforcement agency may also be asked to increase 
enforcement efforts within statistical zones of elevated 
strandings. 

A consensus Decision Memorandum to the RD will be prepared 
by PSB staff, the STSSN National Coordinator, and the NSTC 
regarding whether further action is warranted in any statistical 
zone within which strandings remain elevated above historical 
levels for l month. The Decision Memorandum must be timely and 
contain the following best readily available information: 

a. Affected area; 
b. Current and historical strandings, shrimp landings and 

shrimping effort (if available). Any unusual aspect of the 
strandings will be identified (e.g., species composition, si2e 
classes, and carcass anomalies); 

c. Enforcement efforts with emphasis on boardings and 
compliance; 

d. Other mortality factors if any, and unusual 
environmental conditions, with an evaluation of their 
significance; 

e. Identification of any fishing practices or gear types 
that may be contributing to the strandings (for e.g., percent 
soft TEDs as determined from enforcement boardings); and 

f. Recommended further actions, if any, which may include 
continued investigation, elevated enforcement, or implementation 
of emergency regulations restricting shrimping or closing areas. 



Restrictions if necessary, will be consistent with those 
described within the discussion of the interim special management 
areas under A., above. 

The Regional Director, in consultation with the SAC, SEA, 
and the OD, will make a determination regarding further action 
within 48 hours of receipt of the Decision Memorandum. Actions 
contrary to those recommended in the Decision Memorandum must be 
summarized in a Memorandum for the Record, and receive the 
concurrence of the AA. Continued elevated strandings reaching 
or exceeding 75 percent of the ITL for more than 2 consecutive 
weeks after restrictions are taken, as noted in item f. under B. 
and listed in A., may result in area closures from the COLREGS 
line, out to 10 nm (18.5 km) within the statistical zone of 
elevated strandings, and contiguous zones or portions of 
contiguous zones, as necessary. 
Request for Comments 

Any emergency rulemaking that may be necessary to implement 
the ERP will be implemented pursuant to SO CFR 227~(e) (6) and 
the Administrative Procedure Act, 5 U.S.C. 551 ~ ~- Since 
NMFS received comments on the rule establishing SO CFR 
227·. 72 (e) (6) in 1992, and since full opportunity for public 
comment may not exist if temporary restrictions must be 
implemented on an emergency basis, NMFS is requesting comments on 
this revised ERP. NMFS will evaluate all comments received and 
will consider making additional revisions to the ERP to 
incorporate public comments. 

Furthermore, the Opinion requires a number of other 
management initiatives. In fulfilling one of these requirements, 
a rule is being be prepared to establish special sea turtle 
management areas and/or contingency restrictions to the shrimp 
fishery (60 FR 47544, September 13, 1995). Such rulemaking will 
be done through normal rulemaking procedures, including 
publication of a proposed rule with a public comment period and, 
as appropriate, public hearings, prior to publication of a final 
rule with a delayed effective date. Public comments which 
provide alternative management measures for ensuring successful 
operation of the shrimp trawl fishery while promoting recovery of 
sea turtle populations may be used in the development of a 
proposed rule. Such comments are therefore specifically 
solicited. All comments received on this ERP will also be 
considered during that rulemaking. 

Dated: 
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Table 1. Sea Turtle Indicated Take Level (m) for Shrimp Fishery Statistical Zones. Zones 1-3. 6-17, 21. and 24 are not induded in the table because the !TL is 2 for all weeks 
in tnese Zones There is no Zone 22 or 23. 

GU:.F OF MEXICO ZONE4 ZONES ZONE18 ZONE19 ZONE20 ZONE25 ZONE26 ZONEZ7 ZONE28 

Week Week Period ITL ITL ITL ITL ITL ITL ITL ITL ITL 

1 1/1- 1/7 2 
, 
2 

2 2 2 2 2 3 2 

2 1/ 8 - 1/14 2 2 2 2 2 2 4 2 

3 1/15 • 1/21 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 4 2 

4 1/22 • 1/28 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 5 2 

5 1/29 • 2/ 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 5 2 

6 2/5- 2/11 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 8 3 

7 2/12- 2/18 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 5 3 

8 2/19 • 2/25 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 4 3 

9 2/26- 3/ 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 5 2 

10 3/5-3/11 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 5 3 

11 3/12 • 3/18 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 4 3 

12 3/19 • 3/25 2 3 2 2 3 2 3 5 3 

13 3126- 4/ 1 2 2 2 2 3 2 3 6 5 

14 4/2- 4/8 2 2 2 2 3 2 3 5 6 

15 4/9- 4/15 2 2 2 2 4 2 2 5 6 

16 4/16 • 4/22 2 2 3 2 4 2 3 f:l 6 

17 4/23 • 4/29 2 3 3 2 4 2 4 7 6 

18 4/30- 5/f:l 3 3 4 2 3 2 .,. .. 4 7 5 -

19 5/7- 5/13 3 3 3 2 3 2 4 7 6 

20 5/14 • 5/20 3 4 2 2 2 2 5 7 6 

21 5/21 • 5127 3 3 2 2 2 2 6 7 5 

22 5/28 • 6/ 3 3 2 2 2 2 3 5 6 7 

23 6/ 4. 6/10 2 2 2 2 2 2 5 5 7 

24 6/11 • 6/17 3 2 2 2 2 2 5 5 6 

25 6/18 • 6/24 3 2 2 2 2 2 5 5 5 

26 6125- 7/ 1 2 2 3 2 2 2 5 4 5 

27 7/2- 7/8 2 2 3 3 2 2 5 4 4 

28 7/9-7/15 2 2 3 3 2 2 5 4 3 

29 7/18 • 7/22 2 2 3 3 2 2 5 5 4 

30 7/23- 7/29 2 2 4 4 2 2 4 4 5 

31 7/30- 8/5 2 2 3 2 2 2 3 4 5 

32 8/6- 8/12 2 2 2 2 2 2 4 4 4· 

33 8/13 • 8/19 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 4 4 

34 8/20 • 8/26 2 2 3 2 2 2 3 3 4 

35 8/27- 9/ 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 3 4 4 

36 9/3- 9/9 2 2 3 2 2 2 3 4 4 

37 9/10 ~ 9/16 2 2 4 2 2 2 2 4 4 

38 9/17 • 9/23 2 2 4 2 2 2 2 4 4 

39 9/24 • 9/30 2 2 4 2 2 2 2 4 4 

40 10/1-10/7 2 2 4 2 2 2 2 3 3 

41 10/ 8 • 10/14 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 3 

42 10/15 -10/21 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 

43 10/22 • 10/28 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 

44 10/29-11/4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

45 11/5-11/11 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

46 11/12-11/18 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

47 11/19-11/25 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

48 11/26-12/2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

49 12/3-12/9 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

50 12/10 -12/16 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

51 12/17 -12/23 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

'i? 1 " 1"A • 12/31 2 2 , , ? , 2 3 2 
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Table 1. (Continued) Sea Turtle Indicated Take Level (ITl) ror Shrimp Fishery Statistical Zones. Zones 1-3, 6-17, 21. and 24 are not included in the table because the ITl is 2 
for all weeks in these Zones There is no Zone 22 or 23 

SOUWEAST ATLANTIC ZONE30 E31 ZONE32 ZONE33 ZONE34 

Week ITl ITl ITl ITl m. ITL 

1 111 • 117 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

2 118 • 1/14 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

3 1115 • 1/21 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

4 1/22 • 1128 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

5 1/29 • 214 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 -· 2

6 215• 2111 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

7 2112- 2118 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

8 2119· 2/25 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

9 2/28 • 314 ,2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

10 3/5• 3111 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

11 3/12· 3118 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

12 3/19 • 3/25 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

13 3/26 • 411 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

14 412• 4/8 5 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 

15 4/9- 4/15 5 5 2 2 2 2 2 2 

16 4/16 • 4/22 5 5 2 2 2 2 2 2 

17 4123 • 4/29 5 6 3 3 2 3 2 2 

18 4/30 • 516 5 9 5 3 3 3 .. 2 2 

19 5/7-5113 4 11 7 5 4 3 -=-·2 2 

20 5/14 • 5/20 4 11 7 8 4 5 3 2 

21 5/21 • 5/27 4 11 8 8 4 5 4 2 

22 5/28- 613 4 11 8 8 4 5 4 2 

23 6/ 4 • 6/10 4 9 7 9 4 7 5 2 

24 8111 • 6117 3 8 6 8 4 7 5 2 

25 6/18 • 6/24 2 7 8 7 5 8 3 2 

26 6/25 • 111 2 6 6 6 6 8 2 2 

27 112 • 11 8 2 7 5 5 7 8 2 2 

' 28 7/9- 7115 2 8 6 4 9 4 2 2 

29 7/16 • 7/22 2 7 5 4 9 4 2 2 

30 7123. 7/29 3 8 5 4 8 3 2 2 

31 7130- 8/5 3 9 4 3 7 2 2 2 

32 816· 8/12 4 7 4 3 5 2 2 2 

33 8/13 • 8/19 4 6 5 3 4 2 2 2 

34 8/20 • 8126 3 7 8 3 3 2 2 2 

35 8127- 9/ 2 3 7 5 4 3 2 2 2 

38 9/3-9/9 2 6 5 4 3 2 2 2 

37 9/10 • 9/16 2 5 5 3 4 2 2 2 

38 9/17 • 9/23 2 4 3 2 3 2 2 2 

39 9124. 9/30 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 

40 10/ 1 -10/7 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

41 10/ 8 • 10/1" 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

42 10/15-10/21 2 2 2 2 2 3 4 4 

43 10/22-10/28 2 2 2 2 2 4 5 4 

44 10129-11/ 4 3 2 2 2 2 4 7 4 

45 11/ 5 • 11/11 3 2 2 2 2 4 11 4 

48 11112-11/18 3 2 2 2 2 4 11 4 

47 11/19-11/25 2 2 2 2 2 3 10 2 

48 11/26-1212 2 2 2 2 2 2 9 2 

49 1213 • 1219 2 2 2 2 2 2 6 2 

50 12110 -12118 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

51 12117 • 12/23 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

52 1 ?1?4. 12131 ., ., ? 2 2 ., ., 2 
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TAB D, NO. 6(CL) 

PUBLIC HEARING SUMMARY 
SHRIMP AMENDI\.IENT 9 

Key West, Florida 
October 7, 1996 

In Attendance: 

Karl Lessard 8 members of the public 
Steven Atran 
Debbie McNair 

Douglas Gregory - Sea Grant Extension Agent 
Mr. Gregory supported the position that, ifBRDs are required for purposes of reducing red snapper bycatch, they should 
be required west of Cape San Blas only, since red snapper are not caught in this area. However,_that does not mean that 
he is an advocate for BRDs west of Cape San Blas. Mr. Gregory's remaining comments -were directed toward the 
possibility of BRDs being eventually required in this area for reduction of other bycatch; He stated that the animals 
caught in the Tortugas shrimp fishery are different than those caught in the northern Gulf, and he presented handouts 
(attached) to substantiate that statement. He noted that pinfish is the primary species in the finfish bycatch in the Tortugas 
area, and that crabs, sea lice and mantis shrimp make up the primary bycatch in shrimp trawls. He felt that the finfish 
bycatch in this area was comprised mostly of forage species of no concern to recreational fishermen. Mr. Gregory's 
handouts also indicated that the finfish to shrimp ratio in the Florida Keys was 1.1 to 1. He felt that before a future 
amendment to require BRDs in this area is produced, a BRD that will work in this area needs to be developed. 

Mr. Gregory also questioned the graphs in Figure 2 of the amendment which show finfish bycatch in Florida shrimp 
trawls at 50 % of the total catch. His data shows finfish at about 1/3 of the catch, and he would like to work with Rick 
Leard to resolve this discrepancy. He also stated that west of Cape San Blas shrimp fishing can be productive both day 
and night, but east of Cape San Blas, only at night. 

Arthur Ireland - Commercial Fisherman 
Mr. Ireland supported the requirement that BRDs, for the purpose of reducing red snapper bycatch, be required west of 
Cape San Blas only. He agreed with the comments from Douglas Gregory and stated that the shrimp species, bycatch, 
and bottom are all different in this area from Louisiana. He stated that more fish are caught inside of 10 fathoms, and 
questioned why that area would be left out of the BRD requirement. He also noted that none of the species listed in Table 
2 are caught in the Tortugas. 

Ralph Brady, Jr. - Commercial Fisherman 
Mr. Brady noted that Table 2 on page 6 of the amendment is from I989 data, and he questioned why more recent data 
isn't used. 

An unidentified inlividual from the audience stated that he has caught red snapper west of the Tortugas, but in over 600 
feet of water and using handlines. 

Mayhew Paul Norman - Commercial Fisherman 
Mr. Norman stated that he has never seen a red snaspper in a shrimp net. When he fished in North Carolina he used 
fisheye BRDs, but he doesn't like them. He felt that this area has a very clean shrimp fishery, but noted that bycatch of 
lane snapper can be cut down by not fishing past daylight. 

Attachments 
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WEIGHT NUMBER 

o.~% 
Florida (Area 1-9) 

of. /3Y cdfc. A 
Species Rank5lfor Florida (May 92 through April 93) 

Species 

Pin Fish 

WPCUEvkt/t.T'6¼ 
· Species 

Sugar Shrimp 

NCPUE 
//.tlPfb½

37 °~ 
-

Inshore Lizardfish 17 Mantis Shrimp 16 

Mantis Shrimp 13 Longspine Swimming Crab 8 

Iridescent Swimming Crab 10 Pin Fish 7 

Blackedge Cusk-eel 7 Blnckedge Cusk-eel 7 

Sugar Shrimp 6 Iridescent Swimming Crab 6 

Longspine Swimming Crab 3 Atfantic Midshipman 6 

Atlantic Midshipmnn 3 Inshore Lizardfish s· 
Cobia 3 Pancake Batfish 2 

Flame Box Crab 2 Longfin Squid 1 

TOTAL 91 % TOTAL 96 '% 
/11 .S C. BL ccd c h 9¼ 

Tc,f-11 I !3y udc '1 1ca¼ 

NMFS BYCA TCH CHARACTERIZATION 
STUDY OF SHRIMP TRAWL CATCHES 

• f · Page 5 · • • • d m to testFor more m ormat1on on how you can part1c1pate m an m ustry progra 
bycatch reduction devices (fish eyes, humming line, etc.) call Doug Gregory, Monroe 
County Cooperative Extension Service, Stock Island at 292-4501. HELP DEVELOP 
A PIECE OF GEAR YOU CA LIVE WITH AND AVOID ANOTHER TED FlAS~O!!! 



\VEIGHT NUl\1BER 

1ss1ssippi / Alabama (Area 

~ . . 
Species Ran o Mss ssippi / Alabama (May 92 through April 93) 

Species 

Atlantic Croaker 

WPC~}
we;% 

Species 

Atlantic Croaker 

NCP~E
//11,,, ~--

15 ~ 

Sand Seatrout 11 Mantis Shrimp 14 

Lesser Blue Crab 8 Lesser Blue Crab 11 

Mantis Shrimp 7 Sand Seatrout 8 

Spot 6 Sugar Shrimp 6 

Inshore Lizardfish 5 Iridescent Swimming Crab 6 

Northern Kingfish 4 Fringed Flounder 5 

Rock Seabass 3 Blackear Seabass 5 

Fringed Flounder 3 Atlantic Brief Squid 3 

Bluespotted Searobin 3 Bluespotted Searobin 3 

Sc.1bTOTAL · 76 Suh TOTAL 75 

ff,5c fyc.o:tcl... :J-'/ ¾ ,25;6 

'\ 

/ 

Page 6 



\VEIGHT NUMBER 

Louisiana (Area 13-17) 

~ Species RanR~for Louisiana (May 92 through April 93) 

Species 

Atlantic Croaker 
WPCU~Wf!'tf1. 

26 I 

Species 

Atlantic Croaker 

NCPIJ3 
J/11/11 !'t 

22 " 
Longspine Porgy 14 Longspine Porgy 17 

Hardhead Catlish 7 Seabob Shrimp 9 

Gulf Menhaden 7 Sugar Shrimp 5 

Inshore Lizard fish 4 Longspine Swimming Crab 4 

Cutlass Fish 3 Iridescent Swimming Crab 3 

Blue Crab 3 Hardhead Catlish. 3 

Sand Seatrout 3 Lesser Blue Crab 3 

Gulf Butterrish 3 Gulf Menhaden 3 

Lesser Blue Crab 3 Bluespotted Searobin 2 

S"b TOTAL 72 Sub TOTAL 72 

.M,sc. ~ ;2 s 'J ;ig-~ 

Page 7 



\VEIGHT NUl\1BER 

C h 
Species Rank{

Spe<:ies 

Atlantic Croaker 

or Texas (

WPCUE 
W.!fl1~ 

23 10 

May 92 through April 93) 

Species 

Atlantic Croaker 

NCPUE ...Ill·"" b(I
18 % 

Longspine Porgy 14 Longs pine Porgy 16 

Gulf Butterlish 10 Gulf Buttcrlish 14 

Spot 7 Rock Shrimp s 
Inshore Lizardlish s Longspine Swimming Crab 4 

Cutlass Fish 4 Cutlass Fish 4 

Atlantic Bumper 4 Iridescent Swimming Crab 3 

Rock Shrimp 3 Atlantic Bumper 3 

Hardhead Catfish 3 Mantis Shrimp 3 

Sand Seatrout 2 Lesser Blue Crab 2 

5'1 TOTAL 75 Svb TOTAL 73 

Page 8 



\VEIGHT NUMBER 

l\1ay 1992 through April 1993 

/!; a.Jc 
Species Rank for Gulf of Mexico (May 92 through April 93) 

11111110Species WPCUE(we1Jit Species NCPUE 

Atlantic Croaker 25 ¼ Atlantic Croaker 21 "/c 

Longspine Porgy 13 Longspine Porgy 16 

Hardhead Catfish 6 Scabob Shrimp 7 

Gulf Menhaden s Sugar Shrimp s 
Inshore Lizardfish 4 Longspine Swimming Crab 4 

Gulf Butterfish 4 Lesser Blue Crab 4 

Spot 3 Iridescent Swimming Crab 3 

Sand Seatrout 3 Mantis Shrimp 3 

Cutlass Fish 3 Gulf Butterfish 3 

Lesser Blue Crab 3 Hardhead Catfish 3 

SLU, TOTAL 71 S1.1b TOTAL 68 

.H,.sc, ~/' ch ,;2.CJ'¼ 3?-~ 

Page 1 
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Gulf & South Atlantic Fisheries Dcvt•lopmenl Foundation i;.Q
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..J'Fish Eye BRD Tows 

Eastern Gulf of Mexico (il:-- of~) 
1~11r 

1'f 

~-~-~ 
~ ... 

10 9 0-~t'l"' 7 

t~ ,.•• 

--6 

5 

•• 

4 

3 

2 

1 

\ 
'\ 

89 88 B2 8187 86 84 83 

,,. 

FL Keys 

Dshrimp Gulf of Mexico Shrimp Trawls 

□ inverts Catch by Weight (kg/hr) 
2083 tows 1992-1994 

data from NMFS GalvestonL:::::-2::J fish 



-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Table 4. Results ofevaluations for various bycatch reduction devices (BRDs) tested during the award period according to region. Only one trip was 
recorded in the South Atlantic area offCape Canaveral. All EE code results are the combination ofseveral trips, and the ED code under the Florida 
Keys includes two consecutive trips. All other BRDs were evaluated on one trip. Descriptions of the BRD codes are listed in the text. Numbers in 
parentheses by the BRO codes represent the maximum number oftows wider consideration; for individual species or species-groups the sample size 
may be different as evaluations only incude those tows where the species or group occurred in one or both nets. A tow which did not catch· the species 
or group in either net was excluded from that iecific analysis. 

S. Atl Gulf FL Keys 

EE(8) EE(63) IA(35) AE (14) EE(35) ED(21) LA(9) HC(8) 
---

(kg[Jy:) 
Biomass 
non-crust. Inverts 
Shrimp 

(no./hr) 
Red Snapper 
At!. Croaker 
Spot 
Lngsp. Porgy 
Cynoscion spp. 
Wbitingspp. 
Hardhead Catfish 
Butterfish 
Bumper 
Cutlassfish 
King mackerel 
Spanish 1nackerel 
misc. fish (kg/hr) 

...,.._____..,________

----------------------

4 
+54 
+2 

na 
+84 

31 
na 
na 
+7 
na 
na 
na 
na 
na 
na 
+IIS 

________ ... 
.--

---------------------------

23 
na 
4 

47 
+l 
8 

3.1 
13 
67 
75 

+23 
13 
10 

+114 (3 tows) 
+57 (9tows) 

21 

---------..·--·------

----------------

15 
6 
3 

6 
69 
58 
13 
21 
49 
55 
43 
75 
27 
na 
na 
18 

-----------------

-------------------------

14 
5 
1 

· 75 
12 
69 
29 
32 
80 
96 
42 
62 

+47 
11a 
na 
17 

--------------·-----------

14 
1 
9 

44* 
na 
na 
na 
na 
na 
na 
na 
na 
na 
100 (1 tow) 
100 (2 tows) 
38 

---------------------------

----------------------....-------------------------·----------

+I 32 
+24 27 

0 14 

29* 40* 
na 11a 
na na 
na na 
na na 
na na 
11a na 
na na 
10 na 
na na 
na 0 
na na 
4 15 

-----------------------------·------

--------------

+l 
15 
2 

47* 
11a 
na 
na 
na 
na 
na 
na 
na 
na 
na 
na 
16 

-------------
• reductions for the more conunon lane snapper are reported here~ red snapper did not occur in these samples 

.. 



NMFS Bycatch Characterization of Shrimp Trawl Catches In the 
Gulf of Mexico (May 1992-April 1993). 

Percent of Catch 
(In Weight) 

Catch\Area FL AL-MS LA TX All Areas 
Shrimp 27% 9% 15% 10% 16% 
Fish 32% 63% 63% 73% 60% 
Crabs, lice, etc. 39% 25% 20% 16% 22% 
Sponges, shells, etc. 2% 3% 2% 1% 2% 
Total Catch 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

SHRIMP TRAWL CATCHES IN GULF OF MEXICO 
As Percent of Catch In Weight (NMFS) 

-£ 
m 
O 
cu 
15 
J--0-ffi 
CJ 
~ 

Q) 
a.. 

0.8 

0.7 

0.6•-➔---~ 

0.5-➔---~ 

0.4-➔---~ 

0.3-+---

FL AL-MS LA TX 
Area of Harvest 

~rimp-Sponge, shells, etc 

D 
· Crabs,lice, etc. 

~ 
Fish 

Top Fish Bycatch Species In Weight (Percent of Total Bycatch) 

Florida Miss. - Alabama Louisiana Texas 
Pinfish (26%) Croaker (27%) Croaker (26%) 
Lizardfish (17%) Seatrout (11 %) Porgy (14%) 
Mantis Shrimp (13%) Blue crab (8%) Catfish (7%) 
Crabs (13%) Mantis Shrimp (7%) Menhaden (7%) 
Cusk eel (7%) Spot (6%) Lizardfish (4%) 

Croaker (23%) 
Porgy (14%) 
Butterfish (10%) 

Spot (7%) 
Lizardfish (5%) ~ 

I 



TAB D, NO. 6(b) 
PUBLIC HEARING SUMMARY 

SHRIMP AMENDMENT 9 
Lake Charles, Louisiana 

October 7, 1996 

ATTENDANCE: 
Council Members and Staff Others: 
Karen Foote Pam Basco 
Irby Basco Harry Blanchet 
Richard Leard C. J. Kiffe 
Patricia Bear Adley Dyson 

Franklin Price ~ 

Randy Roach 

C. J. Kiffe - Commercial shrimp fisherman 
Mr. Kiffe questioned the need for the amendment and stated that bycatch had already been reduced by 60 to 80%. 
He also asked why the red snapper TAC had been increased if the stock was in such bad shape. He stated that 
red snapper are not found in state waters or in waters less than 10 fathoms. He asked that the industrybe allowed 
to develop BRD designs ifBRDs are required. 

Adley Dyson - Commercial shrimp fisherman 
Mr. Dyson stated that there was a need for comparisons ofBRDs with naked nets (no TED). He also believed 
that there were no red snapper in inside waters. He asked if the Council had considered the mortality on red 
snapper from recreational and head boats after the season closes. Mr. Dyson stated that BRDs, if required, would 
not be needed all the time. He noted that since red snapper were caught offshore the Council should consider 
establishing a net size or horsepower limit for using BRDs. He also noted that red snapper permits were not 
evenly distributed with Florida residents holding about 90% of the permits. 

shrimp\am9phL:.96 
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TAB D, NO. 6(c) 

PUBLIC HEARING SUMMARY 
SHRIMP AMENDl\fENT 9 

Fort Myers, Florida 
October 8, 1996 

In Attendance: 

Joe Kimmel 6 members of the public 
Steven Atran 
Debbie McNair 

Ralph Andrew, Jr. - Commercial Fishennan 
Mr. Andrew supports Alternative B-2. He does not see any need for BRDs in this area. The only red snapper he's seen 
are big ones in more than 200 feet of water. He feels that longlines and fish traps are the maj&-problems with grouper 
and snapper depletions, not shrimp trawls. He would like to keep the Andrews TED as an option for use; but it works 
better when moved forward a bit. It reduces finfish; it doesn't clog; and it's clean. When BRDs are used in rough seas, 
you lose a lot of shrimp. · 

John Drew - Commercial Fisherman 
Mr. Drew felt there would have been more participation but some fishermen were unable to get to the hearing because 
of Tropical Storm Josephine. He felt that requiring BRDs only west of Cape San Blas would be sufficient. He would 
like to be able to continue to use the Andrews TED, noting that at certain times of the year, grass and jellyfish move in. 
He felt that if a TED can reduce finfish, he should not be required to install something else. He also would like to have 
the amendment studied by a group like SEA, and would like the amendment simplified so that the fishermen can 
understand it. He felt that there has not been enough study to determine that BRDs work. 

Clyde D. Jones. - Commercial Fisherman and Shrimp Vessel Owner/Operator for Over 30 Years 
Mr. Jones Felt that the current TEDs are cutting bycatch by over 50 percent, and that fisheye BRDs will let shrimp out 
of the net. With the TEDs, he feels he is already losing 20-30 percent of his shrimp. A BRD will result in another 10-15 
percent loss. · 
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TAB D, NO. 6 (d) 

ATTENDANCE: 
Council Members and Staff: 
Karen Foote 
Richard Leard 
Patricia Bear 

PUBLIC HEARING SUMMARY 
SHRIMP AMENDMENT 9 

Thibodeaux, Louisiana 
October 8, 1996 

Others: 
George Barisich 
James Blanchard 
Judy Bourg 
Murry Gaspard 
Pete Gerica 
Alan Gibson 
Judith Gibson 
Buvens LeBoeuf 
Mervin Ledet, Jr. 
Shirley Ledet 
Michael Robichaux 
Marilyn Rotolo 
Gerard Thomassie 
Walter Thomassie 
Ricardo Virga 

Mike Robichaux - State legislator 
Mr. Robichaux questioned why shrimpers were being penalized for red snapper which is a commercial and 
recreational finfish. He stated that the red snapper stock was recovering and that shrimpers were not responsible 
for any problems. He also noted that BRDs s~ould be referred to as fish excluder devices (FEDs). 

Pete Gerica - President, Lake Pontchartrain Fishermen's Association and Vice President, Louisiana Seafood 
Management Council 
Mr. Gerica noted that it was impossible to know how many fish were in the Gulf ofMexico. He felt that there 
were more red snapper because the seasons were shorter and larger quotas were being filled quicker. He also 
stated that the TED requirement was enough. 

George Barisich - President, United Commercial Fishermen's Association 
Mr. Barisich stated that he was speaking for approximately 20,000 commercial shrimp fishermen. He noted that 
red snapper are attracted to nets; and even if they arc excluded, they will swim back to the nets. However, he 
stated that there was no problem \\ith red snapper bycatch. He observed that red snapper were once in trouble, 
but noted changes from requiring TEDs, reduced numbers oflicenses, and other factors. He also noted that the 
directed fishery was having a negative effect on red snapper, particularly the recreational fishery which was taking 
approximately twice its quota. Mr. Barisich stated that the shrimp loss from BRDs would be higher than that 



presented, and coupled with the loss from TEDs it would be more like 12%. He also noted that escapement of 
more finfish would increase the population of finfish predators and cause an even greater loss of shrimp. He 
stated that because ofthese losses, the effects ofamendment 9 wou1d be inconsistent with its purpose, i.e. prevent 
unnecessary harm to the industry. He asked the Council to look at the overall effects BRDs would have on the 
industry, and if the requirement for TEDs were removed, he would take BRDs. 

Marilyn Rotolo - Louisiana Seafood Management Council, Delta Commercial Fisheries Association 
Mrs. Rotolo noted that the low attendance was due to the perception that regulations were being forced on the 
industry no matter what She asked why TEDs could not be used seasonally because there were no turtles in the 
winter months. She also stated that more testing of BRDs should have been done on the mud bottoms in 
Louisiana. 

Mervin Ledet, Jr. - Commercial Shrimp Fisherman 
Mr. Ledet observed that BRDs ·were not needed because there were more red snapper in the Gulf now than before 
Columbus. He also noted that earlier bad weather and the present need to fish reduced the attendance at the 
hearing. 

sbrimp'.am9phlla,9\S 



TAB D, NO. 6(e) 
PUBLIC HEARING SUMMARY 

SHRIMP AMENDMENT 9 
Tampa, Florida 
October 9, 1996 

In Attendance: 

Scott Green 0 members of the public 
Steven Atran 
Debbie McNair 

Only Judy Jamison from GSAFDF and the area NMFS port agent showed up to observe the public testimony. Since no 
fishermen or members of the public appeared, the hearing was not held. 
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TAB D, NO. 6(f) 
PUBLIC HEARING SUMMARY 

SHRIMP AMENDMENT 9 
New Orleans, Louisiana 

October 9, 1996 

ATTENDANCE: 
Council Members and Staff: Others: 
Andrew Kemmerer David Bankston 
Richard Leard George Barisich 
Patricia Bear Robert Barnett 

Diane Buras = · 
Robert Campo 
Albert Darda, Jr. 
·Brad Friloux 
Pete Gerica 
Tracy Kuhns 
Felix Rotolo 
Marilyn Rotolo 
Brant Savoie 
Lester Schellinger 

George Barisich - President, United Commercial Fishermen's Association 
Mr. Barisich stated that he was speaking for approximately 20,000 commercial shrimp fishermen. He noted that 
red snapper are attracted to nets; and even if they arc excluded, they will swim back to the nets. However, he 
stated that there was no problem with red snapper bycatch. He observed that red snapper were once in trouble, 
but noted changes from requiring TEDs, reduced numbers of licenses, and other factors. He also noted that the 
directed fishery was having a negative effect on red snapper, particularly the recreational fishery which was taking 
approximately twice its quota. Mr. Barisich stated that the shrimp loss from BRDs would be higher than that 
presented, and coupled with the loss from TEDs it would be more like 12%. He also noted that escapement of 
more finfish would increase the population offinfish predators and cause an even greater loss of shrimp. He 
stated that because ofthese losses, the effects ofamendment 9 would be inconsistent \\ith its purpose, i.e. prevent 
unnecessary harm to the industry. He asked the Council to look at the overall effects BRDs would have on the 
industry, and if the requirement for TEDs were removed, he would take BRDs. He also asked why the red 
snapper TAC was increased if the stock is so overfished. 

Robert Barnett - Attorney for gill net fishermen in Louisiana 
Mr. Barnett believed that Amendment 9 was an attack on the commercial shrimp industry and that there was no 
problem with red snapper. He stated that the Council was not objective, but politically motivated without 
adequate representation from the industry. He also stated that there were enforcement problems that had not been 
addressed. Mr. Barnett believed that Amendment 9 would result in a loss of investment for much of the industry; 
and ifapproved, the industry should be compensated through vessel and net buy-back programs, re training, or 



other compensation. He stated that Louisiana had a peculiar shoreline that was unique and could not be fairly 
compared v.ith Mississippi. Alabama. Florida. or Texas, and he asked that the Council consider this fact. He also 
asked that the Council provide documentation on how and why it arrived at its decision. and consider the 
regulatoxy impacts. He questioned whether the industxy had been afforded due process and equal protection. He 
asked what the Council would do if the goal of Amendment 9 is not reached, and what will happen when 
(assuming it occurs) the goal is reached, i.e., would BRDs no longer be required. 

Marilyn Rotolo - Louisiana Seafood Management Council, Delta Commercial Fisheries Association 
Ms. Rotolo noted that the low attendance was due to the perception that regulations were being forced on the 
industxy no matter what She asked why TEDs could not be used seasonally because there were no turtles in the 
winter months; furthermore, they were not needed in Louisiana because there were no turtles in state waters. She 
also stated that more testing ofBRDs should have been done on the mud bottoms in Louisiana. Ms. Rotolo stated 
that she was against the requirement for BRDs and that BRDs and TEDs were no longer needed. She felt that 
Mexico should help manage turtle populations, and the red snapper industxy should be managed to protect red 
snapper. She stated that shrimp were being lost through predation from fish, and the fish bycatch was needed 
for birds, porpoises, and other animals. 

Brad Friloux - Member, United Commercial Fishermen's Association 
Mr. Frilou.x stated that he does not believe the data. He noted that no cameras were on vessels tested. Also, costs 
for TEDs was higher than previously stated. 

Pete Gerica - President, Lake Pontchartrain Fishermen's Association and Vice President, Louisiana Seafood 
Management Council 
Mr. Gerica believed that the Council was political and recreationally motivated. He noted that it was impossible 
to know how many fish were in the Gulf ofMexico, and he felt that there were more red snapper because the 
seasons were shorter and larger quotas were being filled quicker. He believed that, if approved, BRDs would 
subsequently be required in state waters. He also stated that the TED requirement was enough and opposed 
BRDs. 

Albert Darda,Jr. - Commercial Shrimp Fisherman 
Mr. Darda stated that Louisiana's coastline was unique, and there were no red snapper in state waters. He also 
noted that shallow waters \\ith no snapper occurred outside Louisiana state waters. 

Tracy Kuhns - Gulf Coast Commercial Fisherman's Association 
Ms. Kuhns stated that the Council has not considered the professional advice from commercial fishermen. She 
noted that fishermen were not scientists and needed the assistance ofconsultants to properly review and report 
their information. She asked for a 90-day extension of the comment period and for fmal action in order for them 
to acquire a technical expert to review data and possibly provide additional alternatives. She also stated that the 
economic impacts had not been adequately addressed. She asked when red snapper stock assessments are done 
and wondered if and ifso. how the industxy would be notified that BRDs would no longer be required. 

Robert Campo - Campo's Marina 
Mr. Campo stated that the Council needed to further regulate the sport frshing indusby which had many violations 
including multiple trips and bag limits per day. He also stated that TEDs lose about-20% of the shrimp. 

Miscellaneous comments: 
I. Cannot use BRDs all the time especially when 'Jelly water" is present because catch is forced out the BRDs. 

Regulations, ifapproved. should account for this to prevent violations. 
2. Andrews TED should be allowed. 
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TAB D 
PUBLIC HEARING SUMMARY 

SHRIMP AMENDMENT 9 
Brownsville, Texas 
October 14, 1996 

ATTENDANCE: 
Council Members and Staff Others 
Hal Osburn Julius Collins Arturo Bodden 
Richard Leard Charles Burnell Margie Smith 
Jeanne Johnson Nita Burnell Carlton Reyes 

Tony Reisinger David Harrington 
Hazel Collins Frank Lasseigne 
Jorge Gonzales, Jr. Gary Graham 
Ray Wolf Kit Doncaster 
Jack Collins Jack Carinhas, Jr. 
Harley Landrie Sam Snodgias
W. J. Boudreaux Ronald Boudreaux 
Harris Lasseigne, Jr. Robert Hymel 
Henry Wolf, Jr . Deyaun Boudreaux 

.Julius Collins - President, Texas Shrimp Association/vessel owner 
Mr. Collins presented testimony in the form of the attached written statement. 

Charles Burnell- Vessel owner 
Mr. Burnell indicated that his captains had tested the fisheye and extended funnel BRDs, and they did not work. 
He believed that fishermen could develop more workable devices given time; however, he did not feel that they 
were necessary because there was no problem with red snapper. He stated that TEDs were excluding about 98% 
oflarge snapper, and there were more red snapper now than in the past. 

Margie Smith- Vessel O\mer/dealer 
Ms. Smith stated that she agrees with and supports the statement presented by Julius Collins and previous 
testimony before the Council by Wilma Anderson, Executive Director ofTexas Shrimp Association {TSA). She 
noted that the hearings were a waste oftime, and recently approved Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and 
Management Act would force hearings to be rescheduled. She believed that data were not available to support 
the requirement of BRDs and recommended that Amendment 9 be tabled. 

Gary Graham - Texas A&M Sea Grant, Marine Advisory Service 
Mr. Graham stated that he is seeing more red snapper now than ever before, and he believes that the SPR 
estimates are not indicative of what is being seen. He also stated that the damage to red snapper stocks from 
longline fishing in the early 1980's was probably underestimated (approximately 68 boats were operating in 
1983). He belie,,ed that bag limits have had a significant effect on recovery ofred snapper stocks. Although data 
show ajuvenile bycatch of about 30 million red snapper, he noted that the total number of fish in the stock was 
unkno,,n, and he did not believe estimates ofabout 80% harvest. He stated that the effects of shell ridges (where 
shrimp abundance is very low andjuvenile red snapper abundance is high) had not been fully evaluated as habitat 
for juvenile red snapper. Mr. Graham supported a credit for bycatch reduction by TEDs, particularly for large 
red snapper. He noted that both the Andrews and Morrison TEDs showed significant reductions in red snapper 
bycatch. He was concerned ,,ith Amendment 9's provisions for NMFS to certify future BRDs. He also supported 



Alternative C.2 (d) which is to not specify a shrimp retention rate for BRDs. He was also concerned with the 
expected loss of shrimp biomass from BRDs. 

David Harrington - University of Georgia Sea Grant 
Mr. Harrington noted that BRDs were required in North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, and the east coast 
ofFlorida. He stated that shrimp loss varies based on vessel size, towing speed, tides, and other factors including 
jellyfish. He also stated that shrimp loss varied from Oto 50% and that shrimpers in Georgia have filed a law 
suit based on high shrimp loss. He noted that the soft TEDs were good BRDs; however, he believed that NMFS 
did not want to deal with soft TEDs. He also believed that there were problems with NMFS' description and 
evaluation ofsoft TEDs. He noted that the major problem was with NMFS' statistical design of the small turtle 
protocol. 

Harris Lasseigne - Commercial shrimp fisherman 
Mr. Lasseigne presented the attached written comments. 

Jack Collins - Commercial shrimp fisherman 
Mr. Collins opposed Amendment 9 and noted that the economic studies were insuffiownt.- He stated that the 
shrimp loss from BRDs could be as much as 30% which was unacceptable. 

Deyaun Boudreaux -Texas Shrimp Association 
Ms. Boudreaux presented the attached written statement. 

Jack Carinhas, Jr. - Shrimp fisherman and attorney 
Mr. Carinhas stated that he was opposed to Amendment 9 for the same reasons expressed by Julius Collins and 
Harris Lasseigne. He noted that the industry, particularly TSA, has been environmentally active and concerned 
with management; however, the federal government was a force of overregulation of private industry 
(Amendment 9 was an example). He believed that Amendment 9 could destroy the shrimp industry; thus its 
economic impact was great. He observed that marine turtles were found mostly in state waters; however, TEDs 
were required everywhere. Also, Mexican fishermen were not using TEDs. Mr. Carinhas stated that red snapper 
stocks were not declining but increasing, and Mexico should also manage snapper. He believed that few red 
snapper were caught because ofchanges in gear, particularly TEDS, and the effects ofuntrawlable bottoms. He 
felt that any reductions in red snapper populations was the result of the directed commercial and recreational 
fisheries, and the recreational catch, in particular, could not be quantified or enforced. He stated that the shrimp 
industry should be credited for reductions from TEDs and other factors, i.e., the industry only fishes about 6 
months out of the year. He recommended tabling Amendment 9. 

Nita Burnell 
Ms. Burnell stated that she has heard that there will not be a future in shrimp fishing and wondered where this 
was coming from. She was concerned that her children and others would not have an opportunity to fish for a 
living. She believed that Amendment 9 was unfair and the industry was being required to defend itself. 
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TESTIMONY 
ON 

DRAFT AMENDMENT 9 
TO THE 

GULF OF MEXICO SHRIMP FISHERY MANAGEMENT PLAN 
Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management Council 

Public Hearing = 
October 14, 1996 - Brownsville, Texas 

Mr. Chairman, I am Julius Collins, I reside at 163 Creekbend Drive, 
Brownsville, Texas. 

First, I would like to say why I believe these public hearings are being
held throughout the Gulf and the origination of Amendment 9. In the late 
eighties, National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) reported that shrimp 
trawl bycatch was responsible for the collapse of the red snapper 
fishery. The bycatch myth of the shrimp fishery received the highest 
publicity, that instilled a perceived impression in the minds of the 
general public that the most valuable fishery of the United States was 
the most .,wasteful fishery in the nation with a bycatch ratio of -- ten 
pounds of finfish to one pound of shrimp." Reaction to this myth
instigated Amendment 9 

Mr. ·chairman, as President of Texas Shrimp Association and as a vessel 
owner, I present this statement in opposition to the shrimp fishery
bycatch proposal contained in Amendment 9 as drafted to the Gulf of 
Mexico Fishery Management Plan (FMP). 

Purpose, Objectives and Intent of Amendment 9 

The stated purpose of Amendment 9 is to reduce substantially the amount 
of bycatch in the shrimp fishery to avoid what has been alleged as "high 
level~ of juvenile mortality" of red snapper. The basis for the 
Council's objective and plan is derived from past stock assessments of 
red snapper and related analyses about the interaction between the 
shrimp fishery and juvenile red snapper. These assessments ·and analyses 
were prepared by the NMFS. . 

If ~e~dnient 9 is approved by the Council, NMFS would issue regulati~ns
requ.iring the use of bycatch reduction devices (BRDs) on all shrimp
vessels operating under the Shrimp Fishery FMP in certain specified 
wat7rs. NMFS would also start a program of certifying BRDs for use in 
shrimp trawls. 
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TSA Requested Council to Table Amendment 9 and Cancel Public Hearings 

At the New Orleans Council meeting TSA stated opposition in detail why 
Amendment 9 did not conform to the existing Magnuson Act nor would it 
conform to new shrimp trawl bycatch language in the Sustainable 
Fisheries Act Amendments to the Magnuson Act that were pending before 
the Senate and House and that Amendment 9 should be tabled by the 
Council for further consideration. Upon passage of the amendments to 
the Magnuson Act by the Senate and House, TSA questioned the holding of 
public hearings on Amendment 9 that is now obsolete and does not conform 
with.the new bycatch requirements nor the regulatory impact on economies 
of fishing communities. · 

Since the Council decided not table the amendment and proceed with the 
public hearing on Amendment 9, we will state opposition with 
recommendations in general and not on the Alternatives as outlined. We 
reserve the right to comment on new alternatives when Amendment 9 
conforms with the amended language of the Magnuson Act and public
hearings are again rescheduled. 

Magnuson Act Requires New Studies for Shrimp Trawl Bycatch 

In the new Magnuson Act,,Congress bas required new studies of shrimp 
bycatch measures (section 405) and red snapper information (section 
407). As presently drafted Amendment 9 does not comply with the new· 
bycatch requirements. Therefore, the proposal should be returned to the 
Council for further consideration to ensure full compliance with the 
Sustainable Fisheries Act Amendments to the Magnuson Act. 

Fundamental Flaws - Scientific Basis and Mathematical Model 

~here are fundamental flaws in the scientific basis and the mathematical 
model on which Amendment 9 is based. In particular, the bycatch of red 
snapper in the shrimp fishery has been significantly overestimated. 

These issues must be clarified before any action can be taken. Because 
of these fundamental flaws, we believe that Amendment 9 does not even 
conform to the requirements of the existing Magnuson Act. 

No Recognition of Shrimp Fishery Contribution to Bycatch Reduction 

Over the years, the shrimp fishery has reduced bycatch through fishing 
gear change and modification, regulatory mandates, reduction in fishing 
effort as vessel declined in the fishery, area closures, loss of 
trawlable bottom and research studies -
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1. In the late seventies and early eighties vessels replaced 
double-rigged trawls for a more efficient designed net for 
quad-rigged trawls. This gear change and modification reduced 
bycatch significantly and increased shrimp productivity. 

2. A regulatory mandate under the Endangered Species Act 
required that all trawls were to be equipped with a NMFS 
certified TED to reduce the incidental capture of sea turtle1 
and according to NMFS figures these certified TEDs also 
redµced finfish bycatch by 17.5%. But, the installation of 
TEDs also reduced the efficiency of the trawls and the 
industry begin experiencing a shrimp loss of 10% - 13% per
drag and gear expenses doubled. . . . 

At the Tampa Council.meeting, Dave Harrington from=the 
University of Georgia, who tested and certified the TED's for 
NMFS, advised the Council of his study of bycatch reduction by 
various TEDs. The study reflects that 65% of the. shrimp
fishermen are using the Georgia 4 11 hard grid TED without the 
funnel are excluding 16% of bycatch and that 35% of the shrimp 
fishermen are using the 3 to 4 panel Andrews soft TED are 
excluding 54% and 43% bycatch respectively - see Figure 1. 
Add and divide all this there is a reduction in bycatch by
27%. 

3 • The shrimp fishery has continually advised the Council and 
NMFS that since 1990 the offshore shrimp fleet fishing
nearshore and offshore waters had been reduced by over 40%. 
Just recently NMFS finally admitted that there was a vessel 
reduction of 5.8% in 1993, a 10% reduction in 1994 and another 
10% reduction in 1995. Again this is another 25.8% reduction 
in fishing effort that correlates to bycatch reduction. 

4. The shrimp advisory panel requested NMFS to assess all of 
the untrawlable bottom inaccessible to shrimp trawling -
natural and artificial reefs, pipelines, oil and gas
platforms, sanctuaries, area closures such as the Texas 
Closure that provides sixty (60) daya of no fishing effort 
within 200 miles of the Texas coast. These inaccessible 
bottoms provides protective measures for sea turtles, red 
snapper and other finfish species from interaction with shrimp 
trawls -- resulting in bycatch reduction. 

5: In 1994 a bycatch characterization study was conduct!d 
with observers on board shrimp trawlers to record specie 
composition and poundage during normal shrimp trawl 
operations. This study reflects that shrimp trawl bycatch 
ratio is approximately 3.5 pounds of finfish {edible and non
edible species) to l pound of shrimp -- in lieu of the highly 
publicized perceived concept of 10 pounds of finfish to 1 
pound of shrimp. 

This is a prime example of what flawed data can create. In 
the case of the bycatch myth an overestimation of bycatch by 
601 derived an irrational public perception, projection-and 
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regulatory measures that would seriously impact a fishery and 
livelihoods of many americans trying to make an honest living. 

All of the above bycatch reductions has taken place prior to and during 
the time the Council has been considering and preparing Amendment 9 to 
the Shrimp Fishery Management Plan. · 

Yet, no credit for industry contribution to bycatch reduction has been 
recognized by the Council or NMFS, as an offset factor to the predicated
requirement of a 50% reduction in shrimp trawl bycatch, in·order, to 
rebuild the red snapper population. In our opinion the shrimp fishery 
has already achieved and exceeded the 50% bycatch reduction• 

• 

Shrimp Fishery Questions - Amendment 9 Purpose1ffi.d Need 

"In 1990 NMFS estimated that a reduction in bycatch of red snapper by 
the shrimp industry of about 60 percent was needed in order to allow a 
directed harvest of only 1 million pounds." In 1991 NMFS and the 
Council still claimed that the red snapper fishery was "significantly 
overfished." Yet, in 1991 the directed harvest TAC was set at 4 million 
pounds, in 1993 the TAC was increased to 6 million pounds and in 1996 
the TAC was increased to 9.12 million pounds. 

In addition to the increase in 'l'AC, NMFS and the Council allowed for the 
last 3 years the recreational component of the fishery to exceed its 
quota by nearly double of spawning age fish 4 years and older. Not only
did the recreational component exceed it quota over the last 3 years,·
they exceeded the statutory allocation TAC reversing the 51% commercial 
an~ 49% recreational to 59% recreational to 41% commercial. 

If in 1990 a reduction of 60% in shrimp trawl bycatch was necessary for 
only 1 million pound TAC for the directed harvest -- how in S years 
(1991-1995) with !l2 shrimp trawl bycatch regulations in place did the 
directed red snapper fishery harvest 35 million pounds, in addition, 
increased the 1996 TAC from 6 million pounds to 9.12 millions pounds? 

Directed TAC Recreational Excess 
1991 'l'AC 4 million pounds
1992 TAC 4 million pounds
1993 TAC 6 million pounds 3 million pounds 
1994 TAC 6 million pounds 3 million pounds 
1995 TAC 6 million pounds 3 million pounds 

26 million pounds 9 million pounds 
1991-1995 35.00 million pounds 

without the 1990 60% percent shrimp trawl bycatch reduction in place
for just al million directed harvest - where did all this surplus of 
red snapper originate from? Apparently the solution to this surplus of 
snapp7r ayailability is that the shrimp fishery ha.s underestimated its 
contribution to bycatch reduction of juvenile red snapper age O - land 
NMFS has overestimated bycatch of this age group in shrimp trawls. 
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The Magnuson Act requires that management measures must be fair' and 
equitable to all those regulated in the fishery and must be reasonably
calculated to promote conservation. Therefore, under this management 
measure by the council placing strict bycatch limits on the shrimp
fishery, would also require the council to enforcement strict catch 
limits and statutory allocation TAC limits on the recreational fishery,
whereby, reinstating the equitable share to the commercial component of 
the red snapper fishery. 

· Ecological Research Model - Bycatch Reduction Impact on Marine Species 

The.Model projects that BRDs would increase the finfish biomass, and the 
shrimp fishery would experience a shrimp biomass reduc.tlon to the ever 
increasing finfish biomass as a "food source." A 25% percent bycatch
reduction in shrimp trawls is a 5% percent loss in shrimp biomass, a 501 
percent bycatch reduction is a 11% percent loss in shrimp biomass. 

Predator/prey imbalance not only affects the shrimp biomass as a food 
source, but the smaller finfish biomass (including juvenile red snapper)
becomes the alternative "food source" when shrimp have migrated from the 
feeding grounds of ~he larger fish. 

The predator/prey projected results are an important factor relating to 
short-term and long-term effects on specie composition and economic 
impact on all vessel landings and value within the respective fisheries. 

Economic Studies of Adverse Impact on the Fishery 

The Council and NMFS has not done adequate economic studies on the 
adverse . impact of mandating BRDs on the shrimp fishery and the 
reciprocating impact on the direct and indirect segments of the shrimp
fishery. In particular, approximately 31 or more coastal communities in 
the Gulf of Mexico qualify as "fishing communities" under the new 
Magnuson Act. As a consequence, the impact of Amendment 9 on these 
communities must be assessed in detail, an evaluation which has not been 
done. 

It would be naive of the Council to consider that the adverse economic 
impact would only apply to vessel shrimp loss (BRDs/Predator-Prey) 
reducing the dockside landing value of the fishery and not the 
reciprocating impact on the fishery direct and indirect land-based 
infrastructures, municipality budget revenue and loan portfolios of the 
lending institutions. 

Utilization and Benefits of Shrimp Trawl Bycatch to Marine Life 

~here is a perception that all bycatch is a "waste," but in reality it 
is not wasted, but utilized as a "food source" for sea turtles, marine 
mammals, birds and other finfish. 
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In Summary 

We recommend, that the Council take Amendment 9 back to the table and 
reevaluate this management measure: 1) take into consideration the 
new Magnuson Act amendments on bycatch requirements; 2) clarification 
of the fundamental flaws in the scientific basis and mathematical model; 
3) shrimp fishery contribution to bycatch reduction; 4) fair and 
equitabre measures to all those regulated in the fishery; S)
predator/prey impact on all fisheries; 6) economic impacts on fishing
communities; 7} utilization of bycatch; and 8) consider the shrimp
fishery plan for protecting sea turtles by reducing fishing effort in 
near-shore areas of high sea turtle concentration and its added benefits 
in fyrther reduction of finfish bycatch. -· 

~. 

Thank you Mr. Chairman for the opportunity to comment on draft Amendment 
9 and ask that my statement be entered into the record. 



FIG. 1. BY-CATCii REDUCTION OF CERTAIN TEDs. 
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TESTIMONY 
ON 

DRAFT AMENDMENT 9 
GULF OF MEXICO SHRIMP FISHERY MANAGEMENT PLAN 

Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management Council 
Public Hearing 

October 14, 1996 - Brownsville, Texas 

My name is Harris Lasseigne. I am a second 

generation Shrimper who has 36 years experience inthe 

Shrimp Industry. 

I am opposed to Amendment 9 to the Shrimp Management 
\Oi ct~ 

Plan. It is a'J'Plan that is not warranted against the 

Shrimp Industry. This is an issue that is driven by 

special interest groups that are malicious and capricious 

towards the Shrimp Industry. Let's get the politics out 

of the picture and look at the facts. 

No industry, I repeat, no industry has done so much 

and gotten so little credit~~~~

The Shrimp Industry is using Turtle Excluder Devices 

that reduce the by catch of turtles. fish, as well as 

shrimp. No credit given~ Pf~~ 
There are fewer shrimp boats yet the number of 

sports anglers and sports fishermen increase each year. 

Shrimpers - No credit~ ~ /, ( ~ ~ 
Texas has a 45-60 day closure out to 200 miles. No 

credit. ~ ~-r hy~ 



Commercial bay fishing industry closed down in 

Florida. No credit~ /Jy ~ ~ , 
Texas and Louisiana are using the Gulf of Mexico as 

a dumping ground for U. S. tanks. fly ash blocks. oil 

rigs. ships. and miles and miles of pipe in the name of 

artificial reefs. Shrimpers have lost and are losing 

fishing ground every year. No credit. 

The Economical impact will be extremely costly to 

the most valuable fisheries.in the U. S. ~o ~

cons i derati on ~~ ~ /:o ~ 
National Marine Fisheries Service and conservative 

groups. as well as sports fishermen portray us as mass 

murderers and as the major culprit of the demise of the , 

fish population. Cheap propaganda~ ~ t/.-ii-~ ~ • 
Nothing is mentioned about the balance of Nature. 

Do we increase and protect one species (fish) and destroy 

another (shrimp)? Remember, fish eat shrimp. Are we 

deliberately increasing the fish population without any 

regard to how it will effect the shrimp population? Good 

question. but it falls on deaf ears at the National 

Marine Fisheries Service. 

Is National Marine Fisheries Service playing 

politics and favoring one group (recreational fishermen) 

https://fisheries.in


over shrimpers? The answer is yes. Hasn't the 

recreational and sports fishermen gone over their quotas 

6 million pounds in 2 years? What is being done about 

· o.-14U,,,--f o,v l 
this? Nothing. Nothing.at all. ~~TF; :- ~ r 

'5hv·1111f.1.,.., t ~ £J ~ ~ · 
Aren't we restocking bays with red fish and trout at 

record numbers? Yet we don't restock shrimp. Why? 

Because we forget that shrimp is the most valuable 

fisheries in the U. S. We forget it provides job~ that 

produce much needed income for the U. S. We forget that 

it helps Texas,_ the Gulf States, and the U.S. economy 

tremendously. Most important, it provides food to help 

feed the U.S. with a seafood product that is the best in 

the World. No other shrimp product can compare to our 

quality, taste, and safety in marketing to the consumers. 

Finally, are we going to favor one group over 

another group in the NAME of Good Management? The sports 

fishermen stated over and over again that shrimpers catch 

100 pounds of by catch for every pound of shrimp. 

National Marine Fisheries Service stated we catch 10 

pounds of fish for every pound of shrimp we catch. 

However, the actual facts from fishing trips on shrimp 

boats that were monitored by Texas A. & M. and the 

National Marine Fisheries Service proved and showed that 

shrimp boats actually caught only 3.5 pounds of by catch 

for every pound of shrimp caught. 
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The Commercial Red Snapper Industry reached their 

quota in 2 months. They had no problem to reach this 

_quota. What happened to the stressed Red Snapper? Why 

is National Marine Fisheries Service taking a fast track 

approach on a situation that is not that serious 

We have more than met the 50% decline of by catch in 

our trawls and have done more than any other grouper 

industry and what is our just reward? (Answer) More 

cheap propaganda, accusations, bad science, and bad 

management. That is why we say NO to Amendment 9 to the 

Shrimp Management Plan, and ask what are the sports 

fishermen doing about the 6 million pounds taken over 

their quotas in the last 2 years. 
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10 persons in attendance 

SUMMARY OF APALACHICOLA PUBLIC HEARING 

Steve Davis. Vice President, Florida Shrimpers Association, indicated he was a shallow-water fisherman usually 
fishing within state waters. He felt that the decision had been made that bycatch reduction devices (BRDs) would 
be required. He felt that, if BRDs are required, the fishennen should have the latitude to determine where in the 
net a fisheye (BRD) should be placed. That way, the fisherman could adjust the placement so that the gear 
work-ed best for them. He pointed out the 30 mesh position differed significantly depending on whether the mesh 
was 2-1/2 inches or 2 inches. 

Bill Teeh;m, Florida Marine Fisheries Commission (FMFC). added that the South Atlantic Fishery Management 
Council (SAFMC), in their bycatch amendment, had provided guidelines allowing fisheyes to be placed anywhere 
in the net within certain distances from top and end ofcodend. 

Ralph Richard agreed \\ith Mr. Davis on the need to allow flexibility in the placement of the fisheyes. He pointed 
out he did not use mesh counts, but instead measured 6 feet do\\n the codend. 

wimplapalacb.am9 ccm 



4.0 Environmental Consequences· $ Pr? M (
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One side ··bf th.e funnel is extended vertically to provide passage for shrimp to the 
codend and to create an area of reduced water flow to allow for fish escapement 
through the larger mesh outer netting. A legal description and instruction_s for 
installation of large mesh extended funnel BRDs are included in Appendix D. 

The second BRD type is the fisheye-{Figure 33). The fisheye BRD is an 
industry developed design which consists of a football or round .shaped frame 
inserted into a trawl extension or cod-end to provide an opening for fish to escape 
(Figure 34) . The fisheye is extensiVely used in North Carolina to meet existing 
regulations requirtng bycatch reduction devices in shrimp trawls in state waters. 
Placement is vital to the success of the flsheye and NMFS r5.,commends the fish~ 
be installed in the top of the codend either in nter or 15 mesfies to the side 
o e ce r an no ee orward of the co end tie-o rm s. State 
researc ers etennined that to meet the weakfisti re uc on e e 1sheye 
must be placed in a manner in which the BRO length to tail bag ratio does not 
exceed O.7. A legal desciiption and instructions for installation of the fisheye BRD 
are included in Appendix D. 
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Figure 33. Fisheye bycatch ·reduction device (Source: Watson 1995). 
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TAB_b_No.~(12 
PUBLIC HEARING SUMMARY 

SHRIMP AMENDMENT 9 
Port Aransas, Texas 

October 15, 1996 

ATTENDANCE: 
Council Members and Staff Others 
Irby Basco Sydney Herndon 
Richard Leard Joseph Villers 
Jeanne Johnson Dennis Boddison 

Wilma Anderson 
David Johnson 
Neil Yeoman 
Tony Ricks 
(3 illegible attendees) 

David Johnson - Shrimp fishermen/dealer 
Mr. Johnson recommended adoption of Alternative A. I - Status Quo with no change tG4egulations to further 
regulate bycatch. He quoted from page 21 of Amendment 9 wherein its is stated that the entire industry may 
benefit from attrition of vessels from the fishery as a result ofrequiring BRDs. He failed to see the benefit of 
people going out of business. He stated that many fishermen only know how to make a living fishing, and if 
forced out of fishing they would have no alternative employment. 

Sydney Herndon - Shrimp fisherman/dealer 
Mr. Herndon stated that he was opposed to Amendment 9. He also stated that the industry had been hurt by 
inaccurate publicity of shrimp trawl bycatch, and that the ratio of finfish to shrimp was not 10: 1 but only about 
1: 1. He noted that about 60% of the vessels have left the industry causing bycatch to be reduced significantly. 
Based on Aransas Pass tax roles, he stated that the number of vessels has decreased by 3 5% from a 1984 level 
of5,900 boats. He also noted that bycatch was not wasted; it was redistributed, and most bycatch species (like 
croaker) did not have a stock problem. He observed that a Texas Parks and Wildlife study indicated that bycatch 
may increase recreational fishing opportunities with unknO\m effects to bycatch species. Mr. Herndon observed 
that when the Council was created, Assistant Administrator, Terry Leitzel asked the Council to manage shrimp 
without undo damage to the industry; however, under Bill Fox the industry had been banned through political 
appointments. He also stated that increased regulations such as Amendment 9 increased the cost of seafood. He 
believed that ifmanaged properly, the nations fisheries could realize an increase of 300,000 jobs and $3 billion 
in revenues. 

Wilma Anderson - Executive Director, Texas Shrimp Association 
In addition to previous testimony presented to the Council, Ms. Anderson presented the attached ,,Titten 
testimony. She also indicated that the low attendance at the hearing was the result ofboats having to fish at this 
time. 

Joe Villers - Shrimp fisherman/dealer 
Mr. Villers stated that he did not believe the data on shrimp loss. He referred to the law suit in Georgia over 
shrimp loss and noted that shrimpers were losing a great deal more shrimp than previously expected. He also 
stated that shrimpers were being forced to bear the brunt ofresponsibility for red snapper. He also did not believe 
that new BRDs could be certified by NMFS and cited current efforts by NMFS to decertify soft TEDs. He also 
did not believe that the industry had been given credit for past reductions in bycatch. 

shrimp1am9phpta.96 
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P.O. Box 1020 • 126 West Cleveland• Aransas Pass, Texas 78735 
Telephone (512) 758°5024 • FAX (512) 758·5853 

TESTIMONY 
ON 

DRAFT AMENDMENT 9 
TO THE 

GULF OF MEXICO SHRIMP FISHERY MANAGEMENT PLAN 
Public Hearing 

October 15, 1996 - Port Aransas, Texas 

Mr. Chairman, I am Wilma Anderson, Executive Director of the Texas Shrimp 
Association (TSA), Box 1020, Aransas Pass, Texas. 

1l'SA presented testimony in opposition with recommendations to Amendment 
9 at the September 11th Council Meeting in New Orleans and Julius Collins, 
President of TSA presented additional testimony at the October 14th Public 
Hearing in Brownsville, Texas. I feel it is not necessary for me to 
reiterate TSA's previous testimonies that have already been entered into 
the record. 

TSA presents an additional comment for the record, as to why the shrimp 
.· fishery questions the supporting science of Amendment 9: 

--Omissions and Errors --
The Consequences of Donated Science without Peer Review 

The evidence is clear that the Dead Zone has expanded in the 1990's as 
compared to the 1980's. While not as well documented, it seems likely 
that the Dead Zone was larger in the 1970's than in the 1960's. Not one 
NMFS stock assessment has even attempted to consider the effects of this 
phenomena on shrimp, fish, sea turtles, or marine mammal abundance and 
distribution. When a factor of this magnitude is ignored, we wonder 
first, how many other factors of consequence are being ignored; and 
second, how NMFS can purport that their proposed management actions 
restricting the directed and shrimp fisheries will rebuild populations? 
Unlike NEPA, there seems to be no mandate that stock assessments must be. 
comprehensive and address all the pertinent issues affecting the 
populations of interest. Is this why the Council and NMFS have never 
enc'?uraged outside peer review by providing funding to pay ·for such 
review? 

The shrimp industry, has provided funding for independent outside reviews 
of the sea turtle and red snapper bycatch issues. In both cases, we have 
uncovered serious statistical flaws. NMFS has recognized and addressed 
the sea turtle statistical problems, but has not resolved the red snapper 
analysis flaws affecting the bycatch estimates. This latter flaw is at 



the fundamental level and renders all analyses ( including not only bycatch 
estimates but also all catch comparisons of trawls with and without BRDs 
and trawls with and without TEDs) suspect if not invalid. 

How can problems of such consequence be overlooked? Well, first there is 
not even one statistician or oceanographer represented on the Red Snapper 
Science and Statistical Committee or on the Stock Assessment Panel. Why? 
One reason may be that positions on these key committees are voluntary; 
i.e., the members are not paid for their work. This restricts involvement 
to only those who can afford to contribute their time for personal or 
prestige reasons, or those who work directly for NMFS. This is not 
intended to be a slam on any member of these committees. Our point is 
that committee composition predicated on the ability to serve on a non
paid basis has not resulted in the disciplinary breadth of expertise 
required to conduct comprehensive and scientifically sound assessments. 
Thus, the resulting assessments reflect the unchallenged views of the NMFS 
scientists; views developed without the benefit of any outside peer 
review, except on an unpaid basis. Whether the views ar~_right or wrong 
is almost irrelevant, the process is not scientific and provides a bridge
leading unequivocally to management and economic disaster. 

Thank you Mr Chairman for the opportunity to comment on .Amendment 9 and 
ask that my comment be entered into the record. 



1AB_b_NO.~ 
Four persons in attendance 

SUMMARY OF PENSACOLA PUBLIC HEARING 

Johnnie Clopton, Director N.W. Florida Chapter of OFF, indicated only about 8 to 9 large offshore boats were 
based in Pensacola. He previously had a Gulf trawler, but sold it when turtle excluder devices (TEDs) were 
required and now fished largely in state waters. 

He felt it was unnecessary to require bycatch reduction devices (BRDs) in the area from Cape San Blas to Perdido 
Bay (statistical areas 8-10) because less than 5 percent of these bottoms in the exclusive economic zone (EEZ) 
were trawlable. Therefore, there should be adequate escapement ofjuvenile red snapper from that area. He 
suggested the Council's preferred alternative be modified to provide for BRDs from the Alabama/Florida state 
boundary west. 

He indicated when he had his Gulfvessel that he routinely installed fisheyes (BRDs) in his=nets when fishing off 
Louisiana and Texas. He indicated fishermen must be able to adjust BRDs in their nets so it does not weaken 
the net and so it works well. He pointed out fishermen would accept the gear if it worked well. He indicated Gulf 
shrimpers would work with the Council to solve this problem if the Council would work with the fishermen. 

He indicated that there seemed to be plenty of red snapper as the charter vessels always took limits for their 
customers. They also discarded smaller fish as larger fish were caught. 

As far as use ofBRDs in state waters, he felt that the area ofnet where TEDs and BRDs were installed should 
not be counted in determining legal trawls. The Florida net ban has already significantly reduced the size of nets 
to a point where it would be difficult to install BRDs. 

Elmer BQ)nton indicated he usually caught shrimp for bait from inshore waters. He indicated during certain times 
ofthe year he used fisheyes, but they were not necessary during the entire year. 

Albert King indicated he had talked with several fishermen who asked he relay their comments. He indicated the 
fishermen should be aware, even though the amendment would affcct only EEZ waters, that the Council always 
requested the states to implement compatible rules, and staffshould have made fishermen aware of this. 

He pointed out that, for TEDs, NMFS has indicated almost no shrimp loss occurs. That represents the ideal 
situation and does not take into account fouling of the nets. Typically, nets with TEDs foul with trash on 5 to 
8 percent oftows, usually resulting in complete loss ofshrimp from that net. He pointed out his nephew had tried 
out several ofthe BRD designs and had concluded that he preferred use of the Andrews' TED, despite the shrimp 
loss. That was because loss ofshrimp from other BRD designs due to fouling and losses during "wash down" 
from fisheyes and extended mesh was typically higher. 

Johnny Clopton indicated that, in state waters, fouling by crab traps typically reduced operating time by about 
15 percent. 

shrimp\pens.acol.am9 ccm 
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tAB_b__NO. lo(t) 
PUBLIC HEARING SUMMARY 

SHRIMP AMENDMENT 9 
Port Lavaca, Texas 
October 16, 1996 

ATTENDANCE: 
Council Members and Staff Others: 
Pete Aparicio Norman Boyd 
Richard Leard Edward Lambright 
Jeanne Johnson Dennis Raby 

None ofthe three attendees indicated a desire to present testimony. A discussion ensued on the types of BRDs 
and their location in trawls. Mr. Dennis Raby offered that the industry should have options with regard to BRDs. 

sbrimp\am9phplv.!l6 
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29 persons in attendance 

SUMMARY OF MOBILE PUBLIC HEARING 

Joseph Rodriguez, representing Sprinkle's Net Shop and Fishennen's Marine Products, criticized the Council's 
proposed action to require bycatch reduction devices (BRDs). He felt there were other alternatives to restore red 
snapper, such as creation of artificial reefs and hatcheries to produce juvenile red snapper. He pointed out that, 
according to the news media, there was no impact on the industry from use ofTEDs. One of his customers had 
a $13,000 loss in one year. 

Pete Barber, President ofAlabama Seafood Association and member ofNFI, objected strongly to the current 
amendment and supported the industry proposal for status quo. The Magnuson Act amendment provides 
opportunities to collect the infonnation needed to address this issue. Section 407 directs the Secretary to revisit 
the stock assessment infonnation and model to detennine if these are appropriately estimating the status of the 
red snapper stock The Council should do this before proceeding with the amendment. TheAc_t provides one year 
to conduct a peer-group review of these issues. All of these actions are necessary in orciei: to proceed with the 
best scientific infonnation available. 

He was concerned that the issue was creating a division between commercial red snapper and commercial shrimp 
fishennen, whereas, he and his organization represented all commercial fishennen. 

He reported that fishermen in South Carolina had evaluated shrimp loss from fisheyes (BRDs), which had been 
estimated at around 10 percent. The evaluation indicated that actual loss was usually greater than 20 percent. 
The use of a TED with a "hard grate" before a fishcye decreases the water pressure holding shrimp in the bag. 
Because of this, fisheyes will fall short of the Council's goal to reduce bycatch by 50 percent. 

The Council has identified red snapper as an overfished resource, but has increased TAC by 228 percent over 
4 years from 4 million pounds (MP) in 1993 to 9.12 MP in 1996. 

Chris Nelson, Bon Secour Fisheries, Inc., and member of the Shrimp Advisory Panel (AP), indicated about 3 0 
Gulf vessels docked at their plant. Three of these c.iptains were planning to attend and indicate to the Council 
what they thought would be practical solutions. Because Hurricane Josephine improved shrimping, all of these 
persons were fishing. 

He indicated he was disappointed in the Council"s approach to this issue. What is needed is a process whereby 
the managers and the managed get together to work out the details for solving this problem. What has happened 
is a quick set ofhearings and inadequate time for the industry to review the material in the amendment documents. 

He emphasized the follo\\ing points. He was the fourth generation .in the fishing business and strongly believed 
in use ofscience and in fisheries management. He did not believe that red snapper are being managed using good 
science. For this reason, Congress has singled out red snapper as the only fishery nationally where peer-group 
review of the science is needed. This should be done before proceeding. The Council should adopt status quo 
until the actions set forth by Congress are completed. 

The industry has already done a lot to reduce bycatch. Just shifting to "quad rigs" reduced bycatch by 25 percent. 

1 



The industry developed most of the gear for their use in reducing bycatch, such as fisheyes, snake eyes and 
shooters. Turtle excluder devices (TEDs) were originally sold to the industry by NMFS as trawling efficiency 
devices because they reduced bycatch offinfish. The industry has made tremendous strides in reducing bycatch. 
Now v;e need to decide where we are going. Congress feels the peer-group review and other actions are needed. 
The Council should not take action until this is completed. 

All fishermen are concerned over the accuracy ofthe red snapper assessment; commercial and recreational red 
snapper fishermen, charter fishermen, and shrimp fishermen. 

All shrimp fishermen are concerned over fishing with holes in their nets. There needs to be further evaluation 
oftotal shrimp loss via TEDs with BRDs. Fishennen will not accept loss estimates for BRDs tested against nets 
with TEDs: What is needed is to go back to tests using "naked" nets as the control. We all need better data and 
more data. The industry has been helping obtain these data since 199 l. To leap forward with regulation at this 
time is a mistake. 

\ 

Sidnev Schwartz indicated he had only one day's notice before the meeting. He indicated that bycatch is the same 
as it was 30 years ago. There is no problem; the data is ,,Tong. = . 

shrimp\mobilum9 cctn 
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PUBLIC HEARING SUMMARY 
SHRIMP AMENDMENT 9 

Galveston, Texas 
October 17, 1996 

ATTENDANCE:. 
Council Members and Staff Others 
Irby Basco Gilbert Zamora, Jr. Michael Minnig 
Richard Leard James Ryan, Sr. Laura Payne 
Jeanne Johnson Ann Ryan Christine Burgess 

Harold Von Harten Marsha Lampton 
Daryl Ryan Cori Kretzschman 
Keith Roberts GregStunz 
Donald Merwin Ben Boren 
Michael Coyne William Dailey 
Debbie DeVore Carolyn V{illis 
Chris Montagne Cristina Heioel 
William Erans Pam Basco 
Catherine Raparoti 

Gilbert Zamora - NMFS (retired) 
Mr. Zamora asked if the hearings were advertised and where. Dr. Leard advised of public notices, direct mailings, 
and the Federal Register. 

Daryl Ryan - Shrimp fisherman 
Mr. Ryan believed that the number of vessels has not decreased and cited the Caterpillar, Inc. funding that has 
financed the construction ofadditional vessels. He stated that NMFS was creating a facade ofthe need for BRDs. 
He noted that he had tried to work with NMFS on TEDs; but when the industry was able to get TEDs to work, 
NMFS changed the criteria. He also did not think that the Council would work with the industry to develop 
something that would work; however, a collective effort was needed. 

Harold Von Harten - Shrimp fisherman/dealer 
Mr. Von Harten believed that the industry was hamstrung by bureaucracy. He stated that strict enforcement of 
regulations on the grid angle of TEDs was crippling the industry that was trying to comply. He also indicated 
that the costs associated with putting TEDs in nets was greater than the cost of the net. Mr. Von Harten also 
believed that a large portion ofthe bycatch mortality from shrimping would die as natural mortality ifnot caught. 

Ann Ryan 
Ms. Ryan stated that the implementation schedule for Amendment 9 was absurdly short for the magnitude of the 
amendment. She also believed that the data in the amendment was to old to be valid. She asserted that 
regulations are sometimes adopted so quickly that the indusuy does not have time to comply, and the Coast Guard 
considers fishermen as criminals that are assumed to be guilty and have to prove their innocence. 

shrimp\amOphgal.96 
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15 persons in attendance 

SUMMARY OF BILOXI PUBLIC HEARING 

Chris Swetman, President of the Peoples Bank. read a prepared statement (attached). 

Kay Williams. Vice President of Save America's Seafood Industry, read a prepared statement (attached). 

David Burrage, Sea Grant Extension Agent. indicated the shrimp industry should be credited for bycatch 
reduction already achieved by turtle excluder devices (TEDs). He described research in inshore waters evaluating 
bycatch for TEDs versus naked nets (see attached statement). 

Melvin Tavlor indicated he had fished for shrimp for IO to 12 years. He indicated the use of TEDs had adversely 
affected him and now you are proposing use ofbycatch reduction devices (BRDs). He pointed out TEDs work · 
okay only ifyou catch no trash. He felt the proposal to require BRDs was senseless as-everyone \\'as catching 
their quota of red snapper easily. 

Chris Lagarde, Assistant for Congressman Gene Taylor, presented a statement (attached) on behalf of 
Congressman Taylor. In addition, he pointed out that Congress had just reauthorized the Magnuson Act which 
had requirements that may require revisions to the draft amendment. He asked the Council to please work with 
the industry in solving this problem and stated that the industry would be glad to work with the Council. He 
pointed out that there has not been an adequate number of tows testing BRDs to understand whether they are 
effective. 

He indicated that at the last Council meeting Dr. Nichols and Dr. Gallaway were still arguing about the statistical 
methods that should be used. The Council needed to take a hard look at the factors that result in reduction of red 
snapper mortality, such as oil rigs, \\Tecks, artificial reefs, etc. 

Captain Joe Ross pointed out that sometimes BRDs work and sometimes they do not.· He recalled an instance 
·where small jellyfish clogged the net mesh, causing shrimp to "belch out" of the net with the BRD. In comparison 
ofthe two nets, overall loss was about 6 baskets ofshrimp. In another instance, he was able to catch $ l 000 worth 
of shrimp per day with BRDs where other shrimpers stopped fishing because there were too many fish in the 
catches. 

He recalled that during World War II the military closed the first three miles off the barrier islands along the 
Mississippi and Alabama coast as a gunnery range. That closure resulted in very high landings of white shrimp 
(about 16 million pounds) during those years, which subsequently declined after the area was reopened to 
shrimping. 

Attachments: (4) 
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October 17, 1996 

GulfofMexico Fishery Management Council 
Lincoln Center 
5401 West Kennedy Blvd. 
Tampa, FL 33609-2486 

Re: Public Hearing October 17, 1996, Gulf Coast Research Laboratory J. L. Scott 
Marine Education Center & Aquarium - Biloxi, MS 

Gentlemen: 

I am president and Chief Executive Officer ofThe Peoples Bank, Biloxi, MS, and I also 
represent the Mississippi Gulf Coast Economic Development Council which may be 
forwarding a resolution to your body after we are able to judge the information 
presented at this public hearing. Ifyou will notice our bank letterhead, we have utilized 

j the shrimp boat as our bank logo for the last fifty years. Needless to say we have a 
i[ definite interest in a reasonable resolution ofthe issue which is now before you. I will 

~~t;empt to structure my comments to the following two main areas: 

,~'/ff;,:- f- :·•~{) ~ Social and economic consequences ofFish Excluder Devices (FED's). 
r' t:• J ,t~

:~ 
r1 

-~·;{~// : \ ~ ,, 
1ef ~( f _ , 2:~ ': ,),. The bycatch issue. 

Id ~~•l. · \ I\.lfijdl ~. -. \_ E N MI IMP T 

-:!~zi/C,f ·•. ~ Jarted looking into thi_s question back at the last pu?lic heari?g on_August
~~-.z~"' •-. ~~J , ~ed myself two questions, how many people were mvolved m shnmp 
· _. •• :1-~· 1

• l--, ~ • , ~tow inany were involved in the processing? Your research in this area, 
I r; . .. ~ t .,, ,t~e apprpximately 5,187 commercial shrimping vessels in 1988· · ~~~,ti,i;~~,:litofM~co. Four years later fue 

0sift&1 Q_J:it,_9~JjtY.Q~se~ATal3il!fil._study)there has been a dramatic drop in the 
income fro \flshln~~n_rainatiG':<iro1fl1i the value ofstock harvested, and a dramatic 

\ ...- .~r.op in the vessel pric-e.tQg_ay as con:pared to five (5) years ago. In essence 
• : .. • i:" "LIMITED ENTR Y'.;._hlll:S"..,P-eert"."'~ieved through economics and regulation. 

,:-,;;~~:-.~.....~ ~·;-:.~..·-::.·. , ~ :~:·•·❖--·~t~. ":·~ ' •-.'~ -· 

P.'N'NUAL BLESSING OF THE SHRIMP FLEET 

A CEREMONY 0ATING SACK OVER 300 YEARS 
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The next question that came to mind was what other type ofpeople might be adversely 
affected by further restrictions on the domestic shrimp fleet? I thought about the 
people who make and repair the trawls and the small neighborhood grocery store 
where the boat owners purchase their grocery supplies for the shrimping trip and after 
selling their catch pay the grocer. I began to also ask myself what does the fishennan 
do for his car and mortgage payment? What happens to the fuel and ice sales when 
fewer and fewer boats go out?· 

I then asked myself what does the seafood processor do? The seafood processors will 
accelerate their use ofimported shrimp. Currently in our existing U. S. Market, 
imports already account for 80% ofour shrimp processing. Our local processing plants 
will purchase more products from foreign sources in an effort to keep their plant 
operational which will in tum aggravate and drive down the price paid for the domestic 
product further promoting limited entry. ~.. 

These Fish Excluder Devices will reduce profitability ofan already marginally profitable 
segment of the industry. Furthermore, it brings to mind a question as to what is the 
U.S. State Department doing with the Mexican Government concerning the possible 
use ofFED's by the Mexican shrimpers? The question I have is, will the U. S. 
Government insist that the Mexican Government participate in this effort to protect the 
snapper or is this another total American effort? 

My final comment on the economic impact concerns the dollar value comparison ofthe 
shrimp industry compared to the dollar value of the snapper industry. The shrimp 
industry in the Gulfis approximately $400,000,000.00 per year as compared to 
$10,000,000.00 per year for the snapper. 

I would like to commend the Gulf ofMexico Fish Management Council for the 
thoroughness of the report this time as compared to six (6) years ago and especially for 
the inclusion of the social impact assessment. I do feel that the hardworking shrimper 
is an important part of this process, but please do not send this domestic industry to 
Mexico and South America as we did the garment industry. 

BYCATCH 

It is my understanding that the biological juvenile red snappers are often issociated 
with waters over sandy or muddy bottom, but older fish appear to favor areas ofhard 
limestone bottoms or irregular bottom formations. Adults are thought to be relatively 
sedentary. Red Snapper definitely show specific reef residency based on their seasonal 
returns to summer forage areas and distinct congregation at reefs in deeper water. Red 
snapper tagged and recovered in deeper water {25-35 fm) display little movement. 
Recaptures offish tagged in shallower water suggest that the fish moved off the reef 
after being tagged, but returned to the same reef a year later. Inshore-offshore 

https://10,000,000.00
https://400,000,000.00
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movements are widely reported and are apparently related to seasonal weather patterns. 
This data suggests that red snapper are not migratory, and that dispersal may rely 
primarily on the transport ofthe very early larvae. 

Ifthis is the case, why are not more artificial reefs or sanctuaries proposed to help 
increase the population, and for a given period of time no red snapper could be caught 
in these sanctuaries to accelerate the desired spawn ratio. 

Red snapper tend to aggregate around reefs and other structures which can be located 
easily with LORAN. This characteristic for aggregating near locatable structures 
makes red snapper particularly vulnerable to exploitation, since fishermen targeting red 
snapper can maintain their catch rates even with reduced stock abundance. In other 
words the catchability of red snapper would be expected to increase or remain constant 
with declining population size, and the lack ofchange in catchabilifi=can mask declines 
in the stock. 

I would like to offer the following additional solutions: 

1) Establish a hatcheries program for impacted finfish species (primarily red 
snapper). 

2) Establish an artificial reef and sanctuary program for red snapper where no 
harvesting would be allowed ofany species ofshrimp or fish within a well 
defined area. 

I hope that I have provided you with some basic information for your files, and I hope 
this will be of some benefit to you. 

Sincerely yours, 

Chevis C. Swetman 
President 

CCS:jj 
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Alahama • Florldct • Louis/mm • Mississippi • Texcts 

COALITION 
OCT • 17 , 1 9 9 6 

TESTIMONY ON DRAFT AMENDMENT 9 TO THE GULF OF MEXICO SHRIMP 
FISHERY MANAGEMENT PLAN 

MR. CHAIRMAN, I AM KAY WILLIAMS, I RESIDE AT 4206 ROBINHOOD 
DR., PASCAGOULA, MISSISSIPPI. I AM VICE-PRESIDENT OF "'&;A. S. I. 

THE STATED PURPOSE OF AMENDMENT 9 IS TO REDUCE SUBSTANTIALLY 
THE AMOUNT OF BYCATCH IN THE SHRIMP FISHERY TO AVOID WHAT HAS 
BEEN ALLEGED AS HIGH LEVELS OF JUVENILE MORTALITY OF RED SNAPPER. 
THE BASIS FOR THE COUNCIL'S OBJECTIVE AND PLAN IS DERIVED FROM 
PAST STOCK ASSESSMENTS OF RED SNAPPER AND RELATED ANALYSES ABOUT 
THE INTERACTION BETWEEN THE SHRIMP FISHERY AND JUVENILE RED 
SNAPPER. THESE ASSESSMENTS AND ANALYSES WERE PREPARED BY THE 
NMFS. 

WE FEEL THERE ARE FUNDAMENTAL FLAWS IN THE SCIENTIFIC BASIS 
AND THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL ON WHICH AMENDMENT 9 IS BASED. 

IN THE NEW MAGNUSON ACT, CONGRESS HAS REQUIRED NEW STUDIES OF 
SHRIMP BYCATCH MEASURES AND RED SNAPPER INFORMATION. "OUR 
QUESTION IS DOES AMENDMENT 9 AS PRESENTLY DRAFTED ENSURE FULL 
COMPLIANCE WITH THE MAGNUSON ACT? 

THE SHRIMP ADVISORY PANEL REQUESTED NMFS TO ASSESS ALL OF THE 
UNTRAWLABLE BOTTOM INACCESSIBLE TO SHRIMP TRAWLING -- NATURAL 
AND ARTIFICIAL REEFS, PIPELINES, OIL AND GAS PLATFORMS, 
SANCTUARIES, AND AREA CLOSURES SUCH AS THE TEXAS CLOSURE. 

IN 1990 NMFS ESTIMATED THAT A REDUCTION IN BYCATCH OF RED SNAPPER 
BY THE SHRIMP INDUSTRY OF ABOUT 60 PERCENT WAS NEEDED IN ORDER 
TO ALLOW A DIRECTED HARVEST OF ONLY 1 MILLION POUNDS. THE 
DIRECTED TAC WAS 4 MILLION IN 1991 AND 1992. THE DIRECTED TAC 
WAS 6 MILLION POUNDS IN 1993, 1994 AND 1995. THE DIRECTED TAC 
IN 1996 WAS 9.12. 

DR. GOODYEAR STATED IN 1995 AT A COUNCIL MEETING IN BILOXI THAT 
IF THE TAC WAS REDUCED TOO FOR RED SNAPPER AND THE SHRIMP 
INDUSTRY DID NOT REACH THEIR 50 PERCENT BYCATCH REDUCTION OF 
RED SNAPPER, THAT THE RED SNAPPER STOCK WOULD NOT REACH THE 
20 PERCENT SPR GOAL. 
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SEPTEMBER 30, 1996, DR. GOODYEAR STATED IN HIS REPORT THAT THE 
COMMERCIAL HARVEST HAS BEEN CONSTRAINED BY SIZE LIMITS AND QUOTAS 
SINCE 1991 WHILE THE RECREATIONAL HARVEST HAS BEEN CONSTRAINED 
BY CREEL AND SIZE LIMITS. IN THE MOST RECENT YEARS THE TOTAL 
COMMERCIAL HARVEST HAS BEEN NEAR THE COMMERCIAL ALLOCATION BUT 
THE RECREATIONAL HARVEST HAS BEEN SUBSTANTIALLY LARGER THAN 
ITS ALLOCATION. 

OUR QUESTION IS WHERE DID ALL THIS SURPLUS OF RED SNAPPER 
ORIGINATE FROM, WHERE IS THE PROBLEM AND WHO OR WHAT IS 
CAUSING THE PERCEIVED PROBLEM? 

THE RED SNAPPER FISHERY KNOWS THAT THEY HAVE BEEN PENALIZED 
UNJUSTLY. THE SHRIMP FISHERY KNOWS THAT THEY HAVE NOT BEEN GIVEN 
CREDIT FOR THEIR BYCATCH REDUCTION OF RED SNAPPER AND THAT 
AMENDMENT 9 WILL PENALIZE THEM UNJUSTLY. 

THERE ARE TOO MANY UNANSWERED QUESTIONS. WE ALL FEEL THAT THE 
RED SNAPPER STOCKS ARE HEALTHY AND THAT NMFS AND THE COUNCIL 
NEEDS TO REEVALUATE THEIR SCIENTIFIC DATA, ESPECIALLY~E DATA 
THAT IS MISSING, BEFORE THEY PLACE REGULATORY MEASURES ON A 
FISHERY. 

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO COMMENT ON AMENDMENT 9 WHEN ALL OF OUR 
QUESTIONS HAVE BEEN ANSWERED. 

THANK YOU MR. CHAIRMAN. 



Coastal Research and Extension Center 
2710 Beach Blvd., Suite 1-E, Biloxi, MS 39531 
Phone: (601) 388-4710 Fax: (601) 388-1375 

Wayne Swingle October 18, 1996 
Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management Council :;:.:~~1 
Lincoln Center, Suite 331 ::.._._-:. 'f:.c-•1' 

5401 West Kennedy Blvd. 
Tampa, Florida 33609 

Wayne, 

This is a summary ofmy comments presented at the Biloxi hearing regarding Draft 
Amendment 9 to the Shrimp Plan. My remarks spoke primarily to the inshore fishery in the 
northern Gulf, and I wish to make two points: 1) fishermen should be given cr~dit for the bycatch 
reduction they are already achieving by using TEDs~ 2) the geographic coverage=ofBRD 
regulations should start seaward ofthe COLREGS demarcation line in the northern Gulf (perhaps 
west ofCape San Blas). 

I was principal investigator on a MARFIN-funded research project examining the shrimp 
retention rates and bycatch exclusion rates ofthe most popular models of hard-grid TEDs 
currently in use in the inshore fishery. See the attached abstract, table and charts for pertinent 
details. 

The likelihood ofcapturing red snapper in the waters shoreward ofthe COLREGS 
demarcation line in the northern Gulf is minimal. In twelve years of conducting research in this 
area I have never encountered red snapper as a component ofbycatch in inshore waters. Also, 
there is precedent for using the COLREGS line as a boundary due to early TED regulations-
fishermen and enforcement agencies are familiar with this boundary. 

Dave Burrage 
Marine Resources Specialist 

Agricultural and Forestry Experiment Station • Cooperative Extension SeNice 
t,1,ssissippi S:a:e University does not discrim.nate on the basis of race. color. religion. national origin, sex. age. disability. or ve:eran s:a:.is. 



Abstract 

Inshore TED Evaluation and Technology Transfer 
MARFIN Grant No. NA57FF0282 

Dave Burrage 

Mississippi State University 
Coastal Research and Extension Center 

2710 Beach Boulevard, Suite 1-E 
Biloxi, Mississippi 39531 

Study Objective(s): To evaluate the shrimp retention and bycatch reduction characteristics of 
TEDs designed for use in small inshore shrimp trawls, and train inshore fishennen in choosing, 
installing and using TEDs correctly. 

Methods and Materials: Comparison testing using experimental and cont;ol nets was 
conducted on inshore commercial shrimping grounds near Biloxi, Mississippi during October 23-
November 9, 1995. Five TED designs were evaluated by comparing catch rates with control nets 
in twin-trawl configurations using 25:-foot headrope nets. These are the most common nets used 
in the inshore fishery in the northern Gulf due to gear restrictions imposed by the various state 
resource management agencies. The control nets used were "naked nets" which were identical in 
all respects to the experimental nets except for the presence ofa TED. This required an 
experimental gear permit from NMFS and the Mississippi Department ofMarine Resources and a 
concomitant reduction in tow duration to a maximum of55 minutes. To help compensate the 
cooperating vessel owner for the reduction in production associated with abbreviated tow times, 
as well as downtime during gear changes, he was paid $150 for each 24-hour period the P.I. was 
on the boat conducting the tests. 

The methodology and fonns developed by the NMFS Pascagoula/Galveston Laboratories for 
evaluation ofbycatch reduction devices (BRDs) were used. After each tow, the control and 
experimental catch was weighed for total biomass and shrimp. Every other tow (tows 1,3,5, etc.) 
was subsampled by taking one basket ( approximately 65-70 pounds) from the control and 
experimental net. These samples were separated into the 20 species ofinterest outlined in the 
BRD protocol and number/weight data was obtained for each species. A clean data set was 
provided to the NMFS Galveston Laboratory at the completion of the field work. 

All TEDs used for this study met the certification criteria for turtle exclusion outlined in the TED 
regulations. The project emphasized hard-grid TEDs because they are the predominant gear 
being used by inshore shrirnpers in the northern Gulf. The five TEDs tested included the inshore 
and mid-size super shooters, the square-bottom Anthony weedless TED, and the "'Tide Marine" 
(Seymour) TED in both bottom-shooting and top-shooting configurations. Personnel :from the 
Nl\1FS-SEFC Pascagoula Facility Harvesting Technology Branch installed the various TEDs used 
in the study in order to ensure they were working at optimum levels prior to actual on-the-water 
testing. 



Each TED used in the experiments was pulled for 20 usable tows in order to generate enough 
data to be used for statistical analyses. The experimental and control nets were pulled from both 
sides ofthe vessel (positions swapped after IO tows) in order to minimize any variations in door 
settings, bridle arrangements, try net influences and operational tendencies (for example, some 
captains always tum to starboard). Gear measurements and descriptions were performed 
following the protocol developed by NMFS for the bycatch observer program and a log was kept 
on water depth, bottom composition, weather conditions, tow duration, time ofday, time ofyear, 
etc.. Any gear failures such as fouled tickler chains, clogged TEDs, or hangs were noted but not 
included in statistical analyses. Statistical evaluation included the Wilcoxon Matched-Pairs 
Signed-Ranks Test and the paired "T" test (two sample for means). 

Conclusions and Recommendations: The five TED designs/configurations evaluated exhibited 
a broad range ofdifferences in performance. Regarding total catch and finfish bycatch, only one 
TED design failed to exclude statistically significant quantities on a catch per hour basis. Mean 
finfish bycatch exclusion rates ranged from a gain of7.33 percent to a reduction.of 43.56 percent. 
Reductions in total catch ranged from 5.03 percent to 30.3 percent. Two ofthenve designs 
evaluated exhibited statistically significant shrimp loss. Mean shrimp retention rates ranged from 
a gain of7.08 percent (not significant at«= .05) to a loss of9.4 percent (significant at« =.05). 
General observations and recommendations made during technology transfer activities to inshore 
fishermen were as follows: 1) It is advantageous to use the largest dimensioned grid which can be 
installed in a particular net design; 2) Hard-grid TEDs installed as bottom-shooters should have an 
accelerator funnel to help prevent shrimp loss; and 3) The best results as far as shrimp retention 
and fin.fish exclusion for hard-grid TEDs can be obtained by installing the device as a top-shooter 
without a funnel. · 

https://reduction.of


TED Performance Comparisons 

Mid-Size Sur>er Shooter Tide Marine Bottom Shootor Inshore Suoar Shooter Tide Marina Too Shooter Weedless Bottom Shocter 

Tow PDTC POS POFF PDTC POS POFF PDTC POS POFF PDTC PDS POFF POTC PDS PDF~:,;._ 

1 -20.55 -18.18 •18.60 •11.54 44.23 •25.00 •38.36 •7.89 .53.45 -32.43 14.29 -32.77 
2 3.23 25.00 90.00 •17.65 -23.33 ·33.23 0.00 8.70 -22.22 0.00 -41.67 42.86 
3 -30.00 -23.08 -16.42 46.67 -43.24 -6.25 -23.08 10.91 -54.15 -14.29 133.33 
4 -9.09 ·33.33 ·20.07 -9.68 -21.43 -51.39 ·10.34 0.00 -37.40 ·16.67 -6.59 -36.97 -40.43 -14.29 -30.80 
5 ·14.81 80.00 -30.95 ·21.87 -18.18 •11.11 •14.29 0,00 ·34.17 •7.37 -9.37 
6 ·22.92 -40.00 -42.91 ·20.59 0.00 -22.16 -8.70 -45.45 -9.59 -23.44 -6.25 •19.23 8.33 
7 -5.26 0.00 -16.28 ·21.43 0.00 0.00 •54.55 •15.38 •12.50 -18.67 35.59 
8 33.33 -16.60 -36.36 ·15.71! •55.07 29.41 -86.80 -58.82 -25.00 ·12.90 57.14 
9 •13.51 25.00 -8.00 •27.27 0.00 0.00 31.91 -40.00 14.29 •58.19 -4.35 -10.00 ·11.38 

10 -8.82 -20.00 •24.83 ·28.13 ·23.53 ·51.38 0.00 0.00 84.52 0.00 13.58 ·34.02 -20.00 -37.14 -5.08 
11 ·33.33 -7.14 -46.51 -37.68 -17.07 0.00 •23.08 -24.19 •14.04 -30.91 -4.76 __g -23,81 17.31 •16.00 100.00 -3.57 •17.65 -21.43 0.00 -34.52 11.76 
13 -4.26 11.11 -15.63 •27.78 15.38 •54.68 -12.00 -30.00 ·12.42 -41.82 7.14 -43.86 -16.67 
14 33.33 •33.33 -35.19 •13.04 -8.70 0.00 -46.53 -37.50 ·21.43 -29.03 -82.31 
15 -30.43 0.00 -52.94 -27.27 10.00 ·3.32 4.76 0.00 34.92 •14.29 •20.00 •33.47 -35.71 •54.78 -46.31 
16 0.00 -28.00 -29.41 •14.29 •50.00 ·18.75 0.00 1.33 •14.29 -25.14 ·39.70 9.52 14.29 
17 ·13.95 -8.70 •50.00 -23.08 -7.14 -37.50 -38.46 •28.57 ·50.54 -18.18 0.00 -38.04 
18 -15.63 ·23.08 •25.75 -28.26 -20.89 -38.95 23.08 -10.00 18.47 -45.65 4.76 -9.68 48.15 
19 •13.16 -25.00 -4.00 -16.67 -9.68 -20.00 ·30.49 20.00 -46.67 25.00 -29.78 
20 -3.13 0.00 •19.72 0.00 16.67 •1_5.87 22.73 0.00 48.3.§. -37.50 18.1~ ...=12..,P._7 ·33.:}__3 ·20.83 -40.23 

----
Mean •11.90 -3.40 -17.60 -22.02 •5.15 -33.68 -5.03 •9.40 7.33 •30.30 -4.88 -43.58 ·23.50 7.08 ·28.31 
Var 228.48 847.68 1604.58 146.13 993.02 339.35 456.16 298.87 2300.61 237.12 278.66 84.24 229.46 1687.60 943.39 

PTOC .. Percentaae Difference In To!!_1l.9atch 
PDS • Percentaae Difference In ShrimD Catch 
POFF • Percentaaa Difference In Flnlish Catch 
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GENE Tf.VLOR 2447 RAV8URN BUILDING 
5TH DtSTAICT. M1SSJSSIPPI WASHINGTON, OC 20515-2405 

!202) 225-5772 

COMMITTEE ON NATIONAL SECURITY OISTRICT OFFICES, 

2424 1-ITH ST. 
COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT GULFPORT, MS 39501Qtongress oftbe ~niteb ~tates

REFORM ANO OVERSIGHT (6011 864-7670 

701 MAIN ST.J!)ouse of ilcprrsentatibrs SUITE 215 
HATTIESBURG. MS 39<101 

(601) 582-3246masfJington, B<C 20515-2405 
706WATTSAVE. 

PASCAGOULA. MS 39567 
16011762-1770 

October 17, 1996 

Dear Mr. ·chairman: 

Based on the following concerns, I would ask that the Gulf of 
Mexico Fishery Management Council consider the following before 
enacting Amendment Number 9 to the Fishery Management Plan for the 
shrimp fishery in the Gulf of Mexico. 

Due to the language in the recent reauthoriz~~ion of the 
Magnuson Act the whole issue of bycatch reduction devices may need .. 
to be revisited and this whole process may have to be repeated. 
It appears that when one considers factors such as TEDS and their 
effect on bycatch, artificial reef building activities, structures 
such as oil and gas rigs that prevent trawling, area closures, 
reduction in effort all of which must have an effect on the 
red snapper population. 

It also appears that since the Council raised the total 
allowance catch (TAC) for the red snapper directed fishery, the 
stocks must not be in the dire shape that some people have 
suggested in the past. 

There are questions about the statistical methods used and 
there is much discussion about what is the status of the stocks? 
Finally why should the shrimp industry bear the full burden of 
trying to reduce red snapper mortality, when at best we are only 
estimating these numbers. 

So, I would ask that you as council members consider that the 
sense of urgency to enact this amendment is premature. We need to 
do more with industry to insure that if we must reduce bycatch 
the industry has been given ample opportunity to be involved in 
the design and testing, and not end up in same situation as we 
did with the turtle excluder devices. I believe we can do a better 
job if we try to work together on this issue. 

Thank you for your consideration in this matter. 

a~ 
Chris Lagarde 
Special Assistant for 
Fisheries and Natural Resources 
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MINUTES 

GULF OF MEXICO FISHERY MANAGEMENT COUNCIL 

ONE HUNDRED AND FORTY-SEVENTH MEETING 

TAMPA, FLORIDA 

JULY 17-18, 1996 

The one hundred and forty-seventh meeting of the Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management Council was called 
to order by Chainnan Kenneth Roberts at 8:32 a.m., Wednesday, July 17, 1996. Council members in 
attendance were: 

VOTING MEMBERS 

Irby Basco . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . Texas 
Julius Collins . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .· . . . . . . . . . . . . . Texas 
Frank Fisher . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . Texas 
J. Scott Green . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Florida 
Philip Horn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mississippi 
Andrew Kemmerer ........................................ National Marine Fisheries Service 
Albert King . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Alabama 
Karl Lessard . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Florida 
Andy Martin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Louisiana 
R. Vernon Minton ............................................................. Alabama 
Hal Osburn (designee for Andrew Sansom) .......................................... Texas 
Karen Foote (designee for James Jenkins) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Louisiana 
Kenneth Roberts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . Louisiana 
Robert Shipp . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . Alabama 
Thomas Wallin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Florida 
Roy Williams (designee for Russell Nelson) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . Florida 
Glade Woods . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . Mississippi 

NONVOTING MEMBERS 

Lany Simpson . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gulf States Marine Fisheries Commission 
Doug Fruge ............................•................... U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
LCDR Mark Johnson (designee for Timothy W. Josiah) . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . Eighth Coast Guard District 
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Management Committee/Red Snapper Advisory Panel meeting prior to the November Council 
meeting. There was no discussion of this motion. Motion carried by a vote of 12 to 3. 

Mr. Swingle pointed out that, although the motion specified that the Red Snapper AP review the options 
paper, the intent was that the commercial sector should review the options paper. Since there were only 6 
commercial persons serving ori that panel, it was necessary for Council to appoint an Ad Hoc Red Snapper 
AP. Mr. Hom advised that there were other issues related to the status of a number ofreef fish amendments 
that had been deferred to the Council. He turned over the discussion of these matters to Dr. Kemmerer. 

Red Grouper Size Limits Regulatory Amendment 

Dr. Kemmerer referenced a letter from him to Dr. Roberts dated July 17, that pertained to a regulatory 
amendment to reduce the commercial size limit on red grouper from 20 inches to 18 inches. He explained 
that, when the Council submitted a regulatory amendment to NMFS they must review that action and decide 
whether or not the measure violated standards or policies ofthe agency. If it was decided that these standards 
and policies had been upheld, NMFS would finish writing up the regulatory amep._dment and submit the 
document for publication in the Federal Register and ask for public comments (commemcperiod was generally 
open for 15 to 30 days). Following public comments, a final determination was made by NMFS on whether 
the rule should subsequently be approved and published as a final rule. There were, therefore, two points 
at which a part of a proposed action amendment by Council could be rejected. A great many ,,ritten 
comments from both commercial and recreational fishermen and environmental groups (about 400) were 
received on the reduction ofsize limits for the commercial red grouper fishery. A minority report was also 
submitted by members of the Council. There were two principal concerns that were considered by NMFS: 

1. Overfishing ofred grouper could occur since the quota was applied to all the grouper species; therefore, 
this action could potentially cause fishermen to shift their effort tO\vard red grouper. Presently, red 
grouper only comprised about 65 percent ofthe total grouper catch. 

2. An objective of the fishery management plan (FMP) was to avoid user conflicts. Based on public 
comments, it was clear that a differential size limit would create a major conflict between recreational and 
commercial fishermen. A great many of the comments from commercial fishennen expressed this 
concern. 

For the above-stated reasons, this framework amendment was rejected by NMFS. 

Red Snapper Regulatory Amendment 

Dr. Kemmerer advised that NMFS would place this regulatory amendment in the Federal Register for public 
comment, \\ith the exception ofthe reduction in the commercial size limit from 15 inches to 14 inches. The 
increase in TAC and the size limit reduction submitted by Council assumed that there would be a 50 percent 
reduction in red snapper bycatch by 1997. NMFS was concerned that this might not occur.; therefore, they 
had rejected a size limit reduction for red snapper. 

• Shrimp Manaiement Committee Report 

Mr. Collins presented the committee report. Dr. Leard reviewed the comments of the Shrimp Advisory Panel 
and noted that the panel recommended approval ofAlternative A. I (Status Quo). This recommendation was 
made because various aspects ofthe shrimp fishery, including the use ofTEDs, the reduction in vessels, the 
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increase in untrawiable bottoms, the effects ofseasonal closures, the impacts of other users (recreational red 
snapper fishery), and a comparison of red snapper habitat and trawled bottom have not been addressed or 
adequately credited for their contributions to the reduction ofred snapper bycatch. The AP also felt that the 
Council should examine further management of the recreational red snapper fishery. 

Mr. Bob Palmer presented the Socioeconomic Assessment Panel report. The SEP noted that the objective 
ofthe amendment was unclear. He asked ifthe Council intend to address all finfish or just red snapper. The 
SEP also believed that the use ofBRDs would have a lesser economic impact than the other alternatives 
presented; however, if red snapper was the target of the amendment, further explanation was needed. 
regarding why BRDs should be required in areas where red snapper were not present. The SEP also felt that 
the economic models used in the RIR were good, and the analyses were thorough. However, the Economic 
Assessment should be better integrated with the Social Assessment. 

Dr. Leard reviewed the comments of the SSC. He stated that the SSC did not endorse the "Status Quo" 
alternative, but believed that the purpose and objectives should be clarified. Although the SSC recognized 
the importance of bycatch reduction, it did not endorse Alternative A.2 (requiring BRDs) because of 
conflicting economic data and the need for clarification ofobjectives. Consequently, !he SSC did not address 
Alternatives B dealing with areas for BRD use. The SSC endorsed Alternatives C:Z(d), D. l, and F.2 and 
made various other recommendations for revisions prior to further consideration. 

Mr. Rod Dalton reviewed comments from the NMFS namely: (1) clarify Council's intent; (2) review of 
nonBRD analysis; (3) review of framework actions and BRD criteria; ( 4) clarify terminology on juveniles, 
percent reduction, and how it \\ill be measured; (5) possible updating of the DEIS and Regulatory Impacts; 
and (6) other structural and editorial comments. Mr. McLemore also described various legal considerations 
regarding the amendment. 

Mr. George Barasich also addressed the committee regarding the amendment. Mr. Swingle noted that the 
review ofthe red snapper stock assessment by Dr. Ben Gallaway should be available in July. Once received, 
it will be forwarded to the SEFSC ofNMFS and the RFSAP for review prior to review by the SSC. He stated 
that Council's consideration might occur in September. Mr. Swingle will contact Dr. Gallaway regarding the 
status of the report and invite him to the September Council meeting if appropriate. 

In discussing a motion to consider preferred alternatives to Amendment 9, the motion failed by a vote 
of3 to 3. · 

On behalf of the committee Mr. Collins moved that the goal of Shrimp Amendment 9 is to reduce the 
bycatch of red snapper in the Gulf of Mexico with consideration of ancillary benefits to other species, 
and the reduction refers to age O and age 1 red snapper. There was no discussion of this motion. 
Motion carried unanimously. 

Dr. Kemmerer moved that Council staff be instructed to incorporate comments in Draft Shrimp 
Amendment 9 so the document will be ready for final action at the next Council meeting prior to 
public hearings. His rationale ·was that, due to time constraints, it was important to move forward wi'i1 this 
amendment and that the schedule proposed by the Council be adhered to. Mr. Williams asked if it would be 
useful for the Shrimp Management Committee to meet and review the amendment prior to the next Council 
meeting. Dr. Kemmerer felt this was a good suggestion, noting that the original schedule called for the staff 
to finish the amendment and present it for Council review at the September meeting, prior to presentation 
at public hearings. Mr. Osburn requested that Dr. Kemmerer's comments be incorporated into the committee 
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motion. Dr. Kemmerer felt that the motion. as stated, conveyed the intent of the Council. He was concerned 
that the lack ofaction at this Council meeting on this amendment would be perceived by some as a delaying 
action. Mr. King remarked that one reason he had not wanted a preferred alternative to be selected at this 
meeting was that he felt there was other information that should be considered. He cited Dr. Benny 
Gallaway's report, due to be completed in early August to be reviewed by the stock assessment panel (SAP) 
and Scientific and Statistical Committee (SSC). He felt this report should be part ofthe document presented 
at public hearings. Motion carried unanimously that Council staff be instructed to incorporate 
comments in Draft Shrimp Amendment 9 so the document will be ready for final action at the next 
Council meeting prior to public hearings •. 

Dr. Kemmerer recommended that. the Council convene a special meeting of the Shrimp Management 
Committee to address Shrimp Amendment 9 prior to the next Council meeting in order to allow them to 
select preferred alternatives. Mr. Minton asked if Mr. Collins would be participating in such a meeting. Mr. 
S'\\ingle replied that Mr. Collins would remain a Council member until August 10. Dr. Roberts noted that 
Dr. Gallaway's report would not be available until early in August. Mr. Swingle remarked that the report 
would first be sent to the Southeast Fisheries Science Center (SEFC), then to the SAP and the SSC. Dr. 
Roberts suggested convening the Special Shrimp Management Committee for an ~qay session just prior 
to the start of the Council meeting. Dr. Kemmerer stressed that this amendment required that time be 
dedicated to addressing the issues therein. He expressed concern that time had not been available at this 
meeting for the committee and Council to fully review the amendment. Mr. Osburn inquired if the intent was 
that Dr. Gallaway's report would be presented to the Shrimp Management Committee. He felt that this 
should be done and that the committee have adequate time to review this material. Dr. Roberts responded 
that he appreciated this concern, but cited time constraints. Possibly, Dr. Gallaway could address the 
committee prior to the submission of the SAP report on this document. Mr. Swingle stressed that an 
especially critical concern was allowing time for staff to redraft the document. 

• Budget Committee 

Mr. Collins presented the Budget Committee report. Ms. Bear referred to Tab L, No. 3 (revised 7/12/96) 
and Tab L, No. 3a (revised 7/12/96) and explained that there was considerable savings in meeting costs 
since the last meeting of the budget committee in May, 1996. In May there was a cost savings of$11,381 
and $39,382 in June. An additional savings of$10,172 was noted for the first four meetings held so far in 
July. 

The total of the Projected FY 1996 expenditures, actual expenses, and meeting projections reflected a 
unexpended balance of $19,424. Mr. Swingle related that this figure included two habitat meetings 
previously eliminated and a new meeting scheduled in Silver Springs with NMFS and the Council chairmen. 

On behatrofthe committee, Mr. Collins moved to approve the purchase of a digitized projection system. 
There was no discussion of this motion. Motion carried. 

Mr. S\\ingle related the Councils were granted I0.2 million dollars in 1996 and NMFS used that for the basis 
of the FY 1997 funding level. The Council had submitted a budget based on projected costs of 1.395 
million; however, NMFS responded that the Council could only submit a budget based on the FY 1996 
allocation equalling 1.3 million. In Februal)' 1995 the Council submitted (at NMFS' request) the projected 
funding needs for FY 1997 which also was not taken into consideration. Mr. Swingle raised the issue at the 
Council Chai.nnen's meeting that this was not the intent ofthe Councils. Mr. Schmitten related the Council 
should submit a letter to his attention outlining their additional funding needs. Mr. Swingle directed the 
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Introduction and Summary 

The Texas Shrimp Association ("TSA") presents this statement 

in opposition to the shrimp fishery bycatch proposals contained 

in Amendment 9 to the Gulf of Mexico Shrimp Fishery Management 

Plan ("FMP"). The stated purpose of Amendment 9 is to reduce 

substantially the amount of bycatch in the shrimp fishery to 

avoid what has been alleged as "high levels of juvenile morality" 

of red snapper. The basis for the Council's objective and plan 

is derived from past stock assessments of red snapper and related 

analyses about the interaction between the shrimp fishery and 

juvenile red snapper. These assessments and analyses were 

prepared by the National Marine Fisheries Service ("NMFS"). 

If Amendment 9 is approved by the Council, NMFS would issue 

regulations requiring the use of bycatch reduction devices 

("BRDs") on all shrimp vessels operating under the Shrimp Fishery 



FMP in certain specified waters. NMFS would also start a program 

of certifying BRDs for use in shrimp fishing. 

As more fully explained in this statement, TSA is strongly 

opposed to approval of Amendment 9 by this Council: 

First, NMFS' scientific calculations about the impact of 

bycatch of red snapper in shrimp trawls are fundamentally flawed. 

Not only has the agency significantly overestimated the amount of 

red snapper bycatch in the shrimp fishery, we question whether 

there is adequate information demonstrating that Amendment 9 will 

actually achieve meaningful growth in the red snapper.population. 

Moreover, bycatch of red snapper in the shrimp fishery has 

already declined by at least 33 percent in 1994 alone. Moreover, 

the impact of bycatch on red snapper has been exaggerated because 

natural mortality for red snapper ages o to 1 is likely higher 

than projected by NMFS. 

Second, the red snapper population is healthy and growing at 

the present time. This stock of fish is not threatened or 

endangered within the meaning of the Endangered Species Act. 

While red snapper has been overfished in the past, there are 

clear indications that the population is on its way to recovery 

even without specific shrimp bycatch measures. 

Third, the Red snapper FMP does not limit the total harvest 

of adult red snapper by the recreational sector, even though the 

commercial harvest must cease when it reaches a certain level. 

This disparity in conservation measures--where one sector is 

fixed in its quota and the other exceeds its quota regularly--
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raises serious doubt as to whether the Amendment 9, as integrated 

into the Red Snapper FMP, satisfies the basic fairness and 

conservation requirements of the Magnuson Act. Even if Amendment 

9 is approved by the Council, it must be accompanied by an 

amendment to the Red Snapper FMP that places a fixed annual quota 

on recreational fishing capture and a lower total allowable catch 

("TAC"). Otherwise any conservation benefits of restricting 

shrimp bycatch are lost by continued overfishing of the stock. 

Without such a limit, Amendment 9 is a pure allocation measure 

and not a conservation measure. 

Fourth, Congress will soon amend the Magnuson Fishery 

Conservation and Management Act ("Magnuson Act") to address more 

directly the issue of bycatch. In those amendments, Congress has 

included three bycatch provisions that are directly applicable to 

what the Council is considering here today. Until the Council 

satisfies those new bycatch provisions, which will be enacted 

shortly, no action should be taken on Amendment 9. 

Therefore, we ask that the Council vote to table Amendment 9 

pending further study and analysis. TSA supports responsible and 

practical measures to reduce and minimize bycatch that cannot be 

avoided. Furthermore, Congress will soon also require that 

bycatch measures in the Gulf of Mexico be based on "the need to 

avoid any serious adverse environmental impacts" on the bycatch 

species or the ecology of the affected area. Amendment 9 does 

not meet these basic fishery management principles. 
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Doubts About the Scientific Basis for Amendment 9 

TSA has undertaken a thorough technical evaluation of the 

scientific data and conclusions on which the Council's Amendment 

9 proposal is based. That evaluation was conducted by Dr. Benny 

Gallaway of LGL Ecological Research Associates, Inc. of Bryan, 

Texas ("LGL") and William Gazey of W.J. Gazey Associates and was 

presented to the Council's Reef Fish Stock Assessment Panel and 

the Scientific and Statistical Committee in August and has been 

discussed at length in Committee meetings these last three days. 

Based on these evaluations, we have come to tn.e= conclusion 

that Amendment 9 rests on several fundamental scientific flaws 

that have not been resolved at this time. one of the basic 

issues that cannot now be explained is the essential question of 

whether NMFS' estimates of the size of the shrimp bycatch are 

reasonably accurate. It makes no sense to proceed further with 

Amendment 9 until this issue is resolved to everyone's 

satisfaction. 

Therefore TSA believes approval of Amendment 9 as presently 

proposed would violate the Magnuson Act and the Administrative 

Procedure Act. While TSA agrees with the need to find ways to 

reduce bycatch of unwanted species in the shrimp fishery, 

including sea turtles and finfish, we do not believe that the 

data demonstrates that restriction of shrimp bycatch through the 

use of BRDs will have the hoped for positive impact on red 

snapper stock abundance. 
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As a general matter, the bycatch in the shrimp fishery is 

largely composed of fish that have a short life cycle comparable 

to the targeted shrimp--one to two years. These species--such as 

Atlantic croaker and longspine porgy--have high rates of 

reproduction and high rates of natural mortality in one to two 

years. The bycatch of these short-lived but highly productive 

fish creates no serious adverse environmental impact to either 

the species or the surrounding ecology. In fact, the evidence 

suggests that the discarding of these bycatch species creates at 

least two ecological benefits. First, the discardsare fed upon 

quickly by other fish, sea turtles, marine mammals, and birds. 

And, second, predation by these species on the shrimp stocks is 

kept in check. Consequently, we not believe that shrimp bycatch 

in this fishery is the great urgent conservation problem that has 

been claimed. Moreover, except for red snapper, nearly all of 

the finfish bycatch are species with little or no economic value. 

The Red snapper Population Is Growing 

We all agree that more must be done to increase the red 

snapper population in the Gulf of Mexico. The stock is 

substantially below the levels known to exist in past years. 

While we believe that habitat changes have played a major role in 

the decline, overfishing is also a cause. 

Nonetheless, the currently available information suggests 

that red snapper are on the road to recovery. The standing stock 

is growing, as is the young-of-the-year index of abundance. 

Since 1990, the year the Council adopted the bycatch reduction 
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objectives we are discussing, the number of age 2 and older fish 

have increased from 6 to 15.6 million fish in 1994 (Goodyear 

1995; Table 98). If these trends are correct, then we are 

debating the pace at which recovery is achieved, not whether 

recovery will occur. 

The Red snapper FMP Fails to Achieve Conservation 

TSA must challenge the entire management concept 

underpinning the red snapper management plan as reflected in the 

Red Snapper FMP Amendment 9--strict bycatch restrictions on the 

commercial shrimp fishery, a fixed quota enforced~ a closure on 

the commercial red snapper fleet, and essentially unlimited 

fishing of red snapper by the recreational community subject only 

to bag and trip limits. In the last three years, the recreational 

component of the fishery has exceeded its quota by nearly double. 

The only conclusion we can draw is that the management measures 

imposed on the commercial sector--and proposed for restricting 

bycatch in the shrimp fishery--are intended primarily to allocate 

fishing opportunities to the recreational sector, not for the 

purpose of biological conservation of the red snapper stock. 

NMFS is presently considering a regulatory amendment 

submitted by this Council to increase the TAC of red snapper for 

1996 to 9.12 million pounds. In 1991, after the council claimed 

that this fishery was "significantly overfished," the TAC was set 

at 4 million pounds. For 1993, the TAC was increased, this time 

to 6 million pounds. Now the directed commercial and 

recreational fishery will be allowed to take even more of a fish 
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stock for which the Council professes great conservation concern. 

It is very difficult for us to understand why a fish stock that 

is said to be "seriously overfished" can withstand such an 

increasing TAC. This same conservation concern is also the 

reason given for strict bycatch limits on the shrimp fishery. 

As this Council knows, the Magnuson Act requires that 

management measures must be fair and equitable to all those 

regulated in the fishery and must be reasonably calculated to 

promote conservation. We are convinced that Amendment 9 does not 

satisfy either of these basic requirements of the Jtc't;. Nor is 

Amendment 9 based on the best available scientific information 

and analysis. Consequently, we must oppose Amendment 9 as both 

ineffective and merely an allocation measure clothed in the guise 

of conservation. 

New Magnuson Act Amendments Will Guide Bycatch Regulation 

The new Magnuson Act amendments now before the Congress 

contain several provisions that address the bycatch of non

targeted species of fish. TSA supports the Senate version of 

these amendments as reflected in the manager's amendment to s. 

39, the sustainable Fisheries Act. Bycatch has been an important 

focus of these amendments. 

Under the amendments, Councils must address bycatch concerns 

in a more deliberative manner than was the case under existing 

law. Bycatch measures must be practicable, focussing in the 

first instance on minimizing bycatch and then on minimizing the 

mortality of bycatch that cannot be avoided. However, prior to 
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formulating shrimp fishery bycatch measures for the Gulf of 

Mexico, NMFS and this Council are obligated to complete two 

Congressionally mandated directives. 

The first requires the collection of data on the bycatch 

problem in the fishery, the identification of those stocks of 

fish that should receive priority treatment, and the development 

of a bycatch reduction program (section 206 of s. 39, as 

amended). A report on these issues is due one year after the 

Magnuson Act amendments become law. The value of this additional 

study has already been demonstrated by the unresol'7e6-questions 

pointed out by the LGL Report. The second directive is for NMFS 

to complete a peer review of the red snapper fishery statistics 

and management system now in place, due also in one year. It 

would not be appropriate for the Council to proceed further on 

the shrimp bycatch issue until these tasks are completed. 

We also wish to highlight a new standard that, in addition 

to the general bycatch provisions included in the new amendments, 

will be applicable specifically to measures to reduce bycatch in 

the shrimp trawl fishery. That standard limits bycatch 

restrictions to only those necessary to "avoid any serious 

adverse environmental impacts on such bycatch species or the 

ecology of the affected area." We support this new standard and 

which we believe it sets the proper priority for new bycatch 

regulations. Congress has clearly decided not to regulate all 

shrimp fishery bycatch problems--only those that create serious 

adverse environmental impacts. In this era of limited government 
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and regulation, the Council cannot and should not regulate every 

conceivable alleged bycatch problem. Thus, an affirmative 

finding of "serious environmental impact is required before any 

action can be take on Amendment 9 afters. 39 becomes law. 

Conclusion 

For several years now, TSA has heard growing complaints 

about bycatch in the shrimp fishery, particularly of red snapper, 

a very popular commercial and recreational reef fish species. 

Although all acknowledge that the size of the shrimp fleet has 

declined over the last several years and that the amount of 

bycatch in the shrimp fishery is much less than previously 

reported, this Council still obviously considers the red snapper 

bycatch issue a high priority. However, TSA has always had 

doubts about whether this great concern over bycatch is truly 

based on sound science and fundamental principles of balanced 

ecological management or some other objective. 

In summary, we do not believe that the Council and NMFS are 

proceeding in the right direction with respect to finfish bycatch 

in the shrimp fishery. Technological solutions--more gear, more 

shrimp loss--should not be the only solution under consideration. 

The LGL Report has shown that the scientific basis for Amendment 

9 is questionable. When reconsidering bycatch measures after 

completing the Congressionally mandated analyses, we recommend 

that the Council look closely at our plan for protecting sea 

turtles in near-shore areas. You will see that reducing 

shrimping effort in areas of high turtle concentration has the 
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added benefit of reducing finfish bycatch. The Council needs to 

go back and reconsider entirely the framework for managing red 

snapper and reducing bycatch in the shrimp fishery. 

Thank you for the opportunity to present TSA's views to the 

Council. 
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jrj: 9/16/96 

MINUTES 

GULF OF MEXICO FISHERY MANAGEMENT COUNCIL 

ONE HUNDRED AND FORTY-EIGHTH MEETING 

NEW ORLEANS, LA 

SEPTEMBER 9 - 13, 1996 

The one hundred and forty-eighth meeting ofthe GulfofMexico Fishery Management Council was called to 
order by Vice-Chainnan Albert King at 3:00 p.m., Wednesday, September 11, 1996. Council members in 
attendance were: 

~~VOTING MEMBERS 

Pete Aparicio ................................................................. Texas 
Irby Basco ................................................................... Texas 
Maumus Claverie . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Louisiana 
Felicia Coleman . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Florida 
Frank Fisher .............................................. , ..._............... Texas 
J. Scott Green ................................. ; ........................... ·. . Florida 
Philip Horn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mississippi 
Andrew Kemmerer ........................................ National Marine Fisheries Service 
Albert King . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Alabama 
Karl Lessard . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Florida 
Andy Martin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Louisiana 
R. Vernon Minton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Alabama 
Hal Osburn (designee for Gene McCarty) ............................................ Texas 
Karen. Foote (designee for James Jenkins) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Louisiana 
Robert Shipp . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Alabama 
Roy Williams (designee for Russell Nelson) ......................................... Florida 
Glade Woods . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mississippi 

NONVOTING MEMBERS 

Larry Simpson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gulf States Marine Fisheries Commission 
Doug Fruge (designee for Noreen Clough) ......................... U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
LCDR Mark Johnson (designee for Timothy W. Josiah) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Eighth Coast Guard District 
Conrad Fjetland (designee for Noreen Clough) ...................... U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
William Perret (designee for Glade Woods) ............. Mississippi Department of Marine Resources 
RADM Timothy Josiah . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Eighth Coast Guard District 



Mr. McLemore indicated there might be a conflict of ethics with the employment of Dr. Goodyear after his 
retirement. He suggested the Council contact the ethics office to get an answer regarding Dr. Goodyear's 
clearance. Mr. Swingle stated that Dr. Goodyear was going to become a consultant after his retirement and 
inquired as to what entities he would be excluded from working for, just the Council or others. Mr. McLemore 
responded that the rule for lawyers was that they could not work on any document or project they worked on 
during active employment. He suggested that the Council contact the Ethics office for a specific answer. Mr. 
Williams asked ifDr. Goodyear's services were required ifthe statistical review committee said that the NMFS 
treatment ofthe data was correct. Mr. Swingle responded he had envisioned that both would take some time 
to convene and to reach an agreement on the data. Mr. Swingle wondered ifthe conflict of interest actually 
applied to someone in Dr. Goodyear's position. Dr. Kemmerer emphatically responded that it definitely did 
apply. Mr. Swingle asked ifyou were a NMFS employee who were you excluded from working with. Dr. 
Kemmerer stated that a person would not be excluded from working with someone but they were excluded from 
negotiating for that work prior to retirement. He indicated there would be a decision regarding the possible 
employment ofDr. Goodyear within 2 weeks. Mr. Woods offered that the government avoided contact with 
a past employee for up to 3 years and even then used caution. Mr. King pointed out the Council was not a 
government agency. Mr. Woods stressed that Dr. Goodyear was a federal employee. Dr. Kemmerer indicated, 
in any event, that different levels of bycatch needed to be looked at. 

Mr. Minton offered the following motion: To authorize the Council to contract with a qualified individual 
to rerun the model. Motion carried with Dr. Kemmerer abstaining. 

Shrimp Mana2ement Committee 

Mr. Woods presented the Shrimp Management Committee report: 

The agenda was adopted as written, and the minutes were approved by consensus with editorial 
changes submitted by Lany Simpson and the notation that J. Scott Green was also present at the 
meeting. 

Dr. Leard reviewed the changes that had been incorporated into Draft Amendment 9 based on the 
Council's clarification that the major goal ofthe amendment was to achieve a 50 percent reduction in 
juvenile red snapper bycatch mortality on age O and age 1 fish in shrimp trawls from the average level 
ofmortality on those age groups during the years 1984 - 1989 (prior to requirements for TEDs). He 
also reviewed changes· resulting from comments of the Socioeconomic Panel (SEP), the .Shrimp 
Advisory Panel (AP), Scientific and Statistical Committee (SSC), and National Marine Fisheries 
Service (NMFS). He noted that the joint shrimp/reef management committee previously reviewed 
factors affecting bycatch, and he described staff and NMFS activities to address bycatch reduction 
resulting from changes .in untrawlable bottoms, reduction in shrimping effort, the effects of turtle 
excluder devices (TEDs), and seasonal usage ofbycatch reduction devices (BRDs). 

In reviewing the alternatives ofDraft Amendment 9, Dr. Leard noted the following: 

• 1. Alternative A,2 - the try or test net exemption could be applied to nets with a headrope 
length of 16 feet or less (the size most frequently in use), or all nets that required TEDs 
would require BRDs. 

• 2. Alternative B,4 - was added combining Alternatives B.2 and B.3, thereby offering an 
alternative to require BRDs only in areas between 1 O and I00 fathoms and ,vest of Cape 
San Blas, Florida. 
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• 3. Alternative F.2 - was changed to provide framework procedures to modify bycatch 
reduction criteria, establish certification criteria and testing protocol, and modify 
certification criteria and testing protocol. 

• 4. Alternative G - addressed limited access considerations. 

Dr. Lamberte reviewed the following modifications to the regulatory impact review (RIR) based on 
additional analysis as well as comments from the SEP, AP, and SSC: 

Discussions on the impacts ofarea closures and area exemptions to BRD requirement were now 
included in the document. In addition, discussions on the impacts ofby catch reduction on finfish 
industries had been expanded. More importantly, the simulation model had been revised such that 
the base case scenario reflected the use ofTEDs in shrimp trawls. Updating ofdata used in the 
simulation model was not possible. Finally, the RIR now included a subsection entitled "Initial 
Regulatory Flexibility Analysis." 

Committee Recommendations 

Mr. Woods asked ifthe Council wanted to hear all the recommendations before voting'ffl"-vote on each one as 
they were presented. Mr. King asked what the will of the Council was. Council indicated to hear each one 
individually and vote or discuss as necessary. 

Mr. Woods moved on behalf of the committee: that Alternatives E (Area Closure) and G 
(Limited Access Considerations) be removed from the alternatives being considered and 
incorporated into the history or overview in the front of the document. Motion carried with no 
objection. 

Mr. Woods mmd on behalf of the Committee: the adoption of the Preferred Alternative A.l. -
Require the installation of NMFS - certified BRDs in each net used aboard vessels trawling for 
shrimp in specified areas of the Gulf on Mexico Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ). Exempted 
were vessels trawling for royal red shrimp beyond the 100-fathom contour and vessels trawling 
for groundfish or butterfish, with inclusion ofOption (a) - A single try or test net with a headrope 
length of 16 feet or less per vessel is also exempted. Motion carried with no objection. 

Mr. Woods move.d on behalf of the committee: the adoption of Preferred Alternative B.l -
Require the use of NMFS-certified BRDs in shrimp trawls in the EEZ of the Gulf of Mexico 
within the 100-fathom contour west of Cape San Blas, Florida. 

Mr. Green indicated that as a representative from Florida there a bycatch problem in Florida, too. 
While red snapper may not be a predominant species in Florida the bycatch issue still existed. The 
State ofFlorida had adopted certain BRD requirements in designated areas and he believed that they 
would be expanded over the balance oftime. He offered a substitute motion to adopt Alternative 
B.1 - Require the use of the NMFS-certified BRDs in shrimp trawls in the EEZ of the Gulf of 
Mexico within the 100-fathom contour- as the Preferred Alternative. 

Council Discussion 

Mr. Hom advised, in relation to Florida there had been a discussion by the committee with regard to species 
that were beneficial to their fishermen and it was discovered that king mackerel was not as prevalent as they 
once were in light ofthe stock assessment review recently done. As for Spanish mackerel, that fishery was not 
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overfished nor had the quotas ever become close to being harvested. Currently bycatch may be a problem in 
that area, but he felt there was no reason to implement BRDs nor did he feel they would prove beneficial. 
Mr. Lessard indicated that the Dry Tortugas pink shrimp industry had currently caught zero red snapper in the 
last decade and felt the amendment was aimed at red snapper. He felt it would be very difficult during public 
hearings to convince the fishermen in south Florida that they needed BRDS. He stated he would support an 
additional amendment at a later time for BRDs off Florida. 

Mr. Williams concurred with Mr. Lessard to a degree. He pointed out that there was a 3 to I fish to shrimp 
ratio off Florida and those finfish fit into the ecological system somehow. They are consumed by a higher order 
ofpredator and stressed Florida would be better off if BRDs were required. He emphasized that Florida was 
in the process of requiring bycatch devices, they are already required in the northeast area ofFlorida in an 
attempt to restore weakfish. The Marine Fisheries Commission made a policy decision that BRDs would be 
required offthe panhandle and in the southwest Florida state waters. He stated they would not be required in 
the Big Bend area where the fishery was mostly a roller trawl fishery. He felt it would be appropriate to extend 
the same type ofprotection into the EEZ and would vote in favor of the motion. 

Mr. Green pointed out that the red snapper issue in a large portion ofthe Gulf was intrinsic to what the Council 
was trying to do. The Council had chosen red snapper exclusion as one of the keys ~aluate and monitor 
the effectiveness of the BRD. He indicated he would make a motion later to reinstall as part of the purpose 
ofthe amendment the fact that other finfish should also be considered. Mr. King interrupted Mr. Green and 
advised him that he was going to rule his discussion out of order and the he could bring it up at a later time 
because what was being dealt with was the extension ofthe line for BRD use. Mr. Green indicated the point 
ofthe matter related to what Mr. Williams had discussed and emphasized that Mr. King had not been ruled that 
discussion out oforder. He stressed the central flaw of the issues was the gear itself and what it did. The 
Council needed to exclude all types of that gear. He spoke in favor ofAlternative B. l. 

Mr. Osburn asked if the intent of the recovery plan, with regard to red snapper, that the stocks would be 
improved offthe state ofFlorida, so that as the recovery plan works there would be an increase of red snapper 
juveniles as spawning stock returns. 

ML Lessard reiterated that when reading the purpose of Amendment 9 it states that "The purpose of 
amendment 9 was to provide additional management of the shrimp fishery to reduce the unwanted bycatch of 
juvenile red snapper without adversely affecting the $400 million shrimp industry." He stated he was not 
against the motion but felt the placement of the amendment was wrong. He stressed he would support that 
amendment at a later time or if a new amendment were created. 

Mr. Aparicio felt, in his opinion, that the effort taken needed to be looked at to see if the industry had met its 
goal of reducing bycatch. He was apprehensive with regard to the need for additional devices on the nets to 
meet the stated goal of the amendment. He suggested the Council take a look at what the industry had done 
before putting additional burdens on the fishermen. 

Mr. Horn made the following substitute motion: The Council &o forward without a preferred 
alternative B. 

Mr. Minton asked as a point ofclarification ifthat particular alternative was the only one being discussed. Mr. 
King responded affirmative. Dr. Claverie asked as a point of clarification of the "B's" which would be 
forwarded for public comment. Mr. King responded that all the "B's" without a preferred alternative would 
be presented for public comment. 
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Mr. King stressed the Council needed to be concerned with the perception that it was giving to the public as 
to which direction the Council was talcing, that was what a preferred alternative was. If the Council wanted 
to look at BRDs for all species in all areas then the objective of the amendment did, indeed, need to be changed 
to clarify that red snapper was not a targeted species. The objective the Council established at the last meeting 
was the reduction ofjuvenile red snapper was supposed to be the primary function of the amendment. Ifthe 
objective of the amendment was to be changed, the Council would need to move forward without preferred 
options. If the objectives so stated in the amendment as being that ofjuvenile red snapper, then the Council 
needed to confine the amendment to the area where the characterization data and observer data showed juvenile 
red snapper in shrimp gear. He indicated there had been studies done that had to be discarded because they 
were conducted in non-U.S. waters. He asked Dr. Kemmerer if that was one of the purposes that had been 
discussed. Dr. Kemmerer responded that was one of the key points ofthe purpose ofthe intent. 

Dr. Claverie was concerned that all four "B" alternatives would be presented for public comment. He indicated 
that Alternatives B.l and B.2 were the same as B.3 and B.4 respectively, except B.3 and B.4 include the inside 
boundary ofthe prohibited area on the IO-fathom line. He mentioned the committee had discussed that and had 
discarded the IO-fathom line was the interior dimension which was for enforcement reasons. Therefore, he 
suggested the removal ofB.3 and B.4. 

Mr. Hom was concerned with the development ofthe bycatch devices. He;: indicated his understanding of the 
BRDs was for the exclusion of red snapper and the effort had been directed toward that species. He was 
unsure whether the options presented would be as useful ifaction was taken in South Florida, panhandle or Big 
Bend areas. Before making a decision he would like to receive information from the gear specialist as to what 
they had been doing and why. The percentages had been presented with regard to red snapper and shrimp, but 
he had not seen published results on any other species. 

Mr. King asked Dr. Branstetter how much observer data was included in the observer study done between Cape 
San Blas to Key West, Florida. Dr. Branstetter stated there was a substantial quantity of data, especially in 
the Key West pink shrimp fishery. There was little information on species composition as far as bycatch 
reduction because of the limited number of identified species. He suggested the Council consider some shrimp 
catch rates for BRDs because shrimp losses are highly influenced by area offishing. 

Dr. Kemmerer indicated that as an attachment to the amendment there were some reduction rates associated 
with other species. He felt the public needed to know how the Council felt with regard to preferred options. 

Mr. Green stressed that his intent was to not interrupt the process or have a cessation ofthe process. 

Mr. Lessard asked if NMFS intended to eliminate Andrews turtle exclusion devices (TEDs) in the Dry 
Tortugas fishery. Dr. Kemmerer replied the proposed regulation was to prohibit the use of soft TEDs Gulf 
wide and in the south Atlantic and added the Andrews TED was a soft TED. The final regulations were 
expected to be published soon and that would be very definitive as to which types would be allowed. 

Mr. Aparicio believed that 20 percent of the fleet in the Gulf already used the Andrews TED, that excluded 
up to 70 percent ofjuvenile red snapper. Ifthe TED excluded over 70 percent of the targeted bycatch then why 
should it be eliminated. 

Mr. Basco asked whether the line to where the BRDs would or would not be used was due to an enforcement 
problem. LCDR Johnson responded that if the Council adopted the l 0-fathom curve that would create a 
significant problem because it would create in effect a boundary of a management area that would extend the 
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length ofthe coastline along which would include shrimping activities, yet there would be gear restrictions on 
one side only. So, in effect the same activity would be occurring on both sides but would be illegal on one side 
which would sufficiently eliminate effective enforcement. There would be a similar problem if the in-shore 
boundary was along the EEZ state waters but it would be less of a problem because it was already an 
established boundary used to distinguish between state and Magnuson Act regulations. Mr. Hom inquired if 
the IO-fathom curve would be more difficult to enforce than the IS-fathom fish trap boundary, the 20-fathom 
longline boundary, the 50- fathom longline boundary, and the special management zone (SMZ) boundary off 
the Gulf ofAlabama. LCDR Johnson responded in his opinion it would be. The SMZ boundary was a definite 
boundary and could be controlled by a radar sweep, the SO-fathom boundary did not have the same amount of 
activity occurring although long-liner for reef fish were not allowed, Iongliners for shark were. 

Substitute motion: to go forward without a preferred alternative B. Motion .faikd by an 8 to 8 
vote. 

Substitute motion: to adopt Alternative B.1 - Require the use of the NMFS-certified BRDs in 
shrimp trawls in the EEZ of the Gulf of Mexico within the 100-fathom contour - as the Preferred 
Alternative. Motion .fu.ikd by a 5 to 11 vote. 

=-
Motion: The Committee approved, and I so moved the adoption of Preferred Alternative B.2 -
Require the use of NMFS-certified BRDs in shrimp trawls in the EEZ of the Gulf of Mexico 
within the 100-fathom contour west of Cape San Blas, Florida. Motion carried be a 13 to 2 vote. 

Mr. Green mQl'.e.d to remove B.3 and B.4 as alternatives because of enforcement problems and inherent 
problems with the science. 

Mr. Hom spoke against the motion stating that the public should be allowed to hear all alternatives presented. 
Mr. King agreed with Mr. Hom and spoke against the motion. Mr. Mclemore asked if by the use ofthe term 
"remove" the alternatives would be identified as rejected. The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA 
required Council to inform the public of what altemative(s) were being considered during the decision making 
process. Ultimately they would have to be recorded as "rejected alternatives". 

Mr. Green amended his motion to reject B.3 and B.4 as alternatives because of enforcement problems and 
inherent problems with science. 

Mr. King stressed the factthat the Council was choosing preferred alternatives. Mr. Green withdrew his 
motion. 

Mr. Williams raised the question of the removal of Alternative E and G and wondered why they were being 
treated differently than Mr. Green's motion. Mr. King explained that Alternative E and G would still be in the 
document, they were not being rejected or removed but were being moved to a different section of the 
document. Mr. Swingle pointed out once the Council chose their preferred alternatives the others were listed 
as rejected. Mr. Minton indicated he had not seen that happen before until the document had been finalized 
and asked if the document was presented to the public stating the alternatives as rejected or preferred. Mr. 
Swingle stated when the document was presented to the public it was with preferred alternatives but frequently 
the other alternatives were listed as alternatives not considered and not adopted. Mr. McLemore strongly 
advised that even though an alternative might be rejected at a later date, it had to appear in the document being 
presented to the public, so that the public would be able to make informed decisions and/or comments. 
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Mr. Osburn asked if the stock assessment and the 50 percent bycatch reduction goal was achieved by any of 
these four alternatives, in a sense that scientists identified that by not requiring BRDs within the I 0-fathom line 
accounted for approximately 20 percent or more take ofjuvenile red snapper. He inquired if Dr. Goodyear's 
projections ofthe 50 percent needed in the future was achievable with the IO-fathom line being included. He 
believed that B.3 and B.4 did not actually achieve that needed effect because they only represented about four
fifths of the savings of Bl and B2. Mr. Swingle indicated that Dr. Goodyear, in preparing the stock 
assessment, only used information from 5-fathoms out including that there was almost none in the O- 5-
fathoms. He believed the 80/20 split was incorrect. 

Mr. Osburn wanted to identify that the numbers being dealt with, whether they were 80 percent or I00 percent, 
the same discussion would be applicable when trying to achieve the 50 percent reduction range. Mr. Williams 
indicated that Figures 9 and 10 in the document indicated that most ofthe king and Spanish mackerel taken 
were taken from less than I0-fathoms. 

Mr. Woods m.2Ytd on behalf of the committee that Alternatives C.1 and C.2 - Establishing criteria for 
BRDs, including certification of BRDs that had been tested and determined to meet the established 
bycatch reduction criteria - be taken forward to public hearings without a preferr~l_ternative. Motion 
~ with no objection. 

Mr. Woods m.2Ytd on behalf of the committee the adoption of Preferred Alternative D.1 - Status Quo -
No change in seasonal closures. Motion carried with no objection. 

Mr. Woods m.2Ytd on behalf of the committee the adoption of Preferred Alternative F.2 - Establish the 
following framework procedures for modifying bycatch reduction criteria and establishing BRD 
certification criteria. The committee reviewed the framework in the document and noted procedural and 
legal problems. The handout Modified Framework Procedure, F.2 [Tab D, No. 5) incorporates the 
suggested committee changes to the framework procedures. Motion carried with no objection. 

The schedule for shrimp bycatch public hearings, AP, and SSC meetings was reviewed by Mr. Woods with 
the proposed public hearing schedule as follows: 

10/07/96 Key West, FL and Lake Charles, LA 
10/08/96 Ft. Myers, FL and Thibodaux, LA 
10/09/96 Tampa, FL and New Orleans, LA 
10/14/96 Appalachicola, FL and Brownsville, TX 
10/15/96 Pensacola, FL and Port Aransas, TX 
10/16/96 Mobile, AL and Port Lavaca, TX 
10/17/96 Biloxi, MS and Galveston, TX 

He noted that meetings ofthe Shrimp Advisory Panel (AP) and the Scientific and Statistical Committee (SSC) 
to review the public hearing draft were scheduled for October 28, 1996 and October 29, 1996, respectively. 

Mr. Minton indicated the Gulf States Marine Fish Commission (GSMFC) was to hold a meeting from October 
14 - 18, 1996 and felt there could be a time conflict for the public. Mr. Woods asked if the public meetings 
would start at 6:00 p.m. or 7:00 p.m. Mr. Swingle responded they would start at 7:00 p.m. Dr. Kemmerer 
inquired if the locations were selected were agreeable to all parties concerned. Mr. King stated the meetings 
in Texas would be held in Brownsville, Port Aransas, Port Lavaca, and Galveston. Ms. Wilma Anderson, 
TSA, asked ifone ofthe meetings could be moved to Palacios, Texas. Mr. Osburn explained that would only 
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be a 30 mile difference and suggested that if the arrangements had already been made and finalized for Port 
Lavaca, they should not be changed. 

Mr. King moved to approve the public hearing locations. Motion carried. 

Dr. Kemmerer~ to send Draft Shrimp Amendment 9 as revised to public hearings. 

Mr. Williams stressed the Purpose and Needs section should be revisited because it only addressed juvenile red 
snapper, and since the king and Spanish mackerel stock assessment was completed there had always been a 
presumption there would be a reduction in bycatch associated with juvenile king and Spanish mackerel and the 
Figures 9 and 10 indicated that most of the bycatch came from within IO-fathoms. He felt it was important, 
in solving the overfishing problems in the mackerel fishery, that the line be held and the BRDs be required 
throughout the Gulf not just outside IO-fathoms. He offered a motion to 1Bhk Dr. Kemmerer's motion. 
Motion to :tahle carried. 

Mr. Williams ID.2.Y.l:.d to add king and Spanish mackerel after juvenile red snapper in the Purpose and 
Needs section of Draft Amendment 9. 

Mr. Mclemore asked ifthe administrative record to date supported the addition ofking and Spanish mackerel 
to that amendment and were the scoping notices and other such notices phrased broadly enough to allow that 
addition. Mr. Swingle responded that although the Federal Notice filed was related to red snapper there was 
no reason why the addition could not be added to a future notice. One ofthe major differences was that one 
stock assessment stated that in the case of red snapper the stock could not be restored without that reduction. 
In the case ofthe mackerel, without a bycatch there would be a higher level of abundance. Mr. McLemore 
inquired when the scoping hearings were done with mackerel fishermen notified. Mr. Swingle indicated the 
public-at-large was notified which would have included mackerel fishermen. 

Mr. Williams withdrew his motion and offered the motion to begin another amendment to the shrimp plan 
to address bycatch of other species under Council management such as king and Spanish mackerel and 
croaker. 

Dr. Claverie ·was concerned ½ith the goal ofamendment 9 being the provision to additional management to the 
shrimp fishery to reduce the unwanted bycatch of juvenile red snapper. He wondered if it was possible to fulfill 
the provisions made for red snapper without adverse affects. Mr. McLemore related that during the committee 
a suggestion had been made to expand one of the sections in light of the language ofthe FMP objectives on 
page 8, number 5 read as follows: "minimize the capture offinfish by shrimpers when appropriate". The term 
"appropriate" was not defined in the document and he suggested the suggestion be discussed further. 

Mr. Aparicio stressed the need to find out if the goal ofa 50 percent reduction in bycatch had already been 
reached. Currently, the losses to the industry had been significant without the introduction ofBRDS and to 
place additional burdens on the industry ,vithout examining the bycatch numbers, which at one time were 10 -
1, and currently was 3 - 1. He strongly suggested the Council take a look at where in the process they were 
with regard to the reduction in bycatch that had been provided by TEDs, the reduced trawling area, and the 
closed seasons. 

Mr. Green responded that the flaw in the industry was the gear. He stressed that the shrimp industry dragged 
gear that killed valuable fish that could have been available to other industries. In his opinion, that was the 
problem that needed to be dealt with. The untrawlable bottom, oil rigs etc. were in many ways diverting from 
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what damage the gear did. He was concerned there was no way ofnot adversely affecting the shrimp industry 
and the language contained in the document would withhold the Council from doing anything because by pure 
definition it said "anything the Council did could not adversely affect that industry". 

Mr. Osburn suggested a regulatory action that could be used was to require BRDs east of Cape San Blas, 
Florida, assuming that did not happen in the current amendment. He felt the BRDs currently being used for 
red snapper should be more effective for the other species. He wondered if the action suggested was not 
premature given there was an option within the FMP to establish BRDs east of Cape San Blas. Mr. Williams 
felt it was not premature but could become a moot point at some point in the future. Mr. McLemore indicated 
that other species would be addressed by plan amendments. Mr. Swingle advised it would be accomplished 
by the revised framework the Council adopted during that meeting and if other species were identified, a 
subsequent plan amendment would be needed. 

Mr. Osburn suggested any action be tabled until the November Council meeting. Mr. Williams stressed his 
intent was for action to be taken at a later date. Mr. Aparicio inquired if it took a special excluder device to 
exclude mackerel. Mr. Williams explained that mackerel were exceptionally strong swimmers. He indicated 
that the need for a special device rested on the decision taken for the 10-fathom line and_:pointed out there were 
many other species that needed to be saved. The industry did kill 5.6 billion cro~erperyear. 

Dr. Kemmerer concurred the motion ·was valid and believed it would help the research community in developing 
their reports. He offered a friendly amendment to the motion to begin another amendment to the Shrimp 
FMP after completion of Amendment 9 to address bycatch of other species. Amended motion carried 
with no objection. 

Mr. Williams ID.O.Ye.d to remove from the table the motion to send Draft Shrimp Amendment 9 as revised 
to public hearings. Motion to remove from the .t.a.bk carried. 

Dr. Claverie asked ifhe would be allowed to discuss the adverse effects mentioned in Amendment 9. Mr. 
McLemore suggested that ifany changes were to be made they needed to be made during the Council session 
before sending the amendment to public hearings. Dr. Claverie inquired if the Council were locked into the 
language in the amendment, ifthe amendment went forward. Mr. Mclemore responded that the Council would 
not be locked into the language, but stressed the Council had more flexibility as to the revisions it could make 
not than it would at a later date. 

Mr. Swingle asked if staffcould add the words "to the extent practicable" to clarify the statement "adverse 
effects." The intent was not to create any more adverse impacts on the industry than necessary. Mr. 
Mclemore believed that would be possible. Dr. Kemmerer moved to include the phrase "to the extent 
practicable." Mr. Minton reminded the Council there was a motion already on the table and moved to .tab.k: 
Dr. Kemmerer's motion. Motion to 11.ble carried. 

Dr. Claverie ID.QYe.d to insert the following words in the Purpose and Needs section of Amendment 9 so 
that the first sentence would read: The purpose of Amendment 9 was to provide additional management 
of the shrimp fishery to reduce the unwanted bycatch of juvenile red snapper without, to the extent 
practicable, adversely effecting the $400 million, (landini:s value), shrimp industry. 

Mr. Simpson believed the phrase "without adverse effects" had defined parameters and asked if the parameters 
had been defined in the amendment. Mr. Mclemore stressed the language was clear as to what was proposed 
and reconciled anv. sense of inconsistencv ., with other sections of the document. Mr. King- oointed ... out the 
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wording in the document justified presenting the amendment for public comment. Mr. Woods questioned if 
the $400 million shrimp industry figure was a sound figure. Mr. Swingle explained during the committee 
discussion the figure was a $2.95 billion industry if all the multipliers that applied to the fishery were used. 
The $400 million figure could be moved to another section ofthe document or reclassified as ex-vessel value. 
He explained the figure was derived from a section in the RIR where the economic value of all levels was 
evaluated down to the retail level which calculated to about $2.95 billion from the Centaur study done in 1989. 

Motion to insert the following words in the Purpose and Needs section of Amendment 9 so that the first 
sentence would read: The purpose of Amendment 9 was to provide additional management of the shrimp 
fishery to reduce the unwanted bycatch of juvenile red snapper without, to the extent practicable, 
adversely effectina the $400 million, landinz:s value, shrimp industry. Motion tarried with no objection. 

Mr. King moved to remove from the table Dr. Kemmerer's motion to take Amendment 9 forward to 
public hearings. Motion to remove from the ta.bk carried. Motion carried with no objection. 

Red Drum Management Committee 

Mr. Woods presented the Red Drum Management Committee report: 

The committee reviewed the framework procedure for specifying TAC under Tab I, No. 3. Mr. 
Swingle indicated the important provision to keep in mind was that Section 4.a of the procedure 
required the Council to set TAC within or below the ABC range. He indicated that provision was 
identical to those for reef fish and mackerel fisheries when the stocks were classified as overfished. 

Dr. Goodyear presented the stock assessment under Tab I, No. 4 to the committee. In response to 
questions related to use of information on shrimp trawl bycatch from the General Linear Model 
(OLM), he indicated that no information was provided on the size composition of the bycatch; 
therefore, he assigned the numbers of fish to the Age-0 year class. This bycatch had, therefore, little 
effect on the analysis result. Most ofthe bycatch was from waters inside the 5-fathom contour. He 
concurred that TEDs should have excluded most ofthe large fish. · 

He indicated that the assessment appendices contained evaluations ofstate data on escapement rates. 
His original perception was that the escapement rates would be much higher than those analyses and 
his assessment indicated, because of the stringent management restrictions applied by the states. 
Because ofthis, he had included under research recommendations (Page 19), that the accuracy of the 
current methodology should be verified based on life history strategies and management strategies that 
effect survival patterns and robustness ofthe assessment analyses. He also indicated that uncertainty 
about the status ofthe stock would be reduced by repeating the mark/recapture study and analysis of 
the age structure of the offshore population. 

In response to questions about the different results ofstate estimates ofescapement and those ofhis 
analysis, he indicated that likely both were wrong. He indicated that the higher escapement estimate 
for Florida was more likely to be correct, but if the escapement level for Louisiana was correct then 
there should have been much larger larval production by the offshore stock which was not the case (as 
measured by SEAMAP collections). He indicated he had not had the opportunity to review the model 
methodology used by Louisiana and could not, therefore, comment on what caused the difference in 
results. 
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Introduction and Summary 

The Texas Shrimp Association ("TSA") presents this statement 

in opposition to the shrimp fishery bycatch proposals contained 

in Amendment 9 to the Gulf of Mexico Shrimp Fishery Management 

Plan ("FMP"). The stated purpose of Amendment 9 is to reduce 

substantially the amount of bycatch in the shrimp fishery to 

avoid what has been alleged as "high levels of juvenile morality" 

of red snapper .. The basis for the Council's objective and plan 

is derived from past stock assessments of red snapper and related 

analyses about the interaction between the shrimp fishery and 

juvenile red snapper. These assessments and analyses were 

pre!)ared by the National Marine Fisheries Service (IINMFS"). 

If Amendment 9 is approved by the Council, NMFS would issue 

regulations requiring the use of bycatch reduction devices 

("BRDs") on all shrimp vessels operating under the Shrimp Fishery 
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FMP in certain specified waters. NMFS would also start a program 

of certifying BRDs for use in shrimp fishing. 

As more fully explained in this statement, TSA is strongly 

opposed to approval of Amendment 9 by this Council: 

First, NMFS' scientific calculations about the impact of 

bycatch of red snapper in shrimp trawls are fundamentally flawed. 

Not only has the agency significantly overestimated the amount of 

red snapper bycatch in the shrimp fishery, we question whether 

there is adequate information demonstrating that Amendment 9 will 

actually achieve meaningful growth in the red .snapper population.· ,, 

Moreover, bycatch of red snapper in the shrimp fishery has 

already declined by at least 33 percent in 1994 alone. Moreover, 

the impact of bycatch on red snapper has been exaggerated because 

natural mortality for red snapper ages Oto 1 is likely higher 

than projected by NMFS. 

Second, the red snapper population is healthy and growing at 

the present time. This stock of fish is not threatened or 

endangered within the meaning of the Endangered Species Act. 

While red snapper has been overfished in the past, there are 

clear indications that the population is on its way to recovery 

even without specific shrimp bycatch measures. 

Third, the Red Snapper FMP does not limit the total harvest 

of adult red snapper by the recreational sector, even though the 

commercial harvest must cease when it reaches a certain level. 

This disparity in conservation measures--where one sector is 

fixed in its quota and the other exceeds its quota regularly--
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raises serious doubt as to whether the Amendment 9, as integrated 

into the Red Snapper FMP, satisfies the basic fairness and 

conservation requirements of the Magnuson Act. Even if Amendment 

9 is approved by the Council, it must be accompanied by an 

amendment to the Red Snapper FMP that places a fixed annual quota 

on recreational fishing capture and a lower total allowable catch 

("TAC"). Otherwise any conservation benefits of restricting 

shrimp bycatch are lost by continued overfishing of the stock. 

Without such a-limit, Amendment 9 is a pure allocation measure 

and not a conservation measure. 

Fourth, Congress will soon amend the Magnuson Fishery 

Conservation and Management Act ("Magnuson Act") to address more 

directly the issue of bycatch. In those amendments, Congress has 

included three bycatch provisions that are directly applicable to 

what the Council is considering here today. Until the council 

satisfies those new bycatch provisions, which will be enacted 

shortly, no action should be taken on Amendment 9. 

Therefore, we ask that the council vote to tabla Amendment 9 

pending further study and analysis. TSA supports responsible and 

practical measures to reduce and minimize bycatch that cannot be 

avoided. Furthermore, Congress will soon also require that 

bycatch measures in the Gulf of Mexico be based on "the need to 

avoid any serious adverse environmental impacts" on the bycatch 

species or the ecology of the affected area. Amendment 9 does 

not meet these basic fishery management principles. 
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Doubts About the Scientific Basis for Amendment 9 

TSA has undertaken a thorough technical evaluation of the 

scientific data and conclusions on which the Council's Amendment 

9 proposal is based. That evaluation was conducted by Dr. Benny 

Gallaway of LGL Ecological Research Associates, Inc. of Bryan, 

Texas ("LGL") and William Gazey of W.J. Gazey Associates and was 

presented to the Council's Reef Fish Stock Assessment Panel and 

the Scientific and Statistical Committee in August and has been 

discussed at length in Committee meetings these last three days. 

Based on these evaluations, we have come to -Elle conclusion 

that Amendment 9 rests on several fundamental scientific flaws 

that have not been resolved at this time. One of the basic 

issues that cannot now be explained is the essential question of 

whether NMFS' estimates of the size of the shrimp bycatch are 

reasonably accurate. It makes no sense to proceed further with 

Amendment 9 until this issue is resolved to everyone's 

satisfaction. 

Therefore TSA believes approval of Amendment 9 as presently 

proposed would violate the Magnuson Act and the Administrative 

Procedure Act. While TSA agrees with the need to find ways to 

reduce bycatch of unwanted species in the shrimp fishery, 

including sea turtles and finfish, we do not believe that the 

data demonstrates that restriction of shrimp bycatch through the 

use of BRDs will have the hoped for positive impact on red 

snapper stock abundance. 
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As a general matter, the bycatch in the shrimp fishery is 

largely composed of fish that have a short life cycle comparable 

to the targeted shrimp--one to two years. These species--such as 

Atlantic croaker and longspine porgy--have high rates of 

reproduction and high rates of natural mortality in one to two 

years. The bycatch of these short-lived but highly productive 

fish creates no serious adverse environmental impact to either 

the species or the surrounding ecology. In fact, the evidence 

suggests that the discarding of these bycatch species creates at 

least two ecological benefits. First, the discard$·are fed upon 

quickly by other fish, sea turtles, marine mammals, and birds. 

And, second, predation by these species on the shrimp stocks is 

kept in check. Consequently, we not believe that shrimp bycatch 

in this fishery is the great urgent conservation problem that has 

been claimed. Moreover, except for red snapper, nearly all of 

the finfish bycatch are species with little or no economic value. 

The Red snapper Population Is Growing 

We all agree that more must be done to increase the red 

snapper population in the Gulf of Mexico. The stock is 

substantially below the levels known to exist in past years~ 

While we believe that habitat changes have played a major role in 

the decline, overfishing is also a cause. 

Nonetheless, the currently available information·suggests 

that red snapper are on the road to recovery. The standing stock 

is growing, as is the young-of-the-year index of abundance. 

Since 1990, the year the council adopted the·bycatch reduction 
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objectives we are discussing, the number of age 2 and older fish 

have increased from 6 to 15.6 million fish in 1994 (Goodyear 

1995; Table 98). If these trends are correct, then we are 

debating the pace at which recovery is achieved, not whether 

recovery will occur. 

The Red Snapper FMP Fails to Achieve Conservation 

TSA must challenge the entire management concept 

underpinning the red snapper management plan as reflected in the 

Red snapper FMP Amendment 9--strict bycatch restrictions on the 

commercial shrimp fishery, a fixed quota enforc~d by a closure on 
~--

the commercial red snapper fleet, and essentially unlimited 

fishing of red snapper by the recreational community subject only 

to bag and trip limits. In the last three years, the recreational 

component of the fishery has exceeded its quota by nearly double. 

The only conclusion we can draw is that the management measures 

imposed on the·commercial sector--and proposed for restricting 

bycatch in the shrimp fishery--are intended primarily to allocate 

fishing opportunities to the recreational sector, not for the 

purpose of biological conservation of the red snapper stock. 

NMFS is presently considering a regulatory amendment 

submitted by this Council to increase the TAC of red snapper for 

1996 to 9.12 million pounds. In 1991, after the Council claimed 

that this fishery was "significantly overfished," th.e TAC was set 

at 4 million pounds. For 1993, the TAC was increased, this time 

to 6 million pounds. Now the directed commercial and 

recreational fishery will be allowed to take even more of a fish 
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stock for which the Council professes great conservation concern. 

It is very difficult for us to understand why a fish stock that 

is said to be "seriously overfished" can withstand such an 

increasing TAC. This same conservation concern is also the 

reason given for strict bycatch limits on the shrimp fishery. 

As this Council knows, the Magnuson Act requires that 

management measures must be fair and equitable to all those 

regulated in the fishery and must be reasonably calculated to 

promote conservation. We are convinced that Amendment 9 does not 

satisfy either of these basic requirements of the~ct. Nor is 

Amendment 9 based on the best available scientific information 

and analysis. Consequently, we must oppose Amendment 9 as both 

ineffective and merely an allocation measure clothed in the guise 

of conservation. 

New Magnuson Act Amendments Will Guide Bycatch Regulation 

The new Magnuson Act amendments now before the Congress 

contain several provisions that address the bycatch of non

targeted species of fish. TSA supports the Senate version of 

these amendments as reflected in the manager's amendment to s. 

39, the Sustainable Fisheries Act. Bycatch has been an important 

focus of these amendments. 

Under the amendments, Councils must address bycatch concerns 

in a more deliberative manner than was the case under existing 

law. Bycatch measures must be practicable, focussing in the 

first instance on minimizing bycatch and then on minimizing the 

mortality of bycatch that cannot be avoided. However, prior to 
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formulating shrimp fishery bycatch measures for the Gulf of 

Mexico, NMFS and this Council are obligated to complete two 

Congressionally mandated directives. 

The first requires the collection of data on the bycatch 

problem in the fishery, the identification of those stocks of 

fish that should receive priority treatment, and the development 

of a bycatch reduction program (section 206 of s. 39, as 

amended). A report on these issues is due one year after the 

Magnuson Act amendments become law. The value of this additional 

study has already been demonstrated by the unresoIVed questions 

pointed out by the LGL Report. The second directive is for NMFS 

to complete a peer review of the red snapper fishery statistics 

and management system now in place, due also in one year. It 

would not be appropriate for the Council to proceed further on 

the shrimp bycatch issue until these tasks are completed. 

We also wish to highlight a new standard that, in addition 

to the general bycatch provisions included in the new amendments, 

will be applicable specifically to measures to reduce bycatch in 

the shrimp trawl fishery. That standard limits bycatch 

restrictions to only those necessary to "avoid any serious 

adverse environmental impacts on such bycatch species or the 

ecology of the affected area." We support this new standard and 

which we believe it sets. the proper priority for new bycatch 

regulations. Congress has clearly decided not to regulate all 

shrimp fishery bycatch problems--only those that create serious 

adverse environmental impacts. In this era of limited government 
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and regulation, the Council cannot and should not regulate every 

conceivable alleged bycatch problem. Thus, an affirmative 

finding of "serious environmental impact is required before any 

action can be take on Amendment 9 afters. 39 becomes law. 

Conclusion 

For several years now, TSA has heard growing complaints 

about bycatch in the shrimp fishery, particularly of red snapper, 

a very popular commercial and recreational reef fish species. 

Although all acknowledge that the size of the shrimp fleet has 

declined over the last several years and that the amount of 

bycatch in the shrimp fishery is much less than previously 

reported, this council still obviously considers the red snapper 

bycatch issue a high priority. However, TSA has always had 

doubts about whether this great concern over bycatch is truly 

based on sound science and fundamental principles of balanced 

ecological management or some other objective. 

In summary, we do not believe that the Council and NMFS are 

proceeding in the right direction with respect to finfish bycatch 

in the shrimp fishery. Technological solutions--more gear, more 

shrimp loss--should not be the only solution under consideration. 

The LGL Report has shown that the scientific basis for Amendment 

9 is questionable. When reconsidering bycatch measures after 

completing the Congressionally mandated analyses, we recommend 

that the Council look closely at our plan for protecting sea 

turtles in near-shore areas. You will see that reducing 

shrimping effort in areas of high turtle concentration has the 
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added benefit of reducing finfish bycatch. The council needs to 

go back and reconsider entirely the framework for managing red 

snapper and reducing bycatch in the shrimp fishery. 

Thank you for the opportunity to present TSA's views to the 

Council. 
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MINUTES 

GULF OF MEXICO FISHERY MANAGEMENT COUNCIL 

ONE HUNDRED AND FORTY-NINTH MEETING 

POINT CLEAR, ALABAMA 

NOVEMBER 13-14, 1996 

= 
The one hundred and forty-ninth meeting ofthe GulfofMexico Fishery Management Council was called to 
order by Chairman Robert Shipp at 8:32 a.m.• Wednesday, November 13. 1996. Council members in 
attendance were: 

VOTING MEMBERS 

Pete Aparicio ................................................................. Texas 
Irby Basco . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Texas 
Maumus Claverie...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Louisiana 
Felicia Coleman .............................................................. Florida 
Frank Fisher . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Texas 
Karen Foote (designee for James Jenkins) ......................................... Louisiana 
J. Scott Green .........................................................•..•.. Florida 
Philip Hom . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mississippi 
Andrew Kemmerer ........................................ National Marine Fisheries Service 
Albert King . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Alabama 
Karl Lessard . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Florida 
R. Vernon Minton ......·..................................................... Alabama 
Hal Osburn (designee for Andrew Sansom) .......................................... Texas 
Robert Shipp ... ; ....................................•............·. . . . . . . . . . Alabama 
Roy Williams (designee for Russell Nelson) ...................................•.•... Florida 
Glade Woods . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mississippi 

NONVOTING MEMBERS 

Larry Simpson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gulf States Marine Fisheries Commission 
Doug Fruge (designee for Noreen Clough) ......................... U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
LCDR Mark Johnson (designee for Timothy E. Josiah) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Eighth Coast Guard District 
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Kay Williams ........•...................... Save Our Seafood Industry. Pascagoula, Mississippi 
Bob Zales, II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Panama City, Florida 

Dr. Shipp read the opening statement and asked for voice identification. 

• Adoption of Aeenda 

The agenda was adopted with the following change: If time permitted, complete as much of Thursday's 
agenda as possible on Wednesday. 

• Approval of Minutes 

The minutes were approved with the following changes: 
Page 1, remove Timothy Josiah from the voting members list. 
Page 5, first bullet, verify the statement. 
Page 30, third paragraph from the bottom, change to read ..."was issued to a person, to a vessel, and that 
vessel was boarded and that particular vessel was not"... = 
Page 51, second paragraph, substitute the word "attorneys" for "students." 
Page 60, sixth paragraph, change "Denton" to "Ditton." 
Page 60, seventh paragraph, fourth line, delete ...completed and a report written within a" and insert "started 
with improvements initially which is an"... 
Page 60, seventh paragraph, fourth line from the bottom, insert "Gulf' before RecFin. 
Page 60, seventh paragraph, last line, delete "complete" and insert "handle." 

• Approval of Committee Membership 

Dr. Shipp stated that Mr. King and Mr. Lessard had requested to switch their memberships in the Deep 
Water Crab and Coastal Migratory Pelagic Management Committees. He recommended assigning Mr. 
Aparicio as Vice Chairman ofthe Habitat Protection Committee and remove Andy Martin from the Habitat 
Protection Committee. Dr. Kemmerer asked to be appointed to the Butterfish Management Committee and 
Dr. Shipp so recommended. With these changes, committee membership was approved with no objection. 

• Public Testimony on Shrimp Amendment 9 

Mr. King requested to testify as a public citizen. After a brief discussion, this request was approved. Dr. 
Shipp noted that there were 13 cards submitted by persons wishing to testify and asked for opinions from 
Council members on the time period to be allotted to each speaker. Dr. Kemmerer suggested that 10 
minutes be allowed for each person testifying on Shrimp Amendment 9. There were no objections to this 
recommendation by the Council members. 

Wilma Anderson, Aransas Pass, Texas, Executive Director ofthe Texas Shrimp Association (TSA) stated 
that her organization remained opposed to Shrimp Amendment 9. She read a prepared statement (see 
attached). 

Mr. Osburn noted that Texas recognized that the wild-caught shrimp fishery was the most valuable 
commercial fishery and that aquaculture, importation of shrimp, as well as utilization of shrimp while in 
the estuaries, had created a negative affect on the shrimp industry. He asked Ms. Anderson ifan important 
management ·consideration would be a minimum ofgear restrictions or attempts to control overfishing of 
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juvenile shrimp in the bays. Mrs. Anderson responded that TSA acknowledged that overcapitalization in 
the bays was a serious problem, but had not involved themselves with the bay industry limited entry 
program, and had left this matter to the discretion ofthe Texas Parks and Wildlife Department. She pointed 
out that every time a hole was cut in a net, shrimp were lost. TSA had researched what measures would 
be feasible and would enhance protection ofthe turtles, bycatch and shrimp. TSA suggested a-closed area 
6.2 miles offshore ofthe majority ofthe Texas coast and slightly more off the upper Galveston coast. The 
small inshore fleet were required to pull turtle excluder devices (TEDs). The larger boats fished offshore 
and the greatest shrimp loss occurred in deep waters. 

Kay Williams, Pascagoula, Mississippi, Vice President ofSave America's Seafood Industry (SASI), stated 
that in the newly reauthorized Magnuson-Stevens Act Congress required new studies ofshrimp and bycatch 
measures and new data on red snapper. She questioned whether Shrimp Amendment 9, as presently drafted, 
ensured full compliance with the Magnuson-Stevens Act. The Shrimp Advisory Panel had requested that 
National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) assess all the untrawlable bottom. In 1990, NMFS had 
estimated that a reduction in bycatch of red snapper by the shrimp industry by about 60 percent was needed 
in order to allow a directed harvest of only 1 million pounds of red snapper. The directed total allowable 
catch (TAC) was 4 million pounds in 1991-1992, 6 million pounds in 1993-1995, an!l-in 1996 9.12 million 
pounds. She noted Dr. Goodyear had stated in 1995 that, if the TAC was reducecho zero for the red 
snapper industry and the shrimp industry did not reach their 50 percent red snapper bycatch reduction, then 
the red snapper stock would not reach the 20 percent spawning potential ratio (SPR) goal. In September 

· 1996, Dr. Goodyear stated in his report that the commercial harvest had been constrained by size limits and 
quotas. In the most recent years the commercial harvest had been near the commercial allocation; however, 
the recreational harvest had greatly exceeded its allocation. She felt the red snapper commercial fishery had 
been unjustly penalized. The Shrimp industl)' was also aware they had not received sufficient credit for 
their bycatch reduction of red snapper and Shrimp Amendment 9 would penalize them. The red snapper 
stocks were healthy; NMFS and the Council should reevaluate their scientific data before placing further 
regulatory restrictions on this fishery. The red snapper fishery could not afford further reductions in TAC. 

George Barisich, Violet, Louisiana, President of the United Commercial Fishermen's Association, served 
on the Louisiana Seafood Marketing Council, and was a commercial fisherman. He felt that NMFS was 
indifferent to the needs and recommendations offishermen. Mr. Barasich noted he had made a "win-win" 
proposal at a meeting in Washington, D.C. that had been rejected. He questioned why, if red snapper were 
endangered, recreational fishermen were catching almost twice their quota. Commercial fishermen were 
filling their quota in nearly one-third of the time this took three years ago, and with less crew. He 
maintained that the juvenile snapper that were released through a device tended to re-enter the net after 
escaping. He believed there was no resource problem with any species ofthe Gulf exclusive economic zone 
(EEZ) or inshore waters ofLouisiana. He contended that shrimp loss using bycatch reduction devices were 
between 12 to 18 percent, rather than the 3 percent claimed by NMFS. He contended that predation would 
reduce the biomass by a considerable amount. Most of Louisiana's inshore and nearshore areas were soft 
mud bottom, a condition that made slow retrieving of the trawls impossible. Slow trawl retrieval was 
necessary in order for the bycatch reduction devices (BRDs) to operate properly. He maintained that 
statistics proved that in some ar~as the very species that had been excluded were now overpopulated and 
had caused imbalances in aquatic ecosystems. He maintained that sharks and dolphins would follow the 
BRDs to provide themselves with an easily acquired meal and that they would damage the equipment. The 
commercial fishing effort had already been reduced by 40 percent since the implementation ofTEDs had 
diminished the number oflicense holders (32,000 down to 14,900), though NMFS had stated this would 
not occur. He felt that a new bycatch program was needed, due to the reduction of fishing effort and a 35 
percent decrease in bycatch that had resulted. He contended that no bycatch program could be initiated 
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because the language of Shrimp Amendment 9 stated that the program could not be implemented if it 
adversely affected the $400 million-a-year shrimp industry. The data clearly indicated that a shrimp loss 
could be as low as 3 percent, but as high as 20 percent. Further, the biomass of the shrimp would be 
reduced 11 to 18 percent by increased fish predation, stemming from a fish population explosion caused by 
BRDs. Mr. Barasich felt that ifBRDs were to be imposed on fishermen TEDs should be discarded. He 
maintained that TEDs had caused from 5 to 23 percent ofshrimp to be lost from nets, resulting in halfof 
shrimp fishermen leaving the industiy. He cited instances where TEDs had caused accidents, such as hitting 
him on the head while working in rough weather or having a catfish drop out ofthe 26-inch hole and strike 
him on the shoulder and back. He stated that stress related to loss of income had caused a friend who was 
a shrimp fisherman to commit suicide. At this point, Mr. Barasich expressed his belief that two Council 
members were unfit for their position. Mr. Williams objected, stating these remarks were not pertinent to 
Shrimp Amendment 9. Dr. Shipp sustained this objection. 

Dr. Claverie asked for details of Mr. Barasich's "win-win" proposal. Mr. Barasich replied that he had 
recommended, in lieu ofpulling a TED in inshore waters, a $200.00 permit fee be collected which would 
have netted the U.S. Government $3.4 million. He contended that no biological evidence existed to prove 
that there were turtles in the inshore waters of Louisiana. Dr. Claverie commented that his beliefwas that 
Louisiana law precluded shrimpers from having to pull a TED in state waters. Mr. Barasich responded that 
this was not true and that TEDs were required in Louisiana state waters. Mr. King asked ifMr. Barasich 
felt that if the BRD requirement was passed by the Council it would lead to requiring BRDs in inshore 
waters. Mr. Barasich responded affirmatively, remarking that for three or four months during the summer 
there were areas of'1elly water" and, under these conditions, everything escaped through the hole of a fish 
excluder device. Mr. King asked how much area in the offshore waters ( l Ofathoms and outward) was not 
trawlable, either because there were no shrimp there or because ofobstructions. Mr. Barasich was unable 
to reply to questions about offshore waters, but responded that inshore Louisiana waters, from Saint 
Bernard Parish to Baton Rouge (5 miles wide) was sanctuary and could not be fished. 

Dr. Claverie noted that Mr. Barasich had commented on hazards related to pulling TEDs and asked ifhe 
considered this gear to be a safety problem and what his thoughts were on adding a BRO. Mr. Barasich 
replied that a BRD was not as heavy or as bulky as a TED, but in rough weather, and at night, catch could 
fall out ofthe device onto fishermen working on deck. Mr. Hom referred to the statement of Mr. Barasich's 
that Louisiana shrimp licenses had decreased from 32,000 to 14,900 over a period of several years. He 
asked ifMr. Barasich was aware ofa similar depletion in licenses in adjoining states. Mr. Barasich replied 
he had no knowledge ofthe number oflicenses in other Gulf states. Mr. Horn inquired if the decrease in 
licenses had enabled shrimp fishermen to redouble their efforts. Mr. Barasich replied that fishermen with 
boats that were paid for were the only persons who could afford to continue fishing. Mr. Hom restated his 
question, asking ifless competition allowed Mr. Barasich to work for longer periods oftime. Mr. Barasich 
responded that he must work longer hours than he had prior to the implementation of TEDs in order to 
maintain the same level of income. 

Nathan Cox, Orange Beach, Alabama, President, Orange Beach Fishing Association (OBF A), member of 
the ~ed Snapper Advisory Panel {AP), and an owner/operator ofa charterboat noted that the present red 
snapper management measures had proved successful in the recreationa! fishery, including the charter and 
head boat industries. He had assisted in educating the public in red snapper conservation and he believed 
the 5-fish bag limit, 15-inch size limit was as low as his industry could afford to go in order to remain 
economically stable. He felt that the red snapper stock were prospering under present management, but felt 
bycatch must be further reduced. 
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Mr. King asked Mr. Cox ifhe had to make a choice. would he prefer reducing the bag limit or closing for 
part ofthe season, given that the recreational fishery consistently overfished their quota, in violation ofthe 
requirements of the Magnuson Act. Mr. Cox responded that other options existed, such as reducing bag 
limits for the crew or limited entry; ofthe two choices Mr. King had offered, a partial closure would be his 
selection. Mr. King felt that red snapper issues should be addressed in that fishery, rather than in the shrimp 
·fishery. He asked if Mr. Cox had experienced any difficulties, aside from storms, that would prevent him 
from catching enough fish to satisfy his parties. Mr. Cox responded negatively. Mr. King asked ifMr. Cox 
could compare his charterboat catches with those experienced over the past 6-7 years. Mr. Cox replied that 
his present red snapper catches were the most numerous and the largest sizes that they had ever been. Mr. 
King asked Mr. Cox what he felt the effect would be if, in the future, there were IO times more red snapper 
than there were at present. He explained that the NMFS1 model indicated that there was less than a 2 
percent SPR level. Scientists who developed this model had informed him that 20 percent SPR was the 
target goal. Therefore, there should be IO times more red snapper when this goal was reached than 
presently existed. Mr. Cox replied he did not know how to respond to this question, but he stated that, over 
the past 4 years, the recreational fishery had been required to adjust their TAC and bag and size limits and 
ifthey did not achieve a 50 percent reduction, at least as perceived, the recreational fishery could be reduced 
to a zero bag limit. Mr. King replied that this statement reinforced his belief that decisiqns were being based 
on a flawed model, rather than on the absence of red snapper in the Gulf of Mexice:=M:r. Cox stated that 
ifShrimp Amendment 9 was not passed, or was altered, the result could be that the shrimp industry could 
cause the red snapper industry to go out of business. Dr. Kemmerer commented that Mr. Cox had taken 
him out on his boat and shown him a great number of snapper in the Gulf. 

Mr. Woods remarked that none ofthe regulations would be successful without enforcement. He asked Mr. 
Cox how often he checked for number ofred snapper aboard his boat. Mr. Cox replied that this was closely 
regulated and it was standard procedure at every fishing spot that the deckhand count the fish. Mr. Woods 
asked how often enforcement personnel checked his boat. Mr. Cox responded that enfocement officers had 
not boarded his boat during the present year, but during the preceding two years had twice checked his boat. 
His boat was often met at the dock by data collectors who measured the fish and did a creel count. 

Mr. Simpson asked the opinion of Mr. Cox on limited entry. Mr. Cox replied that he had conflicting 
feelings about limited entry since he was unsure whether this approach was constitutionally or morally right. 
Ifthese considerations were satisfied, he felt this might be a viable option. Mr. Simpson inquired how long 
Mr. Cox had been involved in the fishing industry. Mr. Cox replied he had been a charterboat fisherman 
for six years, but had been fishing all ofhis life. Mr. Simpson asked Mr. Cox about how many charterboats 
had been located in his area in the 1970s as compared to the present time. Mr. Cox did not have this 
information, but stated that 5 years ago there were about 90 charterboats and there were presently 108. A 
member of the audience remarked that there had been about 20 charterboats in the Orange Beach area 
during the 1970s. 

Mr. Aparicio commented that Mr. Cox had stated that the recreational sector of the industry had done its 
share and it was time for the shrimp industry to do their part. He asked how that related to the fact that the 
recreational sector had exceeded their quota consistently over the last four years. Mr. Cox responded that 
the commercial fishery quota was ~ked more closely than the recreat!cnal fishery who we;e only informed 
byNMFS ofthe status oftheir quota in the following year. At that time adjustments to bag and size limits 
were set by NMFS. Mr. Aparicio noted that, nevertheless, recreational overfishing had remained a 
persistent problem ov~r the past four years. 
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Dr. Claverie asked Mr. Cox ifhe ever observed shrimping being conducted in the areas where he fished. 
Mr. Cox replied that in the places he personally fished, he saw very little shrimping activity. He explained 
that he fished in the artificial reefzone offAlabama and this area was avoided by shrimp fishermen because 
the reefs created a hazard to their nets. 

Mr. Basco stated his faith in the NMFS model as the best available scientific information. He commented 
that overfishing, such as occurred ,vith mackerel during the 1970s before restrictions on landings were 
applied, could decimate a fishery rather quickly. He asked if this was Mr. Cox's perception. Mr. Cox. 
replied that red snapper stock seemed to be steadily improving. He felt the measures adopted by the Council 
and NMFS was responsible for the rebound ofthe species and that the use ofTEDs had also contributed 
to this improvement. Mr. Basco felt that a continued increase in stocks would allow the TAC to be raised 
accordingly and would benefit the industry. Mr. Minton commented that the OBFA had demonstrated 
fairness to other fishing industries, markedly during the gill net controversy, when OBFA had not taken a 
stand against gill net fishing. He stressed that the same model that had reduced recreational fishing bag and 
size limits was the identical model that stated bycatch must be reduced by 50 percent in order to successfully 
restore the red snapper fishery. Mr. Osburn asked if Mr. Cox fished primarily in the Special Management 
Zone (SMZ) offAlabama that comprised about 1000 square miles. Mr. Cox respon9~ affirmatively. Mr. 
Osburn inquired whether the artificial reefs that proliferated in this area, preventing-shrimp activity, would 
account for the large numbers of red snapper found in this area. Mr. Cox replied that this might be the case; 
however, he doubted that spawning activity occurred there. Mr. King asked ifMr. Cox fished near oil rigs. 
or ifany fishermen in the OBFA did so. Mr. Cox responded he did not fish near oil rigs but many members 
ofhis association did so. Mr. King expressed doubt that shrimpers were to be found trawling near oil rigs. 

Steve Foust, OBFA, a charterboat fisherman from Pensacola. Florida, stated his support for Shrimp 
Amendment 9. 

Pete Barber, Coden, Alabama, President of the Alabama Seafood Association, objected to a situation that 
caused dissension between fishery groups. He stated that the Magnuson-Stevens Act required an 
independent peer review prior to taking final action. He felt that, anecdotally, the red snapper population 
was good and getting better, despite the fact that the environment did not presently include BRDs. He stated 
that he ,vas a sales representative for the largest shrimp producer in South Carolina and the majority of his 
business came from that state. To date, his production level. computed over the past 6 years, was do,,n by 
47 trailer-loads ofshrimp. These trailer leads typically averaged about 27,500 pounds, putting him about 
$1.3 million pounds short of a normal year. Taking into account a down cycle, this was the first year 
Georgia and South Carolina had had to pull number 1 hard TEDs in front of the fisheye BRD. The data 
that was collected last year in the samplings in South Carolina indicated that shrimp loss ran 10 to 20 
percent, above the amount that the Council considered acceptable. In actuality, the shrimp loss presently 
exceeded 20 percent. He emphasized that an;thing that affected the cable tension, such as rough seas or 
water currents, caused a mass exodus forward and out the BRD hole. 

Mr. Green asked Mr. Barber for further marketing infonnation. Mr. Barber replied that he only shipped 
fish out ofSouth Carolina when th;. local markets were filled since the prices they received at.the docks were 
greater than when shipping out of the area. Mr. Green asked how much competition Mr. Barber had 
experienced in dealing with the New York and Chicago markets. Mr. Barber replied that these markets 
bought his shrimp indirectly since his sales were to Sea Pearl, Jubilee Foods or Custom Pack, processors 
who then sold the frozen product to the New York and Chicago markets. Mr. Green asked how many 
truckloads per year Mr. Barber averaged from all sources. Mr. Barber responded he averaged from 80 to 
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100 truckloads per year. Mr. Green inquired how many truckloads of shrimp he had shipped this year. Mr. 
Barber replied that he believed less than 20 truckloads had been shipped this year. 

Brian Annan, a charterboat fisherman from Orange Beach, Alabama, supported Shrimp Amendment 9, 
stating he could not afford to have the red snapper bag limit further reduced. 

Mr. King asked if Mr. Annan was fishing prior to the implementation of the 5-fish bag limit. Mr. Annan 
replied affirmatively. Mr. King asked ifcharterboat trips declined when the bag limit was changed from 
7 fish to 5 fish. Mr. Annan responded that trips did not decrease, but complaints had increased and he 
believed a further cut in bag limits would be fatal to the industry. 

Charles Day, Jr., a charterboat fisherman from Foley, Alabama, supported Shrimp Amendment 9. 

Mike Rowell, Orange Beach, Alabama, OBFA, supported Shrimp Amendment 9. He had recently 
purchased his boat and had charterboat fished for eight years. He felt the stocks were improving and the 
fish were growing larger. He commented that he had no wish to harm the shrimp fishery, but expressed 
concern that, if the model was correct, a possibility existed that the recreational bag li~it would be impacted 
and the industry could not survive such action. -=-- -

Mr. Simpson asked Mr. Rowell ifhe had fished aboard another person's boat until the recent purchase of 
his own boat. Mr. Rowell replied affirmatively. Mr. Simpson asked if the boat was new to the fishery. 
Mr. Rowell responded that the boat had been purchased as used from a person who had recently acquired 
a new boat. Mr. King commented that he understood Mr. Rowell's position in trying to protect his way of 
life, but he maintained that the model contained erroneous information. 

Maurice Fitzsimons, an owner/operator charterboat fisherman from Daphne, Alabama, who fished out of 
Orange Beach, Alabama, represented a fleet of 22 boats. He stated that one charterboat fishing trip had 
generated $6,000 for the local economy. The persons participating were attracted to the area because of 
the red snapper. He supported Shrimp Amendment 9. Mr. Williams asked what the exvcssel value of red 
snapper was to his business. Mr. Fitzsimons estimated that a $1,000 Saturday trip for IO people catching 
50 snapper equaled $20. Mr. King asked if his parties experienced any difficulty in achieving their red 
snapper bag limit. Mr. Fitzsimons replied this was not usually a problem. Mr. King inquired what sizes 
ofred snapper were generally caught. Mr. Fitzsimons responded that red snapper fishing had never been 
better and that there were many juvenile fish as well. Mr. Hom inquired what would be the average number 
oftimes the charterboat vessels achieved their bag limit. Mr. Fitzsimons replied that it would be difficult 
to answer this question for other vessels; he noted that the length of the trips by the individual boats would 
probably impact how many fish were caught. Mr. Woods asked what was the condition ofundersize fish 
that were returned to the water. Mr. Fitzsimons replied that he believed that the mortality rate was under 
5 percent for these fish, though in deeper waters the survival rate was lower. Mr. Simpson asked in what 
depth of water Mr. Fitzsimons fished. Mr. Fitzsimons responded that he generally fished in waters from 
15 to 125 feet. 

Chris Ndson, Bon Secour Fisheries, Bon Secour, Alabama, noted he had provided written comments on 
Shrimp Amendment 9 and comments at the public hearing held in Mobile, Alabama. He felt the majority 
ofthe shrimp industry did not favor the status quo. Nevertheless, he did not mean to imply that they felt 
Amendment 9 provided acceptable answers to the bycatch problem. He acknowledged that this issue was 
complex. He expressed the belief that interpreting computer models and dictating policy based upon them 
was a recipe for success as far as convincing the public that these results were legitimate and correct. 
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People were no longer willing to place their trust in what had been told them by managers, particularly when 
data had been called into question, even by the United States Congress. He enjoined the Council members 
to try to understand the frustration ofthe shrimp fishermen in trying to deal with one more piece of gear. 

Mr. King asked Mr. Nelson to explain the background ofa videotaped interview that he had received from 
Mr. Nelson. Mr. Nelson advised that his company had worked cooperatively with the Gulf and South 
Atlantic Fishery Development Foundation (G&SAFDF) in the characterization of the bycatch and testing 
of experimental BRDs. Mr. Charles King had taken observers aboard his boat over the past 2-1/2 years 
testing various types of BRDs for proof of concept and design. The interview consisted of Mr. King's 
comments on the BRDs tested. When Mr. Charles King was asked if a bycatch excluder had been 
developed that he felt was acceptable. Mr. Charles King's response was that the expanded mesh excluder 
was the best and that he had used this BRD extensively; however, it still needed a good deal ofmodification 
since, under certain circumstances, a lot of shrimp were lost. One of Mr. Charles King's comments was 
that, in certain parts ofthe Gulf a great deal ofskates were caught, and these could create real problems. 
Overall, Mr. Charles King was very supportive of the efforts ofG&SAFDF and Texas A&M. 

Mr. Minton asked ifhe, or Mr. Charles King, believed the BRDs could be improved. Mr. Nelson replied 
that Mr. Charles King felt, and hoped, that both the expanded mesh and the ffsm:ye BRDs could be 
improved. Mr. Aparicio noted that, during the interview, Mr. Charles King had mentioned that in using a 
hard TED he had caught two turtles, but in using the soft TED he had not caught any turtles. Mr. Aparicio 
asked if both trips had encompassed about the same length of time. Mr. Nelson replied that he was not 
aware ofhow long either ofthe trips had been, but they had been taken on consecutive days in the same area 
and with an observer on board. Mr. Charles King had stated a preference for the Andrews soft TED, and 
for using this device in lieu ofa BRD. He felt that using one device, as opposed to two devices, would be 
advantageous in retarding shrimp loss. Mr. Aparicio asked if Mr. Charles King had mentioned which TED 
most successfully excluded bycatch. Mr. Nelson replied that Mr. Charles King believed the Andrews TED 
(both soft and hard) produced the most significant reduction in bycatch; his personal preference was the 
Andrews soft TED. Mr. Basco inquired if Mr. Nelson felt that an improved BRO would eventually be 
developed. Mr. Nelson replied that he felt this to be possible, noting that the fisheye BRD had been in use 
by fishermen for many years since they did not want the bycatch in their nets either. Mr. Basco remarked 
that this was his understanding also. He noted that Shrimp Amendment 9 had a provision for the adoption 
of newly developed NMFS-certified gear. Mr. Nelson commented that this was a good feature of the 
amendment; however, development wr.s difficult and expensive. Mr. Horn asked how extensively the 
fisheye BRD had been utilized by shrimp fishermen. Mr. Nelson responded that, in his conversations with 
boat captains, it appeared that, under certain circumstances, the fisheye BRD had been used by most 
vessels. These conditions included when fishing in an area that contained large numbers of fish. The quad
rig trawl, with its sled, had excluded a great deal of bycatch, because of the way it fished. The ability to 
use plotters allowed shrimp fishermen to avoid areas heavily populated with other species. 

Russell Smith, a charterboat O\\ner/operator from Orange Beach, Alabama supported Shrimp Amendment 
9. He stated that he had lost a few customers when the red snapper bag limit was reduced to 7 fish and a 
few more when the bag limit was reduced to 5 fish. He felt the stock was improving, though he believed 
bycatch was a problem. 

Malcolm Miller, an owner/operator ofa charterboat based in Orange Beach, Alabama, supported Shrimp 
Amendment 9. The NMFS model seemed to be working for the recreational fishery and he felt the 
charterboat industry would not be able to sustain a further reduction in red snapper bag limits. Mr. Woods 
asked the survival rate of the fish on his boat that were caught and released. Mr. Miller replied that it 
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depended on how the fish were hooked. When a bleeding fish was returned to the water it was eaten by 
triggerfish even though they might swim down. If their bladder was punctured and they were returned to 
the water they had a good change to survive. Mr. Woods asked for an estimated mortality rate. Mr. Miller 
replied that it was difficult to make a determination; about 90 percent swam down but might be attacked 
by other fish on the bottom. 

Debra Evans, GulfShores, Alabama, Administrator of the OBFA, supported Shrimp Amendment 9 and all 
efforts by the CoW1cil to reduce shrimp trawl bycatch and enhance the red snapper fishery and management 
ofthe natural resources. She commented that, if future information proved these management measures to 
be incorrect, adjustments should be made at that time. 

William Perret, Mississippi Department of Marine Resources, Biloxi, Mississippi, noted that the issue under 
discussion had first been addressed by the Council in 1989-1990 when they passed a motion to require a 
50 percent reduction in red snapper bycatch, based on an average through 1984-1989, and prior to 
implementation ofTEDs. Mr. Perret questioned what was the goal for Shrimp Amendment 9. He quoted 
from the minutes of the Shrimp Management Committee meeting held in September in New Orleans, 
Louisiana. "Dr. Leard believed the Council's goal was to reduce mortality of age Oa~c,l age 1 fish." (Later 
in the paragraph) "Mr. S\,ingle recalled the goal was to restore the red snapper stock:'!= ·(Next paragraph) 
"Dr. Kemmerer responded the goal always was the reduction of bycatch mortality by 50 percent and he did 
not understand why that goal was being limited only to juvenile fish." Mr. Perret commented that these 
statements had been made two months ago and no one seemed to agree on the goal. (Last sentence) "Dr. 
Kemmerer suggested his staffand Dr. Leard work together to revise the language of the goal." He stressed 
that Council members needed to make a decision on what was the goal of Shrimp Amendment 9. He 
emphasiz.ed that, while the Council utilized the be.st scientific data, there was reason to question this data. 
In 1986, he had been asked to speak about the United States shrimp production at a world shrimp 
conference. In preparation for this presentation, Mr. Perret had requested landings information from 
NMFS' New Orleans office, Galveston office, the Southeast Science Center, and the Washington, DC 
Headquarters office. He stated·that the statistical data he received from each ofthe various NMFS' offices 
was contradictory. Attempts to acquire efforts data met with a similar result. Mr. Perret noted that a well
respected statistician, who had performed work for the Council, had stated in a letter to the Louisiana 
Department ofWildlife and Fisheries that he had seen better effort data prepared by third-\vorld countries. 
He stressed he had no objection to the NMFS' model, but seriously questioned the data being inputted into 
the model. He commented that hit-or-miss sampling efforts and storms impacted data-gathering results. 
He felt that the fisheries were being forced into opposing each other and emphasized the necessity of 
maintaining a balance in the ecosystem. He noted that the Magnuson-Stevens Act mandated a NMFS report 
to be peer-reviewed, and he counseled delaying action on Shrimp Amendment 9 until this had been 
accomplished. 

Mr. Osburn inquired if Mr. Perret was inferring that implementing a management measure that would 
reduce the incidental take of literally billions of organisms, primarily fish, was not assisting ecosystem 
management. Mr. Perret responded that he felt if habitat was properly managed the fishery would benefit; 
however, he did not mean to imply that bycatch should not be reduced. He maintained that enforcement of 
the provisions of Shrimp Amendment 9 would be difficult to attain. 

Donald Flournoy, board member of the OBFA, Orange Beach, Alabama, stated that techniques had been 
developed to prevent high mortality of fish being returned to the water. Most fish could be returned safely 
ifa hook had not become imbedded. About 1 in 20 released fish would swim down, though it was difficult 
to determine whether a predator intercepted it once it was out of sight. He stated that he had been a 
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charterboat fishennen operating out of Destin prior to the imposition of limits and had witnessed the decline 
of the industry. Since the setting of limits had occurred, the fish had been rebounding. A technique was 
used by charterboat fishennen in his area to avoid catching the smaller fish. 

Kimberly Davis represented the Center for Marine Conservation, St. Petersburg, Florida. She stated that 
her organization had previously submitted extensive comments on Shrimp Amendment 9 [Tab D, No. 7(£)]. 
She quoted from a Council report stating that 20 million juvenile red snapper, 3.2 million Spanish mackerel, 
1.3 million king mackerel and 5.6 billion croaker died in shrimp nets each year. The organization supported 
Shrimp Amendment 9. 

Joseph Nash, Orange Beach Fishermen's Association, Orange Beach, Alabama, was an owner/operator of 
a charterboat. He spoke in support of Shrimp Amendment 9 and careful management of the fishery. He 
noted that there had been some economic impact caused by customer objections to the smaller bag limit. 

Mr. Woods inquired how many trips per year Mr. Nash made with his charterboat. Mr. Nash replied he 
made about 180 trips per year. Mr. Woods asked Mr. Nash for an estimate of the percentage of undersize 
fish that were released on an average fishing trip. Mr. Nash replied that this was d_etermined by how well 
deckhands were trained; however, most fish swam down. He avoided areas where most°of the fish appeared 
to be juveniles. Mr. Woods asked if Mr. Nash found it difficult to achieve a quota on the charterboat trips. 
Mr. Nash replied that this was a situation that varied, depending on the trip length, type, and species 
targeted by customers. At one time, more triggerfish and mingos were caught than snappers; now it was 
easier to catch snapper. The experienced fishermen tended to catch more fish than novice fishennen. Mr. 
Simpson asked Mr. Nash how long he had been operating his charterboat. Mr. Nash replied he had been 
charterboat fishing for about eight years. Mr. Simpson inquired if Mr. Nash's boat was new. Mr. Nash 
responded that he recently purchased another boat, not new to the fishery. The previous owner was having 
a new boat built. Mr. Aparicio asked the average number of customers Mr. Nash took fishing per trip. Mr. 
Nash replied a typical charterboat trip averaged between 8 to 12 customers. Mr. Aparicio inquired how 
many ofthe approximate 180 fishing trips Mr. Nash took each year specifically targeted snapper. Mr. Nash 
estimated that about 50 percent of his charterboat customers targeted snapper. 

Bob Zales, II, a charterboat fisherman from Panama City, Florida, and a member of the Ad Hoc Red 
Snapper AP, questioned the validity of the Marine Recreational Fishery Statistical Survey (MRFSS) data. 
He supported Shrimp Amendment 9, stating that the snapper fishery was dependent upon the 50 percent 
reduction in bycatch. He felt that the models developed and used by NMFS were good, but believed 
information input into the models was flawed. He commented that both the human population and the 
charterboat industry had increased dramatically since the 1970s. This was, in large part, due to the 
promotion ofthe industry by the state of Alabama and the creation of vast numbers ofartificial reefs along 
their coastline. He specifically questioned what he perceived as inflated snapper recreational harvest levels 
for 1979 (Figure 3 ofShrimp Amendment 9). He pointed out that, at that time, the numbers of boats were 
far fewer than at the present time. He felt the question as to whether charterboat fishermen would prefer 
a reduced bag limit or a seasonal closure was unfair. The Magnuson-Stevens Act specifically stated that 
when a harvest level was achieved the fishery would be closed. When persons stated they would prefer a 
seasonal closure to a reduced bag limit he suspected it was because they believed the closure would occur 
during their off season. The only way a closure could be effective was if it occurred during prime fishing 
conditions. He noted that persons living in Orange Beach and in most other areas of the Gulf had not 
experienced a closure; however, Florida had. Business had expanded in Orange Beach in 1986 due to the 
king mackerel closure in Florida state and federal waters which drew fishermen northward into other 
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fisheries. He felt that both commercial and recreational fishennen should exhort NMFS to obtain better, 
more reliable data on the red snapper fishery. 

Mr. Hom asked Mr. Zales if he believed mandatory logbooks on all for-hire vessels would be beneficial. 
Mr. Zales felt that a logbook requirement was very necessaiy in order to achieve reliable data. He noted 
that a request by the Council to NMFS to implement such a system was passed on by Dr. Kemmerer to the 
Miami Laboratoiy. Mr. Zales felt that this effectively extinguished any hopes that a logbook system would 
be activated since the Miami Laboratory was already overburdened with a backlog of assignments. He 
believed pennit renewal should be contingent upon the submission ofa logbook.· Mr. King asked if, during 
a closure, Mr. Zales had taken fishing parties on a tag and release trip. Mr. Zales responded negatively. 
He remarked that customers might not catch any red snapper on a trip, but if they knew that even ifthey 
did catch a red snapper they could not keep it, they tended not to go fishing. Mr. King stated that logbooks 
had been discussed at the Socioeconomic Recreational Demand Fisheries Workshop that he had attended 
during the previous week He noted that it was stated at this workshop that NOAA was being required to 
considerably reduce its workforce. Information received at this gathering indicated that the 1994 survey 
data had not yet been completed and released and probably would not be available until 1999. Mr. King 
commented that it would soon be 1997. Mr. Zales commented that this survey was-being conducted from 
the Panama City Laboratory and that understaffing and lack of funding was creatirig'!erious problems for 
these types ofprojects. He did not feel, however, that the survey effort underway·would be successful. He 
felt that the states did the best surveys, noting that Alabama, with its smaller coastline, could accomplish 
this task more easily than, for instance, Florida. 

Mr. Simpson asked for Mr. Zales' opinion on limited entiy, as separate from an ITQ system. Mr Zales 
replied that, in his area, they had achieved limited entry through the lack of dock space. He did not 
anticipate that the state ofFlorida would be building any new docks, due to their environmental concerns. 
He pointed out that persons new to the charterboat industry fished less than those well established 
fishennen, at least until they had built up a clientele. Mr. Williams commented that he had found that 
charterboat operators favored keeping logbooks since this practice potentially led to better data. Mr. Zales 
felt that this attitude was typical among charterboat fishermen and that they would be interested and willing 
to help devise a logbook format. 

Neil Trimble, a charterboat fishennan from Orange Beach, Alabama supported Shrimp Amendment 9. He 
had previously worked on a shrimp boat and felt that he could understand both sides of the issue. He 
stressed that his shrimp fishing experience in 1981-1983 was that a huge number ofbycatch fish had died 
while being separated (in a salt box) from the targeted shrimp. He felt that an excluder device was 
necessary in order to save the juvenile fish. He emphasized that the charterboat industry could not survive 
ifthe bag limit was further reduced. He commented that he had tagged 200 snapper over one summer. Mr. 
Aparicio asked where Mr. Trimble had been shrimping during 1981-1983. Mr. Trimble replied that he had 
been fishing in Mississippi Sound and off the coast of Louisiana. He pointed out that species other than 
red snapper, such as croaker and mackerel, would benefit from the excluder device. Mr. Aparicio remarked 
that Texas A&M had recently released a study that explained what had occurred with croakers. Mr. 
Trimble related that he used to catd:t croakers for bait during the l960~, but they seem to have disappeared. 
Mr. Aparicio asked Mr. Trimble how numerous red snapper appeared to be. Mr. Trimble responded that 
recent storms had destroyed reefs that he had relied upon, but prior to that occurrence, he had been able to 
successfully target red snapper. Presently, ifhe travelled further offshore, he might locate red snapper. Mr. 
Aparicio asked ifMr. Trimble was aware that an Andrews 5-inch TED presently in use excluded 77 percent 
ofthe class Oand the age I red snapper, noting that this was a TED that NMFS wanted to discontinue. 
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Al Annin, Daphne, Alabama, a member of the Shrimp AP, represented Emerald Coast Seafood. He 
maintained that the Council did not seriously consider the testimony from members of the shrimp industry. 
He cited the closure of the Tortugas area to shrimping that had resulted in extreme economic hardship in 
the Key West area. He commented that the recreational fishery consistently exceeded their red snapper 
quota. He noted that members attending the recent scientific and statistical committee (SSC) meeting, 
though without a quorum present, concluded that sufficient evidence did not exist to support Shrimp 
Amendment 9. It was his understanding that the Magnuson-Stevens Act prohibited implementing 
regulations that were not based on sound scientific data. He recommended Alternative A. I (no action -
status quo). He pointed out that red snapper had been considered recovered to the extent that the Council 
had recently increased the quota. 

Michael Salley, charterboat fisherman and member of the Orange Beach Fishing Association from 
Pensacola, Florida, had been in the industry for 15 years and supported Shrimp Amendment 9. 

Albert King, Sr., a Gulf Council member since 199 l, from Gulf Shores, Alabama, stated he had made his 
first trip on a shrimp boat at the age of 7, out of Cameron, Louisiana. By the time he was 21 years old he 
owned and operated his 0\\11 shrimp boat and fished throughout the Gulf. He cootended that the shrimp 
trawl bycatch was not the cause of a decrease in landings of red snapper. Heinaintained that flawed 
scientific data had received such \\idespread attention that it had been accepted as fact. Mr. Basco asked 
if Mr. King believed that shrimp bycatch was wasteful. Mr. King replied negatively, stating that marine 
animals consumed the discarded bycatch, as they would do in natural circumstances and was a fonn of 
recycling. He stressed that if an animal did not have to seek out his o,m food he attained a higher growth 
rate. Mr. Basco commented that he had fished since he was in his teens and had observed bycatch floating 
offthat seemed to exceed the amount eaten by fish travelling in the wake of the boat. Mr. King contended 
that crustaceans on the bottom ate bycatch that reached the bottom; also, seabirds consumed these fish. Mr. 
Basco asked how seabirds had survived before the advent ofshrimp boats. Mr. King replied that he could 
only address what occurred when shrimp fleets left an area; these birds had nearly starved, and in Key West 
fed from the town landfill. Dr. Claverie, noted that Mr. King had stated that he did not disagree with 
NMFS' use ofa model, but felt data being inputted to the model was flawed. He asked whether Mr. King 
agreed with the opinions ofsome persons who believed the model should be examined further to detennine 
whether it was properly structured. Mr. King stressed that the data-gathering process needed refining in 
order to produce more accurate infonnation. 

• Committee Reports 

Budret Committee 

Mr. Woods read the committee report. The committee reviewed the activities and administrative costs in 
the calendar year (CY) 1997 budget (Tab L, No. 3). Mr. Swingle indicated that NMFS had instructed the 
Council to limit the budget to $1.3 million. Ifother Councils released some of the funding available for CY 
1997, the Council could amend the budget to increase it by that amount. On behalfofthe committee, Mr. 
Woods ID..QRd that the Council accept the $1.3 million budget. Mr. Swingle advised that instructions 
from NMFS were to use FY 1996 as a base and that the Gulf Council had expe;1enced a shortfall of$54.5 
million. Also, ifany ofthe Councils were not going to utilize their allocation under their ratio for FY 1996 
they should advise NMFS that these funds would be available. Thus far, only the Caribbean Council had 
volunteered to contribute $10 thousand of their FY 1996 funding. Mr. King commented that the budget 
should probably be accepted, but questioned whether it would meet the Council's needs. Mr. Swingle noted 
that NMFS had been notified that the $1.3 million allocation would not be sufficient to maintain the 
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Georgia on September 9. The transfer had not actually taken place until September 30. Regarding other 
transfers, the state of South Carolina was interested in the McKiMey Lake Hatchery and negotiations on 
that transfer were proceeding. On October 4, the Service had held a Southeast Region Fisheries 
stakeholders meeting in Hot Springs, Arkansas. The purpose of this meeting was to obtain input from the 
state agencies, other federal agencies and nongovernmental organizations. Approximately 30 people 
attended this meeting. The Southeast Region's draft Fisheries Vision document was being reviewed and 
should be published this winter. The Southwest and Southeast Regions were tentatively plaMing to hold 
a Gulf coastal fisheries stakeholders meeting immediately following the Council meeting in Corpus Christi, 
Texas in January. Invitations would be issued to Council members and other interested entities. Tentative 
plans were to begin the meeting on the afternoon ofJanuary 16 and conclude at noon on the following day. 

Regarding the Volusia County, Florida, habitat conservation plan for sea turtles, the Jacksonville field office 
had recommended that this plan be approved. A decision was expected within two days. The St. Vincent 
National Wildlife Refuge in Florida reported that this was the second-best year for sea turtle nesting since 
they began recording this data. As of October 1of this year, the National Biological Service (NBS) was 
incorporated as a division of the National Geological Survey (NOS). This included fish and wildlife 
cooperative research units at various universities throughout the country, and also the regional science 
centers. =-· 
He had been informed that there was expected to be an approximate 18 percent increase nationwide in 
federal aid funding to the states for this fiscal year, as compared to the previous fiscal year. 

Mr. Williams inquired why Volusia County was going to be given an incidental take for sea turtles. Mr. 
Fruge replied that there had been beach driving or other problems and, under the Endangered Species Act, 
there was a provision that allowed the Service to issue an incidental take permit (Section I0(a)). The permit 
was issued with the understanding that the pennittee would take certain measures to address these issues. 
Mr. King commented that his grandfather had homesteaded and he, personally, had grown up in the area 
under discussion and it was impossible to drive the beach since, at high tide, the car would completely sink. 

Mr. Osburn asked why the NBS had been incorporated into the NOS. Mr. Fruge replied that Secretary 
Babbitt had wanted to make the functions within the Department of the Interior more objective, not subject 
to political forces that affected regulatory and resource agencies. 

THE MEETING RECESSED AT 5:09 P.M. AND RESUMED AT 8:30 A.M. THE FOLLOWING 
DAY. 

8:30 A.M.-9:30 A.M. - CLOSED SESSION to select Ad Hoc Red Snapper Advisory Panel and 
Chairman. 

LCDR Mark Johnson introduced LCDR Ed Pino of the Seventh Coast Guard District office in Miami, 
Florida. 

• Shrimp Mana2:ement Committee Report 

Mr. Woods presented the committee report. Dr. Philip Goodyear presented the results of his analyses of 
possible bias in bycatch estimates based on adjusting bycatch mortality do,,nward by 14 percent and 33 
percent and replicating the 1995 assessment analyses for bias adjustments of 0, 14 percent and 33 percent. 
Dr. Goodyear showed possible changes in SPR assuming various changes in TAC and bycatch reduction 
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scenarios, including a constant F assumption, from 1985 to 2020. He also noted potential increases in 
future harvests for a constant F after achieving a 50 percent bycatch reduction in 1997 using the GLM and 
the general linear model (GLM) with 14 percent and 33 percent bias assumptions. He observed that the 14 
percent and 33 percent error scenarios would only slightly improve the current estimated status ofthe red 
snapper stock, and they would not be sufficient to have a meaningful effect on the need to reduce bycatch 
by the shrimp fishery. 

Mr. Swingle stated that problems had been encountered with establishing the Statistical Review Panel (SRP) 
and scheduling a meeting. These problems included legal questions regarding the mail balloti~g ofthe SSC 
to establish the SRP, questions regarding compensation of SRP members or the inability ofsome potential 
members to serve, and the inability to provide notice ofa SRP meeting in the Federal Register. He noted 
that General Counsel has advised that not having this SRP review represents a procedural flaw in the 
approval process ofShrimp Amendment 9. He stated that the SRP could be selected by Council staff and 
compensated at $50.00 per hour/$400.00 per day; thereby they would be consultants, and a Federal Register 
notice would not be required. · 

On behalf of the committee, Mr. Woods moved that the Council convene__a SRP to provide 
recommendations; however, the Council is not precluded from moving forward-with final action on 
Amendment 9. 

Mr. Horn inquired by what process the dollar amount for compensation had been chosen. Mr. Swingle 
replied that this sum represented a typical sum paid to Council consultants. In speaking to Dr. Gallaway, 
he had been informed that some consultant fees were higher. Mr. Minton asked if Mr. Swingle could 
provide information on job descriptions for work accomplished and salaries paid to former Council 
consultants. Mr. Swingle responded that Dr. Goodyear had been paid $50.00 per hour to conduct an 
assessment for the Council and Dr. Thomas had prepared a social impact analysis of the red snapper fishery 
at a comparable rate of pay. Mr. Minton expressed concern that a precedent was being set to pay panel 
members for performing work. Mr. Swingle replied that the Council was precluded under the Magnuson
Stevens Act from paying SSC or AP members. Special groups on fishery-related issues were drawn from 
some of the universities within the Gulf region that served without compensation. However, most of the 
theoretical statisticians were far removed from the fisheries and rarely involved in these issues. In order to 
be assured of participation and to avoid another 20-day waiting period and then filing a Federal Register 
notice for the·m to serve as an advisory panel member, it seemed to him that a better way to proceed was 
to hire them as consultants. He felt this gave a better chance of assuring that those persons that were 
selected would attend and participate. Mr. Feder asked for clarification that it was planned to hire 
individual consultants to submit individual recommendations. Mr. Swingle responded that, in discussions 
on the previous day, Mr. Feder had suggested that issues be presented to them as a group and they produce 
independent evaluations that staff would then summarize for the Council. He stated that Mr. Feder had 
believed that if an opinion was expressed jointly by the group a problem might exist under the Federal 
Advisory Committee Act (FACA). Mr. Swingle noted that he could understand where this could present 
a problem if Dr. Kemmerer was involved since he represented the Secretary of Commerce; however, the 
Council was not a federal agency ,J°i::l was not prohibited under Civil Service statutes. Dr. Kemmerer 
interjected that he saw no hindrance to the group meeting to discuss an issue and then presenting their 
recommendations. He did not feel they would need to reach a consensus. 

Mr. Aparicio asked why the Council would wish to proceed on an issue without having received full and 
complete data. Mr. Swingle felt this was not the issue; he realized that when LGL did their first analysis 
of the bycatch data it had differed from Dr. Nichols conclusions. He believed this was because, in their 
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treatment ofthe data, they had not used all of it. The issue that had surfaced at the Council meeting, and 
had not been relayed to either the SAP or the SSC, was that the data that had been used by NMFS in the 
GLM should have been subjected to a logarithmic transfonnation. Dr. Kemmerer responded that it was the 
opposite; the way the GLM model worked was there was a logarithmic transformation inherent in it with 
a constant l to the numbers. Their objection was the use ofthe transformation. Mr. Aparaicio asked for 
further clarification of the response to his question. Mr. Swingle responded that the General Counsel had 
identified the issue as a procedural deficiency in that the Council, in September, did request that the group 
be conven~ prior to the present Council meeting to resolve the issue. This had not been possible due to 
further procedural problems, since he had not felt there was sufficient time to file a 20-day Federal Register 
notice for a conference call meeting ofthe SSC wherein they would provide a selection ofcandidates and 
then file another 20-day in advance Federal Register notice for the SRP to do the review. He also felt that 
the SSC had the right to conduct a closed session to select candidates. For this reason, he felt it would be 
acceptable for members to individually recommend persons to serve and providing this information to the 
SSC Chairman, who would then provide it to the Council staff. General Counsel believed the process 
should have been done in an open public forum before the SSC or, at the very minimum, through a 
conference call. Council staffwere unable to accomplish all this. Once candidates had been named in order 
ofpriority, Dr. Lambcrte experienced difficulty in trying to get the top choices to serve on the SRP. He had 
been forced to move lower down the list in order to find four persons who would b~IJing to serve. Mr. 
Aparicio replied that he understood that difficulties were involved in this process; ~owcver, the Council had 
been assured that the data would be available and now were being told they must proceed without it. 

Dr. Claverie expressed concern about the language in the motion. His first concern was that the 
recommendations that were to be provided were not specified and, second, did the final clause in this motion 
mean that the Council could not decide to delay taking action on Shrimp Amendment 9. Dr. Shipp 
interpreted the motion as stating that the Council was not precluded from taking action, but also was not 
required to take action. Mr. King asked what, exactly, was the charge to the SRP. Dr. Claverie remarked 
that he could not understand, from the language in the motion, what the SRP was being required to do. Dr. 
Kemmerer replied that his understanding was the SRP was being asked to review the procedure to expand 
bycatch data, specifically the use ofthe transfonnations. If they feel that the current method is not the best 
way, they would be asked to recommend an alternate approach. Mr. King referenced a letter from NOAA 
General Counsel that had been read to the committee that stated that if the Council was content with the 
science, they could move ahead on Shrimp Amendment 9. This also meant to him that the Council should 
not be forced to move on this issue until they were satisfied they had sufficient data to do so. Mr. Feder 
recommended that the motion clarify that individual consultants were being hired to give their 
recommendations and that a panel was not being established to give recommendations to Council. On the 
surface, it appeared to be another AP, and if that was the case, it should follow the provisions of Section 
302{i) of the Magnuson-Stevens Act. Dr. Kemmerer offered a substitute motion that the Council hire 
3-5 applied statisticians on a consulting basis to provide individual recommendations on the use of the 
transformations ofthe bycatcb data. Mr. Simpson asked ifthe consultants would be limited to addressing 
only what was stated in the motion. Dr. Kemmerer replied affirmatively. Mr. Simpson responded that he 
realized the focus would be upon what was included in this motion, but felt they should not be precluded 
from making any other recommendations. Dr. Shipp stated that this motion would not preclude that 
statisticians from making other suggestions. Substitute motlon carried by a vote or 13 to 2. 

On behalf of the committee, Mr. Woods moved that with regard to the selection of the SRP, that 
statistical experts that are independent of the Council, it supporting agencies, and the industry, and 
should be selected by the SSC. 
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Dr. Kemmerer offered a substitute motion that, with regard to the previous motion, the statistical 
experts should be independent of the Council, its supporting agencies, and the industry, arul be 
selected by the SSC. Mr. Green asked if it was appropriate to have the SSC select the candidates, given 
that they have failed to meet their quorum for their meetings. He felt it might be more expeditious to have 
Council staffmake the selections. Mr. Swingle's concern was that the staff be given the authority to select 
candidates of a lower priority on the list provided by the SSC in case the higher priority candidates declined 
to serve. Mr. Green reiterated that the motion should include giving authority to the Council staffto make 
substitutions in the candidates, when appropriate. Mr. Green offered an amended substitute motion that, 
with regard to the previous motion, the statistical experts should be independent of the Council, its 
supporting agencies, and the industry, and they will be selected by the Council staff from the 
prioritized list provided by the SSC. Dr. Kemmerer suggested that Council staff contact each of the 
prioritized names on the SSC candidate list before the next SSC meeting to determine whether they were 
willing to serve. Amended substitute motion carried. 

Mr. Woods reported that Dr. Leard presented a summary of public hearing comments, public comment 
Jetter, the Shrimp AP report. and the SSC report on Amendment 9. Mr. Swingle noted that, in light oflegal 
counsel comments regarding the lack ofa quorum at the SSC meeting, ratification ofthe SSC actions could 
be taken at the December 9, 1996 meeting. ~-

On behalf ofthe committee, Mr. Woods fil2Y.e.d. that the SSC consider ratification of its actions at the 
December 9, 1996 meeting. 

Mr. Williams asked ifthe SSC would also review Dr. Goodyear's report that was presented to the Council 
the previous day. Dr. Shipp responded that he expected that this would occur. Motion as modified carried 
unanimously that the SSC consider ratification of its actions at the December 9, 1996 meeting and 
report by Dr. Goodyear dated October 30, 1996. 

Mr. Woods reported that during the committee meeting Dr. Kemmerer presented NMFS' comments on 
Amendment 9, and Mr. Jodie Gay described the experiences of the South Atlantic Council in implementing 

· BRDs. He also stated that Dr. Leard presented data on the percent ofbycatch reduction needed to meet the 
50 percent reduction goal, assuming that a lOpercent reduction in effort has occurred. He also presented 
data on percent reductions in bycatch ofage 0, age l and cumulatrive age Oand age I for various BRDs. 
Dr. Lamberte explained efforts to address SSC criticisms and further modeling of the economic impacts of 
Amendment 9. Mr. Woods noted the committee then addressed the specific alternatives of the amendment. 

On behalfofthe committee, Mr. Woods~ that, with regard to Alternative A, Alternative A.2, with 
options (a) and (c) be approved to read as follows: BRD requirements - Require the installation of 
NMFS-certified BRDs that meet or exceed the bycatch reduction criteria established by the Council 
in each net used aboard vessels trawling for shrimp in specified areas of the Gulf of Mexico EEZ. 
Exempted are vessels trawling for royal red shrimp beyond the 100-fathom contour and vessels 
trawling for groundfish or butterfish. A single try net with a headrope of 16 feet or less per vessel and 
rigid-frame roller trawls such as those used in the Big Bend area of Florida are also exempted. 

Dr. Claverie inquired whether the rigid-frame roller trawl was 16 feet or less in width. Mr. Swingle replied 
that he believed the rigid-frame roller trawl was limited to 12 feet in width and that one could be pulled on 
each side ofthe vessel. He noted that, at one time, some of the vessels were pulling 5 ofthese roller trawls. 
The state later restricted these trawls to 12-foot ,vidths. Dr. Claverie asked, if these trawls were fishing 
beyond Florida waters, would they still be under these restrictions. Dr. Kemmerer replied that he was 
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unaware of any of these vessel operating in federal waters; however, he felt the language in the motion 
should be clarified. Dr. Claverie expressed concern that vessels with rigid-frame roller trawls exceeding 
16 feet could operate in the EEZ without a BRD. Mr. Feder speculated, if the next committee motion was 
going to be concerned with the area where the requirement would apply within the 100-fathom contour, what 
would be the significance ofthe first exemption. Mr. Horn questioned whether it would be permissible to 
use more restrictive language in the motion, since discussions of roller trawl size had not been presented at 
public hearings. He asked if it was certain that no legitimate royal red shrimping was occurring inside the 
JOO-fathom contour. Mr. Swingle replied that the rigid-frame roller trawls had been discussed at public 
hearings; however, he was not certain whether they had been referred to as being 12 feet or 16 feet in width. 
Mr. Osburn commented that no one was being precluded from having a royal red fishery inside 100 
fathoms, but they would need to carry BRDs. Further, he stated that the motion was more liberal than was 
presented at public hearings and, therefore, should be acceptable. In a general discussion it was agreed by 
consensus to mn.en.d the motion to read: To adopt Preferred Alternative A.2: BRD requirement -
Require the installation of NMFS-certified BRDs that meet or1exceed the bycatch reduction criteria 
established by the Council in each net used aboard vessels trawling for shrimp in specified areas of 
the Gulf of Mexico EEZ. Exempted are vessels trawling for royal red shrimp beyond the 100-fathom 
contour and vessels trawling for groundfish or butterfish. A single try net with-a headrope of 16 feet 
or less per vessel and no more than two rigid-frame roller trawls limited to fofeet or less, such as 
those used in the Big Bend area of Florida are also exempted. Amended motion carried by a vote of 
10 to 5, ,,ith 1 abstention. 

On behalf of the committee, Mr. '\Voods moved to adopt Preferred Alternative B.2: Require the use 
of the NMFS-certified BRDs in shrimp trawls in the EEZ of the Gulf of Mexico within the 100-fathom 
contour west of Cape San Blas, Florida. 

Dr. Claverie questioned the urgency of taking action on Shrimp Amendment 9 at this meeting. Dr. 
Kemmerer replied that the increase of red snapper TAC was predicated on a 50 percent reduction of the 
bycatch ofjuvenile red snapper, beginning in 1997. It would take about 5 to 6 months to implement the 
amendment, thus would already be well into 1997 and the height of the fishing before this action would 
become effective. Mr. Minton asked General Counsel to state, for the record, an opinion on proceeding with 
this amendment when the SSC did not have a quorum. He also noted that the Council had previously 
requested that a statistical group be convened to review the transformation of the data. He stated that he 
understood the feeling of urgency, but it seemed to him that Washington could reject the plan due to 
procedural inadequacies. He agreed with Dr. Claverie that it would be better to delay action on this 
amendment pending the results of the SRP recommendations. If this issue was not carried forward in a 
correct manner. the Council would be vulnerable to any legal actions taken against it. Mr. Feder replied 
that, in his opinion, the failure ofthe SSC to give a final recommendation would not be disastrous, though 
it would be beneficial ifthe SSC met later and confirmed their earlier actions taken without a quorum. The 
Secretary ofCommerce could review the supporting documentation, and even ,vith this procedural flaw, the 
amendment could be approved. Mr. Aparicio stated he would have preferred that the peer review on the . 
accuracy ofthe statistics be accomplished before taking action on the amendment. Dr. Shipp asked for Mr.· 
Feder's comments on Mr. Aparicio1s concerns. Mr. Feder replied that proceeding on Shrimp Amendment 
9 would nc,t be constrained for the reason that the peer review had not taken place. Mr. King asked whether 
the Council must necessarily take action on the amendment, despite their legitimate concerns. Mr. Feder 
responded that the Council must be satisfied that the amendment conformed with the Magnuson-Stevens 
Act and the National Standards and that the action would result in good conservation management. If not, 
they should act accordingly. Mr. Minton inquired what NMFS• position would be with regard to the red 
snapper TAC if final action on the amendment was delaved until the Januarv Council meeting. Dr.. . 
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Kemmerer replied that the 1997 red snapper TAC had been predicated on the passing of this amendment. 
He could not predict what action the Secretary would take if the Council did not pass the amendment. He 
reminded members that this amendment process had begun in 1989-1990. A draft ofthe amendment had 
been presented at public hearings and then Congress had insisted that a 3-year study be conducted. 
Subsequently, they extended the time period for the study to_allow for further data collection. The study 
was completed and an analysis done. He felt the amendment should be adopted by Council. 

Mr. Woods asked whether the more relaxed enforcement policy ,vould apply to BRDs, as well as to all other 
aspects ofthe Gulf fisheries. Dr. Kemmerer felt that enforcement would be uniform throughout the Gulf 
fisheries, varying only by the seriousness ofthe violations. Mr. Horn expressed the belief that there were 
many questions about th~ fishery that needed to be resolved before taking final action on this amendment. 
Dr. Kemmerer reiterated that the 1997 red snapper TAC had been predicated on the passing of this 
amendment. TAC had been increased from 6.0 million pounds (MP) to 9.12 MP. He asked, if the 
amendment was not adopted by Council, should TAC be reduced. Mr. Horn noted that many people had 
testified that long-time red snapper fishermen claimed that red snapper catches were the best they had ever 
been. He asked how this had been accomplished, even though BRDs had not been implemented. Mr. 
Aparicio maintained that reductions had already been made by shrimp fishcrm~ that had resulted in 
increased landings of red snapper. He questioned Dr. Kemmerer's statement that theCoi.mcil should adopt 
Shrimp Amendment 9 because Dr. Goodyear had reviewed the numbers. He asked whether Dr. Kemmerer 
considered that as having been peer-reviewed. Dr. Kemmerer replied negatively, stating that Dr. Goodyear's 
analysis was in regard to the issue that was raised by LGL (which had never been peer-reviewed) and even 
at the highest bias level (33 percent) there would be no effect on the fishery. These assessments had been 
reviewed by.the SAP and the SSC and the last review was considered to be the best available science. 

Mr. King reiterated his position on flawed information being inputted into the models. He contended that 
basing decisions on the results ofthe poor data-collecting procedures ofearlier years had skewed the NMFS' 
study. Mr. Williams maintained that the 50 percent bycatch reduction would only barely solve the 
overfishing problem in the red snapper fishery. The calculations indicated that 20 percent SPR would only 
barely be reached by the year 2019. He maintained that ifbycatch could be reduced by greater than 50 
percent the goal would be reached much sooner. Congress had mandated, through a new standard in the 
Magnuson-Stevens Act, that Council must minimize bycatch and solve the overfishing problem, He 
contended that, though red snapper ,,as sho,,ing definite signs of rebounding, it could not compare with the 
amount ofstock that existed in Florida waters 50 to 60 years ago. Mr. Osburn noted that the Council had 
been forbidden by Congress to initiate an ITQ program for red snapper, a management tool that would 
greatly enhance the rebuilding of stocks in this fishery. However, he quoted from the Magnuson-Stevens 
Act, Section 405(d)(l): "The Secretary shall develop technological devices and other changes in fishing 
operations necessary and appropriate to minimize the incidental mortality of the bycatch in the course of 
shrimp trawl activity to the extent practicable." He emphasized that, based on this statement, Shrimp 
Amendment 9 should be adopted by the Council. Dr. Claverie stressed that, to him, the science question 
was paramount, and he felt he ,,as receiving mixed signals from the Regional Administrator. He had gotten 
the feeling that Dr. Kemmerer did not believe the review was absolutely critical, but that it should be done 
anyway. It was J:,js irnprersion t'1at the review ,,as intended to detennine which methodology should be used 
in assessing the impac..t ofsh.'1t,:.p 'bycatch on the red snapper fishery. He emphasized that he did not believe 
in taking action that would have socioeconomic impacts unless there was a certain biological reason for so 
doing. Dr. Kemmerer replied that Dr. Goodyear's methodology was the best available and had been 
reviewed and accepted by a number ofentities. Dr. Gallaway's report had shO\m that further reviews would 
probably not impact the final outcome. Dr. Claverie asked whv the Council should pay $50.00 per hour 
to each individual in a group to review the analysis when it· was not expected to make an important 
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difference in the outcome. He also did not understand why waiting two more months would make a great 
difference in the long run. Dr. Goodyear had stated that the greater the reduction in red snapper bycatch. 
the greater would be the results from reducing that bycatch. If, in truth, the bycatch in the fishery was not 
very high, then a 50 percent reduction would do little, as compared to a situation where bycatch was at a 
high level. Dr. Kemmerer replied that this was why Dr. Goodyear had done a worst case estimate (33 
percent}. He reiterated that the analysis had been peer-reviewed many times over. Mr. King commented 
that the problem with the analysis was, and always had been, associated with the data-collecting process. 
Mr. King offered a substitute m.21ilm to table Shrimp Amendment 9 until the January Council meeting. 
Substitute motion fBiJ.e.d. by a vote of 4 t9 9. 

Mr. Hom commented that the Council had taken no dramatic action to cause red snapper stock to rebound, 
yet it undoubtedly had done so. He questioned NMFS' conclusions on management of this fishery. He 
opposed Shrimp Amendment 9. 

A roll call vote was held to adopt Preferred Alternative B.2: Require the use of the NMFS-certified 
BRDs in shrimp trawls in the EEZ of the Gulf of Mexico within the 1 OD-fathom contour west of Cape 
San Blas, Florida. 

Pete Aparicio - no Albert King - no 
Irby Basco - yes Karl Lessard - yes 
Maumus Claverie- abstain Andy Martin - absent 
Felicia Coleman - yes Vernon Minton-yes 
Frank Fisher-yes Hal Osburn - yes 
Scott Green - yes Roy Williams - yes 
Philip Hom - no Glade Woods - no 
Karen Foote - yes Robert Shipp - yes 
Andrew Kemmerer - yes 

Motion carried by a vote of 11 to 4, with one abstention, to adopt Preferred Alternative B.2: Require 
the use ofthe NMFS-certified BRDs in shrimp trawls in the EEZ of the Gulf of Mexico within the 100-
fathom contour west of Cape San Blas, Florida. 

On behalfofthe committee, Mr. Woods~ that, with regard to Alternative C, the bycatch reduction 
criteria be set at 44 percent, which is based on a 10 percent reduction in effort as assumed in the stock 
assessment. Consequently, the first paragraph of Alternative C.1. would read as follows: It must 
reduce the bycatch mortality of juvenile red snapper (age O and age 1) by a minimum of 44 percent 
from the average level of mortality on those age groups during the years ~984-1989. Any bycatch 
reduction contributed by a TED within the net is included as a part of an overall BRO reduction in 
the bycatch. 

Mr. Hom asked for clarification on why a base year continued to be used to denote reduction; those 
numbers were irrelevant if a reduction was considered to be a percentage of the overall shrimp landings. 
Mr. s,,ingle replied that the Council had asked the SAP to identifv what the reductions sh;_.uld be and they 
selected the base year. They stated there should be a 50 percent ·reduction in the fishing mortality rate on 
the age O and age I red snapper using the base period F as a standard. This was F=2.12 and was 
subsequently changed to 2.06, which made the F to be achieved equal to 1.03. Dr. Leard, based on Dr. 
Goodyear's analysis, put in the IO percent reduction in effort for 24-hour fishing days that had been used 
in the model and readjusted it to a 44 percent level. These figures only included fishing mortality, as 
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opposed to natural mortality. Dr. Claverie commented that if the intent was that the criteria was based on 
the time period before TEDs were used, and did not include any part of the year 1989 when TEDs were 
used, he would like to have language inserted in the motion to indicate this. Mr. Swingle replied that the 
figures did include all of 1989. Dr. Claverie maintained for part of 1989 the bycatch reduction had already 
begun, due to the introduction ofTEDs. Mr. Swingle stated a difficulty existed in assessing the reduction 
in finfish, undoubtedly created by the use ofTEDs, was in determining any value for the reduction ofred 
snapper. Members ofthe Council who had served on the bycatch steering committee had suggested that, 
in that program, naked. nets should be compared with nets with TEDs and a BRD. This was prohibited 
because of concern that the naked net might catch a turtle during those experiments. The focus was on 
testing TEDs and not on separating and counting species. Dr. Claverie reiterated his concern that the. 
language in the motion be more specific in content. Dr. Kemmerer commented that, only toward the end 
of 1989 were TEDs used and compliance at that time was quite low. 

Mr. Williams raised the question that lowering the standard from 50 percent to 44 percent bycatch reduction 
might create problems at a later time. He noted that shrimping effort was presently in a decline, but could 
reverse itself. Mr. Swingle replied that this possibility could not be discounted; however, data in the 
amendment indicated that the average shrimp boat was 17 years old. Mr. Will_iams cited newspaper 
accounts ofnew, bigger and more highly powered shrimp vessels being built in local=shipyards. 

Dr. Coleman stated that she had been involved in a bycatch study several years ago. She had tested a naked 
net against a net with a TED, two other nets were equipped with both TEDs and BRDs. The work was 
conducted in Florida in inshore waters. It was discovered that the TED reduction of small fish was not 
significantly different from the naked net. Even though towing did not occur in an area where red snapper 
occurred, it was unlikely that a TED used offshore worked very effectively to reduce catches of small year 
classes. Dr. Claverie stressed that his point was not directed-at numbers, but in clarification to shrimp 
fishermen and for giving them credit for the use ofTEDs in 1989, for however a short time period. 

Mr. Green supported Mr. Williams statements on potential changes in shrimping effort. Mr. Osburn felt 
that a minimum target (44 percent) seemed fair at the present time; if necessary, the issue could be revisited 
at a later date: Mr. Aparicio noted that shrimp vessels had decreased by 40 percent over the past several 
years, thereby justifying the 44 percent goal. Dr. Kemmerer reiterated and supported Mr. Osborn's 
comments. Mr. Williams, referencing Figure I ofthe amendment, stated that he did not perceive any decline 
in effort and that effort seemed to have increased in the 1990-1994 time period. Mr. Green noted that one 
shrimper had testified he was shrimping l\\ice as much. Mr. King asked Dr. Branstetter for his conclusions 
as a observer on board a vessel that had tested TEDs and BRDs. Dr. Branstetter replied that he had done 
a limited amount ofnaked net work with hard TEDs. The tows in these experiments were unsuccessful.. 
There was bycatch reduction of red snapper that was attributed to the use of soft TEDs. Mr. Williams 
asked if red snapper bycatch reduction had included all sizes. Dr. Branstetter responded affinnatively. 
Motion carried by a vote of 12 to 4 that, with regard to Alternative C, the bycatch reduction criteria 
be set at 44 percent, which is based on a 10 percent reduction in effort as assumed in the stock 
assessment. Consequently, the first paragraph of Alternative C.1. would read as follows: It must 
reduce the bycatch mortality of juvenile red snapper (age Oand age 1) by a minimum of 44 percent 
from the average ievti of mortality on those age groups during the years 1984-1989. Any bycatch 
reduction contributed by a TED within the net is included as a part of an overall BRD reduction in 
the bycatch. · 

On behalfofthe committee. Mr. Woods lllfil'.e.d that the fisheye in the 30 mesh position or an equivalent 
distance from the top of a 120 -mesh cod end bag of 1-5/8-inch mesh, and the Andrews TED {if not 
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prohibited from use by other applicable federal law or regulations) be certified with the 
implementation ofAmendment 9. Consequently, the second paragraph of Alternative C.1. would read 
as follows: Based on the criteria above, the following gear will be considered as NMFS certified BRDs 
on implementation of this amendment: 

- fisheye 30-mesh position or an equivalent distance from the top of a 120-mesh cod end bag of 
1-5.8-inch mesh 
5-inch Andrews TED (if not prohibited from use by other applicable federal law or 
regulation). 

Dr. Kemmerer commented that the Council was also charged to use specific language in identifying the 
fisheye. Mr. Swingle noted that the construction requirements for the device did not indicate that the fisheye 
should be mounted on top ofthe cod end. Mr. Watson responded from the audience that he had developed 
a description ofthe fisheye BRD and minimum construction and installation requirements that was being 
handed out (See attached). 

Dr. Claverie offered a substitute motion that the fisheye in the 30 mesh posit-um or an equivalent 
distance from the top of a 120-mesh cod end bag of 1-5/8-inch mesh, and the Andrews TED (if not 
prohibited from use by other applicable federal law or regulations) be certified with the 
implementation ofAmendment 9. Consequently, the second paragraph of Alternative C.1. would read 
as follows: Based on the criteria above, the following gear will be considered as m:.o. NMFS certified 
BRDs on implementation of this amendment: 

fisheye 30-mesh position or an equivalent distance from the top of a 120-mesh cod end bag of 
1-5/8-inch mesh · 
5-inch Andrews TED (if not prohibited from use by other applicable federal law or 
regulation). 

Mr. Swingle asked Dr. Kemmerer if his intent was that language drafted by Dr. Watson replace the 
description ofthe fisheye in the motion. Dr. Kemmerer replied affirmatively. Mr. Swingle stated ifthis was 
acceptable to the members that the motion description would be redcscribed based on a footnote to that 
effect. Dr. Shipp questioned whether detailed descriptions of BRDs should be included in the plan 
amendment. He advocated more simple language, such as "devices approved by NMFS. 11 Dr. Kemmerer 
noted that this had been discussed during the committee meeting. Dr. Shipp replied, that was understood, 
but expressed doubt that detailed descriptions of gear needed to be included in a plan amendment. Mr. 
Feder stated that ifthese devices that were already NMFS-ccrtified were described in the plan amendment 
it would save processing time when, and if, the amendment was approved. Dr. Kemmerer asked ifit was 
necessary to include extensive details in the description. Dr. Shipp remarked that his concern was that 
people might read these elaborate descriptions and conclude that this was the only device that would ever 
be approved. It could discourage the development ofalternative devices. Mr. Feder recommended language 
be used that would explain that these two BRDs had been certified, but other acceptable devices may be 
developed at a later time. Mr. Osburn cautioned against aUowing loopholes to become part of this 
amrndrr\ent. Dr. Claverie commented that ifa device written into the amendment proved at a later time to 
be defective, this could cause problems. Mr. Swingle advised that the framework procedure allowed for 
decertification in such cases. He felt that ,vhoever drafted the regulations would include a good deal of 
description ofthe devices. Mr. Feder stated that the level ofdetail was up to the Council and that they could 
delegate the wording ofthe description to the Council staff or to NMFS. His opinion was that the motion 
did not need to contain a great deal ofdetail in the description. Dr. Shipp asked ifsomeone would like to 
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offer a more generic motion. Mr. Green suggested that Dr. Kemmerer recommend language for the motion. 
Dr. Kemmerer stated that he was satisfied with the phrase "equivalent distance" in the motion. He asked . 
if Dr. Shipp objected to that language. Dr. Shipp reiterated his concern that the public would see the 
description and think it was the only one that would ever be NMFS-certified. He felt that a simple sentence 
stating the all BRDs in use must be certified by NMFS would be sufficient. Dr. Kemmerer stated that, upon 
implementation of the rule, they wanted to indicate what two devices had been NMFS-certified. He 
recommended adding the following sentence: "Other BRDs can be certified according to the framework 
procedure." Mr. Osburn asked where in the plan was the description of the fisheye. 

Mr. Williams offered an amendment to the substitute motion that the fisheye in the 30 mesh position 
or an equivalent distance from the top of a 120 -mesh cod end bag of 1-5/8-inch mesh, and the 
Andrews TED (if not prohibited from use by other applicable federal law or regulations) be certified 
with the implementation of Amendment 9. Consequently, the second paragraph of Alternative C.1. 
would read as follows: Based on the criteria above, the following gear will be considered as t»:.Q 
NMFS certified BRDs on implementation of this amendment: 

fisheye 30.mesh position or an equivalent distance from the top of a 120...mesh cod end bag of 
1-5/8-inch mesh las described in footnote below} 
S-inch Andrews TED (if not prohibited from use by other applicable federal law or 
regulation). 

1Minimum Construction and Tnstallation Requirements 

Fisheyes should be constructed of aluminum or steel rod of at least 1/4" diameter with a 
minimum opening dimension of S inches and a minimum total opening area of 36 square 
inches. Fisheyes must be installed in the top center of the codend of the trawl to create an 
opening in the trawl facing in the direction of the mouth of the trawl no further forward than 
70 percent of the distance between the codend drawstring (tie off rings) and the beginning of 
the codend excluding any extension) or 11 feet, whichever is the shorter distance. 

Mr. Williams stated, for the record, that the footnote was the technical specifications and minimum 
requirements for the fisheye BRDs from the document handed out by Mr. John Watson. 

Amended substitute m.JillQ.11 carried by a vote of 11 to 4 that the fisheye in the 30 mesh position or an 
equivalent distance from the top of a 120 -mesh cod end bag of 1-5/8-inch mesh, and the Andrews 
TED (if not prohibited from use by other applicable federal law or regulations) be certified with the 
implementation ofAmendment 9. Consequently, the second paragraph of Alternative C.1. would read 
as follows: Based on the criteria above, the following gear will be considered as nm NMFS certified 
BRDs on implementation of this amendment: 

fisheye 30.rnesh position or an equivalent distance from the top of a 120-mesh cod end bag or 
1-5/8-inch mesh las described in footnote below) 
S-inch Andrews TED (if not prohibited from. use by other applicable federal law or 
regulation). 

1Minimum Construction and Installation Requirements 
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. Fisheyes should be constructed of aluminum or steel rod of at least 1/4" diameter with a 
minimum opening dimension of S inches and a minimum total opening area of 36 square 
inches. Fisheyes must be installed in the top center of the codend of the trawl to create an 
opening in the trawl facing in the direction of the mouth of the trawl no further forward than 
70 percent of the distance between the codend drawstring (tie off rings) and the beginning of 
th~ codend excluding any extension) or 11 feet, whichever is the shorter distance. 

On behalfof the committee, Mr. Woods~ that the approval of Alternative C.2.(d): its shrimp 
retention ·rate when compared with seemingly identical nets containing only an approved TED is 
unspecified, i.e., fishermen may use any design that meets the criteria under Alternative C.l. 

Mr. Feder asked for clarification on the intent of the motion. Dr. Kemmerer explained that "its" referred 
to the BRO and that, as long as it was certified, the BRO did not need to retain any set percentage of 
shrimp. Motion carried. 

On behalfofthe committee, Mr. Woods 1llllt.d. for the approval of Alternative 0..1: Status Quo - No 
change in seasonal closures. Motion carried. = 
On behalf of the committee, Mr. Woods moved for the approval of Alternative E.2 (a, b, and c): 
Establish the following framework procedures for modifying bycatch reduction criteria and 
establishing BRD certification criteria and a BRO testing protocol for certifying additional BRDs; a: 
Framework procedure for modifying bycatch reduction criteria; b: Framework measure establishing 
BRO certification and decertification criteria and a BRO testing protocol; c: Modification of BRD 
certification criteria, with staff being given considerable latitude in editing and responding to NMFS 
comments relative to this section. Motion carried. 

Dr. Kemmerer advised that new infonnation on royal red shrimp had just been received. He noted that 
NMFS had no record of royal red shrimp having been landed within I00 fathoms in the Gulf ofMexico. 

On behalfofthe committee, Mr. Woods ~ that Shrimp Amendment 9 be approved by the Council 
and forwarded to the Secretary of Commerce for implementation. 

Dr. Kemmerer offered an substitute motion that Shrimp Amendment 9 be approved by the Council and 
reviewed by the SSC prior to forwarding to the Secretary of Commerce. 

Dr. Shipp asked if this was a recognized procedure and asked what would occur if the SSC should reject 
the document. Dr. Kemmerer noted that the SSC had not had a quorum and this would given them an 
opportunity to review and discuss the amendment. Mr. Minton suggested another procedure: approval by 
Council, fonvarded to the Secretary of Commerce upon review and approval of the SSC and SRP review 
of the model. He felt this might accelerate the implementation process. Mr. Williams asked what would 
happen if the SSC objected to something in the document; would this be giving them the right to hinder 
implementation ofthe amendment. Dr. Kemmerer responded that they would be able to halt the process at 
least for that point in time. He expected them to vote that the document contained the best available science. 
Mr. Hom remarked that this sounded contrary to what Dr. Kemmerer had argued earlier on postponing 
action on Shrimp Amendment 9. Ifthe Council voted to approve this amendment now, why should anyone 
care about their opinion. Dr. Kemmerer did not feel that he was taking a position that was contrary to his 
earlier stance. He stated his suggestion was made to ensure that "all the t's were crossed and all the i's were 
dotted.II This was also legal advice from General Counsel that the SSC could review the document after 
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Council had taken final action. If a major problem should surface. then Council could reconsider their 
action. 

Dr. Claverie commented that he appreciated the thought on this motion since it allayed his concern regarding 
the validity of the science: However, he did not feel it was at all appropriate to abrogate his right as a 
Council member to have a final vote on whether the amendment went forward to the Secretary of 
Commerce. Though legally, it might be an acceptable procedure, it was somewhat offensive to him as a 
Council member. Dr. Kemmerer emphasized that his suggestion was simply intended to follow the normal 
procedure of having the SSC review the document prior to submission to the Secretary. Mr. Feder 
interjected that the amended motion was worded with reference to a review by the SSC, but nevertheless, 
it would still be forwarded to the Secretary of Commerce. If the SSC should reject the amendment, the 
Council would be able to return and reconsider their action. Dr. Shipp stressed that the Council had already 
carried out their function in regard to this document. Mr. Green suggested forwarding the document to the 
Secretary, but hold it in abeyance until after the SSC had met. He asked if this was a feasible solution. Mr. 
Swingle stated that the amendment could be submitted to the Secretary ofCommerce and, if the SSC found 
a major deficiency in the scientific information, it could then be withdra,m by the Council. He noted that, 
upon request by the Regional Administrator, some amendments in the past haittieen withdrawn for 
modification and then resubmitted. Mr. Aparicio reiterated the concern of Dr. Claverie that Dr. Kemmerer's 
substitute motion implied that the Council's decision on the amendment was conditional. Dr. Kemmerer 
maintained that this was not stated or intended in his substitute motion. Mr. Minton pointed out that Dr. 
Kemmerer was concerned about delays, but what if the document was returned to Council because the 
proper procedure had not been followed. Mr. Feder stated that Dr. Kemmerer's substitute motion did not 
require the amendment to be returned to Council, and would be sent forward to the Secretary ofCommerce 
following the SSC review. Mr. Osburn commented that he was satisfied that the Council had voted this 
morning that a quorum SSC review and accept or reject the amendment. Also, Mr. Swingle had advised 
that Council could withdraw and/or modify the document, working through the Regional Administrator. 
Dr. Kemmerer )Vithdrew his substitute motion. 

A roll call vote was held that Shrimp Amendment 9 be approved by the Council and forwarded to the 
Secretary of Commerce for implementation. 

Pete Aparicio - no Albert King - no 
Irby Basco - yes Karl Lessard - yes 
Maumus Claverie - abstain Andy Martin - absent 
Felicia Coleman -yes Vernon Minton - yes 
Frank Fisher - yes Hal Osburn - yes 
Scott Green -yes Roy Williams - yes 
Philip Hom - no Glade Woods - no 
Karen Foote - yes Robert Shipp - yes 
Andrew Kemmerer - yes 

Motion carried by a vote of 11 to 4, with 1 abstention. Messrs. King, Horn, Aparicio and Woods 
stated, for the record, that they would be filing a minority report. 

On behalf of the committee, Mr. Woods IDlU'..td. that the Council extend an invitation to a Mexican 
official to attend the January 1997 Council meeting to discuss closures and what they would like to 
see the Gulf ~ouncil do with regard to closures. Motion carried. 
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P.O. Box 1020 • 126 West Cleveland• Aransas Pass, Texas 18TS5 
Telephone (512) 758-5024 • FAX (512) 758-5853 

TESTIMONY 
ON 

DRAFT AMENDMENT 9 
TO THE 

GULF OF MEXICO SHRIMP FISHERY MANAGEMENT PLAN 
Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management Council 

Public Hearing 
November 13, 1996 - Point Clear, Alabama 

Mr. Chairman, I am Wilma Anderson, Executive Director,·Texas Shrimp 
Association ("TSA"), Box 1020 (126 W. Cleveland), Aransas Pass, Texas 
78335. 

Purpose and Intent of Draft Amendment 9 

Mr. Chairman and members of the Council the shrimp fishery understands 
the intent of Amendment 9 is to reduce substantially the amount of 
bycatch in the shrimp fishery to avoid what has been alleged as "high 
levels of juvenile mortality" of red snapper. The basis for the 
Council's objective and plan is derived from past stock assessments of 
red snapper and related analyses prepared by NMFS to illustrate an 
interaction between the shrimp fishery and juvenile red snapper. 

Opposition 

TSA r~111.~ins in opposition to Amendment 9. Today I will just summarize 
the issues of opposition, as I believe enough written and oral testimony 
has been presented that outlines our position. 

Obsolete Amendment 

It is our opinion that Amendent 9 to the Shrimp Fishery Management 
Plan, is an obsolete amendment, that does not comply with the new 
requirements of the Magnuson Act amendments that addresses bycatch 
within the shrimp fishery. 

Council Directive 

At the September Council Meeting, the shrimp fishery advised and 
presented to the Council their concerns with the fundamental flaws in 
the scientific basis and mathematical model that appears to overestimate 
red snapper bycatch in shrimp trawls. The Council directed that a 
Review Panel be established for clarification of any scientific and 



mathematical irregularities. As of this date, the review directed by 
the Council has not been implemented, therefore, there has been no 
clarification of any scientific and mathematical irregularities and the 
Council directive remains unanswered. 

No Credit for the Shrimp Fishery Reduction in Bycatch 

The Shrimp fishery contribution to bycatch reduction continues to be 
ignored by NMFS and the Council. 

Fishing gear conversion from double-rig to quad-rig reduced 
bycatch by 50% (Draft Amendment 9 "Overview" Page 4). 

The regulatory mandates for TEDs that has been in effeet since 
1990 for inshore, nearshore and offshore shrimp trawls has 
substantially reduced f infish bycatch. The bycatch reduction 
range of 17 .5 percent to 40 percent is dependent u~n the TED 
design, water depth and the geographical area of operation. 

Industry advised, that since the late eighties there was a 40% 
reduction of vessels that had left the offshore fleet. This 
reduction in vessels has reduced fishing effort substantially 
in nearshore and offshore waters. Recently NMFS recognized 
fleet reduction and reduction in fishing effort of 5.8 percent 
in 1993, 10 percent in 1994 and 10 percent in 1995. TSA 
believes that 1996 would be similar to 1994-1995 with a 
corresponding reduction of 10 percent. This reduction in 
fishing effort would coincide with bycatch reduction in shrimp
trawls. Yet, credit for this reduction remains questionable 
in shrimp trawl bycatch estimates. 

The magnitude of untrawlable bottom inaccessible to shrimp 
trawls -- natural and artificial reefs, hangs, shell ridges, 
pipelines;- oil and gas platforms, sanctuaries, area closures, 
etc. These are expansive areas that provides protective 
measures for sea turtles and all finfish species from 
interaction with shrimp trawls. The fishery questions the 
fishing effort calculation used within the grid areas that 
encompass untrawlable bottom that would also add to the 
overestimation of shrimp trawl bycatch. Yet, these 
inaccessible areas that provides bycatch protection and 
fishing effort reduction remains unanswered by the fishery 
managers. 

The bycatch characterization study clarified that the bycatch 
myth of 10 pounds of finfish to 1 pound of shrimp was an 
example of premature overestimation and speculation of bycatch 
in shrimp trawls. The reality was 3. 5 pounds of f infish to 1 
pound of shrimp. The majority of the discarded 3.5 pounds of 
f infish consisting of non-edible/non-valuable species were not 
wasted, but utilized by various species of marine life. 
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Upward Trend in Red Snapper TAC 

The shrimp fishery remains baffled. In 1990 NMFS estimated a 60 percent 
reduction in red snapper bycatch to allow only a harvest TAC of 1 
million pounds to the directed red snapper fishery. Since that period 
of time there has been no mandate of BRDs in shrimp trawls. The red 
snapper TAC continues to spiral upward, that allows a combination of an 
increase to the directed commercial fishery and an adjustment for the 
overtake by the recreational fishery. 

The shrimp fishery is not opposing -- only questioning the rationale to 
continue to increase the Red Snapper TAC. In 1991 NMFS and the Council 
claimed, that the red snapper fishery was significantly overfished. In 
addition, NMFS and the Council claimed the red snapper population was 
declining because of mortality of juvenile snapper in shrimp trawls. 
Where did all of these additional red snapper come from to justify this 
ever increasing TAC -- from 1 million pounds to 9·.-2-3 million pounds?? 

,Y. /Z:..,. 

Economic Impact on Fishing Communities 

Regulatory economic impacts on the "fishing communities" must be 
thoroughly subjected to review. The loss in production from a decrease 
in shrimp biomass from predator/prey imbalance, TEDs or BRds will 
substantially impact throughout the utilization range of the resource 
from dockside landing value, added-value, reciprocating impacts on 
dependent direct and indirect land-based infrastructures, municipality 
budget revenue, lending institution loan portfolios and consumption. 

Another serious predator/prey imbalance now looms on the horizon that 
must be taken into consideration of the potential effects on the Gulf of 
Mexico shrimp biomass: 

A summary of a Paper on Aquaculture - Submitted to Texas Parks 
& Wildlife on November 4, 1996 f.c(:im C. N. Hock: Advised 
research revealed, that the Taura Virus was exposed to native 
Gulf of Mexico white shrimp. After some 79 days these shrimp 
were fed to native Gulf of Mexico brown shrimp, and pink 
shrimp, which came down with the Taura Virus and died. Thus 
white shrimp may serve as a host for the Taura Virus, 
infecting native shrimp species of the Gulf of Mexico and most 
likely species of the Atlantic Coast. 

Alternative Measure for Bycatch Reduction 

TSA requests that the Council take under consideration a comprehensive 
review of the shrimp fishery sea turtle protection measures presented to 
NMFS as a bycatch reduction measure, in lieu of, additional gear
restrictions on the shrimp fishery. 
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Council Position 

Z✓-a:t: -f/l'Z< ~ R. .,. 

Today the Councilr-;:s11 the option to proceed with Draft Amendment 9 in 
its current form7as :n appropriate and justifiable conservation measure, 
eventhough a financial collapse of the most valuable fishery of the U.S. 
is evident upon implementation of this management measure to the Shrimp 
Fishery Plan. We estimate that the impact in shrimp loss, predator/prey 
shrimp biomass loss and gear cost 225 million just using a simple 
multiplier of 3 for a total impact of 675 million dollars. Texas and 
Louisiana represents 85% of the shrimp production and value, therefore, 
these 2 states will take the biggest impact of approximately 575 
millions dollars. 

The Council must be held responsible that the benefits to be derived 
from this amendment are equal in economic gain to the directed red 
snapper fishery -vs- the economic loss to the shrimp fishery on a per 
state basis, in order, to maintain solvent "fishing coimnunities". 

~-

-- or --

The Council can table Amendment 9 for further consideration, that with 
all the encompassing scientific factors and bycatch reduction by the 
fishery over a time frame -- that the 50 percent reduction in bycatch 
has been achieved -- evidenced by the apparent recovery of the red 
snapper population. 

4 



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

0J. OCT. 9}~ *
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 

0 0 4 8 7 3 NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE 

Southeast Regional Office 

~ Cf-TS 9721 Executive Center Drive N. 
St. Petersburg, FL 33702 

F/SEOll:RS 
OCT 7 !995 

Dr. Robert L. Shipp 
Chairman 
GulfofMexico Fishery 
Management Council 

5401 West Kennedy Boulevard, Suite 331 
Tampa, Florida 33609 

Dear Dr. Shipp: 

Enclosed for your information are comments by Ms. Donna Wieting, Acting Director, Ecology 
and Environmental Conservation Office regarding the Finding ofNo Significant Impact for the 
Council's Environmental Assessment for the 1996 framework adjustment ofthe Gulf ofMexico 
red snapper management measures. Her comments advise the Council of the need to achieve the 
target reduction in shrimp trawl bycatch ofjuvenile red snapper and thereby achieve recovery of 
the overfished red snapper resource. ·Ms. Wieting recommends that, if the specified bycatch goals 
and other assumptions are not achieved, the Council should begin preparation ofa Supplemental 
Environmental Impact Statement early in 1997 on the red snapper fishery considering a full range 
ofalternatives to rebuild the overfished stock. Thank you for your attention to Ms. Wieting's 
comments. 

er 
ator 

Enclosure 

cc: F - Schmitten 
F/SF - Matlock 
F/SEC - Brown 
GCSE - McLemore 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
Office af the Under Secretary far 
Oceana and A tmaaphere 
Washington, O.C. 20230 

jq9b SEP 23 AM 12= 30 September 18, 1996 

MEMORANDUM FOR: The Record 

FROM: Donna S. Wieting~ 

i4 
• • 

· 
Acting Director, Ecole y a~servation 
National Environmental Policy Act Coordinator 

SUBJECT: Environmental Assessment for a Final Rule that 
Implements Red Snapper Management Me~~re 
Adjustments in the Gulf of Mexico 

The subject Environmental Assessment (EA) is for a Final Rule to 
adjust management measures of the Fishery Management Plan for the 
Reef Fish Resources of the Gulf of Mexico. This final rule: 1) 
increases the total allowable catch for red snapper from 6.0 million 
pounds to 9.12 million pounds, a 52% increase; 2) reopens the 
commercial red snapper fishery on September 15, 1996 to allow 
harvest of the remainder of the 1996 quota; 3) splits the 1997 
commercial quota between two seasons; and 4) extends the target year 
for red snapper stock rebuilding from 2009 to 2019. 

I have signed the concurrence for the Finding of No Significant 
Impact accompanying this EA based on a number of assumptions, 
primarily the assumption that bycatch reduction devices will be 
implemented in the shrimp fishery in 1997. 

Since the first red snapper assessment in 1988, the fishery has been 
identified as being significantly overfished. NMFS stock 
assessments continue to point out that this fishery is overutilized 
and the current stock level remains below its long term potential 
yield. In fact there are strong indications that this fishery is 
recruitment over-fished and that further decreases in stock size 
would have a direct negative effect on recruitment. In 1988 the Reef 
Fish Scientific Advisory Panel (RFSAP) recommended that a 60-70% 
reduction in the fishing mortality rate was necessary to rebuild the 
stock to an adequate spawning potential ratio of 20%. Shrimp trawl 
bycatch was identified as a significant source of mortality on 
juvenile red snapper. 



Despite that recommendation, the Total Allowable Catch (TAC) quota 
was increased from 4 million pounds in 1991 to 6 million pounds in 
1993. This action increases the TAC from 6.0 million pounds to 9.12 
million pounds, a 52% increase, and extends the recovery target date 
to 2019. The action is based on the recommendation of the RFSAP, 
given new information, that the Allowable Biological Catch (ABC) 
range can be increased to 6 million to 10 million pounds without 
negatively affecting the rebuilding schedule. Their recommendation 
is primarily based on the assumption that bycatch reduction devices 
will be implemented in the shrimp fishery in 1997 and will result in 
a SO% reduction in red snapper mortality. The recommendation also 
assumes: 

1) actual shrimp trawl bycatch mortalities will not be higher in 
1995 and 1996 than projected; 

2) the recreational sector will stay within its allocation; and 
3) projected increases in recruitment are realized~. 

The RFSAP warned that failure to meet these conditions can result in 
possibly dramatic reductions in future ABC ranges. 

If the red snapper bycatch is not reduced by 50% in the shrimp 
fishery in 1997, or if the other assumptions are not met which 
support the recommendation to raise the TAC, I recommend that the 
Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management Council begin an Environmental 
Impact Statement on the red snapper fishery early in 1997 which 
considers a full range of alternatives to rebuild this severely 
overfished stock. 

cc: DA - D. Hall 
GC - J. Johnson 
F/SE - A. Kemmerer 
GCF - M. Frailey-Hayes 
FXl - G. Matlock 
GCF - J. Feder 
SP - S. Fruchter 
FS3 - G. Darcy 
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D[STRJCT ATTORNEY' 
T"r;[RTY·S'E"CONO JUDICIAL OlSTRICf 

PARISH OFTERR-i::"60NNE 
STATE OF LOUIStANA 

October 7, 1996 PMONE.400EASTMJJN~ 
!SOIL-a7'3•6so:::>2:10 .Ft.OOR. COUR'n-lOUS;:~N£X 

FAX $04-613-6.$10.HOU,_.-1. L.OUl51J.."U. 70360 

~CJ---0 
Guif of Mexico Fishery 

Management Council 
Via Facsimi1e: {504) 765-2489 

~.ttention: Ka.ran Foote 

Dear Ms. Foote: 

I am. very concerned and disappointed with the Viery 
short notice provided to the public notifying them o~ this 
hearing. A previously scheduled 7:00 p.m. meeting s 
prevented me from being present. 

I personally appeared i.n 1990 to address the G lf 
Coast National Marine Fisheries Cou.ncil regarding 
imple.i.~entation of fisheries restriction and ciosure 
po1icies. My position today is the same a.s it was th'en. I 
oppose the enactment of any new federal regulations o'r laws 
which will hereafter cause what .were previously lega 
fishing activities of thousands of Terrebonne Parish 
fishernen to be regarded as criminal acts. 

It is my understanding that the biological dat is not 
conclusive nor has it been explained to the public i a 
meaningful way. To even consider adding additional ~nal 
(criminal) statutes and regulations at this time is itl 
conceived at best, and li.~ely to be regarded as 
unenforceabl.e. if state agents are to be eA-pected. to a!J.so 
handle these matters in any significant w-ay. I 

Our criminal dockets in TerreboIL~e are already choked 
with real crime. We have neither the enforcement resburces, 
nor the available judicial system, to proeess such ma~ters 
as these. I personally am very opposed to any additional 
fisheries laws which will convert hard-working fishermen to 
the status of 11 criminals 11 because of what I a..-n told i~ a red 
sna?per size problem.. More thought.and consideration is 
ob~iously needed before any such new law is enacted. 

Sincerely, · 

o~7-a. Greenburg
~istrict Attorney

DRG/an 
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' Red White & Blue, Inc. 
~~ Rt. 1 - Box 434 Sopchoppy, Florida 32358 
~ 

(904) 697-4545• (904) 697-3322• FAX (904) 697-4326 

October 11, 1996 

Gulf ofMexico Fishery Management Council 
Lincoln Center, Suite 331 
5401 W. Kennedy Blvd. 
Tampa, FL 33609-2486 

Dear Sirs: 

RE: Draft Amendment 9 to the Fishery Management Plan for the Shrimp Fishery of the Gulf of 
Mexico 

It was my understanding that the Gulf ofMexico Fishery Management Council was formed to 
help the fisherman. It has become a policeman to hinder the fisherman. If existing laws were 
enforced, no new laws would be needed to protect our fisheries. 
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; ;~ o Box 1462 

rose, LA 70373 
04) 693-6700

R E S O L U T I O N 

At a meeting of the Board of Directors of The Chamber of 
Commerce of Lafourche and the Bayou Region, Inc., held at an 
office in Larose, Louisiana, on the 16th day of October, 1996, 
pursuant to due notice, at which a quorum was present, on 
motion, duly seconded, the following resolution was 
unanimously adopten: 

WHEREAS the shrimping industry in Louisiana and _oj:}:ler states 
has alrea.dy sustained considerable economic haroship as a 
result of the mandatory use of Turtle ~xclude~ Devices, and 

\·lHEREAS the· Red Snapper is neither a threatened nor an 
endangered species of fish, and 

WHEREAS the decrease in Red Snapper population was largely due 
to heavy fishing pressure, and· 

WHEREAS the introduction of quotas and limits on Red Snapper 
has helped the species to rebound its population, and 

WHEREAS the Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management Council, the 
agency seeking to impose the use of the Fish Excluder Device 
on the shrimping industry, has increased the quota on the 
amount of Red Snapper that can be legally caught, 52% since 
1993 (representing nearly 2 million pounds of additional 
harvest}, and 

WHEREAS the mandatory use of Fish Excluder Devices would have 
severe and adverse economic impact on the shrimping industry 
with questionable benefit to the Red Snapper species. 

BE IT THEREFORE RESOLVED, that The Chamber of Lafourche and 
the Bayou Region, its 465 companies/individuals representing 
11,800 employees recommends that the Gulf of Mexico Fishery 
Management Council, and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration in the United States Department of Commerce, to 
RECONSIDER and WITHDRAW its proposed "Amendment #9 to Fishery 
Management Plan for the Shrimp Fishery of-the Gulf of Mexico, 
United States Waters." 

BE IT SO RESOLVED on this 16th day of October, 1996, Larose, 
Louisiana. 

~Q,v\~fcf"?..JLD . 
~N TORRES, PRESIDENT CHRIS ALLEN, SECRETARY 

https://alrea.dy


C E R T I F I C A T E 

This is to certify that the above is a true and correct copy
of the resolution unanimously adopted, on motion, duly 
seconded, at a meeting of the Board of Directors of The 
Chamber of Commerce of Lafourche and the Bayou Region, Inc., 
a corporation organized under the laws of the State of 
Louisiana, held in the Community of Larose, on the 16th day of 
October, 1996, pursuant to due notice, at which meeting a 
quorum of the Committee were present, and that said resolution 
is duly entered upon the minute book of said corporation, and 
is now in full and force and effect. 

CHRIS ALLEN, SECRETARY 
Board of Directors of 
The Chamber of Commerce of 
Lafourche and t~e Bayou Region, Inc. 
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\Vritten Comments in Response to Draft Amendment 9 to the Fishery Managemen_t Plan 
for the Shrimp Fishery of the Gulf of Mexico, U.S. Waters 

(Proposed by the Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management Council) 

November 1, 1996 

Chris Nelson, Vice President 
Don Secour Fisheries, In~. 
Don Secour, AL 

· [ appreciate the opportunity to provide comments regarding the Council's proposed 
actions to control the by catch of red snapper in Gulf of Mexico shrimp trawls. Although none of 
the currently proposed alternatives are acceptable, I am confident that an acceptaole situation can 
be achieved through further scientific study and through outside peer review of the red snapper 
stock assessment. 

Bon Secour Fisheries is a fourth generation family-owned and operated shrimp 
harvesting, packing and distribution company. We operate 11 Gulf shrimp trawl vessels and 
provide employment for over 150 individuals. Our 1995 payroll, including crew shares, was in 
excess of $6.6 million. 

The Southeast U.S. shrimp trawl fishery has developed and should continue to develop 
methods to reduce its bycatch of unmarketable living marine organisms. The public perceives 
that bycatch constitutes waste and that incidental harvests are injurious to the health of the 
marine ecosystem. Such perception will continue to drive demands for change on the part ofthe 
industry. The industry would welcome new and effective bycatch reduction devices given the 
well documented fact that shrimp fishermen generally wish to avoid unmarketable non-target 
catch. However, the industry and its management partners have done a poor job of 
communicating with the public regarding the heroic _efforts toward bycatch reduction and what 
has already been achieved to this point. 

Red snapper bycatch in the shrimp industry declined by 50% from 1972 to 1993. Overall 
finfish bycatch by weight has declined 60% since the l 970's (NMFS, Cooperative Research 
Program Addressing Finfish Bycatch in the ..Gulf ofMexico and South Atlantic Shrimp Fisheries 
- A Report to Congress, April, 1995). This has not been achieved without cost to the industry. 
For instance, prior to limited entry and restrictive size limits for red snapper, many thousands of 
pounds of small (8 - 12 inch) red snapper were landed by shrimp boats as "rat snapper". 
Although never a target species, the revenue generated by these landings was not insignificant to 
the individual boat. Any catch of this size snapper is currently a regulatory discard, waste 
:-nandnted by regulation. Fortunately, bycatch characterization data indicate that today's fishery 
does not significantly impact this size red snapper, probably due to the use ofLORAN interfaced 
plott~rs and the bycatch exclusion capability ofcurrently available TEDs. With the mandated 
use ofTEDs has also come great cost to industry in economic and sociologic terms. 
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pg. 2 
Comments: Amendment 9 

The entire issue of shrimp loss and TEDs coupled with the BRD characteristics ofTEDs 
is very controversial. The shrimp industry is convinced that all TEDs are BRDs and that this 
applies to red snapper as well as it does to the other non-target species captured in a shrimp 
uav.il. I have attached, as part of these comments, an edited transcript of an interview with 
Charles King, Captain of the Hj~h P!ajns Drifter, an 80 ft steel-hulled Gulf shrimp boat which 
works from our dock. He has taken an observer aboard his boat for more than 2 years during 
both TED and BRD evaluations and bycatch characterization efforts. Many of his observations 
do not concur with stated "minimal shrimp loss" claims for either TEDs or the expanded mesh 
extended funnel BRD. Acomplete transcript and video tape of the interview are available on 
request. 

All stakeholders would benefit from continued analysis of the bycatch ~lusion 
capability of existing hard and soft TED designs. The Gulf Council should ask NMFS, in 
cooperation with the shrimp industry, to immediately begin evaluating the bycatch 
exclusion rates of currently available TEDs versus unmodified "naked" nets. This will help 
to avoid disagreement over TEDs and shrimp loss and will begin to answer questions concerning 
total shrimp loss and bycatch reduction with TED/BRD combinations. This naked net testing 
was recommended by the indu_stry in 1991 at the outset of the Foundation Bycatch Research 
Program and the need for such testing still exists. Without the results of such testing the ability 
to pn:dict economic loss to the shrimp industry is severely hampered, if not impossible. 

·Furthermore.without knowing red snapper exclusion rates of currently used TEDs it is 
impossible to determine the extent to which the 50% red snapper bycatch reduction target is 
already being achieved. Any action which would mandate BRD use beyond what is 
currently mandated as TEDs should be contingent upon the findings of such a study. 

There are many problems with the data used in estimat\,I'lg either the magnitude of red 
snapper bycatch in the shrimp fishery or the extent to which this bycatch must be reduced to 
achieve SPR targets. The primary difficulty in estimating shrimp trawl bycatch is no longer 
CPUE. which has beer1 estimated through observers. but rather in the trawling effort estimate 
curr\!ntly extrapolated from shrimp landings data. GLM estimates of shrimp trawl bycatch 
depend on estimates of trawling effort in specific depth and area strata as determined through 
port agent interviews of boat captains or through port agent "guesstimates" based on available 
knowledge of fishing patterns during that part of the season or for the vessel or fleet in question. 
Oftl!n port agents must lump landings from an entire trip into a particular statistical area and 
depth regardless of whether or not even the majority oflandings from that trip were harvested in 
that area and depth. Such practices, although leading to "best available data" may be severely 
overestimating effort in particular area and depth strata, thereby biasing the results of the OLM 
cstimnte. Total shrimping effort may be more accurate, but the accuracy of estimates for effort in 
a pmticular area and depth zone may differ significantly from reality. The Gulf Council should 
form n Shrimping Effort Data Task Force to evaluate the accuracy of current data 
collection efforts .ns well as to make recommendations to NMFS regarding necessary 
clrnngcs to the data collection effort so that the data are of more use in the future. The 
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Taste Force would be w,frking town rd satisfying one of the Congressional Mandates in the 
Magnuson Act Reauthorization. 

The SPR target for Gulf ofMexico red snapper is flawed due to inaccurate historical data 
on rl.!d snapper landings by area caught. There is simply too much anecdotal evidence of red 
snappl!r caught in Mexican waters a11d being improperly documented as from U.S. waters to 
ignore the effect of such erroneous data on estimates ofSPR. 

Given all the questions regarding the impact of bycatch on the red snapper stock, the 
validity of current SPR targets, and the overall status of the red snapper stock, it is not surprising 
that Congress singled out Gulf of Mexico red snapper, among all U.S. fisherie~or a rigorous 
program of outside peer review for all aspects ofdata collection and stock assessment. Such a 
mandate should not go unheeded by the Council. 

Efforts to determine the economic impact of the proposed regulations on the shrimp 
industry are hampered by uncertainty regarding shrimp loss with the currently proposed devices 
both TED and BRD. There is also only preliminary information regarding ecosystem changes, 
re:rnlting from a decre.ise in bycatch, which could ndversely impact shrimp production by up to 
17% (Ma1tinez, et al.. "A Model for Assessment of Ecological Interactions ... Implications for 
Bycatch Management and Shrimp Production., Report to GMFMC, March 1996). Given such 
qu~stions coupled with the uncertainties regarding the red snapper fishery and.the Congressional 
mandate for peer review of the dat~ on that fishery, it would seem imprudent at this time to begin 
mandating the use of BRDs beyond those mandated for turtle exclusion. 

A more prudent approach would be to begin a 12 month technology transfer effort, Gulf
wide, for the purpose ofwidely introducing new BRO designs to the industry. During this period 
it shoL1ld be expected that peer review of red snapper data and naked net testing ofBRDs will be 
conducted. The results ofsuch efforts should help answer some of the more critical questions 
surrounding the currently proposed options and probably lead to the formulation of more 
univi..:rs.1l ly acc~ptablc options. Given the fact that red snapper TACs have increased continually 
since l990 with concurrently high CPUE anecdotally in all sectors of the directed fishery 
(commercial, recreational and charter), there is no reason to put mandatory BRD regulations on a 
"fast lmc k". · · 
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ATTACHMENT 

Transcript of Interview of Capt. Charles King 
High Plains Drifter 9-20-96 

Subject: Bycatch Reduction Devices 

We have with us this morning Capt. Charles King of the High Plains Drifter which is one 

of our company boats. 

Q: Charles, how long have you been shrimping? 
A: Thirty years. 

Charles is a thirty year Captain on boats and has been involved in the shrimp industry all 
of his life. He is a third generation shrimper. He has been on the High Plains Drifter since we 
bought the boat about three years ago. Before the High Plains Drifter he was oa.lhe Chris-da
Ly1m for five years. On both of those boats he has had a National Marine Fisheries Service and 
Gulf and South Atlantic Fisheries Development Foundation observers and they have been 
involved in characterizing bycatch and testing Bycatch Reduction Devices (BRDs). 

Charles since you have thirty years experience in the industry, this is an effort to get your 
opinion on tape. Please tell u~ what has been happening on your boat with reference to bycatch 
and BRDs and TEDs. . 

CK: Russell O'Brian from Texas A & M Extension Service started to work with me on the 
boat two and a half years ago. He has made almost every trip. We started \\ith TEDs 
then v;ent to the BRDs for bycatch reduction. I feel that if we have to pull BRDs, that of 
the two that I have experimented with the fisheye and the extended mesh that of the two, 
the extended mesh would be the best to pull. I am in question as to why we really have to 
pull a BRD when TEDs have been associated in reducing bycatch. I'm all for conserving 
our industry but I can't see, with all my years of experience, where the shrimping industry 
is the culprit for the decline in the fisheries as far as bycatch in our industry. 

CN: Let's talk about the different kinds of BRDs that Russell has tested aboard the 
boat. 

CK: In my opinion, Russell is a very good observer. He is fair in all of the data that he 
puts down. If there was an obstruction or if there was some reason that the data 
he collected was not fair he would not put it on paper. So, I feel that the data that 
has been collected is fair for both parties. We, the commercial fisherman, have 
used their form of the fisheye for years in order to reduce the amount of croakers 
that we used to catch. When they were real bad and we could not drag, we would 
install the fisheye in order to get rid of the fish so we were still able to work. The 
tisheye does work, it will reduce your bycatch, but you do lose shrimp. 

CN: How long ago would you have been using the fisheye? 
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CK: I've used the fisheye at least 15 to 18 years. We used to not do it as the form of 
fisheye \Ve have today; we would cut a hole in the bag. We would go up seven 
and one half feet, \vhich is approximately where the fisheye is installed today, and 
cut a hole in the bag. We did this so we could continue to work. We have had 
quite an experience with the fisheye and you do lose shrimp under certain 
conditions with the fisheye. If it's rough when you pick up the backwash from 
your bag or from the waves or from the tides will wash the shrimp out of the 
fisheye. 

CN: Is that only when the waves are on your stern fairsea or is that also even if you are 
headed into the sea? 

CK: It's not as bad into the sea but you still lose if it's rough because you still have a 
washback. It has worked in fair sea. you have to be very particular when you pick 
up if it's rough and you are using the fisheye. The fisheye we have found only 
excludes or works its best on certain types of fish. It works extremely well on 
hard head catfish. It works well on_ croakers if you do not catch the fish to quick. 
If you catch them to quick, then it just fills the bag up and you have no reduction. 
There have been a lot of variables with the fisheye and there has been recorded a 
good bit of shrimp loss. 

CN: What causes you to lose shrimp with the fisheye? 

CK: I feel they crawl out of the hole or with the washback from it they will crawl out. 
Shrimp has a tendency to stay on the bottom of the net but when they get in the 
bag and you have a washback with it, they will work their way back towards the 
front of the net and when he finds a hole, he's going to go out of it. We do not 
have much clogging up ofa fisheye because it is in the cod end of the net and you 
don't have much debris that gets down that far to clog the fisheye up. Silver eels 
will clog a fisheye and they will stop it up to where nothing escapes out of it. It is 
hard on any type of device that you use because of the different terrains on the 
Gulf bottom. 

CN: You say the fisheye is undesirable because of the shrimp loss? 

CK: Right. As far as expenses, and less trouble to work with the fisheye is the least 
costly. It only costs $15-20 to build a fisheye. There is a great shrimp loss. 
While Russell was on the boat with me, we were in Key \Vest and we had very 
little shrimp loss with the fisheye. The only difference that we had was when we 
went on the southside and \\."e were in the Atlantic and we were in deep water, 
around 35 fathoms, the tide was running a lot harder than what it did in the Gulf 
and we had to quit using the fisheye because we were recording a 50 to 75% loss 
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out of the fisheye. 

CN: Where v.;as the tide on the surface at that time? Was against you or with you? 

CK: I picked up against the tide to try to eliminate the loss because of the experience 
I've had with the fisheye I knew that the tide would affect them, that you would 
have a bigger loss. We picked up headtide to try to minimize the loss. We still 
had a tremendous loss and contributed it to the tide. 

CN: Is it always possible to pick up into the sea or into the tide or are there times when 
you are forced to pick up fairsea and fairtide? 

CK: At times you are forced to pick up. Depending on the real weatlitM!=conditions. In 
a real rough sea, you need to pick up fairsea. After your doors come up, your nets 
get on top, you can turn into the sea and wind your bags in. A lot oftimes you 
must pick up fairsea because you cannot control your boat. When you are trying 
to pick up you have to have enough headway to keep your boat from washing 
back over the rig. When it's real rough you can't do that, so you have to pick up 
fairsea and not headsea. 

CN: Wou.ld that be a circumstance where you would see this problem with stuff getting 
bagged and surfaced and you would be fairsea and it would be coming out of the 
fisheye? l'\'e heard people use the term "Belching"; is that what belching is? 

CK: It's the same thing. 

CN: The fish would be belching out of the hole. 

CK: Right. 

CN: Anything else on the fisheye that you can think of! You said that the type of fish 
it works best on are the croakers and catfish. Data has showed that it doesn't seem 
to do much with red snapper, is that your experience with this? 

CK: Yes. \Ve could see very little reduction in the red snapper. 

CN: What about the extended mesh? 

CK: Of the two evils, if I had to pull one, the extended mesh does work better in my 
experience than the fisheye. You do have, overall, less reduction in your shrimp 
out of the extended mesh as you do a fisheye. You still have a loss. I have heard 
some people say there is no loss at all out of the extended mesh, but under certain 
conditions you will ha\'e a shrimp loss from the extended mesh. We have had 
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skates stop up the extended mesh to where it excludes everything. 

CN: How would that happen? 

CK: It clogs up the big webbing that is on the outside and when they get in there and 
hang up in the big mesh webbing, then you have an obstruction that messes the 
funnel up. 

CN: talking about skates creating problems with Expanded Mesh Extended Funnel 
BRDs. Go over that again, the skates could be either inside or outside of the funnel? 

CK: Right. As the skate proceeds down into the extended mesh, the "BRDs", for some 
reason, because of the water flow, the skates swim back against !h£~urrent and 
they get on the outside of the funnel and up against the extended mesh and stop it 
up. It also either stops the funnel up to where everything goes out of it, shrimp 
and fish, or it causes change in the water flow, all of this so I understand is based 
on the current that is produced from the water flow that goes through TEDs and 
also through the BRDs. So, this would have to disrupt the current or the flow of 
the water that it goes through and it makes the fish act different and the shrimp 
also. It is the o·nly conclusion that l can come up with as to why stopping that up 
with, say a skate, would cause it to react different because you have a different 
water flow going through it. As I have said, everything is based on the water flow 
through the webbing in a way that makes the fish react. 

CN: Would a plastic bag do the same thing? 

CK: A plastic bag, not as much as a skate, but it will affect it. We have had buckets 
get stuck in it also. 

CN: How does a skate get by it? 

CK: Possibly the skate is coming through the TED at a certain rate of speed to where 
when he hits the TED he folds up and goes through it or something of that nature. 
It still goes back to the terrain that you are fishing. Some areas we have no 
trouble and no problems with a loss with the extended mesh. Other areas you will 
still have a loss. I will have to say and I don't like to admit that anything we have 
to add to a net helps us, and I don't feel the TED helps us, but of the ones that I 
have tried and the ones that I have used, the extended mesh would be the best to 
have to pull. 

C:'l: That's OK. I think that no one expects any of us to say we wa..rn to catch bycatch. 
As you have said, you have had to use fisheye in the past to try to shrimp where 
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the fish a.re thick. So, there may be some devices that would actually improve our 
efficiency and productivity if they could be used in a way that they would not lose 
shrimp and create less problems. 

CK: It would be an advantage to us. My crew and myself, ifwe could catch just plain 
shrimp, we could get a lot more shrimp than we do and it would be a better 
product all the way around. If you are catching a bunch of garbage along with the 
shrimp, your shrimp are not in as good condition when you dump them on deck as 
when they are if it is just plain shrimp. I would be all for anything that could be 
developed that we could just catch plain shrimp. As I say, I've been in the 
business for a long time and anytime you have a hole in the net, we have always 
tried to sew the hole up. We have always found that the least amrutnt of holes you 
can put in your net the more shrimp you are going to catch. 

CN: In principle, the devices, by virtue of the fact that there are holes in the net, there 
are going to be some sort of circumstances where you are going to lose some 
shrimp. 

CK: Right: I see no way of getting by regardless of what you pull or what is put back 
there, if you have a hole back there you are going to lose some shrimp. Also, the 
extended mesh still does not exclude all types of fish. From our experience, there 
still seems, depending on the species of fish. to be a limit on what they exclude. 
Same as the fisheye, if you catch too much at one time it does not exclude fast 
enough. We did see a reduction in the baby snapper from one side to the other 
\'-·hen we were pulling the extended mesh excluder in one side and not the other 
side. I don't remember the exact data or the percentage of reduction, but ifl recall 
<.:orrectly it \Vas not as much reduction as they thought it would be. Russell and I 
talked about this and he and I felt like maybe the baby snapper would swim out of 
it but they would have a tendency not to S\vim away from it because of the water 
flow and they will swim back in it. In fact, if I recall right, Russell told me that 
they had a film of this. They had seen the baby snappers swim back into the 
excluder. I would still credit this to water flow. 

CK: 1feel the more apparatuses that you put into .a net the more complications you are 
going to have. My opi1_1io11 is that the more the net is cut in different places, and 
other things are added to it, you have a weaker net. 

CN: Why is that? 
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CK: You have more trouble pulling the net in half. You are going to have more net 
expense. Since we have started pulling TEDs, we have more trouble pulling the 
net in half than we ever had before. 

CN: I have heard the term "Bogging Up", is that what you are talking about? 

With the net bogging up or crossing pipelines. The Gulf is full of pipelines. IfweCK: 
drag at all, sometime during the trip, especially in Louisiana, it is getting real bad 
off the coast of Alabama now, there are more pipelines being put down every day. 
The experience we have had with them is, if that pipeline catches that TED as you 
dra!! across it and that TED snag on the pipeline you are going to pull the net in 
hall The TEDs are not strong enough, we have a great tendency ofthe TEDs 
bending and the law states now that \\.·hen you are checked and i-f-you have a bar 
that is bent, the Coast Guard will make you replace it. They will administer fines 
and citations for this. That TED can be in perfect shape when ever you put it 
O\ erboard but if the Coast Guard comes aboard you and it's bent when you pick 
up then there is a citation because you are pulling an illegal TED. Even though it 
was legal when you started to drag. We have no way of knowing whether it is 
going to be illegal when we pick up. It still goes back to me and my way of 
thinking, the more holes and the more things you put in a net the more 
complicated it will be. 

CN: That is what I wanted to key on. The question I had for you was a similar 
circumstance with the TED. Studies would show that the TED has negligible 
shrimp loss. We have similar sets of data that shows negligible shrimp with the 
expanded mesh extended funnel BRD. My take on it that it was true as long as 
the conditions were right. If you got into bad conditions where the gear was 
fouling up, you had real shrimp loss. Does the fact that you have the BRD in your 
net make it so that you have under bad conditions you have more down time, 
which costs you shrimp, and it creates a situation where there is a greater chance 
for the net to be fouled under these bad circumstances? If you discount that then 
maybe the negligible shrimp loss is true; but if you take under account normal 
shrimping circumstances you have to say there is some loss. Is that true? 

CK: Right. That would be fair to both sides. When you do have a loss, say it's only 
one or three or five times out ofa trip, when you have a loss it's a big loss. I feel 
that over a year's time if you record all of the losses ·it going to be 
unsurmountable. Take the TEDs as an example: a soft TED versus a hard TED. I 
ha\'e heard the argument and people claim you lose all the time from a soft TED. 
From my experiences, I have not lost all the time from a soft TED. The time I 
lose with the hard TED, !lose everything because the hard TED clogs up. You 
have a I 00% loss out of that one net. If the soft TED clogs up, you have maybe: c:1 

5%1 percent loss, because with the soft TED you have more holes with the big 
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\\·ebbing for the shrimp to go on through into your bags than you do with the hard 
TED. \Vhen that hard TED clogs up it is clogged up completely. We catch tires, 
drums and buckets all the time and if they get on a hard TED that bag comes up 
almost nil. The only reason, I think, that you have anything in it is it's what went 
in the bag before you caught the obstruction with the TED. I feel that after the 
obstruction is caught you don't catch anything else. The soft TED does not have 
that problem. Stingrays will escape from a soft TED and will not escape out ofa 
hard TED but I can't say that they will never escape. I have heard that on the east 
coast that the rock shrimpers pull what is known as a Seymore hard TED which is 
a real big hard TED. I have heard them say that stingrays will escape from them. 
The hard TEDs I have pulled in the Gulf, the stingrays stops it up. I feel that that 
is the same as with the BRD. 

~~ 

CN: If .,vou have a net that does not have a TED in it versus the netthat has a TED in it 
plus the BRD, there is a greater chance for something to go \\-Tong in the net that 
has the BRD and the TED, is that a fair characterization? 

CK: l feel it is. 

CN: What is the biggest problem with the expanded mesh BRD, is it clogging? 

CK: Clogging would be the biggest problem that I've had. 

CN: Maybe you have a firm idea ofho,v much you think you would lose. I have had 
people ask me and I don't know, I hear figures anywhere from 1Q.3Q%. With the 
TED how much shrimp do you lose taking into account time that you lose and the 
amount of down time you haYe trying to resow and maintain them or is there 
shrimp loss there as well as when it is clogged and you lose 100% sometimes. If 
you add a BRD to the net, how much additional shrimp loss do you think you will 
experience overall? 

CK: I ,vould be afraid to say on that, I've never thought overall aoout it. I would say 
about 20% overall. 

CN: Going back to that point about the fact that there will be some that will say the 
only expense with the TED is the price of installing and maintaining the gear. We 
feel that it is not true. It will more than likely be said that these bycatch devices 
that the only expense to the industry is going to be the expense of installing and 
maintaining. How would you respond to that? 

CK: I feel that goes back to the same cliche that anything works in a controlled 
environment. We are not in a controlled environment. \Ve are going to suffer at 
some time during the trip, a shrimp loss with the extended mesh excluder. As 
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being able to come up with an exact percentage of what v.;e will lose, to be honest, 
on both ways for or against, I couldn't come up with an honest opinion as far as 
percentage. We are still going to have a loss at some time. They claim that there 
was no loss with the TED. With the data that has been collected, we can see that 
at times we have 100% loss with the TED. I feel that with the extended mesh 
excluder, under conditions, you are going to have a loss. There has been recorded 
shrimp loss. To say actual percentage, I really couldn't say. I would say as I 
stated before maybe a 20% loss overall. To be real honest with it I couldn't put a 
percentage on it. You can go to the point of no shrimp loss but only certain 
conditions under a controlled environment. Out in the wild you will still have a 
loss. 

CN: You wrote a letter that I want to refer to before we end. The lett~was addressed 
to Dale Stephens of the National Marine Fisheries Service and I'm going to 
include this as part of your testimony. It talks about the problems with TEDs and 
then your impression of the ability of the soft TEDs to perform overall very well 
under various conditions but also its ability to exclude bycatch. There have been 
a number of experiments done on the soft TED versus the hard TED or naked net 
on how well it excludes fish overall. As far as overall bycatch, what do you think 
of the soft TED? 

CK: Soft TED works great on overall bycatch. I believe Russell will confirm with data 
that it's right at a 50~-'o reduction in bycatch with the soft TED. I have pulled the 
ivlorrison top shooting soft TED and l have pulled an Andrews bottom shooting 
soft TED and bycatch reduction on both of them is at least 50%. From being told 
\,·hat the law requires for bycatch reduction. I believe that exceeds what we were 
trying to exclude ,.,_·ith the fish excluder. [ have had people make the comment 
that maybe they work too good. Hc::re is a real question in my mind, why outlaw a 
device that you can put in your net. it's less expensive than a hard TED and a lot 
easier to maintain, it does the job of a BRD and a TED combined, why outlaw it? 
\Vhy couldn't we just say everybody go to soft TEDs in the Gulf, you are going to 
pull it that suffices for all the TED and BRD requirements? I know the Soft TED 
reduces bycatch because National Marine Fisheries will not allow you t pull a 
BRD in a net that has a Soft TED in it. They say you do not get a true reduction 
from the BRO because there is already a big reduction in bycatch because of the 
Soft TED. 

CN: You would go with that? You would go with just the one device? 

CK: I would go with just the one device. One reason, you don't have the risk factor 
from the soft TED of someone being hit in the head with a hard, metal object 
whenever it is rough. When it is calm you have no problem. \Ve cannot just fish 
in calm weather, we ,,.·ork under all conditions. I have heard people say that you 
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have a loss all the time with the soft TED. I did not have that experience when I 
\Vas pulling the soft TEDs versus the hard TEDs. 

CN: Let me get you to respond to this. The knock on the soft TED is that it's to hard to 
get in the net so that you won't catch a turtle with it. Also, the Coast Guard has a 
hard time determining whether or not that TED installed correctly. Have you 
noticed a tendency for the TED to catch and not shoot turtles? 

CK: No, I have not. As an example, whenever we first purchased the High Plains 
Drifter, the nets had soft TEDs in them. We pulled them for two trips. After we 
were told they were illegal, v.'e took the Soft TEDs out. With these two trips, we 
were pulling these soft TEDs, we did not catch turtle, none whatsoever. Russell 
can verify this at Texas A & M. The very trip we installed the h.e!flTEDs, we 
ti shed in the same identical area and v.;e caught a turtle and the next trip we caught 
a turtle. What makes it stick out in my mind is that we were in the same 
geological area working the same place with soft TEDs versus hard TEDs. 
Pulling the soft TEDs we did not haw a sisn ofany turtles. I can say, with the 
experience I've had, the soft TED excludes turtles. To the best ofmy knowledge, 
we have not caught a turtle with the soft TED. We have caught turtles with the 
hard TED. 

CN: Can some of that be attributed to the fact that when the hard TED is clogged it 
will catch a turtle? 

CK: It could. I don't know why a tunle would hang up in it.· This is a mystery to me. 
We had a turtle caught in the cod end. He ,vas still alive; how did he get past the 
TED? 

CN: This is \\,'iththe hard TED? 

CK: Right. this is with the hard TED. How did he get through the bars and get into the 
cod end. \Ve dumped him out on the deck. We were able to tag him and release 
him alive. 

CN: You have made the comment that your experience with Texas A & Mand their 
observer program has been real positive and they have appreciated your 
cooperation and the company's cooperation with the program. It makes a big 
difference. Can you comment on the overall experience of having an observer 
aboard the boat? · 

CK: 1 have no problem with it. I have had a real good experience with the program. 
Russell made just about every trip. I would say he made 25-30 trips with me. 
The program was great. I believe it has to be beneficial to both parties if the data 
is recorded correctly and is presented to the public correctly. I feel that with 
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Texas A & M that it would be no problem. 

CN: Charles, thank you. I appreciate your time. 

CK: Anytime I can help, I would be glad to. 

End of interview 
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November 1, 1996 

By Facsimile 
Dr. Richard L. Leard 
Senior Fishery Biologist 
Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management Council 
5401 West Kennedy Boulevard 
Tampa, FL 33509 

Re: Comments on Draft Amendment 9 and the draft Supplemental 
Environmental Impact Statement proposing to require Bycatch Reduction · 
Devices to reduce red snapper bycatch in the Gulf shrimp trawl fishery. 

Dear Dr. Leard: 

The Center for Marine Conservation (CMC)1 submits the following comments regarding 
proposed Amendment 9 and the related Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS). 
Our comments are divided into three sections: I) the need for bycatch reduction devices (BRDs); 2) 
the DSEIS recommendations, and 3) the impact of the Gulf shrimp trawl fishery on threatened and 
endangered sea turtles. · 

(1) ~YCATCH REDUCTION DEVICES (BRDs) 

CMC strongly supports the Amendment 9 proposal and DSEIS recommendation to require 
BRDs to reduce bycatch of red snapper in the Gulf shrimp trawl fishery. The use of BRDs will result 
in significant ecological benefits to snapper and other non-target species and also long-term econon:iic 
benefits to Gulf fisheries and the Gulf region. 

(A) Red Snapper 

Each year, approximately 20 million snapper, mostly juveniles which have not yet 
reproduced, die in shrimp nets. Although ·snapper represent only a minor component of bycatch in 
shrimp trawls, this loss significantly affects their abundance and population. The red snapper fishery 
in the Gulf is already overfished, and it is predicted that the stock would not recover even if the 
directed fisheries for adult red snapper were closed to all harvest because of excessive loss of red 
snapper juveniles through bycatch (DSEIS, 1.0). 

If no action were taken to remedy thi_s situation, the long-term risks to the directed red 
snapper fishery and to the health of the Gulf ecosystem, of which red snapper and other non-target 
speci~s are integral components, would be severe. If, instead, bycatch is reduced so that juvenile red . 

1 
CMC is the nation's l.::iding ~;ien~e•based ,:nvironment:il advocacy ori;:inization devot.:d solely to the consetvation of the ocean 

and living mari~e resources. With mor.: than 120,000 members nationwide, CMC is headquart,:r.:d in Washington, D.C. and has offices in St. 

Petersburg, Florid:i. Hampton. Virginia. and San Francisco. Califomia. 

1725 DeSales Street. NW. Ste. 600 Washington. D.C. 20036 (202°) 429-5609 Telefax f 2021 87'.:!·06 I 9 
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snapper are allowed to mature and reproduce, the b~nefits to the marine ecosystem and the Gulf 
economy will be tremendous-. · 

The inclusion of BRDs in shrimp trawls will significantly reduce the bycatch of red snapper 
and facilitate the recovery of the valuable red snapper fishery. Although there is limited species- · 
specific bycatch data for the Gulf, experts have estimated that yields to the directed fishery for red 
snapper would increase 60 to 90 percent if the shrimp fishery bycatch did not exist (NMFS Miami 
Stock Assessment Group as cited by Nichols, 1989). Though the BRDs proposed in Amendment 9 
will not eliminate bycatch entirely, they will begin to reduce this serious problem. 

(B) Other Non• Target Species 

·The use of BRDs also wiil have significant benefits for other non-target s~es including 
Spanish mackerel ·and King mackerel which, like red snapper, m'ake up only a minor component of 
bycatch but are severely affected by that loss. Approximately 3.2 million Spanish mackerel and 1.3 
million King mackerel die in shrimp nets each year (DSEIS, 1.0). As with red snapper, there are 
economic as well as ecologh;al incentives to minimize this waste and allow for the recovery. 
Estimates indicate that yields to the directed Spanish mackerel and King mackerel fisheries would 
increase 40 to 60 percent and 20 to 30 percent, respectively in the absence of shrimp trawl bycatch 
(NMFS Miami Stock Assessment Group as cited by Nichols, .1989). Once again, the ~RDs proposed 
in Amendment 9 will not entirely eliminate bycatch, but they will begin to reduce the pro.blem. 

Atlantic croaker, the species that comprises the major component of Gulf shrimp bycatch, will 
benefit tremendously from the use of BRDs. Each year 5.6 billion croaker die in shrimp trawls. 
Croaker were very abundant in the northern Gulf of Mexico as recently as the early 1950s, but 
populations have since declined dramatically. The'size of individuals and number of year cl~sses in 
today's catch is markedly reduced. Whereas croaker catches in the 1950s typically contained several 
year classes of larger fish, average croaker catches in 1991 consisted of a single year class of very 
small fish (NMFS Pascagoula Laboratory as cited in Gulf & South Atlantic Fisheries Development 
Foundation, Inc, 1992). 

· The DSEIS i_ncludes mention of ancillary benefits to species other than red s·napper in several 
places. However; an adequate discussion of these benefits is lacking. Section 6.0: Environmen~al 
Consequences includes a subsection o.n fishery resources. However, as discussed below 
(CMC, 1.C.2.), this section focuses on the potential of a decrease in shrimp stocks resulting from 
bycatch reduction. The discussion indicates that the environmental consequences of the proposed 
alternatives ·are considered in Sections 2.0, 3.0 and 4.0, but none of these sections contains a 
comprehensive analysis of the impacts_ of the proposed action to many non~t_arget species_ or to the· . 
Gulf ecosystem. Section 2.0 describes the prqposed alternatives and Section 4.0 is Regulatory Impact 
Review, not an environmental impact review: Section 3.0 does not exist, ·either in the Table of 
Contents or in the body of the text. The DSEIS should analyze the ecological benefits that will result 
from the reduction of hycatch of non-target species other than red snapper, and the recovery of 
potentially important fisheries. · 
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(C) Gulf Ecosy~tem 

(I) Benefits of BRDs 

The ecological impacts of bycatch are not fully understood. Bycatch impacts many species 
directly, usually decreasing abundance and altering population structl.lre. Byc·atch also indirectly 
impacts these and additional species through alt~rations in trophic level interactions and changes in 
community structure. These impacts are complex and their long-term impacts on ocean ecosystems 
are yet unknown. It is known, however, that such impacts are cumulative and that they can be . 
severe. 

Although the bycatch problem is only one of the current threats to the hea!t_h of the Gulf of 
Mexico and Gulf fisheries, it is the most significant for a great number of species-;-=The reduction of 
bycatch in the Gulf shrimp fishery will allow for the recovery of impacted populations and the 
restoration of a more ecologically stable fish community. In this way, the use of BRDs in shrimp 
trawls will increase the likelihood that economically valuable Gulf fisheries can be sustained into the 
~~ . 

(2) DSEIS Discussion 

The DSEIS includes a discussion of potential ecosystem impacts of reducing bycatch. 
However, this discussion focuses almost _exclusively on the potential decrease of shrfmp stock biomass 
from minimizing bycatch (because of increased predation and decreased·cycling of nutrients) and 
potential impacts to marine mammals and seabirds which feed on bycatch. For example, the DSEIS 
considers the alleged impacts to marine mammals and sea birds of reducing bycatch because bycatch 
provides a food source for these animals. This approach ignores the fact that these animals 
maintained healthy, sustainable populations in the Gulf prior to the_ existence of the shrimp industry. 

CMC strongly cautions against such an approach. What requires analysis in the SEIS is the 
impact on the Gulf ecosystem of reducing hycatch. The primary focus of the analysis must be.the 
ecosystem benefits of reducing bycatch. Consideration of. impacts to the shrimp fishery and animals 
which might be dependent on bycatch as an unnatural food source should be only a secondary focus. 
Accordingly, we recommend that this section be significantly revised and expanded in the final SEIS. 

(D) Shrimp Fishery 
. . . 

Fortunately, significant ecological and economic benefits of bycatch reduction c;:m be achieved 
in a n:ianner that will not significantly reduce the·effectiveness of shrimp trawls. Three of the four 
BRDs included in the Amendment have been shown to achieve shrimp retention rates of at least 90% 
in NMFS testing (DSEIS, 2.0,C.2.). The use of BRDs also will result in economic benefits to the 
shrimp fishery through decreased w~rkload in culling unwanted bycatch. 
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(2) DSEIS RECOMMENDATIONS 

(A) Gear Re.quirements 

As already discussed, CMC supports Preferred Alternative A.2, which requires the inclusion 
of BRDs in shrimp nets. Furthermore, CMC supports Option A.2.b which requires each· net required 
to have a turtle excluder devic~ (fED) to have a BRD. 

· Since TEbs were required in 1990, the size of try nets, arid the length of time they ;tre pulled 
have both increased considerably, resulting in an increase in the number of observed captures, and 
deaths, of turtles in try nets. For this reason, proposed regulations would re.quire TEDS in try nets 
down to 12 feet of headrope. Finfish bycatch in try nets has likely increased comparably, for the 
same reasons over the same time frame. Hence, CMC recommends Option A.2.lY-which requires ·a · 
BRD in any net that requires a TED. Shrimpers always have the option of using a small~r try net as 
they usually did before 1990. 

Additionally, Option A.2.b is clearly the best option in terms of ease of enforcement of the 
BRD requirement. Requiring both a TED and a BRD in the same nets will minimize confusion on 
the part of shrimpers and enforcement officials. · · 

(B) Area Specified for BRD Use 

CMC supports Alternative B. l which requires BRDs in all Gulf waters in the EEZ within the 
100-fathom contour, rather than Preferred Alternative B.2 which requires BRDs in only those Gulf 
waters in the EEZ within the IO0-f~thom contour which are west of Cape San Blas, Florid~. 

According to the DSEIS, the area east of Cape San Blas is excluded because most juvenile 
snapper bycatch occurs west of that point. As noted in the same section, however, there are relic 
populations of red snapper off Florida's west coast. The existence of these populations, and the 
likelihood that shrimp trawl bycatch is one of the primary reasons that the populations are relic, are 
compelling reasons to require BRDs in this area. · 

Additionally, there are finfish species, including croaker among many others, along Florida's 
coast that would benefit from BRD use in that area. While the specific tbcus of this amendment is 
the reduction of juvenile red s_napper mortality, it is necessary to consider this issue from a broader 
ecosys_tem perspective, and also to recognize that the need to develop measures to reduce bycatch of 
other finfish is J.1st a matter of time. · 

Finally, the BRD requirement should apply to the entire Gulf region for reasons of 
enforcement. If BRDs are required in all trawl nets out in the Gulf (and in aH nets containing 
TEDS), there will be no confusion on the part of shrimpers or enforcement officials. 
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(C) Criteria for BRDs 

The DSEIS includes two alternatives in Section 2.0.C. Neither. of these alternatives is 
deemed preferable, and the two alternati~es are not mutually exclusive .. · · · 

CMC supports Alternative C.1., which links certification of BRDs to their bycatch mortality 
reduction effectiveness. Alternative C. l .specifies. that BRDs must reduce mortality by 50 (or other) 
percent. As explained below (CMC, 2.E.), the '(or other)' provision is key to CMC's support of this 
alternative. 

For Alternative C.2., 4 options are presented. None is deemed preferable. CMC has worked 
on the issue of TEDs for more than 15 years. It has been our experience with respect to TEDS that 
leaving this value unspecified only delays controversy regarding acceptable values:=During early 
discussions regarding TEDs, when conservationists recommended that TED certification procedures 
also considered shrimp retention rates, shrimpers objected, requesting freedom to make their own 
choices regarding shrimp retention. However, in later years, _the single most frequent objection to 
using TEDs put forth by tbe industry was shrimp loss. Shrimp loss rates have been used repeatedly 
by shrimpers and Members of Congress as the major reason for opposing TED requirements.. Given 
this recurrent problem, CMC opposes Option C.2.d. and favors either Option C. l.a. or C.1.b. 

According to the shrimp retention rate data presented in the DSEIS, the two fisheye BRDs 
and the extended funnel BRDs \li'.Ould meet Option C. t .a,. and i:nay meet Option C.1.b; the Andrews 
TED would fail to meet the requirements of Options C. l.a,b,c, and d.2 In order to continually 
.decrease bycatch in shrimp nets and to ensure restoration of impacted stocks in a reasonable time 
frame, it wm be necessary to review and possibly decrease this criteria value at a late~ time 
(CMC,2.E.). 

(D) Seasonal Closures 

CM_C supports Pret~rred Alternative D.1.. which recommends no change in seasonal closures. 

(E) Framework r or l\lodilication or Criteria 

. CMC supports preferred alternative E.2.,'which requires the establishment of a·framework for 
modifying bycatch reduction criteria and establishing BRD certification criteria and a BRD testing 

2 
Th.: data presented in Tahl,: 4 conflict with th.: information pres.:nl~d under Alt.:maliv.: C.2. According lo Tabl,: 4 which is 

said lo r.:pr.:sent all th,: avai!ahl,: evaluation infonuation through March 1996. shrimp r.:t.:ntitm reduction rat.is range from O to 7 p,:rcenl for 
th,: two lisheye and the extended funnel BRDs. According Ill th.: text und,:r Al1.:ma1ive C.2 .• how,:ver. th,: fish.:y,: and th,: ex1.:nd,:d funnel BRDs 
w.:re found to achi.:ve 97 p.:mml retention of shrimp in NMFS !.:sting. which is equival.:nt tll a 3 percent r.:1.:ntion reduction. 

. lfth,: latter is tru.: for both the lhh.:y.: BROS and th,: extended funn.:I BRD. then CMC would support Option C.l.b. If the fonner 
is true. then CMC would support Option C.l .a. 
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protocol for certifying additional BRDs. Furthermore, CMC support~ Alternative E.2.A w!th. the 
following changes: 

J) The bycatch reduction criteria_ may be increased (to require a greater rate of bycatch 
·reduction) at any time~ but may be decreased only after the red snapp_et fishery has 
been officially determined to have reC?vered from its overfished status. 

_ Increasing the harvest of red snapper, which would be the effect of red~cing the bycatch 
reduction criteria, would be irresponsible until the species has_ recovered from its overfished status. 
To increase the harvest of any species which is already overfished is poor and risky management. 
Alternative E.2.A. should be amended to preclude the possibility of such an increase under this _ 
amendment, and to comply with the Magnuson Fishery Conservation and Management Act, including 
the recent amendmen_ts, which charges t~e Council with preventing overfishing. ~ · 

2) The bycatch reduction criteria is increased over time according to the schedule below 
(or some similar schedule) in order to achieve a recovery above the overfishing · 
_threshold prior to the year 2019. 

Bycatch Reduction Criteria 
1997 50% 
2002 60% 
2007 65% 
2012 70% 
2017 75% 

CMC urges the Council to revise its goals with respect to Amendment 9. At present, the goal 
of the Amendment is to reduce juvenile red snapper mortaiity by 50 percent in order to achieve a 
recovery above the overfishing threshold by the ·year 2019. A 23-year recovery period is much too 

· long. The year 2020 is the target date for the recovery of Kemp's Ridley sea turtle from endangered 
to threatened. This turtle achieves sexual maturity, and reproduces much less quickly than the red 
snapper. Red snapper are capable of a much quicker r~covery. 

A 50 percent bycatch reduction must be viewed as a minimum improvement. Reducing 
bycatch ~y 50 percent would mean that lO_million pounds rather than 20 million pounds of red 
snappe~ would die in shrimp trawls each year. This would be·a significant.(aQd necessary) 
improvement, but i0 million pounds still r_epresents a tremendous and unacceptable loss of biological 
resources. 

Shrimp trawl bycatch must not prevent the tirriely recovery of red snapper and other finfish 
which_ have been so severely impacted by shrimp bycatch over many years. Research on tiycatch · 
reduction effectiveness and development of devices with reduction rates significantly greater than 50% 
must remain a priority. A bycatch reduction criteria improvement schedule like the one presented 
above would be an effective tool for encouraging improvement within a determined tirrie period. If, 
however, this improvement is not forthcoming technologically, it may be necessary to amend _the 
shrimp retention rate criteria in order to accomplish the increase in bycatch reduction: 
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(3) IMPACTS OF.THE GULF SHRIMP TRAWL FISHERY ON ENDANGERED AND 
mREATENED SEA TURTLES · 

(A) Andrews 5-in TED 

With specific regard to the proposed alternatives• impacts on endangered and threatened sea 
turtles, Alternative C.1. proposes that the Andrews 5-in turtle excluder device (TED) be considered a 
B~D for the purposes of this Amendment and red snapper exclusion. CMC recognizes the 
attractiveness of using a single device to address both bycatch problems, and the particular attraction 
of the apparently high rate of red snapper exclusion from the Andrews 5-in TED. However, it should 
be noted that NMFS has proposed regulations that would decertify all soft-TEDs, including the. 
Andrews 5-in TED, because of problems with turtle exclusion rates under field CQnditions, which 
have proved less satisfactory than under the original certification con~itions. In oroer to achieve 
adequate turtle exclusion rates, installation by a certified netmaker would have 'to be required (Gary 
Graham, TX Sea Grant; personal communication). Furthermore, nets frequently become snagged or 
otherwise entangled at sea, and would need retuning by a certified net-maker to ensure turtle 
exclusion was.not compromised. 

Given the endangered and_ threatened status of Kemp's ridley and loggerhead sea turtles, those 
most frequently caught in Gulf shrimp trawls, CMC must oppose the use-the· Andrews 5-in TED as a 
BRD because of sea turtle exclusion problems, regardless of its finfish· exclusion rate~ We also note · 
that the Andrews 5-in TED has relatively h_igh shrimp l(')SS rates (Table 4} and therefore is not likely, 
in our opinion, to be favored by most shrimpers. 

(B) Changes in the shrimp fishery and their impacts on endangered and 
threatened sea turtles 

The DSEIS does not assess the impacts of the Gulf shrimp fishery on endangered and threatened 
sea turtles. Endangered arid threatened sea turtles are not even mentioned in Section 6: · 
Environmental Consequences. The text included under Section 10: Other Applicable Law, regarding 
the "impacts" on marine turtles, appears to merely be a history of the situation, not an evaluation of . 
the impacts. Furthermore the history ends more than a year ago, omitting a number of crucial events 
in the intervening period. Bizarrely, this "history'' ends with a court-ordered, 40-day preliminary · 
injunction in effect, leaving the impression that that order is still in effect. Of most concern, the 
narrative makes abs_olutely no attempt to e_valuate the effect changes in shrimp fishing effort have had 
on sea turtle mortalities. CMC raised this question first in our October 24, 1994, comments on 
Amendment 7·of the Gulf Shrimp Fishery Management Plan (attached). . · 

The EA for Amendment 7 indicated that Gulf shrimp fishing effort increased some 200 percent 
since the 1960's. Furthermore, more recent management activities such as the Texas Closure and 
concurrent closure in federal waters out to 200 miles, as well as changes in general fishing practices, 
have resulted in intense pulses of fishing effort in localized areas. The current OSEIS notes, ~the 
development and adoption of fishery management plans for' shrimp (Texas Closure) and other species 
since 1980 have resulted in the reallocation of fishing effort between fisheries and fishing grounds 
(Fonyo et al. 1983)." (page 39, emphasis added) The November 14, 1994 Biological Opinion (BO) 
(and a series of subsequent BO's) from NMFS on the_ Southeastern shrimp fishery points to pui!-e.<- nf 
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intense fishing in areas of high sea turtle abundance, coupled with the use of inefficient TEDs, as one 
of the primary causes of increased turtle mortalities and strandings· in recent years. Among the 
problems the Nov 1994 BO indicates must be remedied are the elimination of inefficient TEDs, Which 
can cause excess stress and even death on their own, and the problem of multiple passes through 
trawls and TEDs during intense fishing pulses, which can cause exhaustion and death as a result of 
cumulative impacts. · 

During the 1995 shrimping season temporary gear restrictions, as outlined in the Revised Sea 
Turtle/Shrimp Fishery Emergency Response Plan reproduced in Appendix C, Were imposed .in certain 
statistical zones several times to _alleviate the problem of inefficient TEDs. However, .in 1996 the 
Emergency Response Plan was suspended, and to date, while additio.nal TED testing has been 
performed, and regulations decertifying several TED-types; including all soft TEQs, have been 
proposed (61 ·Fed.Reg. 18102- 18116), no further action has been taken to addreSfthis problem. 
Clearly this fishery has adverse impacts on listed endangered and threatened turtles, and NMFS. 
believes these impacts can be reduced by the measures proposed in the April 24, 1996, regulations, 

· yet no final action has been taken. None of this information, nor the-impact of the lack of the 
regulations is mention~, much less evaluated, in the DSEIS. 

Federal agencies have a continuing duty to gather and consider new information to assess the 
environmental impacts of their ongoing actions. Portland Audubon Soc'y v, Babbit, 998 F.2d 705, 
708 (9th Cir. 1993); Society for Animal Rights v. Schlesinger. 512 F.2d.915, 918 (D.C. Cir. 1975). 
This is part of the agency's overriding duty under NEPA to take a "hard look" at the environmental 
effects of their actions, even after initial approval. Marsh v. Oregon Natural Resources Council, 490 
U.S. 360, 373-74 (1989). The shrimp fishery is an ongoing activity occurring pursuant tp NMFS' 
.authorization under the FMP. Year after year, the shrimping fleet conducts its operations pursuant to 
the FMP, yet never has NMFS' given full consideration to the ·environmental impacts that result. In 
particular, NMFS has never given adequate NEPA consideration to the impacts of this fishery on sea 
turtles. · 

This deficiency has been acknowledged by NMFS. In 1991, N.MFS admitted that the NEPA 
documents for previous FMPs "did not address potentially significant adverse fishery effects on 
marine mammals and endangered species" .(Administrative Record, CMC v; Brown G-94-660, 19_94, 
AR-IE6). Similarly, a 1990 NOAA General Counsel's legal opinion also strongly recommended a 
broader NEPA analysis covering significan~ fisheries effects on endangered species, and directed such 
an analysis to be undertaken "in the next major amendment" to an existing FMP (lg). As CMC has 
repeatedly pointed out, NMFS has not yet adequately addressed under NEPA the impacts of the · 
shrimp fishery on endangered and threatened sea turtles. 

In 1981, an EIS was prepared when NMFS developed the FMP for the Gulf of Mexico. shrimp 
fishery. That EIS included only a limited discussion of the impact of the fishery on sea turtles. In 
the EIS, the analysis of.biological impacts of shrimping on·sea turtles -consisted of only one arid . · 

· one-half pages. TEDs were still in the developmenta! stage at the time and were not widely available 
to shrimp trawlers. The FMP noted that "incidental capture of sea turtles" was a problem, but also 
admitted that NMFS lacked information on the number of sea turtles incidentally captured in the Gulf 
of Mexico by shrimpers .. In effect, NMFS abdicated its duties under NEPA to analyze the impacts of 
the shrimp fishery on sea turtles. · 
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Since 1981, much has changed in the Gulf of Mexico shrimp fishery and in the understanding of 
the impacts of the fishery on the marine ecosystem, in general, and sea turtles, in particular. 
Nevertheless, the FMP's approach to the conservation of the marine environment remains very much 
the same. NMFS relies on the TED regulations to protect sea turtles from the effects of- shrimping, 
and largely ignores other impacts t~at shrimping has on the marine ecosystem ..The FMP, as 
informed through the NEPA process, is precisely whete many ofthe most effective measures to limit 
the impacts of shrimp fishing on sea turtles, other species, and the marine environment should be 
considered and implemented. Among these measures are limited entry and effort programs, vessel 
registration requirements, pollution control measures, and bycatch reduction measures. 

In 1987, the number of sea turtles taken and killed in the southeastern U.S. shrimp fishery was 
estimated by NMFS at 47,000 takes .and 11,000 deaths. These numbers imply a (!lUcb bigger impact 
on sea turtles by the shrimp trawl fishery than considered in the 1981 EIS. In theclefinitive study on 
the cause of sea turtle declines commissioned by Congress, the National Academy of Sciences · 
("NAS") reported in 1990 that NMFS' estimate was low, possibly by a factor of four. h concluded 
that as many as 55,000 sea turtles may have died annually in the shrimp fishery, and that shrimp 
trawling killed more sea turtles than all other human activities combined. However, NMFS never has 
evaluated the effect of sea turtles mortalities caused by its management of the shrimp fishery on the 
marine ecosystem as a whole. Nor has it factored the NAS Report into any of the NEPA documents 
for the FMP, other than in the inost cursory way. 

After completion of the NAS Report, new recovery'plans were prepared for all five species of sea 
turtles inhabiting U.S; waters, using new population data, and setting forth new recovery goals, 
priorities, and actions needed. These plans should have been used to evaluate, in a new or · 
supplemental EIS,· additional measures to mitigate the effects of shrimping on sea turties in the Gulf. 
Once again, NMFS fai.led to consider this information. · 

In 1994, CMC filed alawsuit challenging, among other deficiencies, NMFS' failure to address 
•adequately under NEPA the impacts of the shrimp fishery on sea turtles. This litigation successfully 
resulted in the injunction mentioned in Section 10 of the DSEIS. Ultimately, the court decided to 
avoid making 3: final legal determination of the adequacy of NMFS' consideration under NEPA of the 
impacts of the shrimp fishery on sea turtles. The Court did so only because NMFS argued that it was 
in the process of preparing a SE;:IS on FMP Amendment 9 that would address sea turtles. S~e NMFS 
Summary Judgement Brief, at 35. Judge Kent relied on this representation in his ruling: 

Assuming without ·deciding that the Federal Defendants violated NEPA by failing to 
issue an EIS in connection with the shrimp fishery FMP or its amendments, the relief 
of the Court would (_)rder is the precise action the Federal Defendants have already 
undertaken. The proposed EIS will include an assessment of "based on currently 
avaitahle information, the impacts of the ·Gulf Shrimp trawl fisheries on•... protected 
species {endangered or threatened) in the Gulf of Mexico." AR [.H.J; 60 Fed. Reg. 
1(69 (1995). By assessing the impacts of the entire·shrimp fishery on·protected 
species, rather than focusing only on the impact on protected species of the proposed 
FMP amendment, the scope of the proposed EIS is hroad enough to correct and 
NEPA violation that may have occurred in the past. 
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CMC v. Brown, 917 F. Supp. 1128, ·1150 (S.D. Tex. 1996) (emphasis added). 

Clearly, Judge Kent relied upon NMFS' own-representation that its SEIS would consider the . 
impact of the fishery on sea turtles and other protected species~ He also anticipated that the SEIS 
would include a comprehensive analysis of the entire fishery on all listed species. The SEI~ does 
meet these tests. As a result, should it be ·necessary to challenge this NEPA analysis in court in the 
context of sea turtle protective actions,- the starting point for analysis will be NMFS' failure to meet 
its own state_ment of the necessary and intended scope of this NEPA analysis. 

To satisfy the NEPA requirements, an EIS must consider all of the impacts of an action.· The 
CEQ NEPA regulations require that an agency consider both the direct and indir~ct impacts or effects 
of any action under examination; In other words, the agency must consider both those effects d_irectly 
caused by an action and those effects which are later in time or farther removed il'Fdistance. 40 
C.F.R. 1508.8. The regulations also require an agency to cqnsider cumulative impacts. 40 C.F.R. 
1508.7 These_ are the impacts resulting from "the incremental impact of the action when added to 
other past, present and reasonably foreseeable future actions !egardless of what agency (federal or 
non-federal) or person undertakes such other actions." -Id. 

Clearly, under NEPA, the DSEIS should include an assessment of sea turtle "impacts and impacts 
to other protected species. Any regulation of the shrimp trawl fishery affects the number of sea 
turtles taken and killed. Despite this, the discussion in the DSEIS makes no attempt to evaluate the 
effect that the proposed changes will have. on sea turtles. The DSEIS focuses narrowly on the 
amendment proposed and the direct effects on red snapper, the species targeted by the amendment.· 
-There are many other direct and indirect effects of the change, however. Important among these is 
the effect that this amendment will have on sea turtles. · 

Because of the significance of the omission of this discussion of impacts to protected species, 
NMFS must proceed with separate NEPA consideration of continu.ed operation of the impacts of this 
fishery on sea turtles and other protected species, including additional opportunity for public 
comment. In the meantime, the Gulf Council and NMFS should proceed to finalize Amendment 9 
and implement if for purposes of requiring installation of the bycatch reduction devices. 

(C) Excess fishing effort and its impacts on t!ndangered ·and threatened sea 
turtles · · · -· 

The concluding paragraph of the Bioeconomic Analysis performed by NMFS. for the 1996 
proposed TED regulations states: . · · 

"... sea·turtle··bycatch in the Gulf of Mexico shrimp t}shery res.ults from the lack of 
clearly defined property rights for shrimp in the sea. Days fished will always be 
greater than is optimal for this fishery. That is, days fished are ·greater than the level 
at which the greatest number. of shrimp are being harvested at the lowest cost to · 
society. Gear techriology solutions do ·not address the common property· nature of the 
fishery and therefore will not resolve the problem of sea turtle bycatch. Howev~r, 
gear modifications should lessen the impact of the shrimp fishery on sea tu~le 
populations until a comprehensive solution can be found." (Ward et al., 1996) 

https://continu.ed
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. . 
While CMC believes the issue is not that of p~operty•rights but fishing access privileges {and we 

note that this interpretation conforms with NOAA policy - see attached letter from James Baker, 
NOAA Administrator), nevertheless, we concur that the problem is that Qf too much fishing effort. 
As the cited Bioeconomic Analysis concl.udes, this problem will remain until the unlimited access 
issue is ·addressed. This will be true for both sea turtle and finfish bycatch, as is acknowledged on 
page 39 of the DSEIS. Thus CMC has argued for a number of years that NM~S and the Councils 
must address the unlimited access issue in the shrimp fishery. Page 9 of the DSEIS states "The 
Council subsequently diferred [sic] action on limited entr:y until the industry? the Shrimp AP, or some · 
other appropriate entity requests it, or at some future date when the Council determines that it is 
appropriate to address the issue." CMC again requests that the Council address limited entry issues, 
for the benefits to endangered and threatened sea turtles, fln:fish and society in general. 

(D) Mitigating Measures Related to th_e Proposed Action, page 12~-

It is true that the required use of TEDs was intended to reduce the incidental take of listed 
endangered and threatened sea turtles. However, as the Proposed Action and SEIS are ·currently 
formulated, the requirement of TEDs for turtle exclusion is irrelevant. Indeed, on page 14, the SEIS 
specifically discusses the impacts of TEDs on finfish exclusion and concludes that TED-induced 
finfish exclusion 'is either "negligible" or '.'insufficient to over-ride other factors", with the exception 
of the Andrews 5-in TED discussed above. Thus, TED requirements neither mitigate for finfish· 
bycatch nor are they related to the proposed action in any way. 

CONCLUSION 

CMC strongly supports the requirement of BRDs in shrimp nets·. However, CMC urges the 
Council to revise proposed Amendment 9 should be revised as indicated herein in order to address the 
problem of juvenile red snapper bycatch in the entire Gulf and in order to make possible a more 
timely recovery of red snapper. _We encourage the Council to revise the Am~ndment and proceed 
with its finalization and. implementation as soon as possible. 

CMC has serious concerns about the failure of this amendment to address impacts to 
threatened and endangered sea turtles. Because of the significance of this omission and for other 
reasons discussed in these comments, NMFS must proceed wiih a separate NEPA consideration of the 
~mpacts of the Gulf shrimp trawl fishery to sea turtles. 

Finally, CMC again requests that the Council address limited entry issues, for the benefits to 
endangere<j and threatened sea turtles, finfish and society in general.

: . . 
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Thank you for your consideration of our views. If you have any questions please call Klm 
Davis at (813) 895-2188. 

Sinc~rely, 

JP~&-· 
Kimberly S.. Davis ~/ 
Fisheries Project Manager 
Center for Marine Conservation 
One Beach Drive, SE, #304 
St. Petersburg, FL 33701 

k~~ 
Deborah Crouse, Ph.D. 
Senior Conservation Scientist 
Center for Marine Co.nservation 
1725 DeSales St., NW, #600 
Washington, DC 20036 
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TAB l> _NO. 7(i) 

Chairman 
Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management Council 10/25/96 
5401 W. Kennedy Blvd. 
Lincoln Center, Suite 331 
Tampa, Fl 33609 

Dear Sir, 

I am writing to you in support of reduced by-catch regulations for t~e commercial 
shrimp industry. Having lived in the coastal Gulf South much of my"aault life I 
can honestly say that the depletion of Red Snapper stocks has been dramatic. I 
hope that some actions can be taken to reverse this trend and restore both 
commercial and recreational snapper and other bottom species back to their 
fullest potential. 

:·~· "~ .. ~, 
t'' . ,......~ ... : . 
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~1"111 :l """'"" . • ..
Gulf Of Mex1cc .F_ishe_ry -~9'~H?t Counc11 
5401 w. T•mpa Bay-Blvd:·
'fampa Fl 33609 

Transmitte via F~ No. (6ll)i2a-:-2.815 

Dear Sir: 

I have been fishing.·tb• -~per '-r,~~s ;C'tlast. 1or over 30 yel(ra i:nd i 
am appalled by the m,lleurtt of· ~uve~l:ie -f.1$h' kl~l:ed in 't.be !Gulf as i' 
a byeatch of Shri~. bo~ts..• _. .J l:lave·:~..n. ,1..n_ tl)e Gulf and •een 't.be 
fl'!asses of baby ·sn~ppAr~ ~.edfish and ot~r•· ·cmllad' ·ovarho~rd by
the Shr1raper& ••• the)" are 11.ke 1Je.cu-y.m ·cleaners U1 ,:,be Gulr. · 

1 love to eat shr1~ f!I.~ .~u~ji ea ~yope_ -l>\lt· .I am W11ling -C:-:o .pay 
more for tile.in to CJ•.~. tJ:ie shr1mpars· to uae. other ID&&nB to :hancne• 
their catch. ·.: · . ' 

O\are ~cs ogt: a.n unu.111.1·,:;eo ·r•e~rco. ···•:Pl~•••.' co aomo-ci-i1ng .;1:10\.l't i~ 
NOWl. 

.• 

;u~,·• .,·:· · 
. ;' ' _-:au'th.r9:1en . •,· · 

on, Tx: 77096 

. ,.. . 
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.. RESOLtJTIO!i 

;.t a meeting of the Board of Direct.ors 01! 'l'he Chamber of 
Cetnmerce of Latourche anu ~h• D6!C~ Regi~n, Inn .• held at an 
office in Larose, Louisiana, en the 16th da-:i· of October, 1996, 
pursua.Dt to aue n0t1ct:, ot which a quorum WI\R present, on 
moticri, duly seconded, the following resolution:_. was 
\l,nan!mou~~ly ~dapted: ~ 

WH:r::REAS the sl'\r1mpiut.;1 ini::h1.~t.ry it'l. t.ou..isi..,nA a.nc. other states • 
has al:-eady sustained. considerable economic hardship as a 
res~lt or the mc:1.uJot0=t u~c cf 'l'\Jrtle ~xr.luder Dev1ces, and 

Wff!~AS 
~ 

the :Ri:u. snc.p;,er ie neithe:-
. 

~ threatened nor an 
en~~1ge:e~ specles cf tish, and . . 

WH?RE:AS the decrease in Red Snapper population was largely due 
to heavy t1Sh1n~ ;,.1:c:s:s\.1:-c, a.na · 

WH~REAS the 1nlLoduecion of qu0~as a~n 1i~its or. Red Snap~er
has helped the species to rebound its population, and •· 

WHEREAS the Gulf of Me~ico Fishery Management Council, the 
agency seex..i.ug to Lm.po::;e t.h• u.se of t.he Fish Excluder Device 
on the .sh:-imping industry, bas increased the quota on the 
amount of R~d ~napper that can b-. lP.gallY eauqht, 52% since 
1993 {re~resenting nearly 2 million pounds of additional 
narvest), aua 

Wk.t::R:EAS the ra.i:mde.t0ry u•• of Fish 'Rxcluder Devices ,-0uld have 
severe end advers& economic impact on th• shrimping industry
witn qu~~LionAblc benefit to the R~d Snapper species. 

~~ lT THER~FORE ru::ioLVED, that Th~ Chambe~ or Lafourche and 
the !ayou Region, its 465 co~panies/individuals represen:ing • 
11,600 -mpl01cc~ rcccl'M\en4s thal ~he Culf cf Mexico Fisaery
Management Council, a.nd the lational Oceanic and Atmospheric 
AOml.ni:,L.&ation in the United st.•te~ Depa:tment of Commerc1 1 to 
RECONSIDE:a and ~HHDRA~ its proposed ''Amendment 1#9 to FiShery 
t1a.na9emeu1.. Plo.n for the Shrimp FisheT~ nf the Gulf of Mexicc, 
United Stc:1.l.es Wa.b:r11. 11 

!E IT SO R.tSOtVED on this 16th day of October, i996, La:ose, 
Lou1.t idn.i. 
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UNITED HOUMA NATION 

·20986 Hwy. 1 
, Golden Meadow, LA 70352 
(504)475-6640 
F~: (504)415~7109 

.. 
.Oc:tober 29. 1996 

• 
GulfofMexico Fisheries Management Council 
5401 West Kennedy Blvd., Suite 331 
Tamp~ FL 33609 

Re: Fish Excluder Devices 

Dear Sirs; 
~ :,,.",...... 

--:· ; 
•The United Houma Nation is a 17,000 member Tn'be ofNative Americans located in South 
Louisiana. Many of our Tnoal members are fishermen who have relied on shrimp trawling for 

. their existence for generations. m recem years our people have bccn severely impacted by state 
and federal regulations which have made it difficult for us to make a living and our Tn"bal 
members are struggling for survival. 

We realize that the proposed regulations involving the use offish Excluder Devices to protect \ 
juvenile red snapper are only the prelude to further regulations which will result in the destruction -
ofour livelihoods and the death ofour culture. The history ofNative American trmment by the 

• federal government is one ofbias and prejudice which preda.tes the earliest days of the formation 
ofour republic. While we rewe 'that user gr,oups who possess greater wealth and pc;!e.1ic=.IS • 
influence 'Will always be favored over minorities, we would hope that your department would have 
the pride and integrity to overcome these prejudices. After reading the proposed regulations, 
howeveI", we see history repeating itself in an all to familiar pattern. While the fonn ofbias is 
often changed, the results are always the same. Minorities and people oflittle means are always 
neglected at the expense ofthe wealthy and ~cntial. 

The federal government forced Turtle Excluder Devices on ou:r fishermen in 1989, but did nothing 
to stop the rampant destruction ofthese same turtles by foreign countries. The sportS and 
commercial fisbmg industries h&ve depleted the red smpper population and quotas imposed by the, 

• _Bovernment have resulted in a remmbbte incre&;e in this fishcria stock. According to cla:ta .._ 
available to us, the quotas allocated to these industry groups have inc:tcased each ycau- sinoe 1993, 

• and logic would dictate that the red mapper stock is healthy. Yet, your agency; by some weird 

• Laun N. Biiliot, Cbm.rwCIQ.CI. • Btmda Dcdz, Vice~• Cod)' 01:eie1_ ~ • WiD;,c::t ~ l':ms:::-• 
• Mic:bad Dlzrda:, P~~ -~~•LizCotlt'lllllmCB~•Larina~• t)cia C:q:p:1 • 

•Jocpt;Dard.1rd •Manual Oall.e •Kirby Vcm:t • 

• 

https://Cbm.rwCIQ.CI
https://pc;!e.1ic=.IS
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GulfofMc.~co Fisheries Management Council 
October 29, 1996 
Page2 

twist oflogfo and even more biza;re biology, bas decided tha:t the shrimp trawlers are respoI1S10le • 
for a problem wtuch apparently exists only in your O'W'D minds. It is obvious that your efforts to 
.satisfy the sporr.s induStry is compelling you to become intellectual prostitutes and make absurd 
decisions which should be an embarrassment to you all. 'While history has shown us that pride ~ 
no place when pitted against greed, we would hope that you are at least shamed by your absurd 
proposals. 

The United Houma Nation would like to go on record as being adarnaody opposed to the 
requirement that our fishermen be required to imtall Fish Excluder Devices into their trawls and 
we would also like to recommend that ifthe red snapper stock is truly 1hrea.te:ncd;.aD sports and 
'commercial fishing activities involving this resource be stopped in its entirety. 

-Sincerely, 

Laura N. Billiot 
UHN Chan-woman 

·cc: Media 

LB:lc 

•L.a.n. N. Billiot, Chairv,,cman • Bl=da Ocdc, Vtce C~• Cady t)c;icl. Sa:zocm)' • Wilbert Billiot. 'I~• t 

• Mii:h:d Dardar, Padi.=c:mamn.. Mm'chaBcqc:m. Ui ~~- L,cm&Boqix::. Damil:! Oq,pd.
•J°':f!! Dcdard •M:icual Galle• K.irby Vcmt • 

https://1hrea.te:ncd;.aD
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RAY SOUOREAIJX. VICf:.cHAJRMAN 

DISTRlCT1 
PERCY GABRIEL, SR. 

01STRtCT2 
WAYNETHl60DEAIJX 

DISTRICT3 
"-'Y BOUOREAIJX 

DISTAICT4 
CHRISTA. M. DUPLANTIS, R.N. 
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November 8, 1996 

Gulf of Me:rioo Fisheries Management Council 
. 5401 '\Y. Kennedy Blvd., Suite 331 
Tampa, FL 33609 • 

Re: Proposed F.E.D. Regulations 

To 'Wnom It May Concern: 

The members of the Terrebonne Parish· Council were just mformed of 
proposed regulations by GOMFMC to require oomm.ercial shrimp fishermen to place 
Fish Excluder Devices (FED) onto their nets to protect the juvenile red snappers 
from being caught.. Claims were made by OOMFMC charge that nearly 80% of the. 

'juvenile red snapper population is caqht by shrimp trawlers in the Gulf of Mexico. 
Not. meaning any disrespect to individual members of the Fishery Management 

· Council, but, this statement is just plain ludicrous. Neany all members ·or the 
Parish Council are native to our coastal commzmjty and we all know, either through 
personal experience or through stories fnmi family members, that the snapper 
population was tremendous years ~o. declined during the period of u:nl:imited 
comm.8rcial hazvest, and has been on a neady rise wer the last few years. 

At least two recent stwlies (ane conducted by Louisiana State Univeni:ty 
· under a grant from the U.S. Department of Commerce) showed that of all the -by 

catch• of the comme:rcial shrimpen, red snappers were ane of the ni.arine life least. 
affected. Why then place additian.al hard.ships on the commercial aluimpers who 
an already unfairly burdened. by Turtle E%clud.er Devices? 

https://E%clud.er
https://additian.al
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Q,uif of Mexioo Fisheries M~ment Council 

., · November ~, 1996 
Page2 ._. 

Being close to the Gulf of Mmoo has taught all of our residents to respect 
and. appreciate the many forms of marine life. The abundant varieties of £sh have 
'given TeITebonn.e Parish citizens numerous hours o! recreational aci:i:vities, a good • 
appreciation of what •eating right" is all about, and, maybe most iuq>ortantly, a 
.source of livelihood for ~nerati.ons of honest, hard.-wark:inE people wh~ have 
supported their families from the bounty of the gu]i. None af us are ~ing to 
knowingly do anything to jeopardize the Gulf of Mexico or any of its inhabitants. 

· . Tht:me.mbers of the Terrebonne Parish Council 3.t:r:l ~ously opposed to 
the forced use of Fish Excluder Devices and see no need for unneeded, mmecessary • · · 
regulation which will do nothing more than harass honest people attempting to 

.work for a living. This Ceuncil is scheduled to ad.opt a formal resolution a.t its 
November 20 meeting expressing addition.al reasons !or our opposition to the 
proposed regulations. --==-- · • 

By copy of this letter, Louisiana's entire Congressional Delegation is being 
informed of this Council's position of this important hsue and requested. to assist us 
with this fight 3i:.,o-ainst your proposal. 

Sincerely, 

~B{~:!:
Terrebonne Paris.h Council 

cc: Hon. John Beaux, Senator 
Hon. J. Bennett Johnston., Senator 
Hon. Mary Landrieu. Sena.tor-elect 

"' - - .. ....___ Hon. Billy Ta~ Congress::m.an. 
Hon-:-Robert LiVlllgston,. Congressman 
Hon. William Jeffarson. Congressman 
Hon. Cleo Fields, Congressman 
Hon. Jim McCrery. Congressman 
Hon. Richard Baker, Congressman 
Hon. James Hayes, Congress::man 
Terreborme.Par.ish L,eeislative Delegation 

•

https://Congress::m.an
https://addition.al
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SE.NATE 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 

MICHAEL R. ROBICHAUX, M.D. P.O. IOXA5 
Stole S1notor MA.TltEW&, I.A 70375 

Di11ric:1 20 November s. 1996 Ocs11u:r Ofru:c: 
(.50AI 537·706A 
15041 .531-3103 FAX 
CAtrror. Ornce: 
c.so.aI 342·2040 

.. 

GulfofMexico Fishery Management Council 
5401 W. KCillled)' Blvd. Nov 12 1996 · 
Suite 331 
Tampa. FL 33609 

GULF FISHER/:=:-: ,~,·-u 'C 
. _.,. ..,I.I I\: IL 

Dear Sirs: ~· 

On October 8, 1996, a public hearing was held on "Amendment #9 to Fishery 
Management Plan for the Shrimp Fishery ofthe Gulf ofMexico, U.S. Waters.•• The meeting was 
held by the Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management CoWJ.Cil (GO.MF.MC) in Thibodaux, Louisiana 
and involved the recommendations of the GOMFMC t.o require the use of Fish Excluder Devices 
on shrimp trawls in federal waters because of the damage that the trawlers were inflicting on the 
juvenile red snapper stock in federal waters. 

As a state senator whose district covers the southern halves of Lafourche and Terrebonne 
Parishes, I have the privilege of representing the most productive cstuarian complex in the world 
and some of the most wonderful people on earth. One of my sons is a commercial fisherman as 
is the father of my legislative aide. Their existence and the fate of their families. along with the 

· fate of thousands of other fishermen in my district, n:lies on their ability to earn a living through 
shrimp trawling. When they cannot fish, they do without and their families suffer. They have • 
seen their margin of profit steadily reduced and their livelihoods threatened by regulations 
imposed by faceless and nameless individuals who control their destinies. As a youngster. I 
fished the waters of the Gul{ of Mexico with my father and enjoyed the large catches of red 
snapper prior to the commercle..1 and recreational cxploitatiOD ofthis species. I have viewed this 
industry from both vantage points for over forty five years 1nd feet qualified to comment on your 
proposals. 

The essence of this proposed rule change is that ahrimp bycatch is injming the red 
snapper population and that reducing bycatch is the only way to reverse that trend. In making 
this decision you have accepted the rather preposterous proposition that 80% of juvenile red 
mapper in the Gulf ofMexico arc caught b)' shrimp trawls. Such a blanbt statement that a non 
targeted reef fish whose offspring arc also structure ·orientated is being caught by a fishery which 
must avoid sttuct:ures to survive is ludicrous. at best. Additionally. your staiement that the red 
snapper population is threatened 1nd ihat the only way to revive the fisher,y stock is to penalize 
shrimp trawlers flies in the face ·of your own data which shows d:lat sinee the impositions of 
quow on snapper the commercial harvest. is being caught in approx.imat.cly half the time by 
fewer boats. and that since 1993, you have increased the ;yearly quota on red snapper by two 
million pounds! 

https://GO.MF.MC
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For a supposedly scientifically orientated organim:inu to practice such biased policy in 
support of a user group is despicable. While greed has no pride and minorities DO stature in 
political considerations, the scientific community should at least give tbe appearance of 
objectivity in their decision making. · 

I would like to go on record as being adamantly opposed to this amendment and I would 
like to further recommend that if the Gulf Council :fi=ls it must do somethina about the fisb:ry, 
then the closure of the recreation and commercial harvest of red mapper would be the• 
appropriate thing to do. 

Sincerely, 

Michael R. Robiwux. M.D. 
State Senator, District 26-=' · 

MRR/br 

• 
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THE COURIER, SUNDAY. NOV. 3, 1996 

~ouisiana shrimpers should not be 
blamed for decline of red snapper

. . 

By MICHAEL R, ROBICHAUX. M.D. 
Q.:a•uei.;r-'-.ilf 

0 
11 OcL 8. 1 public bearina was held oo 
"Amendment No. 9 to Fishel')' Minage
ment Plan Cor the Shrimp Fishery of the 
Galf orMexico, U.S. Waters." The meet• 

inc 'lffl 11.eld by the Gu!C of Mexico Fishery Ma.aage, 
mcnt Coimc:il (GOMFMC) ir. ThibodaWt. 

There Yert approxiNt!ly 20 ---
Jshermen aad c:cncerned dti• 
sens at lbe m.eetin, aion, with 
morted st.rte and (edenl em, 
ployces. The stated purpo,e o{ 
die ~lini was to obl:.ml public 
=mment on tl,1 use of fisb CX• 
duder devices (FEDs), which 
have becn FOJ)OScd to inaease 
the cmicentm en of red snapper 
in ihe Gwf of Maico. 

Two things were immediately Rd:rdlaulc 
app;.~t he the rneeting/."tbe·· ----
lint waa tbat tt.cre is a m:ling of liopeleasneu 
among the &he.rrnen u I.he r=ult of the.ir cxpcri• 
ences widi turtle ucluder devices. The sei:ond 

• thin& that '1125 Obviou; WU th:lt these m.eelmg$ are 
• t pertur::torr. nature, in that the coW10l hu al- • 

oy made its decillion and these meetinr- are but 
..onnalicy re-quired by ,ome ftdtral statute. 
The axnce of this pr;pokd n.le clwige is t.hat 

shrimp byat.ch-is hl,jaring the red snappi:r popula• 
1ion m:id that reducing byatch is the only way to re
"fttse that trend. Sevtnl points need to be 1111der• 
stood at this jtmdial,. The fir3t is that there are 
hundred, cfspecies or&b and C'.'USUCWIS in the 
GulfofMaico and only the red &napper is beina W'0 

aeted at this time• This ia ll!lthtr a threatened nor 
endangerecl species offish and we probably could 
aot eliminate the rid 1n.aype:-po;iubltion in the Gulf 
ofMexico ifwe wished to. So why are we c:onc:e.rned 
about this llsh and not the hundreds of. other bycatch 
species in l!u: CUlf? The answer is quite simple. The 
red scappu is a "money" fish of both the COl'Mltt~ 
cial and recrutional fishm& industries. 

The GOMFMC would have us believe that the de
strm:tioo of iomatare red snapper in shrimp trawls 
is the cause of this problem and this is limply not 
true. Forty.five yan ago l fished red sn1pper in the 
Ci~ ofMaico with my father and they were plenti
ful at the time. S00111 strange lookifti boats with a 
ta1tct saij type 1Cnl;ture and lar&e, wheeled cranks 
appeared on the scene ;uid in short anler the snap,, 
per were no m«e. Heavy fishing pressure had re• 
daced the populalinn of this species overnight 

Sinc.e the introdvcdon o! q1.10tas and limits on 
tmppc:, the resourr:e has rebounded io an an:min& 
fa&hioA. TM bu resulted in the commen:ial harvest · 
hcin& incrcued signitic.nl.ly in wms d. tonnage and 
Che arnollllt of ~me required tc ha.t"Yest the fish by 
i=wcr ooacs. to be C\lt ui"almost half bet"Ween 1993 

and 1995! The lfflOUOt ofred tnappttthatc:an be le
plly cauiht has incnatcd bJ 52 pe.rcat since 1993 
and this repruents an almost 2 million pound lddi
lional ban-est o/. this &.sh stock! How cu the same 
a&enC)' that Rrulateunapper 6s!i.ing incn:Ue quo
tas md then decide thlt sbrii:np trawlm 11'1 CI\IIUII 
problems in ttae illdllltrY1 JDc:identllly, then arc 
ocJy 31 CCIIMlerciaI &aherme:ft frc,m the atate d Lou• 
isiana wbo !:.ave red mapper licc:iiJes. 

Thus, Wt. ban n inclult17 that has OYCr-&hcd 
red napper far)"Un md depleted the papwaticn.
The impocition oC \Iota aDd limits on the &.sh has 
resulted in a=:ieni:bound a[ the snapper 
~tioa. Accatdin& to the GOMFMC, the lop:al 
thing to15o at this point is me nos on the 
llhrimpinf industry! It makes no Rn!I. The Louisi
ana shrlmper is b«mr penaJiled for the put abuses 
ofanother indU$tz)'. This II ludkrou$ and this trav
esty needs to be expo&ed and stopped in its tracts! 

The commercial fishennan has every reason to 
fear that as aoon as the ink dries on reculatiom for 
federal wzten, we will •~ tb.c same n:strictiDlls im
poaed on mte wate:Q IIwcll. The state orLouisiala 
bat 30 ran oC data~ on ~tdl, 1nd non• 
dthat data shows any barmfw effects on the Wsh 
crcr.:ib pcpuJa&11. Simllar studies In other areu 
)lave ruched the same condusioa. Ollt ct approxi
mately 100 apeoes ,;if fish idc.ntified in I fedltllly fi. 
1IIDCed 1tud7 on bycatch periormed bJ stat& biolo
en,ts, not asin&le red snapper wa, 1:1taloeed u 
being csugbt! In anothc study en bycatch, per. 
Conned by Louisiana ~te Ullivcnity lllldu a,:rant 
from the U.S. Department of Cmmru::rce, net asm
ate ted snappe1 was identified! In apitc of these data, 
federal autborit:ie.s c1a.im that 78 s,cm:ot cf the im
mature red smppcr .in the Gulf cf Mexico are caught 
in 1hriinp trawls. · 

Utht JtOupi that RI PCIO!.ffllgillC this ld:ivity 
'Wint to destroy the ,hrimpirig md\1.11:y, t;h17 1hould 
be up froat abcn.tt their motives and not me our tu 
dallm to produce lkewed ditz and dine.min.ate iJ. 
loria1 ~da.Turtle adudc::r de-rice• W'ln 
Jotced on our ti~ ac tbe resultoCthe destruc
tion of the tunll population by Me:icicoand other C.. 
nl>beln Nations. For nctJ turtle c:aqht in a net in 
the Gulf ofMaica by 111 American &ber'mdl, bun• 
dredl are destroyed bf the McsJc:ans and other»
dons each year. Who ptS punished for their sins? 
Thi p( ldJrimpm. TM red IN!ppltpopwation WIS 
redaced by m=r•f!&biq and who pis penalized? 
The gull shrimpcn. Numerous anides blavc bet11 
.written on tb1 Diehl.mire oC ll0:l1op:al damaps re-
1lllting from shrimp mmme thrOQ&boat the world. 
Where is the pressure to c:umil these activities? . 
WhJ ham't dMI GOMFMC mtammtd oa behalf of 
the &hermei.t to irevent seafood lmporta frmn for. 
din countries ttiat do natl:r,r,e emkitial llfetuards 
ll:lr tuttles and &!&sh. To date. the oruy people being
penalized far thae allqed problems 11'1 the Ameri
cm &shenne,i. 

ID 1989, t.deral lcgis!ation was passed that would 
euentially requn forti&n fishing fleets to either 
uae tattle ocluder devices or be prevented from ex
petting sh~ to the United States. WhRe Iwas 
writing this column. afederal court In New York 
t\lJtd that this law ftllllt be en!orced. Thi• enforce
ment nwi1came~1t11en years alter 
the fact and was lmiocht to l:riaf as tbt r11ult of a 
wit .&led by an eovirolltncntal aroup in California. 
Where wu our Lqislatun: duril:lc those years? 
Where wu the tmndne bf the !edmT bureaucrats 
tD protect aca turtles fxom destruction by other 
eo1o1ntria wbile CIU't mi St.he:men were !o~ced to 
lltilize thae dmc:a? 

How can we allow this to happen to our people? 
How .could our legii!ttot'S allow this to tiapp,en? Tbe · 
r111C11:1 for this problem is uot as impot'Unt as the 10-
lutions aud this is where we need to locus our atten• 
tiDD. Plcue IU\dentand that i! these absurd ~rula• · 
!:ions arc .rto,,ed.to cmcinue, we will DOt only lose 
111 industry, 1Nt we 11111 Jose one of the unique cuJ. 
tur111 mthe wodd. The real question ii, can we do 
811'1,-thmg about thia dilccum.1 Hamc studied the 
plight of the NatiYe Americ:aM 121d other mi.norities 
~thistory, the amwer »probably no. How
uer:, this ii die time lat WI to draw the lineJn the 
1111d and make a st.alld far what we know is right.

ICcbert bu been one t!wtg I have leanled from 
my yan ol workii:ia iir scvcmmental reform.a, It it 
that democ:nc:y is I partic:ipatoiy type ol fOYeffi• 
menL Those who do not care toti=roe irlYqlvcd 
cannot e::rpect tQ HI their inte:ats proeec:ted. I 
'lfOWd like to propose that the citizens of "!Ir com
munity make aproject CNt of pn:,tKting t.h4 inter• 
atl dour cltizCN cd QUt cwtwe, We tall' start by 
o,atacrin, members o!our state and fcdm! Je,isla
cift ddeption cd insist that they stop these pro, 
poMC1 regulatioca mediately. Next, we cu de
i:11.aad that co1111tries au.ch u Mexico, which destrtiy
Jarie 111.1mber of tuftles each yr.ar, are not anowed to 
aport shrimp and lish to the United States until 
tbeJ 1mdc::;o the same atrinicnt environmental re
qllh,:mi:ct1 required ofour D"n ddiens. Ir the envi
romnenralicU 11'\lly believe h, their cause, they 
l!lowd be the .tint ooes to support this type ol lelis
lmall. Uout lefislatm bdin-c in this cau,c, they
ahoald be bllnlll'IC with iudipatjgn It the abuses be0 

mg raped on our people by our awn pemme.nt. 
Remember always that ..the squcakin1wheel sets 

oiled." PJcue make~ cff0t't to call your state 
aad !edcnJ leplatOB and IDform them of Jl)ut de· 
lite to proteet cbe most prtdo1.11 and endanrered · 
apeda ot them an. the Louisiana 6ahermao. Aliy• 
aae wishina to umtwith this projett CUI call my of
la1t537♦75'6 and we will try to aiordin.ate ettoru 
ID pnmmt these n:platioat nm bcu\1 ' 
lmiilem=ted. 
&al., Sen. MWusrl R. Midu;.u:c. M.D., ry.,.,.. 
ll!llb Dwl'il:t20. 

https://prtdo1.11
https://pemme.nt
https://signitic.nl.ly
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Hearing Tuesday 
for shrimpers

t-'lf(_fv Ne 
By FREDERIC RDNECKE 
tlNI JOHN l>A.4N'l'tS 

The Courier 
Local shrlmpers will bave tbe.ir 

chanc:e Tuesday in Thibodaux to speak 
out about proposed replatiollS forcing 
them to add fish-excluder devices to 
their nets when trawlin& in federal wa-
ters. 

The Gulf of Mu:ico Fishery Man-
agement Council pn,poied the re,uJa. 
tion, last month to protect 4windlini 
red snapper stocks in the western 
Gulf of Mexico. The agency will·ta.ke 
public comments at a p11blic hearing 7 
p.m. at the Thl"bodaux Civic Center. 

Some sluimpcrs are objectina to the 
sudde."I scheduling of the hearing be-
cause they say it doesn't give them 

:,"';.:'. enough time to raise opposition to the 
1:• •:' -regulation. Many interested 
: · · 'shrimpe:-s, they said, are too busy 

• working through the white shrimp · 
6U&on to attend, 

The devices, also called "'bycatch• 
reduction devkes" ate dcsi~ed to al· 

: low immature red snappc: to aeape 
: the shrimp nets. Their inddeutal cap-
•ture in the shrimp.nets is seen as the 
:primary reason (or the spcc::ies' de-
: clinc:. The ftsh and other species acci-
:dent.ally caught in the shrimpen' nets 
:often die during capture and are 
, thrown overboard. 
I The agency wants to ud.uce their' : rate of capture by half. • 
· Sbrlmpers argue that other\illea• 
:sures, such as the use of turtle e.xdud• 
: er devices, have made sigiu5c:ant n-
:duction1 in red snapper bycat.ch, so 
the new regulations aren't needed. 

U given ml approval by the U.S. 
secretary of cominerc1, the fCiUla· 
tions will ro into ~before the 
spririg 1997 shrimping s on. In their 
present Conn they will reqaire 
sbrimpers to 11$e tbe new devices le 
federal Witel.'$ up to 100 (or 600 feet) 
fathoms deep, from Cape San Blas, 
Fla.. 'ftSt to the Mez:ican coast. 

-- The agency nu.bed to $Chedule its 
14 public hearings throughout the Gulf 
Coast so it can have the regulations in 
place for the 1997 shrimp season. said 

. 

Rick Leard. an agency biolofist. The 
the nmaaement council first pro-
posed steps for saving red snapper
,tocks in 1990, wt were delayed for 
uvera! yea.rs.

The counc1's initial plan envisions 
n:st.orina the fish to sustainable levels 
by the ya.r 2007. But the delays have 
made the problem worse. be laid. U 
·at.cps are taken in 1997, tbe red snap-
per species may be restored by 2017,

Jc!! Scott, owner of Scottc:o, a Dulac 
abrlmp processing C0D1PlllY, uid IAY• 
thing that Will add 1:10ther hole to a 
net will cast in the lon1 run. He hopes 
that despite the short DOticc, every 
cammen:ial .&ahennan wbo has an in-
terest in the excluder devices will at-
tend the TJu'bodawc meetma, 

.,Every fisherman that'& goin& to 
have to pull one .should go. 1 don't 
bow if • certain cmc bu been ap-
proved; that's the dark area," Scott 
a.id. "I don't Jr.now if thcre•s one 
they'll approve the &hem.en don't 
mmd pulling. This is a pul)lk hearin1 
Co hear whether they do or don't want 
to pull a BRI> or a no or whatever 
they arc caJJiJla It." 

The apc:cd with which meetings 
were set up, Scott uid, was personally 
diac.onc:crting.

"'It was so fut, the fastest I've ever 
eeen them move," he said. .,.ve never 
teen the.m 10 this fut. I hate lo think 
it but it would be my opinion that they 
would wane to run this down some-
one's throat. rm sure they do have a 
majority of the council that would be 
on tbe recreational side. Sut the thing 
they don't undentmd is that this by• 
cat.ch thina is ,rowing by leaps and 
bounds, and a Jot ol this fish arc 6sh 
the re.c:reatiomls don't want out there 
-hardhead catfish and croakers." 

What cooccms Scott most are nun-
btinas iD regulatcey c:irda that the 
par being used by ahrifflpers - the 
amYentioaal trawl - ia inadequate:. At 
tbe ame mne, 1b.rim,pc.rs· bave not 
HCA •tic:kint toaetbcr, ac=rdina co 
Scott. to kt their views be known. 

"'The am.imper is destn:ryina him• 
lelCby not belna u a iroup," he a.id. 
""These people are aelf-destructin1." 

• 

~~ 
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Soft TED ban delajred 
B;y Frc:.deric Heinecke 
l'l\'T llt(loal Nrnp1pet1 

HOUMA - Louisiana congress
men sneaked in wording into ;:, fed
eral budget bill tbat will delay a 
ban on forms or turUe-excludcr de• 
vices preferred by shrimpers. 

The Natiol\al Marine Fisheries 
Se.rvic:.? expected to ban "soft" 
TEDs aft.er Dec. 31, forcing shrun• 
pers to use a more-cumbersome, 
rigid form of the excluder devi~e. 
But wording placed in the Omnibus 
Budget Act by representat.ives Billy 
Tauzin. R-Chackbay, and Bob Liv
ingston,, R·Metairie, will delay the 
ban indefinitely, said Ken Johl\Son, 
a Tauzin spokesman. 

The budget act was approved 
earlier· this week by Congress and 
President Bill Clinton. 

The National Marine Fisheries 
Service requires most shrimpers to 
attach the devices to the back ends 
of their shrimp nets to eject en
danger<:d sea tuiijes;· particularly 
the endangered _... Kemp's rid!ey 
turUes. The ageziey blames shrimp 
nets {or .large numbers of lurtJe 
deaths o(f of the Tex::i.s and Louisi
ana coasts because the sea-dwelling
reputes c:an get tangled in Che nets 
and drown. 

In April, the agency decided lo 
abandon soft versions ol the devices 
alter Dec:. 31 btcause studies 
showed the devices, made ol net 
mat11rials, were probably responsi
ble for numben of turtle deaths. 
The studies ihowed Lhal· im
perfections, incorrect instaUatiol'I 
and other factors can prevent the 
devices from worldn& as intended, 

Tauzin, who was a itaundl oppo, 
nent ot iniUal requirements to use 
the ori&inal meLal caee TEDs, 
called the sort TEO ban ii. "mean 
spiriled" proposal lbat unfai.rly re
st.ric:ted stlrlmpers witho.it a scien
tilic: foundation for the ban. 

"Billy went to Congressman Bob 
Livingston lo ask tor his support in 
an effort to sJow down the regu
latory process,'' Johnson said. "Our 
fishermen were literally having 
these new regulations rammed 
down their tboats without the ben• 
eifit ot good scientitic: review." Na
tional Marine Fisheries Service oJ. 
fic:ials rejected the c.!:airn and cited 
more than $00 turtle deaths in 
Texas .In 1994 as proof of the soft 
TEDs'.iaeff eetiveness. 

LiVlngston added word.in& to the 

Set TED, 7A. 

FED rules 
to be aired 
at hearing 
By Frederic rtcinc:ckc 
and Johll DcSa11Us 
HY1' Rta,-■1 Nnr1,apet'1 

HOUMA - Local shrimpers 
will have their chance Tuesday in 
Ttiibodaux to speak out about 
proposed regulations lorclna: 
them to add fish-excluder devices 
to c.beir nets when trawling in 
federal waters. -= 

The Gulf of Mexico Fishery 
Management Council proposed 
the regulations last month Lo 
pro~t dwindling red snapper 
stocks in the western Gulf or 
Mexico. The acenc:y will take 
public comments about it at a 
public bearinl 7 p.m. at the 
Thibodaux Civic Center. 

Some sbrlmpers are objecting 
to the sudden scbeduling of the 

See FED, TA 

• 

i ... 

TED FED 
' Conwiaed from IA Co11Un11ed from lA 

budg~t bill whlc:h dir"ts NMFS and bearitlg because they say lt doesa't 
its parent agency, the National cive them m:iough Ume to raise op
Oceanic: and Atm0&pheric Acimici,s. poGltion to the reeulation. Many in
tration, "not to decertily a.oy turUe terested sbrimpers are too busy 
excluder de\·ic:e until every effcrrt worJdng through the white sbrimp , 
has been made, working with lo· Naion to at.tend, &bey 1atd. 
dustry and others to improve or Tlle devices, also called "bycatch• 
modify the existing devices to in reductioo devices'' are deslgaed to 
c:re.ase turtle escapement." lt also. allow immature red snapper to es• 
reiterated a 1994 direc:tlve for the cape from shrimp nets. Their in
agencies to provide an independent cidental capture ia shrimp net.s Is 
.scienl.ific review of their biololical se,n as the primary reason for Ule 
opin.iom on sea turtle conservation. species' dtcUne. The fish and other .. .. We're getting fed up with NMFS . lpedes acciden&.lly cau1ht ln 
draggicg its feet on this Issue,., abrimpers' nets oflan die du.ritli ... Johnson said. "Tbe practical el!ect capture and are thrown overboard . •is to buy our ahrimpen some time The agem::rnnts to reduce Lbeir 
before these unreasonable new te of capture by half. 
regulations are initiated." Shrimpers argue Lhat other 

Johnson said he couldn't predict measures, auch as Che use of wrtle 
bow Ions the measure wUl acW&IJy excluder devices, have made sig• 
delay the baa OlJ so!t TEDs but he .Dificant reduc:Uans ia red anapper 
thinks it may be a while. bycatch. so UM MW l'll\llation.s 

"ll's going to lake a while for aren't needed. 
them to come up with an iadepend· The council's i.oltial p1u envi• 
ent oeer ~view. You don't pull that sions restorin& the fish to austaln-

https://witho.it
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Ban on 'soft' TEDS de1ayed 
By f'REDERIC REINECKE 

. r... .:-,;.,. 
. 
; ~a ccugress~ snwed in wm-c!-
in& in!o a fed~~ budget bill ~a: "'ill delay a 
ban on !or:ns of rurtle-e..'Ccluder devic-..s used 
by £hr.mpes. 

The National Marine 
Related sto- Fisberi~ Se."l"ice e.-c;~:-
ry, Page JA ed to ban "sot:" TEDs ai-

ter Dec. 31, fcrc:ing 
shrimpe:-s to US! a mo!e-<:umte:some, ri~d 

, for= of :he acl:.de: devic:e. 
Bi;t ~=di::g place<l in the Or.nicus Bad-

,et Act by Reps. Billy Ta~. R-Ch:lc.l(bay, 
and Bcb Uvi.:.stc:.. R-Metai.-ie, will delay 
'the bar. mdefnne.'y"' ~d ~ Jc!.nson. a 
Tau..--m spck~ ':./· ' 

The ac::. was apprcrre~. EZlie: this week by 
Ccn~ess a:d Preside::i.t ~ill Cli..tcn. 

The Fclleries Se:vice reqcl:-e.s lirge-scile 
sht-~j)e.-s to a::ac:h the de,ic:es to the b:aek 
e::i.ds of thei= ne~ to eject c."ldarigc::-i:c sea 
turtles, pa..":ic:-.:l2r!y the e:idmize:-ed Ke:::,p's 
tidley v-.:ie:y. T'lle a6e:c:y b!zmes sh.-imp 
nets for large n'll:lce."S of cu.-Je deaths off gf 
the Teas and Louisim.a c:oas3 because ~e 
sea-dwe!li:lg reptiles c:an get tangled in the 
nets and• ciro-:."ll, 

hi Ap:-.1, the •ia:iC, deeded to abandcn 
sett versions oi t.i.e devices a.~er Dec:. 31 

,~ft/~6 If#"{
''W , , f 'th e· re getti~g ~d up Wl 
NNIFS dragcin tr its feet onthi . .... "c~Q..:----. 

~ iSSUe. 
SPOKESMAN KEN JOHNSON====-=---==;;a;;====== 

because studies showed the contfflltiof'IS, 
made of net materials, were tlI"Ob:lblv res"Don-
si0le for numben 0£ turtle· dt.atbs. • 

Tau:in, who wu a munch 09Ponent cf 
initial reo_uirc.in~ts tc use the oriKina} met• 
al-cage or ''bard" TEDs. He also called the 
soft TED ban a "mean-spirited" proposal 
that lacks a sciem:i5c foundation and unfairly 
rest:ic:ts shrimpers.

"Billy went to Congressman Boil Livin1• 
ston to ask for his support in :m eifort tc slow 
down the regulatary process. 11 Johnson said. 
"Our as11ermen we:e litcilly havi=.i tbese 
new regulations rammed dcwn the:: throats 
without the benefit of &ood sde!ltmc re-
new." 

Nat:ioml Marine Fisheries Service officials 
rejected the clzim Uld cited mere than 500 
turtle deaths in T~ in 1994 as proof of the 
soft TEDs' inefiective.ness. 

LJvingston added wordinz to the bud&et 
bill that directs the Fisheries Service and its 
parent agency, the National Oceanic ~d At-

. . . ·.. • 
mosphehc: Admi0.1str.lt10n, not to detm:iiy 
any turtle e.-teluder d~vice ~cil ~v~-y eifon 
1w been rmd~' working with_ With ~s~ 

- and.orhe~. to 1mprcve er modify the e:astmg 
devices to increase turtle CSC:lpemcnt.'' 

It also ~tented a 1994 direc.tive for the 
agencies to provide an indepudent scientific: 
re'liew er then: _biclciial opinions en SC3 

t\11"..!e conservatiGn.· 
"We're ~ttin1 fed up with NMFS dng-

pg its ieet on this issue," Johnsen said. 
"The practical effect is tc b1Jy our sb..-iznpus 
some time before these unreasonable new 
rczwaticns are initi.ted." 

Johnson said he cculd.-i't predict ho-., loni 
the mea.su:-e will ac:tually de.lay the ban 011 
soft TEDs, but ,be thinks it may be a while. 

Keeping the soft TEDs towd have ur.por-
tant implications for shrimpers ifa:10ther fed-
enl agei:u:y forces them ic 'beiir. usi:ig by
atch reduction devices next year, said Rick 
Lea:d, a biologist for the Gui! of Me.:aco 
Fishery Managemcr.t Council. The agency is 
ccnsidering reiUlations to require shrimpen 
tc use the bycatc:h reduction device$ nex: 
JW. But sort TEDs have bee fou."ld 'to do 
the same job, allowin& sb:impers to PWI one 
exclusion device on their nets instezd,~f two. 

Efforts to reach a Fisheries ~rvice 
spokesman this momin& were unsucussntl • 

• 
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Shrimpers 
oppose 
byc~tch 
devices 
87 Fredmc Reinecke /of,, /41., [)c, 
ftYT ~ :IIOWlflll«l'I fl 

Forcing snrimpers to protect 
-Joun& red snapper fish by addiog a 
new exclusion device to their nets is 
llllfairly_ Pfcing the burden of one 
Jishizli ~try OIi another, sbrim
Jler$ udi a state senator ,aid 
Tlles,day.. 

'They ~ speaking out about 
proposed regulatio.11.S to lorce 
shrimpers to use "bycatc:h
reductimi devi~." also Jcnown as 
M15sb-acluder devices" while craw
Jing in !ederal waten; of the Gulf of 
Mexico. The Gulf 0£ Mexico Fishery 
Mo1.lla£emect CoUI1cil, which is 
proposing the rules. sponsored the 
heariilg at the 'nlibodallX Civic 
Center to hear public commeiits 
before tbe measure is ~t to tlie . 
U.S. Secretary of Coi:ninul:e fcir fi• 

• JIil approval later this' year. ~ ap
proved, the ~es will &o ioto effect 
before the Sprulli 199i ahri.mping 

• teaSOD. 
'lbe devic~ are designed to allow 

,mm&tiu'e red snapper to escape 
-shrimp nets. Their incidental cap
ture in tbe . nets Is seen by the 
fisblry C:OWlciJ as the pl"ima.ry ?ea• 
SOD for tbe species' dcclioe. The fish 
and other species accidenta.lly 
caught in the sbrimpers' nets oftec. 
die during capture and are thrown 
cm:rboa.rd. The qeccy wants to 

J 111n p,- Dr ADD1 Taaor 

State Sen. Mike Robichaux, !>-Raceland, speaks against proposed rules farcing 
shrimpers to place bycatch-reduetlon devices on their nets Tuesday. 

reduce their capture rate by half of o( fish l!!YOlved in bycatcb in the 111 the rulf - not sbrlmping, Bob
l.984 levels - befon lhrimpers 1\11!, ''. ftobic:ha\Zlt said. "Why is the icbal.llC said, Despite the agency's 
were required to use turtle-acluder mapper (protected)'! wby DOt jelly, clalms, tbe species is• ~ well 
devices on their nets. fish? You talk about environmental siDcl it placed limits oa COIZU'Der

Sl.lte Sen. Mike RobichaWt, D impacts and are worried about los cial and rec::reatioc.a.J fishing cl it. 
Raceland, who represents the ine somelhin& - why DOl UY1! jel Re sees no need for nstrictiom on 
southern portiom of Tcrreboc.11e lyfish'! I bave to assume that we're sbrimpers because the same a1ency 
aod Lafourche parishes, objected to dealinll witb s11apper because saw fit to increase commercial red 
the bycatch device regul.atiom be snapper have a c:mnmercw and 111&pper quotas this yur from 3 
cause the)''re designed to FOtect recreat.ional interest" million pow,ds to motj? t.ban 4 mil• 
the interests ol red snapper fish• Commercial and recreational lion pounds. Fishermen are In-
ermen at the expense o{ shrimpers. .fisl:liJI& ol red mapper are the main 

''There art t!'tousand• of apecies impacts oo the red snapper species See BYCA TCH. IA 

Bycatch
Ceatl.:iued frorn IA 
c:ea.sed gulfwide quot&s in ha.I! the 
time i, fon:nerly toot to reach lhe 
qucw. 

"We're pe;ializmg sh:impers once 
agala lor somethmg tht!y're not re
spoasible for,'' Robichaux SI.id. 

Rick Leard, a Gulf C:OUllcil biolo
gist, later said ~a,ency increased 
tt1e fi.5llmg q1.10ta for adult flsb be
c:au:se the lncrea.se was 1ee11 to have 
acly a_ mi~cule effect on the 
mapper's JJ)awaiDg ability. 

Larose shrim.per Mervin Ledet 
Jr. called oa the GuJ! COWlcil to 
=ake _a DfW study o{ bycatch
reducticm ~vices. The devices were 
eulied'in 1990. 

"I just wanted to go on Che record 
that I was apinst il." Ledet said. 

Ricardo Vega, IUI Ashland trawl 
board Sbop owner, criticized tbe 
Gulf Cowic:il for imposing strict 
limi~tions oo f"l&bennen, such as 
the baa on comman:ial Mldfish fish. 
lllg, &lid never IUIGVUlg tbem. Too 
often, shrimpen are blamed. 

"A.aytbiog that eoes wrong or is 
wrong, It's the trawJ.en• fault." 
Vega said. 

Some~ r:l the shrimpen who ~ 
out at ~ forum referred to the 
bycatcb~ device as tbe iD
comt-tlductioa device No. I be
cause ageoc:y stadiel that show the 
devic= will reduce stirtmp catches. 
Tunlt-exc:luder ~ca are also 
blamed for aeme shrimp loss. One 
fisbermaz: referred to lhe Gl.ll! 

~•s sister qency, the Na
tior:ial .Marine Filheries Service u • 
the "Nazi Mame Fisheries Sarv
k:e." 

Less than so shrimpen and sup
porter.s attended the forum, at-
11:Ddees said, because they were 
taltinf advantage of favorable tic!e 
sbitts Ear shrimpine. 

""nley'\'t beea tied up roe over a 
-.ck. 50 they an left," said ~11Vi11 
a!lrimper Dean Neal, wb'l attellded 
tbt m.etiZII with bis brotber, father 
azid declchalld beca111e they're con
ccued abow. the DN devices. 

TUesday's tides lftl1ed labs a.ad 
bayous past their banks. When it 
began to fa.11 late in tbe aftenioon. 
shrimp boat.s wte and small 
beaded out to try Cbeir luclt. 

https://lncrea.se
https://cm:rboa.rd
https://pl"ima.ry
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Shrimp~rs protest bycatch rules 
1y FREDERIC REJNECKE .

n,""""" 
ll{IBDDAUX - Forcing shrimpen 

to protect. yov:ig red Sll~pe:r iish by 
lddine anew adusioc dtvice to their 
IM!S is uu.;..:.ty placni the bun:le."I oi 
Ol)e ti.shine iAdllSt."Y on another, 
~ ant a 1t1te. se.aatO!" uici 
TN$dly. 

TIiey were ipakme 01.1t a!:ouc pro-
10$ed n:rulatious to =rce sbn1:rpa."'S 
to ;,1 "'byau:b-rtd1.1ctic0 devi=," 
a1tc tntrra a.s "!sb-ewudu devices" 
while ~ling i1l feder..! wa:e."S o! the 
GIil£ o! Maito. The G.il! o( Mexico 
FasherJ M.magc::nent Col!.idl, wlli'11 
is prGPOQI the ru.les, sponsored the 
1w::sriai at the ~ Civic: Center 
m bar public =mmcn~ bci:c: the 

1'We're penalizing shrinipers once again for 
something they're not responsible for." 

STATE SEN. Mn<£ ROIICHAIJX. CMU.CIUHD 

measure is sent tc the US. Kmtlrf · qcncy W\Ults to reduct their =~• 
of c:nr.:iic:ce tor !nal approval latct rue br W of 196-l levels - before 
this year. J! approved, the tu.Its will 10 • lhrimpm were r~u.ired tc use turrle-
ir.to eif= befcre tbe sp:il:lg l..097 a:i::ludu dmces 011 ti.lei: a.u. 
shrimpine $Won. _ l Stace Sal. Mi.lte Robidl:&IIX. D-R:1.-

The dtY:.ces are de.dilled to alIO'IV : cellncL who cepresents the southem 
ir.::r,ature red supper to tsi:2pe !portiaa.s ofTmebonne and t.aiourche 
:.t..~p aet1. Thc:r inc:idi:.ma.1 aptun: {' parishes, abjeaed to the brcatdl dc
ir. the oets is seen by the !shery coun• m ·rqu.lations bcclu:-.e they'n: dc
cil as Ule pi:iz.Jllt')' =son far the spe- : sicned to ptOtcC'I th4 m=e::ts cl red 
cie1' dcc.lioc.. The fish and other rpe-
cies ac:eidentally cauaht iu the 
tbri:npen' nm oitte die dwing crp-
tllR and an th."1l1'h OYe:bo;rd. 'Thi 

....,.T~ 

State Sen. MiKe F.o~icl'laux, 0-~aeelamt sgeakS cut Tuesaay against proposed 
Nies forcing shrimpm t:i pla:e byc2tc:h--reduc~0n devices on '!heir nets. About 
30 shrimpers a.'ld 1t.e1r sup:;ior.ers attended tr.e hear.no in Thi~daux. 

uspi,er !sher.nen at the ·~ oi 
sllrimpm. 

"Tbue are thaused.s al spcdes of 
&h ht¥om:d ia bycitch in .tb.e suit." . IYCATClt, tMW..nu, on ll..t·-----

RobiWll.'t said. •'Why is the smpper. 
(protected)? Why cot jell)"lish: You 
t:l1k about tnviro~ imp.ac:s w 
ue wccried about losmr scmethmg -
11!hy aot uve jellyt.sh? l have to as• . 
sume Wt we're dulmg with snapper
beal&SC so.apper have I c:r:rmmerc:W 
md rec"eltioti&I il1tctest." · 

Comme.rdal and rcaeational &hicg 
of red c:.apper cause the a;r:=tat im• 
PKU 011 tile red simpper spq:i= in :he 
ru.lf - not sbri.mpi:n;, Robiw.wc said. 
Despite the arenc:y'• clamfs. the spe•
cies is doi:ig wcU aiN:t it placed limits 
oc ~ anti rea-e:itional &b
in(. He sees no ne--..d ror re:saic::ions 
on ~ 'because the same qen• 
q aw Ee to ==c co:::nc:cial rtd 
wppcr quoas this ror £rem 3 mil• 

-· -BYCATCH OmiimMdfovm u.· 

lico pc,an.ds tc more thin , millicc 
poullds. Fishe::men art im:re.ued S'J-lf· 
wide quotas in half" the time it £orme:-. 
ly t00k to reach the quotas.

"We're per.ali:ing sl'Jimpm oi:ice 
&pin for some.dling they're riot re• 
1p0nsi"'blt fer." Robichaux Aid. 

Rick 1.Hrd. a iUH' council bioloil-St. 
,late: Aid Che agency inc:reased the 
611:ung quoti for ad'UJt csb beause tll.e 
inc:n:ue:wu seen to me only amin• 
isc:ule eli'ec:t Oil the snapper's spawn•
mg ability. 

1..a:mt shrimper Mervizl Ledet Jr, 
called Of.I the Gulf Council tc make a 
unr study of bfa:cb-rcducl:ion de· 
~c=s. Tbe dmcea were mdied in 
1990. 

"I ~ wanted tc re = the record 
Wt I WU 12'1,imt it... Ledet aid. 

Ricardo Vap, &12 Asl!land '1::1.\in 
board shop OWDet, criticized the Gulf 
Council tor impclll:iq strict limitatioa.s 
• fisbermen, such as the ban cc com• 

· mete:ia.l red5sh t.Shing and DIIVC' fl• 
lr!OYmg tlwD.. Teo often. lhrimpen 
'ltt blamed. 

"A.!:rythi.ce that roes wrong or rs 
wrc>nc it's da cnwlen' iault," Vcp
llicL . 

Some ci the sbrimpe."'S wbo spoke 
wt at the fonmi te!e.rred to the t,y. 
.ca~ction device u the mme• 

rdt.11::::ic1> device No. 2 bec:aute lffl!C)' 
lll.ldie:s that shew the ~vices 1"ill ti
mice shrimp cau:.bes. Turtlc-c=hldc: 
devica ire &!so blamed Im 1ame 
lbrlmp less. One &be..-man referred 
to the Gw.f Ccv.'ICl'i sister acency, 
tt.c Naticnal M.ar~ Fi.sh.e:rics Scrtice 
as the "Nui Marine Fisheries Sc:'· 
vice." 

Fn-er than 30 &brim.pen and 11: { 
portc.rslctc'll~d~efcnim.,1~ 
uid, because they were ta.king advan
tage of fawrule tide sbifl:s for~ mg. . 

"'They've bee ued -~ fer CVll1' I 
week, ao they Ill leit.' aid Cha~ 
shrmlpcr t>e= Ne:al. 'iho attendcl.l th, 
meeting with bis bral:ber, lathe: &ill 
dec:kt=d "bcl::aasc thly'rt ~ 
about the new devices. 

T11aday's tides swelled J.ake3 m 
'bayo-w, past tbm banks. Wl:.c:i it 'be 
pn to f.a1l latt in ~ea.~. sh.-lm1 
boats J&rce and cm:an headed out ta er: 
their luck ma. swan where the cat.cl 
has l.,ceti spa."St and small. 

In Ch1t1viD, 10mt operator, o 
simlJU be.us ec:;ns.t,ed little aml:UI 
about the dmcu, si:icc they are oc 
reqmnd to cm, them whc the· 
tmtl in insbore w:w;:-s Ind 04shor 
wit.en within tbe state·, 3-c:lilt li:Dil 

• 

https://A.!:rythi.ce
https://pc,an.ds
https://Robiw.wc
https://jellyt.sh
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·shrimpers assail 
new excluder rule 
as. Unfair burden. 
•BY?,!'TM!!!,:,_~s~sod=:ated::!!Praa:::'!~---- • 

THIBODAUX - Forcing shrim• 
pers to protect young M snapper 
fl.Sh by addini a cew ~ de-
-vice to their nets would unfairly . 
p&ac:e the burd.111 ot one fl.sb.ina m-
dll!a-y on another, a &tne senatOl' 
said at a b.wi.ng cm. the issue..- The hearina was on proposed ret-

. ulatiolls to require shrimpm; to use 
..l)yc:atch•reduction devi.eas,'" also 
known as "fish-excluder devices" 
while trawling in fedaral waters of 
the Gullo! Mexicc. · 

The Gulf of Mexico Fisherr 
'Management Council, whic.h is 
proposing the rules. sponsored the 
hearing Tuesday at the Tlubodawc 
Civic Center to bear public com-
ments before tha measure is sent to 
the U.S. ~ cf c:cmmuce for 
final approval later this year. U 
approved, the rules will iO into 
effect before the spring 1997 
shrimping seasoo. 

The devices are de.sipd to allow · 
immature red .snapper to escape 
shrimp nets. Their incidental cap-
tun: In the nets is seen by the fish-
e.ry ccunc:il as the primary reas011 
far the species' decline. 

The rl.$h and other species acci-
dentally caught in tbe sbrimpers' 
!'lets often di• duri1ls capture and 
are tbrawa overboard. 

The qeac:y wants 11:1 reduce their 
,capture r.ite by half ol 1984 levels. 
be.fort sl\rlrnpen wen required to 

:.i.lse turtlHxi::llJ.d daw:e.s 011 me.tr 
' net:3. 

Sr.ate Sen. Mike Robichau~. D-
•Racelalld, who ~ the $0\!Ut-
ern portions of Ttrrebanne and 
Lafourche p,a.risbes, objected to the 
byc:atch device rel',llatiou on the 
£r01,Ulds they're ~ to protect 
the mteiuts of red snapper r.11Sher-
men at the·~ofsbrunpers. 

"There are mausands of species of 
fl.Sh involved in bycat;h in the Gulf: 
Rooicl.m.ix said. "Why ii the zapper 
(protected>? Why not jelbtf"lSh? You 
talk :lbout envtroame.nw tmpac:t:S
aDAi are wcrried al::l-out lasing some-
tb.inl; why tlCC sa..-e jellyfl.5h? I have 
to asume that we're dealing with 
snapper because 1napper have a 

· ~ and recreational inter-

ff approved, the f'4les will 
go into effect before the 

• •. 
spmg 1997 shrimping s~ 
son. 

est." 
Commcrcia1 and recreational (LSh-

mg of red snapper cau.se the irut· 
est impacts on the red snapper 
speaes i.n the Gut!, not shrimpirlg, 
:Robichaux said. Despite the 
agency's clai.tn!. Robichaux said, the 
species is doin& well since limits 
were placed on commercial a.ad 
recreational fishis:IC. · 

He said the same agen~ saw flt to • 
increase commcrc:w. red snap~er 
quotas this year rrom 3 milbo11 
po1.111cls to more than 4 1:11illiou. 
pounds. .• 

..We're penalizing wimpen 00CI 
again for sod:tetning thdy're not 
re:sponsibte r01:.- Rabichai:i:t .s.a:d. 

Rick: Leard. a Gult Council biolo-
gist, later said the agency increased. 
the fishing quota for adult Cisb 
because the incnase was see:i to 
have only a minus.:ule effect on the 
saapper's spawning ability. 

Larose sbrimper Mervin Ledet Jr. 
called on the GulfCouncil to make a 
new study of bycatch•rec1uc:tion 
devices. '!be de9ic,e.s were studied in 
l.990. 

"I just wanted to go oa the record 
that I was ap.imt it,~ Ledet said. 

Ricardo Yep.an Ashland tnwl 
board shop own.er, criticized the · 
Cw! Council farimposina sttic:t Lim-
itatioos on f~. such aa the 
ban on c:cm.mtrda1 red.rish fishillg, 
and DeVer ~ them. 

•Anything dlat goes wrilng or is 
wrong. it, the trawlers' fault," Vqa 
aid. . 

· Fewer than 30 sbrimper.s and sup. 
porten attuded the rorwm. rCl)Crt•
e'11y because they were taking 
adva=.tase cf favorable tide shifts 
ror shrimpin,.

"They've be= tied \lP ror over a 
week. so they 31.1 latt." s.a.id. Clauvin 
shrimper Dean Neal, who attended 
the meetina with bis brother, ~ 
and declc!:wid because they're COl1• 
ce:rned about lb: cew devices. 

https://jellyfl.5h
https://envtroame.nw
https://Rooicl.m.ix
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'Fish-~xcluder devic~~' opposed-
. . 

P1"oposed r'liles are 'Unfair to shrimpers, state ·senator says 
By Th■ Auocl■tedPr■H 

THIBODAUX - Forcing allrimpera to 
protect youn1 red anapper fish by adding a 
new eaclusion device to their 11eta would un
faJrly place the burden of one 6ahing industry 
on another, 1 it.ate ■enator aaid at a hearing 
on the ialltle. 

The hearing wee on proposed regulation• to 
force ehrimpen to uae "bycatch-reduction de
vicea," alao •nown aa ...ftah-excluder devicea" 
while trawlin1 in federal watera of the Gulf or 
MHieo. · 

The Gulf of Me:dco Fi1hery Management 
Council. which ia propoaiDI the rules, 11pon
aored the hearing Tuesday at the Thibodaux 
Civic Center and another meeting Wednesday 
in Metairie to hear public comment• before. 
the meaaure i• aent to the U.S. 1ecretary of 
Commerce for final •PfrOVal later this year. 1{ 
approved, the rules wdl ro lnto ea.ct before 
the 11pring 1997 shrimping aeuon. • 

The devices are deaigned to allow immature 
J'ed snapper to escape 11hrimp neta, Their inci• 
dental capture in the nela ia aeen by the fiah
ery council as the primary J'e&aon for the 
epcciea' decline. The fiah and other epeciea ac• 
cidento.lly caught in the·ahrimper8' neta often 
die during capture and are thrown overboard. 
The ai:ency wants to reduce their capture rate 

by hnJf of J984. levels - before ahrimpera 
were required to use turlle-excluder devicea on 
their nets. 

State Sen. Mike Robichaux, D-Raceland, 
who represents the southern portions of Ter• 
rebonne end Lafourche pariahea, objected to 
the bycalch device regulations bocauae, he 
1aid, they're deaigned to protect tbe intereata 
f'f J'ed enapper liahermen at the expense of 
abrimpers. 

"There are thouaanda of species of fish 
involved in bycatch in the.Gulf," Robicham, 
aaid. "Why ia the snapper {protected)? Why 
not j~Uyfiah? You talk about environmental 
impacla and are wonied about loaing eome
thing - why not aave jeUyfiah? I have to u
sume that we're dealing with 90apper because 
aoapper have a commercial and recreational 
iotereat." 

Commercial and recreational flahing o( red 
anapper cause the greatest impacta on the red 
snapper apeciea in the Gulf - not shrimping, 

•Robichaux said. Despite the agency'e claims. 
RobicbaU:1. aaid, the 11peciu is doing well since 
limits were placed on commercial and recre• 
1tional fishing. 

He eaid the eame agency saw fit to increase 
oommen:ial red snapper quotas thia year from 
S million pounds to mote than 4 million 
pounds. .-. r,. 

· "We're penaliz.ing abrimperi ooce •iain for 
aomelhing they're not. r111ponaible for1 Robi
chau• eaid. 

Rick Leard. a Gulf Council biologiat, later 
aaid the agency increaaed the fiahing quota for 
adult fish becauae the increaae w1a ■ aan to 
have only a minuscule effect on the anepper•• 
apawning abilily. 

Laroee ahtimP,er Mervin Ledet. Jr. called on 
the Gulf Council to male a new study of by
catch-reduclion device■• The devicu were 
studied in 1900. 

"l just wanted to to on the record that. I 
wa.a againet it," Ledet aaid. 

Ricardo Vega, en Aahland trawl board 1hop 
owner, criticiied the Gulr Council for lmpoa• 
ing strict limits on f111her111en, aueh • the ban 
on commercial redfiah fiehing, and nenr re· 
movinr them. Too often. ahrimper ■ are 
blamed. 

.. Anything thatJ:D611 wrong or ia wrong lt'1 
lhe trawlers' f11t.1lt, Vega 11aid. 

Fewer than 30 ahrimpers and aupporters at
tended the forum, attendee■ 1aid, becauee 
they were taking advantage of favorable tide 
shift& for ehrimping. 

''They've been tied up for over a week:, 10 
they all left," 11aid Chauvin 11hrimper Dean 
Neal, who at!~~nded the meeting with hit 
brother, fathe~ and deckhand becauae ,hey're 
concerned about. the new devices. 
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Turtle ruling curbs import shrimp 
By ROBERT GREENE 
n,~Pnu 

WASHINGTON - Fewer iznpcrted ahrimp will be aJ. 
lowed in this country because a! a court ruling designed to 
protect sea turtles, but indu;try I.Dd aovenimcnt ollicial1 
can't say whether shoppers will have bl shell out more fer 
ICUll)i. 

A judge of the U.S. Court of Intcmational Trade last 
week tightened.a ban on &brimp c:au,bt by countries with
oot tli.tional programs to sa!egwi:ru the endangered turtles. 
The ruling txcludes farm-r.isel! shrimp. 

The ruling will not affect imports from Thailand. the 
leading U.S. supplier. Thailand sends just under $1 billion 
worth of shrimp to the United St.ates annually, alm06t an of 
it mm raised, said Rob ~. San Diego-based puh
lisber of an annual report en ·worldwide shrili1p farming. 

Rosenbeny said the ruling would have the biggest im
pact on China and India, the fourth and fifth largest U.S. 
_suppliers and which rely 011 a mixture of shrimp farms, 

.• commercial fleets and primitive hand-netting. 
Because the market is global, he said, it's tough to pure 

the impact oC the rulitli, .• 
-:\:''T'oere's just really 110 way af telling the effect this· 

;~ )1llirig is going to have 011 shrimp prlGe$ _in the Ullited 
~-- Stites," be said. · . 

Still, one industry of5cial says that some 1maller import 
companies will be put out of business becluse of supply 
dis.,.uptions a:1d that small. in~ shrimp sold in some 
~u:rants could dro;i frcm the menu. 

"This is the shrimp that an be priced at a price that an 

ordinat}' working t.unily can a&rd," said Richard Gutting, 
-.ice president of the Natiocll Fisheries Institute, an Arling-
tac.. Va.. based trade association. . • 

Shrimp are big business. Americans gobbled 2.S pounds 
of shrimp last year, up from 1.4 pounds two decades earlier, 
according to the National Marine Fisheries Service. Im
ports, W0rth about $2.6 billioD, accounted {or 80 percent of 
the U.S. supply last year. 

Envir=mentalists say the erowin& demand for shrimp 
by the United States, the world's Jarpst consumer, has 
nised the threat to sea turtles. 

Judge Thomas Aquilino of the U.S. Coat or International 
Tnde agreed. In his ruling, he uid the State Department 
may ao longer allow shipmc.nt-by-shipment certmc:atioo of 
imports from c:ountties that lacked a blanket progtam but 
bad &em.e tmners outfitted to protect turtles. Those in
clude China and Brazil. ~ · -

The ~ was to c;ncoungc compliance by rewarding 
the individual do-&oodcrs rather than disrupting trade and 
econcmic: development in countries such as India and Ban
pdeah. which would lose U.S. sales ,mder the ban. 

The Earth Island Institute's Sea Turtle Restoration Pro
je.c:t, based mForest Knolls, Cali!.. ~ the challenge. 

The group said the 1989 US. law to protect turtles 
intended !or naticnal embarzoes as a prod for aiunl:riei to 
impose turtle protections. Unless shrimp nets have an 
escape hatch fer turtles, they arc c:auiht along with the 
shrlmp~ddrown. • 

United States ahrlmpers l18e the tm'tle =lusion de
Yicea, aa the e.scapc batches arc known. So do Ecuador and 
Maico, the second and third largest suppliers. • 

J 
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Shrimpers assail 
new excluder rule 
as unfair burden. 
Ely The Associated Prass 

·THIBODAUX - Forclne shrim• 
pcrs to pnitect )'OUn& red sn:ipper 
fish by adding a new exclusion u,. 
vice to their nets would ur.fairly 
place the burden o( one f£Sh.in1 in• 
dustry en 11nother, a ll:lte senator 
~id ac .i he.iri:\g on the issue. 

The hearine ~ on proposed rtr· 
.ul.ations to require sbrimpcrs to use 
~bycatch-reduction devices," also 
known .:is "fu:h-excluder devices" 
while trnwling in Cedera.1 waters or 
the Gulf or Mexico. 

The Gulr or Mexico Fishery 
Management Council, which is 
proposing the rules, sponsored the 
he:iring Tuesday at the Thibod.lux 
Civic Cencer to hear public com• 
mel'lfs before ,he measure ii sent to 
the C.S. secretary ol commerce for 
Cin.::il approval later this year. IC 
approved, the rules will go into 
effect before the spring 1997 

· shrimping 5QSOn. 
The devices are designed to allow 

imin.::iture red snapper. to escape
shrimp nets. Their incide1:1tal cap
ture in the net.s is seen b;: the fish
ery council as the primary re.uon 
for the species' dedine. . 

The fish and other species ace:!• 
dentally CilUiht in the shrimpers' 
ne1s often die durir!e capture and 
:ire thrown overboord. 

The 4Seru:y wan.ts to reduce t~ir 
.i::i1m1re nte by half of 1984 levels, 
·. pefore shrlmpers_ were required to 
:use tunle-ucluder devices on tb&ir 
:·nets. . 
• State Sen. Mike Roblc:haux, D
: R:>c:el..lnd, who represents the ,outh. 
, ern ponioo.s or Terrebonne and 
· Lafourche p.irtshes, objected 1D the 
· bye:Jtch device regulations on the 
ground$ tfley'n: dcsigne.cl to protect 
the interests ot red snapper fisher
men at the expense or shrimpel'$.. 

"'There are thous:md!i of species or 
fish involved In byc::uch in the Cult," 
Robichaux IQ.id. "'Why ii the simppcr
(protected)? Why not jellyf11h? Yo1.1 
talk nbout environmental impoc:u
.und are worried about lasing tome
thi.ng; why not save jellytah? I JMive 
to assume that we're duUne witll 
snapper because snapper hnve a 

• commerci,tl and recrutiollal itlter-

If approved, the rules Will 
go into effect before the 
spring 1997 shrimping sea
son. 

est.· 
Cammerc:ial IJld reem.tion:ll rish• 

. ing or red snapper callSe the grear: • .:_ 
est impacts on the red snapper 
specie! in the Gulf, not shrimping, 
Robichaux said. Despite the 
agency's claims, Robichaux sllid, the 
species is doing well since limits 
were placed on commercial and 
recreational flSbi.ng. 

· He said the same agency saw fit to • 
i.acruse commercial red snapper 
quotes this year from l million 
pounds to more u,an 4 million 
pounds. 

-We're penalizin1 sbrimpers .once 
a1ain for solbtlhlne they're not 
rcspon:sible Cor," Robichaux said. 

Rlc:k L&ard.. a Gutr Council biolo
eist. later said the agency increased 
&be flshin& quota tor adult fish 
because the incre:i.se was seen to 
have oaly a minuscule effect on the 
Sl'l:lppe!"s spawn.inr ability. 

urose shrimper Mervin Ledet Jr. 
called on the Gulf Council to make .t 
new study oC bycatch-reduction 
devices. The devices were studied in 
1990. 

"l just wanted to co on the record 
dlat I was aca.inst u.• Ledet said. 

Ricardo Vega, an Ashland trawl 
board shop owner, critlclzed the · 
Gulf CDunciJ !or irnpcsina strict lim
itations on rishennen. such as the 
blll on commerci.al redfish ruhi.ng, 
and nlVC!' nunovin1 them. 

•Anythil'lg th.ct goes wrona or Is 
wn:,ng, it's the trawlers' fault," Vegii 
II.Id. 

Fewer than JO shrimpers .:md sup. 
porters Dttended the rorum. report• 
edlf because they were takinir 
advaatace or ravonible tide shirts 
torshrimPins. 

"They've been tied up for over a 
WMk, so they :Ill le(t," said Cll,,llUVin 
1hrimpu De:ln Neal, who attended 
the meetin& with his bnitht:, !:lther 
A.'l:! dtdha.-id bccm:.,e they're con• 
cerned :about the ntw devices. 

. 

https://commerci.al
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Ruling to sloW· shrimp imports 
By RO■ERTORU:IH 
Auociakd Pren u,ril~r 

WASHINGTON _ A court 
ruling proleclinJ eea turtJea 'from 
abrbop nete wlU force American 
import.en t,o brine In hN shrimp, 
but- no one ean HY ror ctrt.ain 
what will happen to pricN or aup-
plie1. • · 

The market chanpd lut week 
when a judge of tho U.S. Court or 
International Trade tightened a 
ban on ahrimp cau1ht ~, fiaher• 
men from countries lacldn1 pro-
IUJD• to •• Ceguud the 
endanaered turtlee. The nJlins H• 
eludes farm-railJ11d ahrimp. 

U.S. ahrimper, uaa turtle e:xclu• 
alon devices, the t.enn for eacape 
batchu in ahrimp nela. So do Ee• 
uador _and Mexico, tha._aec~nd 
and ,third Jarpat auppliera behind 
Th111Jand. · 

lmporta Crom Thailand, which 

aenda almoat. $1 billion worth 0£ 
1hrimp to the United Stetea an
nually, will not. be aCfected. Al-
moat all ';"bal 1hrimp_ i• farm• 

. raiaed1 aa1d Rob Roaenberry, a 
· Ban D1eso publlaher of an annual 

repo_rt on. worl!lwida 1brhnp 
fannmg. 

Rotenbe.-ry Hid tbe rulinr 
would have the biggeat impact. 
on China end India, the fourth
and lifth-largaat U.S•. auppliera. 
bot.b of which rely on • ma•ture 
of ahrimp farma, commer~lal 
Oeeta and primiUve hand-neWns. 

Became ahrimp come from ev
erywhera, Roaenberry aaid, it'a 
tough to gaure the rulinll'• Im• 
pact. on the U.S. markti,t., die larf.• 
e,t cu1tomer. for the world • 
1hrimp. . . 

•Still, one induatry offreial w.d 
aome smaller import companies 
will be put out of buaineas by &lift· 
ply di ■ ruptiona .and that amall, 

inexpeoaive abrimp aold in 1om• 
reatauranla might drop from the 
menu. · 

"Thil la the ahriinp that can be 
priced at a price that an ordinary 
workinr family can afford,'' ■aid. 
Richard GutUn1, vice president
of the National Fiabenea 'lnsti• 
t.ute, a trade aaaociat.ion in Ar• 
lington, Va. . • 

Shrimp are big buail1611. Bach 
American devoured 2.6 pound& of 
ahrimp on· average laat. year, up 
from 1.4 pounda ~ decades ear• 
ier, the National Marine Fisher• 
lea Service aaid. hnporta, worth 
about. $2.6 billion, accounted for 
80 pereent. of the U.S. aupply last. 
year. 

The Gulf ofMexico region aup• 
pliea almoal all of the domesti
cally produced ahrimp, and much 
of that ie taken by boata operaf,. 
ing out or Louisiana. The indue• 
Jry produced about $470 million 
worth of shrimp in 1994• 

• i 

.. 
. . . 

Environment111i1t1 ..Y Lhe 
· growing demand for abrimp by 
the U.S. market hu nl..d tho 
threat to NA tu.rUu. 

Judp Thomae Aquilino of the. 
U.S. Court ofInternational Trade 
alft.Mld. In hte nllinr, he laid the 
State· Department muet 1top al• 
lowing 1blpment-by-1hipment I 
certification of imporh from 
countriea lacking naUonal protec- , 
t.ion program• but with 1ome 
t.rewlera outfit.t.ed to protect tur
tles. Both <Jaina and Brar.ii are in 
bat. category. 

The ahipment-by-ahipment 
policy waa to encoura11 compli
ance by rewarding indi•idual · 
ebrimpera who complied with net 
reatrictiona rather than diarupt
lng trade and economtc develop
ment in counttiea 1uch as India 
and Bangladeah, which would 
loee U.S. aales under the ban. 

.. 
G 

C 
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■SmtIMP BYCA.TCH: -The Gulf of Mex
ico Fishery Management Council has set a 
No~ 11-15 meeting at the Marriott Grand 
Hotel in Point aear, Ala, to take ..final 
action on an amendment addressing shrimp 
trawl bycatch." Accordµig to Grvm1c 
spokesmnn \Vayne Swingle, the council.will 
begin taking public comment at 8:.30 a.m. 
Wednesday, Nov. 13. 

~;~ The council's shrimp committee will begin 
··· a rcvi~w of public comment from the 14 

rmhlic hearings held across the Gulf in • 
October. Th:.it review begins at 9;30 am. 
1uesday, Nov. ll 

For the complete agenda, contact the 
G:MFM:C, 81.J.228-2815, in Tampa, Fla 
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Ruling: on turtles curbs shrimp imports 
8J RUBERT OREl'.NI! 
Associated Pless wid, 

WASIIINGTON -A court ruling· 
prolecllnR sea turtles front sh1·intp 

. nets will force American impor1e1·1 
lo bring in fewer shrimp, but oo one 
can s:1y for cer1aln tJhat will hoppen 
to prices or suprdles. 

The market changed last \\'eek 
•when a judge or the U.S. Court of 
t111ern.ilionul Trade lightened a ban 
on shrimp caught by fishermen 
Crom co11nlrles lacking programs lo 
!iafcgunrd ll1e endrmgercd turtles. 
The ruling excludes farm-raised 
stirimp. 

U.S. slirlmpers use 111rtle exclu
sion devices, tl1e term for escape 
lmlches in shrimp neu. So do 
J:cundor and Mexico, ll1e set.'Olld· 
mul 1bird-l11rgest suppliers behind. 
'flmilDrtd. 

Im1torls rrosn Thailand also \YID 
,101 be 11rrected. Ahnosl all Thni 
shrimp, just under $1 hilllon shipped 
to the Unllecl Slnles nnnunlly, Is 
fnnn-raised, said ltob Hose11be1·ry, 
Sad Diego-based publisher or nn 
annual reporl on worldwide shrimp 
f!iHttlbg. 

Rosenberry utd the ruling would 
hll'fe the blBRest fmpacls on Cl1lna 
and l11di11. the fourth· and fifth
largest U.S. suppliers, both or which 
rely m a mixture or shrimp farms, 
commercial fleels and prlmftlYe. 
lmnd-netlln8, . 

Becau9e sflJlmp conte rrom ne11• 
where. Roseriherty said, lt~s lough to 
googe Ille ruling's impllct on the U.S. 

• market, the lnri;cst cust11mc; tor the 
world's shrimp eilflOflers. · • ; 

Still, one industry oJrlcial said 
.come smaller impart oompmiies will 
he put 0111 or business by supply di!l
ruplicms and lhet smlllJ, inexpensive 
shrimp sold In some rcstauranls 
mir,hl drop from the memL .' . 

••·nits Is Ute shrimp that can be 
priced at a price lhat nn oi·dinary 
,vorking rmnlly cnn afford;' snid 
Richard Guttinc, vice prc11ide111 of 
lhe Nnlionol Fisheries Jnslilulc, a 
trnde associntion based in Arlington, 
Va. . 

Shrimp are big business. F.nch 
American devou1·ed 2.S pounds of 
shrimp on n,•erage last yenr, ua• 
from 1..4 pout1ds two decades curlier, 
tJae Nalional Morine .Fisheries 
Service :mid. lm1>orls, worth nbout 
$2.6 billion, becotmled ror 80 pe1·cc11t 
ornll,'! U.S: su11ply last yea.r. . 

F,ravironmentafisls sa,-: t!1e grnw, 
Ing dr.mnnd for shrimp by the U.S. 
market hall rnl$Cd the thrent lo sea 
tm11es. · . 

,fudge Thomlis Aquilino o(the U.S. 
Comt or lnternarkmnl ·rrade agreed. 
In his rullnti, "be s11ld the !-itnle 
Departmeurmust 111011 allowing 
shipment-by-shipment cerliricalion 
of imports from countries lackhtst 
·nauonol protection programs hut 
wilh some trawlcts nutnUcd tn pro-
lccl 1m·llc!t 

Hoth Chh1rt nnd Drnzil tire in that 
Clllegory. . 

The shl1,1ncri1-by-sltipment 1101icf 
"as to encourage com11llance by 
1·ew11rdi11g it1dlvid11nl slirimr·ers who 
complied ,11Hh net t·estrictfons 

The1~3rth ftl:tnd tns11tute'.s S',11 
Turlle Restoration Project, ha?ied tn 
Forest ICnolls, Calif., led the clml• 
lenge . 

!'Tl1e Judge proi,erJv elevated con• 
cerns about aeverely endangered 
tn:Jtine life over trade dollars, as 
ConAress contemplmted," said Josh 
1-loum, a San Pronclsco lawyer rep
tesentlng the lnslitple, the lhnnane 
Society or lhe Unilc1l Stntes and tbe 
Sierra Club. "We expect thl!! deti• 
sion tn snve hundreds or lhousonds 
or e11<lan,:c1-ed sea 1ur1les and-· M?I'• 
eral spcdc.s poi!ied on lhe brink of 
extinction." 

111e group llnld the 1981) U.S. l11w lo 
protecf turlles Intended ro1· the 
United Slntes to use embargoes lo 

rather ,han'.disru1,ting trndt and· .·11rud counlries lq impose tm1te pro
econonlic develo11me11t in countries tections, 1111cb ns escare hotchC$, to 
1111ch as Indio a11d Unnglndesl1, wl1lch . prevcnl lheir being s11nred in nets tn 
-would lose U.S. sale.,; under the bn11. · drown. 
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"Progress Through Unity" 
Aaron Caillouet, Parish Preside11t 

November 15, 1996 

Gulf of Mexico Fisheries Management Council 
5401 West Kennedy Boulevard, Suite 331 
Tampa, Florida 33609 

RE: RESOLUTION NO. 96-128 

Dear Sir. 

The Lafourche Parish Council, convened in regular session on November 12, 1996, 
adopted Resolution No. 96-128, recommending that the Gulf of Mexico Fishery 
Management Council and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration in the 
United States Department of Commerce reconsider and withdraw its proposed 
"Amendment No. 9 to Fishery Management Plan for the Shrimp Fishery of the Gulf of 
Mexico, United States Waters." 

lf you have any questions concerning the above, please do not hesitate to call. 

Sincerely, 

LAFOURCHE PARISH COUNCIL 

Secretary to the Council 

amt 

Attachment 

Copy of resolution: Federal Delegation 

~Q'1- ~"""'"' 
Sheila 8. Boudreaux 

Council Members: 
DISTRICT! DISTRICT 4 DJSTRICT7 DISTRICT IO DISTRICT 13 

Mary Flowers Robert P. Naquin Marvin P. Robichauit Thomas W. Guidry V. J. "Vince" Melvin 

DlSTRICT2 DISTRICTS DISTRICTS DISTRICT II DISTRICTI4 
R,,land Soignet Ernest "Tibby" Boudreau,i; Barry Uzee Kenneth "Matt" Matherne Rod Toups 

'"'TRICT 3 · DISTRICT6 DISTRICT9 msTRICTU 



On motion by Kenneth "Matt" Matherne, and with a unanimous second, the 

following resolution was introduced and adopted: 

RESOLUTION NO. 96-128 

RESOLUTION RECOMMENDING THAT THE GULF OF MEXICO FISHERY 
MANAGEMENT COUNCIL AND THE NATIONAL OCEANIC AND 
ATMOSPHERIC ADMINISTRATION IN THE UNITED STATES 
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE RECONSIDER AND WITHDRAW ITS 
PROPOSED "AMENDMENT NO. 9 TO FISHERY MANAGEMENT PLAN 
FOR THE SHRIMP FISHERY OF THE GULF OF MEXICO, UNITED STATES 
WATERS." 

WHEREAS, the shrimping industry in Louisiana and other::4tates has already 

sustained considerable economic hardship as a result of the mandatory use of Turtle 

Excluder Devices; and 

WHEREAS, the Red Snapper is neither a threatened nor an endangered species 

of fish; and 

WHEREAS, the decrease in Red Snapper population was largely due to heavy 

fishing pressure; and 

WHEREAS, the introduction of quotas and limits on Red Snapper has helped 

the species to rebound its population; and 

WHEREAS, the Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management Council, the agency 

seeking to impose the use of the Fish Excluder Device on the shrimping industry, has 

increased the quota on the amount of Red Snapper that can be legally caught, 52% 

since 1993 (representing nearly two million pounds of additional harvest); and 

WHEREAS, the mandatory use of Fish Excluder Devices would have a severe 

and adverse economic impact on the shrimping industry with questionable benefit to 

the Red Snapper species; 



NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, by the Lafourche Parish Council, 

convened in regular session on November 12. 1996, that it does recommend that the 

Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management Council and the National Oceanic and 

Atmospheric Administration in the United States Department of Commerce, 

reconsider and withdraw its proposed "Amendment No. 9 to Fishery Management 

Plan for the Shrimp Fishery of the Gulf of Mexico, United States Waters." 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that a certified copy of this Resolution be 

forwarded to the Gulf of Mexico Fisheries Management Council, 54Gl West Kennedy 

Boulevard, Suite 331, Tampa, Florida 33609; and the Federal delegation. 

AARON CAILLOUET, PRESIDENT 
LAFOURCHE PARISH COUNCIL 

SHEILA B. BOUDREAUX, SECRETARY 
LAFOURCHE PARISH COUNCIL 
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12/2/1996 from Jeff Noel,pob 568 Fulton,Tx.78358ax: 813-225-7015 

ear Mr. Swingle and persons concerned. 

Thank-You for the opportunity to express my concerns to you and the conn-

:il I would like to mention briefly that I am 41 yrs. old, have been a full time 

:ommercial shrimper for 21 yrs, ovn and operate a 73 'shrimp trawler full time 

.n the Gulf of Mexico, primarily off the Texas coast. 

I understand from a laymans point of view the issues of by catch and by 

:atch reduction are much clearer and simpler than from myself, the one who is 

,ut on the water attempting to make a living. I see a lot of things in the 

3hrimp industry that are in grave need of addressing, please let me urge you 

·to make contact with me to discuss these things in detail. iwould like to

refer to my concern$ and solutions in short later in this letter. 

The red snapper industry that I am aware of as of Nov.1996 is as follows 

in brief. Commercial fishing is tightly regulated, but when the permit hold

i· fishermen are allowed to work they seem to do very well. They do not com

plain of the lack of fish only about the weather. What charter boat captains 

I have talked to say they have no trouble getting their clients their legal 

limits. So I am not so sure that the red snapper is in trouble. It seems 

that after long lining was outlawed and limits were set on commercial and sport 

fishermen that the snapper are getting more populated. 

As for the use of BRDS, I am opposed to it. I feel it is unnecessary and 

that other things should be done in the shrimp industry to nelp the recovery of 

the snapper stock~ A very important thing to do is to c~ose the entire Gulf 

in the summer when Texas has her closure. Then add more artificial reefs for 

the fish. And I feel it's time for limited entry in the shrimping.industry. 

It would also help to limit the trawl to no more than 200 ft. of maximum 

spread for off shore waters and 100 ft. for the inshore waters. 

You must understand we are h~ving a tough eim~ wihe T.E.D.c ~~~: =0Al it 

is better to leave the fishing gear alone. To keep ~he fleet at a reasuudule 

level. with additional closures would go a long way to help both industries. 

Thank-You sincerely Jeff Noel 
r _n 



·rFr-• 
.... 4.,.'-,;SENATE 

STATE OF LOU!S!.t..NA 

JOHN SIRACUSA 
Stc:te s"~,:;,~r 
c,,,,:~, 21 

November 25,1996 

Gulf of Mexico Fisheries Management Council 
5401 W.Kennedy Blvd,Suite 331 
Tampa,FL 33609 

RE: FED 
TERREBONNE PiRISH COUNCIL 

Please find enclosed a copy of correspondece and subsequent resolution 
from the Terrebonne Parish Council in regards to the FED's proposed to 
reduce by-catch by shrimpers. As you will note, the Council is opposed 

·· to the mandated FED's. And certainly, I would agree, the reasoning to 
install the FED's is to protect the young red snapper population, we 
have on good authority that the juvenile snapper population is on the 
rise. 

As a peLsonal favor to us, please review carefully the mandate to install 
FED's on shrimping vessels, to see if this rally warranted. Anxiously 
awaiting you reply, we remain, 

JS/ggb 
Encl. 





______ _ 

J. B. BREAUX. CHAIRMAN 
~·•. 

,' . .(·:~{t/~''--~ RAY ,l: 
BOUDREAUX, VICE-CHAi~MAN '""¼i1/'J :i.. 

., ,. -:}".,;; 
TRICT 1 

PERCY GABRIEL. SR. .PARISH C:,OUNCJ~,.' 
'•·;ARISH 

DISTRICT2 
0;0ttllREBoNJ~? ~ , 

J. 8. BREAUX 

DISTRICTS 
WAYNE THIBODEAUX HAROLD LAPEYRE 

DISTRICT3 DISTRICT7 
RAY BOUDREAUX CINDY ROGERS 

DISTRJCT4 DISTRICTS 
CHRISTA M. DUPLANTIS, R.N. CARL CHALNIN 

DISTRICT9 
DANIEL DAVID HENRY 

_November 21, 1996 

.Honorable John Siracusa, Senator 
8905 Highv;ray 90 East 
Mor·ga:n City, LA 70380 

RE: Fish Exclud.er Devices 

Dear Senator Siracusa: 

The TcnTebonne Parish Council has received information and much public 
comment on the proposal by the Gulf of Mexico Fisheries Management Council to 
requfre Fish Excluder Devices to be included on the nets of commercial shrimp 
fishermen. Although the rationale is to protect the young red snapper population, 
independent studies indicate that the snapper population is on the rise. 

The Parish Council adopted the attached resoiution opposing the map.dated 
use of Fish Excluder Devices. The reasons for the Council's decision are included in 
the resolution. 

i:-\s always, your favorable consideration of -the Council's position will be 
appreciated. Thank you. 

s~~'-··---i~--a_t 

Council Clerk 
Pi\Lictc 
Attadunent 

https://Exclud.er
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OFFERED BY: Mr. D. Henry. 
SECONDED: Unanimously. 

RESOLUTION NO. 96-476 

WHEREAS, the Terr~bonne Parish Council has recently 
learned that the Gulf of Mexico Fisheries Management Council is 
proposing regulations which will require commercial shrimp 
fishermen to attach Fish Excluder Devices onto their nets, 
and 

WHEREAS, the Parish Council Members represent 
numerous commercial fishermen who would be greatly impacted by 
the F.E.D. requirement, and 

WHEREAS, the claim that the nets. of commercial 
shrimpers are responsible for catching 80% o~he juvenile re.d 
snapper population is hard to believe due to the increase in the 
numbers of snappers in the Gulf of Mexico, and 

WHEREAS, the Parish Council is concerned that the 
mandatory use of F.E.D.'s would cause many honest, hardworking 
people, many of whom are Native Americans, to give up their 
generations - old heritage of commercial fishing and to seek 
other means of supporting their families. 

NOW, ·THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, by the Terrebonne 
Parish Council, on behalf of the Terrebonne Parish Consolidated 
Government, that this governing authority OPPOSE the mandatory 
use of E'ish Excluder Devices on the nets of commercial shrimp 
fishermen, and 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that a copy of this 
resolution be sent to all members of Louisiana's Congressional 
Delegation, Governor Mike Foster and members of Terrebonne 
Parish's Legislative Delegation. 

THERE WAS RECORDED: 

YEAS: c. Duplantis, J.B. Breauxr H. Lapeyre, C. 
Rogers, c. Chauvin,. D. Henry, P. Gabriel, Sr., W. 
Thibodeaux and R. Boudreaux, Jr. 

NAYS: None. 

NOT VOTING: None. 

ABSENT: None. 

The Chairman declared the resolution adopted this 
20th day of November, 1996. 

* * * * * * * * * * 
I, PAUL A. LABAT, Clerk of the Terrebonne Parish 

Council, do hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and 
~~rro~~ rnnv of a resolution adopted by the Assembled CounciJ in 



UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
REGION4 

ATLANTA FEDERAL CENTER 
100 ALABAMA STREET, S.W. 

ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30303-3104 

Wayne E. Swingle 
Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management Council 
Lincoln Center 
5401 West Kennedy Blvd 
Suite 331 
Tampa, Florida 33609 

RE: Draft Supplement Environmental Impact Statement (SEIS) for 
Amendment 9 to the Fisheries Management Plan {FMP} for the 
Shrimp Fishery of the Gulf of Mexico, U.S. Waters 

Dear Mr. Swingle: 

The U. s. Environmental Protection Agency {EPA} has reviewed 
the referenced document in accordance with EPA's responsibilities 
under Section 309 of the Clean Air Act and Section 102 {2} {c} of 
NEPA. The document described impacts of actions that are 
proposed to reduce the bycatch mortality of juvenile red snapper 
in the Gulf of Mexico. The use of certified Bycatch Reduction 
Devices (BRDs) is intended to reduce the incidents of incidental 
take of bycatch in the shrimp fishery of the EEZ. 

EPA supports the above actions described in the Draft SEIS, 
but we are concerned about the socioeconomic impacts of the 
proposed action. Domestic fishermen required to use BRDs would 
be, because of reduced netting efficiency, at a competitive 
disadvantage as compared with foreign producers who capture 
shrimp with standard, traditional trawls. The final SEIS might 
include some strategies for mitigating economic pressure on the 
domestic shrimp industry from foreign sources. 

While we support the use of BRDs as described in the Draft 
SEIS, we stress the need for continuing research that will 
improve shrimp catch-per-unit effort and diminish bycatch below 
that being achieved by today's technology. A 50 percent bycatch 
reduction is said to be achievable by at least one BRD design, 
which is impressive considering the short amount of time that 
research in bycatch reduction has been ongoing. 

With the increasing pressure being placed upon on wild fish 
and shellfish populations, we anticipate more activity in the 
raising of the more profitable commercial species using 
mariculture. The number of mariculture projects in this country 
is expected to increase because of high demand for fish and 
shellfish products concomitant with dwindling wild stocks of 
commercial species. Research is needed to determine possible 
impacts on indigenous shrimp species to inadvertent introductions 
of exotic shrimp species, and the impacts on disease from 
mariculture operations to both cultured and wild shrimp. Other 
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areas of research include the impacts of habitat and water 
quality alteration on shrimp growth, and the impacts of beach 
renourishment projects on shrimp production. 

EPA's rating for this Draft SEIS is "LO", that is, this 
review has not identified any environmental impacts requiring 
substantive changes to the document. We appreciate the 
opportunity to review this document. If more information is 
required, please call me or John Hamilton at (404) 562-9617. 

CVAJ.1/
Heinz J. Mueller, Chief 
Office of Environmental 
Assessment 
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APPENDIXF 
Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management Council's Responses to Comments Regarding 

Amendment 9 to the FMP for the Shrimp Fishery of the Gulf of Mexico, U.S. Waters with 
SEIS, RIR, IRFA, and SIA 

I. Comment: Biological data are not conclusive and have not been explained to the public in a 
meaningful way. 
Response: Magnuson Act requires actions to be based on the best available scientific information, 
and these data indicate that the red snapper stock cannot recover from overfishing without further 
reductions in shrimp trawl bycatch. The amendment was reviewed twice by the Shrimp Advisory 
Panel, disseminated to fishery associations and the public through various media channels, and 
presented at 14 public hearings throughout the Gulf. 

2. Comment: Amendment likely to be unenforceable if state agents are required to handle 
significant numbers of cases. =-
Response: Requirements of the amendment pertain only to federal waters ofthe EEZ. States with 
cooperative enforcement agreements are allowed to make cases in accordance with their agreements. 

3. Comment: Red snapper quota has been increased by 52% (nearly 2.0 million pounds of 
additional harvest since 1993). 
Response: The Total Allowable Catch (TAC) remained the same (6.0 million pounds) for 1993, 
1994, and 1995). The TAC was increased to 9.12 million pounds in 1996 under the assumption that 
bycatch from shrimp trawls would be reduced by approximately 50% in 1997. 

4. Comment: Bycatch Reduction Devices (BRDs) will have severe and adverse economic impacts 
on the shrimping industry with questionable benefit to the red snapper species. 
Response: BRDs affect both the cost and revenue ofshrimp vessels; although revenue reductions 
dominate the effect on profits. The Fisheye 30 BRD and Andrews TED are estimated to result in 
total surplus reductions of$! 16 million and $I. I billion, respectively, over the very long-run. Over 
the first 15 years ofBRD implementation, surplus reductions on an annual basis range from $10 
million to $40 million for the fisheye 30 BRD and from $10 to $100 million for the Andrews TED. 
The higher numbers occur only in the first year of implementation; the reductions diminish in 
subsequent years. Over the long-term, the number ofvessels is reduced by about 3 to 4 percent with 
the fisheye 30 BRD and about 11 percent with the Andrews TED. While mainly couched in 
qualitative terms, the impacts on the red snapper industry have been deten:nined to be positive to the 
extent that some form of effort limitation program is implemented on the fishery. Such benefits 
arise from allowing the red snapper TAC to be maintained at a higher level. For example, if the 
current TAC of 9.12 million pounds is maintained until the stock recovers, net benefits to the 
commercial red snapper fishery would amount to about $118 million over the period 1996 to 2020. 
Benefits to the recreational fishery could not be estimated. 

5. Comment: Claims have been made by the GMFMC that nearly 80% of the juvenile red snapper 
population is caught by shrimp trawlers in the GulfofMexico. 
Response: The Council has not made such claims, and they are not included in Amendment 9. 
Amendment 9 is predicated on the need to reduce the bycatch mortality rate for juvenile red snapper 



(age 0 and age 1) by 50% from the 1984-1989 average. Phillip Goodyear in the NMFS' 1992 red 
snapper stock assessment update noted that mean survival to the directed fishery is reduced by about 
81% because of the bycatch problem. 

6. Comment: At least 2 studies have shown that of all the bycatch of commercial shrimpers, red 
snapper were one of the least affected species. 
Response: Nichols et al. (1990) reported that for the offshore shrimp fleet red snapper ranked 9th in 
abundance among 14 species evaluated with approximately 20 million individuals being caught in 
1989 as bycatch. 

7. Comment: The federal government forced Turtle Excluder Devices (TEDs) on fishermen and 
did nothing to stop destruction by other countries. 
Response: The GMFMC is not a federal agency, and it is not responsible for requiring TEDs under 
the Endangered Species Act. Furthermore, the Council is not involved with foreign policy. 

8. Comment: Prohibition of longlining and other restrictions on the directed fisheries 
(endorsements, quotas, seasons, trip limits, bag limits, size limits, etc.) have been responsible for 
recovery of the red snapper stock. 
Response: Regulations of the directed fisheries for red snapper since 1990 have probably had a 
positive impact on increasing the red snapper population; however, the best available data indicate 
that the stock cannot recover from an overfished state without further reduction in bycatch mortality. 

9. Comment: Instead of requiring BRDs, close the entire Gulf to shrimping during the summer 
period of the Texas Closure. 
Response: The Council has determined that seasonal closures (such as the Texas Closure) would not 
have a significant impact on reducing bycatch of juvenile red snapper because juveniles are 
distributed over the shrimping ground for approximately 14 months. More lengthy closures would 
be more costly to the shrimp fishery than the use of BRDs. Also, the majority of the juvenile red 
snapper are distributed in offshore waters of Texas and Louisiana. Limited summer closures in 
other areas would not have a significant impact on reducing bycatch of red snapper and would be 
more costly to the shrimp industry. 

10. Comment: In lieu of BRDs, add more artificial reefs and implement a limited entry program 
for the shrimping industry. 
Response: Although artificial reefs have been shown to increase fishing opportunities for the 
directed fisheries for red snapper, they have not been shown to provide a significant increase in 
critical habitat for juveniles; their effect on increasing the population is therefore unknown. Also, 
the addition of reefs reduces the amount of untrawlable bottom that in the areas of juvenile red 
snapper abundance is also important bottom for shrimp. Consequently, the shrimp industry has 
opposed additional artificial reefs in areas of shrimp abundance. The shrimp industry and the 
Council addressed limited entry in 1990 and again with Amendment 9 and rejected the alternative 
(see section on "Impractical and/or Previously Rejected Bycatch Reduction Options)." 

11. Comment: It would help to limit trawl spread in offshore waters to 200 feet and 100 feet in 
inshore waters. 



Response: It is unlikely that a reduction in the size or number of trawls being used would have a 
significant impact on bycatch of juvenile red snapper without an accompanying decrease in the 
number of vessels because there are currently more vessels operating than are needed to catch the 
available shrimp (see RIR discussions). 

12. Comment: Red snapper is neither a threatened nor endangered species. 
Response: We agree. 

13. Comment: The decrease in red snapper populations was largely due to heavy fishing pressure. 
Response: Fishing pressure from the directed commercial and recreational fisheries definitely 
contributed to declines in the red snapper stock (see SEIS for Amendment 5 to the Reef Fish FMP 
ofthe GulfofMexico). Shrimp trawl bycatch is, however, a major contributor to mortality of age 
0 and age 1 red snapper. Goodyear (1993) estimated that the mean survivability to the directed 
fishery is reduced by approximately 81 percent as a result ofbycatch. Additionally, RFSAP (1995) 
noted that the red snapper stock could not recover above the overfished state :without a 50 percent 
reduction in bycatch mortality. 

14. Comment: The requirement ofBRDs would cause many active and transgenerational shrimp 
fishermen to leave the fishery. 
Response: The requirement for use of the fisheye 30 BRO has been determined to reduce the 
number of shrimp vessels by 3 to 4 percent; while requiring the Andrews TED could reduce the 
number ofvessels by about 11 percent. .These affected fishermen are expected to leave the shrimp 
fishery. 

15. Comment: In the 1980s, biologists figured 10 pounds of bycatch for each pound of shrimp 
caught, and research showed that up to 90% ofjuvenile red snapper were dying in trawls. 
Response: During the 1970's, the ratio of total finfish to shrimp bycatch was estimated at 10:1; 
however, in the early l 990's this bycatch ratio was estimated at approximately 4: 1. The 1990 stock 
assessment reported that over 90% of the fishing mortality on juvenile red snapper ( age 0 and age 
1) was attributed to shrimp trawling (Goodyear 1990). 

16. Comment: At a rate of 4 pounds of finfish killed for each pound of shrimp, shimmers have 
killed and wasted at least 800 million pounds of finfish annually in recent years. 
Response: It is correct that about 800 million pounds of finfish have been caught annually as by 
catch in recent years; however, not all by catch is wasted. Some of this by catch is sold or used for 
food. Other amounts re-enter the food chain or provide a nutrient source for future primary 
productivity. Also, many of the by catch species are short-lived with high natural mortalities in the 
first year of life. 

17. Comment: A couple dozen small snapper, croaker, mackerel and other fish are dying for each 
pound of shrimp. 
Response: See above responses regarding by catch by weight. Estimates of the total numbers of all 
finfish species caught for each pound of shrimp are not available. Table 2 of Amendment 9 
provides data for 1989 on the numbers of the most frequently encountered finfish species caught in 
the offshore shrimp fishery. 



18. Comment: A BRO will cut bycatch by 50% while reducing shrimp catch by Oto 6%. 
Response: Only 2 BROS are proposed for certification as meeting the 44% bycatch reduction 
criterion for juvenile red snapper (fisheye 30 mesh position and 5" Andrews TED). The estimates 
of reduction in shrimp by weight for these 2 BROS are 3 and 16%, respectively. 

1-9. Comment: The cost of adding BROS is about $100.00 per boat. 
Response: BROS cost about $50 per net, or $200 per vessel with four nets. The Andrews TED is 
estimated to cost about $200 per net or $800 per vessel with four nets. 

20. Comment: Red snapper bycatch in the shrimp industry declined by 50% from 1972 to 1993, and 
the overall finfish bycatch by weight has declined by 60% since the 1970s (NMFS Cooperative . 
Research Program 1995) 
Response: Although the estimate ofred snapper by catch in 1972 was approximately 70 million fish 
and the estimate in 1993 was about 3 5 million fish, the bycatch between these years has generally 
been between 20 and 30 million fish. Slightly higher levels were observed itUke early 1980s and 
early 1990s; while slightly lower levels were seen in the mid 1970s and mid 1980s. Although the 
ratio offinfish bycatch by weight to shrimp catch has decreased from 10:1 in the 1970s to 4:1 in 
1994, this change in ratios may not reflect a 60% reduction in total bycatch. Furthermore, the 
causes for the reduction and any trend over the period are not known. 

21. Comment: Prior to limited entry and restrictive size limits, shrimp boats landed thousands of 
pounds of small (8 to 12-inch) red snapper. This size-class of red snapper is now a regulatory 
discard, and the current fishery does not significantly impact this size red snapper. 
Response: Data on the amount and size distribution of shrimp-trawl-caught red snapper are 
inadequate to confinn the amounts previously landed; however, recent stock assessments note that 
the majority of the bycatch mortality is on age Oand age 1 fish. The average size of age 1 fish is 
about 7 inches; consequently, there is a component of the age 1 bycatch that encompasses the size 
range mentioned. It could also be significant since the mortality on the age 1 component of the 
bycatch is the largest (82%). 

22. Comment: Estimates ofshrimp loss from TEDs and the extended funnel BRD are not consistent 
with some industry personnel's observations. 
Response: Data reported in Table 4 of Amendment 9 are best available. 

23. Comment: There is current disagreement as to whether some TEDs ( other than the Andrews 
TED)are also operating as a BRO for red snapper, and the Council should ask NMFS to evaluate 
TEDs by comparing them with "naked nets." Also, without this information, it is practically 
impossible to determine the economic impacts to the shrimp industry or whether the goal of a 50% 
reduction in bycatch mortality is being achieved. 
Response: We agree; however, the current best estimate of bycatch reduction ofjuvenile red snapper 
from TEDs, other than the Andrews TED is that it is not significantly different from zero. 

24. Comment: Current practices to detennine effort in the shrimp fishery lead to estimates that are 
"best available data;" however, the estimates may be severely overestimated particularly those for 



a particular area or depth zone. These overestimates could bias the GLM model estimates ofshrimp 
trawl bycatch. 
Response: We agree that the current estimates are best available data. The Council also evaluated 
the possibility that by catch was overestimated by 14 and 33%. These evaluations concluded that 
even a 33% upward error would not affect the need to further reduce bycatch of red snapper 
(Goodyear 1996). 

25. Comment: The Council should form a Shrimping Effort Data Task Force to evaluate the 
accuracy of current data collection efforts as well as to make recommendations to NMFS regarding 
necessary changes to the data collection effort so that the data are of more use in the future. 
Response: In 1993, the Council established a special panel to review effort data from the shrimp 
fishery. The panel was asked to review possible sources of bias in catch data and to evaluate its 
impacts, if any, on effort estimates. The panel was also asked to review the methodology used to 
collect the data. Recommendations were made to the Council in a "Report to the Gulf Council on 
Shrimp Effort" in May 1994. The Council will likely look at additional ways tojmprove estimates 
of effort in all fisheries covered by existing management plans in keeping with the Sustainable 
Fisheries Act of 1996. 

26. Comment: The SPR target for Gulf red snapper is flawed due to inaccurate historical data on 
red snapper landings by area caught. 
Response: Estimates of SPR are not solely based on landings or catch. CPUE may be used as and 
indices ofabundance; however, other factors, including biological ones, are used in estimating SPR. 
The SPR target as reflected in Amendment 9 is to recover the stock above the overfished level of 
20%. The 20% SPR as a overfishing threshold is consistent with other species with similar 
biological and ecological characteristics. 

27. Comment: Determination of the economic impacts of present and proposed regulations (TEDs 
and BRDS) is hampered by uncertainties regarding shrimp loss both from the gears themselves and 
from potential losses of biomass due to changes in ecological relationships. 
Response: We agree. 

28. Comment: Domestic fishermen who are required to use BRDS would be at a competitive 
disadvantage because of reduced efficiency when compared with foreign producers who are not 
required to use BRDS. The SEIS might include strategies for mitigating economic pressure on 
domestic shrimp producers from foreign producers. 
Response: Table R-10 of Amendment 9 shows that over 80% of the U.S. consumption of shrimp 
comes from foreign imports. Additionally, the majority of foreign shrimp are maricultured. 
Consequently, the effects of any reduced efficiency or shrimp loss from BRDS in competition with 
foreign wild-caught shrimp would be insignificant. Additionally, since BRDS reduce culling time 
and the shrimp loss has been shown to be below 3% for some devices, the use of BRDS could 
actually increase harvest efficiency and improve the product. 

29. Comment: Research is needed to evaluate the impacts of mariculture, including inadvertent 
release of nonindigeneous species of shrimp and disease organisms. 



Response: We agree, and the Council is addressing these problems through its recently revised 
mariculture policy. 

30. Comment: The public is inflamed at the shrimp industry because of erroneous reports that the 
finfish bycatch to shrimp ratio is 10:1, and the NMFS reported in the late 1980s that shrimp bycatch 
was responsible for the collapse of the red snapper fishery. 
Response: The overall public perception of the shrimp industry is unknown. See Comment 15 
above. 

31. Comment: Over 60% of the Gulf vessels have left the fishery; therefore, the reduction in 
bycatch is automatically down over 60%. 
Response: A reduction in vessels does not translate equally into a bycatch reduction. The shrimp 
industry in the Gulf has more vessels than are needed to harvest the available resource ofshrimp; 
consequently, a reduction in the number of vessels may not reduce the effective effort that is the 
standard on which bycatch reduction is measured. The 1995 stock assessmentf,or red snapper noted 
a 10% reduction in effective effort; consequently, the bycatch reduction criterion for red snapper 
was reduced from 50% to 44%. Also, see Table R-2 for estimates of the number of vessels 
operating in the Gulf shrimp fishery. 

32. Comment: There has been an implication that the offshore shrimp fleet is "wasting" a natural 
resource which equates to removing them from the ecosystem; however, bycatch is , in fact, 
redistributed as food for other fish. 
Response: See Comment 16 above. 

33. Comment: The shrimp industry should be managed to ensure that no undue burden is placed on 
any segment thereof. 
Response: The "purpose and need" section of Amendment 9 states this intent of the Council; 
however, the Council also has the responsibility to ensure that overfishing is not perpetuated on any 
species under management. 

34. Comment: Regulations on seafood, such as Amendment 9, are making it impossible for anyone, 
except the very rich to afford to buy it. 
Response: The price of various seafood and seafood products varies considerably, and it is also 
affected by imports. 

35. Comment: Most of the bycatch is composed of trash or inedible fish that have a life cycle 
similar to shrimp, about 12 to 14 months. 
Response: See Table 2 of Amendment 9 for a list of the most common bycatch species. 

36. Comment: Not one of NMFS' stock assessments has considered the effects of the "Dead 
(hypoxic) Zone" on the abundance of shrimp, fish, sea turtles, or marine mammals. Other such 
factors may also have been ignored in stock assessments. Without consideration of these factors on 
the status of the stock, how can NMFS purport that BRDs will rebuild red snapper populations. 
Response: Stock assessments consider a wide variety offactors including biological, ecological, and 
those related to fishing. Currently, the best available data indicate that the red snapper stock cannot 



rebuild above the overfished status without further reduction in bycatch mortality which has been 
determined to be a significant component of the total mortality. 

37. Comment: The Council and NMFS have never encouraged outside peer review of stock 
assessments by providing funding to pay for it. 
Response: Peer review has been accomplished through Stock Assessment Panels and other voluntary 
review, but it has not been funded. 

38. Comment: Statistical flaws in the estimates ofbycatch have not been addressed. 
Response: See Comment 24. 

39. Comment: Estimates of catch comparisons on trawls with and without BRDs and trawls with 
and without TEDs have flaws in their analyses. 
Response: Table 4 ofAmendment 9 shows the most recent performance ofBRDs under testing. It 
also shows data on the Andrews TED that is being recommended for certification as a BRD. 

40. The SSC and SAP do not have representation from statisticians or oceanographers, and its 
members serve voluntarily and are not paid. This causes assessments to have minimal peer review 
and to basically reflect the unchallenged views ofNMFS scientists. 
Response: The SSC and SAP have members that are skilled in fishery population dynamics which 
requires considerable statistical ability and experience. It is true that members are not paid; 
however, they are compensated for actual expenses to attend meetings to review data and 
assessments. The Standing SSC (14 members) contains 1 NMFS employee; the Special Reef Fish 
SSC (5 members) contains 3 NMFS employees: the Reef Fish Stock Assessment Panel (7 members) 

. contains 1 (retired) NMFS employee. These members must be reappointed every 2 years. 

41. Comment: Amendment 9 does not conform with the requirements of the Magnuson-Stevens Act 
of 1996, particularly Sections 405 and 407. 
Response: The Council has been advised by NOAA General Counsel that Amendment 9 is not in 
conflict with the Magnuson-Stevens Act. 

42. Comment: Over the years, the shrimp industry has reduced bycatch through fishing gear 
changes and modifications, regulatory mandates, reduction in fishing effort through vessel 
reductions, area closures, seasonal closures (Texas Closure), loss of trawlable bottom, use ofTEDs, 
and research studies; however, no credit has been given to these reductions. 
Response: The effects ofthese and other aspects of the shrimp fishery are discussed under Rejected 
Alternative A.I. In summary, only reductions in effective effort have been shown to significantly 
reduce the bycatch mortality rate for juvenile red snapper, and these reductions have not been 
sufficient to preclude the need for BRDs and further reduction in bycatch mortality in order to 
rebuild the stock by the Council's goal of20% SPR by the year 2019. 

43. Comment: For the last 3 years, the NMFS and Council have allowed the recreational component 
to exceed its quota by nearly double of spawning age fish 4 years and older; thus changing the 
statutory allocation of TAC from 51% commercial/49% recreational to 59% recreational/41 % 
commercial. 



Response: The Council has established a management regime for red snapper that includes a TAC 
with an estimated division of51% commerciaV49% recreational based on historic harvest levels for 
these components ofthe fishery. (This split is not a statutory allocation.) Based on a permit system 
and requirements for reporting landings, the commercial fishery is closed when its portion of the 
TAC is anticipated to be met. The 51% base is the guide for closure of the commercial fishery. The 
percentages of the actual catch for the most recent complete years (I 993 and 1994) are 
approximately 63% recreational and 3 7% commercial. The recreational fishery has been managed 
through size limits and bag limits. Unanticipated increases in effort have caused the recreational 
allocation overruns. The size composition of the recreational allocation overages has not been 
detennined; however, based on a minimum size of 14 inches, legal catches would include mostly 
fish age 3 and above. 

44. Comment: There has been a surplus in red snapper since 1990 which has increased TAC 
without bycatch regulations, and the reasons for this surplus are that the contribution of the shrimp 
fishery to bycatch reduction ofjuvenile red snapper age 0 and age 1 has beel!JMlderestimated and 
NMFS has overestimated bycatch of these age groups in shrimp trawls. 
Response: See Comment 42 for response to the underestimation ofbycatch reduction by the industry 
since 1990. Additionally, any increases in the population of red snapper have most likely resulted 
from regulations imposed since 1990, the extremely strong year class in 1989, and relatively strong 
year classes since 1989 (Goodyear 1995). With regard to the possibility of overestimation of 
bycatch, see Comment 24. 

45. Comment: The Magnuson Act requires that management measures be fair and equitable; 
consequently, imposition of strict bycatch limits on the shrimp industry would also require 
enforcement of strict catch limits on the recreational fishery. 
Response: The Sustainable Fisheries ct of 1996 requires that the red snapper recreational fishery be 
closed when its allocation is expected to be reached. 

46. Comment: A 25% reduction in bycatch from shrimp trawls results in a 5% loss of shrimp 
biomass, and a 50% reduction results in a 11% loss of shrimp biomass. 
Response: These data are 1 of 4 scenarios examined in Amendment 9. See Ecological Impacts 
under Proposed Alternative A.2 and Appendix B. 

47. Comment: An evaluation of the social and economic impacts of Amendment 9 on the 31 or 
more "fishing communities" as defined in the Magnuson-Stevens Act has not been done. This 
includes not only the shrimp industry itself but also the indirect land-based infrastructures, 
municipality budgets, and lending institutions. 
Response: While there have been no rigorous studies on the economic impacts of Amendment 9 on 
various fishing communities, the RIR and SIA do consider the best available data on the economic 
and social impacts ofbycatch reduction requirements on the shrimping industry and its participants. 
These sections ofAmendment 9 also address the known impacts to selected finfish fisheries. 

48. Comment: If no action is taken to reduce bycatch mortality of red snapper, long-term risks to 
the red snapper fishery and health of the Gulfecosystem would be severe, and if bycatch is reduced, 
the benefits to the marine ecosystem will be tremendous. 



Response: Available data indicate that red snapper stocks cannot recover above the established 
overfished threshold without further reduction in bycatch mortality. Impacts to the Gulf ecosystem 
that may occur as a result of taking action or not taking action are unknown. 

49. Comment: There is limited species-specific bycatch data for the Gulf. 
Response: NMFS has been collecting species-specific bycatch data since 1971. 

50. Comment: Yields from the directed red snapper fishery would increase 60 to 90% if shrimp 
trawl bycatch did not exist. 
Response: As indicated in Amendment 9, the long-term potential yield for red snapper is estimated 
at 33 million pounds annually. The TAC for 1996 was 9.12 million pounds; thus the potential 
increase is approximately 362%. 

51. Comment: The use ofBRDs will have significant benefits for other nontarget species, and king 
and Spanish mackerel are severely affected bycatch loss. _ _ 
Response: Although it is likely that there will be initial increases in the survivability for numerous 
finfish species, the long-term effects of this exclusion on the population size of most species in the 
bycatch complex is not known. For the more long-lived species, it is likely that the stock size will 
increase; however, bycatch mortality on the short-lived species may to some extent be replaced by 
natural mortality. Bycatch reduction is also likely to change predator/prey relationships even among 
the more long-lived species, and such changes could have both positive and negative effects on 
population abundance among species. The significance ofbenefits to both managed and unmanaged 
species that are currently caught as bycatch has not been evaluated. There is insufficient data to 
determine if king and Spanish mackerel stocks are severely affected by shrimp-trawl bycatch, and 
neither stock is currently considered to be overfished. 

52. Comment: Atlantic croaker will benefit tremendously from the use of BRDs. 
Response: See Comment 51. 

53. Comment: The DSEIS includes mention of ancillary benefits to species other than red snapper 
in several places; however, an adequate discussion of these benefits is lacking. 
Response: See Comment 51. 

54. Comment: Section 6.0-Environmental Consequences notes that environmental of the proposed 
alternatives are considered in Sections 2.0, 3.0, and 4.0; however, Section 3.0 does not exist. 
Response: The heading for Section 3. 0 - Affected Environment was inadvertently eliminated from 
the text of page 34 of the public hearing draft dated 9/20/96. This heading will be inserted in the 
final draft of Amendment 9 between "Social Impacts of Proposed Alternative E.2" and "Biological 
Environment." 

55. Comment: The DSEIS should analyze the ecological benefits that will result from the reduction 
of bycatch of nontarget species and the recovery of potentially important fisheries. 
Response: "The ecological impacts of bycatch are not fully understood." Consequently, analyses 
of the ecological benefits, if any, to individual species or fisheries cannot be accomplished, Also, 
see Comment 51. 



56. Comment: Bycatch is the most significant threat for a great number of species in the Gulf. The 
reduction ofbycatch will allow for the recovery of impacted populations and increase the likelihood 
that economically valuable Gulf fisheries can be sustained. 
Response: Red snapper is the only species under management in the EEZ that has been determined 
to be overfished and to be unable to recover above the established overfished definition within the 
Council's specified time-frame without further reductions in shrimp-trawl bycatch or elimination 
of the directed fishery for some period of time. Also, see Comment 51. 

57. Comment: The DSEIS focuses almost exclusively on potential decreases in shrimp stock 
biomass and potential impacts to marine mammals and seabirds that feed on bycatch. 
Response: We disagree. Changes in potential ecological relationships among finfish species 
excluded by BRDs are discussed under Proposed Alternative A.2 - Ecological Impacts and the 
original modeling of these scenarios is included in Appendix B. Furthermore, under Section 6.0 -
Environmental Consequences - a wide range of potential ecological effects are discussed. 

58. Comment: The primary focus of the DSEIS analysis must be the impact on the Gulf ecosystem 
and benefits of reducing bycatch. Impacts to the shrimp fishery and animals which might be 
dependent on bycatch as an unnatural food source should be a secondary focus. 
Response: See Comment 51 with regard to analyses ofecosystem impacts and benefits. Impacts to 
the shrimp fishery are a major consideration of the DSEIS, particularly as part of Amendment 9 
because this amendment applies to the shrimp fishery. EISs and SEISs for other FMPs such as the 
ReefFish and Coastal Migratory Pelagics Fl\1Ps have rightly focused on impacts to these and other 
finfish species. Additionally, many of the bycatch species are not an "unnatural" food source for 
marine mammals and sea birds; they are simply made more readily available. 

59. Comment: Significant ecological and economic benefits of bycatch reduction can be achieved 
without reducing the effectiveness of shrimp trawls, and the use of BRDs will result in economic 
benefits to the shrimp fishery through decreased workload from culling unwanted bycatch. 
Response: With regard to ecological benefits, see Comment 51. With regard to the economic 
impacts, the RIR shows that the use of the fisheye 30 mesh BRD and the Andrews TED could 
reduce the annual total surplus for the shrimp fishery by $116 million and $1.1 billion, respectively. 

60. Comment: Since 1990, the size of try nets and the length of time that they are pulled have both 
increased considerably resulting in an increase in the number of observed captures of sea turtles and 
probably finfish bycatch. 
Response: The Council is not aware of any studies that have shown that the size or tow times for 
try nets has increased appreciably since 1990. Try nets used in Texas and Louisiana typically have 
headrope lengths ofbetween 15 and 16 feet. Furthermore, the Council is unaware ofdata that show 
an increase in the capture of sea turtles or finfish in try nets. 

61. Comment: Proposed regulations will require TEDs in try nets with a 12 foot headrope length 
and larger, and requiring both a TED and a BRD in the same try net will ease enforcement and 
minimize confusion among shimmers and enforcement officials. 
Response: The Council's proposed alternative would only require a BRD in a try net larger than 16 
feet (headrope measurement). Consequently, try nets with headrope lengths between 12 and 16 feet 



would only require a TED. Although requiring a TED and a BRO in try nets 12 feet and larger may 
provide for more consistent regulations, the use of a BRO in a try net in some ways defeats the 
purpose of the try net as it has traditionally been used, i.e. to ascertain the amount of shrimp and 
bycatch that are likely entering the main net(s) on a periodic basis. 

62. Comment: There is a likelihood that shrimp trawl bycatch is one of the primary reasons that red 
snapper populations off Florida, east of Cape San Blas are relic; thus BRDS should be required in 
all waters of the EEZ of the Gulf of Mexico. 
Response: The primary reason why red snapper populations are relic off Florida is that as the stock 
has become overfished the range of the stock has decreased to the center, which is a typical 
ecological phenomenon. There are no historic data to show that there have ever been significant 
numbers of juvenile red snapper off Florida east of Cape San Blas, and shrimp-trawl bycatch is 
mainly juveniles. 

63. Comment: Requiring BROS in all trawls in the Gulf region would benefit- enforcement. 
Response: We agree; however, it would create an unnecessary burden to the shrimp fishery 
considering the objectives of Amendment 9. 

64. Comment: The bycatch reduction criteria should be increased over time (from 50% in 1997 to 
7 5% in 2017) to provide for recovery of the red snapper stock above the overfished status prior to 
2019 because red snapper are capable of a much quicker recovery. Additionally, the bycatch 
reduction criteria should not be decreased until the stock is fully recovered. 
Response: Proposed alternative E.2 would allow the Council to increase of decrease the bycatch 
reduction criterion in accordance with its rebuilding program which includes a continued allowance 
for a directed fishery. Increasing the percent reduction in bycatch mortality above 66% level would 
likely force a closure of the shrimp fishery in the area west of Cape San Blas if the Andrews TED 
is decertified and if more efficient BROS are not developed. This change could also result in 
closures or reductions in TAC for the directed commercial and recreational red snapper fisheries. 

65. Comment: A 50% reduction in bycatch would mean that 10 million pounds rather than 20 
million pounds of red snapper would die in shrimp trawls each year. 
Response: The Council's goal is a 50% reduction in the bycatch mortality rate for juvenile red 
snapper age 0 and age 1 from the average annual mortality rate on these age groups during 1984 and 
1989. Table 2 of Amendment 9 notes that approximately 20 million red snapper were caught as 
by catch in 1989. Since the majority of these fish are age 0 and age 1, their individual weight is 
considerably less than one pound each. Additionally, since the bycatch reduction goal is a reduction 
in the mortality rate, it would probably not translate directly as a 50% reduction in either weight or 
number of fish. 

66. Comment: The DSEIS does not assess the impacts of the Gulf shrimp fishery on endangered 
and threatened sea turtles. 
Response: Amendment 9 to the Shrimp FMP has been promulgated under the requirements of the 
Magnuson Fishery Conservation and Management Act of 1976, as amended and the newly adopted 
Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act. The protection of endangered and 
threatened species is accomplished through the requirements of the Endangered Species Act of 1973, 



as amended. The NMFS has been provided with the responsibility for promulgating regulations for 
the protection and recovery of endangered and threatened sea turtles and for determining impacts 
to protection and recovery efforts. The Council's responsibilities are delegated by the Magnuson 
Act and now the newly adopted Magnuson-Stevens Act. The Council is charged with developing 
fishery management plans and amendments in order to maintain sustainable fisheries in the Gulf of 
Mexico. As such, Amendment 9 analyzes the known environmental impacts of the proposed 
management measures designed to recover the overfished stock of red snapper and references 
impacts to endangered and threatened species under regulations promulgated by NMFS (see Section 
10). Furthermore, the NMFS (in a Section 7 consultation dated December 20, 1996) concluded that 
the requirement of BROS is unlikely to greatly change the impacts of the shrimp fishery on 
endangered and threatened species. 

67. Comment: Because the DSEIS does not include a discussion of impacts to protected species, 
NMFS must proceed with separate NEPA consideration of the continued operation of this fishery 
on sea turtles and other protected species. _ . 
Response: As previously discussed, the DSEIS does include discussion of the known environmental 
impacts ofthe proposed actions; consequently, there should be no requirement for additional NEPA 
consideration. 

68. Comment: The Council should address limited entry in the shrimp fishery of the Gulf. 
Response: The Council has addressed limited access considerations. See Impractical and/or 
Previously Rejected Bycatch Reduction Options in Amendment 9. 

69. Comment: The impact of bycatch on red snapper has been exaggerated because natural 
mortality for red snapper ages 0 and 1 is likely higher than projected by NMFS. 
Response: Most stock assessments completed prior to 1995 included an estimate of natural 
mortality, M=0.2. Subsequent analyses have shown that because red snapper are believed to be 
more long-lived (to at least age 53), the M=0.2 is probably too high. For example, Hoenig (1983) 
estimated total mortality (Z), which is the combination of natural mortality· (M) and fishing 
mortality (F), at only 0.18. Consequently, in the 1995 stock assessment, Goodyear (1995) used the 
value ofM=0. l and concluded that this was perhaps a more realistic estimate. 

70. Comment: Current data suggest that red snapper are on the road to recovery; the standing stock 
and young-of-the-year index of abundance are increasing. 
Response: Estimates of abundance as year-class strengths show an increase in 1993 and 1994 as 
compared to the 3 previous years; however, these estimates are significantly lower than most 
estimates from 1971 through 1981 (Goodyear 1995 - Figure 33). There was, however, an extremely 
strong year-class in 1989; the largest in over 10 years. The subsequent seemingly upward trend in 
recruitment is not sufficient to support the contention that the red snapper stock is "on the road to 
recovery," and the best available data show that the stock cannot recover from the overfished status 
without further reductions in shrimp-trawl bycatch. 

71. Comment: Since 1990, the number ofage 2 and older fish have increased from 6 to 15. 6 million 
fish in 1994 (Goodyear 1995 - Table 98), and this trend coupled with the young-of-the-year index 
(see Comment 70) indicates that recover of the red snapper stock is occurring. 



Response: Goodyear (1995) - Table 98 shows that the number of age 2 and above fish at the 
beginning of 1990 and 1994 was 6.3 million and 12.8 million, respectively. It also reports that the 
numbers for 1991, 1992, and 1993 were 13.9, 15.1, and 15.6 million, respectively. The increase in 
numbers for 1991 through 1993 may, at least in part, be the result of the entrance of the large 1989 
year-class to the age 2 and above age groups; whereas, the decline in 1994 could be influenced by 
the reduction in numbers of this year-class. These data do not support the contention that recovery 
is being achieved (see Comment 70). 

72. Comment: Amendment 9 does not satisfy the requirements of the Magnuson Act that 
management measures be fair and equitable and reasonably calculated to promote conservation 
because of increasing TACs for the directed fishery and the proposal to require BROS for the shrimp 
fishery to allow red snapper stocks to recover from a "significantly overfished" status. 
Response: In addition to the requirements of the Magnuson Act that measures to allocate or assign 
fishing privileges be fair and equitable to all such fishermen and reasonably calculated to promote 
conservation, it also provides that such measures be carried out in such manrugthat no particular 
individual, corporation, or other entity acquires an excessive share of such privileges. Current data 
indicate that shrimp-trawl bycatch is the most significant source of mortality on age O and age 1 red 
snapper. Since the Magnuson Act also requires that management measure shall prevent overfishing, 
Amendment 9 addresses the most significant source of mortality. Additionally, if this source of 
mortality is not reduced, data indicate that the red snapper stock cannot recover above the overfished 
status. 

73. Comment: The Magnuson-Stevens Act adds a National Standard that limits bycatch restrictions 
to those necessary to "avoid serious adverse environmental impacts on such bycatch species or the 
ecology of the affected area," and as such, the Council cannot and should not regulate every 
conceivable alleged bycatch problem. 
Response: Amendment 9 only addresses the red snapper stocks in the Gulf of Mexico that are 
considered to be overfished and incapable of recovery without further reductions in shrimp-trawl 
bycatch. 

74. Comment: Gulf shrimp fishing effort has increased some 200 percent since the 1960s. The 
Texas Closure and changes in general fishing practices have resulted in intense pulse fishing in 
localized areas. 
Response: As noted in the discussion of effort under Section A. I of Amendment 9, effort in the 
offshore fishery asmeasured in 24-hour days has been relatively stable; however, in 1994 and 1995, 
this effort measurement was approximately 10 percent less than the 1984 through 1989 average 
(RFSAP 1995). Additionally, available data show that the number ofvessels has generally declined 
since the late 1980s. The Texas Closure may have caused the temporary relocation of some vessels 
to other areas; however, its contribution to pulse fishing is unknown. Pulse fishing has generally 
increased as the shrimp fleet has become more efficient (more horsepower, better gear, better 
communications, etc.), and concentrations of effort at times occur over a broad area of the northern 
and western Gulf. The NMFS has addressed the impacts of the localized changes in effort in 
nearshore waters in 61 FR 66933, December 19, 1996. Also see Comment #66. 



75. Comment: Amendment 9 proposes the certification of the Andrews 5" TED as a certified BRD 
with implementation of the amendment. 
Response: See Comment #66. Also, if the NMFS decertifies this TED on the basis that it does not 
meet applicable criteria, Proposed Alternative C.1 of Amendment 9 notes that this gear would no 
longer be certified as a BRD. 
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